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ADMIINSTRATOR APPOI1<TED UNDE11 TllE II'DlAN SUCCESSIO:-I ACT
(X OF 186Sl-TiLe deccased suhsequelltly fOl/ud to ft:lve been. a

Buddltist-Sale by the adlllillis:r"tor o( imMoveable property
I£'illtout permi;sioll oj lite COllrl---FwdC1/.cyvl'l slIit!vr lite estilic al
t.'IC time o/the S.tle-Lio po.; IJ dClls.,...-Tr'lIl,jer of Property Acl (Vot
1882), section 52. WlJer<: ldters of administration were appliect
for and granted und'~r the Indian Su:ces~illJl Act. to the estate of a
deceased who was subsequ :ntly fonnd to be a Buddhist, held, that
the· sale of immoveable properly bv fhe administrator without
permis ion of the CouI! was not there')Y,reI1l1~r.cdill':alid. Held,
furtller, that where a cre(Etor or one 01 tJi~ Il,ext.of-kin institutes an
administrati01~ sui~ agailJ~l all executor or.\1].b~;.llis~ratr)ral'p;)in!ed
under the ludJan S\1CCeSSlon Ad, the lllcr~\1tutlOlJ of the acttoll
or the obtainill~ of a mere a(hllinistra(i'm'_de~·'·will not bring
the doctrine o(Zis pC/ldells into operation ,ind clocs not ordinarily
deprive the execnlor or administrator of the general power to
dispose of a-,sets, unless and until [h" plaintiff has obtained an
order appointing a receiver of the estate or at least an injunction
restraining the executor or administrator from exercising the
powers vested in him. [(yill Wei v. !I1a GYJke a1ltt others. 9
. L.H.R 197-1'efcrred to. Beny v. Gibsoll, L.R 8 Ch. Apr.
847; !'Jewes v. Burridge, 14 Q.B. ;,!)7: Jldce v. ·Price (1887) 35
Ch. D. 297-·ftiUowui. Hill v. Simp."ol1., 32 Eng. Rep. 63; Ricketts
v. Lewis, (1882) 20 Ch. D. 745 ; Scott v. Tyler, 2 Bro. C.C. 431 ;
Walker v. Fla11lstead, 3 Keny. 56; Woodhead v. Fallows, 1 L.J.
Ex. 177-distinguished.
LEE LUI MA HOCK V. SAW MAH HONE AND THREE
PE:\AL CODE, SECTIO~S 420,

511
BUR)IA HAHITUAL OFFE:NDEHS' HESTf<ICTlON AcT (ACT II OF 1')19).
SECTION 7-APPlicability to off,:I1:lers 1wdcl'Burl/ill Op~llm LL111!
AII/cudment Act (Act VII 01 1919), seetio·1t 3. Held, that the effect
01 section 3, Opitim Law Amendment Ad. is to int.oduce an additional ground oi] which section 1100f the Criminal Procedure Cede
can be applied:;:~nd that conseqnently ;1Il flrder of restrictiOn under
the Burma Habitual Offenders I~estricticm Act, can be passed
against persohs dealt with under the Opium V\\V Amendment Act.

ATTEMPT AND PHEPARATJGN :

Sce

61

KING-f:MPEROH tJ. NGA KYAUNG
BURMA OPIUM LAW A~IENDlIIENT ACT, SECTIO)l 3 : &e BURMA HABITUAL OfFE;oilDERS RESTRICTION ACT, SECTION 7
C6SFESSION TO A VILLAGE HEADMAN:
HEADMAN IS A POLICE-OFFICER

See
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CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, CHAPTER
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offence-sectioll 436-Pvwer to direct fur/her C1iqlliry. Held, that
section 436 of the Criminal Procedure Code applies to" person
accused of an offeRee" and not" any accused person" and
therefore does not include person against wholll proceedings are
taken under Chapter VIII OJ this COde. Ebrahm v. Kil/gEmperor, 2 L.B.F. 80-superseded.
MAUNG THAN'll. KIKG-EMPEIWf/

30

EVIDESCE ACT, SEcnoN 25 : See WHETlIER A VILLAGE HEADMAN IS
A POLICE-OFFICER

21

LIS PENDENS: Sec ADMINISTRATOR APPIONTED UNDER THE INDIAN
SUCCESSION ACT
' 4
MINOR, PROMISSORy-NOTE IN FAVOUR OF-Suit by the //Iinor .for the
obligation on the 110/e. Held, that a promissory n,)lelin favour of a
minor is not void and can be enforced. Ma/fOri Beebec v. Dharmados Ghose, 30 Cal. 539-'-distin:l!.lIishcd. R1tl1g"r,1Zlt Sathrtl1"aw
& Co. v. Maddllra Basap1>a. 74 Mad. L.J. 363-fol/o~f)ed.

Tretelyans's The Law Rela/iug /0 Millors, 5th Editioll-Nferred /0.
SHARF.~TH

ALI t'. NOOR MAHOMEIl

NEW P.RRANGEMENTS BETWEEN THE PRINCIP.IJ. AND Pt'IlCHASER
INTRODUCED BY THE BIlOKEIl : Sec PRINCIPAL AND BROKER

1

4

PENAL CO,DE (XLV OF 1860), SECTION 420. 'SII-AttemPI tv ched-

Sendillg notice of a fire to an J"l/S1lrl.111c(: Compally-Claims made
for damage by fi,re accompamed by decl{l1'atio11S deliberately false
Attempt al1d preparation. The flrd accused insured his paddy in
certain godowns with three Fire Insurance Companies and, on the
godowns being burnt down, he. first sent the I nSllrance Comp:il1ies
notices informing them of the tire and subsequently presented his
claims in which he :deliberately made fals~ statements as to the
quantity of paddy stored in the goc!owns and destroyed by the fire.
Held, that the sending of the notices was in act of preparation bl"
when the accused foLl.owed up these notices with the actual claim
papers, he commitlecLhimseIf to a representation of fact which
being false to acknowledge nll:st be regarded as an Overt-act
towards the commission of the offence Of cheating-an :lct which
had gone beyond the stage of . preparation. In tlie matter of
R. Mac Crea, 15 All. 173-refe1'1'ed.
MAUNG Po HMYIN AND ONE

V.

KING-EMPEROR

POWER OF DISTRICT MAGISTRATE TO DIRECT FURTHER ENQUIRY
UNDER CHAPTER VIII, CRIMINAl. PROCEDURE CorlE :See CRIMINAL
PROCEDURE CODE, CHAPTER VIII
.'
_
PRINCIPAL AND BROKER-B,'okerage on salc of Itlnd-!1wbility of

the pltrchaser intrr.duced by tlie bl'okcl' to complete-Ncw 4n'tll1ge,
ments between tlie pril/cipal tll/d the purc/;"ser after t hc period
fixed fOl' the completion ojtlie first contrac/-7'1lc positioll of the
brokerou this sC'cdnd arrangement be-i-ng'resciudul by thc p1'2·1Jcipal.
Where a broker Was commissioned to ob~ain a purchaser for a
. piece of land 'and as purchaser was found by llim, who, h(lwe"er,
having failed to complete the sale within a fixed period owing to
his inability to pay ready money, and the prindpal entered into a
new arrangement direct with the purchaser, andsllch new arrangement was subsequently rescinded by the principal, held, that the
broker was not entitled to claim his commission, Held, that the
~rokerage was payable only for an actual sale, it bring the broker's
duty 10 introduce a person "welling and able to complete the
pureha$e. Held, further, that the second arrangement tJetween,
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PAGE
the principal and the purchaser having been entered into by them
only after period fixed for the completion of the sale for which the
broker was commissioned, the principal was not liable to pay
brokerage on account of the new transaction. Passingham v.
Ki,lg, {1898} 14 Times L.R 392-distinguished.
FOUCAR & Co. v. M.e.T. MUDkLlAR .. ,
SUIT BY MINOR ON APROMISSORY-NOTE: See MINOR, PROMISSORY-NOTE
IN FAVOUR of
WHETHER AVILLAGE HEADMAN IS A POLICE-OFFICER-Confession to
a village headman, admissibility of-Evidence Act (1 of1872).
section 25. Held, that a village headman is not a police-officer, and
section 25, Evidence Act, does not exClude a confession made to him
by an accused person. Per YOUNG, OFFG. e.J.-" The mere
bestowal of the same powers of arrest as are given to a police-officer
-does not make the village headman a police-officer, any more than
it makes a magistrate a police-officer," Per HE4LD, J.-" There
c:m be on doub t that the Legislature when it enac~edthe Village
Act did !tot regard the headman as-a police-officer since it provided
-separately in the same section of the Act for the appointment of
village headman and the appointment of one or more rural policemen for a village-tract." Pe,' MAY OUNG, J.-" Where a village
headman is shown to have taken an active part in lhe investigation
of an offence in conjunction with the police, a confession alleged
-to have been made to him in the course of stich investigation
-should be received with the d1110st caution." Crown v. Nget Po
Hlaing, 1 L.B.R. oS-reaffirmed.
NGA MYIN v. KING~EMPEROR
-r
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-Before Mr. Justice Po Hatl.
1923

SHARFATH ALI

Sep. 3

v.
NOOB.. MAHOMED.~~
.Minor, promissory-note infal:ollr of-Suit by the winoI' jar the obligatio 11
the 1Io!e.
.

On

Held, th~,t a promissory-notein favour of a minor is not void and can be
, enforced'.
Mohori BeebeI'. v. Dharma-da, G1LOse, 30 Cal. 539-distinguislied.
RUllgarazu SathruraZ1t & Co. v. Ma-ddllra BasaPPa. 24 Mad. L. J.3 63.followed.
Trcvelyal/'s ni e Lmv Relating to Minors, 5th Edilion-reje1'1'cd to.

Villa-for Appellant.
Patel-for Respondent.

The sole point for determination in this appeal is
whether an on demand promiss.ory-note executed by
-ell1 adult person in favour of a minor can be enforced
by the minor by filing a suit on it.
The learned Counsel for the adult executant of
.the promissory-note argues that the contract was void
ab initio, and relies on the weH-known Privy Council
* Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 277 of 1922 agaiilst the decree of the
Divisional Ccurt of Hanthawaclcly in Civil Appeal No. 69 of 1923.
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case of M ohcri Beebee v. Dharmadas Chose (1) and.
the commentary of the learned author Trevelyan on
"The Law Relating to Minors" to the effect that a
minor "canl}ot apparently recover money \vbich 11 as·
been lent by him or is due to hinl in any way under
a contract made by him." (2)
The Privy Council case held that a mortgage
executed by a minor was absolutely void and not
.merely voidable, and in that case performance of the
promise or contract \yas sought from the minor.
That case is different fIlm) the present one in which
. performance of the promise tQ pay the money is sought
from the adult executant of the pro-note. The case
of Rungarazu Saflzrura:m and others v. M addura:
Bosappa (3) is parallel to the present one. It was
held there that a promissory-note payable on demand
executed in favour of a minor was not void and.
could be sued upon when the minor did tlot sloibjeet
himself to any detriment by acceptir,g it. The
appellant's learr~ed Counsel contends that that ruling
is not an authorized report. But there is nothing
to prevent me from studying the reasoning- in it and
following it in the absence of any authorized ruling
to the contrary which is binding on me. In the
present case· there is no question of enforcement
of a contract on the part of a minor. The considera··
tiOn on the minor's side is not the immediate point
or determination. Ordinarily that consideration \~·ould
have been executed. The point in question is
whether the adult executant of the pre-note is
bound by his promise to pay the money and that
promise can be enforced against him., There is
nothing left for the minor to perform; he has
(1) (1903) 30 Cal. 539.
(2) Trevelyan on the Law Relali\1g to Minors, 5th Edition, p. 14.
(3) (1923) 24 Mad. L.J. 363.

>-
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performed his part entirely and thereby the executant
of the pro-note has enjoyed the benefit of the loan.
No contractual obligation has been incurred by the
minor in favour of the executant of the pro-note on
account of the minor lending his money to or of the
exeCl~tion of the pro-note by the executant, but the.
minor merely receives a benefit when he gets a pronote from an <tdlllt p~rson. The law does not regard
a minor as incapable of accepting a, benefit and there
is no reason why a minor should not be capable of
accepting a pro-note.
The executant was competent to undertake the
obligation at the time of execution of the pro-note.
He is bound by that obligation and the pro-note can
be enforced against him.
With reference to the commentary. of the learned
author Trevelyan with due deference I beg to differ
.
from it.
The appeal is dismissed with costs.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before /Ill'. Justice Heald anclJ7Isti::c Lcnlaignc.

1923
Oct. 16.

LEE LIM MA HOCK

v.
SA W MAH HONE

AND

THREE.

'.,

*

Administrator appointcd under the Indian 5-nccessioll Act IX of 1865)-Tlle.
deceased slIbsqllently fOl~Jld to liave been a Buddhist-Sale by the admini;irator of im1l/0t'cable property, without permission oft he Conrt-Pendew;y
of a sltit for the eslate at the time of the sale-Lis pendens-Transfer of
Property Act IV of 1882), section. 52.
'Where letters OJ' act:ninistration were applied for and granted under the .'
Indian Succession Act, to the est.ate of a deceased who was su!Jsq·.1ently fonnd
to be a Buddhist,lield; that the s,ale of immoveable property by the administrator
without pern1ission of the Court was not thereby rendered invalid.
Ht'ld, further, thafwhere a creditor or one of the next-of-kin institntes an
administration suit against an executor or administrator' appointed under the
Illdfa Succession Act, the mere institution of the action or the obtaining of a
me;'e administration decree will not bring the doctrine of lis pel/dens into' operation and does not ordinarily deprive the exectutor or administrlitor of the
general pow'er to dispose of assp.ts, unless and until the plaintiff has obtained an
order appointing a receiver of the estate or at least an injunction restraiiling
the executor or adminis tntor from exe:'cising the powers vested in him.
Kyin Wet v. J1Ja Gyoke and others, 9. L.B.R. 179-refc1"rcd to.
Bci'YYv. Gibson, L.R. 8Ch. App. 847 ; Ncc:'es v. Burringc, 14 Q.B. 507 ;
P;'iee v. Price, (18871 35 Ch. D. 297-foll01iJed.
Hillv. Simpson, 32 Eng. Rep. 63 ; Rickett s v. Lewis (1882) ::'0 Ch. D. 745';
Scott v. Tailer, 2 Bro. C.C. 431 ; Walker v. FI.l1tlstcad, 3 Keny. 56,. Wood. ',e,Id v.
Fallows, 1 L.J. Ex. 177 -dist inguished.

Burj01jee-for Appellant.
Ah Yain-for Respondents.
LENTAIGN~, J.-This is an appeal against the'judgment and decree of the District Court of Insein dismissing the Plaintiff-Appellant's suitagainst the Respondents
Defendants, and granting costs 10 the fourth respondent.
. One Lee Byaw, who was the owner of the combined
• Civil First Appeal' No. 134 of 1922 from the decree of the District Court
of Insei'n in. Civil Regular No. 34 of 1921.
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oil and flour mill in di~pl1te, died intestate in May
1926, leaving one Saw Ewe Lyan, who claimed to be
an adopted son, and four daughters of whom three
were married. The adopted soQ. applied on the 12th
November 1917 for Letters of Administration to the
estate of Lee Byaw, deceased, in Civil Miscellaneous
No. 80 of 1917, and he headed his application as one
under the Indian Succession Act, 1865, and described
Lee Byawas a Confucian by religion without adding
any allegation that she was also a Buddhist or that she
professed any religion which '.vould cause her estate to
be excepted from the operation of the Indian Succession
Act, 1865, under section 331 or section 332 of that
Act. He valued the nett assets likely to come te his
hal-lds at Rs. 3,379-7-9 and when setting out tbe combined oil <llld flour mill now in dispute as part of tbe
assets, valued the site at Rs. 1,000 and the mill at
Hs. 63,3-78 in accordance with a valuation' by one
A. E. Oliveiro, Engineer and Contractor.
Fifteen days later the three married daughters filed
a rival application for Letters of Admini~tration in Civil
Miscellaneous No;'82 of 1917 and in it disputed the
claim of Saw Ewe Lyan to be an adopted son. In
tbis' application Lee Byaw was also described merely
as a Confucian bv reli£ion.
Saw Ewe Lyan did, intestate pending the decision
of these rival applications, and the Letters of Administration to Lee Byaw's estate were eventually granted
on the 21st January 1918 to the three married daughters,
the grant being issued under the Indian Succession
Act, 1865, because the deceased intestate had been
described as a Confucian without any allegation that.
she professed Buddhism or any religion specified in
section 3'31 of that Act. On the applications as then
framed the same result would presumably have ensued
even if Saw Ewe Lyan had still survived, because as
,

u
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pointed out in Kyi11 rret v. Ma Gyoke (1), the Indian
Succession Act, 1865, does not recognise an adopted son.
On the 3rd January 1918 the appellant and Saw Swe
Phie, as widow and u11J:le respectively of Saw Ewe Lyan,
deceased, applied for Letters of Administration to the
estate of Saw Ewe Lyan, deceased, describing the
deceased as a Confucian by religion and valuing the
estate at Rs. 3,531-7-9 nett assets; and Letters of Administration to the estate of Saw Ewe Lyan were granted
to them under the Indian Succession Act, 1865.· On the
application as made, the grant could only have been
'issued qnder the Indian Succession Act, 1865, as there
was no allegation that the de<;:eased \;',ras also a Buddhist
ortllat he professed any religipn specified in the exceptions specified in section 331 or notified under section
332.
On the 9th Au ~ust 1918 the appellant and Saw Swe
Phie, as administratrix and administrator to the estate
of Saw Ewe Lyan, deceased I instituted the suit Civil
Regular No. 53 of 1918 against the ,three married
daughters as administratrices to the estate of Lee
Byaw, deceased, claiming that Saw Ewe Lyan had been
the adopted son of Lee Byaw and as s:uch was the sole
heir of Lee Byaw, deceased, under the customary law
prevailing among Confuciam, and valuing the estate at
Rs. 3,700 but making the usual request in a suit for an
accountthat they be perrriitted to pay additional Courtfees should the estate prove to be in excess of that
amount, and praying for a declaration that Saw Ewe
Lyan, was the sole heir to the estate of Lee Byaw,
deceased, that the said estate be administered under
the directions of the Court, for the costs of the suit,
and for a rp.ceiver. No schedule of property claimed
was attached to this plaint, and, on this error being
pointed out, the plaintiffs filed on the 26th August
.. _._--

(I) (1919) 9 L.B.R. 179,
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1918, firstly, a copy of the Annexures A and B to
·the application made by Saw Ewe Lyan for Letters
of AdministratIon to the estate of Lee Byaw, deceased,
secondly, a copy of Annexures A and B to the
plaintiff's application for Letters of Administration to
-the estate of Saw Ewe Lyan, deceased, and thirdly, a
plan of the mill site j but the .plaint was not in any
way amended so as to even refer to these documents.
On this plaint as so Tamed, it is probable that the
suit would have failed under the law as declared in
Kyin Hlet v. M a Gyoke and others (1), because section
130£ the Burma Laws Act, 1898, does not authorise the
'application of the customary law in the case of the
'succession to the estate of any person who was nbt a
:Hindu, Mahomedan or Buddhist, and the statutory
provisions of the Indian Succession Act, 1865, would
:apply and do not confer any right to a share in the
-estate of an intestate 011 the adopted son of the intestate.
On the 12th September 1918 the three married
-daughters as administratices to the estate of Lee Byaw,
-deceased, by a registered deed sold and conveyed the
-combined flour and oil-mill together with its sit~to
the 'fourth respondent, Sin Seng Hin & Co., for a con'sideration of Rs. 75,500 described in the deed as made
np of Rs. 46,000 amount due by the estate of Lee
~Byaw, deceased, to the purchasers, of Rs. 16,000 described as a debt due by Lee Byaw, deceased, to the
purchasers, and Rs. 13,500 paid in eash to t!~e vendors
administratrices. The body of that deed contained the
usual acknowledgment by the vendors of the receipt
·of the last mentioneJ sum, and the registration
endorsements also include the usual certificate signed
by the Sub- Registrar that the vendors acknowledgt:d
::receipt of consideration as stated in -the document.
(1) (1918) 9 L.B. R. 179.
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On the 13th September 1918, the day' following
the execution of the above deed, an issue was framed
in Suit No. 53 of 1918 as to whether ChinesecustomarY
law could apply to the estate, and the pleader or
lawyer for the defendants therein is recorded as
admitting that'if Chinese customary law could apply,.
Saw Ewe Lya{l would have been' the sole heir to the
estate of Lee Byaw, deceased. Five months later the
legal defects of the original claim on behalf of Saw
Ewe Lyan, deceased, must have become apparent to
the plaintiffs in Suit 53 of 1918, and the diary in the
record oUbat suit ,under date the 17th February 1919
contains the fiTSt allegation that Lee Byaw \vas a
Buddhist in the following entry :-"Mr. l\tJaung Gyi
says I that his client and the deceased Lee Ih'aw
were Buddhists as well as Confucians. Let. the
plaint be amended to make this dear." On the
24th February 1919 an amended plaint was filed alleging
in paragraph 3 that "the late Lee Byaw, herdeceased~
husband Saw Gyoke Ah, and the late Saw E~;ve
Lyan were CIJinese or Confucian Buddhists." On
the 22nd March 1920 the plaintiffs were granted a:,
·preliminary administration decree against the' two
surviving administratices of the estate of Lee Byaw,
deceased, and against the representatives of the thiro
administratrix wbowas then deceased. That decree
was subsequently confirmed on appeal by the Divisional'
Court
On the 29ti1 August 1921 the 'appellant and Saw
S"'.. . e Phie as administratrix and administrator to the:
estate of Saw Ewe Lyan, deceased, suin b in fon-wI
pauperis, instituted the suit Civil Regular No. 34 of 1921"
which is the case now under appeal, against the two
survising married daughters as t;\dministratrices of the
estate of Lee Byaw, deceased, against the representative.s;
of the third administratrix then deceased, and against
-(:
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the fourth respondent, the firm of Sin Sein Hin & Co.
as' purchasers under the said conveyance dated the
12th September 1918, and in the said suit they claimed
to set <,.side the said conveyance on various grounds.
The foIlo\ving issues were framed : 1. Is the decree in Civil Regular Suit No. 53
of 1918 of this Court binding on the fourth
defendant?
2. Is the question of the adoption of Saw Ewe
Lyan res judicata against the the fourth'
defendant?
3. Is the sale of the oil-mill by the administratrices of .l\la Byaw's estate to the fourth
defendent a collusive sale?
4. Did the defendant hc.we notice, before he
purchased the OIl-mill, of Saw EweLyan's
claim as sole beir and that Met Byaw was a
Chinese Bud~lhist ?
5. If so, was any permission of the Code necessary for the sale of the oil-mill ?
6. Was Saw Ewe Lyan an adopted son of S:l\"\C
Gyoke Ah and Lee Bya\;\,T ?
··7. If so, W(1S he entitled to the whole estate of
Ma Byaw ?
8. To what relief if any are the plaintiffs
entitled?
I may here point out that Lee Bya\v was also
known as Ma Byaw. By consent the first five issues
were argued first before the District Judge after the
evidence ,had been recorded, and after deciding these
issues the District Judge dismissed the suit and awarded
cost only to the foudh defendant.
The plaintiffs then obtainedleave to file this appeal
in.fornui paupais against that decision. The appellant
Saw Swe Phie, died pending the appeal, and the other
appellant .as the sole;surviving administratrix to the
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estate of Saw Ewe Lyan, deceased has been permitted to
"LEE Lm :\IA continue the appeal.
It is convenient to discuss the
HOCK
questions raised on the appeal in the same order as
V.
SAW MAR
they were discussed in the judgment of the District
HONE.
Court.
.
"L:ENTAIGNE,
J.
I ha\'e explained above that Lee Byaw was described as being a Confucian by religion without any
allegation or suggestion that she was also a Buddhist
or that she professed any religion specified in section
331 of the Indian Succession Act, 1865, or in section 13
of the Burma Laws Act, 1898, both on the application
of Saw Ewe Lyan for Letters of Administration to her
estate and in the rival application of the three married
daughters for Letters of Administration, and that the
grant of letters was made under the Indian Succession
"Act, 1865. I have pointed out also that the same
position was tal{en as regards the religion of Saw
Ewe Lyan and was repeated as regards Lee Byaw in
the original plaint in the administration suit Civil
Regular No. S3 of 191~, and that the first allegation
that Lee Byaw was also a Buddhist was first made
about five months after the execution of the conveyance,
the subject-matter of this suit. If that allegation had
not been made, it is clear that under the decision in
[{ym Hlet v. 1I1a Gyvke and others .(1), Saw Ewe
Lyan as an adopted son of Lee Byaw (and after his
c1eathhis legal representatives) ",;ould have had no
claim to the estate of Lee Byaw or to any share
therein and the p'resent suit would nccessarilyfail.
In the same decision it was also held that in the
case of a claim by an adopted son to a share in the
estate of an intestate Chinese Confucian who was also
alleged to be a Buddhist the onus of proof that the
deceased intestate \\'as also a Buddhist lay on the
adopted son alleging such fact. Several questions
(1) (1918) 9 L.B.R. 179.
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arising in this appeal must, therefore, to a ~relt extent
turn on the question whether the alleged fact that
Lee Byaw was a Buddhist, though first asserted five
months after the conveyance in suit, can be given
retrospective force prior to the assertion of it as a fact
so as to invalidate the conveyance or the grant of
Letters of Administration under \vhich the administratrices purported to have ..authority to execute such
{;onveyance.
On the fourth issue the District Jlldge held that
"the fourth defendant had notice 'of Saw Ewe Lyan' s claim
as sole heir to the estate of Lee Byaw, deceased, but that
the fourth defendant did not know or have any notice
that Lee Byaw was a Buddhist before he purchased
the oil-mill. The second portion of that finding has
been challenged by the appellant. Having regard to
the decision cited above, it is obvious that notice or
knowledge of the claim of Saw Ewe Lyan to be the heir
coupled with knowledge of the facts that the deceftsed i
Lee Byaw had been merely alleged to be a Confucian
.and that Letters of Administration had been granted
to her estate under the Indian Succession Act, would
be merely notice or knmvledge of a claim which as
then formulated was obviously invalid in law. Consequently, the second portion of the finding must to
a great extent nullify any advantage which the appellant
·could hope to obtain from the first portion to the
finding.' It is obvious that the fourth issue is framed not
merely in support of the third issue as to collusion,
but also in support of the fifth issue, and is based on
the assumption that if the plaintiffs could show tint
the fourth defendant was aware that Lee Byaw was a
Buddhist, the fourth defendant would be thereby fixed
with knowledge or constructive notice of the fact that
the Indian Succession Act, 1805, could not ordinarily
:apply to the est~te, and theref9re with knowledge or
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constructive notice of the facts forming the basis of
the contention that the grant of Letters under that
Act would be either invalid or, if valid at all J valid
merely to the same extent as like Letters under the
Probate and Administration Act, . 1881, would be
valid; and such a3sumptions are based on thepresumption that everybody knows the law and on
the like principles of law underlying the maxim" Ignorantia legis haud exc'Usat." I will dISCUSS these
points and erroneous assn mptions under the fifth issue.
It should be first noted, however, that any
such argument is a two-edged 'weapon in this
case, and that the converse application of the
maxim would react against the plaintiff's case be-.
cause in that respect the application filed 'by Saw
E\ve Lyan for Lette~'s, would rais~ a presumption
that Lee Byaw \vas not a Buddhist and that Saw
Ewe Lyan was: therefore, justified in applying for,
the grant under the Indian Succession Act, 1865.
This aspect was obviously realised by the plaintiffs.
who produced evidence to the effect that Saw
Ewe -Lyan's advocate was informed from the'
beginning by Saw Ewe Lyan that Lee Bya \v was·
a Buddhist and that he was subsequently informed
that Saw Ewe Lyanwas a Buddhist, the sugges-·
tion being that the omission io mention these
facts in the applications (or Letters and in the'
original plaint in Suit No. 53 was the mistake of
the advocate. I may' say at once that lao not
believe that evidence, and I am· convinced' that
the initial mIstakes, if they were mistakes, were
the mistakes of the client ai1d not of the advQ,pte. So far as third parties are concerned, it
should not matter who made the mistake, because
the third parties would have been misled in either
event if they had not independent knowledge~
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Taking tne bearing of the above point on the fourth
issue, it is obvious that an adopted son should have LEE LUI MA
HOCK
better knowledge of the religion of his adoptive
V.
SAwMAH
mother than the fourth defendant W110 was at most HONE.
only a partner and fr,iend of the parent, and the LENTAIGNE,
].
-failure of Saw E\ve Lyan to allege that his adoptive
mother was a Buddhist, and the like failure of his
widow after his death until five months after a clear
;and definite issue had beell raised as to the legal·
'fight of the adopted son) render it very probable
that Buddhism was Dot a prominent feature of L-ee
.Byaw's l'eligion and that therefore the fourth defen·dantmight not have had any definite knowledge
'th'at Buddhism was part of her religion.
The District Judge has pointed out that no oral
,evidence has been produced to show that the fourth
defendant was aWAre, prior to the 17th· February
1919, that Lee Bya\\J had been a Buddhist. He also
refers
to
the evidence of the first
.
,
., plaintiH, Sa\v Swe
Phie to the effect that the fourth defendant knew
that Lee Byaw's,religion wa;> Buddhism, because
ihe fourth defendant was on friendly terms and on
visiting terms with her and because all Chinamen
worshipped Buddha: and the District Judge has
correctly pointed out that this assertion carries no
weight at all an d obviously cannot be relied on.
A reference to [{yin T-Fet v. Ma Gyo!?e (1) would
show that the religion of and law of succession applicable to Chinamen has been the subject of considerable litigation in the Burma Courts. The fourth
defendant (who has been sued in his firm name of
Sin Seng Hin & Co.) 'is Lim Peng Nga and in
cross-examination he stated tllat Saw Ewe Lyan
was the adopted son of Lee Byaw but that he did
<

(1) (1918)

91 L.13.R.
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not· know that he was entitled to a share of her
inheritance; and th,at answer was not challenged by
any further questions tending to fi,x him with know!-'
edge of Lee Byaw's religion. I agree with the finding of the District Judge that it is not establisfled
that the fourth defendant had knowledge or notice that
Lee Bya\v was a Buddhist prior to his purchase of
the oil-mill from theaclministratrices.
As regards the fifth i::,sue, the form of the question
would suggest that it does not arise if the previous
issue is ansvvcred in the l1egative. The argument
as addressed to thIs Bench appeared, lIowever, to contend that the question arose on either answer of tile
previous issne. The issue has reference to the important distinction between the Indian Succession
Act, LS65, and the Probate and Administration·Act,.
1881, as regards lhe powers of an administrator to
sell property. Undel: the .Indian Succession Act it
is not necessary to obtain the previous sanction of
the Court to the sale, but' under section 90 of the
Probate and Administration Act, 1881; there are
various restrictions on the power to sell or mortgage·
lmrnoveableproperty, and sub-section (3) renders the'
previous permission of the Court obligatory for the·
sale of immoveable property, whilst section 91 enacts
that in the eveIJt of a failure to obtain such previous
permission the sale sr.all be voidable at th~' instance
of any one interested in the property. The con··
Veyance now in question was executed by administra··
trices holding their letters of administration under the
Indian' Succession Ad, 1865 1 ;;md it should be a
sufficient answer that no previous permission of the
Court is necessary under that Act.
Reliance has 7 however, been placed on the provi_
sions of section 150 of the Probate and Adp:linistra...
tion Act, 1881, which enact that no proc~edings to
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obtain probate of a will or Letters of Adminislration to
the estate of any Hindu1Mahomedan or Buddhist or LEE LIM M.
HOCK
person exempted under section 332 of the Indian
Z',
MAH
Succession Act, 1865, shall be instituted in any Court SAW
HONE,
in British India excep~ under this ,Act. The anSWer
LENTAlGNE.
to the contention based on this section is that the
].
proceedings under \~"hich the administratrices obtained
their grant of Letters of Administration did not pur
port to be in respect of the estate of any· Hindu,
Mahomedat1 or'Buddhist, and consequently there was
nothing to shO\\· that they came \vithin the bar under
that section. I'll oreover, the provisions of section 41
of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872, can also be relied
on in favollr of the fourth defendant as enacting that
the Judgment gnuiting the Letters of Administration
shall be conclusive prvof that the legal character conferred thereby accrued at the time when such Letters
came into operation, If full force is given to this
provision it must also necessarily· mean that the
Letters of Administration in question came into operation as Letters under the Indian Succ·ession Act, 1865,.
in accordance with the judgment, etc., conferring the
legal cbaraeter of administratrices under that Act. I
would therefore find in the negative on the fifth
Issue.
On tile third issue as to whether the sale of the
oil-mill was a collusive sale, there <l.re three questions of fact in issue between the appellant and the
fourth respondent. firstly, as to whether th~ whole of
the Hs. 13,500 in cash was in fact paid to the vendors,
seconuly 1 as to whether the Rs. 16,000 was. in fact
due by the estate of Lee Byaw to the fourth defen.·
dant, and, thirdly, as to whether the property was
sold at such an undervalue as taken with the other
circumstances of the case would sho\v that the sale
was collusive. The District Judge has decided all
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these points in favour of the fourth defendant, 'and
LEE LIM l\:1A has pointed out that it is admitted that the Rs. 46,000
HOCK
tI.
was due to the fourth defendant as mortgagee of
SAW M~H
" .
•
HONE:
the same property.' I have come to the concluSIOn.
LENTAIGNE, that· the District Judge is correct in all these
findJ.
ings. As regards the Rs. 13,500 the payment of Uiat
. amQunt in cash to the administratrices is dep03ed
to by an independent and reliable witness, Khoo
Sein Kho, who was admittedly present- at the I<egis~
tration Office; and the District Judge is correct in
his view that the story of Saw Mah Hone is improbable, and that her allegation that she asked Peng
Nga at ithe Registration Office for an aclmowledgment as to his retaining Rs. 2,700 as Saw Ewe Lyan's
share (which is in Ltc.t the only" portion of the
Rs. 13,500 really in dispute) is shown to be untrue
,on an important point by the fact thatPeng Nga
was not present at the Hegistration Office, as is shown
by the evidence ofPeng N ga himself anci the" corroborative evidence of Khoo Sein Kho and by the
further corroboration from the entry on the deed that
it was presented for registration by Lim Chong Chee
who; according to Peng Nga and Khoo Sein Kho,
was representing Peng Ngaat the Registration
Office.
The debt of Rs. 16,000 is proved by the evidence
of Peng Nga, and it was shown hy the administratrices
in the inventory filed on the 11th November 1918 <:"'.nd
also in th.e account filed by them on the 6th June
1919. It is also, recited in the deed; and stronger
and more reliable evidence than that of Saw Mah Hone
. would be required to convince me that the administratrices were not then satisfied that the debt was one
properly dile by the estate.
As regards the value of the mill and site, the
,documentary evidence on the records of the
1923
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application for Letters of Administration is all to the
effect that the site and mill were not worth more than the
Rs. 64,378 and had been so valued for Saw Ewe
Lyan by an expert employed by him. The valuation
of the claim in Civil Regular No. 53 of 1918 'also
shows the nett value of- the estate at only Rs. 3,700.
.The plaintiff has examined two clansrn~n of friendly
Chinamen who depose to the effect that they and
others were willing!to pay Rs~ 1,20,000 to
Rs. 1,30,000 for the mill. The first of these witnesses
has admittedly no experience of the working of such a
mill, and the second refused to disclose the names
of the supposed 'prospective partners on the absurd
ground that it was not the custom to d) so. I do
not attach any weight to either of. these two witnesses, and I can see no reason for holding that
Rs. 75,500 was not a fair price for the mill and site. ( I
likewise do not attach any importance to the purchase
of another oil-mill for Rs, 1,27,000 by the fourth defendant j that 'purchase was in April 1920, about 19
months after the date of the conveyance in suit, and
apart from the long interval bet\,veen the two transactions which wOllld prevent that purchase from being
strong evidence as to the value in 1918, it is obvious
that there is no reliable expert evidence to show the
difference in values between the two mills, and no
materials .have been produced to enable the Court to
form any comparison between the two mills or to
estimate the value of the oil-mill in suit at the date
of such purchase in April 1920.
After considering every aspect of the evidence
produced in this case, I am satisfied that no grounds
have been shown which would justify any conclusion
that the transaction was collusive. . It is obvious that
the first defendant i~ now anxious to help the
plaintiff, and if there had been any collusion, the
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plaintiff would have had little difficulty in setting
LEE LUl fvlA up at least a case of grave suspicion.
HOCK
.
v.
It is imriecessary to discuss the second issue
S~~:~~H - because the fourth defendant has admitted that Saw
Ewe Lyan was an adopted Son of Lee Byaw.
LENTAIGNE,
J.
As regards the first issue, it is contended by the.
appellant thaUhe Suit No. 53 of 1928 was a contentious proceeding in which the right to the oil-mill
was (iireetly and s·pecifically in· question within the
provisions of section 52 of the Transfer of Property
Act. 1882) or the corresponding principles of law in
force in Lower Burma prior· to the extension of that
section to the whole of Lower Burma; and that there··
fore the transfer cannot affect the rights of the
plaintiff to recover the oil-mill as administratrix to the
estate of Saw Ewe Lyan. If the exact wording of
section 52 is referred to, it will be seen that the
rights which are protected under that section are the
right,S II under any decree or order which may be
made" in such pending suit. The District Judge
has pointed out that though the preliminary decree in
Suit No. 53 declared. that Saw Ewe Lyan was the
sole· heir and solely entitled to the estate of Lee
Byaw, the final decree did not touch the oil-mill
at all but merely gave a money-decree against the
administratrices. It is difficult to see how that final
decree could be enforced against the oli-mill, even
assuming that the principle of lis pendens could have
been otherwise applicable to the case.
..
The question also arises whether the right to the'"
oil-mill was "directly and specifically in question"
in Suit No. 53 of 1918. The oil-mill was not specifically referred to' in any paragraph of the origi~al
plaint in that suit, and paragraph 5 of the original
plaint stated that the plaintiffs _were desirous of
having the estate of Lee Byaw administered bv and
1923
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under the directions of the Court and being paid
1923
lhe share of Saw . Ewe Lyan therein." Though they LEEH~
LIM MA
claimed that Saw Ewe Lyan was entitled to the
'V.
·
I
R
3
-00
SAW l\fAH
h IaIm at on y s. ,I •
whole estate, t Iley va Iue d tee
HOKE.
There is nothing in that plaint to show that LF.K~NE.
the property now in suit was directly 01" specifically
J.
in question in that suit. Thc' claim was really one
for a money-decrce to be calculated on a realisation
'Of the entire estate. Though the 'right to tbe oilmill may in fact have been directly in question as
being the main part of the estate, it was n6t specifically
in question.
The District Judge, has quoted certain passages
from an unreported decision of a Bench pf the late
Chief Court as showing that the principle of lis pendens does not apply to such a suit instItuted' against
-an administrator for the administration of the estate
by or ulJdtr the directions of the Court, because the
right to the specific plot of land was not directly and
specifically in question in such suit, and, consequently,
a sale made by the administrator pending the suit
.could not be set aside except all the ground of fraud.
The advocate for the appellant has contended that
this suit is in a different position on the ground that
the oil-mill constituted the whole of the estate or
practically the whc1e of the estate i but this argument
overlooks the fact that the underlying principle is the.
same in each case and that the claim was not to
the whole of the estate in either case but to the
balance of the estate after ail debts had been paid i
and it is the duty of the administrator to realise the
estate by selling property or properties so far as may
be necessary to pay. the debts due out of the estate.
If the estate consists of only one piece
of land , it
.
would be impossible for the administrator to perform
this duty without selling that properLy, and for this
l(

. '
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reason it is obvious that the sale cannot be treated
as invalid unless it can be shown that the institution
of the administration suit operated either as a revocation or as a stay of the powers of the administrator
to deal with the property constituting the estate or
with the specific property now in question.
In the 11th Edition of Williams on Executors,
etc., Volume 1 at page 704, it is pointed out that
Cl the executor's or administrator's powers of disposal
over the assets is not at all controlled or suspended
by the mere commencement of an action on the
part of a creditor of the deceased for the administration
of the estate for the powers of the personal representative to alienate -and make a good title to any
part of the assets continues until there has been
judgment in the action." This principle of equity
is recognised in the case of N eeves v. Burridge (2}
where it was held that the Courts of Common Law
take notice of this principle of (,equity, and that
evidence to show a contrary practice is not admissible.
In the case of Berry v. Gibson (3) it was sought
to set aside a security created by an Executor over·
a picture after the passing of a decree in an action
for administration, and it was held that II the doctrine
of lis pendens has no bearing on the case j for a
mere administration decree (no receiver being- appointed, nor any injunction granted to prevent the
executrix from dealing with the assets), \vould not
fake away her legal powers so as to invalidate the title
of persons claiming under a disposition made by
her in exercise of these powers."
From these authorities it is clear that where a
creditor or one of the next-of-kin institutes an administration action against an executor or administrator,

-----------------'---------(2) H. Q.B. 507; 117 English Reports 196,
(3) L.R. 8 Ch. Appeals 847..
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the mere institution of the aCtion or obtaining
1923
of a mere administration decree does not ordinarily LEE Lm MA
HOQK
deprive the executor or administrator of the general
'11.
power to dispose of assets, unless and until the S~ON~~H
plaintiff has obtained an order appointing a receiver _LEN'I:AIGNE,
of the estate or at least an injunction rest:-aining
J.
the executor or administrator, from exercising the
powers vested in the executor or administrator.
There are of course certain exceptions under the
head of lis pendens which I \vi11 discuss below, but
it would pe necessary that -the plaintiff should -show.
that the case comes within the exception. It is
obvious that an executor is under t"he duty to realise
assets and pay the debts due by the estate, and it is
only right that this duty to administer the estate
should not be interfered \\1ith or stopped except by a
specific order of the Court, especially as the object of
such an action is often to hasten such'administration
and to obtain for the plaintiff that result, and in any
case the rights of other creditors and persons interested
in the estate should also be considered before any
order is passed curtailing the powers of an executor
or administrator.
If the plaintiff had applied for the appointment of
a receiver in Suit No. 53 of 1918 on the basis of the
facts alleged in the original plaint, the application
wOll1d presumably have been rejected on the ground
that these allegations did not disclose a cause· of
actioii, having regard to the provisions of the
Indian Succession Act, 1865. If the happy thought
had struck the plaintiffs to make the allegation as to
Buddhism being part of Lee Byaw's religion prior to
the execution of the conveyance, their proper course
would have been to file an application to revoke the
grant of Letters of Administration on the ground that.
the new allegation would modify the Statutory Law
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applicable to the succession, and to obtain an ad
LEEH~~~MA interim order staying the further exercise of power.s
v.
as administrators. The same result could have been
SA~o:i~H attained by an application:' for the appointment of a
LENTAIGNE.
receiver pendente lite on the same grounds. It was
J.
not until five months aher the execution of the
conveyance that the happy thought struck the plaintiffs
to allege that Lee Byaw h~,d been a Buddhist, and it
was this allegation which g<'Lve plaintiffs their complete
cause of action. A consideration of these points makes
it oblVlous that the contention :as to lis pendens is an
attempt to obtain, merely on technical grounds, an
advantage which they would not have been legally
entitled to on the allegations and incomplete cause
of action which they were propounding prior to the
execution of the conveyance.
I have referred above to the fact that there are
exceptional cases in which a creditor's action for
administration may in England give rise to the right
arising on a lis pendens. In the case of Price v.
Price (4) we find it laid down that where debts are
charged upon a testator's real estate by the Will, cr
as a judgment-debt under the old law, an action by
a creditor for the administration of the real and
personal €state is a lis pendens whiCh when registered
gives the plaintiff priority over a p'lfchz.ser or mortgagee from any defenr:lant entitled to any real estate
under the Will, except where the defendant is in such
a position that the purcbaser or· mortgagee has a right
to suppose that .he is selli~g or mortgaging for the
purpose of paying the testator's debts. In that decision it was also held that a creditor's actiop for
general administration may be a sufficient lis pendens
before final decree, so as to entitle the plaintiff
to priority over a purchaser or mortgagee taking
1923

(4) (1887) 35 Ch. D. 297.
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subsequently to the registration of the list from a specific
1923
devisee who is a defendant, iJ the plaintiff, previously LEE LIM j
to the purchase or mortgage, has suffidentlyindicaied
H~.CK
the real estate sought to be charged in the action; a s~~o~:
mere general claim for administration
of the real and L ENTAIGN
.
personal estate not being of itself sufficient indication
J.
of intention to make liable the specifically devised
real estate. When that is the lavv as regards the right
of a creditor as ·against the purchaser from a devise,
it is obvious that a claimant to a share or to the
residu.e of the estate cannot be in a better position.
For the above reasons I would hold that the appellant
is not entitled to relief on the ground of a lis pendens.
It only remains to mention some other decisions
referred to in the course of the argument, but which
cannot help the appellant. In the case of H1alke1' v.
Flamstead (5), the Lord Chancellor points out 1he
rules applicable to the duty of the purchaser or
mortgagee who comes in under a trust created for
disG:harging certain and particular encumbrances, to
see to tbe application of the purchase money to the
discharge of these encumbrances, and ho~v the same
obligation does not arise where the estate is devised
in trust or subject to the payment of the testator's
debts in general, because it is impossible that he
should know what these debts are.
The advocate'for the appellant has relied on the
decision in Scott v. Tyler (6), but that decisiort does
not help him because it is expressly pointed out in
that case that II it is of great consequence that no
rules should be laid down here which may· impede
executors in their administratioIi, or render their
disposition of the testator's effects unsafe or unCf~rtain
to the purchaser; his title is complete by sale and
(5) 3 Keny. 56 ;96 English Rep-orts 1306.
(6) 2 Bro. C.C. 431 ; 21 English Reports448.
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delivtfy ; what becomes of the price is no concern
of the purchaser; this observation applies equally to
mortgages and pledges and even in the present instance
where the assignable bonds were merely pledged \vithout assignment." That decision then points out that
fraud and covin will vltiate any transaction and turn
it into a mere colour. If one concerts with an exe'cutor or'legatees by obtaining the testator's effects
at a nominal price or at a fraudulent undervalue or
by applying the real value to the purchase of other
subjects for his own behoof, or in extinguishing the
private debts of the executor cr in any other manner
contrary to the duty of executor; such concert will
involve the seeming purchaser, or his pawnee, and
make him liable for the full value. It is ob\Tious
that his decision cannot help the appellant in this case.
The case of ",[;Voodheact v. Fallows (7) likewise
cannot heIp the' appellant, because this is a case in
which the administratrix ir.ortgaged certain leaseholds
to an attorney for the private debt of the administratrix, and obtained the execution of the mortgagedeed by the next-of-kin by the' false recital that
.£300 was paid as consideration. The case of Hill
v. Sil'npson (8) likewise canpot help the appellant,
because that case related to a tra,nsfer by a,n executor)
immediately aftp.r death of the testator in order to
secure a private debt of the executor as well as future
advances, and the former fact should have put the
transferee on enquiry. The case of Ricketts v. Lewis
(9) likewise cannot help the appellant, as the mortgagee had noticed that the money was raised for an
ult1'a vtres purpose to effect repairs of leasehold
premises, which the executor was not bound to repair.
For the above reasons I would hold that the
(7) 1 L.J.Ex. 177 ;49 English Reports 204. (8) 32 English Reports 63.
(9) (1882) 20 eh.D. 745.
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appeal must fail, and I would dismiss the appeal
with costs in favour of the fourth respondent. I also
direct that the appellant pay the Court-fees leviable
on the appeal under Order. 33, Rule 11. read with
Order 44, Hule 1.
HEALD, J.-In Civil Miscellaneous Case No. 80
of 1917 of the District Court of .Jnsein, Saw Ewe
Lyan, whom the present appellant represents, claimed
Letters of Administration under the lndian Succes·
sion Act in respect of the estate of Lee Byaw, whom
he described as his mother. in his application he
said that Lee Byaw wo;5 a Confucian by religion and
in his affidavit he mentioned that he also' was a
·Confucian. He gave the names of four daughters of
Lee Byaw, one of them being a minor. He valued
the entire estate at Rs. 3,379, entering tht:. milL and
its site which are the subject-matter of the presen I
appeal at Rs. 64,478, but setting off a mortgage debt
of Rs~ 46,000, and' other debts of Rs. 13,498.
In Civil Miscellaneous Case No. 82 of 1917 of
the same Court the three daughters of Lee Byaw
who were of age, and who are· representeLl by the
first three respondents in tbis appeal, filed a counterapplication for Letters and denied that Saw Ewe Lyan
\vas Lee Byaw's son. Saw Ewe Lyan replied that he
was a son by adoption. The three daughter~.also
described LEe Byaw as a Confucian by religion.
They valued the estate at Rs. 2,500, assessing· the
mill and its site at Rs. 51,000, and setting off the
mortgage debt of Rs. 46,000.
Saw Ewe Lyan died during the pendency of the
:applications and Letters unJer the Succession Act
'Were granted to the three daughters on their giving
security in Rs. 5,000. I n his order granting Letters
·the learned Judge pointed out that the Succession
Act does not recognise adoption.
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In Civil Miscellaneous Case No. 1 of 1918 of the
same Court the present appellant (along with another
v.
relative of Saw Ewe Lyan's, since dead), claimed
SA;;o~:.H Letters in respect of Saw Ewe Lyan's estate, describing
HEALD,
him· as a Confucian by religion. In her application
'J.
she valued Saw Ewe Lyan's interest in Lee Byaw's,
estate at Rs. 3,37Y. Her application was unopposed
and Letters under the Succession Ad were granted.
In Civil. Regular Suit No. 53 of 1918 of the same
Court, appellant as administratrix of Saw Ewe Lyan's
estate sue,d the three administratrices of Lee Byaw's
estate for a declaration that Saw Ewe Lyan was Lee'
Byaw's sole heir under the customary law prevailing
amongst Confucians} and as such was entitled to
Lee Byaw's estate, which she valued Rs. 3,700.
She also claimed administration of that estate by the
'Court. Her suit was filed on the 9th' of August
191~ and on
the 17th of February 1919 her
advocate claimed for the first time that ~ee Byaw
was a Buddhist. The plaint was accordingly amended
so as to allege that both Lee Byaw and Saw Ewe
Lyan were ., Chinese or Confucian Buddhists "and that
Saw Eyve Lyan was the sole heir of Lee Byaw
" under the customary law prevaiiingamong Chinese
or Confucian Bllddhists."
Lee Byaw's three daughters denied that their
mother had ever professed any religion other than
'Confucianism and said that su'ccession to her estate
was not governed by Chinese customary bw.
Among the property shown in the scbedules of
Lee Byaw's estate filed by appellant, vvere the mill'
and its site now in dispute, the mill and site being:
valued at Rs. 64,478, and the mortgage debt and
other debts being entered as Rs. 46,000 and
Rs. 13,498, exactly as in Lee Byaw's own application
for Letters.
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On the 12th September. 1918 Lee B yaw's1
t lree
daughters, as administratrices of her estate, sold the LEEHLIM MA
mill and its site by registered deed for Rs. 75,500 to
~CK
Sin Seng Hin & Co~, the present fourth respondents, SA:O~:.H
to whom it had been mortgaged for Rs. 46,000 and HEALD.
-"leased for a rent exactly sufficient to cover interest
J..
on that amount. The price purported to include
1<s. 46,000 due on the mortgage, Hs. 16,000 due by Lee
Byaw's estate .on other accounts, and Rs. 13,500 paid
in cash at the time of the sale.
On the 22nd of March 1920 appellant obtained a
preliminary decree in Suit No. 53 declaring that Saw
Ewe Lyan was the sole heir of Lee Byaw and as
such entitled to her whole estate, and after an·
enquiry as to the property of which the estate consisted, she was on the 13 tIl of" March 1922 granted
a final decree .directing the administratrices to pay
her Rs. 27,780 including costs.
In Civil Regular Suit No. 34 of 1921 of the
same Court appellant, \rho at the time had not yet
obtained the final decree, sued the fourth respondents
for a declaration that the sale of mill and its site
to them was void and for possession of the property,
subject to the admitted mortgage. She joined the
first three respondents as representing the vendors.
The fourth respondents, who were not parties to
Suit No. 53, denied that Saw" Ewe Lyan was ever
adopted by Lee Byaw or was heir to her estate, and
pleaded that the sale of the property which. \~'as
effeded by administratrices acting under Leiters granted under the Succession Act was neither voidable on
the ground that it was not sanctioned by the Court
nor void on the ground that it was collusive.
. The Court found that the fourth respondents had
notice of Saw Ewe Lyan's c1~im to be sale heir to Lee
Byaw's estate at the time when they took the transfer
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of the property but that the doctrine of . lis pendens
did not apply to the sale. It found further that no
leave of the Court was necessary under the Succession Act to validate the sale, and that it was not proved
that the sale was collusion. It is leld accordingly
that a?pellant's suit as against the fourth respondents
must fail and dismissed it with costs.
Appellant alleges in appeal that the Lower Court
was wrong in finding that -the sale wa~ not collusive
and ought to have held that the doctrine of lis pendens applied to it. She seems to suggest also that
the fact that in Suit No. 53 of 1918 Lee Byaw \vas
found to be a Buddhist had the effect of coverting
the Letters granted to the three daughters under
the Succession Act into Letters granted under the
Probate and Adminip,tration Act so that the sale by
the administratrices· under 'the-Succession Act
becomes voidable under section 90 of the Probate and
Administration Act because the leave of the Court
was not obtained. This suggestion is to my mind so
obviously untenable that it need not be further considered.
As for the allegation that the doctrine of lis pel1dens
applies I am of opinion that the Lower Court was
right in holding that it did not apply. My learned
brother Lentaigne has fully discussed the case-lay!
on the subject, and I am content to refer to the
decision of the Chief Court in the case of A.L A.R.
Clutty v. M aung Thwe (I), where we saki that the
doctrine 6f lis pendens is not ordinarily brough I into
operation by the institution of an administration ~uit.
There is a good reason for this in the facts that it is
not desirable that administrators should be impeded
in their administration and that any person aggrieved
has a right of. suit against the administrator who
(1) Civil Miscellaneous Allrlication No. 14 of 1921.
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ordinarily in this country gives security for the full
value of the estate. ' I therefore agree that the doctrine of lis pendens does not apply and that the sale
to the fourth respondents should not be set aside on
the ground that it was effected after the institution
of Suit No. 53 of 1918.
There remains the question of the alleged inadequacy of the consideration as evidence of collusion.
I have already pointed out that Saw Ewe Lyan,
\-vhom appellant represents, himself valued the mill
and its site at only Rs. 64,478, and that appellant in
. her former suit accepted that valuation. It seems
obvious therefore that a sale for Rs. 75;500 does not
pritJuJ. facie indicate any inadequacy of consideration
and that even if we deduct the difference between
the debts admitted by appellant, namely Rs. 13,498,
which it is not suggested represent debts other than
those. in respect of which the fourth respondents
claimed at the time of the ~ale from the amount which
they then claimed, and which was entered in the
deed as part of the consideration, namely Rs. 16,000,
the consideration wiII still be in excess of any bf the
estimates of the value of the property which were
embodied in the various applications for Letters.
There is certainly 110. credible evidence that the
property was worth more than the amount for which
it was sold and I agree that there is no basis for the
suggestion that the sale was fraudulent and collusive.
I agree therefore that the appeal should be dismissed with costs for the fourth respondents, and that
appellant must be orden~d to pay the Court-fees
which would have been paid by her if she had not
been pe~mitted to appeal as a pauper.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before lvlr. Justice May Dung.

MAUNG THAN

1923
°

v.

Dec. 4.

KING· EMPEROR. *

°

Criminal Procedurc Code, ChaPter VIII-l'crsons agamst whom proceedings
under tile c1lapter are taken, lIot persOIiS accused of an offence-Section
436-Power to direct further enquiry.
Held, that section 436 of the Criminal Procedure Code applies to "person
accused of an offence" and not .. ,my accused person " aOnd there-fore do~s
not include persons against whom proceedings are taken under Ch:lpter VIII
of the Code.
Ebrallim v. Kmg-Emperor, 2 L.B.R. SO-superseded.

In Criminal Miscellaneous Trial 253 of 1923 of the
C<"'ut of the Subdlvisional Magistrate, Moulmein, the
present petition'er, Maung Than, was called on under
section 3 (a) of the Burma Habitual Offen ders' Restriction Act and section 112, Criminal Procedure Code, to
show cause why an order of restriction under the former
Act should not be passed against him and why he
should not be called upon to furnish security under
section 110, Criminal Procedure Code. Seven witnesses for the prosecution were examined. Maung
Than was then called on to make his defence, and
after examining three witnesses for the defence, the
Magistrate decided that he should be di~chargedand
~hecoase was classified as mistaken. The case \\'as then
taken up in revision by the District Magistrate who
after calling upon the petitioner to show calise ordered
further inquiry under the provisions of section 436 of
the Criminal Procedure Code. The petitioner thereupon applied to the District Magistrqte for submission
of the proceedings to the High Court.
°

• Criminal Revision No. 699-13 of 1923 arising out of Crimin<ij Miscej~
lau(;ous No. 253 of 1923 of the Court of the Subdivisiona] Magistr,.te
MouLnein.

Vo~.
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J.-Section 436, Code of Criminal
Procedure, formerly section 437, now contains the
words" any person accused of an offence, ,. instead
-of" any accused person," and hence does not include
persons against whom proceedings were taken under
Ch1.pter VIII. The decision in Ebrahim v. KingEmperor (1) has t~us been superseded pro tanto.
The order direCting further inquiry is accordingly
set aside.
MAY OUNG,
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FULL BENCH (CRIMINAL).
Befon Mr. Justice Young, Ofjiciating eh·jef Justice, Mr. Justice Heald,
.
alld U r. Jltsti~e May OUllg,

NGA MYIN

1923

v·

Dec. 12

KING~<EMPEROR. '*'
7Jillage headman is a police-ofjicer-Confession to a ..Wage headman,
admissibility of-E7,jde11cc Ad (I of un), seetio1t 2S.
Held, that a Village headman is not a police-officer, and section 25, Evidence
.Act, dr:es not exclude a cOnfe!'sion m,'de to him by an accused persOn.
Per YOUNG, OFFG•. C.J.-" The mere hestowal of the S;lIl1e pOwers of
arrest as are given to a police-officer does nGt make the vi!lage headman a
-police officer any more than it m,:kes a Magistrate a police.officer....
tty HE.un, J,__" Th~rc can be nO doubt that the Legislature when it en
acted the \ illage Act d:.d not regard the headman as a police-officer since it
vrovided separately in the s"me section Of the Act for the appointment of
village headmen and the appointment of One Or mOre rural police. men for a
village-tract."
Per MAY OUNG, ],-"Where a village headman is shown to have taken <!n
"ctive part in the investigation of an offence in conjunctionwith the policea
{;onftssion alleged to have been made to him in the course Of such investigation should be receiveq with the utmost caution,"
Crown v. Nga Po Hlaitlg, I L.B.R. 65-rcaffirmed.

"tV/lether

,I

This matter arose out of the order of reference
reported below and made for reconsideration of the
(l} (l902j 2 L.B.R..SO.
• Criminal Reference No. 66 of 1923 arising out of Criminal Revision
No. 416-B of 1923 of this Court,
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ruling in Crown v. Nga Po Hlaing, 1 L.B.R~ 65, by
May Oung, J., in Criminal Revision No. 416-B of
1923 which came up before him for the review of the:
order of the District Magistrate of Yamethin passed
in his Court's Criminal Regular Trial No. 25 .of 1923~
" An important item in the evidence for the prosecution in this case was the statement of the village'
headman, who deposed to an admission ''alleged t<>
have been made by the accused to the effect that l~e.
had hit the complainant with a stick because the latter
had coupled his (accused's) name with that of another
man's wife. For the defence .the question of the
admissibility of this evidence' was raised arid·it was.
urged that a headman appointed under the Burma
Village Act is a police-officer within the meaning
of section 25, Indian Evidence Act. The learned
District Magistrate, relying on the case of Nga Kyct
Thein v. Kil1g-Empero1' (1), found himself unable t6·
agree that the evidence. was inadmissible. He also·
said, ' There have been many other cases of this kind
before the COllrts on appeal where confessions toheadman have not been refused.'
"In Lu Bein v. Queen-Empress (2), and again in
'Maul1g 1,Vun v. Queen-Empress (3), the Court of the:
Judicial Commissioner of Lower Burma held that a
confession made to a village headman is inadmissible..
In the latter case, Mr. Hosking said :, The ywathugyi is the head of the rural police,.
and has policedtlJies to perform. He is to all intents:
and purposes a police.officer, though he may not be sodesignated. The material point is not whether he is.
called a police~officer, but whether he discharges
the duties of a. police-officer. The spirit of the law
and not the letter of the law is to be considered.'
III 8 L.B.R. 95.

(2) Selected Judgments (LoB.) 479.

(3) Printed JUdgments (L.B. 22.
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This decision was dissented from by a Bench of
the Chief Court of Lower Burma in C1'own v. Nga
Po Hlaing (4) wherein it was beld that section 25 of
the Evidence Act does not f9rbid the proving in
evide_nc:e of a confession to a y'Wathugyi."
Reference was made to Reg. v. Hurribole Chunder
Ghose (5) .and -other Indian Cases, and the ,learned
Judges said : - .
"
I The question seem to rednce itself to this,
namely, whether a village official, because he controls
some rural policemen tpersons who are themselves
hardly to be regarded as, technically police-officers
except in the wider-sense which, following the Calcutta
decision, vve should probably consider applicable), and
because he is empowered to exercise certain powers
of investigation of offences and of arrest, must be held
to be a poUce-officer, though not called so and not
regarded as such."
"In Po Sin v. King-Em_peror (6), it was definitely.!
held that a ten-house gaung (a rural policeman) is a
police-officer within the meaning of section 25,
I ndian Evidence Act.
(/ Both the Chief Court decisions were based on
the provisions of the Lower Burma Village Act; 1889.
This statute was, however, superseded in 1907 by the
BlJrma Village Act, which is now in force, but the question has not apparently been re-examined since that year.
II In the case quoted by the learned Magistrate,
a confession made 'to a thugyi was excluded under
section 24, Indian Evidence Act, on the ground of
inducement, but the applicability of section 25. \vas
not discussed.
II A village headman is appointed by the Deputy
Commissioner under section 5 (2) of the Act of 1<;07 ~
and his general duties are laid down in section 8,
. ,I

\

(4) (·901) 3 L,B.R. 65.

3

(5) (1376) 1 Cal. 207.

(6) (1906) 3 L.B.R. 233.
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including the investigation of offences and the arrest
of offenders and suspects in certain cases. In addition
tolthis, under section 29, the Local Government is
empowered to confer on headmen any powers or
privileges which may be exercised or are enjoyed by
police-officers Ulider any enactment for the time being
in force. Similar powers or privileges may also be
conferred on rural policemen. The following (among
other) rules have been made under section 29 (General
Department Notification No. 450, dated the 9th
December 1908) ;_.
II 1. Headmen of 'village-tracts are empwered to
search for and arrest any person who is liable
to be arrested by a police-officer under any of
the circumstances mentioned in section 54 of
the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898.
II 2. The
powers and privileges· exercised or
enjoyed by a police-officer under the Police
Act, 1861, and the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898, shall be exercised and enjoyed
by rural policemen in Lower Burma.

*

;'1'

*

*

,*

(( 5. The powers, privileges and duties above
described shall be exercised, enjoyed and
performed by every rural policeman in subordination to the Deputy Commissioner, Subdivisional Officer,' District Superintendent
of Police and heaiJ,1'J1an of a 'l'illage-tract.
" In Upper Burma there are, apparently, YI'O rural
policemen. The ywagaung is an ordinary villager
appointed by the headmap as his agent and has no
statutory powers. The headman. is therefore the only
village official who exercises powers of .arrest and
the like.
.
"It would seem, tb erefore, that a village headman
though not designated a police-officer, has very

'VOL.
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,extensive powers of search and arrest and that rural
,policemen are s'lbordinate to him. It is common
.experience, also, that the headman almost invariably
.takes ~n active part in assistin'g the district police
;in the investigation -of offences,e.g., dacoities and
,murders. '
"In these circumstances it is, in my OpInIOn,
difficult to avoid "the conclusion that a village headm~n
js, so far as criminal cases are concerned, a police
officer, not in the strict technical sense of the term, but
,according to its more comprehensive and popular
:,meaning. The' question is not, however, free from
doubt and should, I think, be reconsidered.
" I thereforeI submit
the proceedings to His Lord'
ship the Chief Justice with the recommendation that the
ruling of the Chief Court of Lower Burma in Cro7vn v.
Po Hlaing be further considered by a Bench or Full
Bench of this Court."
The reference was heard in due course by a Full
:Bench of the High Court (Young, Offg. C.}., Heald; j.,
and May Oung, J.} with the result reported below.

J.- The

question whether a village head.
man is a police-officer and "vhether therefore proof of
3. confession made to him is prohibited by section 25
of the Evidence Act has been referred to us as a Full
:Bench.
The wording of the section itself is clear and
unambiguous. It says, It No confession made to a
police-officer- shall be proved as against a person
accused of any offence." If a village headman i~ a
-" police-officer" that seCtion prohibits proof of any
-confession made to him. If he is not a police-of£cer,
--that section does not apply. We 'have therefore to
,decide merely whether or not a village headman is a
:police-officer.
HEALD,
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The ruling which is at present binding on the Courts.
in Lower Burma is a decision of a Bench of the late
V.
Chief Court on a similar reference in the' case of the
KINGEMPEROR,
Crown v. Po Hlaing ('1). It seems never to have been
HEALD, T.
suggested in Upper Burma that a village headma-? is a.
police-officer.
. The learned Judge who made the reference said that.
t.l~e dec,ision of the Bench of the Chief Court was
.based on the provisions of the Lower Burma Village Act
of 1889, and he went on to say" This statute was how-·
ever superseded in . 1907 by the Burma Village Act
which is now in force, but. the questiorihas not
apparently been re-examineclsince that year." He also
said that in his opinion it .vas difficult to avoid the
conclusion that a village headman. is) so far as.
crjmin~l cases are. concerned~ a. police-offi cer not in.
the strict technical sense ,of the term but according
to its more comprehensive' and popular meaning, but.
that as the ql1estio~ was" not free from doubt it
should be reconsidered.
The first point for consideration is whether or
not there has been any material alteration i~ the law
since the date of the Chief Court's decision which
might affect the decision as to whether or not a.
village headman is a polIce-officer.
Section 3 of the old Lower Burma Village Act.
said: II The Deputy- Commissioner shall appoint a
headman in every village. In appointing a headman
the Deputy Commissioner shall have regard, so far as·
circumstances admit, to any established custom which
may exist respecting the right of nomination or
succession or otherwise and fo claims based thereon .'"
The corresponding provision of section 3 of the old.
V pper. Burma Village Regulation (XIV of 1887) were
id,:ntical except that for the word" village ,J the words.
II village or group of villages" were. substituted .

NGA l\1YIN
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(1) B.L.R. 65.
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The wording of the corresponding section of
the present Act which applies to both Upper and
Lower Burma is the same except that II village-tract"
is substituted for II village" and II village or group
'of villages."
Section 5 of the Lower Burma Act and section
4 'of the Upper Burma R~gulation, whicil imposed
certain duties on village headmen in respect of the
communication of information to the n'earest Magistrate
or to the officer in charge of the nearest policestation or military post, were identical and are
reprodu.ced in section 7 of the present Act except
that the reference to military post is omitted.
Section 6 of the Lower Burma Act and section
5 of the Regulation which imposed certain public
duties on village headmen were identical with the
exception that in Upper Burma the headman was
not allowed to allot lands for cultivation, the wording
of the Regulation, which was originally identical with
that of the Act, having been altered by the omission
of two words in 1896.
. Section 8 of the present Act, apart from verbal
alterations, is similar except that the reference to
II military posts" has been
omitted, that provisi0n
was made for tlYe supply of carriage or means of
transport for a journey of more than 12 hours, that
the duty of allotting land whether for cuHivationor
house building was tal{en away and that the duties
of regulating the slaughter of cattle and of, disarming
persons found in possession of prohibited weapons
at pwes and the power to arrest persons committing
offences under section 510 of the Indian Penal Code
were added.
Under section 22 of the Lower Burma Act and
8B of the Regulation the Local Government was
given power to make rules conferring on headmen
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any powers or privileges which may be exercised or
are enjoyed by police-officers under any enactment
'II.
KINGfor the time being in force.
E PEROR.
The rules made under those pOvvers which were'
HEALD, J.
in force in Lower and Upper Burma respectively of
the time of the Chief Court's decision are contained'
in Local Government Notifications Nos. 337 of 1895
arid 283 of 1896. Both these notifications merely'
empowered village headmen to search for and a;res t
any person who was liable to be arrested by a police-- .
officer under any of the circumstances mentioned in
section 54 of the Code of Criminal Procedure.
Section 29 of the present Act re-enacted the provisions cf section 22 of the old Act and 88 of the
Regulation, and the rules under the present Act are
identical with those under the old enactments.
It seems therefore that the only alteration in thelaw which could pOssibly be .regarded as affecting:
the question whether or not a village headman is a
police-officer is that which gives him the power to
arrest a drunken person who is guilty of misconduct
either in public or in a place which he is 'a.
trespasser, and I do not think that it could reasonably.
be argued the.t such an alteration could convert a.
headman· into a police-officer if he was not a police-'
officer before.
But it is possible that the Chief Court's decision:
that he was not a policeman under the old law was·
mistaken and as doubts as to itscorrrectnesshave been.
suggested, it is perhaps', desirable that the question
should be considered afresh.
'vVe have the following facts :
A headman is a villager chosen by the Deputy
Commissioner,[having regard to custom, fights of
nomination or succession, to exercise certain powers
and to perform certain duties. He has power to

NGA My'IN
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take cognisance of certain minor offences committed
within his jurisdiction and to pass certain very light
sentences. He can be empowered to try under
certain circumstances certain civil suits in which the
amount in dispute does not exceed Rs. 20. He has
many public duties connected with the collection of
revenue, the maintenance of communications, the
protection of his village, sanitation, vital statistics, an'd
the like which have no connection whatever with the
Police. He has, however, to reporf to the nearest
Magistrate or police-station certain information affecting the rhai~tenance of order or the prevention of
crime, and he has to. investigate certain specified
offences if they occur in his village-tract, namely,
murder, culpable homicide not amounting to murder,
dacoity, robbery ,offences under the Arms Act, and
any other offence respecting which the Deputy Commissioner by general or special order, made with the
previous sanction of the Commrssioner directs, He
is bound to search for and arrest any person whom
he has reason to believe to have been concerned in
the commission of such an offence and to recover if
possible any property taken by such person. He has
.power to arrest any person found lurking within the
limits of his village-tract who cannot give a satisfac·
tory account of himself and any intoxicated person
who misconducts himself in public or whilst trespassing. He may also arrest any person who has been
concerned in any cognisable offence or against whom
a reasonable complaint has been made of credible
information has been received or a reasonable suspicion
exists of his having been so concerned, any· person
having in his possession without lawful excuse, the
burden of proving which excuse shall lie on such
person, any implement of house-b~eaking j any person
who has been proclaimed as an offender either under
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the Code oi Criminal Procedure or by order oUhe Local
Government; any person in whose possession any'/1.
thing is found which may reasonabiy be suspected to
KINGEMPEROR.
be stolen property. and who may reasonably be susHEALD, J.
pected of having committed an offence with reference
to such thing; any person who obstructs a policeofficer' while in the execution of his duty or who haS
escape4, or attempts to escape, from lawful custody;
any person reasonably suspected of being a deserter
from Her Majesty's Armyor Navy or of belonging to
Her Majesty's Indian Marine Service and~being illegally
absent from that service; any person who has been
concerned in or against whom a reasonable complaint
has' been made or credible information has been
received or a reasonable suspicion exists of his having
been concerned in, any act committed at any rlace
out of British' India, which, if. committed in B1itii>h
India, would have been punishable as an offence, and
for which he is, under any law relating to 'extradition
or under the Fugitive Offenders Act, 1881, or otherwise, liable to be apprehended or detained in custody
in British India; any released convict committing a ...
breach of any rule made under section. 565, sub..
section (3), of the Code of Criminal Procedure and
any person for whose arrest a requisition has been
received from a police-officer, provided that. the requisition specifies the person to be arrested and th e
offence or cause for which the arr~st is to be made
andit appears therefrom that the person might lawfully.
be arrested with a warrant by the officer who issuecl
the requisition. He is bound to forward any [person
arrested by him or made over to his custody together
with any weapon or other article likely to be useful as
evidence to the,nearest police-station as soon as possible.
It is Clear therefore that a headman has certain
powers of arrest which are identical with those
NGA MYIN
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possessed by police-officers and that he has also
duties of investigation in respect of certain offences
which are in some respects similar to those of policeofficers, and the question to be decided is whether!
because he has those powers and duties, he must be
held to be a police-officer.
There can be no doubt that tht: Legislature when
it enacted the Village Act did 110t r~~dfd the headman
as a police-officer since it providea separately in the
same section of the Act for the appvIJltment of village
headmen and the appointment of -ne or more rural
policemen for a village-tract. We have not been
referred to any rulings later than those which were
considered by the learned Judges who decided the
question in 1901, and I can find none in the
commentaries on section 25 of the Evidence Act. I
have considered those rulings a'nd I am not prepared
to hold that the decision of' the Chief Court was
mistaken. To the best of my knowledge and belief a
village headman is not popularly regarded as a police_
officer, and he is certainly not so regarded in the
Village Ad. For over 20 years it has been regarded
as settled l<i.w in this Province that a Village Headman
is not a police-officer and that confessions made to
him are not excluded from proof by the provisions
of section 25 of the EvidenceAet, and I am not
satisfied that that view of the law is mistaken.
I would therefore accept the decision of the Bench
of the Chief Court in the case of the Crown v. Po '.
RIfling as good law, and answer the reference
accordingly.
MAY OUNG, J.-The case of Crown v. Po Blaing
dealt with a statute in force in Lo~ver Burma and
was decided by the Chief Court of Lower Burma,
which could not and did not take into consideration
..conditions prevailing in Upper Burma. The Burma
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Village Act, 1907, was enacted for both parts of the
Province, and it was therefore necessary tor~-consider
V.
the ruling in question, more specially because the
KINGEMPEROR
case out of which this refer'ence arose occurred in
MAY. OUNG. Upper Burma.
J.
As to the legal position under the Act, I have had
the advantage of reading the judgment written by my'
brother Heald, and I agree that the village headman
was never intended to be a police-officer. In Lower:
Burma, he is carefully distinguished from the rutal'
policeman, usually called a ten-house gaung; the
'latter, it is true, is his subordinate, but this fact in.
itself does not place the head of the village within
the category of a police-officer. In Upper Burma,.
there is no rural policeman, and it seemed to me at
first sight that the headmen would, of necessity, be
called upon to per:form the funetionsof that officer.
This does Bot, however, appear to ,be the case. Since
the hearing, I have referred to ,the Upper Burma
Village Headman's Manual which defines the ywa-.
thugyi's dmies, powers and privileges, and these are:
identical with those of the same offiGial in Lowcr
Burma.
The most important point, however, in this connec-·
tion is the fact that, so far at least as the more important crimes} homicide, dacoity, robbery, and so on,
are concerned, the headman must. not only communi-.
cate information to. the nearest Magistrate or policestation, but must enquire into the offence, search for
and arrest any person believed to have been concerned,.
and recover, if possible, any property taken by such
person.
All this is dearly the work of a police-officer, and
experience shows that even after the Police have
arriv~d at the scene of crinle, the headman almost
in variable forms cne of the poli~e party responsible;
NGA MY!N
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for the investigation of the crime. He is usually an
.active assistant of the Police up to the time the final NGA v.]\fYIN
KINGreport is submitted. In these cir.cumstances, I consiEMPER01~.
der that it would .be unsafe in such cases 1.0 attach
much credence to an alleged confession made to MAY J, OUNG
a headmen. ~vVere it not for a consideration which
I set forth below, I should strongly be inclined to rule
out such a confession altogether..· Moreover, it is not
in all criminal cases that the headman acts as if he
were a police-officer, and all that can be laid down
is ··that-where a village headman is shown to have
taken ail active part in the investigation of an offence·
in .conjunction with the Police-:-a c0I?-fession. alleged
to have been made to him in the course of such investigation should be received with the utmost caution.
The consideration which to may mind disposes of
'the matter is one which was not d.ealt with in Crown v.
PofIlaingand which was not brought out in argument, and it is the fact that the Legi,$lature itself has
given a clear indication of its intention in the matter·
Section 26, Indian Evidence Act, a cognate section
bars a confession made by any person whilst he is
in. the custody of a poli~c-officer, unless it be made
in the immediate presence of a Magistrate. The
Explanation added by Act III of 1891 lays, down
that the word 'Magistrate' in this section does not
include the. head of a village discharging magisterial
functions * * * * in Burma * * 'i<' unless such
headman is a Magistrate exercising the powers of a.
Magistrate under the Code of Criminal Procedure.
Here the village headman is ruled olltas an
individual in whose presence a confession can lawfully
be made by a person in police custody, but he is.
thereby clearly distinguished frOffi a police-officer, and
the Legislature evidently did' not intend that he
should be classed as one.
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I therefore concur in the view that a village
headman in Burma is not a police-officer within the
'II.
KINGmeaning of section 25, Indian Evidence Act.
EiVipEROR.
YOUNG, OFFG. C.J.-! ;have had the advantage of
J~U~G, reading the judgments of my brothers Heald and
May Oung in this case and have little to'add.
A village headman has very multifarious duties
and would seem to be for certain defined purposes
a civil judge, a magistrate, and a revenue officer
besides having the duties of a health officer. It is
now sought to claSsify him also as a police-officer
because he is given practically the same po\versof
arrest without a warrant as are given to a policeofficer, but these powers are also given to a Magistrate under Criminal Procedure Code, section 65, and
it is not contended that a Magistrate is a policeofficer. The mere bestowal. therefore of the same
powers cannot cOnstitute the headman a policeofficer: they would seem rather to be an addition to
his magisterial powers, given expressly because he is
a Magistrate only for cer tain purposes, and h?-s no
power to issue a warrant.
The order appointiI"lg him is careful to specify
him as a headman not as a rural policeman and
I would hold that the mere bestowal of the same
powers of arrest as are given to a police-officer does
not make him a police-officer any more than it
makes a Magistrate a police-officer.
A confession therefore . made
to him is not in\.\
admissible in evidence but the weight to be attached
to such will depend on the circumstances of the case
and the part he has taken in the elucidation of the
<:nme.
NGA MYIN
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Heald and Mr. Iustice 111 ay Oung.

FOUCAR &CO.

1923

v.

Dea.14

M. C. T. MUDALIAR.'l«
PriJlcipal'l-ild l;rokel'-Bro!:erage all sale of land-Il1ability of the pnrchaser
ildroduced by the broker to complete--'New aI'1'ange11lel1ts betwee'll 't he
principal and the pllrc!ta~er after tlte Nriod fi.red for the cOlllpletioll of
the first cont raet- Tlte Position of t fte {:rokel' all t !tis second arrangemeill
being rescinded by tile pri:1icipal.
V,1Ilere a brb!;er W;JS cC1l1n:issioned to obtain a purc!l;:ser fOr a piece of
];111\1 and a purchaser was found by him" who, however, ha\jn~ failed to
complete the sale within a fixed period owing to his inability to pay r"ady
money, and the principal entered into a neW arrangement dir'ect with the
purchaser, and such new arrangement was sutsequently rescinded by the
, principal held, that the broker w;:s not entitled to claim his commission.
Held, that the brokerage was paya!'le only for ;:n ; ctual sale, it being the
broker's duty to introduce a perscn wiHin~ Qllff aUe to complete the purch::se.
Held, further, that the second arrangement between 'the principal and the
rurch~ser having I::een ent<recj into by them cnly ;:rter period fixed for the
complet'icn of the' sale far which the broker was cominissioned, the
pi'incipal w~s not liable to pay brokerage on account of the new transac'
tion
Passillgi;a1ll v. King, (1898) 14 Times L.R. 392,-distinguisfted.

111 cDonnell-for Appellants.
C01i.;asjee-for Respondent.
J.-The admitted facts in this case
were as follows : '
On the 20th September, 1921, the defendant firm
commissioned the plaintiff as a broker to obtain a
purchaser for piece of land, agreeing to pay him
" a brokerage of 2t per cent. on the price on completion " (Exhibit A). On the following day, a would-be
purchaser "vas obtained and an agreement in writing
(Exhibit B) was entered into between the firm and the
MAY

OUNG,

• Civil First Appeal No.42 of 1923 against the decree of this Court
the Originai Side in Civil Regular No. 246 of 1922.
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purchaser whereby (1) the price of land measuring

FOUCAR

& about three and .a half to four acres (but in any event

Co.

not less than three acres) was fixed at Rs. 1,75,000
per acre; (2) 2. s.um of Rs. 25,000 ,vas to be paid as
MUDALlAR
earnest money; (3) the balance was promised to be paid
on or bdore the 21st January 1922, earnest money to be
forfeited in default; (4) a transfer was to be executed
on payment of the purchase price in full; and \5) the
firm guaranteed agood title on completion of purchase.
These terms were set out in the receipt (Exhibit B).
The earnest-money was . .paid, but the transaction
was never completed. The main, if not the only,
reason for the falling through of the sale was in my
view, the purchaser's inability to pay fhe price agreed
upon, a sum well over.five lakhs. The plaintiff said:II At Mulla's tthe-purchaser's) request, I suggested .
part payment to Kuding (the firm's manager). I know
Mulla v:ell As the amount was large, Mulla would
have 'been pleased -'to pay by instalments.
/( I asked Mulla why he did not complete his
contract. He said there was time before him to do so.. I
asked him about three or four times. His last reply was
. that he was making arrangements direct with Nuding.
This was about the end of December. Mulla told me
later that be was arranging for part- payments, to which
Nuding had consented. Mulla. could not pay. the
full amount and said he could make part-payments. "
There was also, apparently, some dispute between
the' parties concerning the exact area of the land,
which had been left indefinite in Exhibit B. Plaintiff's
witness, Ady" was sent by Mulla to try and bring
about a settlement. Ady saw Nuding and obtained
from the latter two slips of paper (Exhibits G and H),
. both dated the 24th January, 1922, whe.reonare noted
,certain terms as to the' land and as to payments,
which were to be deferred; the transfer was to be
. "lJ,

M. C. T.
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made at once, but the land was to remain as collateral
1923
'security.
FOUCAR &
.
co.
Considering that Mulla had, as early as December,
v.
told the plaintiff that he was arranging for part-pay- :~D~~I~~.
ments it is, in may VIew, only reasonable to suppose MAY OUNG,
that the matter of the payment of the purchase price
J~
was what!feally caused the hitch and that the so-called
dispute as to the area of the land was a· subsidiary
maHer which, in any case, had to be decided because
of the indefiniteness in this respect of Exhibit B.
The terms contained in Nuding's notes were, after
some haggling as to the rate of interest on the sums
deferred, agreed to but no formal agreement was
executed.
Ady deposed ;II Mulla agreed
to the conditions' on' the slip
I gave to him, except the rate of interest. He said
he 'would agr~e to 8 per cent. I telephoned this
to Nuding and he authorised me to alter the 9 per
cent to 8 per cent and to initial it which I did.
This arrangement was concluded'some time in the
forenoon .of the day the. slips were made. On the
same day Nuding'phoned to say that he could not
carry out this arrangement. This vv'as about three Or
four hours after the arrangements had been conduded.
Nuding told me that he could n'ot accept the
mortgage and that his lawyers had instructed him
that collateral security was a mortgage. This was his
reason for backing out."
Both Exhibits G andH (supported by Ady's
,evidence) show that promissory notes and an "agreement" were, to have b~en executed, but owing,
apparently, to Nudihg's inability to obtain bis director's
,consent to the new transaction, nothing was actually
·done and the negotiations fell througb.

INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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The real point in the case, however, seems to be

FOUCAR

& that on the 21st January, 1922, the date originally

Co.
11.

M.C.T.
MUDALIAR.

MAYOUNG,

J.

fixed for completion, Mulla was unable to pay and,.
as appears from what followed, had no prospect of
being able to pay within a reasonable time j Exhibit
H shows that he :.vanted six months to pay half the
price and one year 10 pay the remaining half.
Herein the defendant firm was in no \-vay at
fault. If Mulla had been in a position tv pay as agreed
upon they would have been under an obligation toconvey the land;. Mtilla was not only unable. to pay
on the due' date, but, three days later, sent Ady to
Nuding with what was tantamount to a request for
postponement of payment for one year.
So far as the plaintiff was concerned, he had
obtained for the firm a purchaser who could not pay
and had no expectation of being able to pay within a.
reasonable time. The subsequent negotiations through
Ady cleary showed that the purchase price wonld
not be forthcoming for many montns and the plaintiff
has not adduced any evidence to show that Mulla
could have fulfilled his'obligation; His failure to cite
Mulla as his witness on this point must, I think, beweighed against him. .
.
Ordinarily, a broker is entitled toa percentage on
the money which he succeeds in realising for principaI
but,where the transaction cannot be completed because
the money is not forthcoming and consequently the'
principal realises nothing, it is difficult to see how
the broker has earned his brokerage. If in the present
case, the defendant firm had, before the 21st .lanuary
1922 extended the time for compl etian. and thus taken
the negotiations out of the ,oroker's hands,and those
subsequeritly fell through, it might be held on the'
,authority of Pussingham v. King (1), that the full
. (1) (1898) 14 TirnesL.R. 392.
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brokerage in nevertheless payable.' But the point
:does not arise, since there is nothing to show that the
defendant firm did anything in the matter until Ady
went to see Nuding on the 24fh January. The plaintiff suggests vaguely that Nuding began to make arrangernents with Ady "about a month or 10 or 15 days
before the 21st January,'" but a careful perusal of
Ady's evidence shows that the entire " negotiations
occupied only one d;:-y, the 24th January.
It 'is argued that as time was not the essence of'
the contract.
for sale, the defendant firm was bound
,
to waitfora reasonable time and to serve notice on
Mulla calling .upon him to complete within
stated
and;
as
the
firm
did
not
do
so
but
instead
period,
entered into fresh negotiations with him, that the
plaintiff is not to blame and that he had done every.
thing he had contracted to do. But all that th~
plaintiff had done was to obtain a purchaser who'
could not pay on the agreed date and who, thereafter,
sent his own broker, to plead for concessions. Had
those concessions been refused, the plaintiff would have
been in exactly
the same position; in.
my judgment.
.
,
thatfaetthat the· firm was willing at first to grant the
concessions, but a few hours later recanted, because
Nuding had no power to accept a mortgage, makes no·
difference so far as the work done for the firm by the
plaintiff is concerned. The non-completion of the sale
was not the result of the firm's act in formulating new
terms and then Withdrawing them but was directly due
to Mulla's inability to pay. It is true that if defendan ts
had follovved up the new arrangement. they might
have, by holding the land as security, ultimately.
realised the sale price. If Mulla had on his part
fulfilled his obligation, half the balance would h~ve
been recovered in July, 1922, and the remaining half
inJanuary, 1923,with interest; if, on the other hand;
.
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Mulla did not pay, the firm could have sued for a
mortgage decree and realised their money by sale cf
Co.
the land in execution. But such recovery or realisa'V.
IM. C. T.
tion
\vouId not have been the outcome of plaintiff's
!MUDAL/A!?,
services to the firm. He had been asked to' find a
MAY OUNG,
purchaser who would pay ready money; the arrangeJ.
ment for which he was responsible was that the
purchaser should pay on or before a certain date, and
there was to be neither delay nor trouble to the firm"
He now asks that, although he failed to get the
,purchaser to pay on the date fixed, he should be
given the benefit of a new transaction whereby the
firm, would certainly have had to wait for a long time
to realise their money and would possibly have had
to go to the trouble of suing the purchaser. In
my judgment, he has no claim on this score, and
-I am fortified in my view by Lord Justice Vaughan
Williams' remark in the case above cited to the
effect that it is the duty of a broker to introduce a
person ,willing and able to completethe purchase.
It is further argued that the defendant firm should
have taken steps against M.ulla to obtain specific
performance of the contract. The answer to this is
that there is no law which -. compels a vendor to
insist on specific performance. There usually is,
and there was in the present case, an alternative
remedy, viz., forfeiture of"the earnest.money. -The
question whether the firm could or could not legally
claim a forfeiture does not now arise, but ibis clear
:that the defendants purported to exercise the right
given in Exhibit B.
In the result, I would hold that the plaintiff
\\vas not entitled to to the brokerage claimed by him.
[ have considered the question whether \;ve can, in
these proceedings, award the appellant a decree for
_the sum which respondents were willing to paYi namely,
FOUCAR &
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2! per cent. On the amount of the earnest-money;
but there being yet no decisIon of the question whether
or not that earnest-money was rightly forfeited,
I would hold that we cannot and should not do so.
I would reverse the decree passed on the Original
Side and order that the suit be dismissed with costs·
The respondent will also pay the appellant's costs in
this appeal.
HEALD, J.-There can be no doubt that in this
case lh,e prospective purchaser, Mulla, whom respondent introduced to appellants, was neither \villing nor
able to purchase the property on terms, whiCh were
substantially those which appellants employed respondent to obtain for them. If appellants had actually
accepted the terms offered by Mulla and a sale
had resulted, respondent would probably have been
entitled to recei\:e brokerage although the terms of
the actual sale might be different from which he
was employed to obtain. But appellants were not
bound to accept any terms other than those' which
they offered thtough respondent, and if they refused
to a~cept the less .favourable terms bffered by Mulla, so
that no sale resulted, I do not see how respondent
could be entitled to the brokerage which was payable
only for an actual sale. The case would of course
have been different if Mulla had been willing to buy
on appellant's terms and appellants had been unable
to carry out the sale, or if, after' employing respondent; appellants had taken the negotiations out of
his hands before the agre€ment which was actually
made between them and Mulla had been broken.
I do not think that respomlent can as yet claim
brokerage in respect of the Rs. 25,000 which,
appellants received and claim to retain as earnestmoney forfeited under the agreement which, as they
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allege, Mulla broke. Mulla is said to have filed a
suit against them for the recovery of that amount
and if that suit (should succeed respondent's agency
will have been entirely infructuous. If, however,
appellants should be held entitled to retain the earnest'money, they may' possibly be regarded as .having
made a profit of Rs. 25,000 on the transaction which
resulted from resp6ndent's agency and the question
may then arise whether respondent is not entitled
to a' quantum meruit from appellants in respect of
.that profit. That question does not however in my
opinion arise at present and we do not consider it.
So far as the present case is concerned it seems
clear that respondent failed. to bring about the sale
which he was employed to effect and that no sale
:'in respect of which he can claim brokerage was
effected, and I agree with my learned brother May
Oung that his suit must be dismissed with costs for
appellants throughout.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice May Oung.

MA UN G PO HMYIN

1923
AND ONE

Dec. 3.

v.
KING-EMPEROR.*
Penal Code (XLV'oj 1860), sections 420,Sl1-Attempt to cheat-Sending '(otice
oj a fire to an Insurance C011lpat~y-Claims made for d'lmage by fi'i- e
acc011lpal/1ed by dtcl"arations deliberately false-Attempt and preparation.
The first accused insuret'l his paddy in certain godowns with three Fire
Insurance Cdmpanies and, on the godowns being burnt- down, he first sent the
Insurance Companies notices iniorming them of the fire and subsequentlY
presented his claims in ""hich he deliberately made false. statements as to the
quantity of paddy stored in the godowns and destroyed by the fire.
Held, that the sending of the notices was an act of preparation but when
the accused foHowed up these notices with the actual dim papers he com1l)itted
himself to a representation of fact which being talse to his knowledge mus t be
regarded as an overt-act towards the commission of the offence of cheating-an
act which had gone beyond the stage Of preparation.
In the matter of R. MacCrea. 15 All. 173-referred.

De Glanville-for Appellant.
Higinbotha'm, Government
Crown.

Advocate-for

the

MAY OVNG, J.-On various dates in the month of
Februar y, 1922, the 15t appellant, Po Hmyin, effected
three fire insurances on his stock of paddy said to
be lying in the mill prerruses at Impalwe belonging
to the 2nd appellant, Tun' Aung, and his father.
These insurances were as fullows:-(a) one for
Rs. 50,000 in the West of Scotland Insurance Office,
Limited ; tb) one for Rs. 75,000 in the Yorkshire
Insurance Company; and (c) one for Rs. 25,000 in the
Sphere Marine and Fire Insurance Company, Limited.
At the. time of making hig proposals; the 1st
appellant produced cover notes, issued by Messrs.
• Criminal Appeal No. 985 of 1923 from the Court oct he District Magistrat.e.
in Criminal Regular Trial No 155 of 19t 3.

l~angoon.
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Gillanders Arbuthnot & Co., showing that the
mill premises themselves were insured against loss by
fire. These cover notes were issued to the 2nd appellant and his father, and were, doubtless, lent to the
1st appellant to enable him to prove that the buildings
in which he had stored his stock were protected..
On the 3rd March, 1922, the mill buildings and
everything therein, were burnt down and this. fact.
was communicated by the. mill-owners to their insurance company. This was by letter,. Exhibit J, which
is dated R<"lI1goon, the 5th March, 1922.
On the same date, Po Hmyin wrote Exhibits V
and Y to the Sphere and the vVest of Scotland
Companies, respectively, communicating the same information regarding the stock of the paddy in the mill..
A significant point 'with 1'egard to these two letfets
is that the.Y are typewritten on. paper of the Sante
Slze and quality as Exhibit J; the entire method of·
typing, inc~uding the dating, is also exactly sirnilar.
!
There is no such letter on the file addressed to·
the agents of the Yorkshire Company, but in all
probability one was sent to them as well.
Exhibits V, Z and DD are fire or loss claims on
the three .companic;s, signed and forwarded by
Po Hmyin. They are on printed forms and all contain
a declaration to the effect that 75,040 baskets of
paddy, valued at Rs. 1,72,558, were destroyed ordamaged by the fire which consumed the mill.
These declarations formed the ba~is of three
charges of attempted cheating against Po Hmyin, the
case for the prosecution being. that the declarations.
were .false. The 2nd appellant was charged with
abetment of the three offences. Both were convicted
and' sentenced to suffer two years' rigorous imprison..; .
menton .each charge; the sentences to run concurrently. Both appeal.
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The first point taken is one of law, viz., that, even
assuming the falsity of the declarations, there was no
"attempt" as contemplated by section 511,Jndian
Penal Code. That section provides that whoever
attempts to commit an offence and in such attempt
does any act towards the C011'l11zission of the ofJence
shall be punished. It has been judicially held that a
mere act of preparation for the commission of an
offence is not such an act towards its commission as
'amounts toan attempt. Learned Counsel contends that
Po Hmyin's acts in this case did not amount to
more th~n preparation for an attempt to cheat.
\Vhetherany given. act or series of acts amounts
to an attempt of which the law will take notice or
merely to preparation is a question of fact in each
<:.ase.-In the matter of R. MacCrea (1) .
. In the same case, Knox, J., said :-" It is no.
-doubt most difficult to frame a satisfactory' and exhaustive definition which shall lay down for all cases
where preparation to commit an offence ends and
where attempt to commit that offence begins. The
question is not one of mere proximity in time or
place: Many offences can easily be conceived where,
with all necessary preparations made, a long
interval will still elapse between the hour when
the attempt 10 commit an offence commences and
the hour when it is completed.
The offence of
cheating and inducing delivery is an offence in
point. The time that· may elapse between the
moment when the preparations made for committing
the fraud are brought to bear upon the mind of the
;o:;rson to be deceived and the moment when he
yields to the deception practised upon him maybe
a very considerable interval of time. There may be
the interposition of inquiries and other acts upon
l

(1) (1983) 15 All. 173.
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his part. The acts whereby those preparations may
be brought to bear upon the mind may he several
Po HMYIN
in point of number, and yet the' first act after
V.
KING
pr.eparation
completed will, if criminal in itself, be,
EMPEROR.
MAY OUNG. beyond
all doubt, equally an attempt with the
J.
ninety add ninth act of the series."
These weighty and apposite observations exactly
fit the case before me. It is urged' that the act
of Po Hmyin in approaching the Insurance. Companies with his claim repre!;ented only another
stage in his preparation to cheat them and. that
the real attempt would have begun when, the
companies having called upon him to produce' his
evidence in support of his claim, he proceeded to
do so.
,In support of this contention Counsel
points out that .insured persons who have su#ered
"loss' or damage by fire often put f.otwardexaggerated or inflated claims, that, insurance companies do
not. admit, such claims forthwith but invariably
institute inquiries with a view to' assessing the
damage, apd that therefore an' attempt to deceive
them does not take place mHil false testimony in
support of the claim is adduced.
, This argument would,' I have little doubt, carry
considerable weight incases where the insured has
merely over-valued his property in his claim. But
the allegation in the present case \vas not that the
claimant had grossly misrepresented the value of his
stock in the mill,but that his statement as to ,the
, quantity of paddy he had stocked before the fire was
false. According to him, he had 75,040 baskets;
according to the prosecution he could not possibly
have had one~fifth of that quantity, since the mill
godowns could not contain much more. Hence, if
the Cro\vn has succeeded in establishing its case,
Po Hmyin, when he presented his claims to the insuMAUNG
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ranee companies, made a deliberately false statement.
This was ....an act done in pursuance of the preparations he' had made for committing a fraud and it
was an act which was brought to bear upon the
mind of the persons to be deceived. The appeUant
might have held back after he had sent Exhibits V
and Yi the notices regarding the fire; the' sending
of these notices was another act of preparation. But
when he followed up these notices with the actual
'Claim papers, he, in my view, definitely It crossed the
Rubicon>" and committed himself to a representation
of" fact which, if proved to befalse to his knowledge,
must be regarded as'an overt act towards .the com·
mission of the offence of cheating-an act which had
gone beyond the stage of preparation.
I hold therefore, provided the necessary facts are
established, that 'Po Hmyin attempted to cheat lhe
insurapce companies.
As to the facts, one of the outstanding features
of the case; one which was strongly relied upon by
the appellants, was the assessor's report. When the
claim papers were presented, the companies acting
in consultation, appointed an assessor to proceed
to the scene of the fire and to report on the loss
caused. He did so and his firm submitted the report, Exhibit 0, which contains·- the following
passage :-"On our arrival there we found the mill
and godowns completely gutted and the paddy still
blazing. The paddy was in three different piles and
in our opinion must have been well over 65,000
baskets." There is also a quotation from the owner's
~'Stock Book 1/ showing a total of 75,040 baskets,
, which the assessor valued at Rs. 1,58,632.
I am unable, to place any reliance on this report.
The- evidence shows that the inquiry, if it can be
called an inquiry, was most perfunctory~ and it is

192}
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more than probable that the assessor's estimate of
MAUNG
.the quantity of burnt and burning paddy was based
Po HMYIN
v. "
very largely on what he saw in the Stock Book. In
KINGEMPE~OR. any case, the estimate was that of a person whom
MAY OUN:G, I cannot, on the evidence, regard as expert. He does.
" J, . "not give any satisfactory explanation as to how he
arrived . at his figl1<fes.He took no measurements
himseJf, either of the ~eaps of burning paddy or of
the godowns, the outlines of. which he saw and he
made no notes of what he observed.0.nly two hours.
~ere spent at the place i part of this was taken up
~n making inquiries as to, the origin of the fire.
The. next important· point is in connection with
thegodowns, of which there were three. The 2nd
appellant admitted that he had handed a ground
plan of the mill buildings to. Messrs. Gillanders
Arbuthnot at or about the" time he insured them,.
and Mr. Griggs of that firm deposed. that Exhibit
.A is tRe plan. Tun Aung;' denied it but I see no
reason to disbelieve the witness, who is in no way
interested, seeing that the cover note!" for the miU
were cancelled before the fire. The plan shows two:
godowns, each measuring 50 feet by 10 feet, and a
third measuring 61' feet by 35t feet.. Elevations are
not given, but the evidence establishes the fact that
the godO\vns were not more th~n 12 feet high,
while the two smaller ones sloped down to 9 feet.
Taking these measurements and judging by the
estimates given by Mr. Thornj an engineer,of
Messrs. Steel Brothers & Co.., who has. had
long experience of mill godowns, the capacity of
the Impalwe godowns could .not have been much
more" than 15,000 baskets. There is a considerable
body of evidence' in support of" this estirriate~
the most inotable of the witnesses being Po Hlaing
. and Ba Gy~w, the former owners of the mill. They
1,923
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both swear that the two small godowns could
not hold more than 3,000 baskets each, and in this
they are corroborated By others. As to the large
godown, the most liberal estimate places it at 10,500
baskets.
We have it then that the three goqowns, when
full, were capable of hoiUing some 15 or'16 thousand
baskets of paddy. OUhese, there were-at least 4,000
baskets belonging to various small ~rade~s, thus leaving
some L2 thousand as Po Hmyin's, as .compared with
his claim of over 75 thousand.
.'
The latter figure appears, ~t is true, in Po Hmyin;s
Stock Book, but there is no entry in this of the place
where the paddy was stored, and, since Po Hmyin is
a resident of Daiku, which is far away fro~ Impalwe,
it is more than possible ~that alarg'e 'portio n of his
stock
was at the former place.'
Be that as it may ,
,
.
r am unable, in the face of the cqnclusive evidence as
to the size of the godowns, to accept the statement
that such a large quantity of paddy was stored in a.
small out-of-the-way mill.
For the same reason I mtlst reject· the evidence
for the defence relating to alleged extensive purchases
of paddy made by Po Hmyin. Rebutting evidence
has been adduced to show the falsity of much of
this defence evidence, but, in the' circumstances. it is
in my view, unnecessary to consider it. .
I should mention here that the defence, at': a
very late hour, deputed a trained surveyor to prepare
a plan of the mill buildings; this was done in
January, 1923, about nine months after the fire, 'and
no weight can be attached to it. .
On the evidence I hold it fully proved that Po
Hmyin had le~s than 15,000 baskets of paddy at the
mill when the fire took place and that he must have
known this. Hisdec1aration that he had 75,040
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baskets \~las therefore deliberately false and I must
MAUN(T
confirm th'e convictions.
Po HMYIN
\.
.
v.
The second appellant was held guilty of abetment
E~~~~-OR. in that he (l}.. )et Po Hmyin use his" mill for storing
MAy:OUNG
paddy, (2) lent him his cpver notes on the mill {3) stated
:T.
'to witnesses that 75,000 baskets of Po Hmyin's paddy
were in the mill when it was burnt, and (4) stocked
'kauk-hmaw' (refuse) iIi the godowns and pretended
it was paddy.' . Of these points, it is unnecessary to
. deal with any besides; the third. It is quite clear that
Tun Aung told several persons that Po Hmyin had stored
75,000 baskets i and to the police he said (when
reporting the fire)-II over 60,000 and about 70,000."
Knowing the capacity of his godowns as he must
have done, it must be held that he also was stating
What he knew to be false. Remembering also the·
remarkable similarity between Exhibits J, V and Y,
as pointed out above, I am'irresistibly led to the
conclusion that he engaged with Po Hmyin in a
conspiracy to' cheat the insurance companies i and,
since an act (i.e., the making of the Claim by Po
Hmyin) took place in pursuance of the conspiracy,
and in order to the cheating, he was guilty of
abetment under the second clause of section 107. The
convictions in his case also will therefore be confirmed.
As to the sentences, the claim was an impudent
one for a very large sum of m0rtey, and there can be
no doubt that a subst9-ntial sentence of imprisonment
was called for. I have been asked to consider the
facts that the appellants were for a long time under
trial, that they have suffered mentally, and that they
have incurred much expense i they' were, however,
on bail during the trial and their sufferings were
brought on themselves by their own aCt.
At the same time, I take into consideration the
circumstances that this . appears to be the. first
1923
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prosecution of its kind, at least in this province, and
the fact that the appellants belong to a class cf society
to whom even a short term of rigorous imprisonment
would be a severe deterrent.
In-the case of each appellant therefore I reduce
the sentence to one year's rigorous imprisonment,. the
sentences to run concurrently.
The appellants will be called upon to surrender
to their bait and will be re-committed to prison.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before. Mr. Justice May Ounf!.

kING-EMPEROR

v.

NGA

KYAUNG.~"

Burmll Habitual Offenders RestrictiOtl Act (Act II of 1919), section 7-'-'APPlicabilit y to offenders under BIlrma Opium Law Amelldment Act
(Act VIl of 1919), sectioll,,3.
Held, that the effect of section 3, Opium L1W Amendment Act, is to
introduce an additional grolmd on which section ltD of the Crimin81
Procedure Code can be applied, and that consequently an order of res triction;· under the Burma Habitual Offenders' Restriction Act, can be passed
aMainst persons dealt with under the Opium Law Amendment Ac.t.

MAY OUNG, J.-The respondent, Nga Kyaung,
was ordered under section 7, Burma Habitual
Offenders' Hestriction Act, to reside at lVlawlrnyainggyun for a period of two years and to report himself
once a week at the police-station. The ground
alleged against him was that he earned a livelihood
wholly or in part by the unlawful sale of opium,.
within the meaniI}g of section 3, Burma Opium
Law Amendment Act. Under that section, such a
person may be dealt with as nearly as may be as If
• Criminal Re\'ision Nq. 769-B of 1923 from the Court of SubdivisionaJi
Magistrate, Kyaiklat, in Criminal MiscelIaneous No. 62 of 1923.

5
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the information received about' him were of the
description mentioned in section 110, Code of Criminal
Procedure; in other words, such a person may be
required by a Magistrate, under the provisions of
section 110, to show cause why he should not be
ordered to execute a bond for his good behaviour.
In effect, therefore, the Legislature added another
1
ground to the six set out in section 110.
'1
Section 3 of the Habitual Offenders' Restriction
Act lays down that, whenever the provisions of
section 110 can" be applied, the Magistrate may
proceed under the Act.
Holding as I
that the effect of section 3,
Opium Law Amendment Act, is. to introduce' an
additional ground on which section 110 of the Code
can be applied, it follows tIlat the order in the case
under consideration was perfectly legal. It is therefore
confirmed.

do
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LAw-Superior aud illferior Wives-Right of
illferivr W1'V,'S 10 inherit ill tile estate of Ih.e husbal1d-lll!erio"1f,Iije
hilf,lzcr than a misfl·ess. In Buddhist Law, a man might marry two
or more women at the same time who might all have the statuti of a
wife. S.lch wives, whether they live together with the hu~band or
n0t. i nh ".-it his estate on an equal footin;,:. The Buddhist LJW also
contemplates the existence of other women of hu:rbler standing
who are differentiated i 'om wives pr" p"r or "superior wives'-'
who inherit on an equal footing by being dese; ibed, s "infericr"
or ,. lesser wive:" " such an "inferior" or "lesser wife," if
Ii ',:iog together with the h;:sband, is entitled to two flUhs and
the 's:!perior wile" to three-fifths of the ht:sband's (-st;;.t ; b II t
where sllch inferior wife is lh ing apart from the hl.sband and is
only occasionally visited by him, he is entitled to nothing more
than lhe property which had p~s;ed to ber pos.:ession during the
life-time of the 11llsband. Mi Kiu Gale v. ilfi Kiu (;yi, U.B.1<.
(1910-1913) 4Z-referrcd to. ilIa GYii'e v. },fa Thi Da, U.i3.R
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LAW-Application of, to a Burmese wife of a
Chinese Buddhist !;usl-a11d-T/;e status of a Chinese Buddliist, how
acqzlired. Held, that whEre: the evidfnce shows that a Burm(se
woman malried toa Chine5e Buddhisl regaded hElstH lhr'Jughout
'life as a Chinese Buddhist and ;tt~c1:ed herself to the Chinese
Comm~mity, adopting her husband's £.o,m of rdigion, succession
to her estate wasta be governed by the Chinese Buddhist Law.
Po Maung v. Ma Pyit Ya, (1923) 1 Ran. 161-rcfured to.
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(V OF 1908), ORDER 23, RULE I-ani", 2, Rule 2~
Application to withdraw with leat·eto file afresh suit-Wilat is
"formal defect "-Reasonable ;,ppreliension that the suit nzus.t
fail sufficient-~W/iereame11dment adnzissitle, Haintiff may be
pe1'tnitted to withdraw with letl~'e to file ,1 fresh suit. Held, th"t
the expressio:l " formal defect .. must be given a very wide and
li.bera! meaning and:ls connr,tin~ defects Of various kinds which
are not ddeets affecting the merits of the case on s ;,bsbn'ial questions (i ncludin~ equilie:> and estoppels) reasonably arising betwee~
the parties. Held, that it is sufficient for the Court to be satisfied
th,.t the' e is a reasonable apprelzension that the suit ml:st fail if
the permission to withdraw is not granted Where tW) suits, .
instead of one were brought by the pldntiff ~gainst the defendant
for the reC(lvery of price of goocis allegeQ .to have been sold. ang
delivered. one being for goods alleged to have been supplied
during the period between the 9th December alld20th December
1921 ;and the other for those alleged to have beensupplietl dming
the period between the UtI) lanudry and 2nd May 1922, held,
that t\he er~or being due to a bOntl fide mistake, the Plaintiff
should be permitted tu withdraw the s:its with liberty to ins'itute
a fresh single suit covering both claims.' Held, also, that
amendments of pleading should be allowed in suitable cases in
orde' to oVercome the effects of bona fide mistake whether of law
or of fact, and that it is immaterial whether the assertions or
omissior.s caused l;y such mistakes we-re deliberately made or not.
Held, alSO, lhat where a.plaintiff might be allowed to amend his
plaint in his fi,sl suit so as to include the claim in his second suit,
he should be permitted 10 withdraw the two suits with leave to
bring a fresh suit. Held,jurther. that decision to the effect that
an ,'\ppellate Court had not legally granted the permission On a
particular ground would not amount to C.n authority to the effect
that S~l(h ground \volld not haye been a prcper ground for the
gr~nling of such reiief if it had bee::! z.pplied for at an early stage .
of Ihe suit in the trial Court. K E. A.K Al/med Sahib & Co. v.
M.E. Pa kir Maliomed Rowther, (19231 1 Rm. 694 ; K"li Prasantza
Sil v. Pa1tChnl1an Nandi, (1916) 44 Cal. 367; 111 ahipati Valad
Sf/amla v. Vatfm Naiad ITithol'a, (1909) 33 Born. 722; fh1l1lku Lal
v. Bisheshel' Das, (1918) 40 All 612-referred to. Behari Lal
Pal v. Sri11lati Baran 1I1ai Dasi (1894 17 All. 53; Ilahi Baksh
v. l111an Baksh (l8761 1 All. 324 ; Mullta11d v. Bhikari Das, (l885)
7 All. 624 ; Venkata Shetti v. Raltga Nayak, (1887) 10 Mad.1">0follo~lied. Pardll11lan Chand v. Ganga Ram, (1921) 66I.C. 285distinguished.
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Code (V of 1908), Order 9-W,liver of service. H,ld that an appeal
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of dl:e sen ice of the summons is the subject-matter not of an
appeal from the decree bet of a spe,_ ial proceeding under' Order 9
of the Ci, i I Procedure Code_ Held,jllrther, that where a defendant
puts in aprear:mce, he must be taken to have waived tile nons<;n ice ofsummol;s on him. JonardlJan Do/'ey v. Ramdone Singh,
Cal 738; HUInmi v. A iz-ud-Din, 39 All 143-(0!l0:ocd. Sadhu
Kr s~na Ayy,1h ", KItPPal1 Ayyallgar, 30 Mad 54-dissented/rom:
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SUIT-PI'ior mortgagee-Person
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Procedure Code IV Of 1908), Order 34, rule J. Held, that in a suit
to enforce a mortgage, a prior mortgagee or a perscm claiming to
retain possession of the land by a title paramount to that of the
mortgagor, is not a necessary party and that the qeestion of his
paramount title cannot be litigated in that s'dt, Jaggeswar
Dutt v. Blmball MoI:an Mit "a, (1906) 33 Cal. 425~/ollowed. Nga
Paw Ev. Nga Sin, U.B.R. (1910-13) 92-disfingui,Ilcd. Gour's
Transfer of Property Ad-refC/'red to.
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(XLV OF 1860) ; SECTION 403-5to/ell property found
with the aceusfd-.4bsCllee of proof of-the date when accused
obtamed Possession-Section 411 the ulel'ant section- Guilty
knowledge-Info'ellce from the accused's_ silence as to the
pusan from whom he l'eceh'ed the property-stolen articles
forming _the contents of a single parcel-l.:onviction on
several charges, ill I'especl of the t'ariolls articles-Pellal
Code, sfctioll 4[1. Held, that where va1l1ablc jewellery
which was stolen or othe:'wise lost to t'le owner is found
under circumstances of .l'raye S:lS icion in the Dossession of
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the accused about two years after the theft or loss and the accused
refuses to disclose the name of the person from whom he
received the same or to give the particulars as to the origin of
his possession, the Court is entitled to draw an inference of
guilty knowledge on the part of the accused(. Held, also, that
where it is proved that nearly two years after the owner's loss
of ·his property the accused is found to be retdning P0sscssion of
the same knowing it to be stolen piOperty but there is no
evidence as to when he first ;ccquired such possession, the
section of the Pt;nal Code applicable to the case is section 41l.
Held, furtlter, that where property stolen formed
the
contents of a single parcel, a singk offence in respect Of
all articles contained in the parcel amI" not separate offences in
respect of the different articles should be treated ,~s the tasis
of the conviction, Krishna Slwhaji, (l~97) Unrep. Crim.
Cases, 1927; Sha~k Momah, (1869) II 'V.R. 38; Har Dial,
(190S) P.L.R. No. 144 of 1905-jolloJelcd.
80

RAM PERSHAD V. KING-EMPEROR
PRACTICE-Order granting permission

to administ rat ri.1:· to sell
imnJo~'eable ptopert y whether appeal lies from-Probate and
AdministratIOn Act IV of 1881), section 86 -Civil Procedure
Code {V of 1908', section lOS-Considerations which slt01lld
guide tlte Court in granting· .permission to sell immoveable
property. lIeld, that an appeal lies from an order of the District
Judge granting permission to an administrator to sell immoveable
property and that section 105, Civil Procedure Code, did not
appear to affect the provision of ~eetion 86, Probate and Administration Act. Per PRATT, J.-" It waslnot desirable that permission
should be given to sell immove.\b!e properties not in the possession of the administratrix, to some of which third parties claimed
an absolute title and others of which were subject to ostensible
encumbrances, unless it was proved that olher prcptrlies not the
subject of contention, were unavailable for sale. The'Court ough t
also to have satisfied itself that the sales were necessary and in
the interest of the estate as a whole. Abiram Dass v. Gopal
Dass, 17 Cal., 48 ; Brojo Nath Pal v. Das11lony Dassee, 2 C.L.R.
SS9-.yeferred to. Uma Charm' Dass v. lI1tl.1ltakeshi Das'i, 2(;
Cal. 149-followed. I(alimuddin v. Mahar.lIi, 39 Cal. 566dissenled fro;n.
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HAJI PU AND THREE lI. TIN TIN
PRESUMPTION OF DUE
PRESEKTATIoN OF A DOCUMENT
REGISTERED: See UPPER BURMA REGULATION II OF 1897

DULY

PRESUMPTION OF GU1LTY KNOWLEDGE OF STOLEN PROPERTY, WHEN
TO BE DRAWN FRO~I THE ACCUSED'S CONDUCT: See PEl"AL CODE,
SECTION 403
.
PROBATE AND ADMINISTRATION ACT, SECTION

86 : See

PRACTICE

SALE WITH AN OF-TION TO REPURCHASE WITHIN A CERTAIN PERIOD-

Amount of rePurchase 'Foney left blank in the document - Oral
evidence to fill in tlte 6Iallk-':'Ellidence Act (l of ]872), section 93
and proviso 1 to sectiolL 92-Specific Relief Act (I of 1887),
section 31-The docWl1ent, a deed of mortgage by co.nditional
sale-T"ansfer of Property Act (IV of 1882), section 58 (c)Presumption as to the amount of reptwcltase money when not
specified. Where a deed of Sale of land contained a clause by
which the purchaser undertook "to re-sell the land to the vendor
at his request within three years for Rs." held, that the
omission to insert the llmol1nt of the price for r~purchase was
attributable to either an oversight of both parties and was
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tantalTIount to a common or mutual mistake or to an intentional
omission'by tbe purchaser on whose instructions the deed was
prepared for subsequently taking advantage of the omission as
against his vendor and would amount to fraud on his part and
oral evidence under the circumsta'lces to fill in the blank was
admissible. IIeldfllrther, that such a document was clearly a
mortgage by conctitional sale as defined in section 58 (c) of the
, Transfer of Property Act and Ihat, in the absence of any specific
agreement as to the payment of a different sum for redemption,
the m"ldgagor, was entitled to redeem on payment of the
"morlage-money" which in such circumstance can only mean
the amount actually due under the deed.
MAUNG PE GYI AND FOUR 'II. HAKIM ALLY

113

SPECIFIC RELIEF ACT, SECTION 36: See SALE WITH AN OPTION TO REPURCHASE WITHIN A CERTAIN PERIOD

113

STOLEN PROPERTY FORMING CONTENTS OF O~E PARCEL, A SINGLE
CHARGE FOR: See PENAL CODE, SECTION 403

80

SUMMONS, DUE SERVICE OF, NOT RELEVANT IN AN APPEAL FROM AN
EX-PARTE DECREE: See EX-PARTE DECREE, ApPEAl. FROM AN

108

SUPERIOR AND INFERIOR WIVES DEFINED:
LAW

See

BURMESE BUDDHIsr

62

TITLE PARAMOUl\T, PERSONS CLAIMIl'G BY, NOT NECESSARY PARTIES
TO A MORTGAGE SUIT: See NECESSARY PARTIES TO MORTGAGE SUIT

106

TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT. SECTION 58 fCl: See SALE WITH AN
OPTION TO REPURCHASE WITHIN A CERTAIN PERIOD

113

1897-Presumption of due presen. tat ion of a document fO'r registration-Rule 7 of the Registration Rules framed under the Reglliation-'-Presumption as to the
correctness of an endorsement on the dowment by the Registering 'O!ficer""':'Presence at the foot of tlte document of the
signature of an unauthorised person Cannot operate to
cOlitradiet pl'esumptioll of correctness-omission on the part of
the Registering Officer to note thefailure or refusal of a Party to
the documelit to appear /'efore him, a defect in procedure-Such
o;lrission caunot 'lIztiate registration made on propel' presentation. Held. that the correctnfss of an official endorsement on a
Document as to the I:erson prf'senting it [OJ: registration was to be
presumed, and that the presence a1 the foot of the document, of
,the signature of a person other than one duly authorised to
present it, for such signature there being no legal sanction,
codd not operate to contradict the correctne>S of the dficial
endorsement. Held further, that where a deed \-vas admittedly
executed by two persons but it was objected that'execufion was
not admitted before the Registering Officer by one executant, it
w~s a fai.r presumlltion in Ihe circumstilnces that the officer had
acted under Rule 5 when he registered the document. Held also,
that the omission On the part of a registering officer to m~ke a
note on the doctment as to the circumstance that one of the
parties to it either was unable or had refused to appear belore him
was an omission for which the persoll presenting the document for registration could not be held responsible and would at
the moet be only a defect in procedure which did not vitiate
registration that was made on a proper presentation. Jambt£
Prasad v. Muhammed Aftab AUKhan, 42 LA. 22-referred to.
BAI1NATH SINGH AND OTHERS v. JAMAL BROTHERS & COMPANY,

UPPER BURMA REGULATION II OF

LIMITED. AND ANOTHER
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tion of its ki nd, at least in this province, and the
fact that the appellants belo"ng to a class of society
to whom even a short term of rigorous imprisonment
would be a severe deterrent.
In the case of each appellant therefore I reduce
the sentence to one year's rigorous imprisonment, the
sentences to run concurrently.
The appellants will be called upon to surrender
to their bail and will be re-committed to prison. '

1923
MAUNG

Po HMYIN
t'.
KINGEMPEROR

MAY OUNG,

J.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
B~fore Mr. l1!$licc May Dung.

KING-EMPEROR

1924

v.

Xall, 3.

NGA· KYAUNG.*
Burma Habitual Offlled"'s' Restric/ioll Act IAct Ii of 1919), sectwlI 7Applicability to offe u del's .1Jdnel· Burma Opium L(fw Amel1d11lCflt Act
(Act \"11 of 1909), section 3.
Held, that the effect of section 3, Opium Law Amendment Act, is to
i troctl1ce an additional ground on which section 110 of thp. Crimi!lal
l'roc'cdure Code can be aprlied, and that cOl1sequeatly an order of restric.
tion unde the Burma Habitual Offelldus' _Restriction Act, can be passed
.-.g,tinst perso!ls dealt wi th lUldcr the Opium Law Amendment Act.

May OUNG, J.-The· respondent Nga Kyaung,
was ordered under section 7, Burma Habitual
Offenders'Restriction Act, to reside '.t Maulmyainggyun for a period of hvo years and to report himself
once a week at the police-station. The ground
alleged against him was that he earned a livelihood
wholly or in part· by the unlawful sale of Opium
within the meaning of section 3) "Burma Opium
Law Amendment Act. Under that section~ such a
person may be <;lealt with as nearly as may be as if .
* Criminal Revision No. 769-B of 1923 from the Court Of" Subdiyisional
Magistrate; Kyaildat, in Crilliinal Misceilaneolls No. 62 of 1923
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the information received about him were of the
description mentioned is section 110, Code of Criminal
Procedure jin other words 1 such a person may be
required by a Magistrate, under the provisions of
section 110, to show cause why he should not be
ordered to execute a bond for his good behaviour.
In effect, therefore, the Legislature added another
ground to the six set out in section 110.
Section 3 of· the Habitual Offenders' Restriction
Act lays down that, whenever the provisions of
section 110 can be applied, the Magistrate may
proceed under the Act.
.Holding as I do that the effect of secfl'on 3,
Opium Law. Amendment Act} is to introduce an
additional ground on which section 110 of the Code
can be applied, it follows that the order in the .case
under consid~rationwas perfectly legal. . It is therefore
confirmed.
00

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before 1I1r. Justice Heald and 1111'. Justice May Ozmg.

1923
.Dec, 3.

MA THEIN YIN
v.
MAUNG THA DUN AND TEN.*
Burmese Buddhist Law-Supeiror and inferior wives-Rz'ght Of infe"iorwives
to inherit tn the estate of-the lLUsband-/ilferior wife higher than a'i;zislress.
In Buddhist L:lw, a man might marry two or more women at the same
time who might all have the status of a wife. 8.1Ch wives, whether they live
togetheri-with the husballd or not, inherit his estate on an equal fatting .
. The Buddhist Law also contemplates the existence of other women of
humbler standing who are differentiated from wives proper: or" superior wives"
who inherit on an equal footing, by being described as .. inferior" or" ksser .
wives." Such an .. inferior" or " lesser !wife,." if living together with the
husband, is entitled to two-fifths and the" superior wife "to three-fifths oIthe
• Civil Miscdl~neoqs Application No. 63 of 1923 for Review of the Judgment passe9 in Civil First Appeal No. 276 of 1922 of the High Court.
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husband's estate; but where sllch inferior wife is Jiving apart from the hus band
.aild is only occasionally visited by him, she is entitled to nothing more than the
property which had passed to her possession dldng the life-time of the husband

1923
MA T~EIN
YIN

V.
"Mi Kin Gale v. Mi Kill Gyi, U.B.R. (1910-1913) 42-re!erred to.
"Ma GY7IJe v.!tJa T:,i Da U.B.R. (1892-96) II 194 ; Ma' Hmolt v. "Matmg MAUNG THA
DUN.
Paw Dlln, u.n.R. (1897-1901) II 138; Mil (J By,! v. Ma Hl1lyill, U.B.R. (1897_
1901) II 160 ;.Hi Shwe Ua v. Mi "Me, U.B.R. (1910-13) 114-followed.

Kmwl:n JVIingyi's Digest, Yo!. I-referred to.

Sir Robert Giles-for Applicant.
Higil1botllli"rn and Tu.n Byu-for Respondents.
MAY OUNG, J.-This is an application for review of
the decision in Maung Tha pun' v. Ma Thein Yin (1).
The':application is grounded on an assnmption
'that quI- decision-> in the appeal was thatMa Thein
Yin was an "inferior wife" of U Po Tok. It is
'urged that we "did not purport to discuss the la\v as
'to the right of inheritance· of an inferior wife and
went upon the mistaken' footing that no question of
'law remained to be decided," that through such
·error we did riot att~mpt
to .decide the question of
.
'law as to what shareIvIa Thein Yin would be entitled as
an inferier wife, and that there is, therefore, a mistake
or error apparent on the face of the record.
The actual decision was expressed in the following
words: .1 Having considered all the circumstances
in favour of the plaintiff's case, I hold that tIle plain:tiff was, at best, no more than an 'inferior" wife of
,U Po Tok, living separately fI'01::1. him. and only
.nceiving his visits, and that, therefore, she is not
-entitled to any portion of U Po Tok's estate."
Learned Counsel v.~ho appeared for Ma Thein
Yin atthe hearing of the appeal did not attempt to
.'argue that an inferior- wife living separately from the
husband is entitled to inheritance. That she is not
'so entitled has been laid down in several cases :
(1) (1923) 1 Ran. 1.
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Ma Gywe v. Ma TId Da (2), Ma Hmon v. Maung
Paw Dun (3), Ma U Byu v. Ma Hrnyin (4), Mi'
Sh1.e.1e },!fa v. Mi Me ( s.) It is ope'n to the claimant

to rebut the presumption, arising from separate residence, that she is not entitled to inherit, by proving
OUNG,
•
•
.
J.
a superior status, and tlus IS all that learned Counsel
endeavoured to do.
In view, however, of the confusion whicl~ not
infrequently arises from the use of the word II wite'"
in Burmese Law, the matter has been' re-heard, and
Counsel for both parties have dealt funy \vith the:
rules applicable in such cases. Thes.e rules were
discussed in Mi Kin Gale v. l}Ii Kin Gyi (6), \vherein it.
was laid down that a Buddhist might marry hvo or'
more women at the same time, and that they might
all have the status of a wii e and not that of a
concubine. Such wives, whether they live together
\vith the husband or not, inherit on an equal footing•.
The Buddhist Law, however, clearly contemplates the
existence of other women, who are sometimes referred t?
as " \vives " but who are given a distinctly inferior
status. The terms tt lesser wife" and "concubine >.>'
ll:lve more or less indiscriminately been applied to
such persons, br.! there are manifest objections to·
,the continued employment of these names. The'
position is cleared by the use of the expression.
"superior wife" for all who inherit on an equaL
footing, and the expression 'I inferior wife" for those
of humbler standing. In this way, effect is given to
the ~vording employ-.ed in most of the Dha1'nmathats;~
and, in addition, the peculiar status of one who is not
a \vife in the strict sense of the English word and yet is
not a mere mistress is recognisp.d. Such a person

MAUNG THA
DUN.
MAY

II

2) U.B.R. (1892-96) II 194.
. (3) U.B.R. (1897-1908) II 138.
(6) Ibid. 42.

(4) Ibid. 160.
(5) U.B.R. (1910-13) 114•.
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is. accorded certain rights under the Dhamnratha:ts
cited in section 276 of the Kinwun Mingyi's Digest,
Volume 1, and it is on the extract from the Manugye
. th a t sec t'IOn t h' at t h e app l'lean t now re l'les. Accor d"mg
m
to this authority, a wife of inferior status or "~rdi'nary concubine" is entitled to three shar~s out of
:seven shares and a half, that is two-fifths of 'the
husband's estate. This applies, however, to the case of
"wives" living together with the husband. In the
period during which the Dhal1zmathats were written it
was not 'unusual for a man to maIntain several (( wives"
in one household... Ordinarily, there was one chie{ wife,
one or more (( ordinary" or II recognised " concubines,
and one or more slave concubines. It was to meet
such a case that the M anugye text ci ted was laid
down. Where the wife of inferior status lived apart,
she was allowed to retain only such property as \,,:as
in her actual possession i el, the Manu Vafmana
and Dha1'1unasal'a in section 280. The Manugye in
section 277 classes this "inferior wife" among the
six kinds of concubines, describing her 3S a free-born
woman who is not purchased and with whom the husband does not c"i eat out of the same dish." On the
death of the husband, eaeh 0f the six II shall retain'
the property which has passed into her possession
during his life-time."
It is thus clear that a wife of inferior status who
did not live together with the husband has no rights of
.,.
inheritance.
.Ma Thein Yin was such a wife i she was not taken to
live in U Po Tok's house either at Tharrawaddy or at
Letpadan, but was kept apart and occasionally visited
by him. She was therefore not entitled to inherit.
I would accordingly dismiss the application fQr .
review with costs.
HEALD, J.-I concur.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Bdfol'e Mr. Iustice
1923

Lentaiglle.

K. E. A. K. A. SAHIB & Co.

Dec. 14.

K. M. ADAMSA.*
Civil Procedul'e Code (V of 1908), Order 23, Rule 1- Order 2, RlIleZ-Ap-pliclltion to ~lJitlldr!1W with leave to file afresh suit-What is a "formal defed"Reasonable a PPre/;ensiont hat the suit mllst fa'il s1tfjicient-Whcre ameudment admissible, plaint iff 'may be permitted to ~lJithdraw wit h leave to
file a fresh suit,
Held, that the expres~ion "formal defect" iuust be given a very wide and
liberal meaning and as connoting defects of various kinds which are not
defects affecting the merits or the case. on substantial questions (including
eqtlities and ('stoppels) rc;asonably arising between the pat·ties.
Held, that it is sufficient fur the Court to be satisfied that there is .a
ret/sollable appl'e!;eusion that theStli! nltlsUail iLlhe permission to witbctraw
is not granted.
,Where two suits,instead of one were brought by the plaintiff againstlhe
defendant for the rec.Qvery of pr'ice of goods alleged to have been sold and
delivered, one being for goods' <vleged to have bem supplied during the
period between the 9th DeCelTIber and 20th December 1921, and the other for
those alleged to have been supplied during the period between the 11 th January
.and 2nd May 1922, held, that the errqr being due to a bO'11t1 fide mistake; the'
plaintiff should bepermitlecl to withdraw the suits with liberty to institute a
fresh single suit covering both claims.
He.ld, <1lso, that amendments or pleadings should be all owed in suitable cases:
in order to overcome the effects of bond fide mistake whether of law or of fact,
and that it is immaterial whether the assert.tbnS or omissions causedbysuch
mistakes were deliberatdy made or not.
Held, also, that where a plaintiff might be aIlqwed to :tmend his plaint in
his first suit so :1S .to include the claim in
second suit, he should be
permitted to withdra\v the two SUiiS with leaVe to bring a fresli suit.
Held, further, that decis'iollS to the effect that an Appellate 'Court had,not
legaliy granted the permission'on a particular ground would not amount to";n
authority to the effect that such ground would not have been a proper ground,
for the granti ng of such relief if it had been applied for at an earl y stage of
the ~Ilit in the Trial Court.
K. E. A. K. Ah!':erl Sahib & Co. v. lrl•. E. Pakir Mohamed Row/Iter, (1923) 1
Ran. 694; Kali j;rassana Sil v. Pdllchana-n Nandi, (1916) 44 Cal. 367;:
MaMpati Valad Sh<l11lla v. Nat/Ill Valad Vithoba, (1909) 33 Born. 722 ;.
Ihunku Lal v. Bisileshm' Das, (191S) -10 All. 612-referred to.

hfs

* Civil Revision Nos. 91 and 92 of 1923 from the Civil R.,~ular Suils.
5744 and 5858 of 1922 of the R.ngoon Small Cause Court.
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Behari Lal Pal v. Syimatti Barall Mai Dasi. (1894) 17 A 1. S3; Ilahi Baksh
v. 1111an Baksh, (1876) 1 All. 324 ; Mulchand v. Bliikari D<ls. (1885) 7 All. 62<t;
VenkataSlzettiv. Rallga Nayak. (1887) 10 Mad. 160-followed.
ParilumQ1I; Chand v. Ganga Ram. (1921) 66 I.C. 'l8S-distingulshed.

1923
.

,

KE.A.K.A.
& Co.
v;

SAHIB

K.M.
ADAMSA.

J.-These are two applications for
. revision of two orders passed by the Chief Judge
of the Court of Small Causes, Rangoon, rejecting two
applications filed under Order 23, Rule 1, Sub-Rule
(2), of the. Code of Civil Procedure seeking permission
to withdraw from two spits instituted in that Court
with liperty to institiIte afresh suit in respect of the
subject-n'latter of such two suits. The order rejecting
the applications recognises the fact that the object of the
plaintiff wasto consolidate the two claims in a single
suit which would avoid any danger of the second·
suit being held to be barred under the provisions of
. Order 2, Rule 2, of the Code.
Both these suits are for the recovery of the price
of goods alleged to have been sold and delivered by
the plaintiff firm to the defendant,the earlier suit
No. 5744 having been instituted Oil the .Sth September 1922 claiming Rs. 1,200-8-3 in respect of goods
alleged to have been delivered b€tween the 9th
December and the 20th December 1921, and the later
~uit Nu. 5858 having been instituted only three days
later on the 8th September 1922, claiming Rs.969-H-6
in respect of goods alleged to hav"e been delivered between the 11th January and the 2nd May 1922. In each
plaintiff there was an allegation that the original bills had
been stolen from the Pleader's Office on the 19th
August 1922; and I notice also that the Court-fee
stamps in both the cases bear entries showip.g that
they had been supplied under two consecutive numbers
on the same date, the 19th August 1923. The diaries
in the two suits show that they were both fixed for
the same date for first appearance of defendant, and
LENTAIGNE,
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for practical purposes it may be taken that both
KS·E.A~,.KC·A.
suits were instituted together 0; almost together.
AHIB ~'"
O.
v.
If . the two snits had been consolidated 'into a
A~~~~A. single suit, the total claim would have been for
LENTAIGNE, Rs. 2,170-6-9 which is roughly Rs. 171 in excess of
J.
the jurisdiction of the Court of Small Causes, and
the plaintiff would have been obliged to institute.. the
combined suit in the late Chief Court but by
"doing so he would have effected a saving of about
Rs. 27 on his Court-fees. If the plaintiff had
t.hought that there was any legal objection to his
filing the two suits separately and that it vias necessary
to consolidate the two claiins in a single suit, it was
also open to him to institute the combined suit in the
Court of Small Causes by foregoing Rs. 171 of his
total claim and as against that small loss there would
have been a reduction of about Rs. 37 in Court.fees
when compared \\'ith the Court-fees of two .suits.
From these figures it is obvious, that the plaintiff
would have been taking a very great risk in the hope
of a comFaratively small gain, if he had separated
the claims into two suits with knowledge that there'
was any legal objection to his doing so.
I refer to the above facts, because great stress has
been laid on the contention that plaintiff deliberately
instituted two suits instead of instituting a single suit
for the combined claim. That term "deliberately"
aiso occurs in the same contention in the order rejecting the applications, At the hearing I pointed out that
it is very unlikely that the plaintiff would have done so
'mala fide with a view to any trickery or otherwise
with knowledge that he was imperilling his second
claim, but no argument was .addressed to me to the
effect that such imputation should, be made against
him. The contention based on the use of the· word
" deliberately" can therefore only mean. at most that
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the defendant ,wishes to rely on the maxim ignorantia
1923
legis non, excusat. I am satisfied however that the above ~~~~:&K·C~.
maxim could not help the defendant, because in' my
v.
K. M.
) are
opinion the provisions of Order 23, Rule 1 ( 2,
ADAMSA.
intended to authorise the granting of relief inter alia LE:-ITAIGNE.
J.
in cases in which the formal defects rende~if1g the
-relief desirable are defects of legal formalities prescribed by the Code or other such legal defects, and
'that'in suitable case relief should be granted whether
the defects arise from a mistake of law or from a
mistake of fact. I may also add that even if the
pl~intiff did in fact realise that there was a doubt as
to his legal right to institute two suits instead of one,
1 do not think that it would be any ground for refusing
.to allow him to correct a bona fide mistake.
The above incorrect reliance on the \\lord
IC deliberately" is probably due to a decision reported
in 17 Weekly Reporter ~1874), p. '208, in which the
word /I deliberately " 'appears to hav~ been inaccurately
used in a misleading passage with reference to applications to amend a plaint; but the inaccuracy becomes
apparent on a close ,examination of the earlier decision
:reported in 9 Bombay High Court Reports (1872),
p, 1, which is cited as the authority for the passage in
question. The misleading p'assage was apparently
intended to be read in an ill-expressed contrast to
-other passages, and it becomes still more misleading
\yJlen it is relied on as an independent proposition ignorthe context. Both these decisions' had reference to
cases in which a plaintiff claiming to be a landlord
had sued on a forged lease or on a lease which had
.not been executed by the alleged tenant, and \vhen
,the plaintiff failed on the merits in each case,he
wished to change the claim into a different claim
based on title and one for damages, use and occupation, and in each case he was refused 'that request

ing
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and was told to enforce the new claim, if the law of
l'lml°t atoIOn a 11 owe d"
t on a,d'IS t'mc t
.' m a separa t
e 'sm
cause of action. The deliberate omission to join distinct causes of action in one suit might be a point.
arising on the facts of those two cases, but these
decisions o'bviotlsly cannot be a precedent affecting.
applications to amend claims on a single cause of
action. I may add that I am likewise satisfied that
amendments-of pleadings should equaHy be allowed
in suitable cases in order to overcome ,the effe.cts of
bona fide misiakes whether of Jawor of lact, and
that it does not matter whether the assertions or
omissions caused by such mistakes were deliberately
made or not.
Moreover I am also sati'sfied that any mistake on
the application of the bar in Order 2, Rule 2, of the
Code to'
case like' that now before me would not:
be a mere mistake of. law but would be a mistake on
a question of fact or of mixed law and fact. At the
hearing I pointed out that shortly after the orders;
now under review, th~ question of the application of
the bar in Order 2, Rule 2, to this class of case was
considered by a Bench consisting of my brotlF~i'
Heald and myself on an appeal from a decree of the
Rangoon Court of Small Causes in the case of K. E. A. K.
Ahmed Sahib & Co. v. M. E. Pakir Mahomed Row-·
ther (1), and that we had come to the conclusion
tbat pritna facie each separate order and delivery of
goods is a separate contract cin·d a separate cause of
action, but that in some cases it may be a question of
successive claims under a single obligation within
the terms of the 'I Explanation" to the rule, that is,..
for example; when the successive claims arise under the
same contract. We also pointed that it had been.
held in Calcutta that it was open to the parties.

a

(1) (1923) 1

l<an.

694.
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even in the latter case of a single contract to agree that
1923
successive claims for separate deliveries thereunder K. E. A.K. A.
•
SAHIB & ·Co.
should be treated .as separate contracts and therefore
v.
as separate causes of action ; and we pointed out A~~~~.
that in the case of successive transactions under LENTAlGNE~
distinct orders there might be either a contract or a
J.
coprse of dealing from which an implied contract
might be inferred, that the entire series for a specific
petiod, etc., should be treated as ~ single cause of .
<J,ction, but as such had not been established in that
case, the bar. under Order 2, Rule 2; had not been shown
to arise. From this it is obvious that the question
is mainly a q~lestion of fact or of mixed fact and law in
each case. Although I take the above view oUhe law,
I may here add that I am also of opinion that the more
prudent lawyer should usually, as a wise precaution as far
as possible, take the course of greater safety byincluding all transactions up to date of'suit in a single.plaint.
Both Mr. Clifton and Mr. Cowasjee, who appeared
before nie on this application, appeared to be
unaware of that decision, and when I suggested that
it was a matter for their consideration whether the
above decision might possibly render it unnecessary
to proceed with the application for withdrawal, it
was contended by the advocate for the respondentdefenJant t~at as .the application for' withdravi;al
had beeh made on the basis of the existence of the
bar, this application must proceed on that basis.
The main contention adv<tiiced against the granting of the applicaticn is based on the technical
contruction or Order 23, Rule 1 (2), 'vvhich prescribes
as a condition - precedent to the granting of the
permission thereunder, the requirement that the Court
must be satisfied ;(a) that the suit must fail by reason ot' some
formal defect, or
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(b) that there are other sufficient grounds for
allowing, the plaintiff to institute a fresh
suit for the subject-matter of a suit or .part
of a claim.
The respondent' relies also on the decision of the
High Court of Calcutta on the similar wording of
section 373 of the Code of 1882 in Kali Prasmina
Sifv. Panchanan Nandi (2) in which the learned Chief
Justice cited with approval a previous decision of Mr.
Justice Mookerjeeand expressed the opinion "that
clauses (a) and (b) of sub-rule (2) have to be read
together and that the intention is that a ground
included in clause (b) must be of the same nahue
as the ground specified in clause (a), that is to say,
it must be something of the same nature as formal
defect, and, inasmuch as in that case the ground
for allowing the suit to
started afresh was not
-because there was a formal defect but for some
other reason the brder was illegal," and where he
also cited another decision in which the learned
Chief Justice Sir Lawrence Jenkins also approved of
the same rule of construction.
In .may. be here noted, however, that beyond
holding that the specific ground relied on in each
particular case was not a formal defect entitling the
plaintiff to the relief for the purposes of that case,
these decisions do not supply any express indication
as to what is a formal .defect. But if the rule 6f
construction ~sO'laid . down is kept in view when
considering the various instances in which the High
Courts have' held that permission was legally granted 1
it becomes obvious that this rule 6f construction in
fact emphasises the poin t that the expression "jormal
defect" must be given a very wide and liberal
meaning and presumably as connoting' defects of

be

(2) (1916) 44 Cal. 367.
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various kinds which are' not defects affecting the
1923
merits of the case on substantial questions (including K. E. A. K. A.
equities and estoppels) reasonably arising between SAHIBv~ Co.
the parties. The expression, as used i-n this rule, ADAMSA.
K. M.
appears to be capable of such a wide meaning, and
LENTAIGNE,.
it is' difficult to fix on any more restricted meaning
J.
which could have been reasonably intended by the
Legislature. If a wide and liberal meaning should be
given to the 'expression "formal deftel" in this rule
I can find nothing in the rule which prohibits the
granting of relief before the framing of issues or
before the actual trial in a case ,like that now before
me, 'arid I am not aware of any decision in which
it has been held that a wide a~'d~iibe~al construction
of that expression should not be adopted. I notice,
however, that Scott, C.]., of the Bombay High
Court, expressed the view that it is impossible
to lay down any exhaustive definition of what are
sufficient grounds within' the meaning of section 373
of the Code, of 1888. See Maltipati Vatad Shamla
v. Nathu Valad Vithoba (3). It appears to me that"
the real difficulty and source of confusion'in construing the rule arises from the changed sjtuation
which may develop in the course of the case and
-especially after a decree has been passed in the Trial
Court by reason of new rights or equities arising in
favour of the defendant, and thai in consequence
defects which would be formal defects entitling the
plaintiff to the relief at the early stages of the suit
may cease to be a ground for the' relief after the
decree. in the Trial Cour~ or even at an earlier stage.
It is unnecessary to come to a conclusion whether
in, theory such defects have ceased to be "formal
defects," or whether they have ceased to be the
ground or. sale ground why the suit or part of the
v

(3) (1909) 33. Born. 722.
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claim must fail or to be II other sufficient grounds."
K,E~K,A. On either view, the plaintiff would not be entitled to
SAHIB & co.
' f under the rule aJ.ter
( ' such c1lange 10
' the
'1/.
relIe
K M
't t'
AD~MS~.
51 ua lOn.
Sir Henry Richards in the case of ']hunku Lal
:LENTAIGNE,
.
.T.
v. Bisheshar \4) correctly 'points out that II a'
Court' ought to be very slow to give liberty to
bring a fresh suit after a case has been heard out
on the merits, and probably an Appellate Court
ought seldom or never' to do so cxcep~ where an
application haS' been made to the first Court and the
Appellate Court thinks the first Court should have
granted the application. Ido not. think that it ever
was intended that a plaintiff sbould have the power
of trying out his case and then at the last moment
asl: J ' for leave to withdraw with permission to bring
~ fresh suit. The mere ordering. of the plaintiff to
pay the defendant's costs does not compensate the
latter for b~ing sued a second time." Though these
remarks were obiter in that case, they 'appear to sel
out a well recognised rule, though opinions' may
differ as to the stage in the suit when it should be
held to be 'too late to apply for the relief, and the
answers to that question' ,may depend on other
circumstances varying in different cases.
I am, therefore, of opinion that decisions to the
effect that an Appellate Court had no-t legally granted
the permission on a particular ground would not
amount'- to an authority to the effect that such
ground would nothav~ been a proper grolllld· for
the granting qf such relief.if applied for at an early
stage of the suit in the Trial Court. This explanation
is a sufficient answer to the contention of the
'respondent that the decision of a single Judge of
the High Court at Lahore in Parduman Chand v.
1923

(4) (1918) ~o ftJ\. 612.
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-Ganga RaJ'll (5) is a precedent in support of the

1923

·opposition to "applications now in question. In
. d
. f
t 11at case a SUlt
or'mterest on 1y d ue on an a.11 ege
mortgage had been dismissed in the first Appellate
'Court on the ground that the •alleged
mortgage had
• •
not been proved: and the plamtJff sought to attack
the dismissal of the suit in a second appeal, with an
alternative prayer for revision, if a second appeal did
not lie. In the course of such application for relief
by way of second appeal or revision, '::tn application
was also made for leave to withdraw the suit under
'Order 23, Rule 1 (2), of the Code on the ground that
the plaintiff was afraid that ~ second suit for princi:pal, if brought thereafter, might be held to be barred
b:y- Order 2, Rule 2, of the Code. The Judge is
recorded as holding that-" this, hO\:\iever, is not a
:sufficient oause for allowing .the present suit to be
withdrawn. The plaintiffs having brought the present
suit for interest only, the defendants have a very
good defence" to a subsequent suit for principal,
namely, that it· would be barred by Order 2, Hule 2,
of the Civil Procedure Code, and to allow the
'Plaintiffs at this stage to withdraw the snit would be
to deprive the defendant of that ground of defence."
The headnote to that case is obviously couched in
too wide terms and the real gist of the decision lay
in the words "at this stage," which I have italicised.
The defendant had won the case on the merits in
the lower Appellate Court, and the High Court was
being asked to deprive the defendant"of the fruils of
-that victory by means of the belated application in a
second appeal which did not lie or in the alternative
in an application for revision. The more recent
annotated editions of the Code', do not contain

K. E.A. K. A.

(5) (I921) 66 I.C. 285.
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references to any case deciding the converse to this.
K;E.A. K. A. decision as regards the bar in Order ~, Rule 2, but.
SAHIB & CO.
on referring to an old annotated edition of the Code
v.
K. M.
of 1882, I have discovered references to cases in
AOAMSA.
which
the converse was decided. In Venkata Shdti
LENTAIGNE,
v. Ranga Nayak (6), the plaintiff bad been allowed
J.
to withdraw a suit for interest only under a mortgage
and the qu~stion was raised whether his subsequent.
suit for principal and interest was not barred by
reason of the previous suit under section 43 of the'
Code of 1882, and the High Court at Madras held
that- C1 the obvious intention of the Court which.
made the order was' to allow the respondent to sue
for principal and interest, instead of compelling him
to proceed with his claim for interest alone, .in
.which case any second suit for the principal would.
have been met by the plea that the suit is barred.
by section 43 of the Code; and if the contention now
raised were allowed to prevail, the anomaly would
be presented of an order made by a competent
Court as to a matter within its discretion to which
order no legal effect could be given. Section .37 J
was presumably intended to allow of mistakes or
omissions being corrected, within the discretion of
the Courts concerned,. and we do not think it:
necessary to hold that section 43 is a bar to the
entertainment of the present suit."
That decision had reference to a case in 'vvhich
the "Explanation" to Rule 2 of Order 2 would
be applicable. The decision of the High Court at
Allahabad in Ilahi Baksh v. 111laHl Baksh (7) relates
to another instance of a case· in which permission
had been given to withdraw a suit in order to institute
a later suit containing a claim on the same cause of
(6) (1877) 10 Mad. 160.

(7) (1876)1 All. 324.
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action which had been omitted in the previous suit.
Again in the case of !vlulchand v. Bhikari Das (8), a
plaintiff who had sued for a share of profits arising out
of land for three .years had omitted to include the
share of profits for a fourth year and the case was
struck off under a Rent Act with leave to institute a
fresh suit. It was con fended the.'.t the second suit was
barred under section 43 of the Code of 1882 as regards
the profits for the fourth year, and Straight, J., when
rejecting the. contention, remarked-- Cl I do not seG
.anything in the law to prevent the plaintiff from
bringing the present suit. At any rate before the case
was struck off he could have so amended his plaint as
to have included the present claim. If he c6uld do so;
afortiori I do not see any reason why he should not
do the same in a fresh suit." In the case of Behari Lal
Pal v. Srimati Baran Mai Dnsi (9) the plaintiff had
instituted a suit claiming rent for certain years but had
omitted to include a claim for rent for another year,
and that suit was \vithdr,lwn and liberty was granted
t) institute a fresh suit. It was heid that the claim in
the subsequent suit for the omitted year's rent was not
barred under section 43 of the Code of 1812, and the
High Comt at Allahabad followed' the decision of
the Madras Court in Ifenkotta Shetti v. Rtll1ga Na)'ak
(6) on that point.
The cases. which I have cited above, appe:1r to be
good authorities for permitting the plaintiff to withdraw from the two suits now in question with liberty
to bring a fresh suit, and no ground has been urged
before me which would make it inequitable that
plaintiif should be granted such relief. I can see
no reason why. the plaintiff should not be allowed
to amend his plaint in the first suit so as to
(8) (1885) 7 All. 624.

7
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include the claim in the second suit, though it
K. E. A.&K · A. would be necessary for him to forego a ponion
S.HlIll
C o.
fl.
of that claim to keep it within the jurisdiction of the
A~~~~~. Court of SlJ1all Causes. That being so, I can see no
LENTAIGNE, reason why the plaintiff should not be allowed to
J.
withdraw the suit and effect the amendment to the
wider extent in the new suit, and in this view I am
fortified by the decision of Straight, J., in one of "the
cases cited above.
It has been strongly urged that throllgh the second
suit might fail by reason of a formaldefed under
Order 2, Rule 2, the same formal defect does not
apply to the first suit which could be decreed in full
notwithstanding any defect alleged in the case.. So
far as clause (a) of Order 23, Rule 1 (2), is
concerned, that might appear to be correct as regards
the claim as originally framed in such suit; but
I think that the case would come within clause (b),
when it i3 admitted or contended by the' defendant
that the cause o~ action of the first suit includes
the claim of the second suit and that such portion
of the claim on such cause of action must fail
if the plaintiff is not given relief under Order 23,
~ule 1 (2). An amendment of the plaint might save
a portion of that \vder claim but it would not save
it all.
I likewise do not think that it is necessary for
the Court to go into the question under clause (b)
as to whether the suit or portion of the claim
must nt!cessarily fail if the permission to withdraw
is not granteil so long as the Court is sritisfiecl that
tbere is a reasonable apprehension that the suit must
fail if the permission to withdraw is not granted.
Moreover, the assertion by the plaintiff that the
suit or portion of the claim must fail by reason
of such formal defect would in
most
cases
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amount to an admission which wouL! necessarily cause
.hat result.
~A~'BA&KC~:
For the above reasons, I am sati5tlecl that the
v.
K. M.
plaintiff in the two cases now before me had good AOAMSA.
ground for his applications to be allowed to withdraw LENTAIGNE,
. I..
the suits with liberty to bring a fresh suit, that such
applications were wrongly rejected owing to a misunderstanding of the law and that tlle Lower Court has
acted with material irregularity which would result
in heavy loss to the plaintiff merely because he or
his pleader has made a bONd fide mistake on a question
of fact or of law and fact on which the Jlldges of the
Court of Small Causes and a Bench ot the High Court
have held divergent opinions.
For the above reasons I set aside the orders of
the Lower Court refusing the leave to \vithclraw in
both the cases; and in both the cases I grant the
plaintiff leave to withdraw the suits with leave to
institute a fresh suit.
As regards costs the defendant is entitled fo L be
compensated in costs, and the U'lualJfpractice is to
allow a defendant his full costs as the condition of
allowing the withdrawal·, but as there is a cross sum
arising in respect of the costs of this revision, it is
not advisable that a previous judgment should be
made a condition of withdrawal, but that instead
the cross amounts be readjusted and set off pro fewla.
I therefore allow the defendant his costs in both
suits in the Lower Court. The plaintiff-petitioner
is, however, entitled to his costs in this Court
and I allow him the costs of the revision in both
cases, fixing a pleader's fee oi three gold rhohurs in
ear.h case, making six gold mohurs )n all as pleader's
fee.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Jus/ice Lentaigllc.
1924

RAM PERSHAD

v.
KING-EMPEROR. *
Pel/al Code (XLV of 1860), section 403-Stole1l properly found wilh tlteacC1tsetl- absence ofproof of the date ~vhen accused obtained possession-·
SectiOn 411 tile l'Clet'ant section-Guilty knowledge-Inference from tlte
accused's silence a s to the person fr011l whom he receit'ed tile prope1'lyStolen articles forming tile contents of a single parcel-Condc/ion on
sweral charges, in 1'estfc! of the variollS articles-Pel1al Code, section 411.
Held, that where valuable 'jewellery which was stolen or otherwise lost
to the owner is ftlund under circumstances of grave suspicion in the possession
of the accu~ed about two years after the theft or loss, and the accused refuses
10 disclose the name of thc person from whom he received the s"me or to give'
the parlicl;lars as to the origin of his possession, the Court is entitled to draw
an inference of guilty knowledge on the part of the ass used.
Held, also, that, wherc it is proved thai nearly two years after the owncr's.
loss of his prorerty, the accusedisfollnd to be retaining· possession of the'
same knowing it to be stolen property but there is no evidcnce as to when he'
first acqlliredsuch possession, the section of the Penal Code applicable to the'
.
,.
case is section 'Ill.
Held, j-u1·ther, thd where the property stolen formed the contents of a
single parcel, a single offence in respect of all the articles contained in the'
parcel and not separate offences in respel t different articles should be treated
as the basis of the conddion.
Krisll11Cl Sliahaji, (1897) Unrep. Crim. Cases, 1927 ; Sli(J.j k Llf oneah, (1869)'
11 W.R. 38; Hmo ViilI, (1905) P.L.R. No. 144 of 1905-follo·wed.

The appellant was convicted under section 403 of
the Indian Penal' Code by the E8stern' Subdivisional Magistrate, Rangpon, on hvo charges of misappropriation in respect of a loose diamond and a
diamond-ring which had been packed ta;gether and
had become lost in the General Post Office,
Rangoon. The facts are very fully given in the
judgment of the. High Court reported below.
Having been sentenced on each charge to undergo
.. Criminal Appeal No.1238 of 1923 from the Order of the Eastern Subrlivisional Magistrate, Rangoon, in Criminal Regular Trial' No. 131 of 1923.
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imprisonment for a term of two years, the sentences
to run consecutively, the appellant preferred his
present appeal to the High Court.
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I,-The appellant, Ram Pershad, .has
been convicted by the Eastern Subdivisiollal Magistrate
of Rangoon on two charges of criminal misappropriation
of property under section 403 of the Indian Penal
Code and sentenced on each charge to a term of two
years' rigorous imprisonrnent, the sentences to run
consecutively, so that the total sentence amounts to
four years' rigorolls imprisonment.
On the 22nd November, 1920, th<,: firm of Poonemchand lVloo1chand, a firm of jewellers at Rangoon of
whom the first witness Bagubhal was partner, had
possession of a single loose diamond of a large
size, weighing 29 rutties and 8t bis"vas, and also of
a diamond-ring with a diamond set in it weighing
21 rutties and 17t biswas, and being valued res':"
peetively at Rs, 9,000 and Rs. 6,000 or Rs. 15,000
in all ; and intending to send the same to Mandalay
:as an insured parcel, they caused the two articles of
jewellery to be packed in a small cigarette tin which
was properly wrapped up and sealed, and the parcel
was adetressed to the Mandalay branch of the firm.
The parcel was then taken to the General Post
Office, Rangoon, by a clerk, Nageram, who apparently
placed the parcel on the counter in front -.9f the
Parcel Clerk who "vas taking packages intended to
he sent as insured packages. There was a crowd
round the counter and the Post Office Clerk, in
order to stop the crowding, pushed several packages
away from his window, with the result ?that the
above package and others felI on the floor. Nageram
was then unable to find it and apparently it had
mysteriously disappeared in the crush. A complaint
LENTAIGNE,
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was made at the police-station as to the loss of
the· package and an advertisement was published
describing the articles in general terms but giving the
detailed weights of the two diamonds and offering
a reward of Rs. 1,000 for information leading to
the recovery of the parcel and its contents.
For two years no trace of the said parcel or its
contents was discovered by the Police or by the said
firm of jewellers. On the 23rd November 1922 the
appellant, Ram Pershad, being in the Panna State in
the Peninsula of India,made a written application 't<?
the Chief Judicial Of£cer oj the State stating that he bad
bought one cliamcnd which \-vould be about 30 rutties
in weight for Rs. 9,000 at Myitkyina in Upper Burma
from one Mr. Halvat of the Gold Company, whom
he used to call Hathi Sahib in Hindi, and requesting
permission to be allo\ved to repair the same. The
diamond was produced
before the Chief Judicial
"'"
Officer, Panna State, to whom .thepetitioil was
presented, and he questioned the appellarit and· was
told by the appellant that be would sell the diamond
very cheap. This aroused his suspicions and he caused
the appellant to be arrested. News of the seizure of
this large diamond rea,cbed the complainant, \\"ho at
'once went to the Panna State but was in the first
instance refused permission to see the diamond. He,1
subsequently arrived there with a Police Officer,
specially sent by the Commissioner of Police t Rangoon,
with a letter explaining the facts. The Chief Judicial
Officer questioned the representatives of the complainant firm) who were present and gave :1. complete
description of the diamond which they had lost. As
that desc6ption appeared to tally with the diamond
detained by that· Judicial Officer, he privately
caused the diamond to be weighed with Panna
weIghts; and on finding an apparent discrepancy
:
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from the weights as given by complainant, he
pointed this fact out to complainant, who at once
replied that Panna weights were different from
Rangoon weights and produced a Rangoon scales and
weights. When weighed with the Rangoon weights
it was discovered that the diamond was the exact
weight published In the advertisement of 1920 j 'and
the Judicial Officer, being satisfied, handed over the
diamond ancl appellant to the Rangoon Police
Officer, who sent the diamonc;l by insured parcel
post to the Commissioner of Pohce, I<angoon.
That diamond has now been identified by a
number of witnesses as the loose diamond 'which was
placed in the parcel which was sent to the Rangoon
General Post Office in charge of Nageram on the
22nd November 1920, and which parcel was lost
there as described above. I am satisfied that this
identification has been satisfactorily established.
The first charge of which the appellant has been
convicted relates to the criminal misappropriation of
this diamond, but in order to £0110\V the comp.laete
chain of evidence tending to fix appellant with guilty
knowledge, it is necessary to consider the following
facts connected with' the second charge as also
relevant to the first charge.
The above discovery caused inquiries to be made
into the circumstances connected with appellant's life
in Rangoon and no doubt led to the discovery of the
following facts. The appellant, when going to India
in 1922, left his locked up steel trunk with Damjte,
the 14tl-i witness for the prosecution, and appellant
kept the key. That trunk, when finally seized
by the Police, was found to contain a Pass Book
of the Post Office Savings Bank in the name of
appellant and containing entries sho\ving that appellant is entitled to a sum of Rs. 1,051-4-8 standing
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to his credit in the Post Office Savings Bank.. Damjee
has also deposed to the fact that appell~,nt, before
he lett for India, entrusted Damjee with the exhibit
diamond-ring (now produced). to be kept in safe
custody for appellant. Subsequently when Damjee
was at one time about to go into the jungle, he
handed the exhibit' ring and steel trunk to the 15th
prosecution witness, Abu Backer, with the request that
the latter should keep these things for Damjee,
but on his return Damjee failed to get them back,
Shivlall was also present at the above incidents
connected with the exhibit ring and steel trunk, and
has corroborated the evidence of Damjee and Abu'
Backer. When the Police made inquiries, Damjee
went to Abu Backer who hanGed up the ring ,,'hich
was then .made over to the Police and the steel
trunk was also seized by the' Polj ceo
This exhibit ring hzs also been satisfactorily
proved to be the diamoncl-ring \vhich \\'as enclosed'
in the parcel on the 22nd November .1920, which
parcel was lost at the General Post Office as expltined above. The goldsmith who made the ring
has also given satisfactory evidence proving the
clentity of the ring with that V'.'hich was in the
possession of the complainant.
, This diamond-ring is the exhibit ring referred to
in the second charge; and the appellant has on the
other charge been,\convicted of the criminal misappropriation of this diamond-ring.
The appellant, when examined by the Magistrate
denied having entrusted the diamond-ring with
Damjee, though he admitted tllat he diJ entrust the
exhibit steel trunk with Damjee. I am satisfied that
the Magistrate' was correct in accepting it as proved
that appellant Ilad entrusted the diamond-ring to
Damjee. Consequently, this denial by appellant be_
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comes a most significant fact in the chain of circumstances fixing appellant with guilty knowledge of
the fact that such diamond-ring was stolen property.
As regal~ds the exhibit loose diamond referred, to in
the first charge, appellant admitted his possession of
it and that he had given it to the Chief Judicial
Officer of the Panna State with a request in Exhibit
1 to be allowed to smooth it. He claimed that the
loose diamond was his own property and stated that
he had purchased it in Myitkyina, but he refused to
give the name of the seller to the lVlagistrate, stating that
he would give the name of the seller only when
he tihould be tried by the High Court with a Jury.
The Record shows that at an earlier stage of the
case the appellant had shut his ears, when the interpreter was told to explain to appellant a deposition
of a prosecution witness, and that the appellant had
then said that he wanted the case to be sent up
to the High Court, on which occasion the Magistrate
informed appellant that he saw no reason for sending
the case to the High Court. I am satisfied, therefore,
that appellant knew that he was being tried by
the Magistrate and that his case would not be sent
to the High Court. The obvious inference which
arises on the appellant's refusal to answer the question as to the name of the alleged-:;eller at Myitkyina
was that it was an excuse invented because appella.nt
knew that he could not point out the supposed seller
and that he also knew that his statement to the
Chief Judicial Officer of the Panna State that he bad
bought the loose diamond from Mr. H'llvat of the
Gold Company at Myitkyina· was a falsehood, and
would be shown to be false if he made any effort
to point out the seller. These inferences also
become further evidence of guilty knowledge against
appellant.
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Though usually a Court is not justified in drawing the presumption of guilty knowledge from a.
possession of property such as jewellery which is not
shown to have commenced until eighteen months or
nearly two years after the property had been stolen
or otherwise lost to the real owner, the Court is.
al'ways entitled to request the possessor to disclose the
name of the person from whom he had obtained the
articles and the particulars as to the origin of the
possession and the Co'urt. is entitled to drav/ unfavourable inferences, if the person refused to disClose
such facts or gives an explap.<Jtion which can
be shown to be false. The \-veight to be attached
to such unfavourable inferences must depend on
the circumstances of each particular case, and in the
present case I ain satisfied that we have several
points tending to fix
appellant
with
guilty
knowledge. It is improbable that any person, who
had guilty knowledge of the acquisition of such
articles by an offence or that the disposal thereof
was an offence, would sell both articles to the
same innocent purchaser. Con~equently the fact
that both articles of the lost package have been
traced to the possession of appellan t taises a presumption against him and in addition W~ have
the snspicious fact' that he inh)rmed the Chief
Judicial Officer of Panna State that he would sell
the loose .diamond very cheap, and \ve have
the false denial as, to the . possession of the
diamond-ring and the unjllstifiec1 refusal of the
appellant to give any satisfactory details as to how he
obtained possessiuo of tbe loose diamond. In my
opinion this combination of circumstances constitutes a clear case against appellant fixing appellant
w'ith the guilty knowledge that the articles in
question had been the subject of on' offence and
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were in fact stolen property. II Stolen property" as
defined in section 410 of the Indian Penal Code
includes property \vhich has been criminally mISappropriated.
The first ciifficulty which arises on the two
charges as framed depen'ds on 1he question whether on the facts of this case the appellant could
be held to have committed- two offences or only a
single offence of criminal misappropriation of property. On the facts as proved, that the parcel
was properly addressed to the Mandalay branch of
the complainant firm, I think that the Court· is
bound to hold that' the offence \vould be one
similar to the offence described in illustration (b) to
Section 403, Indian Penal Code, and that the
finder of the packet was bound within a reasonable
time to communicate either with the Police Or
with the addressee of th~ parcel, and that his
failure to do so within a reasonable lime would
amount to the offence; and that therefore the finder
of the parcel' in fact committed only a single
offence under section 403, on the analogy of
similar cases of theft discussed in cases such as
Krishna Shaltaji (1) Shaik Monealz (2) and H £.11' Dial
(3), which are referred to in Ra1anlal's Law of
Crimes, 9th Edition, at page 806. In my opinion
a case of this class occurring under such circumstances with reference to the contents of a siqgle
parcel is in a different position from an embezzlement by a servant of moneys at diHerent times
where the embezzlement of each sum would not
indicate any intention to embezzle the balance
entr~lsted to such servant.
(l) (1897) Cr.R. No. 33 of 1::l97,

Unrep. Crim. Cases 927.

(2) (1869.1 11 W.R. 38.
(3) (l90S) P.L.R. No. 144. of 1905·
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The Magistrate has obviously been misled by
the Explanation 2 to section 403 into thinking
PERSHAD
that the finder might have reasonably kept the
v.
KINGparcel for over a year, and that the offence would
EMPEROR.
have
been first complete v,'hen he did any act
LENTAIGNE,
J.
. (other than the keeping in his possession) which
showed an intention t.9 criminally misappropriate.
Consequently, the Magistrate bas framed two charges
one charging the appellant with an' offence under
section 403 committed in respect of the loose dial
mond by the presenting of the reqliest to the Chief
Judicial Officer on the 23rd November 1923, two
years and a day after the loss 'Of the parcel ; and other
charging the appellant with an offence under seclion 403
committed in respect of the diamond-ring on tbe 30th
December 1922, two years and 38 days after the
loss 6f the parcel, and at a date when the appellant
was apparently under arrest in the Panna State.
For the above reasons, I am of opinion that these
two charges cannot be treated as two separate offences but must be treated as referring to a single
offence; and that the Court is in tIle furth~r difficulty
that it cannot be established at what date the original
misappropriation was committed, and likewise that it
cannot be held that the offence of misappropriation
was committed in the year specified in these charges.
At the same time I am cf opinion that the appel.
lant was in fact committing an offence in respect
''''''of both the articles on the dates of these charges,
because he was retaining in his possession property which he knew or had reason to believe to
be stolen property, an offence punishable under
section 411, Indian Penal Code. As I have
explained above, if the case is treated as one analogous to illustration tb) to section' 403 the offence
of criminal misappropriation would appear to have
RAM
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been committed nearly two years prior to. the
dates specified in these charges, and as the definition of "stolen property" includes property which
has been criminally misappropriated, the said articles
and the parcel containing them would have become
stolen property ~hort1y after the loss of the pro_
perty at the General Post Office. There is no
evidence as to when the appellant first acquired his
possession of the property, but whether appellant
was originally the finder of· the property who
criminally misappropriated it, or whether the Clppellant was a· subsequent guilty receiver, it would
make no difference in the further aspect of the
case that the retaining of stolen property, ImO\ving
it to be stolen, is also an offence and one that is
being committed. Whether the person retaining
the property with such guilty knowledge is the original
thief or misappropriator or merely a subsequent
guilty receiver, such retaining would be a continuing offence as long as the retaining of the stolen
property continued. It is cl~ar, therefore, that on
the facts alleged. and established in this case the
appellant was committing this offence under section
411, on the dates specified in. both the charges
with reference to the articles respectively referred
to therein, and the facts as alleged against the
appeHant \vere merely facts showing such retaining
and charging that the incidents of such retaining
were an offence under section 403.
Under the provisions of sections 236 and 237
·of the Code of Criminal Procedure it \vould have
been open to the ·Magistr~te to convict appellant
of an offence under section 411 under the charges as
framed wii.:h this difference that only a single offence
and not a double offence could be treated as the
ba~is of the conviction, and it would b@ also open
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to the Magistrate to treat the two charges as alternative charges relating to the two parts of a possibly
wider offence, though each chl\rge would cover
an offence even if taken separately, and to convict
in the alternative, provided that the sentences to
be imposed were made ,concurrent sentences imposed in the alternative and not as sentences to
run consecutively.
As an appellate Court, this Court has the same
powers, and I think that I shoul? make these alterations and sentence the appellant to a single term
of imprisonment for a single offence.
For the above reasons, whilst maintaining the
conviction, I set aside the -convictions en both
charges so far as the charges are charges uncler
section 403 of the Indian Penal Code and I also
set aside the sentences passed under that section,
and I direct instead that the appellant, Ram Pershad, son of Devl Din, be found guilty of the
offence of retaining the said stolen articles specified
in the said charges, knowing them to be stolen
property,an offence pllllishable ul1der section 411 of
the Indian Penal Code, and· I also direct that the
said Ram Pershacl shall undergo a single sentence
of two years' rigorous imprisonment commencing
from the date on which the sentences passed by
the Magistrate commenced.
Althoqgh I rega,rd this sentence as a light one
for the offence, it is the maximum within the
power of the Magistrate for ~.single offence.
As regards the order directing the return of the
diamonds, I alter it to a direction that both Ihe
diamonds and the gold ring be returned to the
complainant and that the other articles be returned
to the accused.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Sydney Robinson, Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice

jIf ay

Dung.
1924

D. R. SAKLAT

AND TWO

Jan. 21.

v.
BELLA

AND ONE.*

.Abatemelllof appeal-Effect abatement of appeal on losts illcurred by tlie
appellant til his ol:i~illal sllit.
Held, that if an action fails what is incidental to it fails .1150 and that if an
'a ppeal abates as regards t~le relief sought {or, it abates also as regards the costs
incurred by an appel13nt as a consequence of [he dismissal of his suit.
Josium Tiru'llellgacllariar v. Sawmi Iyengar alias VenkaiacTlariar, (1911)
.3-l Mad. 76-jol1owed.

These two applications arising out of Civil First
Appeal No.4 of 1919 of.:the' High Court were filed
by the appellants for the purpose of bringing on the
record the legal representatives of the 2nd respondent.
The appeal had been dismissed by the High Court
and the appellants had' obtained leave to appeal to
His Majesty in C~)Uneil but before the appeal could
·.be transmitted the 2nd respondent had died.
Das-for Appellants.
Doctor-for Respondents.
ROBINSON, C.J., AND MAY OUNG, J.-These are
two applications to bring the legal representatives of
a deceased respondent on the record. The original
suit was filed by the plaintiffs-the present petitioners
-against two defendants :(i) For a declaration that the 1st defendant was
not entitled to the use and benefit of the
Parsee Fire Temple, or to attend at, or
participate in, any of the religious cerel110i1i~s performed therei n j
• Civil MLellan:ollS App:i<:ation No. 63 0f1923
.Appc<:l No.4 of 1919 Of this ClJUrt.

arisin.~

out of Civil First
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(ii) For an injunction restraining the 1st defendant from entering the said premises and
SAKLAl'
v.
repeating the trepass complained of;' and
BELLA,
(iii) For an injunction restraini~g the 2nd deROBINSON,
fendant from taking the 1st defendant into
C.]., AND
MAVOUNG.
the said Fire Temple premises.
J.
The suit was dismissed with costs by the Judge
,on the original side of this Court on the 23rd of
;April, 1918. The 2nd "defendant applied for, and
obtained, permission to withdraw a sum of Rs ..JO,21110-8, decreed as costs, and un1ertook personally, as
well as the guardian of the 1st defendant, to refund
the same in the e\;ent of this Hon'ble Court so diredlng. An appeal was filed against the decree but
was dismissed on the 28th of July, 1920. The decree
contained an order directing the' plaintiffs-appellants.
to pay to the defendants-respondents the sum of Rs.
10,211-10-8. Leave to appeal to His M'ajesty in
Council was granted, and the appeal was admitted
on the;: 171 h of March, 1921. T he appeal has not,
however, yet been transmitted to His Majesty in
Council. The 2nd respondent died on the 4th of
July, 1923, and on the 28th of September, 1923, the
present applications were filed.
'
It is admitted now that the 1st defendant is of
age, and that presence of her guardian on the
record is no longer necessary. It is not denied that
the ~suit as against the 2nd defendant' for an injunction has abated by reason of his death; but it is
urged that, he having withdrawn the sum awarded as
costs, bis estate would be liable to refund those costs
in the event of the appeal to His Majesty in Council'
being successful, and tbat, therefore, the appellants,
are entitled to a certificate declaring "vho his legal
representatives are.
Pnder Rule 71 of this Court's Rules reiating
D.R.
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to appeals to the Privy Council, the applications have
D. R.
been properly filed in this Court. The question for
SAKLAT
decision is whether, the suit and appeal having
21.
BELLA.
abated in respect of the s~cond respondent, any rights
remain as regardR the incidental orders as to costs. ROllINSOX,
C.J.. AND
The orders as to these costs awarded them to the MAY-OUNG,
J.
defendants, and, even ifthe appeal to His Majesty in
Council be successful, it \vill be open to the present
petitioners to recover those costs from the first respondent Moreover, it is admitted before, us that the
second respondent died, leaving a will, under which the
first respondent ~vill succeed to a large estate.
It has been held in the case of]osium Tiruvengadachariar v.Stmnni Iyengar alias 'Venkatacha1'iar
(1) that if an action fails what is incidental 'fails also,
and if an appeal abates as' 'fegardsaninjunction
sought for it abates as regards the c,osts incurred by
the appel1~nt as a consequence of' the' dismissal of
his suit. This authority is exactly in point, and with
the reasons on which it is, based, we entirely agree.'
The applicatiollwill, th~refore, stand dismissed
with costs, advocates' fees three gold mohurs.
(1)

8

(1911) 34 Mad. 76.
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APPELLATE, CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Heald and Mr. Just ice Lelltaig1Ze.

1924
Jail. 21.

MA SEIN
v.
MA PAN NYU~
,

AND TWO.
/

*'

ClzineseB.uddlzist Law-APPlicatio1l of to a, Burmese wife of a ClzilleseBlIddhist
husbatld-Tlze status of aChint'se Buddhist, how acqured.
Held, that where the evidence shows that a Burmese woman married to a
Chinese Buddhist regarde('l hereself throughout life as' a Chinese Buddhist and
attached herself to the Chinese Community, adopting her husband's form of
religion, succession to her esJate was to be governed by the Chinese Bllc1dhist
Law.
Po J11aung v. J11aPyit Ya. (/923).1 Ran.. 161-refer.red to.

The facts in this appeal will appear fDm the
judgment of the High Court reported below.
Btujor.iee-for the Appellant.
Giles & Ormiston.,-for the. Respondents.
HEALD,I.-The parties are ch'ilden ofa Chinaman,
Sit Shan, who died many years ago, and of a Burmese
woman,Ma Myit, who was his wife.
Appel\ant,Ma Sein, sued her brothers, Sit Paung
and Sein Don, and her sister, l\1a Pan Nyun, for her
share -in her mothers's estate. She alleged that the
share to which she was entitled was one-fourth and
she asked for the appointment of a Receiver and the
administration of the estate by the Court.
"The sister did not contest the claim, but gave
evidence for appellant.
The two brothers filed a written statement, in
which they denied that Ma Myit was Burmese Buddhist
at the time of her death, or that she left any· estate,
or that if she left any est£1.te appellant was entitled to
a one-fourth share of it or to have it administered
* Civil First Appeal No. 93 of 1921 agains t the Judgment and Decree of the
District Court of pyapon passed in its Ci viI Regular No.1 of 192J..
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by the Court. They said that their father, Sit Shan,
was a Chinese Buddhist, that he married Ma Myint,
about 1881, that he subsequently married a Chinese
wife, Kyi Ya, that he died intestate in 1902, leaving
Ma Myit as one ,of his two widows with five children
.by her and Kyi Ya as his other widow with one
child by her and another whom' they had adopted,
that after his death there was a partition of his, estate
in accordance: with Chinese Customary Law, the three
sons being allotted equal shares while the widows and
daughters got nothing, that the adopted son'of the
Chinese wife actually took away his share, ancl their
shares remained undivided in the hands of their
mother and were managed by her as they were minors,
that the property of which their mother died possessed
represented their two shares of ther father's estate
that Ma l\'{yit was a Chinese Buddhist, and that,
therefore, even if she left property, being sons, they
would inherit to the exclusion of appellant, who was
a daughter.
The District Court held that the partition of Sit
Shan'~ estate between the three sons to the exclusion
of the widows and daughters was proved, and that
even if Ma Myit died possessed of any property, Chinese
Customary Law would apply, so that only her sons
".~ould inherit. Appellant's suit was accordingly dismissed wi th costs.
Appellant appeals on the ground that Ma NJyit was
a Burmese Buddhist for the purposes of succession
to her estate, and that, therefore, appellant was one
of her heirs.
I t was recently held· in this Court in the case of
Po Maul1g v. Ma Pyit Ya (I) that the rule 'of inheritance under Chinese Customary Law is that, when
a man dies, all his property real and personal, is divided
equally among all his sons, that daughters succeed
. (l) (1923) 1 Ran. 161.
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only when there are no sons, and that the widow
succeeds only when there are neither sons nor
daughters. If 'there are sons or daughters, the widow
has only a right to administer the estate and to be
maintained out of it and a claim for provision for her
funeral.
'
Sit Shari was undoubtedly a Chinese Buddhist, so
~hat Chinese Customary Llw would regulate the
succession' to his estate, and the presumption that that
law \-\rould be applied renders the story of the partition told by the two sons probable.
The evidence seems to' me to, make the matter
certain; appellanfs own witness;'U Po, an Honorary
Magistrate, said that the partition, which was made
by the Chinese elders after Sit Shan's death, was
rriade according to Chinese custom, and that the two
widows and the' daughters were excluded, the three
sons sharing the estate equally,
The Chinese widow swore that SitShan's estate
was divided by Chinese elders into three shares, that
Ma Myit's two sons got a share each and her son got
the other share. She herself claimed a share, but it
was refused, and n-either Ma Myit's daughters nor, her
daughter received a share, but she got some gold
probably for her daughters.
The Chinese son, Pwin Lip, also gave similar,
evidence.
I think, therefore, that it is proved that Ma Myit did
not inherit any part of Sit Shan's-.estate, but remained
in po'ssession of that part of it which was allotted to
her two sons as inanager.
It seemS probable, therefore, that she left no estate
of her own ; but I do not think it necessary to decide
that question because I am of opinion thafthe Lower
Court was right in holding that ,Chinese Customary
Law would' apply to her estate also, so that, as .there'
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were sons, appellant being a daughte'r, could not
inherit.
I do not of course suggest that the Chinese Customary Law applies to the estate of every Burmese woman
who was married to a Chinaman. In many cases,.
I have no doubt the wife remains a Burmese Buddhist,
so that Burmese Buddhist Law would apply to her
estate, but it seems not unlikely that, in some cases,
the wife adopts. her husband's form of religion,'
becoming, to all intents and purpose, a Chinese
Buddhist, and the evidence seems to me to show
that this was such a case.
The matter is one of tact rather than of law.
There can be no doubt that Ma Myit continued to
follow Chinese' customs after Sit Shan's death. She
mourned for him for the period of three years prescribed by Chinese custom, and she put her children,·
as well as herself, into the mourning dress which is
customary among Chinese and net among Burmese.
She did not marry again, the second marriage of widows,
fhou,eh permitted, being regarded as disreputable by
the Chinese. She sent both' her sons to China to be
educated. She married one of her two daughters
to a Chinaman and she refused her consent to
appellant's marrying a Burman. vVhen she died, she
was buried in the Chinese cemetery in a grave of
Chinese pattern and with the usual Chinese monument, aIthogh her husband had had to be burjed in a
Burmese cemetery because there was no Chinese
cemetery in existence at Pyapon at the time when he
died there. It is true that her burial in the Chinese
cemetery may not have been due to any wish she
had tJ.erself expressed but it seems to me to show
that she was regarded by the Chinese community at
Pyapon as one of themselves. Her adoption of the
Chinese form and period of mourning, and her sending
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her sons to China to be educated seems to me to
show that after her husband's death, she still attached
herself to the Chinese community, that she regarded
herself practically as a Chinese woman, and that she
desired her sons to be regarded, and to regard themselves, as. Chinamen.
There is little, evidince and so far as I am aware
little is known as to what are the particular religious
observances of Chinese Buddhists, and how they differ
from those of Burmese Buddhists. It is natural that
Chinamen who are Buddhists, living in Burma, should
to some extent, observe the religious usage of their
Burm~se Bllddbist neighbours and much more natural
that their Burmese wives should do so. There cao
be no doubt that both Sit Shan and Ma Myit did
observe both Burmese and Chinese religious customs,
but that fact clearly did not prove. that SitSh10
had forsaken his Chinese Buddhist religion, since it
is admitt~d that he died a Chinese Buddhist; and I
do not Nlink that under the circumstances, it goes
far tow;1rds sho\ving that Ma Myit had not adopted
the Chinese form of the Buddhist religion.
Appcliant's own admission as to her mother's
mourning, as to her having sent her sons to be ed:ucated in China,as to her continuing to live with
those sons who wer~ admittedly regarded as Chinamen
;:md with the daughter whom she had married to
a Chinaman, as to her refusal of her consent to
appellant's marrying a Burman, and as to her having
been buried in the Chinese cemetery, seem to me
to be sufficient to show that Ma Myit re~arded herself as.· a Chinese· Buddhist and attached herself to
the Chinese community, to which her 'husband and
her sons and the son-in-law, with whom she lived,
admittedly belonged, and 1, would hold that the
Chinese Customary Law should be;,?, applied to her estate.
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Under that law ,her sons, and not her daughters,
would inherit and .therefore, appellant's suit was
rightly dismissed.
I \vould accordingly dismiss the appeal with costs.
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BAIJNATH SINGH

AND

OTHERS-Appellant;

21.

JAM~L . BROTHERS
AND

& Co., LTD.,

ANOTHER-Respondents.

(On appeal from the late Court of the Judicial Commissioner of
Upper Burma.)
Upper Burma Regulation II of 1897,-Presu111ption of due presentation oj a
documellt for regist ratio'I-'Rule 7 Of the Registmtion -Rules fra11led under
the Re~tllalioll-Presumplionas tothe correctness of an endorsemetlt on tile
dowmetlt by tile RCgistering Officer-Presence at the foot of thedocumetlt of
tile signature of an unauthorised person cannot operate Lo contradict.
presumption Of corre.clness-Omlssion on t he part of lhe Registering Officer
to 1I0teltlle~failure or refusal of a party to the dOC1l11lel(f to appearbeJore
him, a defect in P"occdure-Such omission cannot t.itiate registration
made 011 prQPlJr presentation.
Held, that the correctness of an official endorsement on·a document as to the
person presenting it for registration was to be presumed. and that the presence
at the foot of the document, of the signature ofa person other than One duly
authorised to present it, for such signature there being no legal sanction, could
not operate to contradict the correctness of the official endOrsement
Held, further, that where a deed was arlmittedly executed by two persons
but it was objected that execution was not admitted before the Registering
Officer by one executant, it W::IS afair presumption in the circumstal~ces that the
off..;:er had acted under Rule 5 when he registered the document.
Held, also, that the omission on ·the part of a I egistering officer to make a
note on the document as to the circumstance that one ofthe parties to it either
was unable or had refused to :!ppear before hi,n, was au omission for which the
person presenting the document for relris tr:ttion could not be held I;esp,msible
and would at the most be only a defect in procedure which did not vitiate
registration that was made on a proper presentation.
Jandm Parshad v.1l1ulla11l111ed AftabAli Khan, L.R. 42 I.A.2'2-referredto.

Present : Lorm~DuNEuIN. LORD PHiLLIMORE, SIR JOHN EDGE, MR. AMEER
Atl AND SIR LAWRENCE-JENKINS.

P.C. •
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On the 16th July 1904 the,appellant, Baijnath Singh,
and one Mehtar, who were the owners of certain oil-wells
or oil-well sites, executed a deed by which Baijnatb Singh
purported to lease thirty-eight oil-wells or oil-well sites
belonging to him and Mehtar purported to lease eighteen
oil-wells or oil-well sites- belonging to . him to A. S.
. Jamal 'Brothers & Co. for a period of ten years at a
royalty of annas twelve per one hundred viss of the oil
won. Baijnaih Singh received Rs 25,000 from the said
Company which 'was to be set-off by the royalty payable
under the lease by the Company. The deed was not·
registered and the lease undpr it therefore was
inoperative.
Thereafter, on the 16th Aughst 1904, Baijnath
Singh and his brother, Fateh Bahadur Singh, executed
instrument purporting to be a'mortgage for Rs. 25,000
cif ten oil·well sites to the A. R. M. V. Chetty firm of
Ra~goon. This transaction\.vas admittediy benanti,
the real mortgagees being A. S. Jatnal Brothers &
Co., and "\vas registered at·· Yenangyaung; but
BaijnatbSingh alone had admitted before the H.egistering Officer execution of the·instrument. At the £0ot
of the instrument appeared, also the signature in the
Tamil language of one Ramasawmy Chetty who was a
clerk of the S. R. M. V. Chetty firm. The mortgage was
payable on demand and bore interest at one per cent
per mensem.
In January 1908, Baijnath Singh. conveyed two of
the ten mortgaged well-sites to the Burma Oil Company,
Limited, and in September g;08 he conveyed the
remaining eight to the Nath Singh Oil Company,
Limited.
A. S. Jamal Brothers & Co. were sllbsequer;tly
absorbed by and sold their assets to Jamal Brothers &
Co., Ltd.,· and on the 11th September 1914 in
0rder to transfer to the new company their rights
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under the mortgage of the 16th August 1904, they
joined with one Annamalai Chetty, as the attorney of BA~TH
SINGH
the partners in the S. R. M. Chetty firm, in the execu'11.
JAMAL
tion of an assignment of the mortgage.
BROTHERS
& <20., LTD.
Later, in C. R. No. 33 of 1915 of the District
Court of Magwe, Jamal Brothers & Co., Ltd., 'sued
Baijnath Singh, Fateh BahadurSingh, the Nath Singh
Oil Company, Limited, and the Bur'ma Oil Company,
Limited, on the mortgage of the 16th August 1904 for
a decree for principal and interest amounting to
Rs. 56,870, but the District Court dismissed their suit on
the grounds, inter alia, that there \vas no consideration
fOr the mortgage deed in question as the payment
of Rs. 25,000 by A. S. Jamal Brothers & Co. was
\vholly unconnected \vith it and that the assignment of
the 11th September 1914 to the plaintiff company was
not proved.
The plaintiff company then appealed to the late
Court of the Judjcial Commissioner of Upper Burma
with the result that the learned Judicial Commissioner
(B. H. Heald, Esq., M.A., I.C.S.) set aside the District
Court's judgment and gave the. plaintiff company the
mortgage decree prayed for. Thereupon Baijnath
Singh jointly 'with Fateh Bahadur Singh and the Nath
Singh Oil Company, Limited, appealed to His Majesty
in Council making the plaintiff company and the Burma
Oil Company, Limited, respondents.
.
De Gruytlzer, K.C., and Parikh-for the Appellants'
Dube-for the Respondent.
The judgment of Their Lordships was delivered bySIR LAWRENCE JENKINS.-This is an appeal from a
decree dated the 10th January 1921, of the Court of
the Judicial Commissioner of Upper Burma, which
reversed a decree dated the 31st July 1916, ofthe Court
of the Additional District Judge of Yenangyaung.
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The suit is to enforce a mortgage of the 16th
August 1904-, for Rs. 25,000 advanced by the firm of
Abdul Shakoor Jamal Brothers & Co. to the defendants, Baijnath Singh and Fateh Bahadur Singh.
The mortgage was taken in the name of Suna Ravana
Mona Vengarachellum Cbetty, but as benamidar for the
firm of Jamal Brothers & Co.
The present plaintiffs are Jamal Brothers & Co.,
Ltd., who claim to b~ transferees from the firm of
Jamal Brothers & Co. and their bena11'zidars of the
mortgage debt and the security.
The suit was dismissed in the 1st Court but was.
decreed on appeal. From the Ap?eal Court's decree
the present appeal is preferred.
Though numerous pleas in defence were urged in
the early stages of the suit "vhich has been needlessly
and lamental;Jly prolonr~el:l, the only pleas that no\y
survive are by way of objection to the execution and
registration of the mortg;lge and the transfer.
The mortgage purports to be sighed by bo~h the
moitgagors and its execution is admitted by them.
Bnt then it is contended that there has been no
valid registration cif the document. The law applicable
is at that date to be found in Regulation II of 1897,
and the rules made in exercise of the powers conferred
by it. By the fourth rule c. every document to be
registered under the rules must be' presented by some
person executing or claiming under the same
'or by the agent of such person. . .
duly authorized
by power of attorney."
It is urged that the mortgage was presented for
registration by an agent, and to comply \\'ith the
terms of the rule it \\'as incumbent on the plaintiffs.
to produce a duly authenticated povver-of-attorney
authorizing the agent's presentation. In support of
this contention reliance was placed on the decision
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of this Board in ] a111bu Parshad v. 111 uhat71111ed A/tab
Ali Khan, L.R. 42 LA. 22.
But the whole structure of this argument has no
real foundation.
It rests on the supposition that the writing at the
foot of the document purporting to be the Tamil
signature of Ramasawmy Chetty shows tIlat it was he
who presented the document and that he was only
an agent. This theory owes its origin to the belated
and unfortunate discovery of one of the defendants'
legal advisers, and is directly opposed to the official
statement signed by the Registering Officer that the
document was presented for registration by the
mortgagee.
There is no provision in the Regulation or the
Rules that requires the signature of fhe person
presenting the document for registration. But under
Rule 7 registration shall be' affected by the Registering
Officer writing on it an- endorsement in the terms of
that appearing at the foot of the ddcument.
The correctness of this official endorsement is to
be presumed, and the Tamil signature, for which there
'was no legal sanction, cannot operate to 'contradict It.
The presentation therefore, was by a person claiming
under the document.
It is next objected that execution of the mortgage
was not admitted before the Registering Officer by
Fateh Bahadur Singh. It, however, admittedly bears
his signature and it is a (air presumption in the
circumsto,nces that the officer acted under Rule 5
when he registered the document. It is true that
where any party to a document is unable or refuses
to appear, the rule requires a note of the circumstances
to be made, and that has net been done. But the
omission is one for which the per~on presenting the
document cannot b~ held responsible: it is at most
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a ·defect in procedure which did not vitiate the
registration made as ,1' was not a proper presentation.
Then. the transfer of the mortgage to the limited
.
Company, the plaintiffs, is assailed..
It is dated the 11th September 1914 and the
parties to it are. S. R. M. Soobramaniyan Chetty,
S. R. M. Mayappa Chetty, S. R. M. Chinnayu Chetty
alias Ramas.1wmy Chetty, and S. R. M. Anmachellam,
described as carrying on business in partnershipllnder
. the style of S. R. M. of the first part, Jamal Brothers &
Co. of the second part, and Jamal Brothers &
Co., Ltd., the present l?laintiffs, of the third part.

The Chetty partners, by the direction of the Jamal
Brothers assigned, and Jamal Brothers confirmed, the
mortgage debt of Rs. 25,000 with interest and' also
the mortgaged property to the plaintiff _~ompany, and
the deed if executed and duly r~gistered would
unquestionably vest the debt and th~security in the
plaintiff Co'mpany.

It is contended, however, that there -is no formal
proof of execution by the Chettys. ,It is true that
'the evidence of M. A. S. Jamal, as recorded on the
11th July 1915; does 110t speak specifically to executi.on
by them. But later affidavits were sworn by M. A. S.
Jamal and his advocate Mr. Ormiston to the effect
that the witness had deposed to execution .by the
attorney of tlie Chetty firm. A petition was accordingly
presented praying that the witw~ss might be examined
further on the point of the execution by the assigrlors
of the deed of assignment. .Interrogatories directed
to this point were prepared under an order of the
Court, and though no answers are on the record it
is apparent from what is said by the Judicial Commissioner that on further examination under the order
of the Court the formal defect was remedied.
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It is next urged that though Mayappa was expressed
to be a party, he did not execute.. But in the attestation
clause it is stated that the parties (other than the
plaintiff Company)·" had set their hands and the
document is expressed to be signed by all fOUf of
the Chetty partners. The signature was in fact by
their attorney and in the cir~umstancesTheir Lordships
are satisfied that the attorney acted for all four partners.
This view gains support from (he endorsement of
presentation from which it is apparent that the signatory
held a" power-of-at torney authorizing hin! to act :£or
the four partners. The transfer was also sigl)ed by.
the Jamal" Brothers, and execution by them was
admitted by their duly authoriiedattorney.; The result
then is that tlie transfer has been sufficiently" executed
and its registration has been effected in accordance
with the law that then applied.
The appeal therefore fails and should be dismissed,
and Their Lordships will humbly advise His Majesty
accordingly.
The appellants must pay the cost of the appeal.Solicitor for APpellants-E. Dalgado.
Solicitors for Respondents-Waterhouse & Co.
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MAUNG SAN MYAING

Dec. 6

21.

U PON

GYAW.'~

Necessary parties toa mortgage sui!-Priormortgagee-Per son claiming by a
title parQ11l0ll1lt to that of tile mortga[4or-Civil Procedure Code (V of
. 1908), Order 34, Rule 1.
Held, that ina suit to enforce a mortgage, a prior mortgagee or a person
claiming to retain possession of the land by a title paramount to that Of the
mortgagor, is not a necessary party and that the question o{ his paramount
title c<lnnot be litigated in that suit.•
Jaggeswnr Dutt v. Bhuball Mollall Mitra, (1906; 33 Cal. 425-followcd
Nga Paw E v. Nga Sill, U.B.R. (1910-13) 92-dist.ill15zdslred.
Gour's Transfer of P"operty Act-referred to.

Dutt-for the Appellant.
Mukerjee-for the Respondent.

J.-Plaintiff sued for a mortgage decree
and sale of certain land against the' mortgagors
defendants 1 and 2. Defendants 1 a·nd 2 admitted
the claim.
The third defendant was added as a party because
his name appeared in the revenue map as mortgagee
and he was in possession.
The third defendant, Maung San Myaillg, admit··
tedly was not a. party to the mortgage' on which
plaintiff sued.
He set up a title paramount, denied that he 'wns
a necessary party and challenged the jurisdiction of
the Court. alleging that the suit had been undervalued. Plaintiff was granted a decree in both courts
against all defendants.
PRATT,

·Civil ~econd Appeal No~ 178 of 1923 from the District Court of Myingyan
in Civil Appe~l No. 20 of 1923.
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Third defendant now appeals on the ground that
he was not a necessary party to the suit, that the
'.
" d'lctton
court I1:1 d no Juns
an d t hat t h e mor tgage was
notrroved against him amongst other grounds.
Under Order 34, Rule 1,' all persons having an
interest in the mortgage security or' in the right of
rede,mption must be joined as parties.
Appellant set up a prior mortgage, which he alleged
had been converted into a sale. It is clear from
the explanation that a prior mortgagee is not a necessary par,ty to the sui t.
AppeUant is in possession and claims to be
owner. He challenges plaintIff's right to mortgage
the land.
It must be taken as settled law that the quesition
of his paramount title 'could not be litigated in the
, present suit.
The question is exha'ustively discussed in Gour's
Transfer of Property Act, paragraphs 2096, 7-8 and
Zl~O, where the authorities are cited in detail.
In jaggeswa1' Dutt y. Bhuban. Mohan Mitra (1),
which is one of the. leading cases on, the point it
was clearly laid down by a Bench of the Calcutta
High Court that a plaintiff-mortgagee cannot be'
allowed so to frame his suit as to draw into
controversy the iitle ofa third party, who is in no
way connected with the mortgage and has set up a
, title paramount to that of the mortgagor and morL
gagee. The facts in' the case of Nga Paw E v. Nga
Sin (2) relied upon by the Appellate Court were not
similar. I hold therefore that appellant was not a
necessary party to the suit. Appellant's contention
that the mortgage was not proved as against him
must also succeed ~nd' on this ground the suit as
against third defendant ought to have been dismissed.
(1) (1906) 33 Cal. 425.

(2) U.B.R. (1910-13) 9Z.
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It is not necessary to go into the other grounds,
of appeal.
V.
The decree against third defendant Maung San
.UPON GYAW l\1yaing cannot stand.
~RATT, J.
The appeal is allowed and the decrees of the
lower Courts as against the present appellant will
be set aside and the suit against him dismissed.
Appellant will be allowed costs1 ihroughout.
MAUNG
SAN MYAING
.
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RAJ CH A~ DRA' DHAR

Dec; 10.

v.
MESSRS. K. D. O. C. HAY,'*'
Ex~parte

decree, appeal from (1,/1- Relevancy or otllerwise of the question Of
due service of summons-Pro fer course to question due sen'ice or' Propriely
of p-roceeding ex-pai-te- Civil Procedure Code (V ,of 1908), Order IXWaiver of ser'flice.
Held, that III an appeal from an ex-parte decree the Only question with
which the Appellate Court is crdinarily concerned is whether the evidence on
the recor,d iSS:lfficient to support that decree and that the question Of due
service of the Sl1mmons is '~he subject-matter not of an appeal from the decree
but of a spcciai proceeding u'lder Order 9 cf the Civil Procedure Code.
Held, fttrther, that where a defendant puts in appearance, he must be
taken to have waived the non-service of summons on him,
Jonardhan Dobey v. Ramdone Si1zgh, 23 Cal. 738 ; Hmnmi v. Aziz-ud-Din
39 All. 143-followed.
'
Sadlm Krishna AYyah v, Kupp-an Ayyall gar, 30 Mad. ,54-dissented frum.

The facts of this appeal are fully stated in the
judgment of the learned officiating Chief Justice
reported below.
Lambdt (senior) -for the Appellant.
Chari-for the Respondent.
YOUNG, OFFICIATING CHIEF JUSTICE.-The only·
arguments raised before us in this appeal were whether
the appeallant had been duly served wi(h a summ6ns~
* Civil First Appeal No'. 311 of 1922.
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and whether this was material in a regular appeal from
a" decree.
The appellant· appeals as the kirta or manager of a
jpint Hindu family and claims that he was never rightly
served.
The suit was brought against .the individual
members of. this alleged family firm who were descri!?ed as merchants carrying on business in partner,.
ship under the name and style of K. C. Dhar by their
managing partner, Gour Chandra Dha.r, who was a·
younger' brother of the appellant.
The suit was filed on the 11 th August 1921, and on
the 20th September 1921, defendants 1 to 5 put in a
written statement through the said Gour Chandra
Dhar, who, it is not disputed, was duly served on
behalf of himself and his brothers, as. though the
proceedings had been taken against the firm. On the
16th January, over four months after the summons
was so served,ahd bver three and half months since
a written statement has been put in on behalf of
defendants 1 to 5 by defendant 2, and after various
steps had been taken in the case, the first defendant
3.ppeared, by his agent, Personath Chowdhury, and
his pleader, Rai Hpaw, and applied for an adjournment
to file a written statement alleging that the five brothers
had been sued in their own names, and yet the
summons had been served on the s'econd defendant·
alonea~d the written statement was filed by him alone,
though he had no Power of Attorney to represent them'
in any Court of Law.
. The Trial Judge 'passed the following order on this
application :_11 This application is belated. Service,
was effected on G. C. Dhar as managing partner 'of
the firm of K: C.. Dhar. ~nder Order· 30, Rule 3.
The service on him is effectual. . II the first and.' third·
to fifth defendants .ref.ra,in,edfr~r,n:appearing in Court
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these four months, they have only th~mselves to
blame. I decline to give another adjournmeIit."
CHANDRA
Defendant's (first defendant's) agent and his pleader
DHAR
V;
then
left the Court, an~ the case proceeded ex-parte
K.D.O.C.
RAY.
so far as defendants 1 to 5 were concerned, \\,ith the
YOUNG,
result tilat a decree was pa.ssed agairist defendants
OFFG. C.].·
1 to 5 and the suit was dismissed as against defendant No.6.. For the respondents, it was argued
before us (a) that the summons was rightly served;
(b) that it \vas immaterial whether it was rightly served
or not; it being urged that the' first defendant had
appeared to ask for time and had thereby waived service, and that the real question was whether the Court
was justified in refusing the appli<:ation for time and
in proceeding ex-parte and that this question, though
it would have rightly found a . place in an application
to set aside the decree and restore tpe case, could
not be considered in a regular appeal in· which the
only question was whether the evidence upon the
record was sufficient to sustain the decree.
Obviously, this last contention must be considered
first,as, if it is upheld, there is no advantage to be
gained by considering whether the summons was duly
served.
In the first place, I may say that I am clearly of
opinion that the first defendant waived the question
of service by app¢aring to ask for time, and that the
only question is whether the Judge,,>Vas right or wrong
in refusing to grant· time. The '··questlon whether
this can be considered in an appeal from the decree,
or only in a proceeding· to set aside the decree and
restore the case, has been the subject of conflicting·
RAJ

decisions~

. In J onard'han Dobey v.· Rtiindone Singh (1). it was
observed as follows :-" When a decree. is passed
(1) (1896) 23 Cal. 738; 743.

ex-parte against a defendant, a remedy by appeal is
now always open to him by section 540 of the Code
of 1882 as amended by Act VII of 1888 (section 96 of
the present Code).. But such a remedy can be efficacious only in those cases, and their number must be
small, in' which the ex-parte decree is either wrong
in Jaw on the face of the proceedings or is based on
evidence so weak that even though unrebutted it is
insufficient to sustain the decree. In the great
majorily of cases in which a defendant having a good
defence has had as ex-parte decree passed against
him, tl,le disadvantage he labours under is that he
has not been able to substantiate his· defence by
evidence before the Court. Upon the record as it
stands the ex-parte decree may be unassailable but if
the defendant has an opportunity (which he was
prevented from having owing to some sufficient cause)
of placing upon the record evidence which he could
have adduced to substantiate his defence; no such
decree should have been passed. The remedy in such
a case cannot be by a way of appeal which must ordinarily proceed upon the record as it stands."
. On the other hand,. it has been decided by a
FuIi Bench of the Madras High Court in Sadhu
K1'islma Ayyah v. Kuppan Ayyangar (2) that· when
a suit is decided ex-parte, an Appellate Court to
which an appeal from the decree is preferred under
section 540 of the" Code of Civil Procedure (section
96 of the present Code), has jurisdiction to reverSe the
decree of the Lower Court on the gljound that such
Court was wrong in proceeding to decid e the ca:;e
ex-parte and remanded thesuitfor re-hearing, referring
to the Calcutta dicta as abiter. "I think," said the
Chief Justice "it must be taken that the legislature
{21 (1907) 30 Mad. 54.
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by accident or design has given a right 'of appeal,
apart from the merits, against an order, on the grQund
'that the defendant was not in default in failing to
,appear, and against an ex-parte decree, also apart from
'the merits, on the same grounds."
Tht' same question also carrie up in appeal for
decision before the Allahabad High Court before
Richards, C.J., and Banerji, J., in Hu1J'tt1ll v. Aziz-udDin (3)' and was answered in the opposite way,
Richards, C.]., observing as follows:- -- lC In my
opinion once the Munsiff'had made the decree in the
,absence of the defendants he must be deemed to
have passed his decree' ex-parte and if tile defendants
complained 'that the decree should 110t have been
passed in their absence, their only remedy was to
apply to have it set aside and the case restored.
They could no doubt challenge the decree by
way of appeal upon, the ground that the' evidence
which the plaintiff had ... ddt.lced was not sufficient to
justify the decree, but they were not entitled in an
appeal frr m the decree to go into any question
c01l11ected with their non-appearance at the hearing."
I have no doubt but that under Order 17, Rule
2; the suit must be deemed to have been decided
ex.parte, and that the provisions of Order 9 applied,
and that the defendant could have applied to set
aside the decree, and the question whether he should
have succeeded would depend on the question when
he became aware of the suit. But is he c'bnfined to
this relief, or can he use his grievance as a ground
of appeal in an ordinary appeal from the decree?
I 'mu?t say that I prefer the reasoning .of the
Calcutta and Allahabad High Courts and considq
that, in a~ appeal from a decree,the" only question
(3)(1917) 39 All. 143.
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<with which the Appellate Court is ordinarily con.cerned is whether the . evidence on, the record is
sufficient to support that decree, and that the
question of due service of summons is the, subjectmatter not of an app,ealfrom the decree' but of the
special proceeding under Order IX.
In this case, it waS not contended, that the
evidence, as it stood, was insufficient to support the
decree, and, in the view i take, ,"'e are not concerned
with the question whether" bllt for the refusal of the
learned trial Judge, to grant time, that evidence
'would {'lave been. subject to cross-examination and
been supplemented by evidence on the other side.
I would accordingly dismiss the appeal with'
costs.
CARR, J.-I concur.
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MAUNG PE GYI

AND FOUR

v.
HAKIM ALLY.*
Sale with a1Z option to repurchase withi1z a cetfain period~Amozl1lt of "epu/'chase nlOIUY left blank ill the document-Oral CiJidcnce to fill in tlie blank..:&.
Evidence Act (1 Of 187:2). secl;on 93 and prv"iJiso 1 to section 92'-Speciftc
Relief Act (lof 1887), srctior;31-The dow1IIent, a deed of mortgu.ge by
conditional sale-Transfer of Property Act (IV of 1882) section 58 (c)Presumption as to the amount ojrepurcliase,11I0uey. 1IJhen lZ0t specified;
\Vhere a deed of sale of land conlained a clause by which the' purch<1ser
undertook" to re-sell the land to the vendor at his request within three years
. for Rs . ",'. !teld that the omission 10 insert tbe amount of the price for
repurch.se was attributabie to either an oversight of both parties and was tant'
mountto a common or IT,ulual mistake or 10 an intentional omission by the
'purchaser on whose instructions the need was prepared for subsequently laking
.advantage of tbe omissiOn as against his vendor :md would amount to fraud on
'

* Civil First Appeal No. 60 of 1923 against the Decree of the Dislrict Cou;
of Myaungmya in Civil Regular 1'\0. 9 of 1922.
'
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his part and or"l evidence under the circumstances to fill in the blank was
admissible.'
,
Held,jurther, that such a document was clearly a mortgage by conditional
PE GYI
'II'A
sale as defined in section 58 (cl of the Transfer of Property Act and that, in
H AKIM L L Y . ,
.
the absence of any specIfic agreement as to the payment 0 f a dlofferen t sum
for redemption, the mortgagor was entitled to redeem on payment of the
" mortgage~money" which in such circun:stance can only mean the amount
actually due under the deed, .
MAUNG

Surly-for Appellants.
M. C. Naidu-for the Respondent.
I:l.

CARR, J.-On the 30th April 1920, by the registered deed, Exhibit 1, the plaintiff-respondent conveyed his land, measuring 33'98 acres, to the
defendants for a sum of Rs. 600. The deed contained
also an agreement for repurchase by the phlintiff within three years. The amount to be paid for the
repurchase was, however, left blank.
The plaintiff sued for' specific performance of
. this agreement and forredification of the deed or
in the alternative £orits cancellation. . (He also
alleged that the defendants had dispossessed him of an
adjoining holding which is referred' to as an
II extension"
but which' in fact is larger in area
than the original bolding. This land he alleged
that he had himself cleared and brought under
cultivation. He prayed for possession of this land.}
..{lis contention as regards' the repurchase was that
the price was to be the original sum paid by him,
he paying interest in the meantime and remaining
in possession of the land.
The d~fendants alleged that the land was to be
repurchased at the market price obtaining at the time
of repurchase, and alleg~d that plaintiff remained in
possession as their tenant, paying rent, not interest.
(As regards the adjoining holding they alleged' that
they themselves cleared and brought it under cultivation. )
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The District Judge -gave the plaintiff a decree as
prayed and the defendants now appeal.
The sixth ground of appeal alleges that plaintiff
. l'
. 11 t 0 f repure 1lase WI'tl'
lIS ng
un tllree
d 1'd no t exerCIse
years. This is obviously wrong, since the suit was
filed within two years of the date of the deed.
The fifth ground is that the Court (-i,\rrongly described as the Appellate Court) erred in finding that
the II extension" was made by the respondent. On this question I have no hesitation in agreeing
with the 'District Judge that the extension was made
by the plaintiff-respondent. His story is 'strongly
supported by his witnesses, who are all persons likely
to have a knowlegde of the facts. On the other hand
_the appellant's story as to his clearing is extremely
vague and unsatisfactory, as is the evidence of his
witnesses. The appellant did not in fact work the
purchased land himself and it is unlikely th(!.t he
would employ coolies to -clear the adjacent 'land.
He himself has very inadequate knowledge of how
much land he got cleared and what -it cost him.
His witnesses, too, appear to know verylitte about
the matter. The impression created by their evidence
is that had they been asked to point out the land to
which they. refer the majority of them would have
been unable to do so. And they all live (except Po
Tun) at a very considerable distance from the land:
The first ground is to the effect that the lower Court
should not have admitted oral evidence to fill up the
blank. Section 93 of tHe Evidence Act is relied
'upon and that section read with illustration (b) certainly seems to bear directly on this case. On the
other hand provisio 1 to section 92 allows proof of
any fact which will entitle any person to any decree
or:order relating to the document II such as fraud('irini~take in fact or law ".Andsection 310f the
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Specific Relief Aetentitlesa party on the ground of
~:uJ'~I
fraud or mistake to have a document rectifIed so as
v,
. to bring it into accord with the real intention of the
HAKIM ALLY. parties.
Reading these provisions together I am of
-CARR, J. opinion that if either fraud or mistake be established
evidence to fill the blank can be admitted.
Rendered freely the relevant part of the deed
reads as follows-It (1) will resell to the vendor at
his reqilest· within three years for Rs.
" The
amount is all that is omitted. The only possible
inference from this is that it was intended to iflsert
the amount of the price for repurchase, And the
omission to insert it can by attributed to only one
of two reasons. Either it was omitted owing to an
oversight of both parties, which would amount to a
common or ,e mutual" mistake, or it was intentionally
omitted by the defendant, on whose instuctions the
deed was prepared, in order that he might subsequently take advantage of the omission as against
the plaintiff. That would amount to fraud on his
part.
'1 am of opnion therefore that. evidence on this
point may be admitted. And on the evidence on the
record I haveno hesitation in agreeing with the finding of the District Judge that the plaintiff~s version is
correct and that the aglOunt agreed upon was Rs. 600,
the same as the consideration for thl? original sale.
In my view therefore the appeal fails...
.
The deed may be looked upon in another light.
On the face of it the deed' i~ clearly a mortgage by
conditional sale as defined· in section 58 . (c) of the
Transfer QfProj:>erty Act. That being so in the
absence of a specifie agreement as to the payment of
a differept sum for redemption the mortgcrgor is
entitled to redeem on payment of 1< the mortgage.
mo'ney,"'under section.60.of the Act. The mortgage,
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money Can in such circumstances mean only the
amount actually due under the deed, in this instance
the amount of the original loan. From this point of
view also the plaintiff is entitled to the relief sought.
I would therefore dismiss this appeal with costs.
LENTAIGNE, J.-I concur.
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TIN TIN.*
Practice-Order granting permission to administrati.1: to sell immoveable
property, whether appeal lies from-Probate ami Administration A.ct
(IT of 1881), secti01L 86.,Civil Procedure Code IV of 1908), section- 105_ Consideration which should guide tlte Court i1L granting permission to sell
Jmmoveablepl'operty.
Held, that an appeal lies from an order of the District Judge granting
permission to an administrator to sell immoveable property and that sectiqn
105, Civil Procedure Code, did not appear to affect the provision of section

86, Probate and Administration Act.
Per PRA:rr, J.-" It was not desirable that permisson should be given to
sell immoveable properties not in the possession of the administratrix, to
some of which third parties claimed an absolute title and others of which
were subject to ostensible encumbrances, unless it was preved that other
properties, not the subject of contention, were unavailable for sale.
The Court ought also to have satisfied itself. that the sales were necessary
and in the interest 0f the estate as a whole. '.'
Abiram Doss v, Gopal Dass, 17 Cal. 48; Brojo NatlL Pa.] v. Dasmony
Dassee, 2 C.L R. 589-refcTl'cd to.
Uma Charan Dass v. Muktakcshi bassi, 28 Cal. 149-followed.
Kalimuddin v. JJ1aharui, 39 Cal. 566-dissented from.

Lutter--for the Appellants.
Sanya['~for

the Respondent.

PRATT, J.-This is an appeal against an order of the
District Court granting permission to the Administratrix
I
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of an estate to sell certain landed properties belonging
to the estate.
v. .
Relying on Kalirnuddin v. Maharui (1) a prelimiTIN TIN.
nary objection has been taken that no appeal lies.
PRATT, J.
It was held by a bench of the Calcutta High Court
in the case cited that no appeal lies against an order of
a District Judge assigning a bond under section 79 of
the Probate and Administration Act.
It was rightly pointed out that section 86 of the
Act enacts that every order of a District Judge under
the Act shall be subject to appeal fa the High Court
under the rules contained in the Code of Civil Procedure applicable to appeals j but it was held that
one of those rules is to be found under section ·105
of the Code, which lays down that" save as otherwise
expressly provided" n') appeal shall lie from any order..
The inference was accordingly drawn that as there is.
no express provision in the Code for an appeal ffom
an order assigning a bond it followed that no appeal
lay against the order asqigning a bond.
I find myself unable to agre~ with this view r
which does not appear to me to be based on a
correct interpretation of the word "rule" as used in·
seetion 86. To my mind the word "rule" in the
section in quest.ion· relates to rules of· procedure
regarding appeals laid down in the Civil Procedure.
Code; The words ,I. save as ofherwise expressly
provided" in section ~05 of the Code would seem
to directly contemplate. appeals from orders· of a
charact~r provided for elsewhere than in the Civil
Procedure Code, and to include appeals allowed
under other laws such as the Probate and Administration Act.
The obvious meaning of section 86 of the Act, I
take to be, that all orders made by the District Judge
HAJI Pu

\

(1) (1912) 39 Cal. 566.
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or District Delegate by virtue of the 'powers conferred
upon him thereund~r are subject to appeal in accordance with the rules of procedure laid down in the
Code of Civil Procedure.
I 'do not think the rulings referred to in Kalirnuddin v. Maharui justify the construction placed
upon section 86· therein. In B1'OjO Nath Pal v.
Dasmony Das~ee (2) it was held that no appeal lay
against an order reopening a case on the ground that
it was an order passed in the course of a suit prior
to decree.
Regarding a contested application' for probate as
'a suit, it is a tenable position that no appeal would
lie' against an interlocutory order, which was not
final and did not decide the merits, since there would
ultimately be an appeal against the decree in the
course of which the order complained of could be.
made a ground of attack. Or, as it was put in a
later Calcutta ruling the order in that case was found,
to be an order admitting a review of judgment, and
such an order. is not appealable under the Code of
Civil Procedure.
In Abiram Dass v. Goplat Dass(!(3) an order
admitting a respondent as caveator was held to be.
appealable on the ground that it had the same effect
as an order making hirn a defendant in the suit.
It will thus be seen that in the two cases upon,
which the bench relied in Kalimuddin v. jJ1aharui (1)
the appeal was held to be admissible or not on the'
ground that the order, which it was sought to reverse·
in each instance, was of a character expressly dealt with
under the provisions of the Code relating to orders.
jn suits. These cases do not therefore seem to. be.
authorities for holding that an order granting permission to sell estate property is not subject to appeal,
(2J (1892) 2 C.L.R.SS9·

(3)

Wi gO) 17 Cal. 48.
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smcc the Civil· Procedure Code does not make
prov1s1ons regarding orders permitting the sale of
property by an administrator under the Probate and
Administration Act.
In Uma CJ;aran Dass v. Muktak.eshi Dassi· (4) a
bench of three judges of the same Court held that an
appeal lies to the High Court against an, order passed
by a District Judge or Delegate granting peq:riission
to an executor or administrator to dispose of immoveable
property under section 90 of the Probate and
Administration Act.
,. A wide. interpretation was equitably placed upon
the word' hereby' in section 86.
The position taken w~s that such an order was
:appealable as passed under powers conferred by the
Probate :lnd Administration Act, and it was there
pointed out that section 86 of the Act says that every
·order made by a Qistrict Judge or DistrietDelegate by
virtue of the powers therebY,conferred shall be subject'
to appeal to th~ High Court.
In view of this definite statement of the conlent
,,<?'f the section· it does not, seem to me a justifiable
·criticism to say -that the effect of the words " Under
the rule contained in the Code of Civil Procedure'~
-does not seem to have been considered, and
I see no reason to sutjpose these words were
,overlooked.
····1 consider that the <decision in Uma Charan Dass
·{4) is good authority for holding that the present appeal
lies.'>
Section 86 of the Act as/it stands allows the appeal
:and there is no express provision of the Civil Procedure
Code; of which I am aware, which takes away the
right.
.. . (4) (1901) 28 Cal.

149~

~.
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Turning to the merits of the appeal before us,the administratrix Tin'l.'in, who had obtained letters
of admiilistration in accordance with the orders of
this Court on appeal from the Mandalay District
Court's order in Misceilaneous (administration)
prod
ceeding No; 172 of 1920 has obtained from the
District Court permission to sell certain lands as part
of the estate. The application for permission to sell
was, opposed with, regard to certain lands by Haji
Pu and three others, the <,!.ppellants in appeal No. 66
of this Court, on the ground that they had purchased
these lands from Maung Thu Tin and Ma The,
heirs to the deceased U Ye Din, owner of the
estate.
With regard to other lands, Maung Saw and Maung
Ni, appellants in appeal No. 67, opposed the sale en'
the' ground that they were in possession by virtue
of a mortgage from the late Tin Tin Gyi, eldest son
of the deceased U Ye Din. The District Court over- '
ruled the objections without enquiring into their merits
and allowed the sale.
/
It should be remarked that both the transactions
regarding the land took place prior to the grant of
letters to Tin Tin, whose application for letters was
dismissed by the District Court on the ground that
she had not' proved her status as adopted dallghter
of U Ye Din, but was subsequently granted on appeal
by a Bench of this Court, \;"hich found the adoption
proved.
It is not legally n~cessary for letters ofadministration to the estate of a Burman Buddbist to be taken out.
The natural children of U Ye Din denied Tin
Tin's status as adopted daughter and unless that was
es'tablished she was not an heir to the deceased and
had no interest in his estate. They partitioned the
estate between-them.

~.924
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Application for permission to sell the lands in
dispute was made on the ground that Tin Tin was
in need of money to defray the expenses incurred in
the letters of administration proceedings and for her
maintenance.
The Court ought to have inquired into the truth
of her allegations and the necessity for the sale before
granting permission.
,The estate was an extensive one· and included
valuable moveable property.
It was not desirable that permission should 'be
given to sell immoveable properties not in the possession of the administratrix, to some of which third
parties claimed an absolute title, and others of which
were subject to ostensible'encumbrances;' unless it was
'Proved that other properties,not the subject of contention, were unavailable for sale.
The Court ought also to have satisfied itself that
the sales were necessary and in the interests of the
estate as a whole. ,~It was not done so. I do not consider the necestity
for the sale has been established. I would set aside
the order with costs. Advocate's fees 3 gold mohurs
in each apptal.
It will be open to responde-fit, if she considers it
desirable, of course, to rnakea fresh application to the
Court for sale of estate property, when the Court'0will
pass orders after due enquiry in the light of the
remarks made in this appeal.
MACCOLL, J.-I concur.
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that where a Burman Buddhist leaves him survi\·jng his children by
a former marriage and also his second wife and bis children by her,
the children of the second marriage do not upon his death become
his heirs. Mfl Lcik v. Mal/ng Nwa, 4 L.B.R. 110; illi Chit Lu 101a
v.Mi Win Ma U, Civil Second Appeal 136 of 1915-refe rrcd to.
Ma Chatt 101)'a v.lifi Ngwc YOI/, 2 U.il.R.·· (1914-16) 74-follcwed.
Ma Ein Hlaing v. 101a Sh'we Khl, 3 u.n.R. 272; Ma Lay v. TU1l
Sltwc. 10 L.B.R. IO-dissentedfrom. KiP.lvun Mingyi's Digest,
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MA ll: HMYIN AND THREE v. MAUKG BA MAUI\G
BUDDHiST ECCLESIASTICAL LAW-PO{!galikll ownership oj a monastery
-Gift inter vivos oj a mOlzastery by a monk, whether validDelivery of possession not 1/iCCSSar y-Relatioll of the P' ovisions of
sections 123, t29, Transfer of Property Act, to rules of Buddhist
Law. Held, that in BuddhistEcclesiastical Law, a monk may own
a monastery as his foggaUka property and in bis life· time validly
transfer it as a gift. Held also, that where the rule of Buddhist
Laws reqdres delivery .jf possessic.n to perfect a gift of immoveable prorerty, such rule is abrogated by the provisions of sections
123 and 129 of the Transfer oi Prope~ty Act Per LENTAIGNE,
J.- 'I am satisfied that, if feel ions 123 and 129 of the Transfer of
Property Act, 1882, are read together, section 123 must be construed as enumerating the jormalif:es 'requisite for the making of
valid gifts by Hindus and Buddhists, provid€d that the gilts are
otherwise valid under the persollallaw applicable to the conor.
The arthorities in Lallu Sl1lgh v. Gur .\'m·ain (I, support the proposition·that section 123, in effect, do< s a way with the necessity oi
delivery of possession as an extra 'forma:ity in the case of a gift
made by a registered deed executed by a Hindu donor. That
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force of the section is clearly necessary in the case of a gift of
moveable property if the rei(istered deed is not to be treated as an
unnecessary redundant formality; and a similar uniform construction should be adopted fOT the same requisite in the same section
in its more extended application to gifts of immoveable property.
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FIRE 'I~SURI\NCE-DefeI1ceOf Cllllcelldt ion of policy with an!alterllative

technical defwce based on the conditiollS of the p.,Ucy-Policy of
insurance remaining with the clssurers-Dl/ty of tlie assured to
acquaint"themselves with tllt conditions in the poliCy. H cld, that a
plea that the policy of fire insurance was not in existence at the time
.of the fire and that there was no contract of insurance at all, coupled

with an alternative plea that. if there was a contract-then by reason
of certain conditions precedent to the attaching of the liability, the
defendants would not be liable, is not contrary to the law of India.
Heldful'fher. that the plaintiffs having had a protection note issued
to them by tbe defendants which set out the fact that the protection
note was issued subject to the conditions attached to the policy of
insurance, it was the bounden duty of the plaintiffs to gel into their
hands the policy from the defendants and make themselves acquainted with the conditions in que~tjon. l1z re Coleman's Deposi-

. tories, Limited, (1907) 2 K.B. 798-followed. Hing Nam Hip Kee
v. The Batavia Sea alld Fil'e Insurance Co., 6 L.B.R. 123referred to.
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INSOLVENCY--Fraudlflent prcrerellC~ ofa creddcr--Domill{lui"illletrtion ill
the milld of/he insolt'ellt-Motive o/the il/solvwt to bwefit himself.
Held, thatan act done by the insolvent,not as a free agent but und.;:r
pressure, or as .t purely voluntary act in ord~r either to protect the
insolvent from legal prc,ceedings or to gain for him some immediate ~dvantage, would not be a fraudulent preference, althouj!h it
might have the result of preferring one creditor at the expense of the
others. Held al~o, that what the Court hasto a~certaill is what was
the dominant intention in the mind of the insolvent at the time the
act was done and that it is for the other creditor to establish that the
principal vojeel oi the transaction was intended io be frr,udulent
preference. Butcllc:r v. Stead, (l875i L J. 44 C. & B.129; SI/m'p
v. Jackso/l., (1899i L.!U\.C. 419 ; 111 "e Lake, (1901) L R. 1
KB.D. 710; NriPelldra Naf" Sa"ll v,. A shlltosh Ghrse, (1915} 43
Cal. 640- ollOl('ed.
M. A. RAEBUllN & CO AND FIVE v· ZOLLIKOFFER & Co.
"INsURANCE-Prillcipal ami agent· Authority of an ageut emPloYed fo
irdrodllce bmiuess to the insllrers-Receipt by the.principal of tTte
preW1ltnL ptrid through /Ile il gellt-iVecessity to settle the pI'emilml.
H eid, that an agent employed merely to introduce bl.siness to
insurers had no authority b,' <lcC'eptiilg th~ propos<ll form f'Jr insurance and ~he premium, to billd (he insurer~ and that the grai1lin~
to him by the insurers of a bundle oj p orosal forms did not in y
way imply the grant of any particul<lr antllority tJ him. Hel,!
further, thai tile accept<ll1Ce 01 th~ premium by tile insurers did not
of itself show that they h:we accept~'i the offer. Heldjurther, that
one essential condition for due acceptance Of the offer to insure is
that the premium payable should have been settled and agreed UpOIl
between the par!ies. Held also. that in the absenc~ of proof of
special authority to the agent, acceptance by liim uf a wrong pre-:
miulll did not bind the insnrers. Christie v. North British Insura1lce Company, (1825)3 Shaw (CL of Sefs.) 519; Lindford v. the
ProvillciallIorke lind Caflle IlISttrall(e Campau)', (l905) 55 English
Reports 647.- fOllowed.
KWA HAl V. THE NORTHERN ASSURANCE Co., LTD,
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'INTERES~ AT CONTRACT RATE, CLAD·I 0F SECURED CREDITOR TO, AFTER

ADJUDICATION:

17

See

PRESIDENCY TOWNS I NSOLVENCY ACT. SECTION

~

JUDICIAL SEPARATION AND

197
PERMA~IEl\T

ALHIONY, DECREE

FOR-

Effect of subsequent colwbitafioll Hold, that a decree for judici'll
separation and for permanent alimony granted to a wife is
annulled by subsequent cohabitation of the parties and does not
revive on subsequent separation Haddo1l v. Hadrloll, (188/') 18
Q.E.D. 778-followed. Rattigan's Law of Divorce in India"eferred to.
ELLEN MA Noo v. 'WILLIAM Po THET

163

'LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE IN EXECUTION PROCEEDINGS IS A PARTY TO
THE SUIT: See PRACTICE

168

MALICE, PROOF OF, WHETHF.R NECESSARY IN suns FOR WROI\GFUL
ATTACHMENT OF PROPERTY OF THIRD PARTY: See ATTACHMENT
OF GOODS OF A THIRD PARTY

181

o

ORA SA'S SHARE, WHETHER DIVESTED IF LEFT UNCLAIMED TILL THE

SURVIVING PARENT'S DEATH:

See

POGGALIKA GIFT OF. A MONASTERY:
LA'V

PRACTICE

See

BUDDHIST ECCLESIASTICAL
.

1'RACTICE·-Second aPPeal--Legal rcpyc!io1faf;1 e,lII execlltion proceedings
of judgment-debtor. claiming att,/(hed propel'ly as his own-Ctvil
Proredure Code (V of 1908). section 47 Order 21, Rulo 5~ et. seq.-

168
131

INDEX
PAGE

Necessity for the Courts to exercise care alJd altentiQIl ilJ enquiries
under section 47, Code oJ Civil P·roeedure-Buddhisl Law-Drasa's
share lefl unclaimed till tile death ofthe SUyvll·illg parenl-Claim
aftcr surviving parent's deatll for orasa's sllare, Where a person
who is a party to execution proceedings as the legal representative
of a deceased j .Idgment-debto~, takes objt:dion to the attachment
of certain property as being his own property and not that of the
deceased judgment· debtor, ireld, that· this is a que·tion arising
between the parties to the suit within the meaning of section 47 of
the Civil Procedure Code and that therefore a ~econd appeal lies.
Held alSO, that in inquiries under section 47 of the Civil Procedure
Code, especially those involving the determination of the rights of
parties, wh9re the legal represcntati\'es of the de,;eased jucgment.
debtor have been brought in, the Courts sh0uld exercise d~!e care
and aU, ntion in the taking of evidence and iv the p; o::edt:re
adopted. Held further, that the death of the surviving p~rent
within 12 years ftom the death of the other parent, do, s not derri ve
the orasa of his right to the quarter share; and that nutwithstanding such death, he could;till claim, within the period·of limitation,
his vested quarter share. Cllotrdltry WahidAli . ,'. MIISStl111<lt
Iumaee, (1872) II B.L.R. H~ ; ilIa S?i" 1'011 V. M,l SO", (1915'
8 L.B.R. 501 ; Ma·img Pan. 0" v. Maullg Trm Tha, (1921111 L.B R.
292; lIiill1in Tha v.Ma.Naw, 2 U.B.R.\J:i92-96J 581; Mi Saw
Min Y. /Iii Saw TlJin, 1 U B.H. (19:10-131 125 ; Silwe Po v. Mallng
Bdt!. (1914) 8 L.B.R 115; Tun Tlla \. Ma Tid!, (1915: 9 L.B.R.
56 -r<jerred to. Ajo J(o:r v. Gora,~ Naill, (1914, 19 C. W N. 517 ;
A1'Il1ldadhi. v. Na!eslla, 1.1882) 5 M~.d. 458 ; Dulla v. Shill Lal,
(1916) 39 All. 47 : Gokul Singh v. Kisal1sillgh, (l91Oi 34 BOI11,
546 .. Kilriyali v. Naya.n, (l~83) 7 Mad. 255; Madhiisudhalibas"· ..
Govillda Peria, (I 889} 27 Cal. 34; Ni11lb:z Y. Silayam, (l885) 9 Bom.
458 ; !JUlle'lallun Bundopadhya v. Rabia Bibi, (1890) 17 Cal. 711 ;
Rajrup v. RangolunI, (1888) 16 Cal. 1 ; Seth Chand Mul v. Durga
Dei (1872) 11 B.L.K 149-fvllowed.
V. T. ARUNACHELLAM CHETTY

V. MAUNG SAN NGWE

See IN~URANCE
PRE~l!UM, NECESSITY TO SETTLE: See INSURANCE
•••
PR:;:SIDENCY TOWNS INSOLVENCY ACT ( III OF 1909), SECTION 17,
P1WVISO,I.:m PARAGRAPH 21 SECO:-JD SCHEDuLE~ecU1'ed creditor's
cla'11l 10 int~1'Cs! at contrael rate. Held, that a secured creditor of
an insol,ent is entitled to interest on his debt at the contract ·rate
up to the time of realisation.
PREMIUM, EFFECT OF RECEIPT OF :

IN THE MATTER OF BULABAT SAGERMULL, AN INSOLVENT

168
158
158

197

PHESIDENCY TOWNS INSOLVE;,CY ACT ·(In OF 1909), SECTION 52,
CLAUSE 2 (e) - Goods in t he posseSSIon, or disposdio.'!, of the insolvent

ill lIis trade or business-ConS!"lletioll of the wOl'ds "in Ilis trade
or busi1Iess." He~d, that the words" goods in the possession,
order or disposition Of the insolvent in his trade or busine~s .. in
section S2 of the I'residency To\'ins InSOlvency Acl, should not be
llsed in their narrow seme but should be laken to mean goods in
the insolvent's possession, order or dispvsition for the purposes of.
or purposes connected with, his trade or .business, that is to S?y
. goods 1I0t merely visibly employed in hi, trade or business but
acquired for the purposes of the business, and used for those purposes. The Colollial Ba·nk v. Whinney, 30 Ch, D. 261 ; Sherman
Masoll, L.R. (1899) 2 Q.B.D. 679-follnwed.

v:

IN THE MArTER OF L. \V. NASSE,AN INSOLVE·NT
SECOND APPEALS:

See

PRACTICE

154'
168-

T~ANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT, SECTIONS 123, 129 : See BUDDHIST·
ECCLESIASTICAL LAW
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NOTE TO HINER.

These pages should be substituted for pages 121
and 122 in the February "number of the Report.
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Turning to the merits of the appeal before us,the administratrix Tin Tin, who had obtained letters
of administration in accorClance with the orders of
this Court on appeal from the Mandalay District
Court's order in Miscellaneous (administration) proceeding No. 172 9f 1920 has obtained from the
District Court permission to sell certain lands as part
of the estate. The application for permission to sell
was opposed with regard to cer~ain lands by Haji
Pu and three others, the appellants in appeal No. 66
of this Court, on the ground that they had purchased
these lands from Maung Thu Tin and Ma The,
heirs to the \ deceased U Ye Din, owner of the
estate.
With regard to other lands, Maung Saw and Maung
Ni, appellants in appeal No. 67, opposed the sale on
. the ground that they were in possession by virtue
of a mortgage froI.P the late Tin Tin Gyi, eldest son
of thf. deceased 'tf "'Ye Din. The District Court onrruled the objections without enquiring into their
merits and allowed the sale.
H should be remarl,{ed that both the transactions
regarding the land took place prior to the grant of
letters to Tin Tin, whose application for letters was
dismissed by the District Court on the ground that
she had not proved her status as adopted daughter
of U Ye Din, but was subsequently granted on
appeal by a Bench of this Court, which found the
adoption proved.
It is not legally necessary for letters of administration to the estate of a Burman Buddhist to be taken out.
The natural children of U Ye Din denied Tin
Tin's status as adopted daughter and unless that was.
established she was not an heir to the deceased and
had no interest in his estate. They partitioned tbe:
estate between them.
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Application for permission to sell the lands in
dispute was made on the ground that Tin Tin was
in need of money to defray the expenses incurred in
the letters of administration proceedings and for ber
maintenance.
The Court ought to have inquired into the truth
of her allegations and the necessity for the sale before
granting permission.
The estate\vas an extensive one and included
-valuable moveable property.
It was not desirable that permission should be
:given to sell immoveable properties not in the possession of the administratrix, to some of which third
parties claimed an absolute title, and others of 'vvhi~h
were subject to ostensible encumbrances, unless it
was proved that other properties, not tIle subject of
.contention, were unavailable. for sale.
..
.
The Court ought also to have satisfied itself that
the sales were necessary and in the. interests of the.
-estate as a whole.
It was not done so. I do not consider the
necessity for tIle sale has been established. I would,
set aside'the order ,"vith costs. Advoc~1te's fees 3
,gold mohurs in each appeal.
It will be open to respondent, if sIle considers
it desirable, of course to make a fresh application
to the Court for sale of estate property, when the
Court will pass orders after"' due enquiry in the light
Df the remarks made in this appeal.
MACCOLL, }.-1 concur.
.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
IJ,forc }dy. Justice Hcald. Mid lify. Justice Po Han.

MA· E HMYIN

AND THREE

v.
MAUNG BA MAPNG.''f
Budflliist

Law-Ill"(ritanc(-Clflin~by

cllildren oFsecowl l/1<lrrial!e of the
deceased agai'lsl their lIIvtllCY 011 the fatller's del/tn.
Held, that where a Burman Buddhist leaves him surviving his children.by
:a former marriage :uid also his recond wife a,:c1 his·childrell by her, the
<:hilc1ren of the second marriagt' do not upon his death become his heirs.
. Md L~ik v. Ma!tIlg Nwa, 4 L.B.R. 110 ; Mi Chit Lu Jlfa v. Jofi Willlofil U,
Civil Second Appeal 131i of 1915-rcfcrrerl to.
lofa Chan lofya v. Mi Ngwc YOII, 2 U.n.R. (1914-16) 74-followcd.
lola Ein Hlamg v. lofll Sltwe Kin, 3. U.B. R. 272; loftl Lay v. Tun Sliwe,
10 L.B.I{, 10-dissented from.
.
J{inwulI ·Mingyi's Digest, Stctioll 229 _. referred to.

Chayi~for

the Appellants.
BurjoJjee-for the Hespondent.
HEALD AND Po HAN, H.-Respondent l who is
'\vic1ower of Ma E Zin a daughter of Po Thwe by
his second wife, :Ma Gun, sues that second wife and
her other children by Po Thwe, who are the present
:appellants, for Ma E Zin's share of that part of the
estate of Po Thwe 'which as he alleges was on Pe
Thwe's death allotted to the chiidren of the second
marnage.
The appellants' defence was that Ma E Zin could
not be entitled to any share in Po Thwe's estate
while her mother Ma Gun was alive.
On the pleadings the trial Court framed issues as
to the share to which Ma E Zin would under
Burmese Buddhist Law be entitled in the properties
alleged to have been allotted to Po Thwe's children
by Ma Gun, whether respondent was entitled to that
* Civil First Appeal No 4 of 1922 ag~in~t the Decree of the District Court
of Thaton in Civil Suit No.7 Of 1921.

1924

Feb. 11.
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share, whether he can claim that share while
MA E HMYIN Ma Gun is alive, whether the appellants were in
MAU~~ BA possession of that property and what income they
MAUNG.
received therefrom, and \vhat relief, if any, respondHEALD
ent was entitled to.
AND
Po HAN, JJ.
On these issues the Court found that the properties
in suit were given to Po Thwe's four children by
Ma Gun on Po Thwe's death, that Ma E Zin's interest in the immoveable property so given was onefourth, that Ma"E Zin's interest in the immoveable
property in respect of which respondent claimed was
one-tenth, that respondent was Ma E Zin's sole heir
ann as such was entitled to claim Ma E Zin's share
in spite of the fact that her mother Ma Gun was
alive, that the income which appellan ts had received
from the immoveable property W;1S Rs. 1,000 a year,
and that respondent was entitled to possession of a
.quarter share of the immoveable property, to Rs. 750
on account of the income' from that property, to
Rs.400 as respresenting his \vife's share of the moveable property and to his costs.
. Appellants allege in appeal that the lower Court
was wrong in finding that tbe immoveable property
was given to Ma Gun's childreJ;l, that in any case
such a gift would be invalid because it was not
made by registered deed, that it was not proved
that the moveable property in suit was allotted to
Ma Gun's children, that Ma E Zin could not be
entitled to any share in her father's estate so long
as her mother was alive, and that therefore respond":
ent could not be entitled to anything.
It seems clear that unless Ma Gun;s children
were heirs of their father} Po Thwe, they were not
joint owners of the estate with their mother and the
children of Po Thwe's former marriage, and therefore that they could not acquire any title by succession
1924
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or partition. The first question for decision is therefore \vnether or not the childre~ of the second
marriage were heirs of their father while their mother
was alive.
The ordinary rule of Burmese Buddhist Law is
that the widow succeeds to her husband's estate to
the exclusion of all her children (except the auratha
if there is an auratlza) and that so long as the
mother is alive ~ and remains unmarried no child of
hers-(except the auratha) can claim any share of the
property left by their father.
But it has been held that there is an exception to
that rule in cases where the father has been twice
married, and that in such a case not only the
children of the first marriage but also the children
of the second marriage can claim a share, at any rate
in- the property brought by the fath'er to the second
marriage.
In the case of Ma Lay y. Tun Shwe (1), a single
Jl1dge of the Chief Court rejected the argument that
the general rule applied in such a case and held,
dissenting from a previous decision by a singie Judge,
that the child of a second marriage was immedi<:..tely
entitled to one-eighth of the property brought by the
father to the second marriage, the widow being
entitled to two-eighths and the children of the first
marriage to five-eighths.
That ruling was followed in Upper Burma in the
-ease of Ma Ein Hlaing v. Ma Shwe Kin (2) which
similarly overruled a previous ruling (3) of the
Upper Burma Court.
If these two rulings are correct, then it is clear
that the children of the second marriage are heirs to
their father even while their mother is alive, but
(l) (1918-19) 10 L.B.R. 10.

(2) 3 U.B.R. (1917·20) 272.
(3) 2 U.B.R. \1914·161 74.
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since they are in conflict with the general rule of
Buddhist law and create an t:xception to. that rule
V.
their correatness may reasonably be doubted and it
MAUNG BA
MAUNG.
seems desirable that the matter should be further
HEALD
considered.
AND
Po HAN, JJ..
In the case of Ma Leil~ y.- Maung Nwa (4), a
bench of the Chief Court considered the law as
embodied in the Dhammathats and in the previous
rulings and came to the conclusion- that on a partition claimed. by the children of the .first marriage
against their father's second wife and the children of
the second marriage, the children of the first marriage
were entitled to a half :ihare of any property inherited
by the father after the death of the first wife and
before his marriage to the second wife, and to threecjuarters of the jointly acquired property of the first
marriage, the second wife in each case being entitled
to the remainder. The question whether the children
of the second marriage were entitled to any share in
their own right did not arise in that case, but the
learned Judges who decided the reference, do not
seem to have regarded them as being so entitled, and
th~ learned Judge who made the reference said that
he was not disposed to hold that the fact that there
were children of the second marriage made any
difference to the rllie of partition.
In Mi ClzitLu Ma v. Mi JiVin M a U (5), where a .
third wife and her children sued the children of the
first· and second marriages, the trial Court awarded a
share to the third wife, but rejected the claim of her
children. Those children appealed on· the ;ground
that they were entitled to a share in their own right,
apart from the share awarded to their mother but a
Judge of the Chief Court held that they were. not
entitled to a share while their mother was alive.

1A E HMYIN

(4) (1907-08) 4 L.B.R 110.

(51 Civil Second Appeal No. 136 of 1915.
(1917) 10 B.L.T. 41.
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In the Upper Burma case of Ma Chan Mya v. Mi
Ngwe Yon already mentioned (3) a child of a first
marriage sued the widow and child of a second
marriage and it was held that the child of a first
marriag.e was entitled to three.:fourths of the jointly
acquired property of the. first marriage, that the second
wife wa~ entitled to one-fourth and that the child
of the second marriage was not entitled to any share,
the reason for the exclusion of the children of the
second marriage being that they would succeed to
their mother's share on her· death, that being the
ordinary rule of Buddhist law.
.
At. the time therefore "'hen the case of Ma Lay v.
,Tun Shwe was decided it had been· held in both
Lower and Upper Burma that the ordin·ary rule that
the survivor of a married couple is heir to the spouse
who has died to the exclusion of all the children
except the auratha, applied to the widow and children
of a second marriage,even where there were children of
a former marriage.
In 1I1a Lay's case however the learned Judge said
that in his opinion where the Dhammathats give a
definite share to the offspring of the second marriage
in addition to the share given to their mother the
offspring cannot be said to get a share as representatives of their mother. He went on to say" Four of
the Dhammathats extracted in section 228 of the
Digest, ~Iiz., Kungya, Yazathat, Vinicchaya and
Dayajja expressly give th~ children of the second
marriage a share in addition to their mother's onefourth share. Kungya and Vinicchaya give the
children one-eighth and the Yazathat gives them onefourth. The Dayajja has two contradictory texts.
The first gives a share to the step-mother only. The
second gives a one-fifth sh<tre to the s!ep-mother
(3) 2 U.B.R. (1914-16) 74.
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and a one-fifth share to her children. Section 229
gives extracts from various other Dhammathafs which
v.
allot
a share in the property of the first marriage to
MAUNG BA
MAUNG.
the step-mother but do not mention her children.
HEALD
There is one Dhamnlt1that Manuyin, which expressly
AND
Po HAN, JJ.
declares that none of the property of the first
marriage is to be given to the offspring of the second
union and it goes on to say that none of the pro·
perty of the second marriage shall be given to the
children of the former marriage."
,
The actual effect of the Dhanunathats cited in
section 229 of the Digest" is as follows :-As regards property brought by the father to the
second marriage Vila~:;a, Dhammathatkyaw, Vinnana
M<1ouyin, Rasi, Maouvannana, Pakasani, Vicchidani,
Raiabala, Panan, Dayajja, Dhammasara and Kyetyo
all give the children of the first marriage threefourths. and the 'second wife one-fourth. The Rasi
Maouvannana, Pakasani and Dayajja make the shares
four-fifths and one-fifth if the property ,vas the
"separate property of the father". Kungya and
Vinicchaya apply to the property which the father
brought to the second marriage the rule which
nearly all the other Dhammathats apply to the jointly
acquired property of the second marriage and
so mention the children of the second marriage.
Yazathat similarly applfes to the IJrolJerty brought by
the father to the second marriage the rul.e which
Manu applies to the jointly q.cquired property of the
second marriage. In both cases it seems probable
that the compiler of the Dhammathats found the rule
in an older Dhan'zmathat and merely misapplied it.
The alternative rule in the Dayajja which is found in
no other Dhmnmathat seems to be merdy an
attempt 011 the part of the scribe to adopt the
four-fifths and one-fifth rule mentioned above so as to .

]\:IA
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provide specifically for the childreu of the second
marriage.
Most of the Dhammathats disregarded the children
of the second marriage in deciding the shares in the
property brought, by the father to the second
marriage, and regarded the children of the first
marriage alone as being entitled to claim from the
second wife their share of the property which their
'father brought to the second marriage. The reason
for allowing this claim is obviol1s, since otherwise
the property would pass to the step-mother who
having no ties of blood with her husband's children
by a former wife, might- reasonably be expected to
misappropriate their share if she were allowed to keep
it. No such reason would apply in the case 6f the
,children of the second marriage who would under the
Ordinary rule have to wait till their mother's death before they could claim any share in their father's estate.
A~ for, the jointly. acquired property of the second
man'{age all the Dham111athats with only two exceptions give the shares as one-eighth to the children of
the first marriage, five-eighths to the second wife and
-two-eighths to the children of the second marriage.
The exceptions are Manu which gives the shares as
-one-quarter, one-quarter and two-quarters respectively,
and Kyetyo which gives the shares as one-sixth.,
three-sixths and two-sixths. Vanna11a says also that
1f there are no children of the second marriage the
:shares of the children. of the first marriage and the
:second wife shall be one-fourth and three-fourths.
The question to qe decided is whether the men·tion of the share of the children of the second
(marriage in these rules warrants the inference that
those. children were entitled to claim .that share from
their own mother at once and in their own right.
1n our opinion it does not. Such an inference would
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create an t'xceptiol1 to the general rule and \vould there-·
fore need to be very strongly supported before it could
be accepted. There is a reason why the children of
the former marriage should be allewed to take their
HA~~D share but none \vhy the children of the second mar-;
Po HAl', JJ. riage should have a similar right.
In order to deter·,
mine the share of the children of the first marriage
it was necessary to consider· the interest, of the,
second wife and, her children and in our opinion.
that was why the interests' of the second wife and'
her children were separately specified. Further if
the second wife married again the children by herfirst marriage would be entitled to take their share and
that would be another reason why their sbare \;<,'oulcl
be specified. But it clo~s not follow that that share-·
could be claimed immediately on the father's death"
and since it would be contrary to the ordinary rule·
that Stich a claim! should be allowed, we would hold
that no such claim can be made, and that thj:: decision
in the cases of M (J Lay v. Tun Shwe! and M a Ein:
Hlaing v. M aung Shu:e Kin was mistaken. It fql-·
lows that at the time of the alleged partition, Ma
Gun's children were not heirs of Po Thwe, and that:
the parties to the partiti"on were merely the children,of Po Thwe's former marriage and Ma Gun. Ma.
Gun's children could therefore not have acquired any'
title by succession or partition, and no other method'
by which they could have required a valid title is,
suggested. vVe \,\Iould therefore hold that so far as.
.~he immoveable property was concerned respondent's.
suit was bound to fail and must be dismissed. As.
for the jewellery the lower Court found that it was
not proved that it was given toMa Gun's children.
ana we agree that that finding was justified.
Respondent's suit therefore fails entirely and must
be dismissed with costs for appellants throughout.

MA E HMYJN
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Buddhist Ecclesiastical LaUJ-I-'oggalika owncrship of a 1/lollastery-Gifl inter
vivos of a J!l£1naslery I:ya monk,whether, 1"llid-Deliv'e,,~~ofpossession not
ncc~ssa"y -Relation of tIle provisions of sections J23, 129, Trallsfcr of
PrcPcrty Act to rutcs of Buddhist. Law.
Hdd, that at Bllddhist Ecclesiaslic~1 Law, a monk may own" monastery as
his pog!talt!/(i property and in his life-time validly trMlsfer it as a gift.
Hdd alsJ, t'oat where a rule of Buddhisl "L:\\V, requires delivery of
pos'session to perf~ct a gift of immoveaUe prorerty, such rule'is abrogated by
the provisions of sections 123 and 129 of the Transier of Property Act.
PCI' L~:NTAlGNl!;, J.-\' I am satisfied that, if sections 123 and 129 of the
Transfer of Pr,}perlyAct. 1882 are rf'ad together, seclion 12J !TIust be construed
as enumerating theformalilics req~lisite for the making of valid gifts by Hirdus'
and Buddbists, providp.d that the gifts are otherwise valid under the personal
law applicable to the donor. The authorities in LaUu Si1zgh v. Gur Nm'ain (1)
support the !1roposition that section 123, in effect, does away with the
necessity of a deiivery of possession as an extra fo.rmajity in the case of a gift
made by a registered deed. executed by a Hindu donor. That force of the
section is c learl}' necessary in the case Of a gift of moveable property if the
registered deed is not to be treated as an unnecessary redundant formalities;
and a Sl 1l1i1 'II' unifonl1 construdion should be adopted for the same requisite
in the same section in its more extended application to gifts of immoveable
property. This construction should be equally applicable to giftS .made by
Hindu and Buddhist donors."
U Teea v. U Pyinna, 2 U.B.R. (1892-96) 59 ; Sitwe TOfl v. TJI1z Litl, 9 L.B.!?
220-rejcnedto.
Lallu Singh v. GlIr Narain (1922) 45 .-\.11. liS ; U Zaya"fa v; U Naga,
9 L.H.!~. 25:-;- followed.
Nga Po Tlzi1z V. U Tlti HZ I, 1 U.B.R. (1910-13) 183 ; U Meda v. U S,Pldi11la.
1 Ran. 494-dissented from.
31ay Dung'S Leading Cases on Buddhist LJw, 179-1'efe-rred to.

The facts connected with this appeal are fully set
out in the judgment of Carr, J., reported below.
Ba Till-for the Appellant.
Mya Bu-for the Respondents.
• Civil First A ppcalNo.139 of 1922 against the Decree of the Chief Court
of Lower Burma on the Original Side in Civil Regl,lar No. 578 of 1920.
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J.-The parties to this suit are Buddhist
The plaintiff-appellant wed for possession of a

monks.
kyaullg.
The facts disclosed are as follows. About the
end of the last century one U Zeyanda was i'l possession
of a Kyaungd aill in Rangoon. One U .Kala applied
to him for permission to erect a zayat within the
Kyaungdaik. U Zey;mda granted the permission on
condition that U Kala should also build a /?yaung fOr
him, within the Kyaungdaik. U Kala accepted this
condition and proceeded to build the kyaung, which
is the one in dispute in this suit.' Before the building
was finished U Zeyanda left the' priesthood, giving
the Kvau-ngdaill to U Ariya. U Kala apparently did
not agree that his kyaung should pass to U Ariya
and sued him in CivIl Regular No. 188 of 1902 of
the Chief Court of Lower Burma, to recoverpo:,session
of this kyaul1g. His suit \vas dismissed and thereafter
U Ariya appears to have remained in peaceful possession
of the whole Kyaimgdaik including this kyaung.
In September, 1918, by the registered deed, Exhibit
AJ . U Ariya gave the whole Kyaung;daik, except the
kyaung now in dispute, to the d.efendant~respondent,
U Sandima.
On the 6th July, 1920, U Ariya gave the kyaung
to the appellant, U Pandawl1n, in a manner said to
be in accordance with the rules of the l'inaya. This
is evidenced by Exhibit C, vvhich however is not
registered. Ori the 17th July the, gift was perfected by
the execution of the registered deed, Exhibit B.
Some five or six weeks after this U Ariya died. The
plaintiff in his evidence gives the date of death as about
the 10th waning of Wagaung, 1282 (8th September,
1920~
.
It would appear that the oral gift was made while
U Ariya was still residing in the kyaung in dispute,

I
I
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but that aftenvards he was remo"ved to the plaintiffs
own kyal,mg, where the registered deed was executed,
and where he died. It \-vas claimed that possession
had been given to the plaintiff and that he locked
up the kyaung when U Ariya left it.
The plaintiff alleg'ed that the defendants had forcibly'
taken possession of the kyazmg an d sued for possession.
It may be noted that on the 6th July, 1920, the
defendant, U Sandima, filed a suit against lJ Ariya for
possession of this kyaung (Civil Regular No. 336 of
1920 of the Chief Court of Lower Burma). This suit
was withdrawn after U Ariya's death, on the 10th
January, 1921.
,
The first issue in the suit was "whether U Ariya,
who purported to give the kyaung to the plaintiff,
was the I poggalika' owner and had the right to
.
give away the kyaung?"
The learned Judge on the Original Side did not
record any definite finding 011 this issue but held
that U Ariya II had been in undisturbed possession
since 1902 when the J(yau1'lgda~a had sought without
success to evict him and had acquired a title by
adverse possession which by ordinary law as distinct
from Buddhist Ecclesiastical law he could transfer,
and if he did so transfer it his transferee would stand
in his shoes. "
He then proceeded to consider whether there had
been actual delivery of possession to the plaintiff by
U Ariya, and came to the finding that there had not.
On that ground he dismissed the suit.
There was no discussion of the question whether
delivery of possession was in law necessary to the
validity of the gift. If the case falls under the ordinary
law-the Transfer of Property Act-I think that
there can be no doubt that such delivery was not
essential.
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If the case were governed by the Buddhist law,
u
whether ecclesiastical or lay, it may be that delivery
PANDAWUN
v.
of possession was essential. There is some doubt
·u SANDIMA. whether such a gift as this would under the Buddhist
C.4RR, J.
law require delivery of possession. I do not think it
necessary to consider what the rttle of Buddhist law
would be, for I am of opinion that. the Cluestion is
decided by sections ·123 and 129 of the '"ransfer of
Property Act. There is a long series of decisions
of the Indian Courts to the effect that the rule of
Hindu law making delivery of possession essen ti,ll to
the validity of a. gift has been abrogated by' the
Transfer of Property Act. It is not necessary to quote
all th"se. They are well summed up in the case of
Lallu Singh v. Gur Narain (1) in whIch it was held
(at page 121) that I ' we are therefore clearly of opinion
that it must now be accepted that the provisions
of section 123 (of the Transfer of Property' Act) do'
away with the necessity for the delivery of possession
even if it was required by the strict Hindu law. "
I have not heen able to find any Burma decision
on the question in its relation to the Buddhist la\ov.
But the provisions of section 129 of the Transfer of
Property Act with regard to the Hinou law and the
Buddhist law are exactly the same and if those
provisions read with section 123 have the effect of
:abrogating a rule of Hindu law they must also abrogate
an exactly similar rule of Buddhist law. 'j think
therefore that the Indian decisions should bef611owed.
I hold that delivery of possession 'was not necessary
to the validity of the gitt. The basis of the decision
in the Court below thus fail~.
But that ,decision is supported by the respondent
'On other grounds. It has not been suggested in the
.appeal that U Ariy:l did not make the gift or that it
1924

(1) (1922) 45 All. 115.
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was invalid 011 any ordinary grounds. It has, hO\,vever,
ibeen urged that it was a deathbed gift and therefore
:invaEd. I cIo not think we can consider this contention.
It was nOl raised in the Court below and it involves
questions of fact for the determination of which there
:are not materials on the record. It is too late now
.to rai::;e this defence.
The main ground now urged in support of the
decision is that U Ariya had no power to make such
a gift. In support of this proposition we have the
.decision in Nga Po Thin v. U TId Hia (2) in which
:it \-vas heJd that II a gift by a monk whether to a
.layman or to another monk of a monastery or a site
for a monastery, whethei' it has been dedicated to
.him personally or not, is invalid." This has been
followed in this Court in U M eda v. U Sal/dirna (3).
If these decisions are correct the only possible
·conclusion is that Burmese Buddhist monks as a body
(m~ completely ignorant of their own ecclesiastical
law. Such gifts.lof l?yauugs are of constant occurrence.
vVehave three of them in the case now under
consideration and in the documents evidencing t\\'o
of them it is expressly stated that the gifts have been
.so made as to comply with the rules of the llina)'a.
vVe have lhe witness U Zagaya (2, p.w.), a monk 'vvho
claims 45 II 7.oas" saying in his evidence "After a
building has b":en dedicated to a pongyi f<2r his
personal use the donee can give it away to a third
person." Ag~in II If it is a poggalika giftit can be
given away but ilOt \vhen it is tlzingiklw property."
.it He can give the property to anybody he likes whether
layman or ecClesiastic.'" Defendant, U Sandima, himself says : "U Ariya o\\"ned the land, though I say he
did not own the 1?yaung. So he could lawfully give
,away the land."
(2). (1913) 1 U.B.R. (1910-13) 183.

(3) (1923) 1 Ran. 49'1.
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In U Meda's case (3) there was a similar gift by
U Ke Tu to U Meda. A subsequent dispute was:
referreu to the Le-myo-gaing-gyok Sayadaw, \vhose
decision is thus described (p. 496) "It is to the effectthat although the land may once have belonged to·
Maung Kan Shun's ancestors yet for 200 years past
it has been kyaung land and U Meda has title to it
under the documen t given by U Ke Tujn his lifetime,"
In other words the Sayada..~" held that the gift by
U Ke Tu was valid.
The ultimate basis of the decision in Nga Po Thin's'
case (2) was a finding that a monastery cannot be the
property of an individual monk, or poggalika property ..
The learned Judge admitted the proposition to be a
novel one but justified it by refer<:!nce to the texts of
the Vinaya. He poin ted out that earlier decisions;
in which J{yaungs had been recognised as poggalika'
property and. in which gifts of them had passed
without question were based OIl the Dhanimathats,
which are not the C1uthorities on which the Ecclesiast.ical
authorities themselves decide such questions. This
is quite true but I think that it is impossible thus to
brush aside the rules contained in the Dhammnthats..
It is highly unlikely that poggalika ownership of a
monastery would have received such general recogni~ion
in the Dhamrnathats, enid in general usage, had such
ownership been prohibited by the Ecclesiastical law
and not recognised by the Ecclesiastical authorities.
With reIerence to that case U May Oung, now'
. Mr. }usticeMay Oung, says (4): " His doubtful whether,.
in the Buddha's lifetime, there was any ownership
other than sanghika-except as regards robes arId food ..
But according to the commenta.ries, the Dhammathats
and universal custom in Burma there is individuaf
ownership of all kinds of monastic property." In Nga
(4) Leading Cases on Buddhist Law 179.
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Po Thin v. U Thi Bla the learned .Additional Judicial
U
Commissioner of Upper Burma, relying solely on the PANDAWUN:
V.
canonical text of the Vinaya, doubted whether a
U SAIlDl~IA_
monastery or its site could be the subject of a poggalika
gift and deduced the proposition tllat a monk cannot CARR. J.
act as o\vner of a monastery, whether dedicated to'
him personally by the Kymmgtaga (donor) or allotted
to him by other monks, for more than 12 years.
This was nol, however, definitely decided, the case
being disposed of on the ground that a monk is not
competent to make a valid gift of a poggalika monastery
or its ~ite. It is submitted, with all due deference,
that long-established usage is against the view put
forward in this case, and that, unless and until the
ecClesiastical authorities declare that individual ownership is unlawful, the Civil Courts should continue to
rec~gnise it as they have done in the past. In Mallng
Talok v. Ma Kun (5), where the subject ma·tter of
·the suit consisted of culturable lands which bad
originally been given to a inonk and which the latter
had in turn given to the defendants, NIr. Copleston.
J .C., said, dismissing a claim made by the heirs of
the original donor:" I do not think it can be doubted that, whatever may
have been the primitive rules of Buddhism, Buddhist
monks at the present day do and may, as far as
authorities I have quoted gOj possess property. At any
rate I must hold that it has not been shown that they
may not do so. " In several other cases (6, 7 and 8)
both in Lower and in Upper Burma, individual
)wnership has been given effect tf and in Mra Paw
v. U Pyinnya (9) it was held that a pongyi can sue
(5) 2

v.n.R. (1892- 0 6) 78.

v. Maung Po Ka (l893-1900) P.J.L.B. 597.
(7) iI1aung On Gaing v. U Panctisa, ib.id. 614.
(8) U Teza'V U Pyinnya. 2 U.B.R. (1892-96) 5'1.

(o) U TeJawka

(9) (1922-23) 14 B.L.R.277.
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to have it declared that poggalika property is his.
Nor is direct textual authority wanting. As regards
'ANDAWUN
V.
monasteries the Culavci-atthakatha-nissaya mentions
SANDDIA.
bothsanghika and poggalika vihara, and in the Thalon
CARR, J.
Sayada-w's wini-pyatton there is to be found a form
of ritual to be used in dedicating a· poggalika
ky.lung. "
The case of U Teza v. U Pyinnya (8) merits
.further consideration. 'iVhat was decided in the case
was " That the orders and proceedings of the
Buddhist Ecclesiastical authorities, so long as they
keep within their jurisdiction and do nofhing contrary
to law, cannot be questionedl;in the Civil Courts. "
The present importance of the case lies in the nature
of the orders of these authorities.
The case related ;l, to kyaungdaik in Mandalay built
by Ki'ng Thibaw for the. N amt. Saya. The plaintiffs
claimed by virtue of a gift to them by the Nanu
Saya. The dispute went before the Hladive Sayada'W
and the Thathanabaing. In His order the former
said:
"The said N anu monastery was founded by King
Thibaw under the appellation of Zeya },If Qngala Rama
taik and dedicated to one N anu Sayadaw, who was
his preceptor hefore he become so:vereign. The said
Nallu Sayadmv appointed Shin Teza and Shin
Pandawa as tailwk and taikkyat in charge of the
Shanghas residing in the said monastery, and when
tbe said Nanu Sayadaw abandoned the priesthood
he made a gift and endowmen t of the entire monastery
to the said Shin Teza and Shin Panda'lfa."
It was ordered that these two monks should have
{;onlrol over the monastery and the monks residing
therein.
This order was confirmed by the Thothanabaing
.and his Council, in whose order. the f~l1owing words
U
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,occur :-" when the said Nanu Savadaw abandoned
the priesthood and became layman the said monastery
was given over as a gift by him to Shin Teza and
Shin Pandawa. "
Certain texts were quoted, of which the following may be reproduced :Culawa Atthakalha Texi, Senasana Khandaka,
page 202"If a donor out of respect and regard for an
individual (priest) builds a kyaung and
says I will make an ~ffering of it to
the Lord; and hag done so, the
kyaung becomes (the property) of that
Rahan."
Viniya Lal1kara Tika Te;>.;f, page 166" If the owner of a poggalika kyalmg is alive
and it is given a\vay by him to the Sangha
or to the assemblage Of chapter· of Sanghas
or to an individual priest, the Rahan who
gets the kyrnmg given by its owner 'has
controlover·it."
Vil1iya Lankara Text, page 170" III another way, if a donor out of regard and
respect for a certain individual (priest)
has built a kyaung and furnished it and
given it to that individual (priest) as. an
offering, in what manner Of under vd1at
saying was the gift made ? This kyaung
Was given as a gift to the Lord: it is in
this wise the k)'aung was given.'"
These texts clearly authorise poggalika ownership
of the kyaung and recognise the right of the poggalika
owner to make a gift of the k)l1ung to another
Rahan. Both of these propositions are . accepted
without question in the orders of the Hladwe
.sayado7~· and the Thathanabaing.
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In Sh'we Ton v. Tun Lin (10) a question arose as
to paddy lands possessed by pongyi, which were
regarded as having been given to him outfight as a
religious gift. The c;ase coming first before a singl~
judge of the Chief Court a reference was made to a
bench. The judges of this bench differed, one of them
holding that a pongyi conld not hold paddy landsas religious property. The reference then went
before a ful~ bench of five judges. Certain questions
""vere referred to the Thatlul11abaing and some of
this answer are of importance in this case.
He said. that in dealing with such a dispute the
tribunal should be guided by the five books of the Vil1aya
Text and the_ commentaries, sub~commentaries and.
scholia thereon-the Atthakafhas, Tikas and Ghandhltndara--':and that the Tlzathanabaing and his Council did
not recognise the authority of the Dh"amnlllthats.
In this connection, referring to Ngo Po Thin's
case, the full bench said " we are at one with Mr.
MacColl in bolding that cases of this nature should
be decided according to the ecclesiastical law, but \\'e
think that in basing his decision on the Palidmv'
(the five books of the Vinaya'fexts) alone he took
too' narrow a stand-point." After saying that the
Dhmnmathatsconlcl 110t be recognised as an authentic
guide they said At the same time we cannot entirely
exclude the Dhammathats from consideration and
,.
where the eCclesiastical law is silent we are of opinion
that the provisions of the Dhammathatsshould be
taken into account if they are not inconsistent with
the Vinaya and its commentaries, ror the Dha111,mathats
throw a valuable light on the established custom of
the country even in' regard to ecclesiastical matters r
at <L period still very recent when compared with the

a

.'

,<
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(10)(1917-18) 9 L.B.R. 220.
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age of the Vinaya and the early commentaries
thereon."
The Thatlzanabaillg's sixth answer was as
follows :" VI. The properties which a Bhikku can lawfully
own as his poggalika are: (a) Robes, food, monaste'ry and medicine
known as the four requisites;
(b) All utensils allowed by the llinaya j
(c) }Vhenpaddy lands are made over
to a layman the kappiya karaka)
and the benefits derived from th~
said lands are handed over to the
blzi!?ku, he can enjoy them
according to the ~il1aya rules.
The bhikku owns the paddy lands as his poggalika
and has full rights of disposal.
The seventh answer ,;vas :Ii VII. Bearing in mind the answers to questions
4, 5, and" 6, if a bhikku dies leaving
paddy lands without disposing of them in
his life,-time,the lands so left become
Sanghika property.. If in his life-time he
gave them away in accordance with the
vinaya to others and the donees accept
them in accordance with the vinaya rujes
the donees who so accept them are the
owners thereof."
The decision of the Court was "A pongyi after
his ordination cannot' inherit from his lay relatives.
On the death of a pongyi his lay relatives cannot
inherit' from him land which had been given to him
outright as a religious gift."
This decision was strictly limited to an ans,wer
to the questions referred. Consequently the finding
that a pongyi can hold lands as his poggali'?a property
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was not expressed. But it is necessarily implied.
And
if he can so hold paddy lands I think it must
U
PANDAWUN
necessarily be held that he can hold a k)aung as
v.
U SANDIMA. poggalika p1'OpeJ [y.
. This view is further supported by the case of
CARR, J.
U 'Zeyar'lia v. U Naga (l J), judgment in which was·
delivered by two of the judges who decided Skwe
Ton's. case (10), on the same day as the jndgment in
that case,·
In view of these decisions and the other authorities.
. quoted I think it must be held that the decision in
Nga Po Thin's case was ,vrong. I hold that a PO 11gyi
may own a kyaurrg as his poggalika property and
that he can in his life-time validly transfer it by gift.
I can find no other ground for holding that U
Ariya's gift of the kyaung in dispute to the appellant
was in valid. I would therefore allow this appeal
and give judgment for the plaintiff..,appellant as prayed
with ('.osts in both COllrts. Advocate's fee in this
Court ten gold mohurs:
1924

LENTAIGKE, }-I concur.
I am satisfied that, if sections 123 and 129 of the
Transfer of Property Act, 1882, are read together,
section 123 must be construed as enumerating the
formalities requisite for the making of valid gifts by
. Hindus and Buddhists, provided that the gifts are
otherwise valid under the personal law applicable to
the donor. The, authorities cited in Lallu Singh v.
Gur Naraill (i) support the proposition that section
123, in effect, does away with the necessity of a
delivery of possession as an extra formality in the
case of a gift made by a registered deed executed by a
Hindu donor. That force of the section is clearly
necessary in the-case of -gift of moveable property if
(11) (1917-18) 9 L.B.R. 258.

(i) (1922) 45 An. US.
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the registered deed is not to be treated as an
unnecessary redundant formality; and a similar
uniform construction should be adopted for the same
requisite in the same section in its more extended
application to gifts of immoveable property. This
construction should be equally applicable to gifts
made by Hindu and Buddhist donors.
As regards the decision in Nf.!,a Po Thi"I. v. U Thi
lIla (2), I think that the preponderance of the
authorities is strongly in favour of the finding come
to by my brother Carr on that part of the case and
that Nga Po Thin's case was wrongly decided. I
would hold that the plaintiff-appellant has prove~ his
title to recover possession of the kyaung as donee
under the deed of gift on which his case is based.
I would, therefore, set asid~ the decree of the
lower Court and grant the plaintiff-appellant a decree
for recovery of possession of the kyaung\vith costs
in both Courts. I would fix Advocate's fee in this
Court at 10 gold mohurs.
(2) /1913}

U.J~.R.

(lC)\O·13), Vol, I, page 183.
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APP ELLA TE CIVIL.
Before Sir Syd'ney Robil/Son, Kt., Cltief Justice, and Mr. Justied May Dung.

S. S. HAMEED & Co.

1924

v.

Feb. 13.

THE UNIVERSAL FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY.*
Fire il1silrance-D,jence oj cancellation of policy with an altal1ativetecltllical
d;jence based on tltt cvnditiolls of tlie. pOlicy-Fohcy oj ,tlSlINl1tced
relllaim'ng with t lie assurers-Dut y of t he assured to aeq1lai1zt themselr'es
with the cOllditions in the poltcy.
Held, that a plea that the policy of fire insurance was not in existence a
the time of the fire and tilat there was no contract of insurance at all, coupl~d
with an alternative' plea that. if there was a contrad, then by reason of certain
conditions precedent to the attaching of the liability, the defendants would nnt
be liable, is not contrary to the law of India.
Held further, that the plaiutiffs having had a protection note issued to
them by the defendants which set out the fact that the protection note was
issued subject to the conditions attached to the policy of inS'lfallce, it was the
bounden duty of the plaintiffs to getihto their haIlds tlie'policy
the defen_
dants and make themE::lves acquainted with the condition is in question.
In re Co/email's Depositories, Limited (1907) 2 K.B. 798-jollowed.
Hing Naln HiP Kee v. Tlte Batavia Sell GndFire Insurance Co., 6 L.B.R.
123-referretl to.

from

Th e facts material for purposes of this report are
set out in the judgment bf the learned Chief Justice
reported below.
Paget (\vith him P. B. Sm)':--for the Appellants.
Das (with him R. lltI. Sen)-fqr the Respondents.
C.J.-Therehas slearly been a good deal
of hard swearing in this case on one side or the
other, or on both. The claim is on an aUegec} fire
insurance on a grocery shop at Pegu effected by the
plaintiffs in Rangoon.
According to the plaint" the plaintiffs proposed
to the managing agent of the defendant-company to'
ROBINSON,

* Civil First Appeal No. 43 of 1923 against the Decree of this Cour~ 'On
the Odginal Side in Civil Regular No. 370 of 1922.
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insure their grocery shop at Pegu against. fire, and
the second defendant as managing agent accepted
s. s.
the proposal, the premium being Rs. 300. It is· HAMEED
co. &
alleged in the plaint that plaintiffs paid Rs. 300, and
v.
THE
·defendants gave them an inter;m protection note, UNIVEl~SAL
I
FIRE
No. 5240,' which was to remain in force as policy INSURANCE.
Jor twelve months from the 7th July 1921 to the Cm.fPANY.
7th July 1922." The fire took place on the 26th ROBINSON,
C.J.
February 1922. It· is alleged that, on receiving
informat.ion of the. fire, plaintiffs made a personal
'Teport to the second defendant who promised to
write to his Head Offite to pay the amount of the
-insurance. Plaintiffs made frequent demands there. :after, but were put off;from time to time by the
second defendant. They claim the full amount of the
policy, Rs. 15,000.
Defendants admit the proposal to insure, and
its acceptance. They state that on the 7th· July a
protection note was issued, plaintiffs undertaking to
~pay the premium in a day or two.
As the premium
was never paid, they allege that by a letter dated the
4th August 1921, they cancelled the protection note.
They admit that plaintiffs made a verbal report of
the ·fire, but alleged that they were at once informed
that tb~ protection note had been cancelled long
before.
The defence is that there \\'as no policy of
insurance in force at the time of the fire, and further
that, as no claim containing the· details of the loss
had been submitted in writing within fifteen days of the
fire, they were absolved from all liability. There is
a clause in the conditions of the Company's policy
:forms requiring such a statement of the loss, and
:setting out that no claim under the policy shall be
payable unless the terms of this condition have been
..complied with.
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It is thus clear that the parties are in direct con-· .
fhct
as regards the original proposal, and from that.
HAMEED &
CO.
point onwards in almost every' detail of fact in the
case.
THE
UNIVERSAL
According to the evidence· of the plaintiffs"
FIRE
INSURANCE
principal
clerk. V. Subbaya, their case \-vas that there
COMPANY.
were negotiations prior to the 7th July when the:
ROBINSON,
protection
note was issued, because they rely on an
C.J.
enlry (Exhibit D2) in their account books, showing:
an expenditure of R's. 25, for a visit l~ Pegu. Subbaya
alleges that the second defendant and' his clerk came
and told him that they must be paid their expenses to
go to Pegu to inspect the property before they would
insure it. According to thedefedants, it was the
plaintiffs who came to the defendants' place of bnsi-ness and there made a proposal which the defendants
immediately accepted as they showed that they had
previously insured their shop iT! another company..
Defendant 2 alleges that, on a promise to pay the
premium in a day or h~o, he at once issued theprotection note in his office. According to Subbaya,.
'. the second defendant, accompanied by anoth~r man,
came to plaintiffs' premises, and the second defendant
told !Jim that he was to 'pay the premium to the man
with him. This man is described by the \-vitness as·
a Bengali gentleman. He says that the next day
this man came to his office and he paid him the
premium, and that the man then gave him theprotection order, Exhibit A, and signed his name
across hvo half-anna stamps affixed to the back of
the document.
The signature on the back of Exhibit A IS·
M. Khoreshee, not a Bengali name. Now the entry
of the Rs. 25, expenses to Pegu does not' indicatethat it was expenses paId to the defendants, and. it
may quite well have been expenses for a visit of
S. S.
~I.
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inspection by one of the partners of the plaintifffirm to their Pegu shop. It seems probable to me
that tbis entry was seized on as an afterthought, an<l
that it was paid to the defendants is false. Had
there been negotiations, had there been a demand for
expenses to go to Pegu to inspect the premises, and
had this amount been paid, we should have had the
fact stated at once, and the ,entry in We accounts
\\'ould have indicated the purpose for which it was
paid and to whom it was paid. That il was· an
afterthqught would seeIT' to be indicated by the fact
that the entry was put in only at the very· end of
Subbaya's evidence and during his re-examination.
On the other hand, the version of the defendants
appears to me to be. far more probable and to be in
accordance with their usual .practice. There are
many instances in the books of protection orders
being cant.:elled for. non-payment of premium. It is
in evidence that protection orders are frequently
issued before any premi:um was paid, and I see no
reason to doubt the allegation of the second defendant that it was issued, as he alleges, on the 7th
July.
The story as to the second defendant being
accompanied by a Bengali gentleman and his telling
the plaintiffs to pay the premium to this Bengali
gentleman appears to me to be certainly untrue, as is
the story that the premium WJS paid without
any receipt b:ingreceived or demanded. The plaintiffs
have had dealings with Insurance Companies for
several years before this, and Subbaya has also had
personal dealings with such companies. They must
be aware that regular fonDS of receipt are issued
when premia are paid. The defendants habitually
issue such receipts and produce a book of forms
hawing that they do so. It is hard to believe that
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a firm, which keeps such accounts as the plaintiffs
do, would pay a sum of Rs. 300, without any receipt.
to show that payment had been made.
A witness, Labay, is produced to corroborate
Subbaya as regards the payment to this Bengali
gentleman. He happened to he in plaintiffs' shop
to pay a bill; he was aske~ to wait; and says he
saw Rs. 3qO, counted out in his presence and paid
to a Bengali Babao. He mentions that three of the
partners were present; yet none of them come fOf\vard
t6 give evidence. I cannot believe for a, moment
that, if this man had been a Bengali gentleman,
Subbaya would not h"we noticed that tlfe name .is
signed at the back of the protection note was not a
Bengali nlme. The witness, Labay, is a casuc.l
witness as, indeed, all the other 'vvitnesses for the
plaintiffs are, and in my opinion plaintiffs have not
merely failed to prove that Rs. 300 was paid in this
manner but that the whole story they' put up is
untrue.
The next question is whether th~ protection note
was cancelled bv the defendants as aileged by them
byihe letter of the 4th A1..1gUSt.
The onus of proving this is clearly on the defendants. When the premium was not paid as promised
they would, no doubt, in the ordinary course Of
business, have cancelled the protection note, and
their' action, therefore is probable and in accordance
with what would be the ordinary course of business.
The letter appears";'in a press-copy book and its
proper place. There is no reason to suppose from
the appearance of the book that a page has been
inserted, and if the letter was not issued, the only
explanation of the press letter book would be that
they had completely recopied the original press
letter book for the purpose, of inserting this letter,
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which was really never sent, in its proper place. I
can see no reason to assume anything of the
kind.
I t has been urged that a letter like this, cancelling
a protectioIl note, would cer~ainly have been sent
by registered post, and we are referred to several
similar letters, dated the 14th July, which were sent by
registered post. On examining these letters, I find!
that they were for persons residing ~.t Kemmendine,
Pazunclaung and Taikkyi.
These.might well be set:~it by post as the addressees
livecl at a considerable distance from defendant's
office, and one of them outside Rangoon altogether.
On the other hand, I find several other similar letters
which are addressed to persons living in Rangoon,
but which are not sent by registered post. There
is one sent oHthe 25th August to Chinniah Chetty,
Esq. That· letter appears from the peon-book to
have been sent by hand. Defendan'ts produced their
peon-book showing this letter to have been delivered
on the 5th August, and the acknowledgment column
contains an entry" S.S.H. & Co.," and underneath
initials.. As these initials now exist, they are "S.V.,"
but it is obvious that they ,,;ere originally something
else and that the the letter" V " has been written Over
the second letter of the initials. The first dowmvard
stroke of the" V" is made with considerable pressure
and in· placed exactly over the letter that was
After.carefully examining the
originally there.
original letter with a niagnifying glass, I have personally
little doubt that the initials were, as first written,
" S.P." with a flourish forming a circle around them.
This peon-book, no doubt, remained in the possession
of the defendants. There was no affidavit of
documents called for, and no inspection of document:>
made ; but unfortunately there is on the record no
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examination of any person as to when the alteration
was first noticed.
.HAMEED &
Lahiri, the personal clerk of the second defendant,
CO.
V.
states
that he typed the letter and press-copied it ;
THE·
UNIVERSAL that he despatched it; that he wrote the entry in
FIRE
INSURANCE
the peon-book; and that he gave it to the peon to
COMPANY.
deliver. He says the peon reported to him that the
ROBINSON,
letter had been delivered, and showed him the
C.J.
signature in the peon-book. Cross-examination pro. ceeded, but he was not asked if the signature was
then in the condition that it is in now. The whole of
his cross-examination on this point reads-" I did not
know .the signature of the plaintiffs. But I sa\-v
" S.S.H. & Co. " with an initial under it in the peonbook and so thought it "vas signed by the ·plaintiffs."
It is clearly not to the defendants' advarlbge to
make a palpable alteration in the signature acknowl. edging the receipt of this important feHer. After
the' book had been made an eXhibit, it may
easily have been inspeckd from time to time by the
plaintiffs and Subbaya; but it is impossible to say
by whom the alteration was made. It was important
for plaintiffs to destroy evidence of the proof of the
receipt of this letter of cancellation, and that is all
that can be said on the matter.
If I am right in thinking that the initials originally
read ., S.P." it is important to remember that the
son of one of the partners, who eis also a partner,
bears the name of S. P. Mohamed Hussein and,
according to the plaintiffs' evidence, he \-vasone oJ
the three partners ~vho were present in Rangoon,
attending the business in July.
It is alleged that none of the partners were in
Rangoon in August; but I cannot believe that. It
is incredible that all the four partners should have
been away from Rangoon at the same time, especially
S. S.
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'when, from the evidence of Subbaya, no single clerk
was allowed to handle money or even to recive a letter.
On behalf of the defendants we have evidence
showing that the whole of their conduct was in strict
accord with the ordinary course of business. I have
held that the premium was never paid: Such a
letter wouid therefore ordinarily be\vritten. There is
,the sworn testimony vf Lahirithat he typed this
Jetter and took a press copy of it ; that he entered it
.in the peon-book and gave it to the peon j thaf" he
.received a report from the peon that the letter had
been delivered and that he saw the initials acknowl·edging receipt in the book.
The peon has given evidence, and he §tates that
.he delivered the' letter at the plaintiffs' place of
.business. He identifies Subbaya as the man to whom
.
.he gave the letter and who signed for it.
It is clear from the cross-examination of Subbaya
:ihat the defendants did not know to whom the letter
had been delivered, and' the peon was asked to
:point out the man to whom he delivered it if he
could, and he pointed out Subbaya. Whether the
peon really remembers to whom he delivered the
Jetter and who signed fer it is a matter of doubt
But, having regard to the circumstances, the ordinary
·course of business, the evidence that has been
produced and the conduct of the parties in the case,
I see no reason to differ from the learned trial
Judge that the defendants have proved sufficiently to
transfer the onus and that the plaintiffs have failed
~to rebut the evidence on this point. I would, therefore, held that it has been proved that the protection
note' was duly cancelled, and that is sufficient for
the decision of t.his appeal.
A further point was taken, based on clause 10 of
the conditions of the policy.
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It is urged on the strength of certain passages in
weII-I~nown commenbries all fire insurance Jaw that
the defendants, having taken the position that the
policy had been cancellec., have either \vaived or are
estopped from raising technical .defences based on
the conditions of the policy. The authorities for this.
proposition ciJed in these commentaries are American
authorities and it is stran'ge that there is no English
authority, apparently taking the same view; at least
we have been referred to none. A plea that the
policy \:I,'as not in existence at the time of the fire:
and that there was no contract of insurance at all,.'
coupled with a plea that, if there \vas, then by reason.
of certain conditions precedent to the attaching 'of
any liability the defendants would not be liable, is.
not contrary to the law of India.
Plaintiffs' case is that, when making an oral claim
and reporting the loss to the defendants, they were
told that defendants were referring
the matter to,
,
their Head Office. If that be the true fact, it is
clear that no question of waiver would arise.
It is further urged that, as the defendants kne\v
that no policy had been issued, it was their bounden
duty to bring to the notice.of the plaintiffs the
action that \vas required of them, for plaintiffs would.
have been iil complete ingorance of the terms of the
policy. Plaintiffs knew that they\\'ere entitled to a
policy; they never demanded the issue of a
,policy; and ,they never took any steps to makethemselves aware of what the conditions of the
policy were although the protection note, which they
had, sets out that it was issued subject to the condi··
tions attached to the policy.
I should hesitate to hold in this case that there
was any waiver of this term, and reference may be
made to' In re 'Coleman's Depositories, Li1nited"
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(1), Fletcher Moulton, L.J., said-" Moreover, I
see nothing to prevent an adequate performance of
the conditions precedent at the date when, so far as
the Court is aware, the policy might have been
obtained by the employer if he had chosen to ask
for it j" and later he said-" The doctrine that there
is some duty on the part of theassurers to get the
policy into the physical, possession of the assured,
and that the rights of the' parties under the ~olicy
depend on the date at which this is effected, is to
me so bewildering, and so fereign to any principles
Qf law appliGable to written contracts, and so unlike
-anything to be found in previous decisions as to the
.liabilities of parties l~ri?erc~ntracts such as these,
that I 11m unable to follow it,"
.
That this was a~onditi0n precedent· I have held
in Ring Namo RiP Kee v. The Batavia Sea .and Fi1'e
Insurance Co. (2), in which I referred to the case
of Roper v. Lendoil (28 LJ.R. Q.B. 260).
If there was no waiver, failur~ to comply with
this condition is fatal to the plaintiffs' claim; but
it is not necessary for me to decide that definitely
in the present im;tance.
I would confirm the decree of the Court below
and dismiss this appeal with costs throughout.
MAY OUNG,

J.-1 concur.

(I) (1907) 2 KoB. 798.
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ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Before 1111'. Justice Rutledge,
1923
Feb. 18.

IN THE MATTER OF L. W. NASSE,
INSOLVENT .*
Presidency T01~'ItS Insolve1lcy Act (III of 1909), secti011 52, clause 2 (c)-Goods.
in tlIe possession, order or disPosition Of the insolvent ;n his t,'ade or
I:usiness-Constrution of tlIe words" in his trade or business."
Held, that the words •• goods in the possession, order or disposition of the
insolvtnt in his trade or business" in section 52 of the Presidenc\' TownS
Insolvency Act, should not be used in their narrow sense but should 'be taken
to mean goods in tile insolvent's possession, order or disposition for the purposes
of, or purposes connected with his trade or business, that is to say goods not
merely visibly employed in his trade or business, but acquired for the purposes
of the businlss and used for those purposes.
.
Tile Colonial Bank v. Whinuey, 30 eh.D. 261 ; SlIarman v. 111 aSOIl, L.R.
(189912 Q.B.D. 679-f ollowed.

N. N. Sell-for the Appellant.
A. B. Banerji-for Po Yin Gyi, Creditor No. 2B
RUTLlWGE, J.-This is an appeal by one Haja
Babu from an order of the Official Assignee dated
the 16th of October, 1923, in which he held, under
section 52, clause 2 (c), of the Presidency Towns
Insolvency Act, that the motor-car in question
belonged to the insolvent's estate. He allowed him
to rank as an unsecured creditor to the extent of
Rs. 5,000 less Rs. 500, paid•
. The appellant's case is that he bought the car in
question. from the insolvent for Rs. 5,000, and
produced a receipt for Rs. 5,500 and that he bought
it under an agreement (Exhibit B1 of the Official
Assignee's File), on the 19th February, 1923. Under
this agreement, the insolvent had the right of re-purchase at any time before the 18th of March, 1923,
and by ~xhibit C, the time for re-purchase was.
extended to the 18th of April, 1923. Admittedly the
'Insolvency Case No. 70 of 1923.
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1923
car remained in the possession of the insolvent at
IN THE
all times. The insolventtransfened the registration of
MATTER OF
the car in the Register of the Commissioner of Police L. W. NASSEl'·
to the name of Raja Babu on the 9th of March, INSOLVENT.
.1923, and he also gave the Insurance Policy, which RUTLEDGE, J. .
was not transferred to Raja Babu's name.
Two questions for consideration arise under section
52 of the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act. The
first is whether the car was in the "possession, order
or disposition of the insolvent by the consent and
permission of the true owner"? And the second is :
Was it in the 'insolvent's "possession, ()rder or
disposition in his trade or business." ?
The first question is not seriously contested by
the purchaser. It is perfectly clear that he left the: car
in the insolvent's possessi(.· 'ad consequently there
was nothing to prevent tl-:e insolvent from dealing
with it as he chose. Mr, Banerjee contends that, as
a matter of fact, he has dealt with it; that the
insolvent pl('dged the car to his client, Po Yin Gyi ,
and that he would not have been able to commit
this fraud upon his client if Raja Babu had taken
possession of the car 011 his purchase.
The other question is one of some difficulty. If
the words "in his trade or business" are construed
in a narrow sense, it could hardly be said that the
motor-car \vas in the possession of a brick contractor
in his trade or business.
Various decisions can be cited to show that the
word "business" is a wider one than the word
" trade," and perhaps in the case of a brick contractor,
which admittedly the insolvent was, it is a more
suitable word. The words of the English Bankruptcy
Act are the same as those of the Act before me, and,
consequently, the English decisions are relevant in
dealing with this question.
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In the well known case of the Colonial Bank v.
IN THE
. Wlzinney (1 ),two of the Lords Justices were evidently
OF
L. W, N~SSE, of opinion that the words cannot be used in their
INSOLVENT.
narrow sense. At page 274, Lord Justice Cotton
. ~UTLEDGE,J. says: II But in my opinion the words go further than
that. . I.think the true constrltction is that the goods
must be in his order or disposition for the purposes
of, or purposes c'onnected with, his trade or business."
And at page 281?Lord Justice Lindley says: ,I If then,
the language I in his trade or business' means, as I
think. it does, not merely visibly employed in his
trade or business; but acquired for the purposes of
the business and used for those purposes, than
these shares were in Mr. Blakeway's trade or business. lr
It is true that this case was reversed on other
p-oints by the House of Lords in Law Reports
XI, Appeal Cases, page 426; but the reasons for
the reversal were in noway connected with the
construction to. be put upon the words "in his
trade or business." And I would note that in the
subsequent case of Sharman v. Mason (2), the words
I have quoted from the judgments of the Lords Justices
in the Colonial Bank r.asewere treated as - good
law. In this case also I would refer to observations of
Ridley, L.J., at page 684.:-" During the argument
several instances were put by the appellant of things
used similarly to the stands which would not, as it
was contended, be considered to be connected ~vith
the bankrupt's trade or business. Such were a
brougham to convey goods or stands 'of little value
in a wig shop. 'But it appears to me that' in each
instance the things in qU'~stion would be connected
with the trade or business, and, therefore, within the
order and disposition section, if the bankrupt was in
possession of them I in such circumstances that, a
1923

~1ATTER

(1) (1885) L.R. 30 Ch. D. 261.

(2) L.R.(899) 2 Q.B.D. 679.
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reputed owner, he could have sold them, or othervlise obtained credit upon them, in the course of
his trade or business'."
In the present case, the appellant, in his cross
examination, admits the following: (/ I knew rvlr. Nasse
to be the P. \V.D. contractor. His contract was to
supply~ bricks to the P. W.D. from the Kokine brickfields and for that purpose the insolvent had to use
his car every day and in fact he \\'as using this
every day."
In a; country like the present, where distances
are considerable and the facilities for travel by rail,
tram and motor bus are not at all similar to, or
as advanced as in, certain Western cities for ce,rtain
types of business tbe motor-car has become not merely
a pleasant means of conveyance but practically a
necessity.
The appellant admits, in the passage I have quoted
above, that in connection with the fulfilment of his
contract, the insolvent was using this car. If,
then, the construction to be put upon these words
111 the English authorities is correct-and I am of
opinion th~t it is-'I am bound to hold that he used
this car in connection with his "trade or business,"
and consequently it comes within the operation of
section 52 of the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act.
I accordingly confirm the Official Assignee's
-decision.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Sydney Robinson, Kt., Chief hlstice, and Mr. Justice May GIllig.
1924

KWA HAl

Feb. 19.

v.

....:.

THE NORTHERN ASSURANCE Co.,

LTD.'~

Insurance-Principal and agent-Authority of an agent emPloyed to i1l11'oduce
business to the il1sllrers-Receipt by the principal of the premium paid
tllfough the agent--Necessity to settle the preml1~m.
Held, that an agent employed merely to introduce business to insurers had
no authority by accepting the proposal form for insurance and the premium, to
bind the illSl1rerS and tll;;\! the granting to him by the insurers of a bundle of
proposal forms did nut in arry way imply the grant oi any particular authprily.
to him.
Held furtflel', that the acceptance o! the premium by the insurers did not of
itself show that they have accepted the offer.
Held furl hiI', that one essential condition for due acceptance of the offer to
insure is that the premium payable should have been settled and agreed upon
between the parties.
Held also, that in the absence Of proof of special a1,1thority to the agent
:lcceptance by him of a wrong premium di.d not bind the insurers.
Christie v. North British b1S1wauce Company, (1825) 3 Shaw (Ct. of Sess.)
St9; Linford v. The Frovincial Horse and Cottle Insurance Company, (1905),
55 English Reports 647-followed.

Chari-for the Appellant.
Paget-for the Respondents.
ROBINSON, C.]., AND MAY OUNG, J.-The Northern
Assurance Company, Limited (incorporated in Great
Britain), had as their Burma Agents Messrs. V.
Zolli.~pfer & Co. of Rangoon. The latter, whom we
will refer to later on in this judgment as the Agents,
employed one of their clerks, Maung So Hlaing, who
has no experience whatever of insurance business, to
go out and canvass for proposals. They gave him a
bundle of proposal forms and a book of ordinary
receipt forms, as their method of business was only

* Civil First Appeal No:65 of 1923 from the District Court of Pegu in
Civil Suit No. 19 of 1922.
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to consider proposals covered by premia. They also
gave him a visiting card containing the name of the
Assurance Company, and underneath .i Agency, V.
Zollikofer & Co." with the Rangoon address, and in
the corner" Represented by Maung So Hlaing."
On the 19th January 1922 So Hlaing went to
Daiku, and there he got six proposals. The plaintiff's proposal was filled up by him, but, as it appears,
incorrectly. He gave plaintiff a receipt for Rs. 200,
the sum that he received as the premium. He bad
been given a book containing the ordinary rates
charged to study and he specified to the proposers the
premium they will have to pay based on'bis recollection
of the rates specified in this book. After the words
,i dwelling-house" in the proposal form, Exhibit 1, the
agents have added" with retail shop (hazardous),"
and, after the description of the materials of the
building, they have added "surrounded by houses of
same risk."
On his return So Hlaing gave them the proposal,
and they questioned him with reference to it; and
learning that the plaintiff carried on a shop in this
building and sold such things as kerosene oil, they
made this addition to the proposal. The result was
that the rate of premium that had to be charged for
this insurance was double that specified by So Hlaing.
So Hlaing \-vas sent back to Daiku, and told to
inform the plaintiff of this which amounts to a
counter offer by the Agents to the plaintiff, wbich
offer had to be accepted by the plaintiff before there
could be any binding contract between them.
So Hlaing did return to Daiku, anci was there on
the 24th or 25th January. We see no reason to
doubt the evidence that he went to the plaintiff's
house and saw one of his sons, a young man of 22.
He was told that plaintiff was seriously ill and that
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he could not see him. But he informed the son of
the facts, and was told that the son could riot decide
such an important matter, and he apparently left,
telling him to communicate with hin} when they had
considered whether they would accept the increased
premium.
Nothing waS heard from the plaintiff, anrl on the
27th January his house \\'as burnt down. The fire
or~ginated in another house further off, and spread
to plaintiff's house. There is no question of liability
.had there been a completed contract of insurance.
The lower Court has dismissed plaintiff's suit
and it is now urged on appeal that So Hlaing was
held out by the Agents .as having authority provisionally to accept the proposal, and that the result
of that fact, con pled with the acceptance of the
money as premium or part thereof, is that the
Agents must be taken to have promised that the
proposer should be deemed to be insured until such
time as they reject his - proposal or issue a policy.
In short the argument is that the position is the
same as if the Agents had i 9sued an interim protection note.
H is further argued that So Hlaing informed the
proposer that, having paid the preminm demanded,
his property would be insured as from that date.
The first point ror consideration is what was the
authority of So Hlaing.
The authority of any particular ageTit varies according to circumstances. An agent employed merely to
introduce business to the insurers is not in any real
sense of the word their agent. His business is
merely to obtain proposals and transmit them to the
insurers. That is the whole extent of his authority.
He can neither' accept any proposal nor is.sue a
cover note, and, in so far as he filled up the
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proposal form for the proposer, be is to be regarded
as the agent of the proposer, and not the agent of
the agents. The granting to him of a bundle of
proposal forms does not in any way imply the gralH
of any particular authority to him. The grant of a
book of receipt forms, not specially worded, does not
give rise to any implied authority. He signed the
receipt that was given to the plaintiff in his own
name, under which he wrote" V. Zollikofer & Co."
He was receiving this money to take it on behalf
of the proposer and pay it to V. Zollikoffer & Co.,
who had sent him out, and the addition cf the
agent's name tln<:1ernealh his own gives rise to no
implied authority, nor does the visiting card which
is only to indicate that he may be trusted to submit
the proposals and any money deposited to the'
Agents.
The question is whether the proposal has been
to any degree accepted by the Agents. Acceptance
by them may he .sho\vn in various ways. The
acceptance of the' premium. does not of i/selj show
that they. have accepted the offer. There n1ust be
circumstances: besides the mere acceptance of the
premium, pointing to such an acceptance. Vv'hat
facts will constitute an acceptance on the part of the
insurers will depend upon the circumstances of a
particular case. It is however, essential that the
premium should have been fixed, .as, until it is fixed ,
it is impossible to hold that there is" a completed
contract.
In Christie v. North British Insurance C0171p an v
(a Scotch case) (1),' it was said·-(' It is impossibie
to assent to t.he doctrine that without a delivered
policy. there is no insurance... If the premIum in
this case had been agreed on, the' insurance
~

(If (1825) 3 Shaw (et I)f Sess.) 519.
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would have been effected, although no policy was
delivered; but the premises here cannot be held
to have been insured, the premium never having
heen determined on, and never having been fixed by
the Phrenix Office."
Now the facts of this particular case show that,
owing to the statement by the proposer in the
proposal, the wrong premium was presumed and
that the company cannot be held to be bound by
a completed contract since they must be taken to
have said-" vVe cannot accept this proposal on a
premium of Rs. 200, but we are prepared to insure
your house if you will agree to pay a premium
of Rs. 400. In other words, the matter was still
in the stage of negotiation.. The deposit of Rs. 200
cannot compel the Agents to a contract, nor can
the action of an agent,' occupying no hi'gher posi-'
tion than So Hlaing occupied, make them liable to
the plaintiff.
In Lindford v. The Provincial Horse and Cattle
Insurance Cornpa1'W (2), an ordinary local agent
received the plaintiff's proposal. "He retained tbe
annual premium, misapplied the money, and never
forwarded the proposal to the company. It was
held" in the absence of proof of special authority to
the agent, that the company were not buund to grant
to policy."
There is no proof of any special .authority to So
Hlaing in this case, and the acceptance of the socalled premium by him cannot bind the Company.
Had the plaintiff accepted the agent's offer, they
would, no doubt, have given him an interim protection note until the policy was prepared. But there
is nothing in this case to show that, in the
absence of this special contract for interim protec. (2) (1905) SS English Report 647.
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tion, there was any contract at all between the parties
on which plaintiff could recover damages. So
Hlaing's statement to the plaintiff .that if he paid
Rs. 200 his property \vould be insured as from that
date was made absolutely without authority.
The sole question therefore· in this case is
whether there was any completed contract to insure
or to insure for a limited period. We are unable
'·to find any ground for holding that there was.
The decree of the Court below will be confirmed,
and appeal dismissed with costs throughout.
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ORIGINAL ClVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Beasley.

ELLEN MA NOO

v.
WILLIAM
PO THIT.:K<
'.
Judicial 5ep,lratioll a1ld perm<ll1ent alimollY, deCl'ee for-Effect of subseque11t
.
cohabitation.
Held, that a rle(;ree for juclici:tl separation and .f.o·r perm:ll1ent alim,pny
grantetj to a wife is annulled by snbsequent cohabitation ·of the parties ~nd
does not revive on subseq'lent separation.

Haddon v. Haddoll, (1887) 18 Q.B.E. 778-fo!10wed.
Rattigall's Law of Divorce in India-referred to.

Having obtained agail1st her bnsband, the respondent in Civil Regular No. 178 of 1903,. a decree
for judicial separation and permanent alimony, the
petitioner sought in these execution proceedings to
execute the decree for alimony. The some\vhat
strange circumstances out of whiGh these proceedings arose, appear for purposes of this report very
clearly in order of the Court reported below.
Leach-for the Petitioner.
Cowasjee~for the Respondent. .
* Civil Execution No. 348 of 1923.
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J.-The point in this case is a very short
ELLENMA
one. It is whether the petitioner can proceed to
Noo
.
execution of the decree sIle obtained against the
V.
WILLIAM Po
respondent in Civil Regular No. 178 of 1903. That
1 HIT.
was a decree granting the petitioner a judicial separation and permanent alimony. The facts are some. what pe·culiar and unusual and in my view can be
stated shortly. They are as follows :- "
In 1903 the petitioner \7.'1l0 is the wife of M,UlDg
Po Thit, Barrister-at-Law, of Rangoon, obtained a
decree for judicial separation from her husband, the
respondent in this case, with permanent alimony.
The petitioper lived apart from the respondent under
this decree until about the 1st February 1907-the
exact date is not material-·but it would appear to be
about that date when they again lived together. The
pet'itioner and the respondent cohabited together as
husband and wifel!p to the 25th of October 1921,
when, according to the allegations of the petitioner,
owing to the cruelty of the respondent, shf left bim
and it is in respect 'of the maintenance from that
date until the present d,iy that the petitioner desires
to execute the decree granted to her in 1903. The
petitioner further "lieges that at the time of the
resumption of cohabitation the respondent entered
into a written agreement that if he misbehaved against
the petitioner in future he would continue to pay
Rs. 50 monthly maintenance as usual.
I do not I1d'wever attach any importance to this
document. The short point is whether the petitioner
having resumed cohabitation with the respondent the
judicial separation is thereby ipso facto annulled. In
support of this statement I have been referred to a
note in Rattigan's Law of Divorce (Indial-a note to
section 26 of the Indian Divorce Act. Iris to the
-effect that, if, after a decree of judicial separation ,
BEASLEY,
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the husband and wife resume cohabitation, the decree
1924
is ipso facto annulled. The. authority given for the ELLENIMA
Noo
statement is Thicknesse's Husband and Wife, page
t'.
1'75, a text-book which. is apparently unobtainable '"';II;j~~~~ Po
here.
iII"...· .
BEASLEY, J.
T here does not appear to have b een any decIsIOns.'
in India upon this question but there is an 'English
decision directly in point and that is Haddon v.
Haddon (1). "1 hat was an appeal upon a case stated
from the Jushces of the County of Leicester to the
Queen's Bench Division. in that case the v,ife had
obtained. an order for judicial separation and an order
for maintenance from her husband, in September
1882. In November 1882, the husband and wife
resumed '. cohabitiation and continued such cohabit
ation· until November 1883, when the wife left the
husband and did not again live with him. In 1884,
the wife sought to recover from the husband :£ 15
which was then alleged to be due under' the
aforesaid order of the justices of September 30, 1882,
and the Justices who heard the case. ordered the
husband to pay the amount claimed and he continued
to make the weekly payments under the order until
some time in the year 1886, when he ceased to
make this weekly payment. Iu November of that
year, the wife again sought to recover before the
Justice~ £, 8, being the arrears for
eight weeks
alleged to be due under the order of September 30,
1882, and the Jllstices gran ted a distress warrant on
the goods of the husband to levy the sum of :£ 8
and costs. The question referred to the opinion of
the Queen's Bench Division was whether the order
f0r the judicial separation of September 30,. 1882,
and payment of the \veekly sums under that order.
could be enforced against the appellant, or whether(1) (1887) 18 Q.B.D. 778.
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that order had been annulled by reason of the"
ELLEN MA
subsequent cohabitation of the appellant and the
Nt1~O
respondent. It was held that the order was annulled
WILLiAM Po by reason of the -subsequent resumption of cohabitTUlT.
BEASLEY, J ation and that therefore the wife could not enforce
. payment of the weekly sums alleged to have become
due under it after she again left her husband.
The law on the subject is fully dealt with in the
judgment of Hawkins, J. On page 781, in the
. course of his judgment, he says ;_1 1 IJ is impossible to suppose that the legislature, in giving
magistrates power to release a wife from the
obligation of cohabitation by reason of imminent
danger from her husband's violence, intended to'
confer upon them jurisdiction to make an order
which should give a wife liberty to live apart from
and resume cohabitation with her husband when
and as often as she should-think fit, . and compel
her husband to maintain her at all times and when
it pleased her to separate from him even though her
safety no longer required a separation." And, further,
on the same page he says :-(( If after resumption of
cohabitation, fresh assults of an aggravated character
are made by the husband, so as again to imperil
her safety, the wife must apply for a new order,
and cannot again avail herself of that which by
her own act in returning to cohabitation she has
exhausted.
It is true tint this was an appeal against the
decision of the Justices and not against an order
of the Divorce Court, but it is quite clear frr ~
the judgment of A. L. Smith, J., in the same case
that it is beyond question that the law as administered in the Divorce Court is that upon resumption
.of cohabitation a decree theretofore made of judicial
separation on the ground 01 cruelty comes to an
1924
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end. The judgment of A. L.. Smith, J., is very
short and very mudl to the point. It is as follows : ,e I agree in the judgment just delivered of my
brother Hawkins. I have had the advantage of
reading it, and I only wish to add this. The order
made by the Justices is to have the torce and effect
in all respects of a decree of judIcial separation on
the ground of crueVy; such is the enactment in
section 4 of 41 and 42 Viet., c. 19. It is beyond
question, the law, ~s admi)1istered in the Divorce
. Court (as I have ascertained), that upon resumption
of cohabitation a decree theretofore made of judicial
separatio'n on the ground of cruelty comes to an end.
This, if inquired into, is beyond doubt. The reason
is that the resumption of cohabitation puts an end to
the . cause fOf which the judicial separation was
~ranted ; and after such resumption of cohabitation
if proceedings are to be taken at all, they must be
taken by a fresh suit. In my judgment the decision
of the Justices was erroneous."
In the absence of any Indian authority to the
contrary I feel that I cannot do better than follow the
established practice of the Divorce Court in England
and to hold that the resumption of cohabitation in
this case annuBed the decree obtained in 1903. In
my view; the written agreement alleged cannot affect
the matter in the slightest degree. The petitioner
has returned to her hushand i the permanent alimony
granted to her by the decree for judicial separation
was merely· consequential; she' chose to '(resume
. cohabitation, and, in my view, there cannot be any
such thing as a conditional resumption of cohabit.
ation. Either the wife accepts her decree for judicial
separation and lives apart from her husband under
it or she does not accept it. There cannot be in
my view any intermediate stage between acceptance
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of the judicial separation and its non-acceptance.
Under these circumstances it follows that the decree
Noo
obtained in 1903 for judicial separation and pefV.
"~'ILLJAM Po
manent
alimony cannoJ be executed as it . was
THIT.
annulled when the petitioner resumed cohabitation
BEASLEY,
J. 'vvith the. respondent. If the petitioner desires to,
obtain an order for maintenance Of alimony from the
respondent she mllst start fresh proceedings founded
on her allegations of cruelty.. The application is.
accordingly dismissed with costs.
ELLEN

MA

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Beforc Mr. Justice Lelltaignc, alld Mr. Justice Can'.
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V. T. ARUNACHELLAM CHETTY

v.
MAUNG SAN NG\VE.*
Praeticc-Secolid ap1>~al-Legalrep~8s'el1tative, in executio II proceedings. of
judgmellt-debtor clainzi1/g attached proPerty (1S ltis own-Civil Proce"
dure Code \V oj !'108), sec/ion 47, Order 21, rUleS 58 et seq:·- Necessity
for the Courts to exercise care and attc1ition i1l ellqltlrics WIder Etcfion 47,
Code 01 Cil'il Procedure-Buddhist Law-Orasa's s1larc left unclaimed tin
ti,e death of flie Sllr;'iviJ·g parellt-Claim aftel' slln'iving parellt's dedh
for orasa'$ share.
Where a person who is a pa~ty to execution proceedings as the legal representativ.e of a deceased judgment-debtor, takes ohjection to the attachment of
certain property as being his own property and not that of the deceased judgment-debtor, held, that this is a question arising between the p'arties to the suit
within the meaning of section 47 of the Civil Procedure COde and that therefore.
_.
a second appeal lies.
,i:;: eld also, that in inquiries under section 47 01 the Civil Procedure Code,.
especially those involving the determ.ination of the rights of parties. where the,.
.legal representatives of the deceased judgment-debtor have been hrought in
the Courts should exercis~ due care and attention in the taking of evidence
anc1 in the procedure adopted..
Held further, that the death Of the surviving 'parent within 12 years from
the death 'of the other parent? does not deprive the orast? of his right to thequarter share; and that notwithstanding such death, he could still claim, within
the period of limita!ioD, his vtsted quarter share,

* Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 272 of 1922 against the Order of the'
District Court of Proine in CivU Execution Case No. 10 of 1922.
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Ma MiJ~ TlJa v. Ma Naw, 2 U.B.R. (1812-96) 581 j Ma Seill Ton v. Ma SOl1,
(1915) 8 L.B.R. 501 j JIi Saw MyiJ, ~. Mi Saw Thill, 2 V.n-.R. (1910-13) 25 j
Sk1IJe Po Y. Maung Bei1J, (1914) 8 L.B:R. US-referred 10.
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v:r.
ARUNA-

CHELU.M
AjoKoer v. Gorak Nath, (l9H) 19C:W.N. 517 j I1rlwdadhi v. Natesha
CaRTTY
(1882) 5 Mad. 458 j DIIlla v. Sllib Lal. (1916) 39 All. 47; Goklllsingh v.
v.
KisQlIsitlgh, (19101 34 Bam. 546 j' Kali Charan v: Jewat ])/Ibc, (1905) 28 All.
MAUNG
51 ; Kuriyali v. Mayan, (l8ll3) 7 Mad. 255 ; "jadll1lsudan Das v. (;obinda SAN NGWE.
l'eria, (1899) 27 Cal. 34 ; IJaung Pall On v. 'J1Jaung Tha, (1921) 11 L.B.R.
292 j Nimba v. Silaram, (1885) 9 Born., 458 ; PUllchanun Blllldopadhya v.
Rabia Bibi, (1890) 17 Cal.'711 ; Rajrup v. Ratlgolanl, (1881) 16 Cal. 1 ; Sdh
Chand Mal v. Durga Vei, (1889) 12 All. 313 ; TUfI Tlta v. Ma Thit, (1915)'
9 L.B.H. 56-followed.
. Ch0111dhry Wafzid Ali v. Mussamat Jllmaec, (1872) 11 B.L.R. 149-distilfguishcd.
Manl1kye, Book X-referred to.

The facts arising out of this appeal and three
other connected appeals are stated at length in the
judgment of Carr, J., reported below.
Thein M aung~for the Appellant.
Keith-for the Respondent.
CARR, J.-This appeal arises out of Civil Execution No. 10 of 1922 of the District Court of Prome.
Civil Miscellaneous Appeals ~Nos. 12, 13 and 14
.of 1923 arise, respectively, out of Civil Execution
Nos. IS, 30 and 34 of 1922 of the Subdivisional
Court of Prome. The present respondent, Maung San
Ngwe,· is the appellant in the other three appeals.
The questions that arise in the fuur appeals are the
same. They will be dealt with together.
All the decr~es in question were passed ei ther
against Ma Kyi, now deceased, or against Maung
San Ngwe as her legal representative. He is a party
to all the execution. proceedings as Ma Kyi's legal
representative and to none 1n his personal capacity.
The various decree-holders took out attachlllent
of various properties. San Ngwe then filed petitions
in each case. In these he alleges that h~ is the
orasa and only surviving. son of Maung AungGaung
14
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and Ma Kyi jthat Maung Aung Gaung died in
the year 1277 B.E., i.e. less than 12 years ago, and
ARUNACHELLAM
that at that time the joint estate of Maung Aung
CHETTY
Gaung and Ma Kyi consisted of various imrnoveV.
MAUNG
debts to the amount
SAN NGWE. able properties' jewellery and
of
about
two
lakhs
of
rupees
owing
fo them: that
CAlms,].
Ma Kyi has since collected and spent the two' lakhs
of rupe~s and has mo,'tgaged some [,t least of the
immoveable property and jewellery.
He claimed that as orasa SOl'1 he was en titled to
. one-quarter of the estate and' prayed therefore that
one-quarter of the property attached should be
released from attachment. This claim was al1o~ved
by the District Judge in Execution No. 10 of 1922,
and the decree-holder appeals. In the other three
cases the Subdivisional Judge disallo'wed his claim
and this decision was upheld on appeal by the Divisional ·Court. San N gwe ~ppcals against these decisions.
It should be noted that in the District Court
case the decree-holder. filed a reply to San Ngwe's
petition, denying that San Ngwe waS the orasa son.
He further contended that if San N gwe was' the
orasa son and entitled to a one-fourth share of the
estatt: his proper course was to file a regular suit
and not to apply for removal of attachment. In
argument the decree-hoider's pleader appears to have
taken up a somewhat different line. He is quoted
in tbe District }lldge's order as contending that
"San Ngwe is no longer an . orasa son after the
death of his mother." This might be takellto imply
an admission that San Ngwe was originally the orasa
son but I do not think it would be just to hold
that the decree-holder has admitted this fact.
In. the other cases no replies on this point seem
to have been filed. In' none of the cases ,vas <lny
V.T.
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evidence taken. It appears therefore' that we. have
so . far only San Ngwe's assertion that· he is the
,orasa son and this fact, which is essential to his
claim, has been neither admitted nor proved.
His claim is based on ·the proposition that on
the death of the father the orasa son is entitled
to a one-fourth share of the estate and that this
:share vests in him at once; that if he does· not
-claim this share the mother is still not entitled to
.·dispose of it and holds it for him; and that even
-if he has not' claimed the share before the' death
of the mother it remains his and he can still
<Claim it.
The case for the opposite parties rests on the
proposition that if the orasa son does not claim
,his share before the death of his mother his claim
.lapses and his share becomes merged in the estate
,of his mother and he can claim only as her heir.
Mr. Sen, for the respondent in Appeal No. 14,
ihas contended that there is no right of second
appeal. Maung San Ngwc, he says, in his personal
,c<.pacity, that is in· the capacity in which he
-claims a one-fourth share, is' not a party to the
decree. The question arising between him and the
decree-holder is, therefore, not one for decision under
:section 47 of the Civil Procedure Code. Thedecision of the Subdivisional Court was an "order '.' and
not a " decree," and a second appeal from an order
,does not lie.
Leaving aside for' the moment the question
whether this matter is one for decision under section
47, I think there can be no doubt that all the
,courts below have treated it as if· it were such
.a question: In each case it has been death with
1n the . record of execution proceedings. If it
.is not a question under section 47 it must ue oue
c.'
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coming under Order 21, Rule 58 et sequentes. such
questions are invariably dealt with in separate
ARUNACHELLAM
proceedings and this practice is so well established
CHETTY
and so universally known that it is impossible to
V.
, M.AUNG
SAN NGWE. consider the oniission to open sep£!,rate proceedings.
as: a mere eITor of office procequre. Moreover if
CARR. ].
the question is one under Order 21'lhere is no right
even of first appeal. The Divisional Judge must
therefore have regarded the matter as one coming
within section 47. In these circumstances I think
we must hold that all these appeals lie. Bttt if \\'e
find that the question does not fall under section 47
we must set aside all the decisions as without jl1fis~
diction and refer Maung San Ngwe to his proper
remedY·
In its essentials 'the, problem under section 47 is:
this :Where a person who is a party to execution proceedings, as judgment-debtor, merely in his capacity a~ a,
representative of the deceased debtor, takes objecbon
t,9 the 'attachment of certain property on the ground':
that it is his own private property and not the;
property of the estate of the deceased is the question
one arising behveen the parties to the suit within the
meaning of section 47 of the Civil Procedure Code?There is a large body of authority to the effect
that a such question is \~ithin the scope of that.
section. I have found a few to the opposite effect.
but none which have not been overruled.
\~.
The case of Chowdh1'y T1Tohid' Ali v. Mussamat
jU1izaee (1) may be mentioned, but'! agree. 'with the,
view of Straight, J., in the case next to be quoted1,
that tbis decision of their Lordships of the Privy
Council does not conclude the question now
before us.
V.T.

--'"-----..,------------'--------(1) (1872) 11 B.L.R. 149,
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In Seth Chand Mal v. Iiurga Dei (2), the question
came before a full bench of five judges of the
Allahabad· High Court, fO:l1r of whom concurred in
the' finding that the question was one within the
scope of section 244 of the Civil Procedure Code
(now section 47).
Their decision is thus stated : II Where
a judg!TIept-debtor dies after the
passing of the decree, and his legal representatives .are. brought on the record in
execution proceedings to represent him in
respect of the decree, questions which they
raise as to property to which they say does
not belong to his assets in their hanos
and as .such is not capable of being taken
in execution, are questions which under
section 244 (c) of the Civil Procedure Code
rilUst be .determined in . the execution
department, and not by separate suit.
There is no distinction in this respect
between the positions of legal representatives
added to the suit before, and those added
after, the decree."
. In Punchar-lun B'ltndopadh}'a v. Rabia Bibi (3), a
full bench of five judges of the Calcutta High Court
.arrived at the same conclusion, unanimously.
Other decisions to the same effect are:Arundadhi v. Natcsha (4),
Kuriyali v. Nayan (5),
Nhnba v. Sitaram (6),
Rajrupv .. Rangolam (7),
Madhusudan Das v. Gobinda Peria (8),
(2) (18S9) 12 All. 313.
(3j (1890) 17 Cal. ill.
(4) (1882) 5 Mad. 458.

(5) (lS83) 7 Mad. 255.
(6) (l8SS) 9 Rom. 458.
(7) (1888) 16 Cal. 1.
(8)( 189\1) 27 Cal. 34.
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[{ali Charan v. ]ewat Dube (9),
Gokul Singh v. I{isan Smgh (10)1
AjO [(oer v. Gorq,k Nath (11),
Dulla v. Shib La:Z (12).
Thus the four older High .Courts in Indiahave agreed
on this ·question. I think we may safely accept
their authority. I have been' unable to find any
Burma decision Oil the point. I hold therefore that
the question arising in these appeals is one for
decision inexecution, under section 47 of the Civil Procedure Code, and that all these appeals are competent.
We come then. to the question whether the right
of the orasa son to a one-fourth share of the estate
of his deceased father' continues even after the death
of his mother. If that question is ans\vered in the
negative these appeals must be finally decided against
Maung San Ngwe. If on the other hand the decision.
is' in the affirmative further inquiry will be neces·~·
sary.
·This question does nqt appear to have ever been
decided, but it seems to have been generally assumed
that if the, orasa son has not claimed his share,
, before the death of the surviving parent ·he does
not then takt a one-fourth share but inherits alongwith other children under other rules in the:
Dhal1l11uithitts.
In Tun_.1'ha v. lJrI a Thit t13), their L::..rdships of
. the Privy Council refrained from expressing an
opinion on this question, which did not arise in the
case before them. What they did decide was that
under Rule 50f the Manugye, Book X, the 01'asa
son could assert his claim to a one':fourth share at:
.any time within 12 years', the period of limitation
(9) (1905) 28 All. 51.
(11) (1914) 19 C.W.N. 517.
(12) (1916) 39 All. 47.
(10) (1910) 34 Bom. 546.
(13) ([915)9 L.B.R. 56.
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prescribed by Article 123 of Schedule to the Limitation
V.T.
Act (the mother being still alive). They said: "Their
ARUNALordships can find no ground whatever for the CHELLAM
suggestion that he got anything under Rule 5 except;. CHETTY
v.
ing a definite one-fourth part of the estate, a right SANMAUNG
NGWE.
which he was at liberty to assett within any period
CARR, J.
that was not outside the period fixed by Article 123
of the Indian Limitation Act as .the period within
which a. claim must be made for a share of property.
on the death of an intestate."
The conclusion to be drawn from this decision
seems to be that the share vests in the Drasa son
immediately on the death of his father, whether he
. asserts his claim or not. This conclusion was drawn
in Maung Pan 011 v. Mau'''g Tun Tha (14), a later
stage of the same case.
The same conclusion follows from' the decision in
Shwe Po v. Maung Rein (15), where it was held that,
the son being entitled to a one.-fourth claim but not
having asserted his claim fo it, the father could dispose
of only three-fourths of the property. But in this
respect the decision seems to have been obile1', for
there was no appeal against the Divisional Court's
decree disallowing the sale as regards the son's
quarter share.
.In Ma Sein Ton v. Ma Son (16), a full bench of
the Chief Court of Lower Burma held that "Subject
to any claim by the eldest son to certain specified
property and to a quarter share of thejoint property
. and to any claim by the eldest daughter to certain
specified p:t:operty, a Burmese Buddhist widow has
an absolute right of disposal over the whole of the
joint property of herself and her late husband as
against the children of their marriage." But this
(14) (1921) 11 L.B.R. 292.
(15) (1914) 8 L.B.R 115.
(16) (1915) 8 L.B,R, 501.
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also cannot be regarded as a decision that the widow
.has
,not a right of disposal of the whole of the
ARUNACIIELLAM
property, if the eldest son has not laid claim to his
CHETTY
one-fourth
share. That qlJestion did not arise in the
V.
MAUNG
case and the qualification was inserted to restrict
SAN·NGWE.
the decision within its. ")foper limits.' This is made
CARR; J.
clear by the fact that "l'womey, J., doubted (p. 513) :
I: Whether the rule as to the
specified property is
not now obsolete."
This decision followed and approved that in Mi
Sdw Myin v. Mi Sa71; Thin (17), and a similar opinion
had been expressed in Ma }';Jin Tha ·v. Ma Naw
(8). But in neither of these cases was the ':I,Tidow's
right of disposal of the one-fourth share to which an
eldest son might be entitled acutally in question.
Thus the only actual authorities for the proposition
tbat the orrlsa's one-fourth share actually vests in
bimimmediately on the death of the father are Tun
Tha's cases (14 and 15). But I think these are
sufficient.
FrOril the Dhanllnathats themselves it is difficult to
arrive at a conclusion with any degree of confidence.
In IvIanugye, X, 5, the right of the eldest son to onefourth is laid down. But this seems to conflict with
Rule 11 v"hieb ~ays: Ci In case of the father's death
and the son demanding his inheritance from the
mother: the two laws for the partition of one-fourth
share among the relations; let the eldest son have
the father's elephant, etc. As. to the rest of the
property let it be divided ..among the relations on the
mother's death. Nothing 1'11US( be di'i}ided. before the
mother dies." I have ,modified Richardson's translation sligbtly. \Vhere the word son" first <tppears
Richardson wrongly puts it in the plural.
V.T.

jj

(17) 1 u.B.R. 11910-13)125.

(18) 2 U.B.R.(1892-96 581.
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How is this to be reconciled v,·ith Rule 5? The
only possible solution seems to me to be that Rule 5
did not really contemplate an actual division. Some
support is given to this view by the second part of
Rule 5-" If· the mother takes another husband, the
portion of the eldest son shall be noted before
. witnesses and taken care of ; and if he be too young
to separate from his parents and the mother dies let him
take all that has been apportioned to him above, and
.having divided the portion of the mother into four
parts let the step-father have one part and the eldest
son three." But where the inconsistencies and
contradictions are so numerous as they are in this
Dlzmnmathat it would be unsafe to rely much on such
support. It may be noted that the rule quoted would
give the younger children, whose existence is assumed
in the earlier part of the rule (the"· word in the
Burmese is "daughters" and not "children," as
given by Richardson) nothing at all.
Coming to Rule 14, I can find nothing in it to
show that the share given by it to the eldest son is
not in addition to the one-fourth that he may
already have received or become entitled to. But the
rule seems really to dear with. the case of both
parents dying at about the same time, since there are
instructions for the disposal of the clothes and ornaments of both of them. In any other circumstances
such property of the parent who died earlier would
.already have been disposed of, at any rate where
there are both male and female children, as in the
second paragraph of the rule.
The other Dha,..nathats do not give any greater
assistance. So far as the question now before us
is concerned they do not differ essentially from the
Mamtgye. Taking them all together I am unable to say
what is the precise relation between Rule 5 and Rule 14.
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But having regard to Rule 5 and the decisions
V.T.
that I have quoted, I think it must be held that
ARUNAon the death of the father one-fourth of the joint
CHELLM'ICHETTY
estate vests immediately in the orasa son. He is.
V.
MAUNG
not
bound to demand partition but may do so at
SAN NGWE.
any time within the statutory period of limitation
CARll, J.
And within that period the mother has no power
of disposal of this one~fourth share. It follows that.
; within that period that share is not liable to attachment under a decree against the mother. On these
premises I think that it would be contrary to theprinciples of justice, equity and good conscience to
hold that on the death of the mother within the'
period of limitation and before partition the son is
divested of his already vested share. I hold therefore
that the share remains vested in him.
On these hndings the decision of the District.
. Judge was. right and those of the Sllbdivisional and.
Divisional Judges were wrong.
As I have said before~ further enquiry is necessary.. ·
It has not yet been decided that Maung San Ngwe
is the orasa son or that if he is' he was at the time
of his father's death of an age>to be entitled to a.
one-fourth share. And if these questions are found
in his favour there still remains the question of his.'
interest irithe particular properties under allac hmen t.
Properly to determine this question it will be neces-·
sary to ascertain what was the estate at the time of
his father's death and what it W3S when his mother
died.
I t may seem undesirable that questions of such
complexity should have to be .decided in execution
proceedings, but since I have held that section 47 of the'
Civil Procedure. Code is applicable they must be so·
decided. In this connection I wish to quote the
following. remarks of Mr. Justice Straight in Seth
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Chand 111at's case {Z), at p. 3JZ of the report. They
<1c~erve the close atte'ntion of all Courts in Burma.
"I have only one more wora to add. I have
always felt and do feel the hardship to which persons
may be subjected by this view of the section. But
this hardship is principally due to the mode in which
execution proceedings are carried out. We are well
aware of the fact that they are not conducted by the
Courts below with the same care and the same atten-,
lion to the taking of evidence lind in many: other
. respectr as is pursued in the trial of regular suits;
The law, however, does not contemplate that it should
be so. The Courts below would do well to understand that, in these execution proceedings, and more
particularly in proceedings such as these, which
inVOlve the determination of the rights of parties as
they arise in proceedings, where the legal representative of the deceas~d judgment-debtor has been
brought in, greater care, attention and time should be
devot,cd to them. I wish emphatically to say, having
taken this view of the sections of the Code and the'
authorities I have, that in all these matters the Courts
executing decrees and h3.ving to try such, important
questions should do so with the ,greatest care and
with regard to the procedure, so far as it is applicable, that is adopted in deciding questions arising
between parties in original suits.
It remains to consider the proper order to be passed.
In the three second appeals there is no doubt-they
must be dealt with under Order 41, Rule 23. In the
present appeal this is not so obvious but I think that'
rule is still the proper one to apply. It is true that r
propose to uphold the District Court's finding on the
main question of law. But that Court regarded that
finding as concluding the case and in my view was
wrong in doing so. Its decree should therefore be
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set aside and the caSe should be remanded under
-\T. T
Rule 23. Had this case stood alone I should have
AIlUNApreferred to act under Rule 25, which also seems to
CHELLAM
CHI'.TTY
me to be applicable. But it is clearly desirable-tliat
v.
MAUNG
all the cases should be dealt with in the same way and
:SAN NGWE.
I do. not think that Rule 25 can be applied to the
CARR, J.
three second appeals.
It is also desirable that all the cases should be
dealt with by the same Court.~! So far as may be,
and if all parties agree, they may be heard together.
Besides avoiding expense and delay and the possibility of conflicting decisions ihis will also avoid all
complications regarding further appeals, should such
become necessary.
I would, therefore, in the three second appeals,
after setting aside the decrees and remanding the
cases to the Subdivisional Court, pass a further order
under Section 24 (b) (ii) of the Civil Procedure Code
withdrawing the execution ca::,es from theSubdivisional
Court of Prome and tranSferring them to the District
Court of Prome for disposal.
The order I propose in the present appeal is that
the decree of the District Court of Prome be set
aside and that the case be remanded to that Court
under Order 41, Rule 23, for disposal. I would dired
that the costs of this appeal be costs in the case and
follow its result. Advocate's fee three gold mohurs.
LENTAIGNE, J.-I concur.
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ORIGINAL SIDE.
Fefol'e 1011'. Justice Beasley.

K. A. ASSAN MAHOMED

v.
S. M. KADER SA HOWTHER.*
./iUaClI1l1em of goods of a tlli!'d party-Reasonable and pI'obahle calise to
helieve them to belong to tile Pa7'ty sued-Suit for da.mages at tile installee
o/the owner for 1IJrongflll attachmellt-Mallce not a llecessary ingrediellt
oNlle tort.
.
A having brought a suit against B and obtained an order for the attachment' before judgment of goods belonging to C, held, that this was a case La
which a trespass to the goods of C having been committed by A, Chad
a cause of action against A and was entitled to recover from him damages
witho.ut proving 'either an absence of reasonable and probable cause of
malice in fact.
Damedllar Tuljaram v. Lalllt Khusaldas, (1871) 8 Bom. H.C.R. 17/ ;
. Kissorihull Roy alld others v. Harsukh Das, (1889) 17 Cal. 436. ; J11msamat
SltbjQ1~ Bibi v. Sheik Sariatlllla, (1869) 3 Ben. L.R.414-followed.
JQseph Nicholas v. Sivam11l Ayyar, (1922) 45 Mad. 527 ; NallJappa'Cllettiar
v. Ganapathi Goundan, (1912) 35 Mad. 598 ; Palalli Kumarasamia Pillai and
others v. Udayo ,vad1l11 and othcrs, (1909) 32 Mad. 170-·distillguislled.

Patker-for the Plaintiff.
J eeieebhoy-for the Defendant.
BF:ASLEY, J.-This is a suit to recover Rs. 2,600
damages caused to the plaintiff by the alleged wrongful attachment of the plaintff's goods.
According to the plaint; in Civil Regular :No. 4185of t922 of th,e Court of Small Causes, Rangoon, the
defendant in the suit filed a suit on July 3rd, 1922~
against one Mohamed Abubacker and in that suit
attached before judgment all the goods of the plaintiff which were in a shop at No. 83 Fraser Streett
Rangoon. The plaintiff applied for the removal of the
attachment and the attachment was removed on the
15th of August 1922. On the 17th of August 1922 the
deferidant filed a suit in this Court against the plaintiff
• Civil Hegul"r No. 352 of 1923.
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and against Mohamed Abubacker for a declaration
that the said goods were the absolute property of
ASSAN
Mohamed Abubacker and that the plaintiff had no
MAHO~IED
'IJ.
right title or interest in them and that the defendant
S. M.
I{ADERSA
in this suit was entitled to attach and sell the goods
ROW.THER.
inexecution .of the decree obtained by him in the
BEASJ.EY. J.
Small Causes Court.
.At the time of filing this suit the defendant
obtained art order
frOln this Court attaching the
I
.
goods before judgment and subsequently on 28th
August 1922 this Court removed the attachment
and the released goods were than· handed over to
the plaintiff. These good~ had, however, on the
19th of -August 1922, in accordance with the order
of the Court, been seized by the Bailiff and \\'ere
removed from 83 Fraser Street,. amI the plaintiff
claims that he suffered damages by this wrongful
and malicious attachment of his goods. The
defendant's suit for a declaration before. mentioned'
was dismissed by this Court with costs. The particulars of the damage alleged by theplain~iff to have
been'suffered by him l are as follows : -- (1) Damage to the goods done b~
seizure and removal
Rs. 1,000
(2)I~oss of plaintiff's business
"
600
(3) Lossof business reputation and credit" 1,000
K. A.

Total
Rs. 2,600
The defendant in his written !s1atement admits
that the Bailiff took the goods away from the shop
:and says that he does not know what was done with
the shop' and he is not concerned with that. He
further denies that the plaintiff has suffered any
damage by reason of the attachment of the goods
and submits that he acted bona fide and· not maliciously in attaching the goods which he had rep'son
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to believe belonged to his judgment-debtor. The
:following jssues were frained : (1) Did the defendant maliciously ::md wrongfully attach plaintiff's goods in shop No. 83
Fraser Street?
(2) Is the plaintiff. entitled LO Bring this suit in
his own nam~? (This issue however was
.abandoned by the defendant at a latter
stage) .
. (3) What damages, if any, has the plaintiff
, suffered?
In the course of his argument at the close of the
-case Mr. Jeejeebhoy, on behalf of the defendant,
raised the point that. there was not sufficient evidence
:that the defendant had without reasonable and prob.able cause and with malice wrongfully attached the
,goods, and argued that in order to support such a
-claim as is put forward in this suit the plai.ntiff must
prove that there was an absence of reasonable and
probable cause on the part of the defendant in attachjng the goods, and that he did so with malice, i.e;'
from an improper motive. Although this point has
.been raised in the written statem~nt I was not asked
to frame any issue witll regard to it, but I think I
-can properly deal with it in considering the first issue.
Mr. Patker for the plaintiff, on the other hard,
contended that e"ven assuming there was no proof of
.absence of reasonable and probable cause and malice,
the plaintiff would still be entitled to 'recover damages
.as the foundation for such a claim as this did not
necessarily rest upon such an allegation. I propose,
first of all, to deal with the question as to whether
the defendant acted without reasonable and probable
-cause and with malice. The plaintiff's contention on
this point is, firstly, that according to the evidence
·Df both the plaintiff and the defendant; they were not
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on friendly terms before the attachillent i and, secondly
that malice may be inferred from the fact that,.
immediately after the first attachment, that is to say,
the attachment in the Small Causes Court had been
removed,'the defendant filed'a suit in the High Court
for the declaration already referred to and had the
plaintiff's goods again attached before judgment;
thirdly, that it was at the defendant's instigation that
the goons were removed from the shop at 83, Fraser
Street to the High Court, and, fourthly, that the
defendant was present when these goods were
removed and by bis active encouragement to the
Bailiff of"the High Court's staff caused them to·
be removed in such a way that unnecessary damage
was occasioned.
With regard to the evidence as to plaintiff and
defendant being on bad terms, in my view, although,
it. is qtiite dear that there was bad feeling between
the parties this would not of itself justify me in
finding that the defendant attached the plaintiff's.
goods on tha.t account unless this evidence is coupled
with evidence of absence of reasonable and probable cause. If, however, the defendant acted without
reasonable and probable cause the bad feeling which
the defendant had towards the plaintiff would
supply the improper motive. It therefore remains to
be seen whether there was an ahsence of reasonable
and probable cause and this also is a necessary point
to be considered in connection with the deff:>ndant's.
second point that malice may be inf.erred from the:
fact that immediately after the first attachment had
been made the defendant, for the second time, attached
the plaintiff's goods. The facts of importance with
regard to the reasonable and probable cause for the
secund attachment seems to me fo be that Abubacker
was the tenant ofthe shop No. 83 Fraser Street, and
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'hired that shop as a sub-tenant froni Abdul Kader.
K. A.
He ,,-ras, therefore, prima facie the tenant of the shop
AS~AN
in which the goods were, and he was also carrying lYJAHOMED
v.
on the business there, because the evidence does not
S.M.
stop at merely showing him to be the tenant of the KADEI<SA
RO\l'THEl~.
shop, as, accoyding to the evidence of Kasim, one of
the plaintiff'$ witnesses, Abubacker, and a youth were BEASLEY' Jconducting the business in No. 83, Fraser Street. The
youth wa,s subsequenely ieientified as Nina Mohamed.
who was a partner with Abubacker and the plaintiff
. in 83, Fraser Street; in the sense that hercceivecl a
4t-anna share of the profits. Also, according to the
witness, Mohamed Saleh, Abubacker was in the ~hop
when the summons \vith regard to the first attachment was brought to him and with this evidence the
defendantagreesbecausehesayshewas present aild saw
him there but that Abubacker ran away. Under these
circumstances there was, in my view, some ground
for the defendant's believing that Abubacker, even if
he were not the. owner of whole of the goods, at least
had some share in them, and it is quite clear that to
a certain extent, at any rate, Abubacker was in
partnership' with the plaintiff although the evidence is
tbat he was merely a partner in profits of the business
having, like Nina Mohamed, a 4t-anna share of the
'profits. It is true that the attachment was removed
by the Small Causes' Court and that the defendant
nevertheless caused the goods to be attached but it
does not follow that because the defendant was
erroneous in his belief that notwithstanding the
goods did belong to Abubacker or that he had
interest in theql, that necessarily means that there was
no reasonable .and probable cause for his belief.
His story is that he lent Abubacker the money sued
for in the Small Causes Court in order that he
(Abubacker) might purchase goods (md having known
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him apparently carrying on business in 83, Fraser
Street selling goods and finding him there at the
ASSAN
time of the attachment, it is in my view, impossible
MAHOMED
'1/.
to
say that the plaintiff has proved that there was
S.M.
. KADERSA
an absence of reasonable and probable cause for the
ROWTHER.
defendant believing Abubacker to have an interest in
BEASLEY. J.
the goods.
There is one other matter in connection with
this which I propose to' mention and that is that
the goods were attached by or4~r of the Small
Causes Court on the 3rd of July 1922 and it
transpires that; only a few days before this ," the
partnership between the plaintiff and Abubacker had
been dissolved, and it is not unreasonable for a
party who finds, when he has attached the goods,
that the person whose goods he has obtained an
order to attach hClS ceased to be a partner in the
business carried on in connection with those goods,
. only a few days before, to be somewhat suspicious
with regard to the genuineness of the dissolution
Dfthe partnership. It now turns out that Abubacker had no interest in the attached goods. That
matter has been decided in the Civil Regular suit
in this Court, but, erroneous though the defendant's
-opinion as to the ownership of the goods may have
been, I am not satisfied that he had not some reason.able cause for believing them to be the goods of
AbuDacker or helieving. Abubacker to have some
interest in those goods.
.
U pan the question of malice again the. defendant
relied on the further point that if was at the defend-ant's instigation that these goods were removed to
the High Court instead of being allowed to remain at
-83, Fraser Street. In my view,. on the evidence it
was not at the instigation of the defendant at all that
the goods were removed from 83, Fraser Street.
K. A.
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The Bailiff of this Court has stated that it was
by his orders that they were removed and that
·.they were removed because of the smallness of the
shop and because' he thought that the goods were
likely to suffer where they were. owing to the
heavy rain, the shop being merely a wayside stall.
' TeheVI
' d ence comp1e t
t 'Ives even a reques t
e yinega
lby the defendant for the removal of the goods.
Lastly, I come to the fourth point urged by the
plaintiff and that is that the defendant was present
'when the goods were removed ,and through his
:actions cau'sed them to be unnecessarily damaged..
The evidence with regard to the defendant's pre:sence when the goods were removed is conflicting.
The plaintiff says that the defendant was there and
Mr. Vertannes, a Barrister of this Court, also says
that he was there. The circumstances under which
:Mr. Vertannes went to the shop are as follows:.• He says that the' plaintiff complained to him
:about the manner 'of removal of the goods aI,ld that
he accordingly went to 83, Fraser Street, to remons~
',trate with the Bailiff's staff. '\Then he got there, he
<says that he remonstrated, and that the defendant was
there and he gathered from his conduct that it \VClS
due to the defendant that the goods were being
removed in the manner he describes. He says that
.all the goods were being thrown on to a blanket on
the floor and that the goods, which were in cardboard boxes; were taken out and the boxes were
thrown on the floor. The goods in fact were all
'-jumbled together.
The Bailiff,however, says that when he went
to 83, Fraser Street, the defendant was not there.
Maung Lun Maung, who is on the staff .of the
Bailiff of the Court and was there' during the
whole of the time when the goods were being
J
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removed, says that the defendant was not there at
K.A.
any time. The defendant himself says that he was.·
ASSAN
not there. He was busy with Court matters, UnderMAHOMED
'/I.
the circumstances, I think, that Mr. Vertannes "vas.
S.M.
KADEl/SA
mistaken and that he mistook someone else who
ROWTHER.
was there for the defendant. Itml1st be remem··
BEASLEY, J.
bered that Mr. Vertannes had not seen the defend-ant either before this occasion or since until he
saw him in the Court. I have come to the con-elusion that the plalntiff's allegation th~t the defendant was there and deliberately. causing as much·
damage to the goods as he possibly could is not-.
I supported by the
evidence. In my view, therefore,.
the plaintiff has not sho\yn that· the defendant
acted without reasonable and' probable cause, and
with malice.
The next point to be considered is whether the:
plaintiff havilig been unable to show that the attach-. ment, although wrongful, w<ls without reasonable and
probable cause and with malice, the' plaintiff is.
entitled to succeed in his claim. Numerous authorities were quoted to show, on the one hand, that such
a claim is maintainable without such an allegation;:.
and, on the other hand, that it is necessary, in order'
to recover damages, that there should be an absence:
of reasonable and probable cause and malice.
.The first case to which I was referred is the case'
of Damodhar TuljarmJl v. Lallu Khusaldas U),. the;
headnote of which is
A judgment-creditor \\Tho
attaches property whi'ch does not belong to his judg-·
ment-debtor commits a trespass for .. which he is
,
responsible in damages, even though"\he may have·
acted witbout rpalice and mistakenly." It \-yill be:
noticed that this is a case of atta.chment, like thee
present one, of property of a third pei-son.
.j

l} (1871) 8 Bom. H .C.R. 177.
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The - next case to which I refer is that of
_Mussamat Subjan Bibi v. Sheikh Sariatulla (2), In
K. A.
that case the defendant had· caused certaIn cattle of M~;:~~~D
-the plaintiffs to be seized and taken in execution of
s.1J.M.
:a decree against his judgment-debtor, and it \vas KADERSA
RO\Y1:HER.
held that the defendant was liable to pay the plaintiff's damages sustained by them in consequence of BEASLEY, J.
-the seizure and detention of the cattle. In this case
there was no suggestion of malice a1 all. Jackson, J.,
iin his judgment on page 420, says "There is no
.allegation •of malice in the plaint. The' attachmen t
was a wrongful act although it may have been made
,boJ'ta fide. The defendant has not attempted in any
way to justify it." This case also, it will be noticed
is a case \"here the property of -a third party and
:not a party to a s~lit was attached.
Then there were three reported cases in the Madras _
High Court to which I was referred in support of
'the defendant's contention that it is necessary to
prove absence of reasonable and probable cause and
malice. The first of them is· Palani Kumarasamia
Pillai and one v. Udyar NadMl and oUzel's (3). The
headnote of that case reads as follows :-" An order
of attachment under section: 483 of the Code of Civil
Procedure, found by the Court, under section 491, to
have been made on insufficient grounds must necessarily cause damage to the credit and reputation of
the party against whom the order is made; and
such party is entitled, in a suit for damages, to
general damages for loss of credit and reputation
where the attachment is obtained maliciously and
without reasonable and probable cause."
In this case the suit for money wfts brought
against the plaintiff by the defendant who, on certain allegations, applied for and obtained an order
(2) (1869) 3 Ben. L.R. 413.

(3) (1909) 32 Mad. 170.
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for attachment before judgment of certain goods.
belonging to the plaintiff. On notice of attachment:
ASSAN
being given, lhe plaintiff appeared and showed cause
MAH<)MED
v.
and the attachment was withdrawn. The lower
S.M.
KADERSA
appellate Court found on the facts that the 1st
.RoWTHER,
defendant had acted maliciously and without reason-·
BEASLEY, J,
able and probable cause and it was held by the
High Court that general damages were recoverable"
The difference between this case and the other cases
already referred to is, that the suit in respect of
which the attachment was obtained was one bet'ween
the plaintiff and the defendant, in the suit claiming
damages.
The next case case is Nan 'appa Chettwl'v. Ganapatlli:
Gounden (4). This was a suit. for ,damages for
attachment beforejudgmeni: and it was held that the
plaintiff is bound to prove want of reasonable and
probable cause for!applying for attachment and malice
in fact. In this case also the suit in which the'
goods were attached was a suit iIlstituted by the
defendant against the plaintiff.
The next case is Joseph Nicholas v. Sivarama,
Ayyar (5). In this case, as in the, other two Madras.
cases, the defendant had attached the goods of the
plaintiff before judgment in a suit instituted against the
plaintiff. The allegations were that the attachment
was malicious and damages were awarded and on
appealthe plaintiff's suit in the lower Court was dismissed. But, in the Appellate' Court, the appeal was
allowed and the lower Court's decree was set aside
and the Appellate Court found that the defendant
had acted not only without reasonable and probable
cause but also maliciously.
The last case to which I propose to refer is a
decision of the Privy Council in Kissarimohun Roy
K. A.

'--

(4) (1912) 35 Mad. 598.

(S) (1922f45 Mad. 527.
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and others v. Harsukh Das (6), In that case the plaintiff having taken, without success, ,summary proceedings under section 278 of the Civil Procedure Cod~
to get the release of goods which have been attached
in a suit to which he \-vas not a party afterwards in
a suit brought by him in accordance with section
283, established his right of property in the goods
and it was held that (a) in order to entitle him to
the full intlemnity for the wrongful attachment he
was not bound to allege and prove that the defendants had resisted his previous application under
section :278 maliciously, or without probable cause;
and that (b) the goods having been sold under the
Courts's order, the difference in market value of the
goods at the time of their attachment and their price
when they were sold, the selling prices having fallen
intermediately, must be added to the damages.
On page 442, in 'the judgment of Lord Waston,
he states the law to be as follows :-" The appellants
argued that to cowlemn them in payment of the
market value of the jute on the 28th November 1883
was, in reality, tb make them responsible for delay
occasioned by litigation, and that the respondent
could not recover the difference between that
value and the depreciated price arising from such
delay, unless he· alleged and proved that the·y
had litigated maliciously and without probable cause.
That is a rule which obtains between the parties to a
suit when the defendant suffers loss through its
institution and dependence. It does not apply to
proceedings taken by the injured party, after the
wrong is done, in order to obtain redress. But, in
this case there has been no action .and no proceedings instituted by the appellants against the respond.
ent Harsukh Dass. The summary proceeding under
(6) (1889) 17 Cal. 436 (P .C.).
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section 278 was taken by the respondent for the purpose of getting the release of au attachment issued
ASSAN
j\lL<l.HOMEP
in a suit to which he was not' a party; and it does
V
not appear to Their Lordships that, in order to entitle
S. M.
KADERSA
him
to recover full indemnity for the wrongful
RowTHER.
attachment of his goods, the respond en} is bound
BEASLEY, J.
to allege and prove that the appellarils resisted
his application malicio;usly l and without probable
calise."
It seemS to me that the distinction between
the Madras cases and the other' cases, and applying
the judgmenUn the Privy Council case just ret erred
to, lies in that in the Madras cases the plaintiff in the
suit for damages for wrongful attachment was a party
to the suit in which the good;, were wrongfully
attachec1anc1 that in the other cases the plaintiff in
the suit for damages was not a party to the snit in
which the goods were attached. In my view, this
is a very important distinction.
In England, the cases which are analogous to the
cases in ?:hich a claim is made for damages for
wrongful attachment of goods where the suit for
damage is between the same parties as in the proceedings giving. rise to the suit for damages are
aetic'1s to recover damages for malicious prosecut~ons
or for wrongfully presenting a petition to vJind up
a trading company and cases of that description.
Those are all cases in which the person claiming
damages was the person who was wrongfully prosecuted
or wrongfully had a petition in Bankrllptcy presented
'against him or a compan:' who' has a petition to
wind it up wrongfully presented against it. In the former case, it is necessary to prove that the prosecution
was undertaken maliciously and without reasonable
. and probable cause, and similarly in the case of a
company which has a petition to wind it up presented
K. A.
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against it, that the petition \vas presented nialiciollsly
and without reasonable and probable cause,
This case, however, is a very different case, because the plaintiff was not a party to the suit against
Abubacker and his goods have been \\;rongfully
:attached, and it seems to me that following the case
of Damodhar Tul}aram v. LalluKhusaldas (1), that
this is a case in which a trespass to the goods of the
plaintiff has been committed and that a suit will lie
even although the attachment may have been made
in good faith but wrongfully. Under these circum-stances, I hold that the plaintiff is entitled to recover
-damages although he has not proved an absence of
.reasonable and probable cause or malice in fact.
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Before Sir Sydney Robillson, la., Chief Jllstice, mill Mr. Jllstice Ma.y ollllg .

M. A. RAEBURN & COMPANY

AND FIVE.

v.
ZOLLIKOFER & COMPANY. *
lnsoll'ellcy-Frauduleut preferencc of a creditor-Domillallt intentlolt in the
mind of the iilsolvC1tt~loloti,'eof the insolvent to benefit himself.
Hdd, that an act done by the insolvent, not as a free agent bnt under
pressure, or as a purely voluntary act in order either t) protect the insolve!lt
from legal proceedings or to gain for him some immediate aclvantage, would
not be a fraudulent preference, although it might have the result of preferring
one creditor at the expen,e of the others.
Held also, that what the Court has to ascertain is what was the dominant
intention in the mind of the insolvent at the time the act was done and
that it is for tl1<" other creditors to estab lish that the principal object of the
'transaction was intended to be frandulent preference.

Butcher v. Stead, (1875) L.J. 44 C. & B. 129: Sharp v. Jackson, 11l:S99)
L.R. A.C, 419; la re La.te, (1901) L,R 1 K.B.D. 710; Nripertdm Nath
Salm v. Ashutosh Ghose, \1916) 43 Cal. 640-followed.

Vertannes-for Appellants.
Paget-for Respondents.
• Civil First Appeal No. 267 of 1922.
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ROBINSON, C.J.-The point for decision in thisappeal is whether the insolvent is guilty of a
fraudulent preference. in favour of the respondent in
executing the letter of lien which enables one creditor
to the detriment of the others to become a secured
creditor.
The law on this matter has long been !>ettled ;-Butcher v. Stead, (i)
Sharp v. Jackson, (ii)
In re Lake (iii), and
Nriftendra Nath Sahu v. Ashutosh Ghose (iv).
What has to be decided in all such cases is
what was the dominant intention in the mind of theinsolvent at the time the act was done. It may
result in a· preference in favour of one creditor j:
but, if the act was done by the insolvent not as a free
agent but under pressure, or to avoid certain legaf
consequences with a view to benefiting himself as theprimary consideration, then, there can be no fraudulent
preference. The mere fact that this act was done
in the present case, very shortly before the insolvent
filed his petition to be adjudicated, no doubt raises.
the presumption that the act was intended as a
fraudulent preference. But it is necessary to consider
all the facts in the case and the surrounding
circumstances and arrive ata decision as to what was
the principal object of the insolvent in so acting.
An act that was a purely voluntary act done in
order to protect the insolvent from legal proceedings,
or to gain for him some immediate advantage, would
not be a fraudulent preference, though it might have
the result of preferring one creditor at the expense
(i) (1875)
(ii) (1899)
(iii) (1901)
(iv) 11916)

Law Journal Reports XLIX, C and B, page 129.
English Law Reports, Appeal Cases
,,419.
Law l~eports, 1 King's Bench Dvn. .
,,701.
I.L.R. XLIII Calcutta
, 640.
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of th e others. The question; therefore, in a11 t1lese
cases is one of fact.
M A.
RAEBURN
Turning to the facts of the present· case, we find COMPANY
&
f
that the respondent was owed Rs. 18,000 or so or
v.
. 1ven t· was ZOLLIKOl'ER
.
goo d s supplIed
on cre d'It j 1h at th e ll1S0
&
.
not meeting cash~ bills j that the state. of the market COMPANY.
was very bad; and that the respondent received ROBINSON"
reports' throwing doubts on the abilit.y of the insolvent
C.}.
to pay his debts. As was natural, the respondent
began to press him for some payment; the respondent
was put off, anrl his pressure continued j while the
adverse reports on the insolvent's position also
continued. The respondent then began to demand
a lien on the goods in the insolvent's shop, and this
the insolvent refused to give. The request was
repea ted. According to Mr. Zollikofer, whose
evidence has not been contradicted, the in sol ven t
informed him that he required Rs. 7,000 to me~t
certain hunclis ; that 1'1r. Zollikofer then said that,
if he would execute the lien, he would consider the
loan of ; a further sum of Rs. 7,000, and that.
under these circumstances, after showing the proposed
letter of lien to his lawyer, the insolvent agreed to
execute it in return for this sum of Rs. 7,000.
On these facts we have to arrive at a conclusion
as to what was the dominant object in the insolvent's
mind; whether it was to give a fraudulent pJ.;eference
to the respondent, or whether it was to g~in the
advantage to himself of a sum of Rs. 7,000 in cash.
It is obvious, from the schedule of debts filed,.
that, at that time, the' insolvent's position w'as hopeless, and that it had long been hopeless. It is
impossible to hold that he took this Rs. 7,000 in
the bope that, by meeting the hun dis, he \\'ould be
able to carryon and eventually extricate himself from
his difficulties j and I have little doubt that his
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primary object "vas to sec.me this sum of money as
M.A.
a nest-egg for himself. There is no doubt that there
HAEJ3URN
are
circumstances which give rise to grave suspicion.
&
COMPANY
For instance, on that very day be paid the respondent
v.
.• , .,zOLLIKOFER
Rs. 1,620 to meet a hundi d.ue· to the respondent.
&
Immediately
after, the respondent took possession
COMPANY.
under his lien anel labelled tbe goods in the shop,
ROHIM;ON,
C.J.
the insolvent filed his petition. He must have known
that he could not carry out his promise to repay a
large portion of the debts due to the respondent within a few days, and' that it was certain that the
respondent would take action which would necessitate
his filing his petition. Under tbesecircumstances,
'he got a large sum of money which was an immediate
advantage and did not injure his position in any way.
It has been argued that tbis payment was but a
. bribe to induce him to do that which would give
the respondent a strong position in insolvency. But
it is impossible to hold on the evidence given, that
this has been established, and it is for the other
creditors to establish that there was intended to be a
fraudulent preference; and that that was the principal
object of these transactions.
In my opinion, although there are no doubt,
circumstances of grave suspicion, it must be clearly
established that there was a fraudulent preference as
the main and dominating factor in the case. I am
unable to hold that that was so) and, in my opinion,
the decision of the Court belo\\' was correct, and this
appeal must be disrl1issed with costs, advocate' fees
-three gold mohufS.
I',"~

MAY OUNG,

J.-.. l

concur.,
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Justice Rutledge.

IN THE MATTER OF BULABAT SAGERMVLL,
AN INS'OLVENT.'X'
Pnsidell(;Y TOllms l1/so!vwcl' Act (Ill of 1909), sectjo1/ ]7, prol'iso al/{l parog;'(~plt 23, Second Schedllle-Scc'/red creditor's claim to illten's .at
'
cont'rae! rllte.
Held, that a secured creditor of an insobent is entitled to interest en his
debt at the contract rale up to the time 01 realization.

This matter came before the Court in the above
insolvencyproceedings on a reference from the Deputy
Registrar who had doubts in his mind as to wl;ether a
secured creditor- was entitLed to be paid interest 011 his
debt at the contract rate or at such rate as might be
fixed having regard to the provisions of paragraph 23
of the Second· Schedule of the Presidency Towns'
Insolvency Act.
S. N. Sen-for the S.R.M.M. A Chettyar Firm,
secured cred~lor.
H all?er-for the insolvent.'
J.-The question con?es before the Court
for a ruling as to whether a secured creditor can claim
interest at contract rate beyond the date of the adjudication of the jnsolvent. The Officiai Assignee confirms
my recollection that the practice hitherto has a1\\-ays
been that interest at contract rate was allowed up to the
time of realizati·on. The Deputy Registrar seems to have
had some doubt as to whether paragraph 23 of the
Second Schedule to the Presidency Towns Insolvency
Act would apply to the case of a secured creditor.
In my vie\\', that paragraph applies to unsecured
debts. The wording of the proviso to section 17 seems
RUTLEDGE,

* hlS0!vency Case No. 260 of 1923.
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to me clear. The section vests, on a?judication, all the
property of the insolvent in the Official Assignee; but
the proviso goes on to state: /( that this section sball
not affect the power of any secured. creditor to realize
AN
INSOLVENT.
or otherwise deal with his security in tl'ie same manner
RUTLEDGE, ]. as he would have been entitled to realize or deal with it
if this section had not been passed."
The words 'I in the same manner" and" to deal with
it " preserves his po\\er to charge interest at the rate
agreed upon np to the time his debt is paid ; and,
in the paragraphs of the Second Schedule dealing with .
the taking of accoun is of mortgaged property and the
sale thereof-especially paragraph 20-thereis no
suggestion that the interest there mentioned should
be different from that of the contract rate.
I am, therefore, of opinion that a secured creditor
can claim interest at contract rate up to the time of
realization, and I direct that the property .in question
be sold iIi accordance with Form 114.

IN THE
MATTER O~'
BULABAT
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IX OF lll7Z : See CONTRACT ACT.
ACT V of 1908 :·Sec C·IVll. PROCEDURE CODE.
ACT XI OF 1922: See INCOME-TAX ACT.
ADVANCEMENT, PRF.SU~IPTJON OF-Gift of i11l11l0vntl~ properly by a~
Allglo-Indian hllsbnllclln f<ll'ollr oj IllS Auglo-Indla1l wife-Subs~-.
quent repairs and improll e'Jlwls on tile proper'-~-Pl'esumptio1l'
as to documel/tsin solemn forJII-Relcvancy of slIbseqllent acts to
prove nature of ·prtor transaction. ~There an ArgJo-Indian
ACT

husband made a gift uf ilJ1moveabl~ pO-opel ty in favour of his wife,
also an Anglo-Indian by a r~g,stered deed, Itcld, lhat the
presumption is that it was made, by way of ·advancement.
Held aho, lhat where the hcsband and wife continued to
live on thl: propert) tIle husband incurring expenditure in tIle
making of improvements to the propc: ty, the prtsun~pti()nof
ad'-ancemeIlt applies also to the expenditure so incurred. Held
also, that a dOcument executed in solemn fOrm should be
presumed pdmarily to exp:·tSS the intedion of the executant
accClrding to the tenor therr-of and that strong evidency is
necessary to prove a different intention. /I eld, furl her, th at
evidence of tile subseeJuent e.·ndlle! anel acts of the parties
is admissible to prove that the transaction enten d iiltO is
not what it purpo: ts to be. MeyaPPa Chetty lind olle v. Maung
Ea Bu, 0910) J. B.L.T. 62-rcferrcd to. I:enllich \". Kerwick, 11920}
48' al. 200-followed Gopeekrist Gosain v GlIngap. rS.llId Cosai,'I,
(1854,6 t.loo. I.A. 53 ; Moulvie SaYYlld Vzhur Ali v. 1I-lllSSal1lat
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susj1tnse account without appropriation to the debt sPecified-bldian
Contrttct Act (IX of 1872), sectiotl.59 --SlIbseqll cut reappropriatiOIl
of tire same payment bY tlte debtor. not jOined by otiler debtors.
Held. that where one of several debtors Illakes on behalf of
bimsdf and other debb: s, payment tu the creditor to be appropriated to a specifieJ debt, and t he creditor accepts the payment,
the crediior must at once app:y the payment acc0rdinglyand not
hold it ill a suspenze accollnt on behalf of the debtor who made
the payment. Held, furtlier, that a subsequent arrangement
with the debtor. for applying the payment so held in a Suspense
account to another debt, is invalid, and that the debt, which if
the creditor had complied with his legal duties w.ould have been
satisfied, cannot be revived without the consent of all the obligors.
Davenport v. Tire Queen, (1/177) 3 A.C. 115; Croft v. Lumley,
(l85:1) 6 H.L.C. 672-followed.
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204
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TRADE MARK
FAILURE TO APPLY THE LAW, GROUND FOR REVISION:
wHETHER ON cREDIT OR FOR CASH, ,..
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SALE

2 (15),12, 16 AND 55 : See SUPER-TAX •• ,
LEGAL PRACTITIONER-Boycott of a Co/;rt-Throwing tip a brief
witholtt obtaining consent. Where in pursuance of a resolulion
of the local Bar, to boycott a Magistrate's oCurt, a pleader threw
up his brief without first obtaining his client's COnsent and left
his client undefended; !leld, that the pleader was gLilty of
unprofessional conduct. Held, further, that an arrangement
arrived at with his client whether Oil terms and conditions or
otherwise for a consent subsequeut to the pleader's failure to
appear and defend, wOuld not affect his liability under the administrative jurisdiction of the High Court. Obiter.-A pleader has
duties and obligations to his clien t in respect ofIt he suit or matter
which is entrusted to him and is spending in Court. There is a
further and equally impOItant duty and obligation upon hirr', viz..
toeo-operate with the Court in the ('rderly and pure administration of justice. Inthe Matter of Tarini Molzan Barari and
others, 26 C,'V N. 508-refened to.
INCOME-TAX ACT, SECTIONS
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See TRADE-;\lARK...
MATRIMONIAL LAw-Parties Christians at the}ime ofmarriage-Subsequent reVersion of t he husband to Animism- Cruelty-,-Refusal by
the htl~bandto al107l!'wife to live with him except tinder f ht oI'ders of
a wife takm after hIs reversion to Al1imism-TFl1etlier stich refusal
amounts to desertion. Held, that where the parties were Christians at the time of marriage. the subsequent reversion of the
husband to Animism is not sufficient cause for divorce. Further,
amere change of religion coupled with adultery is nol sufficient
cause for divorce. Held alSO, that to constildp. a ground tor
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diyorce the husband must ha'le changed his religion and gune.
through a for:n of marria e with some other woman. ·Held
furthe", that where·a wile lives apart owing to a refusal by the
husband to allow her to live with him except lmder the orders of
a mistress or a wife taken sutsequently, the husl:Jand has
deserted the wife within the meaning of the Divorce Act. Held
~lso, that such a refusal amounts in law to cruelty. Swut/llan v.
Swatmal!, 4 S. & T. I 35-followed.
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MAUNG MUN V. LABVA NAW

Construction of general word.~ following
specific words- Doctrine of ejusdl m gc-mris app. ication of-.
Held, that where in a mercantile docul1'ent in which there is
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not provigMor counter-clain"s, there is nothing to prevl'nt a
Judge k"eating the CO':nter-cl;um as plaint in cross suit and l,,~aring
the two tf>geUlcr, if the counter·claim is proptrly stamped.
SAYA BVA AND ONE v. MAUNG KVAW SHUN
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:REFUSAL TO ALLOW WIFE TO LIVE WITH HUSBANp·EXCEPT UNDER
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CAsH-Btlrdel/ of proof-Revision
-FlIilurefoapplY the laW. \Vhere the question at issue is
,,,hether the sale Of certain goods was on cr~dit or fvr caSh, lield,
that the party alIeging that it w~s " cash transaction must
discharge the burden of proof Where the iowtT ·Court h<ls
disregarded some provision of law <lnd failed to apply its mind
'to that p·ovision. tht;re is ground for revision. ZCj'a v. Mi On Kra
San alui one, 2 L.B R. 333-followcd.
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Income-tax Act IXI of 1922), section 2, SIll;·
seetiol/ (l5), secti01ls 12, 16. 5S-Dtstribution of profits acwmu
lated by a Company in tlle form of bOl/us shares-Shareholders
with no optiltJ to take )r~fits ill any other forll;--" Income, profits
or gains to the shareholder do 11. t illclude such issue of sltares".
Where a limited liability Company capitalized the sum flanding
in its books as undivided profits and directed that the sum be
distributed to the holders of the ordinary shares in the form of
fully paid bonus shares, the shareholders. being given no option
to take th.e profits in any other form, held, that such a tr<lnsaclion
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does not result in any income, pr"fits or gains to the shareholders,
within the meaning of section 2, sub-section (15), and sections 16
and 12 df the Indian Income-tax Act, l r)22. Bouch v Sproude.
L.R.(1887) A.C. 385 ; Commissioners of hiland Revenue v Blatt,
L R. 1 K.H D. (1920) 114-followed. Swan Brewery, Limiled v.
The King, (1914)' L.R.A.C. 231--disting1tished.
STEEL BROTHERS &. COMPANY, LIMITED v. GOVERNMENT._
THROWING UP A BRIEF WITHOUT OBTAINING CONSENT OF CLIENT: See
LEGAL PRACTITIONER

TRADE-MARK-Applicntion for a commissivn to pro~'e prior user by
-manufacturer in SCl'tlanr/-Effect on exclusi1'e user in British
ludic by a person other tllan the owner-Infringelllent. Held.
that prior user of a trade·mark by the manufacturer in Scotland
does not bar another person in British India from acquiring an
exclusive user in BritiSh India and that to a ~uit by a person in
Briti~h India, for infringement of his trac1e-n;ark, the question of
tne prior user in Scotland by the manufactllTer is inelevant.
EbrahimCurrim v. Essa Abba Suit, (19011 2+ Mad 163.; J.'
Ullman & Company v. Cesar Lenba, (1908) 13 C.vVN. 82;
Lavergne v, Hooper, (1884) 8 Mad. 194; West End Watch
Company v. Berna Watch Company, (1911) 35 Bom. 425followed.
C. R. COWIE & COMPANY V. I~. M. H. PATEL BROTHERS
UNPROFESSIONAL CONDUCT: See LEGAL PRACTITIONER
WIFE LIVING APART AS THE RESULT uF HI'SBANI;'S REFUSAL TO ALLOW
HE'R TO LIVE WITH IiI"l EXCEPT UNDER THE ORDERS OF A MISTRESS
OR A WIFE SUBSEQUENTLY TAKJ::~: Sec M.-l.TRIMO:-lIAL LAW
\VORDS: .. INCOME, PROFITS OR GAINS ,. : See SUPER-TAX
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NOTE TO BINDEK
These pages should be substituted for pages 197
and 198 in the March number of the Report.
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ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Rutledge.

IN THE MATTER OF BULABAT SAGERMULL,
AN INSOLVENT.*
Preside/Ie} TOWl1S Imolt'eney Act (Ill of 1909), section) 7, provisoa/:dparagraph
23, Second Schedule-Secured creditor's claim to interest at contract rat e.
Held, that a secured creditor' of an insohent is entitled 10 interest on his
debt at the contract rate up to the time of rtalisation.

This matter came before the Court in the abo\e
insolvency proceedings on a reference from the Deputy
Registrar who had doubts in his mind as to whether
a secured creditor was entitled tobe paid interest on
his debt at the contract rate or at such rate "s mifht
be fixed having regard to the provisions of paragraph
23 of the Second Schedule of the Presidency Towns .
Insolvency Act.
S. N. Sen-for the S. R. M. M. A. Chettyar Firm~
secured debtor.
Halker--for the Insolvent.
RUTLEDGE, J.- The question comes before the Court
for a ruling as to whether a secured creditor can claim
interest at contract rate beyond the date of the adjudication of the insolvent. The Official Assignee confirms
my recollection that the practice hitherto. has always.
been that interest at contract rate was allowed up to
the time of realization. The Deputy Registrar seems.
to have had some doubt as to whether paragraph 23
of the Second Schedule to the Presidency Towns,
. Insolvency Act would apply to the case of a secured'
creditor.
In my view, that paragr.aph applies to unsecured
debts. The wording of the proviso to section 17 seems
• Insolvency Case No. 260 of 1923.
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to me clear. The seclion vests, on adjudication, all
the property of the insolvent in the Official Assignee i
but the proviso goes on to state; "that this section
SAGER~mLL,
shall not affect the power of any secured creditor to
AN
INSOfNENT.
realize or otherwise deal with bis security in the same
Rtrn,EDGE, J. manner as he would have been entitled to realize or
deal with it if this section had not been passed.
The words :, in the same manner" and" to deal
with it" preserves his pO\ver to' charge inter.est at the
rate agreed upon up to the time his debt is paid j
and, in the paragraphs of the Second Schedule dealing
with the taking of accounts of mortgaged property
and the sale thereof-especially paragraph 20-there
is no suggestion that the interest there mentioned
should be different frOl1l that of the contract rate.
Jam, therefore, of opinion 111at a secured creditor
can. <:laim interest at contr(1et rate up to the time cf
realization, and I direct that the property in question
he sold in accordance \\7it11 Form 114.
'.
IN THE
MATTER OF
BULABA1'

oj
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CIVIL REFERENCE.
Before Mr. II/stice Young, Officiltti!tg Chief IlIslice, Mr. Iustice May Olmg and
Mr. Illctice Carr.

MAUNG MUN
v.
LABYA NAW.*
Matrimonial Law-Parites Christians C'..l the time of m'lrrtape-8ub seqlleJlt
re1/ersion of the. husband to Animism -Cntelty-Refusal by the Imsbllud
to allow wife to live with I,im except under tlte orders of a wife t,,!lett ,tfter
I,is reverS,70n to Animism-Wit, i:ier such r.fnsal all/ounts to desertiou.
Held, tlmt where the partic:s were' Christians at the time of marriage, the
subsequent re\ ersioh" oFthe husband to Ani mism is not sufficient cause for
divorce. Further, a mere change of religion coupled with "dullery is not
sufficient caU3e for divorce.
Held, also, that to constitute a g,'ound fOr divorce the husband must have
.changed his religion andgone through a fOrm of marriage with some other
woman.
Held further, that where a wife liVes apart o\Viug to a refusal by tile
husband to allow her to live with him except under the orders Of a mistress or
a wife h,ken subsequently, thehusband has' deserted' the wife within the
meaning of the Divorce Act.
Held, also, that s uoh a reiu,,,1 amounts in 1,1w to cruelly.
Swat7ilan v.Sw,lt11l(lll, 4 S. & T. 135-followed.

This was a reference made by the District Judge
-of Bhamo under section 17 of the Indian Divorce
Act. The District Judge fOllnd that the respondent,
Labya Naw, h~d deserted his wife, rhe petitioner, that
at the time of his marriage he was a Christian but
that he had since exchanged Christianily for Animism,
and that there had not been any condonation in the
sense intenclecl by law. He held further that there
had been no c·ruelty on the part of the husband.
The reference i\'as heard by a FuJI Bench of the
High Court consisting of Young, Officiating Chief
Justice, and May Oung and Carr! JJ.
* Civil Reference No.8 of 1923 from Civil Regular No."l of 1923 Of the
District Court of Bhamo.

1923
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YOUNG, Offg. C.J.-In this reference for confirmation of a decree for divorce the parties are Kachins
LABY~' NAW. and were, as found also by the trial Judge, Christians
at the time of marriage, though the respondent
declares that he reverted to Animism a short time
before the" marriage.
Yet whatever he has done since, he was shortly
before the marriage a Christian and asked to be
married according to Christian rites. We think he"
was a Christian atthe time of marriage.
Shortly" after his marriage, he left his wif~ and
went to Rangoon to get veterinary training there.
The course lasted three years, presumably till May
1921 ~ and though in the first two years he had one
month's holiday in each year, he did not spend
either with his wife or contribute to her support.
At the expiration·ofthethree~years,i.e" about May
1'921, he returned to Bhamo as a veterinary assistant
and soon afterwards proceeded to live with a Shan
woman namedMa Tin.
About a year ago the petitioner went and stayed
for abo'ut nine days with the respondent and l'vla Tin:
she ho\veverquarrelled with Ma Tin, whereupon she
says respondent kicked her and slapped her drawing
blood: she however continued to live in the house
about four days and then finding that she was expected
to live as the lesser wife and be under Ma Tin's
orders she left the house for good, being unable to
bear the indignity. On these grounds she" seeks for
a divorce, \vhich the learned Judge granted to her on
the ground of desertion coupled with the facts that
he was a Christian when he married the respondent"
and that he had since exchanged Christianity for
Animism, and was living in adultery with Ma Tin.
The desertion prior to her return to her husband,
if" it was an abandonment contrary to her wish, was
1124

MAUNG MUN
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.condoned by her returned to her husband's house t and
though I should be prepared to hold that he had
deserted her by refusing to let her live with him
unless Ma Tin lived with them as the1fchief !wife,
the date of this' refusal was' only aboutia year ago
.and therefore there has' been no desertiori1:for the
staliltory period of two years.
The adultery is similarly condoned, though I
.should hold that the offence was revived by the
continuance of the relations with Ma Tin: after
petitioner left the respondent's house. So far; ther(~
fore, the suit is premature j it remains to consider the
last of the grounds found by the learned Judge
which is. that he had exchanged Christianity for
:another religion, and also whether the divorce can be
.granted on facts not _relied on by the trial Court.
The learned Judge has failed to notice that the mere
,change of religion is no ground for a divorce: it
would be absurd if it were, nor is mere change of
religion coupled with adultery: to be a ground of
·divorce there has to be a change of religion coupled
with the respondent· having gone through a form of
marriage with some oiher woman, a clause inserted
in consequence of a Madras decision to the effect
that a .Hindu who after his conversion to Christianity
'and contraction of a Hindu Marriage, reverted to
Hinduism, re-acquire his rights of polygamy. If the
fact that the respondent and Ma Tin lived together
openly as husband and wife constitutes marriage
amongst the Kachins as it would do if the' parties
were Burmans, I should be prepared to hold that
-there was a ground of divorce even though there
was no actual marriage form gone through, but I
think the decree may be supported OQ the ground of
adultery coupled with cruelty, the cruelty. being the
'fcfusal to let her live with him and Ma Tin, except
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as a lesser wife under the 'orders of Ma Tin, an
indignity which the petitioner says she could not
the house. " The
LABYA NAW. bear, and so preferred to leave
Court
will
take
into
'consideration
the husband's.
, .YOUNG.,
,r.tlFFci. C.J. general conduct towards the wife' and ifthis be of a
.character tending to degrade her, and subjecting her
to a course of annoY2.nce and indignity injurious to·
her health will feel itself at liberty to hold the
cruelty proved." (S71.'aiman v. Swat-man, 4 S. &
T. 135.)
I would confirm the decree.
'---"

M,AVNG MUN

MA ¥ GONG, J .-1 concur.
CARR,

J.-I concur.
APPELLATE CIVIL.
"

Be!rJreFJ1r. Justice
1923

Y02tJJg,

RASU

Dec. 17.

v.
KATTARA.*
Sale, whether

all

credit Or for r.ash·-Burdcn of proof-Ret ';sion-Failure iO'
apply the law.

Where (he question at issue is whether the sale of certain goods was On
credit or for cash, held, that the party alleging that it was a cash iransacthru
must discharge the burden of proof.
Where the lower Court has disregarded some provision of law and failed.
to apply its mind to that provision, there is ground for revision.
rZeya v. Mi On Kra San and aile, 2 L.B R. 333-follo,ced .

.P.S. Chari-for Appellant.
Hay-for Respondent.

YOUNG, J.-In this reV1SlOn case the plaintiff
pleaded that he had sold certain cattle on credit..
The defendan.t replied that he had bought them for
* Civil Revision No. 153 Of 1923 against the Decree of the District Court
Of Yanletbin in Civil Appeal No. 33 of 1923.
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cash. The learned Judges in the Courts below
placed the onus on the plaintiff to prove that he had
sold them for credit. . The plaintiff contended that
the onus was wrongly placed. In this, I think, he
was correct. The plaintiff pleaded the sale and no
payment. The defendant replied pleading payment.
The onus therefore was on him.
The next question is to consider whether I can
take cognizance of this fact in revision.
The learned Judge certainly applied his mind to
. the question' but came to a wrong decision. He
cC:lsidered the case fell under section 102 of the
Evi(~ence Act. It is contended that section 103 is
the more specific section, more particularly applicable,
and that tbis provision of law would have been of
valuable assistance if he had applied his mind to it.
In 2 L.B.R., pages 333 and 340, it was held that
where a Court has applied its mind to the law and
decides wrongly, then there is no ground for revisian; but,\:l.There it disregards some provision of law
and has not applied its mind to that provision ,tllen
there is ground for revision.· In 1}lY opinion, the
learned Judge failed to apply his mind to section
103, and I think there is ground for revision. The
decree must be set aside and the case must be
remanded for a new trial. Cosls., two gold mohurs.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Lentaiglle alld Mr. lIzstice Carr.

T. D. FOSTER

1924

AND FOUR

v.

'Feb. 11.

R. M. A. L. CHETTY FIRM.*
ApprojJriali01Z of 'Pny Ilent by a deMor (1'/ b;lla1f of himself alld other debtors
-Eff~et of creditor holdill~ tlle P 'ylII<'1Jt til suspm.se accoullt without
appropriation to the debt sp;cip;d-Indj,J11 Conlraet Act (IX of 1872),
section 59-SubsequC1lt re-appropri.1tiC>1l oj the same payment by the
debtor, 1Iot joined by othel' debtors.
Held, that where One of several debtors makes On behalf Of himselt
<lnd other debtors, p"yment to the creditor to be appropriated to'" a
specified debt. and the creditor accepts the payment. the creditor must at
once apply the pay.nent ,tccordingly anduot hold it in a suspense account on
behalf of the debtor who made the payment.
Held, f"1'tller, that a subsequent arrangement with the debtor, for applying
t~le payment s6 held in a suspense account to another debt, is invalid, and
hat the debt, which if the credito~' had cO~llplied with his legal duties
would have been satisqed, cannot be revived without the consent of all the
obligors.
Da'/Jenport v. The Queell, (1877) 3 .A.C. 11S; Croft v. Lumley, (1858) 6
H .L.C. 672-followed.

This was an appeal heard by a Divisional Bench
of the High Court (Lentaigne and Carr, JJ.) against
the judgment and decree of the District Court of
Amherst for Rs. 5)76 and costs, in respect of the
balance alleged to be due under a promissory-note
for Rs. 6,000 executed by the five appellants in
favour of the respondent Chttty, awarded against
three appellants. The following is a summ<lry of the
facts and points arising as found in the judgment
of Lentaigne, J.:The appellants had pleaded payment. firstly, by
a bearer clleque for Rs. 6,000 dated the 8th May
1922, ,drawn by the appellant, Datta, in favour of the
iI1

• Civil First Appell No. 61 of 1923 from the Distri;t Court Of Amhers t
Civil Regu'ar No. 136 of 1922.
.
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.appellant, Foster, and endorsed by Foster, which was
handed to the appellant, Dayalal, and paid by him
to the Chetty on the 9th May 1922, with a direction
to credit the amount to the promissory-note in suit,
:and, secondly, by a cheque for Rs. 120, the amount
of the interest due on promissory-note, which was
admittedly paid to the Chetty on the 24th July 1922
and to the account of this promissory-note.
The respolJdent admits that the said cheque for
Rs. 6,000 was· handed to him by Dayalal, but he
:stated that it was handed to him on the 8th May
and not on the 9th. May; he denied that he was
given a direction to credit the cheqne to the promissory-note now in suit, but alleged that directions
were given to credit it to some old account or other
promissory-notes.
It has heen held that he has
givelJ varying accounts as to the actual direction
received. The cheque bore a note to the effect that
it would not be payable until the 15th May, and the
Chetty admits that on the 18th May he collected and
received the amount from the Chetty banker on
whom the cheque was drawn; he states that he then
,credited the Rs. 6,000 to Dayalal's credit as an entry
;in a suspense account and that when Dayalal came
.to him on the 22nd May, he credited it to various
old promissory-notes on which he says that Dayalal
and others were liable, and that he only credited Rs. 750
thereof to the principal sum and a further Rs. 120
thereof to interest on the promissory-note in suit.
The District Judge has accepted appellant's
allegations that the handing of the cheque took
place on the 9th May, and that the direction was
.then given to the Chetty to credit the amount to the
promissory-note in suit; but he bas accepted the
Chetty's story as to what cceurred on the 22nd May,
and had held that on the 22nd May Dayalal altered
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his previous direction and gave the Chetty the
T. D~STER direction to credit the amount to other promisA:-ID v~'OUR
sory-notes, etc. He had held that Dayaial was then
Rc·M.A.L
comrnittin!2" a fraud on the appellant, Foster, but
HETTY
FJR~1.
that the Chetty was entitled to persuade Dayalal to·
alter the previous appropriation and to act on the
substitnted agreement as to appropriation. On this.
last finding he had granted the decre~ now under
appeal.
1024

CJ

*

*-

*

Villa (with Hay and
lants.
Chari-for Respondent.

*

*

]eeieebhoy)-for Appel-

J.-I would hold that on the .9th
May, 1922, when Dayalal handed the checl'UC for
Rs. 6,000 to the plaintiff Chetty, he gave the Cheity
a specific direction that the proceeds of that cheque
should be paid to the prori1issory-note in suit.
It is admitted that the Chetty realised the proceeds
of this cheque on the 18th :May, and r would hold
that payment by cheque, \Yhich was only conditional
on the 9th, became an cbsolute payment .on the It)th
:May when the proceeds were obtained. The Cbetty
states that he then credited the Rs 6,OlO to Dayalal's .
account in order to keep it in' suspense until he
could sec Dayalal. I will discuss below the legal
question whether he \-vas legally entitled to take that
course.
The Chetty has then stated, and the District luclge
has found as a fact, that on the 22nd Mayan arrangement was come to between the CheUy and Dayalal
that the Rs. 6,000 should be appropriated to certain
. earlier promissory-notes and that only Rs 750 and
Rs. 120 should be credited to the promissory.note
in suit. The District Judge has' al$o found as a fact
LENTAIGN"E,
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that the Chett/ had entered the amount in the
suspense account with the object of persuading
Dayalal to alter the previous appropriation to that
recorded_ in the accounts on the 22nd May and that
he succeeded in persuading Dayalal to do so. Having
regard to tl-..e fact that Dayalal admits that he signed
Exhibit B, showing that" he had received the other
promissory-notes from the Chetty on the 22nd Ivhy,
I~ would agree with these findings offaetas to what
occurred on the 22nd May, but in my opinion these
facts \\"ill not affect the legal position as existing on
the 18th May.
I think that a question arIses whether Daya:lal
\Yas really acting in part as the agent of Foster when
he made the payment on the 9th May, but for the
purposes of argument I will first assume that Dayalal
--- was not acting as agent for anybody and thathe was
merely paying a debt due by himself and others.
On this assumption he was a debtor paying a debt
by a cheque which was a conditional payment _and
when making such payment he gave a direction asto the appropriation of that payment, which becamp.
an absolute payment on the 18th May at a time
when the said direction still remained uncancelJed.
It appears to me that there is no question that the
Chetty on the 9th May accepted this conditional
payment by cheque, and it is clear that he did not
repudiate such acceptance at any time up to thedate of his receiving the actual cash amount. In my
opinion it was the duty of the Chetty creditor toobey the direction as to appropriation when hereeeived the cash or proceeds on the 18th May} and
that the provision at the end of section 59 of the
Indian Contrad Act, 1872, would have applied and
was mandatory to the effect that. the payment II must
be applied accordingly." If then the Chetty had_
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done what he was bound by law to ·do, he would on
the 18th May have made an entry of satisfaction to
AND FOUR
.
v.
the extent of Rs 6,000 In respect of the promissory~~~;;:~. note in suit. In that case there would be no quesFIR}!.
tion that both Foster and Datta, as well as the other
LENTAIGNE, appellants, would have ceased
to be liable to the
J.
Chetty for more than the small balance of Rs. 120
~y reason of the increa.~e of the total debt to the
extent of the one month's interest of Rs. 120 then
due. I think that the appellants were entitled to
that benefit from this payment whether the Chetty
did his duty or not, and I do not think that the
Chetty can alter that position by committing a
breach of duty. If it is held, as I think it must be,
that Foster and Datta were released from liability to
the extent of Rs. 6,000 on the 18th May 1922, I do
not see how any agreement come to between Dayalal
:and the Chelty on the 22nd May could alter that
position and revive a liability which had been pro
lanfo extinguished. I think that it would b~ necessary to get Foster and Datta, as well as the other
appellants, to join in the agreement reviving that
liability for the portion of the debt which had been
·extinguished.
Though I am satisfied that the above propositions
'are correct statements of the law applicable to the
facts of this case, I have been unable to find any
.authorities on cases exactly parallel to this case j and
it was admitted at the Bar that the advocates con.cerned had beeh unable to obtain any authority in
.point. On behalf of the respol}dent it was contended
that so long as the Chetty did not act on the direction, if any, received on the 9th May, it wa~ open to
him to keep the money in a suspense account and
-subsequently to get the debtor to cancel the appropriation. My answer to this argument is that in my
1924
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opinion the Chetty was not entitled to keep the
/924
money in a suspense account for a single hour be- T. D. ~'OSTER:
•
AND FOUR
cause he had received and accepted the cheque and
v.
the money with a specific direction which by law Rc~~~~'
he was bound to carry out. Section 59 of the Indian
FIRM.
Contract Act is specific and mandatory to the effect LEN1'AIGNE"
1;
that the payment must be applied accordingly, and a
failure to carry out that statutory provision for a
single day or a ~single hour was illegal and a breach
of duty. The section does authorise a creditor to
refuse to receive a payment,. if he does not agree to
the specific direction as to the appropriation thereof;
but in my opinion it is clear that such election must
be made at once, and if he does not at once reject
the payment, it is too late for him to contend that
he has not received a payment legally appropriated
to the particular debt. Once he receives the payment, the question arises with what intention did
the debtor make the payment? For example, it
has been held by Their Lordships of the Privy
Council in Da'llenport v. The Queen (1), that in a case
where a tenant, who had incurred a forfeiture, tendered a sum for rent which the landlord nominally
refused to accept as reut but did in fad keep under
prot€st, stating that he was receiving it conditionally
and without prejudice to the right to deal with the
land as forfeited, the landlord was taking a course
he was not e~titled to take and had thereby waived
. ,the forfeiture. The same· point had previously been
decided by the House of Lords in the case of
C1'Ojt v. LU111}ey (2), where the landlord told the
tenant at the time of payment that he refused to
accept the money as rent but that he took it solely as
compensation for the use of the land. Consequently
it would seem that even if the Chetty had told
(1) (1877) 3 Appeal Cases 115.

(2) (1858) 6 H.L.C. 672; 10 E.R 1459,
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Dayalal on the 9th May that he refused to comply
with his direction to apply the cheque .to the
AND FOUR
•
•
d th
'
,!.
Inote 10 smt an
at I
lemtended
to apply it to
RC~~~T~' other notes, it \-vould not have justit:ed him tn
FIRM.
keeping the cheque in contravention pf Dayalal's
LENTAIGNE, direction, and h.is only proper course would
IJave
J.
been to return the cheque then and there to Dayalal.
A fortiori the Chetty after apparently accepting the
.cheqlle without protest on the 9th May, was not
entitled to disregard the direction on the 18tl1 May
when he received the cash. These two authorities
and oth~r decisions to which I have referred beClr
out the construction which I· h"ve pla,ced on section
59 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872. That being so
it seems clear that the note \\lould ·have been satisfied and discharged pro tanto on the· receipt of such
payment; and such was in fact the intention of
Dayalal on the 9th and there is no evidence that he
had any change of intention before the 22nct May,
and moreover it is notsllggested that he had any
communication with the CheUy between 9th and
17th lVhy. Once itis clear that the note was satisfied and discharged fro tanto on the 18th May, it
seems an obvious proposition that the satisfied portion could not be revived ,dthout the consent of
the five obligors, assuming even that a revival with
their consent would not have been a breach of the
stamp law.
For the above reasons I would hold that the promissory-note in suit \-vas saEsfied by the hvo pay.\
ments discussed above except as regards a small
balance of Rs. 4-12·0 clue for interest which has
110t been ref erred to in the argument and is too
small to justify a decree when it can more
conveniently be deducted from the cost· to be
awarded.
1924
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I therefore ~et aside the decree of the District
Court and direct that the suit as against all defen,dants be dismissed, but that the plaintiff Chetty shall
pay the costs in both Courts to the appellants,
Foster and Datta, less Rs. 4-12-0 to be deducted
therefrom as the balance of interest.
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CARR, }.-I concur.
CIVIL REFERENCE.
.Be/ore Sir' Sydney RO!>iI/SOIl, [{I" Chief Justice , MI'. Justice Heald al/d
Mr. JIIStiCC B~a5lcy.

STEEL BROTHEHS & COMPANY, LIMITED

v.
GOVERN MENT. *
Super-lax-Indian Income-I".\' Act (X [ of 1922), section 2, sl/b-sectioll (15)
sections 16, 12, :,S-Dist ribl/lion of profils ace1milllaled by a CompallY i1/
ti,e form of bOll/1S shares-Sltarellolders WIllI 7/0 optiOI/ 10 tak, profils il1
any otlzer for11l-" [I/COllie, Pl'ofils 01' gains" to Ilze slim'eliolder do 1/ot
iI/elude such iss ftC of shares.

\-\There a limited liability Company capitalized the sum standing in its baoh
undil'ided profits and directed that the sum he distributed to the holders Of
the ordinary shares in the form of fully paid bonus shares, the sharehc.lders
being given no option to take the profits in any other form; lield, that such :;
transaction does not res,uIt in any income, profits or g;dns to the shareholders,
within the meaning of s~ction 2, sub-section (1S),and sections 16 and 12 of the
Indian Income-tax Act, J922.
BO/lclt ,'.Sprowle, L.R. (1887) A.C. 38:; ; COnlmissiolle1'S of Inland Revenuc
v. Blott, L.R 1 K.B.D. (1920) 114-followed.
Swa/l Brewcl'y, Limiled v. The Kiug, (1914) L.R.A.C. 231-:-dis!illgllislied.

,IS

Tbis was a reference to the High Court made on
the 7th December 1923 by the Commissioner of Income.
, tax, Burma (J. C. Mackenzie, Esq., M.A" I.e.s.), the
question referred being:
{( Did the transactions evidenced by the resolutions
passed by the Indo-Burma Petroleum Company,
• Civil Reference No. 12 of 1923.
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Limited, dated 19th July 1921 and 10th October 1921,.
respectively, by the returns of allotment dated 27th.
JLIly 1921 and 25th October 1921, and by the contracts'
elated 23rd July and 10th October 1921, involve the
receipt by Messrs. Steels of any income, profits or gain~.
within the meaning of secti.on 2, sub-section (15),.
section 16 and. section 12 of the Indian Income-tax
Act, 1922, and consequently liable to super-tax undersection 55 ?"
The statement of the learned Commissioner's opinion
on the question referred to as required by" section 66 of
the Income-tax Act is reported below :HIn the case in point the sum of Rs. 56t lakhs
capitalized was profits in the hands of the Indo-Burma.
Petroleum Company, Limited, and they had paid
income-tax on it. The sum was taken out of profits
current and accumulated, a bonus was voted to the
shareholders, and the money was appropriated to the
payment for new shares issued in satisfaction. of the
bonus. 'The bonus shares received by Messrs. Steels
were issued in respect of an actual sum of Rs. 28-! lakhs.
Pri1'na jacie, in receiving these shares, which were.
saleable and were certainly worth their face value,.
Messrs, Steels certainly received money's worth. As
will be shown below this was the opinion both of the
Company at home and of their representatives in
Rangoon. The letter dated January 1923 from Messrs..
Allan, Charlesworth & Co., show that' Messrs. Steels
base their claim that the sum of Hs. 28t lakhs, being
the value of the bonus shares is not liable to supertax, on the House of Lords' decision in the case of
Commissioners of Inland Revenue v. John Blott. In
that case Lords Haldanf', Finlay and Cave (Lords
Dunedin and 'Sumner dissenting) held that in the
circumstances of that case the bonus shares received
by John Blott were of the nature of an accretion to
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capital and that the recipient had not received anything that could be classed as income. The decision
in Blatt's case followed a previous House of Lords'
decision in Bouch v. Sproude. A Privy Council
decision in Swan Bre1.very Company v. The King was
differed from ; but as will be noted .below, there is
considerable douht as ~o how far the majority Lords
in Blatt's case were aware that they were overruling
the principles laid down in S'l.va.n Brewey Company v.
The King.
tlMy opinion is that the decision in Blott's case
does not apply, that further more if the reasoning of
the majority Lords in Blatt's case be analysed it will
be found to be fallacious ; and that the present c<tse
is governed by the Privy Council ruling in Swan
Brewery Co·mpany v. The King; and that Messrs
Steels are liable to pay super-tax on the sum of Rs. 28t
lakhs, being the value of the bonus shares rec~ived
from the Indo-Burma Petroleum Company, Limited.
II
"The arguments against the application of the
principle followed in Blatt's case to the present case,
which are st;:t.ted at greater ·length below, may be
summarized as follows : (a) The languag~ of the taxing section involved
in Bloti's case is different to that of th e section
involved in the preseut reference..
(b) The relations existing· between Messrs. Steels
and· the Irido-Burma Petroleum Company, Limited.
make the circumstances of the present· case so completely different from the circumstances in respect of
which the decision of tile major it l' Lords in Blott's case
was specifically given that that decision does not apply.
(c) The circumstances attending the declaration
or the 'bonus and the issue of the shares, anelin
18
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particular the fact that 'Messrs. Steels' by crediting
STEEL
. theb'onus shares to profit and loss and subsequently
B.RO'l'HEHS &
co.. LTD. by taking them into consideration in distributing a
(;O'/~~<)/- dividend have treated the valtJe of the bonus shares
MENT.
as income, differentiate the case entirely from Blatt's
case.
(d) The reasoning of the majority Lords in Bloffs
case' is fallacious. If the fact,s. are analysed it will be
seen that in the present case Messrs. Steels i.n
receiving the bonus shares ha\ e received a profit or
gain and that they are liable to pay income-tax on
'. theIr value.
(e) A necessary step towards. the issue of the
bonus shares is the distribution, by imputation, to
each shareholder of !lis proportional share of the
amount capitalized. This involvesthe receipt by him
of a profitorgain, which is liable to super-lax. There
is no justification for disregarding this. necessary step.
(f) Even if there "vere, in the case of an
individual shareholder, justification for disregarding
this necessary step, there is none where the recipient
shareh,older is a juridical person like a limited company.
III (a)

"The first point to be noticed is that there is a
difference between the United Kingdom Act and the
India!) Income-tax Act, 1922, in the word,ing of the
relevant portion of the taxing sections. The charging
section of the English Act [section 66 of the Finance
(1909.10) Act, 1910, as reprodll'ced later] imposes
super-tax" in respect of the income of any individual,
the total of which from all sources exceeds" a certain
sum. In the Indian Income-tax AGt, 1922, the charging section (section 55) imposes an additional duty,
.i.e., super-tax, in respect of the total incume of th~
previous year" of any individual, unregistered firm,
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Hindu undivided family or company. Section 2 \15)
defines total'1'nco1'1teas the total amount of income,
'profits and gains from all sources to which this Act
applies.
II The 'Indian super-tax is charged with rderence to
an assesSee'S,l income,profits' and gains,' whereas'
in the United Kingdom super:-fax"is , charged in ref'.
peet of the income of an individpal. The scope of
the taAing section in the Indian Act is wider than
that of the English Ad.

III (b)
II Even if it were conceded that the principles laid
down by the majority of the Lords ", in BlaU's case
were right as applied to the circumstances in that
particular case, the present case differs so much in
essentials from Blatt's case that these principles
-cannot be' held to apply. Of the five noble Lords
who gave judgments in Blott's case two (Lords
Dunedin and Sumner) werecomplete1y against Blott's j
and three ( Lords Haldane, Finlay and Cave) decided
in his favour.
"II Wben the' individual judgments of tbe majority
Lords are scrutinised in detail it becomes clear that
the judgment as a whole has no rderence to a case
like the case in point. For it is clear throughout
that John Blott was merely an ordinary shareholder,
an individual ,:\-ho happened to own certain shares in a
particular, company. He had no controlling interest
in the company. On the other hand Messrs. Stet·ls
own half the shares in the Indo-Burma Petroleum
Company, Limited, the other half being owned by
another Limited Company, Messrs. Jamals. These
two Limited Companies had between them the
appointment of the directorate of thy ,Indo-Burma
Petroleum Com pan)'.
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(/ The follo;ing passages from the judgments may
be
cited
as showing that the majority of the Lords
&
CO., LTD.
in Blatt's case had in mind, in arriving at their
2'. .
decisions, circumstances entirely different from those
GOVERNMENT,
in the present case.
n Lord Haldane states (vide page 182, Volume IX~
.A ppeal Cases, 1921) ;..:., A shareholder is '11ot entitled to claim that the'
company should' apply its undivided profits in payment to him as dividend. Whether it mllst do so Of
not is a matter of internal management to be decided
by the majority of the shareholders.' Lower down
(page 185, ibid. ) he states:.'
'It is by no means certain that -the majority in
such a general meeting would consist of persons
liable to super-tax and assembling to devise a method
of escaping it .
The majority on
allY occasion consists of persons who escape' from
super-tax because their incomes, even with the
additions to be derived from the distribution by the
company, are below the level required for the tax.'
"Lord Finlay discussing Blatt's case states (page
194, ibid.) ;~
, No option \yas left to any particular shareholder. He was compelled. by the action of the
company to take the preference shares.'
Ii Lord Cave explicitly states :-'I think if right to add that if in the present
case (as in Bouch v. Spraude) an option had been
given to the sharehold~rs to tak~ or refuse the bonus
shares, different considerations would have arisen; I
desire to reserve my judgment as to the effect of
such an option uponi:he liability to tax.'
"The above passages show clearly that the majority
of the Lords in Blott's case had in mind an individual
shareholder who bad no controlling interest in the
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-company. The reverse is the case in the present
-ease. 'the two limited companies \vhich between them
STEEL
&
QWned all the shares in the Indo-Burma Petroleum BROTHERS
Co" LTD.
v•.
Company, Limited; and appointed the Directorate, C0VERlI:MENT.
could, as they wished, have distributed their surplus
profits either as dividends or bonus shares. 'They had
complete control over the doings of the Indo-Burma
Petrokum Company. Messrs. Steels and Messrs.
Jamals undoubtedly had the option of taking the
money as dividends or through the medinm of bonus
shares. This in itself differentiates the present case
from Blott's case to such an extent that the same
principles do not ·apply. This dictum of Lord Cave's.
quoted specifically rules out a case like the present .
case from the scope of the principle laid down in
Blott's case. A further point of difference between
Biott's case and the present case in that in Blott's
·case th,e bonus shares issued v;cre part of, capi tal
previously 'authorised but as yet unissued. In the
case in point prior to the declaration of the first
instalment of the bonus on July 1921 the IndoBurma Petroleum Company, Limited,· had' not the
p:)wer to ,e capitalize " profits or reserves. This povver
was assumed by a special resolution amending the
Articles of Association passed at. a meeting on 29th
June Inl ancl confirmed on July 19th, In1. The
:authorised capital of the company had up till June
1921 been Rs. 1,00,00,000 of which Rs.93,38,000 had
been issued. The amount of .unissued capital would
not have permitted the capitalization of the Rs. 31'5
lakhs capitalized by the resolution of 19th July 1921.
But just prior to this a special resolution passed at
'a meeting on 18th May 1921 and .confirmed at a
meeting on 2nd June 1921 had increasedthe capital
Qf
the
company from
Rs.
1,00,00,000 to
Rs. 2,00,00,000.
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III (C)
S~~;EL
"The next set of arguments against the application
BlIOTHEHS &
to the present - case .of the princirles laid down in
. Co., LTD.
11•.
Blott's case is that Messrs. Steels have themselves
GOVEHNME:>:T.
treated the value of the bonus shares as ~ profit. It
must. first be noted that" the intention of the IndoBurma Petroleum Company, LImited, in declaring the
bonus apparently was that the bonus should be
income. The words of the resolution authorising the
bonl.1s show this :• . •
that that sum be distributed.
as bonus free of income-tax . . .
'/ It is to be remembered that the'present appeilants,.
Messrs. Steels themselYcs, supplied half the directo_
rate of the Indo-Burma Petroleum Company,.
Limited.
/I The manner in which the present question was
raised is significant. Messrs. Steel Brothers & Co.~
Ltd., in their accounts treated the vallle of the
bonus shares<as a profit. The value of the bonus shares.
was taken into account by showing it in tbe Profi t and
Loss Account as (1.. profit received. Tbis was done in
the accounts prepared in London. The assessment in
Rangoon was made after Messrs. Steel's representative
had had several interviews with the Income-t<lx Officer~
The details of the ti.ssessment were fixed up between the
Income-tax Officer and Messrs. Steel's repr.esentative·
before Messrs. Steels made a fo.rmal return. When the
formal return was maqe Messrs. Steels also filed a pro
forma assessment. The actual assessment finally made:
was practically the same as the pro forma assessment
PUlt in by Messrs. Steels. At none of the preliminary
meetings was any question raised as to Messrs. Steels"
liability to pay super-tax on the value of the bonus
shares. In the return of income and in the pro forma
. assessment the value. of the bonus shares-Rs. 2St
]924
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lakhs-was included in I\Jessrs. Steels' income. The
point is of. significance as showing that the ordinary
unsophisticated businessman regarded the value of the
bonus shares as income, and income liable to tax. The
assessment was finally made on 9th January 1923. It
was not till seventeen days later that Messrs. Steels
having presnmably in the meantime received enlightenment from some quarter, raised the question as to
whether or not the value of the bonus shares was
liable. to super-tax.
II However, the main point raised in this paragraph
is t'~is : that Messrs. Steels having in general meeting
passed the account in which the value of the bonus
shares is treated as a profit, have irrevoc~bly, so tar as
the company is concerned; stamped the sum in
question with the character of profits.
"The comp:l.OY in general meeting having thus
declared the amount now in question to be profits, I
cannot see that the executive of the company is competent now to plead that this amount is not profits.
'I An examination of the Profits and Loss Account
shcyvs that not only was this sum of Rs. 28* lakhs taken
into account as a profit received but that if this sum
had not been so taken into account, Messrs. Steels
would not have been able tu pay so large a
dividend.
" The value of the bonus shares formed part of the
fund from ,,,hieh Messrs. Steels paid their dividend ..
Il Article ·129 of the
Articles of Association of
Messrs. Steel Brothers & Co., Ltd., is as follows :IN 0 dividend shall be payable except out of the
profits uf the company and no dividend shall carry
interest.'
1.1 It may be argued that the manner in which a
company in its account deals with a particular sum
of money does not determine the nature of that sum cf
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money as regards its liability to taxation. The reply
to this argument is that the ruling in· Blott's case is
to the effect that a company can decide what is to
be the. nature of certain of its profits as regards'
liability to taxation. According to Blott's case, in
the present instance, the Inde-Burma Petroleum
Company have stamped the sum of Rs. 28t lakhs
with the character of capital, and Messrs. Steels have
received neither money nor money's v;orth. As;a
matter of hard fact, all the other hand, Messrs. Steels
,have declared this sum of Rs. 28i lakhs to be profit
and taken it into adcount as such and proceeded to
distribute it as a dividend.
I( I cannot see any reason, why, for
the purpose of
deciding the question of liability or non-liability to supertax, the distributing company should be dominant,
an'y more than the recipient company.

III (d)
" At the end of the previous paragraph it \vas ShO\Yl1
that the application to the present Gise, of the prin ciple
laid down in. Blott's case leads to an incongruity.
According to the ruling in Blott's case, the Indo-Burma
Petroleum Company, Limited, declared validly against
all the world, that the sum of Rs. 28l- lakhs at present
ill question "vas capital. Messrs. Steels had received
neither money nor money's worth. And Messrs. Steels,
equally validly against all the world, have declared tllat
this sum is income and proceeL1ecl to take it i11to
account in distributing a dividend. T here is a
complete incongruity.
II The majority Lords in Blott's case say that J\1P.ssrs.
Steels in receiY';ng the bonus shares' have received
neither mone
money's \-\!orth. Yet Messrs. ~tee1s,
one of the !.. rSCbi: concerns in India, in their accounts
T

',:
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which, be it noted, were prepared 'by a leading Lt?ndon
~TEEL
firm of Chartered Accountants, show the value of the
BI~OTlIERS &
·bonus shares as a profit received and take it in to account Co., LTD.
t'.
In order to distribute a dividend. Their representative GOVERNMENT.
in Rangoon, in, subrnitting th~ firm's ret~rn for incometax purposes included the value of the bonus shares in
the inGome received.
(' The inevitable conclu~ion, it is sUbihitted, is that
'the decision of the majority Lords in Blott's case is not
in accordance with the facts and that the reasoning is
-fallacious. One may take this line with more boldness
-asthe noble Lords who passed orders in Blatt's case
take exactly opposite views on aqnestion of fact
regar9ing one of the previous rulings referred to in
the judgment, viz., that in S'L~'an Brewery COnJ,pany v'
The King. The point in question is as to110\v5 ;"Lord Haldane held that the finding in that case
turned on the fact that in the relevant part·- of the
statute concerned (The Dividend Duties Act, 1902, of
·'N'estern Australia) the word' advantage' is used.
" As quoted on page 188 of Volume II of Appeal
Cases, 1921, Lord Haldane states: '\\'hat is clear
is that the wide character of the word advantages" waS
a primary consideration in what was said by Their Lordships who took part in ad\'ising _ His Majesty.' Lord
. Dunedin-vide page 203, ibid.-is of the same opinion.
(( On the very same point Lord Sumner states (vide
page 217, ibid.) ; 'That case did not turn on the special definition of
dividend in the taxing statute of vVestern Australi~:.'
"The judgment in Swan Erc'ze-ery Company v. The
]{illg can be read in a few minutes. A perusal will show
that the case did not turn on the word' advantage.'
(( The q ll~stion given shows that it was not at all clear
to what extent the principle involved in Swan Brafei y
COlnpany v. The KiNg was being differed from. Nor yet
(!
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is it clear how far Blatt's case confirms the principle
laid
down in Bouch v. Spruu ie. Lords Dunedin and
BROTHERS &
co" LTD Sumner held that Bouch v. Sproude did not apply. In a
V.
passage already quoted Lord Cave differentiated Blatt's
GOVERNMENT.
case from Bouch v. Sprou.ie. The passage is: (I thi nk
it right to add that if in the present case (as in Bou~lt v.
Sfroude) an option had been given to' the. shareholders to take or refuse the bonus shares, differen t
considerations would have arisen: I desire to
reserve my judgmel1t as to the effect of such an option
on the liability to tax.'
Surely the effect of this pas~age is tl1at Lord Cave
did not consider that Blatt's case was governed by the
decision in Bouch v. Sproude. The fact is that it is not
clear how far the majority Lords in Blatt's case were
conscioLlsly differing from the decision in S~va1L Brewei Y
C01'npany v. The King.· Nor yet how for they regarded
the point at issue in Blatt's case as previously decided
by Bouch v. Sprowle, is further justification for a critical
atFtude towards the decision of the majority Lords in
. Blatt's case.
" The gist of the ruling in Blatt's case is that when
bonus shareR are issued there is merely an aprreciation of the capital of the recipient shareholder but
he receiv<fd 110tlt~ng that can be classed as income.
In examining the decision in Blatt's cnse it must be
kept clearly in mind that the liability 9f a shareholder
Vdl0 receives bonus shares to pay super-tax on their
value depends solely on whether or notjn receiving
'the bonus snare, he has received, as distinct from
his capital, either money or money's worth. If this
criterion be adhered to, some of the dicta in the
judgments in Blott's case are seen to be irrelevant. It
is stated for instance, that when bonus shares are issued,
what might .have gone to the shareholder as dividend
has gone to increase the capital of the company. But
STEEL
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surely the fact that the company has not parted with
any of its assets· is quite compatible with the shareholders having received a profit or gain. It is true
that .the company has retained the money capitalised.
But the bonus shares have a value. In receiving the
bonus shares the shareholder receives money's worth·
The fact that the company has not parted with an y of
its assets is quite irrelevant so far as the liability or
otherwise of tile shareholders to pay super-tax on tile
value of the bonus shares is concerned.
" It is also said that when the bonus shares are
issued to shareholders the new shares do not give the
shareholder an immediate right to a larger Clmount of
the existing ClssetS. The new- shares, it is argued, together with the old ones entitle him merely to the
same amount of the existing assets as he was entitled
to by the old shares before the issue of the bonus
:-hares. This is so far true. It must be pointed out,
however, that exactly the same is true of a dividend.
After the declaration of a dividend the dividend-warrant
of any shareholder taken together with the shares entitle
llim only to the same amount of the existing assets as,
prior to the declaration of the dividend, he was entitled
to by reason of his shares alone. The significant point,.
for our present purpose, is that when a dividend is paid,
the shareholder receives something quite sep3.fate from
and above and beyond his capital as represented by his
shares. The processes which lead up to the paying of
1
a dividend are as follows :_
" A company begins a successful year with a certain
amount of assets. At the end ofthe year these assets
have increased. The extent of the increase can only
be ascertained after an account has been taken. By the
process of accounting the increased amount of assets at
the end of the year is divided up into the assets with
which the company started (the c~pital) and the
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profit. The profit is separated out after precautions
ate taken, by allowing for depreciation, for doubtful
&
debts, etc., for ensurrng that, so far forth, the original
V.
assets
(the capital) is left intact. The profits are
GOVERNMENT.
what is left over when· all provision has been made
for ensuring that the original capital caferis paribus,
is undiminished. In India the company ·pays incometax on its profits. Ot! t of its profits, current or
accumulated, "the company pays a dividend. When
the shareholder receives a dividend he receives son.ething separate from and in addition to his capital as
represented by his shares. He has received a' profit'
or 'gain' or·' income.' This is liable to incometax. Accordingly under section 16 of the Indian
Income-tax Act, 1922, sums received as dividends are
included in the total income of an assess ee and . in
his asseSSment he is given credit for the arriount paid
by the company. \Vhen a dividend is paid, the shareholder receives a divi,dend-\\7arrantwhicb he can
encash.
" It appears to me that all the .essen:ial factors which
make dividends liable to income-tax and super-tax are
present in the case of an issue of bonus shc~res like the
present. To begin with the fund which is capitalized
was prv11ts. The company has paid income-tax on
these profits. -These profits had been separated off from
the capital, which, after they had been separated off, was
still, so far forth, undiminished. The value of the bonus
shares falling to each shareholder is the portion of the
total amount capitalized proportionate to his holding
in the company. The bonus shares. are realizable
quite apart from the shareholder's orjgin(~l shares.
He can sell his bonus shares and still have his capital
ClS represented by his original shares
intact. Ido
not se~ therefore that it can be held that ~l shareholder
who receives b~nus shar.es has not rccei ved money or
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money's worth. In the present case Messrs. Steels
having their capital, invested in the Indo-Burma
Petroleum Company, Limited, intactreceived in addition
hereto bonus shares to the value of Rs. 2St lakhs.
Surely this is obviously a profit or gain. That it \vas
so is shown by the fact that Messrs. Steels took the
value of these shares into account in their hofit and
Loss Account. It is to be noted that it is not necessary
that what the shareholder receives should be cash.
Even in the United Kingdom if the shares distributed
by the Indo-Burma Petroleum Company, Limited, had
been shares in another company, Messrs. Steels would
have been liable to pay super-tax on the value of
these shares-vide' the ruling in Pool v. Guardian
Investment Trust. There does not appear to be, so
far as income-tax purposes are concerned; any difference
between its own shares which acompany clistributes to a
shareholder as a bonus and shares in another company
which it similarly distributes. Both alike are equally
separate from and in addition to tbe shareholder's capital
as represented by his original shares. Both are therefore
to the shareholder a ' profit' or 'gain' or I income.
The same process of sale is necessary' before the
shares in either case can be turned into money.
1/ The
present case is simplified by the fact that
Messrs. Steels ha\Te; since the formation of the IndoBurma Petroleum Company, Limited, in 1909, held
practically the same holding in the company right"
up till the end of the period which 'is concerned in
the present reference.
I

III (e)
In the preceding paragraph it has been shown,
apart from the machinery used in issuing the
bonus shares that the bonus shares are a 'profit' Or
I gain.'
Another line of argument is that adopted
It

q'·~ite
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by the dissentient Lords-Lords Sumner and Dunedin-in Blatt's case. This line of argument is that in
order to effect the issue of the bonus shares two
steps are necessary :(1) the distribution by imputatIon of a sum of
money to the shareholders,
" (2) the application" of the money so imputed to
the payment of the bonus shares
" Lord Dunedin states the case ccncisely :~
'The Company cannet issue the shares for noth.
ing. They must be paid for in money or, under
certain conditions, in money's worth. Furthermore,
the company cannot itself provide the money to pay
for the 'llew shares. If it did so, it would do what is
equivalent to buying its own shares, and that it cannot do : Tre1'Or v. T'Vitworth.'
It Accordingly a necessary step to the issue
of tile
bGnus shares is the distribution, by imputation, to
each shareholder of h s proportional share of the'
amonnt capitaJized. This amounts to the receipt by;
the shareho\der of this particular sum of money.
The shareholder, receives a 'profit' or j gain'
\-vhieh is liable to income-tax and, if the total income
of the shareholder in question is above the requisite
minimum, to super-tax. The fact that the amount
capitalied is creclitezd, in their several appropriate
amounts, to the shareholders, is not affected by the
het that the shareholders are bound by the decision
of the company as to the manner in which such
money will be utilized.
,e In the present case-vide the resolution cited in
the statement of facts-the Indo-Burma Petroleum
,Company, Limited, decided that' the two sums of
nioney, of which the sum of Rs. 28i- lakhs now in
question is one moiety, should be distributed to the
shareholders as a bonus: The returns or. allotment
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filed show that the consideration for which, the shares
were ,allotted was the satIsfaction of the bonus in
quest~on. The procedure followed-and it was the
ineyitable, necessary procedure-involved the payment
by imputation, of the amounts in question to the
slureholders. The receipt by the shareho,~,ders of such
moneys.rendered them liable to pay super-tax on them.
II In the case Bouch v. Sproude, which the rn.~jority
of the Lot ds in HIott's case followed, the company
~~ctuaUy i~::;ued a warrant for the amount distributed
as bonus. The fact that as a necessary step to the
issue of the bonus shales, payment, by imputalioll or
otherwise, of hisproportionalamonnt, must be made
to each shareholder was got round by disregarding
the actual processes followed and regardillg solely the
substance of the whole transactions, \\'hich was t!1at
,a sum wh,ich had been available for distribution as
dividends bad been added back to capital. This
procedure may have been justifiable in deciding a
quest.ion between a tenant-for-life and a remainderman. It does no appear to, be justifiable in deciding a question of liability to income-tax or super-tax
where the question at issue is whether or npt an
assessee received anything amounting to a profit or.gain.

III (j)
~( A further consideration is this ; in the judgments
oft.he three Lords ,who decided against the Crown
in Blo't's case, as in the previous judgment Bouch v.
Sp1'oude which they'tollowed, the principle adopted
was that it was neces.sary to look, not at the form of
the processes by which the bonus shares were
issued, but' at the substance. Admittedly the form of
the transactions bvolved was(1) the. distribution of a sum of money as a
bonus to the shareholders.
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(2) the issue of bonus shares in satisfaction of
STEEL
that bonns. The distribution of the bonus
BIWTHERS &
unquestionably
involves the receipt by the
CO., LTD.
V
sharehold~r of (profits' or I gains.' But
GOVEIlNMEN'f.
according to the principle followed in Bouch
v. Spro'ude and by the majority of Lords in
Blott's casc, one must look not at the form
but at the substance of tIle transactions.
This in net effect was· that a certain amount
of money available for divid~nds \\'as added
to capital; the shareholders getting nothing
that could be classed as I income~' Whatever justification there may have been for
this view taken either in Blott's case or in
the case Bouch v. Sproude, the circumstances
of the present case require that the actual
formal process followed should alone be
taken into consideration. i\:S has been shown
above, John Blott was an ordinary snareholder with no controlling interest in the
company concerned in his case. The tenantfodife in Bouch v. Sproude was 1TI a
similar position.
"In the present case Messrs. Steels are not, as
regards their holding in the Indo-Burma Petroleum
Company, Limited, in the position of ordinary
shareholders. They owned half the shares, the other
half being held by another limited company'
There were provisions in the Articles of. Association
reserving to Messrs. Steels qnd to Messrs. ,Jamal
Brothers & Company, Limited. rights controlling
the transfer of shares to outsiders, and also controlling the Directorate. Both Messrs. Steels and Messrs.
Jamal Brothers & Company were precluded from
engaging in any other oil-business and, without the
consent of the Indo-Burma Petroleum Company,.
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Limited, even from hoJding shares in another oil
STEEL
company. By the Article.s· of Association the ManagBROTHERS &
ing Agency of the Indo-Eurma Petroleum Company, co., LTD.
V.
Limited, was reserved to Messrs. Steels. As set out GOVERKMENT~
in the statement of the facts of this case, Messrs.
Steels carry 011 some branches of their business directly
whil0 other brancl,es are carried on through the agency
of limited companies. Thus Messrs. Steels own all the
shares in the Burma Company, Limited, a company
whose b~siness is rice-millin'g except five shares (out
of 22,500, which are held by Directors pr Managers of
Messrs. Steels. Messrs. ~teels are in a similar position
. as regards Messrs. George ~ordon & Company (Burma),
Limited, a c~mpany whose business is insurance.
"Messrs. Steels are not in the position of ordinary
shareholders as regards ~ither the Burma Company,
Limited, Messrs. George Gordon & Company (Burma),
Limited, or the Indo-l13urma Petroleum Company
Limited. The truth is that these. subordinate limited
companies are artificial devices through which Messrs
Steels find it convenient to carryon different
branches of their business. These subordinate com_
panies are artificial deviCes. Their status, po\~"ers and
duties are those formally fixed by statute. Formal
procedure is of the essence of their being. In their
case, whatever may be true in the case of individuals
like John Blott, there is no justification for looking
away from the form o£ the processes by which the
bonus shares were issued and regarding only thellgt
effect of the processes. The parties concerned are all
juridical persons and, as such, their whole existence is
regulated by statute. There is therefore no justification
for disregarding the formal steps in the procedure."
In due course the reference was heard by' a
Full Bench of the High Co urt (R.Qbinson, C.]."
Heald and Beasley, JJ.)
.
•
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McDonnell-for the AppIi~cants.
HiF!inbotham, Governmc!,nt Advocate (with him
Allan Keith)-for the Crown~:
I

STEEL
BROTHERS.
I

.

&

Co., LTD.

v.

U

<:lOVERNME~T.

ROBINSON, C.J.-This is a, reference by the Commissioner of Income-tax, and ~be question referred is:"Did the transaction iyvidenced by the resolutions passed by the Indo-Bulfma Petroleum Company,
Limited, dated 19th July,; 1921 and 10th October,
1921, respectively, by the r~turns of allotment dat~d
27th July, 1921, and 25th October, 1921, and by the
contracts dated 23rd July 1and 10th October, 1921,
involve the receipt by . Mess;fs. Steels of any income,
profits or gains within tl1e meaning of section 2,
sub-section (15), section 19 and section 12 of lhe
Indian Il~come-tax Act, 1?22, and, consequently,
liable to super-tax under section 55 "?
The Indo-Burma Petrole*m Company, Limited, is
a company consisting, in fact, of l\vo shareholders
only, namely, Messrs. Stee,l Brothers & Company,
.Limited, and Messrs. Jamal Brothers & Company,
Limited. There are a few other shareholdersnominees of these two companies~who hold _ shares
for the purposes of the Companies Act. But we
may' treat this reference as if there were only hvo
shareholders holding an equal number of shares
each in,the company.
During 1921, the Indo-BurI;l1a Petroleum Company,
Limited, capitalized a sum of lupees fifty-six and a
half lakhs, being part of their profits; accumulated
and current, and issued bonus shares for this amount.
Messrs. Steel Brothers & Company, Limited, received
bonus shares to the value of Rupees twenty-eight
:and a quarter lakhs.
The question is whether these bonus shares are
income, profits or gains on which, subject to the
j

I
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provisions of the Act, Messrs. Steel Brothers & ComSTE1!:I.
pany, Limited, can be called upon to pay super-tax.
BROTHERS &
Acting in accordance with the powers conferred CO., LTD.
V.
:by their Articles of Association, the Indo-Burma GOVERNMENT.
Petroleum Company, Limited, increased their capital
<lnd then proceeded to pass resolutions authorizing ROBIr\SO~,
C.J.
"the issue of bonus shares. with the object of transferring the accumulated profits of th~ Company to
·capital. There were two resolutions in respect of
two sums, but the resolutions are the same, and it
will be sufficient if I set out the first resolution : "That this meeting pursuant to Article 105A
. <lirects-That it is desirable to capitalize the sum of
. Rs. 31,50,000, being part of the undivided profits of
the company standing to the credit of the company's
Profit amI Loss Account on the 31st December
1920, and since carried into Reserve Fund and
accordingly that that sum be distributed as a bonus
free of income-tax amongst the holders of the
ordinary shares or their nominees· in proportion to
the ordinary shares held by them respectively and
that the Directors be authorized to distribute
.amongst them 3l,500 of the unissued Rs.. 100 shares
'credited as fully paid in like proportions in satisfaction of such bonus."
The resolutions were carried, and the bonus
.shares were issued.
vVe have been referred to several alHhorities :Bouch v. Sprou-de (1), Swan Brewery Company,
Limited v. The King (2) and COllzmissioners of Inland
Revmue v. Blatt t3). This last case was first heard
by Rowlatt, J., \vhose judgTIent is to be found in
Law Reports, I King's Bench Division (1920), page
(1) Law Reports XII Appeal Cases(1887), page 385.

(2) Law Reports Appeal Cases (1914), page. 231.
(3) Law Reports 1 H.K.B.D. (1920), page 1l4.
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114. The appeal is to be found in Law Reports, II
KingJs Bench Division (1920),' page 657. The case
was taken to the House of Lords \vhose decision
is to be found in Law Reports, II Appeal Cases'
(1921), page 171.
The decision of Their Lordships of the Privy
Council in the Swan Brewe1')' case, if applic~ble to
the facts of the' present case, is binding on us. It
is impossible to reconcile that decision with the
dicision in Bouch v. Sprouae, or with the decision
in Blatt's case. I propose, therefore, first of all, to
'consider ho\V far the Swan. Brewery case was a
decision under a special Act, and whether it can be
destinguished from the present case on that ground.
The matter is rendered specially difficult, because'
the learned Lord who delivered the judgment in the'
Privy Council case was also one of the Law Lords
who delivered the judgment in the House oJ Lords
in Blott's case. He there stated (page 217): "Having
arrived at this conclusion on the general law of
statutory companies as now settled by decisions, I
turn to the case of Swan Bre1very, I have re-examined
the case of the appellants and the respondents:
represented to the Privy Council and the record on
that appeal, the report in the Court below, and the
Companies Acts of West Australia applicable to the:
case, that of 1893. I am quite clearly of opinion
that what was said by the Judicial Committee, as to
the effect in law and in business of a distribution of
bonus shares, was part of'tIJe decision and cannot be'
distinguished from the present case. Of course it
does not bind your Lordships, but I think it ought
to . be followed by all who do not feel themselves,
prepared to say that it was wrong and to say clearly
why i~ ~as wrong. That case did not turn on the
special definitiGn of dividend in the taxing statute
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-of West Australia." He further said: " Bouch v. Sproude
STEEL
was cited and was considered. The passage in question
BROTHERS &
was an essential part of the decision. It is in point co.., LTD.
'/I.
now and I adhere to it. My Lords no authority has GOVERNMENT.
"been cited to the contrary of the proposition laid down
in thEi Swan Brewery case, apart from Bouch v: ROBINSON,
C.J.
.Sproude and, with all respect to the Court of Appeal,
.I do not think there is anything in the opinion~
"there expressed which really touches the present case."
'Sjr Robert Finlay, K.C., as he then was, argued the
'case for the appellants before the Privy Council, and
he is recorded to have stated in argument (page 233) :
'" The decisions in cases as between a tenant-for-life
:and a remainder-man, such as Bouch v. Sproude, etc.,
:are not applicable to the case, which d~pends entirely
upon the construction of the statutes."
There is no reference in the judgment delivered
-by Lord Sumner to Bouch v. Sproude ; that it was
referred to is clear j that it was considered, we have
the word of Lord Sumner. But there is nothing in
-the judgment to show why it was held to be in:applicable. So far as the judgment itself goes, it
refers throughout, except for a passage at the very
end, to which I shall presently tefer, to refer to the
Dividend Duties Act of Western Australia, and to
the special definition of the word" dividend" therein,
:and it emphasizes in particular the word "advantage"
which forms part of that definition. Lord Sumner
'said (page 234) : "In ordinary language the new shares
would not be called a dividend, nor would the allot- ment of them be a distribution of a dividend. The
.question in issue here is whether or not the new
.shares were a dividend under the Act abnve
mentioned." He then quotes the definition ,of the
'word "dividend" and goes on: "The new shares
were intended to be and were distributed among

-
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the shareholders; they were intended to be and'
doubtless are advantages to the allottees. TheBROTHERS &
Supreme Court. of V\T estern Australia held that they
CO., LTJ).
V.
were dividends within the meaning of the Act, and
GOVEHNM IUiJ.X.,
that duty was p::-.yable on their amount or value:
HOBlNSON,
acc~rdillgly. Then, after setting forth the argum'ent
C.}.
for the. appellants, the judgment goes on (pages 235,.
:. 236)
: There can be no doubt that the new shares
I
we:'e distributed and were not the same things as
the old ones. They certainly were supposed to be'
~dvaritabes to the members of the company, none·
the less that the making of the issue was probably'
an advantage to the company also. In so flourishing
a: business doubtless they really were advantages."
And then comes the passage to which I have referred
above: ,I True that in a sense it was all one transaction, but that is an ambiguous expre'ssion. In
business, as in contemplation of law, there were two
transactions, the creation and issue of new shares on,
the company's part, and on the alloHees' part the
satisfaction of the liability to pay for them by acquiescing in snch a transfer from reserve to share
capital as put an end to any participation in the sum.
of .£101;450 in right of the old shares, and created
instead a right of genera! participation in the companyprofits and assets in right of the new shares, without
any further liability to make a cash contribution in;
respect of them. In the words of Parker, C.].,
'Had the company distributed the .£ 101,450 among
the shareholders and had the shareholders repaid
such sums to the company as the price of the 81,160'
new shares, the duty on the .£ 101,450 would clearly
have been' payable. Is not this virtually the effect
of what was actually done? It think it is'."
This decision appears to me to be in direct conflict with the decisi0n of the House of Lords in.
STEEL
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Bouch v. Sproude, and the question whether it was
a decision based on the special wording of the West
Australia Act or not was considered by all the learned
Judges who dealt with Blott's case. Mr. Justice
Rowlatt, in the First Court, referring to it said
(page 134) : II There it was held that a sh1.reholder
receiving bonus shares, as in the present case,
was receiving an advantage within the meaning of
a highly artificial definition of the word divi-·
dend in a Colonial Act notwithstanding that his
proportionate interest in the assets of the company
remained the same after the transaction as it had
been before. It was further recognized that such advantage was the same . as that which he would have
received J if he had been paid the bonus in cash·
and expended it in subscribing for the new shares.
Here the question is whether' he has been paid
and in l~ny opinion the decision has but little, if
any, bearing." In the Court of Appeal the Master
of the Rolls said (pages 664, '665) : i l I have, however,
felt great difficulty about Slvan Brewery C01'1ZpaI1Y
v, The King, where Lord Slunner, delivering the
judgment of Lord Moulton, Lord Parker of Waddington and himself, -. said that in a transaction
similar to this the shares in ordinary language
would not be called a dividend nor would the allotment of them be the distribtition of a dividend,
but ifol another part of his judgment I that both in
business and in law the shareholder received so
much dividend 'out of undivided profits, and then
used it in paying up the new shares. The actual
decision was upon the special \-\fords of a Colonial
Act containing what Rowlatt, J" calls a highly artificial definiti~n of the \vord 'dividend,' and the
learned Judge distinguished the case on that ground.
Lord Sumner also stated that the question turned
I
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merely on that construction of a particular Act, and
the case may be distinguishable from Bouch v.
Sproude on that ground; but I find it very difficult to reconcile the reasoning of the two cases.
If, however, they cannot be reconciled, I consider
that we are boqnd to follow Bouch v. Sp1'oude."
Warrington, L.J., referring to the Swa:t Brewery case,
said (pages 670,671): II The decision itself was on
the construction of an A~t of Western Australia imposing on a company declaring a dividend a duty on the
amount or value of such dividend and providing that
( dividend' should include *
* *" and· he
then quotes the definition. He goes on : (( Obviously
berefore the question for decision was far away
from that' in the present case. The discussion, both
in argument and in the judgment, was mainly on
the question whether there was any 'advantage' to
anybody in the mere transfer of accumulated profits to capital and the allotment of shares representing the capital; but at the end the judgment
contains the following passage
'* * "''' and
he then quotes the passage I have quoted. He
goes on: II It W2S admitted in the argument that
Bouch v. Sproude and cases of that nature were
inapplicable to the case under discussion, and I can
hardly think that Lord Sumner intended by the
expression he used to express a view of his' own or
to approve of a view of tbe .Chief Justice which
woulet conflict with that expressed by Lord Herschell
in Bouch v. Sproude."
Scrutton, L.J., referring to the Swan Brewery case
stated (pages 673,674,675) : "Th1t case turns on the
construction of an Australian Act which taxes ' divi~
dends': defining them as .",
'* *. The Privy
Council held bonus shares paid up out of accumulated profits to be ' dividends' under that Act, though
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:saying : 'In ordinary language the new shares would
. :.not be called a dividend, nor would the allotment of
them be the distribution of a dividend.' The judgment states that the question is merely the construction of the particular Act, but Lord Sumner treats
the transaction as one, both in business and in law,
in which the shareholder receives so much dividend
out of undivided profits, and then uses it in paying
:l.1p the new shares. This decision: of course, is on
another statute, and is not binding on us, though
entitlcq to the greatest respect, * * * . But it
is very· difficult to reconcile it with the reasoning of
<l. decision which is binding on us, the decision of
the House of Lords in Bouch v. Sproude * * *
It appears to me that the reasoning of Lord Sumner
in the Swan Brewery case would have led the
House of Lords to a different conclusion * ,;:, *
The Privy. Council do not state their view of Bouch
v. Sproude probably because for some reason, wbich
1 do not understand, Counsel for the appeliant s
treated that decision as irrelevant; but the reasoning
of the two cases appear to me to be in conflict, and,
if so, \.ve are bound by the decision of the House of
Lords."
In the House of Lords, Visco~mt Haldane, dealing with the Swan Bre7.f}{;1')' case stated (page 188) :
II But the taxing statute was couched in very different language *
* * .. There were expressions
in the judgment which may be construed as having
gone rather further, and treated the payment made
by the company as equivalent in substance to a
payment by (he company to the shareholders, and
by them back to the company. It may have been.
so, and without a fuiler kno\vledge of the facts in
the case and of the local law than the report discloses, it is difficult to be quite sure ahou t the
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point, but what is clear is that the wide character
STEEL
. of the word (advantages' was primary consideration
BROTHERS &
Co., LTD.
in what was said by Their Lordships who took
GOVv~RN_ part in advising His Majesty. I therefore do not
:MENT.
feel embarrassed by the decision in that case."
. ROB1NSON,
Viscount' Finlay merely stated (page 1.99) : CI I
C.}.
mlJst, ho\veverj confess that the. reasoning on which
the judgment is rested appears to me to be inconsistent with the decision of this House in Bouch
v. Sproude."
Viscount Cave stated (page 202): j( In S'wan
Brewe1'y Co'mpany v. The King, it was held that transactions similar to those now in question were, in
effect, a declaration of a dividend within the meaning of the Dividend Duties Act, 1902, of Western
Australia, and accordingly that duty was payable
under that Act. The deCision in that case is no
doubt fully supported by the definition clause in
the vVestern Australian Act j but if it were not for
the definition clause the decision \vould, I think, be
inconsistent with the decision in Bouch v. Sproude."
Lord Dunedin merely said (page 206): (, In
conclusion, I would only add' that I have in this
.opinion of set purpose refrained from relying on
the dictum of Lord Sumner delivering the judgment
of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in
the Australian case, not becallse I in any way
disagree with it, but because I recognize that if it is
in conflict \vith the necessary grounds of decision in
Bouch v. Sproude, then as I am sitting in the House
I should be bound to follow the latter-mentioned
case * * * "
It is thus clear that all the learned Judges who
have considered the Privy Council case have held
that' it is based on a special Act, although there are
some remarks of a general character in the judg-
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ment. They all also recognize that, if it was not to
be explained as being based on a special Act, it
would conflict with the decision in Bouch v. Sproude,
as to which Lord Sumner himself .stated (page
219) : -

My Lords, needless to say, I fully, accept everything laid down in Bouch v. Sproude unreservedly,
but I think it is only indirectly a decision upon the
power of companies to capitalize undistributed profits
and, as regards the steps by which this is or is
deemed to be done, itis not a decision at all."
Lord Sumner distinguished Bouch y. Sproude in
Blott's case, but, as will be seen from the quotations.
I have already made, that view was not accepted
by any of the other Law Lords.
The only conclusion possible,. to my mind, on
these judgments is that the fact that a decision had
to be arrived at in Bouch v. Sproude for the
purpose of deciding a question between a tenant-forlife and a remainder-man in no way affected the
decision of the general question as' to bonus shares.
in cases similar to the present one-a fact which
had to be decided in that case just as much as·
it had to be decided in Blatt's case.
I have given the matter my most careful
consideration, and in my opinion the Swan Brewery
case need not be taken to he a binding authority
on us for the purpose of deciding the present
reference, because it was a decision basea on the special
provisions of a particular Act of Western Australiaan opinion in which I am supported by a very large'
number of authorities.
.
The question before us, therefore, has been decided twice by the House of Lords, and in each
case it has been held that bonus shares, such as·
were' distributed in this case, are not income,.
Cl
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profits or gain, and are not, therefore, liable to
super-tax.
There can be no question as to what was the
object of the Indo·Burma Petroleum Company,
Limited, and of its shareholders in passing the
resolutions and making the large allotments of
shares that they did. They were acting in exercise
of "the powers conferred by. their Articles of
Association. Their object was to transfer certain
sums standing in their Profit and Loss Account
and i1) their reserves ·to their capital in order
thereby to incr~ase their capital and enable them
to use that money as capital for a purpose which
they had in mind.
There was no intention of
paying any dividend to the shareholders. In' my
-opinion the transaction must be regarded as a
'whole, and the obvious intention of the company
must be taken into account. There never was, and
was never intended to be, any payment at all to
the shareholders. No amount whatever was taken
.from the company or received by the shareholders.
Both the company and .the·· shareholders were
merely adopting a means, in accordance with their
Articles of Association, for transferring profits to
,capital; because of the accretion to the capital
effected by the resolutions, there had to be an
allotment of shares, and the acceptance "of the
:shares was in no sense the acceptance of an income,
profit or gain within the meaning of the IncometaxAet.
I has been argued that the whole of these
-transactions were effected merely for the purpose of
enabling tbe !ndo-Burrr.a Petroleum Company,
.Limited, to acquire shares in the Attock Oil
·.compaRy, and that, therefore, the effect of the issue
.of the bonus shares was. really equivalent to the
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transfer to t-he shareholders of shares in the Attock
Oil Company so as to bring the case within the rule
STEEL
BROTHERS &:
in Pool v. The Gum'dian Investment Trust Co rnp a l1Y, Co., LTD.
%I.
Limited (4). I cannot accept this argument at all. GOVERNMENT.
No shares in any other company were transferred
to the shareholders; and, furthermore, we are not ROllIKSON,.
C.T·
concerned with what the company may do with its
increased capital, but only with the effect of adopting
this method of increasing its capital.
It was further an ned that the resolution directs
that a sum be capitalized; that that SUln be
distributed among the shareholders i and that· the
directors be directed to distribute it as bonus shares.
It is pointed out that the language differs somewhat from the language of the resolution in Blatt's
.case. The differente appears to me to be slight, and
to be one of language only. In Blatt's case the
resolution ran that a bonus at a certain rate be
declared, and fOf' the rest, the resolution was the
same.
There was, it will be observed, in . this case no
. direction to the directors to pay any dividend j on
the contrary they were. directed to distribute the
bonus shares, and it, therefore, appears to me to be
impossible to hold that there was, in effect, a
payment to the shareholders, returned immediately
by them to the company in satisfaction of the bonu~
shares. There was no option left to the sharehold~rs ;
they had to take the bonus shares ; they could not
demand any cash payment.
It is said that they had an option, and that they
exercised it prior to the passing of the resolution.
Of course, they had i but weare not' concerned with
that, but with the question whether they had an
opfion, when the bonus shares were presented to
(4) Law Reports, I King's Bench Division, (1922), page 347.
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them, of refusing them and demanding instead an
equivalent in cash.
.BROTIfEI{S &
It is unnecessary for me to recapitulate the
CO., LTD.
V.
arguments
that are given much more ably than I
GO';EI<~
MENT.
could, do in the judgments in the cases I have
.UOBINSON, . already referred to.
. cJ.
In my opinion, therefore, the questior.. referred
should be answered in the negative.
STEEL

HEALD, J.- Up to the 2nd of June] 921 the Indo_
Burma Petroleum Company had an authorized capital
of one. crore of rupees divided into one lakh of Rs. 100
shares of which 93,380 were issued. On the 18th
of May 1921 the company by special resolution resolved to increase its capital' to two crores. That
special resolution was confirmed on the 2nd of June
1921, so that thenceforward the authorized capihJl of
the company was two crores, of which nearly one
crore was represented by shares already issped. On
the 29th of June 1921 the company by special resolution resolved to add to its articles of association a
new article authorizing a General Meeting of the
Company on the recommendation of the Directors to
direct capitalization of the whole or any part of the
profits or reserve funds of the company by the distribution of paid-up shares of the company. among
the holders of the ordinary shaJ~es of the company in
proportion to the number of shares held by them
.and directing the Directors to apply such portion of
the proflts:-:or reserve funds as may be required for
the purpose of l11aking payment in full at par for the
shares of the company so distributed. That resolution
was confirmed on the 19th July 1921 and thereafter
the company had power to capitalize. its profits or
reserve funds by the distribution of shares among its
shareholders. On the same date, the 19th of July
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1921, the company resolved to capitalize the sum of
31t lakhs of rupees out of its reserve fund and to STEEL
&
.distribute that sum as a bonus free of income-tax BROTHERS
Co., LTD.
II.
:amongst the holders of the ordinary shares in pro- GOVERNMENT.
portion to the ordinary shares held by them, and
:authorized the Directors to distribute amongst the HEALD, J.
holders of the ordinary shares 31,500 of the unissued
Rs. 100 shares, credited as fully paid in the same
proportion in sati5faction of such b6nus. On the
10th of October 1921 by an exactly similar re:solution the company resolved to capitalize another
25 lakll~ of the reserve fund and to distribute simi:larly another 25,000 of the unissued sbares.
As a result '6f those resolutions M~ssrs. Steel
Brothel s & Company, Limited, received shares in
satisfaction of bonus to the amount of Hs. 28t lakhs,
:and the question which we have to decide is whether
or not those shares represented "income, profit or
gains" within the meaning of those words'in the
Indian Income-tax Act (Act XI of 1922).
A somewhat similar question was decided by Their·
Lordships of the Privy Council in 1913 in the case of
swan Brewery Company, Limited v. The KinJ?
That company, like the Indo-Burma Petroleum
Company, resolved· to increase its capital, and did
increase it by ~ 101,450. It then resolved that
~ 101,450 out of its reserve fund should be transferred to the share capital account to represent the
capital "alue of the new shares. It also authorized its
Directors to·· allot the new shares pro rata amongst
the existing ordinary shareholders of the company in
consideration of the sum of ~ 101,450 transferred to the
capital account from the reserve fund which,· it is
to be rioted, represented accumulated profits, exactly
as it did in the present case. In Western Australia
a Dividend Duties Act provided for the levy of a
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duty on "dividends" and defined or described
Iidividends" as including I' every dividend, profit,.
&
CO., LTD.
advantage, or. gain intended to be. paid or distributed
V.
. among any members
. of any company."
GI)VER~
MENT.
What therefore the Privy Council had to decide was
HEALD, J.
whether or nof shares distributed in the same manner
and by the same procedure as the shares in this
case were a dividend, profit, advantage or gain intended to be paid or credited to or distributed among:
the shareholders. 'fheir Lordships held' that the
shares were, an II advantage " distributed among the
'shareholders· and were therefore lIable to the tax.
They said: H There can be no doubt that the new'
shares were distributed and were not the same thing:
as the old ones. They certainly were supposed to be
advantages to the members of the company .
In so flourishing a business.. doubtless' they really
were advantages. The new shares were credited as
fully paid and what is more they were fully paid)
. for after the allotment the company held :£ 101,450
as capital produced by the issue of those shares and
for that consideration, and no longer as an undivided
part of its accumulated reserve fUIld. True that'in a
sense it was all one transaction, but that is an ambiguous expression. In business as in contemplation
of law there were two transactions the creation and
issue of new shares on the company's part, and on the
allottee's part the satisfaiction of the liability to pay for
them by acquiescing in such a transfer from reserve to
share capital as put an end to any partlcipation in
the sum of :£ 101,450 in right of the old shares and
created instead a right of general participation in the
company's profits and assets in right of the ne"w
shares· wit.hout any further liability to make a cash
cont.ribution in respect of them." It was on this
reasoning that Their Lordships decided that the shares.
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were an 1/ ad vantage " distributed to the shareholders
STEEr,
and so were liable to duty as a "divide-nd."
BIlOTHERS &
Buf in the case of the Commissioners of Inland Co., LTD.
V.
Revenue v. Blott, the House of Lords. decided that GOVERNMENT.
~haressimilarly distributed were not income but
'were an addition to capital and so v,'ere not assessable HEALD, J.
under the English Income-tax (or Super-tax) Acts.
These two decisions can hardly be reconciled and
if we follow one of th~m we are bound to answer
the reference in the affirmative while if we follow the
other we must answer it in the negative.
The o,lly question to be decided therefore is
which ofthem we afe to follow.
\Ve are bound' to follow the decision of the:
Privy Council if that decision is applicable to the'
case before us and we ought to follow the decision
of the House of of Lords if the decision of the Privy
Council is not applicable and tba:t of the House of
Lords is.
The House of Lords
considered the Privy
Council decision, and distinguished it from Blott's.
case on the ground, as Lord Haldane put it, that
it was a decision on a taxing statute which was
cO~lched in very different language £-rom the English
Act which the House was considering.. But it must
be remembered that the House of Lords was not
bound by the decision of the Privy Council while
we are. bound by it, and I do not think that a mere·
difference in the purpose for which the decision on.
the facts is necessary \voulcl warrant us in' coming
to a decision which was differellt from that of the
Privy Cou.ncil cn the same facts. The purpose ot
tLe decision in Bouch v. Sproudc was that Lord.
Herscbell himself called the (' <1rtificial" division of
the enjoyment of property between a tenant-far-life and
remainder-man and Hlere were speCial difficulties,

20
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in that case because it was not clear what part
of the accumulated profits with which that case was
concerned had been earned before the death of the
GO~'ERN- testator.
Nevertheless the House of Lords felt itself
lIffiNT.
bnmd by that decision in Blatt's case which was a
nEALD, J. decision on a taxing stattlte 'couched in very different
language from the law for division between a tenantfor-Jih and a remainder-man and in which no such
difficuities arose. The present case and the Swan
B1'ewery case are both on taxing $tatutes couched in
very similar language, and although the definition or
description of dividenct in the Colonial Act may be
as Mr. Justice Rowlatt saict II highly artificial" the
description of "irlcome" in the Indian Income-tax
Act is similarly artificial, so that it seems clear that
there is a much closer analogy between the present
case and the Swan Brewery case than there was
between Blatt's case and Bouch v. Sproude. If
therefore in Bluff's case the House of Lords felt itself
bound to follow BOrtch v. Sprol1de, we can hardly
avoid the conclusion that in this case we are bound
to follow· the Swan Brewery case to the full Extent
to which' it goes.
I have considered whether this case can be distinguished from the Privy Council case on the ground
that it was not necessary for Their Lordships to
decide more that than the shares were dividend
ill intended to be paid or credited or distributed,"
bu~
jt seems clear that what Their Lordships decided, on
Jacts which were essentially similar to those of the
:present case, was that the shares \-vere an II advantage"
:actually ctistributed to the shareholders, so that if the
,question which we had to decide In the present
case was wh~ther or not the shares represented such
l,1 advantages"
we cC?uld hardly avoid an affirmative
. answer.

STEEr.
BROTHERS &
Co., LTD.
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'But the word "advantage" does not appear
STEEL
in the provisions of the Income-tax Act which we
BROTHERS &
,are considering and therefore we have to decide co., LTD.
V.
whether the difference in meaning 'between the words GOVERNMENT.
advantage ., and (( gain " is such that although the
Privy Council has found such shares to be" advantages" HEALD, J.
we should be justified in finding that they were not
" gains."
In Blott's case Lord Haldane said that it was
clear that the wide ~character of the worel (( advantages "
was a primary consideration in what was said by the
Privy <;ouncil in the Swan Bl'ewerycase, and it must be
-admitted that the meaning of the word (I advantage"
as used in the Australian Dividend Duties Act was
probably wider than that of the word (( gain" as
used in the same Act.
I have little doubt that the meaning to be
attached to the word II gains "in the Income-tax
Act is to $ome extent artificial since it could hardly
be read as including w,hat might 'be called intangible
gains.
vVebster's Dictionary defines II gains" as (( profits in
the form of sum of money or acquired assets arising
from business transactions or dealings" and although it is possible that in the Income-tax Act
(l gains" are notrestricted to business profits,
I think,
that they must be restricted to l: profits in the form
of money or acquired assets."
I think, therefore, that it does not follow that
b~cause the Privy Council found that shares dislributed in the same way as the shares in this case
were distributed were (( advantages" to the Shareholders, we are bound to find that they represented
" gains." If the matter had been 1'es injegra I should,
I must admit, have felt justified in going a step
, further than the Privy Council actually went in the
.(l
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Swan Bre-:£Jery case and in finding on the reasoning
of the Privy Council in that- case that the shares in
this case represented not only "advantages" but.
actnal " gains" received by Messrs. Steel Brothers
& Co., Ltd.,
but I feel that lam precluded
by the decision of the House of Lords in Blatt's
case from taking that further step and that in accordance with the decision .of House of Lords 1
must hold that the shares did not represei1t ri l gains"
within the meaning of the Indian Income-tax ,Act.
I \:t,lould accordingly answer the reference by
saying that in my opinion the transactions mentioned
in the order of reference' did not involve the receipt
by Messrs. Steel Brothers & Co. of "income~
profi ts or gains" within the meaning of section 2
(15) and section 12 of the Indian Income-tax Act
or with in the meaning of II total income" in
section 16 of the Act.
].-In my opmlOn the only point to be'
considered on the question referred to us is
whether \-ve are bound by the decisionaf the
Privy Council in the case of the S'iiJan Brewery COJn_·
pany, Limited) v. The Khtg (1), or whether we can
and ought to follow the judgment of the House
of Lords in the COl1lmissiol1ers of hilmzd Revenue'
v. Blott (2).
. The facts in Blott's case are identical with those
in the case before us and the facts in Swan
Brewery case are very similar j but the taxing
statute, viz., the Dividend Duties Amendment Act,
1906, d \Nestern Australia, is differently worded
to the taxing statutes both in India and in England"
- and the question is whether (he decision of the
BEASLEY,

(1) Law Reports Appeal Cases (1914), page 231.
(2) Law Reports (1921) II Appeal Cases, pa.ge 171.
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Privy Council was a decision based upon the construction of the particular Act, or whether it was
of wider and more general ?-pplication. In the
latter case undoubtedly \'ve are bound by that decision,
b.ut in the former case we are not bound by it
and can, and in. my opinion ought to follow the
decislon of the House of Lords in Blatt's case.
According to the Report of the Swan Bre;'very
.case, the whole of the argument of Sir Robert
Finlay, for the appellants, which appears on page
233 of the report, was directed to and concentrated
'upon that' particula'r taxing statut~ and the statute
. ·it amended; and when Lord Sumner delivered the
judgment of the Privy Council. on page '234, he
:stated as follows: "The question iniss'ue here is
whether' or not the new shares were a dividend
under the Act above mentioned." (The Dividend
Duties Amendment Act of 1902 of Western Australia.)
,( If that were, dividend duty was and is payable and
the judgment appealed against was right. Section
2 of the Aetdefincs, or rather describes, the \:vord
., dividend' as used in the Act as including, 'evej-y
profit, advantage or gain intended La be paid or
·credited to or distributed among the members of
any company., And with the exception of the last
{l!:W lines of Lord Sumner's judgment the remainder
of it discusses throughout the question as to whether
·or not this allqtmept of bonus shares was an
advantage to the members of the company and
therefore assessable to income-tax, "
Upon reading the report of the argument and
the judgment in the Swan. Brewer)' case, I am of
the opinion that the decision of the Privy Council
\-vas· based upon the construction of the particular
taxlllg statute, and; w hen the expressed opinions of
-.the eminent Judges and Law Lords who considered
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Blvtt's case are referred to it will be seen that
with the exception of Viscount Finlay, who expressed
no opinion on this point and Lord Sumner who·
very definitely was of the contrary opinion, all of
them, Rowlatt, J., in the King's Bench Division"
in the Court of Appeal, Lord Stcrndalc, M. R., and
Warrington and Scrutton, L.J.}., and in the House·
of Lords. Viscounts Haldane and Cave and Lord
Dunedin, took to the view that the decision in the:
Swan Brewery case was a decision UpOl) the particular
taxing statute of Western Australia.
In the King's Bench Division, Rowlatt, J., thus:
states his opinion with reference to the Swan'
Brewery- case on page, 134: "There it was held
that a shareholder receiving bonus shares, as in
the present case, was receiving an advantage within
, the meaning of a highly artificial definition of th€:
word' dividend) in a Colonial Act notwithstanding
that his proportionate interest in the assets of the"
company remained the same after the transaction
as it bad been before." And then Rowlatt, J."
'stated that in his opinion the decision of the S'll'an
Brewery case had little, if any, bearing upon Blatt's case~
In the Court of Appeal, the Master of the Rolls.
in the course of his judgment on page 664, stated::
"The actual decision was upon the special words
of a Colonial Act containing what Rowlatt, J'l calls
a highly artificial definition of the word' divid:end ,.
and the learned Judge distinguished the case on
that ground."
Warrington, L.J., on page 670, stated that "The:
decision itself was on the construction of an Act
of Western Australia imposing on a cOlllpany declaring a dividend a duty, on the amount or value of
such dividend'~ ';i< * "
Later on he said ::
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Obviously, therefore, the question for decision
was far away from
that in the present case."
And Lord· ,Justice Scrutton, on page 673, stated
that, "That case turns on the constr~etion of an
Australian Act which taxes 'dividends * * *.
The Judgment states that the question is merely
the construction of the·· particular Act, * * *
This decision, of course, is on another statute and
is not binding on us, though entitled to the. greatest
. respect * * * "
.
In the House of Lords, Viscount Haldane, i'n
commencing upon ~he Swan Brewery case expressed
a very definite opinion that it had no bearing upon
Blatt's case because on page 188 he stated that the
taxing statute was couched in very different language
and after some observations upon his, requiring a
fuller knowledge of the facts of the case and of the
local law he further stated, "but what is clear is
that the wide character of the word' advantages' was a
primary consideration in what was said. by Their
Lordships who took _part in advising His Majesty.
1 therefore do not feel embarrassed by the decision
in that case."
Viscount Cave in dealing with the Swan Bre-lvery
case on page 202 of the report stated that /I the
decision in that case is no doubt fully supported by
the definition clause in the Western Australia Act ;
but if it Were not for the definition clause the decision would, I think, be inconsistent with the decision
in Bouch v. Sproude." And Lord Dunedin on page
203 stated as follows :-" I may say at once that I
do not feel that the case is concluded by ~ (~ecision.
Su'all Brewery C01npany v. Tlze King (1) was a decision upon an Australian statute in the words of which
if anything became 'an advantage' it would fall
within the tax."
/I
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In the House of Lords) Their Lordships" with the
exception of Lords Dunedin and Sumner took the
&
CO., LTD.
view that the decision in the Swan Brewery case
'/I.
GOVERN- , would be inconsistent with the decision 'in Bouch v.
MENT.
Sproude were it not for the definition c1au~e in the
BZASLEY,
Western Australia Act: and in the Court of
J.
Appeal Lord Justice Warrington vvas of the opinion
that Lord Sumner, in delivering the Judgment of the
Privy Council, did pot intend to express any opinion
in conflict with Bouch v. SjJr,nlde, because) he stated
.,1 I carl hardly thinl< that Lord Sumller intended by
the expression he used to express a view of his own
·,or to approve of a view of the Chief Justice which
\would conflict with that expressed by Lord Herschell
in Bouch v. Sproude."
From the judgment in the Swan Brewery case
'itself and from the judgments of the Judges and the
Law Lords who had to consider' the beal ing of the
Swan Bre'wery case upon Bloft's case I am clearly of
:the opinion that we need not follow tlle decision in
the Swan Brewery case, it being a decision upon a
particular act and, not of general' ~pplication. That
being so, we are not emban:a~sed in considering
wlJelher we can follow Blatt's case. The facts in
Blaft's case are identical with those in this case and
the taxing statutes are similarly viorded. By a
majority in the House of Lords it bas been held that
such an allotment of bonus shares to the members of
a company does not render the shares soallottecl'
liable to be assessed fOr super-tax inasmuch as they
are not a, part of income' but are' an addition to
capital. In my opinion \ve ought to follow the
decision in Blatt's case and I would therefore answer
the question referred to us in the negative.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir SYdney Robil1soll, Kl., Chief Jns/ice, and 1111'. J list icc /of ay DlIllg.

LECUN

1924

v.

Mar. 11.

LECUN.*
.Advancement, pr(SlJlIIp!ion of-Gift of immopcc,ble property byall Anglo-India;1
!lusl'and ill favour of his An[,10-I1/dit11l 1lJife-Sllbseq/;ellt repairs alltt
improvements 011 tile properly-Presumptio1l. as to docume1lts in SOI/;1I111
form-Relevancy of subsequellt acts to prove na/lIl'e of prior transaction.

\Vhere an Anglo-Indian husband made a gilt of immoveable properly in
1avour of his wife, also an Anglo-India·il, by a registeI:ed deed, held, that the
presumption is lhat it was made by way of advancement.
.
Held also, that where the husbillld and wife continue to I ive on the property
the hllsballd incurrin.~ expendilure ill the making of improvements to the
proper:y, the presumption of advancement applies also to the expenditure so
:incurred.
Held also, that:l doclllnent executed in solemn form should be presu1llcd
primarily to express the intention of the executant according to the tenor
there0{ and that strong evidence is necessary to lJrove a different intention.
Held fU1'!lzcr, that evidence of the suosequent conduct and acts of the
p:utie, is admissible to prove that the transaction entered into is not what
'it purports to be.
UceY<1j~p_l Chdly and 011';

Y.

f;fauJI.{!. Ba Bu, (1910) 3 B.L.T., 62-1cjcl'l'ed

to.
Ke;wick v. [(e:wick, (19:0) 48 Cal. 260-'-jollowed,
GopC(krrst Gvsain v. Gmlg.lpersaud Gosaill, (1854) 6 Moo. I.A. 53;
],fou!vic Saj'yud U,.!t!ly Ali Y. MIIssa:;;at BccbeeUltaf Fatima, (1869) ~3 Moo.
I.A. 232-di.',linguislled..

This was ;],n appeal preferred by the defendant.
appellant against the judgment and decree of the
High Court (Rutledge l J.) pdssed in its Original Civil
Jurisdiction in Civil Regular Suit No. 172 of 1923.
The facts connected with the appeal appear for
purposes of this report in sufficient detail ili the
judgment reported below.
Onniston-for the Appellant.
Higirzbolha1f1. and Villa-for the Respondent.
• Civil Filst Appeal No. 191 of 1923 from the Original Side of this Court
in Civil Regular No. 172 Of 1923.
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ROBINSON, C.}., and MAY OUNG, J.-This was a
suit brought by the plaintiff-respondent, Mrs. Lecun,
against her husband defendant-appellant for possession
of a house which had been gifted to her by her
husband in 1908. It is necessary for the purposes of
our decision to set out the facts in some detail.
Appellant was originally in the Public Works
Department, but owing to his superi~r not approving
certain measurements in a contract which he had
passed, he was dismissed and set up a business on
',his own account. He bbtained a valuable contract
from the Burma Rice &, Trading Company to erect
for them a mill at Bassein. In 1904 he bought a
piece of land in Rangoon and for the purchase price
or part of it he executed a mortgage on the land in
favour of the, vendor. ,In the year 1906-1907 he
built a house on part of this land. In the latter
year he paid off the vendor's. mortgage borrowing
money from one Ma Ma Gyi to do so. To her he
gave a mortgage on the house and land. He had a
dispute with one of his sub-contractors and on the
6th April,1907 this man filed a suit against him for
Rs. 16,000 odd. Appellant then paid in to Court
Rs. 5,749 and joined issue as to the balance. The
sub-contractor attached the money due to him by the
Burma Rice & Trading Company j but appellant
gave security and got the attachment removed.
While that suit was pending he married the respondent on the 3rd' of 'IlI'ne 1908. He alleges that
acting under advice he paid off Ma Ma Gyi's
mortgage with money that he had, and fearing that
the same sub-contractor inexecution of the decree
that he was likely to get might attach this house, he
decided to put in his wife's name j and to that
end' in order to save his property from the risk of
attachment he executed a deed of gift dated the 23rd
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of June 1908 in favour of his wife. The parties
lived in this house and have done so all along
until the disputes 'arose which led to a separation
and to the bringing of the present suit. On the 4th
of September 1908 part of the site originally bought
was sold to Sir A. Jamal by Exhibit C for Rs. 7,500.
The deed of sale was executed by the respondent as'
vendor. Both parties claimed to have taken the
purchase money. Two other bits of this land were
sold in the same or the next year to Messrs. Burjorjee
and 'Vertannesj but the deeds of conveyance have
notbeel! produced j nor have any certified copies of
them. .It has not been proved whether these two
sales took place before the marriage or after, though
it seems more than probable thatthey were after the
marriage. There- was in 1911 a boundary dispute
between Messrs. Lecun and Burjorjee. Appellant
naturally negotiated the sales and- -gave. instructions
in respect of the boundary dispute. Judgment was
delivered in the sub-contractor's suit on the 8lh of
March 1909 and a decree passed for Rs. 595
and costs in his favour in addition to the sum paid
into Court by appellant. The decree was confirmed
on appeal, and on the 20th of March 1911 appellant
paid the decretal amount. To do this he raised
money from his wife's uncle who had been his.
counsel in the case. The title-deeds of the property
were handed over to him and pro-notes executed by
both the husband and wife for the amount advanced~
Those pro-notes have been renewed from time to
time j they were last renewed on the 25th of October
1921 for Rs. :13,500.
.
After living happily together until 1922 various
differences arose be-tween the husband and wife.· Shefound letters of a compromising character written by
a lady, who had been living with them, . to her
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husband. Appellant had apparently been told by
this lady that his wife was misconducting hers~lf
with one Lambert and he taxed her with it.·· She
strenuollslydenied it and brought a counter-charge
against him with reference to the other lady. On
the 26th of July 1922 she left him and went to her
mother's hollse. On the 27th of July there ,-,vas a
meeting between the husband and wife. There
appears to have been some sort of settlement arrived
at by which appellant was to take his wife back"
and she was to execute a document transferring to'
her children this house or a document by which she
was to be trustee for her children. However, on the
next day her' husband sent Lambert to the house
having hea~·d from him a confession of his misconduct
with the respondent. He followed and confronted
his ,wife with Lambert. Lambert admitted the
misconduct, but his wife denied it" and there ,vas
evidently a stormy interview. On the 29th of July
respondent "vrote a letter to appellant expressing her
disappointment th2.t he had' not come the previous
day and taken her back as he had promised to do
on certal11 conditions, the chief of ,vhich I.vas that
the children were to have shares in the house.
Appellant had had a documellt prepared for execu·
tion by his wife which sets out. that the husband
was absolutely entitled to the land and buildings the
'subject of the gift of the 23rd of June 1908 in favour",
,of the wife, and that the property had been held by
her in trust for her husband during his life time
.and upon his death for th.e benefit of his children.
The document then declares the trust as set out
above in favour of the husband and three children ,:rho.
were named
these three to take the property
:after the husband's death in such shares as may be
,directed by the will of her husband. Respondent refused
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to execute such a document. She would not apparently
agree to the allegation that she had all along held
the property in trust for her husband, and she did
not approve of the house going to the three children
then living as sh~ W,IS in the family way, and that
child ought also to share. Apparently appellant was
not statisfied that he was the father of that child; but;
whatever the reasons may be all these negotiations
fell through. On the 17tb of August' appellant's
Counsel ""rote to her a letter calling upon her to
acknowledge that she was merely a benamidar in
respect of the property in suit and requesting her
to fix a date when she would execute a reconveyance
of the property in favour of her husband. No answer
was sent to this letter, and on the 7th of February
1923 respondent \\Tote through her Counsel calling
upon appellant to deliver possession of the house to
her. The present suit was then filed by the wife
for possession. by ejectment, if necessary, and fOr
mesne profits.
Plaintiff-respondent bases her daim
,
on the deed of gift of the 23rd June 1908. She bad
been in possession of the house, living tl~ere with
her hmband ever since; and it is urged on her
behalf th;:t the parties being Anglo-Indians, the same
exception to the general rule asr.egards resulting
trusts applied in this case as it would in the case of
Europeans under the law as administered by the
Court of Chancery at Home. It is urged that· the
prima facie presumption is that this property wa5
gifted to hel' by way of advancement; and that the
onus lies on the appellant to establish that that was
not his intention at the time the deed was executed.
For the appellant it is urged that the general law
in India is the same as the general law in England
.as regards resulting trusts; and that,having regard
to the fads as regards the nationality Of race,
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domicile and residence of the parties, the presumption
of advancement does not apply; but that, on the
LECUN
V.
contrary,
the primary presumption is that the gift was
LECUN.
made benami without any intention of transferring
.ROBINSON,
the beneficial ownership to the respondent.
. C.J.,
AND
Reliance is placed on the facts set out at the
.MAY OUN'G,
J.
beginning of this judgment which occurred at the
time the deed was executed. Further, reliance is placed
on the facts that throughout appellant has been dealing with the property as owner exercising all those
rights that he would exercise if he had never ceased
to be the beneficial owner of it. Lastly, reliance is
placed on the happening on the 26th of July 1922
and the following days.
There is little doubt as to the law in respect of
resulting trusts and the presumption of advancement
in India. As regards Hindus, the law has been laid
down in the case of Gopeekrist Gosain v. Gungapersaud
Gosain (1); and in respect of Mahomedans in the
case of M oulvie Sayyad Uzhur Ali v. MUSSul1Wt Beebee
Ulta! Fatima (2). The' same rules have been held
to apply in the case of Eurmans in M eeyappa Chetty
a1i[d one v. Maung Bo, Bu ( 3 ) . . ,
As regards this last case we desire to express no
opinion at present. It may be necessary to give this
question of law further consideration in the case of
Burman Buddhists; but the two J()rmer cases are
. decisions by Their Lordships of the Privy Council.
In the case of Europeans who had been born and had
a permanent residence in India, the law has also been
laid down by Their Lordships of the Privy Council
in Kerwick v. Ker-wick (4). Lord Atkinson in delivering the Judgment of their Lordships said: II The
general rule and principle of the Indian law as to
1924

(1) (1854) 6 Moo. I.A. 53.

(2) (1869) 13 Moo. I.A. 232.

(3) (1910) 3 B.L.T. 62.
(4) (1920) 48 Cal. 260, 10 L.B.R. 335.
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resulting trusts differs but little, if at all, from the
LECUN
.general rule of English law upon the same subject,
V.
but in Their Lordships' view it has been established LECUN.
by the decisions in the case of Gopeekrist Gosain FOBINSON,
c.].,
v. Gungapersaud Gosain, Uzhur Ali v. Ultaf Fatima,
AND
that 0\\7ing to the widespread and persistent practice MAY OUNG,
J.
which prevails amongst the natives of India, whether
Mahomedan or Hindu, for owners of property to
make grants and transfers of it benami for no obvious
reason or apparent purpose, without the- slightest
intention of vesting in th~ donee any beneficial
interest in the property granted or transferred, as well
:as the usages which these native,s have adopted and
which have been protected by statute, no exception
has ever been engrafted on the general law of India
negativing the presumption of the resulting trust in
favour of the person providing the purchase money,
such as has, by the Ccurts of Chancery in the exercise of their equitable jurisdiction, been engrafted on
the corresponding law in England in those cases where
a husband or father pays the money and the purchase
is taken in the name of a wife or child. In such
a case there is, under the general law in India, no
presumption of an intended advancement as there
is in England. The question which of the two
principles of law is to be applied to a transaction such as
the present which takes place betw~en two persons,
born in India of British parents, and who have
resided practically all their lives in India is of general
importance." It was further stated: ({ It is a mistake
to suppose that accortiing to the cases already cited
the determination which rule of law is in any given
case to apply in India entirely depended on race, place
of birth, domicile or residence. These were not to
be treated as being per se decisive. What were treated
as infinitely more important were the widespread and
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persistent usages and practices of the native inhabitants." Their Lordships then held that the presump'
tiOIl of advancement did apply in the cases with wIlich
they were dealing. In that case the parties were of
pure European descent} though. hoth had been born,
in India and had resided in the East ever since.
\i\1hether the same presumption arises in the case of
Anglo-Indians of the descent of the parties in this suit
is the first point we have to. decide. It is clear that
race, plac~ of birth, domicile or residence are all
matters to be taken into con~ideration; but tIley aie
not the only gro(1l1ds on which a decision must be
based and indeed the more important grounds are
widespread and persistent US,igl'S and practices of
executing documents bena111i te transfer lands to wives
or children without any intention of conferring on
therh the beneficial ownersIlip. Even if the presumption be held tl ari., ,it would be open to the party
against whom that presumption is made to rebut it
and show what the intention of the donor or transferor
was at the time the transfer was made. In Kerwick
v. Ker'wick, after examining the facts which are all of
the same charaeterasthose \;ve have before us in this
case, Their Lordships held that the husband had
rebutted the presumption, and the decision is of the
utmost value in dealing with the··facts that arise in the
present suit.
Appellant's f<tther was a Frenchman and his mother
an Anglo-Indian lady; her father was
Anglo-Indian
and her mother a Burmese lady., Respondent's father
was an En,glishman ; her mother an Anglo-Indian; and
her maternal grandmother a Shan lady. So far, therefore, as the respondent is concerned, and so far as
descent governs the matter there is good reason for
holding that the presumption of advancement will arise.
Appellant must be described as an Anglo-Indian.

an
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Both appellant and respondent were born in Burma;
they have always lived here; they were educated here;
and they are by religion Roman Catholic. They follow
English customs as l~egards dress and· lDanner of
living. N:o evidendehas been. given, and we are not
prepared to hold that there is any widespread and
persistent usage and practice amongst Anglo-Indians
in Burma of transferti·ng lands benami in the· way
thereisamongst Hindus and Mahomec1ans. Some of
them may at times resort to such a practice with a
fraudulent attempt to save property from the hands
of creditors; but we have no ground for holding that
there is any such common practice prevailing :.lS a.
common rule for all general purposes. The ruler
therefore, which in our opinion is to be appIi,ed in
the present case, is. that th~ presumption of advancement
arises in this suit It is a mle \vhich, having regard
to the status of the parties, would be in our opinion
. a rule of equity and good conscience.
This being aUf finding the further question remains
whether the appellant has succeeded in establishing
that, at the time he made this deed of gif,t in favour
of his wife, be had no intention of parting with the
beneficial ownership, and that he intended her to be
merely a trustee for himself. His own bare statement
that this was his intention advances his case little,
if at all. It is a statement which he was bound to
make and \.vhich so vitally affects his interests that it:
must be received with the utmost caution, and all the
more so, as the appellant has sho\vn that he is not
the pers0n whose allegations anel motives can be readily
accepted. Such a statement was held by Their Lordships in J{er'wick v. J{awick to be of little aV3iI,
unless he establishes at the same time with reasonable
clearness that he had other and different motiv~s for:
the action he took.
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At the time this deed of gift was made appellant
had but one creditor, the sub-contractor, to whom he
had to pay at most _Rs. 5,000 over and above the
amount he had already paid into Court. He had at
that time apparently some Rs. 18,000 in cash. The
property was mortgaged for an amount practically equal
to that sum, and that, when he had to pay the decretal
£lmOlint he was able without difficulty to borrow the
moncy from a relation.shows that he could have had
but little fear of the attachment and sale of the house,
if he had !'till kept it in his own name. This is further
shown by the fact that he preferred to use his ready
mo::ey in redeeming the mortgage. Appellant 'was at
that time a man 01 about 35 y<:ars of age or so. It
is clear that he fell much in loye with respondent who
was then 18 or 19. He gave her je\\'ellery worth, it
is said, Rs. 5,000 or thereabouts, but it is lirged, tl;at
by this deed of gift he deprived himself of every scrap
of pruperty he possessed in the world. He had his
contract, Ll.nd he knew that the use and benefit of the
house would still be his even if he transferred the
real ownership to his wife. It is necessary that the
Courts should regard documents executed in solemn
form as primarily expressing the intention of the exeClltant according to their tenor, and it is therefore
clearly necessary that ordinarily speaking, evidence
~ hould be forthcoming of a strong motive for acting
'with an intention contrary to that which the document
indicates; and in addition to that there is in this
particular case a presumption of advancement. We
.are unable therefore to hold that any such strong
motive has been established in this case, as it must
be established,if we are to go against the express
terms of the document. Moreover, all fear of any
:action on the part of the Sl1 b-con tractor had passed
away when his decree :WqS satisfied on the 20th of
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March 1911. It is not shown that thereafter appellant
was in any fear of creditors, or had any motive in
-allowinK the. position created by the deed of gift to
-continue j and yet he never sough t for 11 years to
-alter that position in the slightest degree and it was
not until the trouble arose between his wife and himself that he ever put forward any claim or contested
the validity of the deed of gift. It was not an unnatural
-act on the part of a man marrying a girl very mtich
younger than himself with whom he was infatuated)
and it was a right and proper thing for him to have done
to make provision for his wife at an early date in their
married life. This, we hold, was the motive which led
him to execute the deed of gift. .
It has been urged that he sold the various strips
of land and took the purchase price for his own use,
although the money really belonged to his wife. It
is urged that he spent a large sum of money, according to him some Rs. 26,000, on additions, improvements and repairs to the house. It is said that he
always paid the rates and taxes j fhat he installed.
electric light at his own expense j and that he has
throughout exercised acts of ownership, whereas the
wife has never done so. In reply, it is urged that
it is only acts and conduct at or about the time of
the deed of gift that are relevant, and that evidence
of subsequent acts and conduct is inadmissible. That
may be so in England, but we do not think that this
evidence is inadmissible in India, and similar acts were
considered by Their Lordships in Kerwick v. Ker7i.)ick
but we do not think that any of these acts avail to
any extent to establish the proposition, the burden
of which is on the appellant. He was living happily
with his wife in this house, and he spent large
sums in repairs and improvements. The ordinary
presumption as to those would be .that, if the gift
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had been by way of .advancement, these expenditures would also have been by way of advancemenL
'V.
His negotiation of the sales of the lands is referred
LECUN.
to,
but the transfers were executed by his wife; and
ROBiNSON,
C.J.,
it is to be noted that, when money was borrowed toAND
MAY OUNG, payoff the decree from her uncle, she also executed
J..
the plOmissory note in his favour. Lastly, the events.
that occurred after she had left appellant's house are·
relled on. At that time the feelYngs of the parties.
.towards each other were very embittered, and we are
unable to see in their acts and conduct at that time
anything that lends great support to the appellant's.
case. She was charged with adultery, and the alleged..
adulterer was admitting misconduct. She was anxious
to be reconciled to her husband on this account and.
for the -sake "of the children. The parties were
Roman Catholics and their religion forbade a divorce..
She might well agree to execute a document transferring this property for the benefit of the children
without being takell, thereby, to admit that she had
never had any ownership in it. When Exhibit 4was put to her, a document whereby her rights in
the property were denied, she strenuously refused to
execute it.
Ona consideration of all the facts and circumstances in this case we hold that the presumption of
advancement arises, and that the appellant has failed.
to rebut that presumption. The decree of the Court
below.was correct and will be confirmed, and this
appeal"\vill stand dismissed with costs throughout..
We certify for two Counsels. We further direct that
. this decree be not executed for one month on the'
appellant undertaking to vacate the premises within
that time and provided further that he pays into·
. Court the Rs. 200 per mensem he was ordered topay as rent which he has not yet done, within one week~
LECUN

-

.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
,Before Sir S~'dney Robinson, Kt ., Chief Justice, alld Mr. Justice May Ollng

IN THE MATTER OF A PLEADER. *
_LegaZ-Pl'acliti?ner-Boycott of a COllr I-Th rowing lIP a brief withollt obtailling coment.
\Vhere, ~ll pursuance of a resolution of the local Bar to boycott a
Magistrate's Court, a pleader threw up his brief With-lut first obtaining his
<client's c.onsent and lerthis client undefended, held, that the pleader was guilty
of unprofessional conduct.
Held fllrZher, that an arrangement arrived at with his client whether on
terms and conditions or otherwise for a consent subsequent to the pleader's
-fail ure tn appear and defend, would not affect his liab;lity under the administm-tive jurisdiction of the High Cour.
ObitCl'-A pleader has duties and obligations to his client in respect of the
Suit or matter which is entrusted to him and is pending in Court. There is a
-further and equally important duty and obligat'ion1upon l:im, t'(~" to co-operate
with the Court i!1 the orderly and pure administration of justice.
In the matter of TarilliMoan Bara1'i arid others, 26 C. 'V.N. 508-referred to.

C.]., AND MAY OUNG, J.-This is a
-report made after enquiry charginga pleader with
unprofessional conduct submitted to this Court for
-confirmation and the passing of such order as_ may be
ap rropriate.
The facts of the case are practically undisputed and
-are as foffows:
'The members of the local Bar appeared to have
taken a qislike to the Special Power Magistrate on
-the ground, it is alleged, that he ,vas in the habit of
dismissing their cases because Counsel did not appear
immediately the case was called on. We do not know
-the details of this matter, or what justification there is
'for-the opinions formed by th_e members of the Bar.
It is clear that the pleaders _were in the habit of
-;behaving iN Court in a manner to which the Special
ROBINSON,
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Power Magistrate took grave exception. It is said
that the'y were in the habit of sitting on the table or
leaning over the rails of the Bench in addressing
the Court; and addressing the Court a~ II you" instead,
of "your' hanour.", On one occasion the Special
Power Magistrate took exception to this mode of
address by a pleader, and administered a stern rebuke'
to him in open Court. . He apparently asked the pleader'
\\"hat bis nationality was, the necessary implication
being that he was ignorant of good m:;mners and the
proper mode of addres;;;ing the Court. The Special
Power Magistrate told him not to address the Court
as "you,"
but as (I your honouL" This pleader
reported the circumstances to the local Bar Association. The Special Power' Magistrate further passed
an order to the effect· that 'he noticed with regret
that some- of the pleaders appearing in that Court had
been lackin~ in courtesy (a) by sitting on the table or
resting their hands on the rails of the Bench when
addressing the Court, and (b) addressing him as" you "
instead of "your honour." The order go'es onII Personally I am indifferent; but
as a Judge and
Magistrate I feel it my duty to point out the disrespect to the Bench and must warn all concerned to
lesist from the practice. 11 There is a note on the
order to the Head Clerkto hang it upon the Bench for'
a fortnight.
Now it is perfectly clear that thes,e acts, ,,-hich
are not denied, were grossly improper. They were
lacking in respect to the Court-a respect which it was:
the bounden duty of the members of the profession
to show, and which is invariably shown by them. It
is also perfectly clear that, as. the Counsel did not:
behave becomingly when addressingth~ Court, he
should have been severely repriman ded for his conduct ;
and tbat is was the duty of the Judge to put a stop,
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to it. The order was a perfectly proper one, and the
only exception that can be taken to it is that the Special
Power Magistrate would perhaps have shown more
tact if he had serit the order to the President of the
Bar Association for the information of the members
instead of hanging it up in open Court, which is
apparently what the pleaders principally -objected to.
The Bar Association" held a 111eeting on the 2nd
March, at which they considered these two questions.
As reg~rds the order, the resolution is II that _while
this Association does not deny some of th~ accusations
cc nt tined in the so-called order, such as putting the
arm 0 1 the rails of the Bench and using the second
personal pronoun to the Judge instead of repeating
"your honour II every time the pronoun has to be
used, it emphatically disowns all'intention to offer
thereby any_ slight to that officer, and states that the
incidents are so insignificant that nothing short of a
fanciful and highly exaggerated notion of c,ffice -dignity
could cavil or take offence at them_" We are glad 10
notice that there was no intention to offer any slight
to the presiding officer of the Court; but it must
have been known to the members of this Association
that such behaviour in open Court is not to be
brushed aside as insignificant, and that it was not a mere
fanciful notion of office dignity, but a proper sense of
duty which led the Magistrate to issue the order he did.
On the complaint of a pleader of whatis called an
insult in open Court we would point out that the
Magistrate was perfectly right in taking exception to
that pleader's mode of ad.dress. It is unfortunate
that he used language which might have been misunderstood; but to point out lack of respect and the propeL
mode of addressing the Court is not insulting, and
the rebuke was the result of that pleader's own
conduct. He brought it on himself, and he deserved
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it. The resolution passed was ,( that the members should
suspend their practice in that officer's Court until
I I
. t bl
I
. t enaere
.
d by
SUC 1 time w len a SUi a e apo ogy 15
him." There is a proviso to the resolution--" A
member who has pending cases before that officer may
appear in the cases thus' pending, if he cannot obtain
a release frpm his responsibilities in respect of those
cases."
.
The next day the pleJ.chr now before us wrote a~
letter to the Superintendellt of i:ile Jail, in \:l;'hich his
client was in custody, asking the Superintendent to
inform the undertrial prisoner "that I shall not be
.able to defend him at the next hearing of his 'case
before the Special Power Magistrate of Ma-ubin on
account of tile btter's bellicose attitude towards· the
lawyers generally. The fees given me by the prisoner's
relations will be returned to them." The pleader
then obtained the signature of his client to a petition
to the District M;l.gistrate for transfer. of the case.
In that petition it is stated that the pleader had
written to sa.y that he would not appear before the
present Special Power Magist1:ate to· defend the petitioner at the next hearing on ;Lccount of the said
S~)ecial Power Magistrate's h<wghty and insulting
derilcanour bwards the lawyers \vho appeared before
!lim. It goes on-."Thereupon the petitioner's relations had been to the local la\:vyers from doo{ to
door but none agreed to accept brief in the Special
Power Magistrate's Court.
The case came on for hearing before the Special
Power Magistrate, and the prisoner was undefend ed
.He was co.nvictecl 011. the 6th March. An appeal
filed, and it was argued by the pleader now before us.
The prisoner was acq,uitted.The learned Sessions
Judge points out that the appellant had unfortunately
heen left in the lurch by his ple8.cler in the middle of
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:t,he case and he expresses the opinion that, if that
pleader had put forward his case before the trial Magis. ,
I'
trate as he had done In tnat Court, the cone USlOn
~arrived ~t would have been different. The judgment
·in appeal was passed on the' 5th April, so that the
-result· of leaving his client in the lurch was that he
.had to remain
in .custody for a month longer than was
.,
necessary..
After writing the letter to the Superintendent of
the Jail, the pleader interviewed the prisoner'~ employer
who had originally engaged him on the prisoner's behalf, and it is clear that permission was ghren to him
to throw up his brief, and arrangement was made that
he would not appear before the Magistrate, but that
be would file and conduct the appeal for the same
fee.
The resolution of the Bar Association to boycott
the Special Power Magistrate was recalled,but the
.pleader before us still supported the original resolu.
tion and would not agree to its being rescinded.
'The charge framed in tlJis case "vas that the pleader
.had been goilty of grossly improper conduct in the
discharge of his professional duty in that IJe \Vas
·engaged to defend undertial prisoner, Po T,tik ; that
he accepted a fee and a.ppeared by proxy at one
hearing when the cross-examination of the f rosecution
witnesses was reserved; Ihat the case was d:en
.adjourned to the 6th March, but that meamvhile on
the 3rd he wrote to the Chief Jailor asking him to
inform Po Taik that he would not be able to defend
him at the next hearing oi the case j and that he did
not, in fact, appear at the next hearing or any
subsequent hearing of the case either perso~al1y or
by proxy.
It is argued that, having obtained a release from
his obliga.tion to def~nd the prisoner, he was clearly
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not guilty of the charge that had been framed
against him. There can be no question that, in the
fi rs t Instance,
.
th e p Iead er 0 bt'
ame d no consen t to h'IS
throwing up his brief. He wrote to the prisoner
saying that he would not appear, and he so wrote
obviously because of the resolution pas3ed the pre~
vious day to boycott this particular Magistrate. It
may be that, subsequently seeing that the position he
had taken up was dangerous, he arranged for a consent
on certain terms and conditions with a view to protecting himself from any such proceedings as these.
But it is also clear that he has known throughout
these proceedings the seriousness of the charge; that
he acted, as he did, in pursuance of this resolution
to boycott the Magistrate ; and that that was the
motive that led him so 1:0 act.
In a case very similar to the present Qne, in
which members of the local Bar passed a similar
resolution boycotting a Court, the matter was
considered by a Bench of three Judges of the
Calc!Jtta High Court-(In the matter of Tarini Mohan
Barari and Others, 26 C.W.N. 580). In the course
of his judgment the learned Chief 'Justice said: "It
must not be assumed that the Court regards the
action of the pleaders as a matter of little importance.
On the contrary we regard it as a very serious.
matter. The' pleaders deliberate] y abstained from
attending the Subordinate Judge's Court and took
part in a concerted movement to boycott the learned
Fldge's Court, a course of conduct which cannot be
jt::stified or 'toferated. The pleaders had duties and
obligations to their clients in respect of the suits and
matters entrusted to them, which were pending in
the Court of the learned Subordinate Judge. There
was a further and equally important duty and obli.
gation upon them, viz., to cO·Qperate with the Court
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in the orderly and pure administration' of justice.
By' the course which they adopted, the pleaders
. ltd
bl' t·Ions
VlO
a e an d neg1ec t e d th"elr d u t'les an d ,olga
in both these respects. We desire to make it clear
that such conduct cannot and will not be tolerated."
\Vith those remarks we entirely agree. This boycott
resolution, had it not been withdrawn, \ovo\lld have
called for serious notice of the Court, and we desire
to point out that the conduct on the part of the
members of the, profession, such as has. been mentioned and admitted in the course of this matter was
conduct which Hie Special Power Magistrate was
not only justified in taking notice of, but which
he was bound to take Ilotice of. We have no doubt
that it was by reason of this resolution that the
pleader threw over his client,' and that the subsequent consent was obtained merely because he saw
that his position could not be justified.
The. conduct in Court, which is brought out' in
this case, was most reprehensible, The conduct in
passing this boycott resolution would have called for
the severest punishment. V\T e trust that this strong
expression of our opinion will serve as a warning,
and that we shall not be called upon to deal with
such conduct in future.
This enquiry, howeYer, has had an unfortunate,
course. The matter was first taken up by the
District Magistrate, and it was pointed out to him
that ,any such, enquiry must beheld in the Magistrate's Court.' An enquiry was thereupon held by
the Magistrate, but as he had framed no charge, we
set aside that enquiry and directed a fresh enquiry
by his successor.
The matter was now been pending for a very
long time, and though we think that there is no real
substance in the defence the matter of the boycott
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resoltition was not contained in the charge and he was
not called upon to meet it and therefore we do not
consider that it' would be proper to pass any order
of suspensfon. We trust that the' warning that has
been given and the fact that it is known that. such
resolutions of boycott are grossly improper and that,
if repeated, they \vill be severely dealt with, will be
sufficient. The rule will, therefore, be discharged.
ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Before Mr. Just ice Rutledge.

1924
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IN RE A. V. }OSEPfl, INSOLVENT.

*

Mercantile dOC1I1JlCl1t-COIIst1'1ICtiol/. of geJlel'alwordsfol/.vwillg spcclfic wordsDoctrine of ejusdem generis;appzicatiolJ ofHeld, that where in a mercantile document in which there is specific
mer.lioh of a distinct category followed by general words, the doctrine of
ejusdem generis applies.
R. v. Edmundson, 28 L.].M.C. 213; Til/manns & Co, v. S. S. J{nufsford
Limited (19J8) L.R. Z K.B.D, 402; Officia.l Assignee \'. M. E. NeiAwaro,1 R'n.,
15 ~-referred to.
J arma11l on Wills, 6th Edilion-refen'cd to.

Paget-for the' Petitioners.
Keith-for the Respondent.

]. Ali-for the Insolvent.
}.-In this case the. Bd-nk claims that
infer alia by their mortgage or hypothecation deed,
dated the 12th May, 1922, they have~.ecurity over
two cargo boats which bore the license Nos. 667 and
,668 re8pectively of 1923, and over which the respond~
·ents have a mvrtgage dated the 23rd May, 1923.
The case turned upon the construction to be
put on certain words in the petitioners' hypothecation instrument of the 12th May, 1922, -" The mort.
gagor dotb hereby hypothecate unto the Bank all and
RUTLEDGE 1
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1924
singular the logs, squares, planks, posts, scantlings,
battens, shingles' and all other sawn and unsawn In re A. V ..
. JOSEPH,
timber and all other goods, chattels and stock-in-trade I NSOLV.ENT.
of the mortgagor which are now or hereafter shall RUTLEDGE,.
J.
be in or about the saw mill and premises known as.
A. V. Joseph's Saw Mill at Botataung, Rangoon, or
in any other place whatever inchiding timber in the
course of transit to the mortgagor or to his orders
and including any goods, chattels and stock-in-trade
which may hereafter be added to or substituted for
those now in existence.
N<;> inv~l1tory of the goods hypothecated was added
to the deed, and towards the end of the deed the
mortgagor covenants that he will, whenever required
so to do, produce to the Bank a full and true
account of his goods, chattels and stock-in-trade and
the values thereof.
It is admitted that in the accounts which I1e
furnished to -the Bank under this covenant l~e
never included the cargo boats, nor was any exception
taken to his not doing so. It is, I think, also clear
that, if the words (( goods, chattels and stock-in-trade"
were not limited by the preceding words, tlley are
sufficiently wide to cover cargo boats. The question
then is-Does the doctrine of ejusde.m generis apply?
For the petitioners it is urged that the doctrine
of ejusdein generismust be applied with caution, and
that the Court is bound, if possible, to give a
meaning to the words used ; and reliance is placed
upon certain cases on the construction ·of~:wills set
out in Jarman on Wills, Sixth Edition, at pages 1024
and 1028.
The rule is stated in its widest form by Lord
Campbell in R. v.· Edmundson (28' L.J.M.C. 213)-·
"I accede," said he, Ie to the principle laid down in
all the cases which have been cited; that, where
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words following particular and
specific words, the general wurds must be confined to
things of the same kind as those specified. "
The doctrine is well stated by Farewell, L.J., in
Tillmanns & Co. v. S. S. [(nutsford, Limited, [L.R.
(1908) 2 KB.D. at page 402]. He said: lilt is
perhaps not desirable, when dealing with the can·
str)..lction of statutes and mercantile documents, to cite
authorities on the construction of wills, because a
testator is of his own bounty doing what he pleases
and there is no presumption that he \\'ill not be
capricious. In· a mercantile document or a stahlte
there)s a presumption that business men do not
intend to do anything absurd, which is some slight
guide; but in all cases it is a qtlestion of contruction. Now there is no room for the application of
the ejusdem generis doctrine unless there is a
genus or class or category.-ptrhaps category is the
better wonI, as class giH has a technical meaning
in wills, and its employment might lead to confusion.
Unless you can find a category there is no room for
the application of the ejusdem generis doctrine." . In
the result Their Lordships construed the words lC. or
any other cause" ejusdem generis with the preceding
"yords "Ill consequence of war ordisturbance."
Appiying this decision to the present case, one has
here a mercantile document in which there is a
distinct category dealing with the various types of
timber which constituted the stock-in-trade of the
mortgagor who was' a timber trader and saw mill
owner; and I am consequently of opinion that the
words c. goods, chattels and stock-in-trade" must be
read ejusdem generis·with the preceding words.
The respondents rely upon another argument, viz.,
that the cargo boats were in the possession of the
insolvent at the commencement of the insolvency by
I
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the consent and permission of the true owner under
such circumstances that he is the reputed owner
thereof. The petitioners rely on a recent decision in
the case of the Official Assignee v. M. E. Neikwara
(I.L.R. 1 Rangoon 153). But I do not think that
this argument avails the respondent very much. If
my construction of the words in the hypothecation
deed is correct, then the petitioners' demand followed
by a suit; the mortgagor's goods, chattels and stockin-trade must be. taken as limited to the mortgagor's
timber stock-in-trade~ I f I am wrong in that construction, and the general words include the cargo boat~,
then tlie demand followed by a suit would be stIffi·
dent in my opinion . under the decision already
quoted in the case of the Official Assignee v. M. E.
Neikwl1ya to take the case out of the operation of
section 52 (ii) (c) of the Presidency Towns Insol.
vency Act.
For these reasons I hold under section 7 that the
petitioners' hypothecation deed does not apply to cargo
boats. Petitioners pay respo~dent's costs,· five gold
mohurs.
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SAYA BYA

April 7.

AND O:'o:E

v.
MAUNG KYA\tV SHUN.*
Pract ice-Counter-claim, 1IJhether admissible-Cnlii Procedure Code (V of 1908>
silent-Specific perfcrmance, an equitable and discretio11ary relief.
Held, that though the Civil Procedure Code does not provide for counterclaims, the:'e is nothing to prevent a Judge treating the counter-claim as plaid
in a.cross s~dt and hearing the two together, if the counter-claim is properlystamped.

Clark-for the Appellants.
Barnabas-for the Respondents.

and HEALD, JJ.-In this suit the plaintiffs
seek to recover possession of two plots of lailds, re1yillg on their title. The defendants plead that they
were put in possession of -the same in exchange for
the cancellation of a debt -of Rs. 1;850 and for the
payment of a further sum of Rs. SO that it was an
o~ltright sale, and that it would be inequitable to
eject them. They say that the plaintiff promised to
give them a registered deed whenever they wanted
it but put them off {rdm time to time.
They accordingly counter-claimed fOf specific performance of the alleged agreement. The trial Court
dismissed the plaintiffs' suit and allowed the defendant's counter-claim.;'
The Appellate Court modi fied the decree and
allowed the plaintiffs to recover possession on pay·,
ment- of Rs. 1,900.
The defendants appeal.
YOUNG

* Special Civil Second Appeal No. 41 of 1923 against the Decree of'the
Divisional Court Of Myaungmya in Civil Appeal No. 10 of 1922.
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The respondents urged that the counter-claim
1924
was a form of suit unknown to the Code of Civil SAYA BYA
Procedure and would not lie.
MA~'NG'
This is strictly speaking correct, but there is KYAW SHUN.
nothing to prevent a Judge treating the counter-claim YOUNG
AND
as the plaint in a cross suit and h\.oaring the two HE,'LD, JI.
together if he is so disposed and if the counter-cjaim
is properly stam ped. The learned trial Judge did so
exercise his option, and heard the two suits together
and there is nothing to prevent him from adopting,
this course.
With regard to the appeal, it appeared that the.
appellants wllo seek to have their counter-claim
allowed and a decree passed for the specific performance of the alleged contract to sell the land out, right, had themselves put in evidence extracts from
Register No. 1, in which the transaction was described as a temporary and not an outright sale and
did not call the Revenue Surveyor to explain ,how
such an entry came to be made.
This alone would prevent us from granting the
appellants the equitableanc1 discretionary relief of
specific performance of an alleged contract of outright sale.
We confirm the decree of the lower Appellate
Court and dismiss the appeal with costs.

22
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APril 28.

C. R, COWI-E & CO.

v.
E. M. 'H. PATEL BROTHERS.*
Trade mar k-Application for a c011lmissi01l to Prove prior user by 11lanufacturer 1n Scotland-Effect of exclusive user i1l. British India by a #rs(,ln
other than t he owner-Infringement,
Held, that prior user of a tracie-mark by the manufacturer in Scotland
does not bar another nerson in British India from acquiring an e~clusive us.er
in British India and that to a suit by a person ill Britis.h India for infringement
of his trade-mark, the question of the prior user in Scolland by the manufacturer
is irrelevant.
E/Jrnhilll Currim v. Essa A/;ba Sait, (1901) 24 Mad 163 ;.J. Ullman &
Company v. Cesar Lenba, (1908) 13 C.W.N. 82; Lavergne v. Hooper, (181:4)
8. Mad. 194; West End Watch Company. v. Berna Watch Company, (1911)
35 Born. 425-followed.
.

AIcDonnel--for the Plaintiffs.
Leach-for the Defer:dants.

J.-This is an application on behalf of. the
defendants for the issue of a commission· to Scotland
to take the evidence of John C. Wright, the managing
director of the Burnbank Foundry Company, Limited,
Falkirk, Scotland, and of the other eli. ectorsand
servants of the same company, and the circumstances
upon which tbis application is based are asfoHows :
This is a SlJit to restrain the defendants' from
importing iron panels bearing cerhlin designs \~;hich the
plaintiffs claim to be their trade mark.
The plaintiffs' case, according to the plaint, is that
for over 20 years they have adopted the mark of a
horse and of a peacock orPtwo peacoc.~ks to distinguish
their goods, and that they have for the past 20
yrars and upwai"ds imported into Burma iron panels
bearing as their trade-mark the representation of 'a
horse and iron panels bearing the representation of one
BEASLEY,

• qvil Re~ular No. 186 of 1923,
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peacock of two peacocks, and the plaintiffs accordingly
1924
claim that they have haQ the exclusive use of these c. R. COWIE
. B' l1rma for more t I]al1 20 years, t I]at t Iley are & v.Co.
mars
k III
used exclusively by them to denote that the panels E·p~~E~·
bearing either one or the other of the said marks are BROTHERS
their own importation and that the hlarb have BEASLEY; J.
acquired a reputation and are - well known among
buyers; the plaintiffs claim to be entitled to rcstrain
all other persons from importing or selling in Burma
·iron panels under sud] marks or under imitation
thereof, and allege that during the month of Febn~ary
;theyfor the first tirl]c became aware that the defendants were importing iron panels bearing markS which
are an infringement of, and likely to be confused with,
the plain1iffs' marks. One of the defendants' marks
consist of, an exact representation of the plaintiffs'
horse mark; and another of the defendants' mark
is a representation of two peaco,cks on an iron panel,
aI~d the plaintiffs claim that the use by the defendants
of these marks on the iron panels is an infringement of
the plaintiffs' rights to import and sell iron panels
under such trade-marks.
The defendants in their written statement admit
having imported the iron paneis, \."ith the designs
complained of but deny that such representations have
been used or undersl:oo r ' as an indication that the
goods of slIch designs were the goods of, or imported
by, the plaintiffs, and they deny that such representations are trade-marks, anel say that if there is ,my
proprietory right in any of such representations,
which they deny, they believe that such rights are
vested in the manufacturers ~ the goons displaying
them, and they say that they have imlJorted(. as they
lawfully, might) cast-iron panels from England, the
design of which is one of the stock designs of the
manufachirers in England and is similar to the designs
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iron pands inworted by the plaintiffs and it is
therefore, lIpon the Jaltcr issue t ,at they desire the
& Co.
°d
t b
1
. .
.
v.
. eVl ence 0 e ia cen on commiSSion.
~p::~~.
In the atfidavit of Esoof Ivlaho!11ed Hoosain Patel,
BRQTHtHS.
a partner of the defendani firm, it is stated in support
HEA~I.EY. J. of this application that ih...: pallels imported by .the
defendants aremanufac1med by the Burnbank Foundry
Company, Limited, of Falkirk, Scotland, and that the
:defendants contend that jf there are any proprietary
rigl1ts in the said cksigns, such fights arc vested in the
n!,mufactllrers, and il is stated that it is essential· for
the defendants' case that the evidence sought to· be
taken on commission should be taken.
In opposition to this application the plaintiffs
contend tI-at such evidence <lsis sought to be taken on
comlJ;1issioll is wllolly irrclev;lOt, because, even assuming the staternents in the written statement and in
the affidavit in support of this application to be correct,
it would be no defence to the suit, because an importer
of an article can claim a mark even in opposition to
its manufacturer, <mel the plaintiffs' claim that they have
used this mark in Burma and have acquired a
reputation here for the mark by using it for a
perio~l lon.~er than allY othef importer or its manufacturer has. If it is sougbt by the defenoants to prov~
that the mark had acquired a repntation here before the
lise of it by the plclintiff~, the plaintiffs say that
. this fact can ou1y be proved by local evidence, and not
.. by the evidence of the manufacturers in Scotland.
In support· of the plaintiffs' . contention, I was
referred to some authl'ritiesj. and the flfst of them
l;\7hich, in my vi<.:w, I ought to consider, is Ebrahirl'l
Currim. v. Essa Abba Sait (1). The facts and the
contentions in th.at case were that the plaintiff claimed to
have been for many years the sole importer into Bombay
1924

{c

. 011

R. ~O\\IE

(I) (i901) 24l\1ad. 163
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and Madras of umbrellas bearing certain trade-mark.
The defeIHbnt had recently COlIlIllCIICLcl importing c. R.cowiJ£
& Co.
and selling in Madras umbrellas vvhich the plaintiff.
ri;
H.
contended bore a trade-mark SC' similar <',5 io be cal- E.M.
PATEL
culated to deceive purchasers so (,s to induce them BROTiIERS.
to buy the defendant's umbrellas U1jdl I' the belief BEASLEY, J.
that they were buying plaintiffs'. The defendant denied
that the plaintiff llacl been the sole im pOl tel' of Ull1brellas bearing the trade-mark in question, or that
he· was the owner or entitled to the exclusive usc of
that tr~de-mark or that umbrellas bl aring that trademark h...d come to lje known as ull1brella~ imported
:md sold by the plaintiff alone. It \N~IS contended that
the traue-mark belonged to and had since 1884 been
used by a Glasgow firm which malll1[actured the
umbrellas ancI supplied them to the cIdendant
through anotber firm. For the. plJ'rposc of the case
it was assumed that the trade-mark in question had
been used by the Glasgow firm before it was used
by the plaintiff in India, and that it bad never been
used by the Glm;ogw firm in India before the plaintiff so used it. The contention of the defendant was
that, inasmu ch as ,the tracIe-mark had originaily
belonged to the Glasgow firm, it should not be law.fully used or claimed by the plaintiff, notwithstanding
that the Glasgow firm had never used'it or imported
.umbrellas bearing it inio India. It was held, however, that the defendant's contention was not sound.
Mr. Justice Shephard in the course of his judgment
says: The question I have to dderminie is whether
the' allegation made by the defendant that the stag
trade-mark used on umbrellas is the ·trade-mark of
McIntosh . Ferguson & Company, who carry' on
business in Glasgow) is relevant hy way of defence
to this suit. For the purposes of the a,rgument it
must be taken that the stag mark was -used by the
(I
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Glasgow firm before it was used by the plaintiff in India
and that it was never used by any firm in this country
& CO.
before the plaintiff had begun to use it in his trade,
v.
E"M:H.
and on this assumption it is contended that since
PATEL
BROTHERS.
the trade-mark originally belonged J to McIntosh &
BEASLEY, J.' Ferguson it cannot be lawfully used or claimed by the
plaintiff, notwithstanding that the Scotch firm have
never used the' mark in India or imported umbreflas
bearin~ it into" this country.
In my opinion this contention is not sound mld the prior use in Scotland
would not justify the .Scotch firm and the defendant
in saying that the plaintiff's user of the trade-mark
is illegal or otherwise than an cxc1u~ive user." Andhe concludes his judgment with the followjng words:
" The protection which the Law affords to traders using
a hade:mark in this country would be seri0usly diminished if immunity 'from action were secured to rival
traders, who, having brought goods into the market
with the same mark, were able to prove that in some
quarter of the globe some other trader had been in
the habit of using the mark for'a period longer than
that alleged' by the plaintiff."
The next case is the West End Watch Company
v. Berna 'Walch C01'npany (2), in which in the course
of his judgment Sir Basil Scott, C.}., states: cc the
importer who by advertising and pushing the sale of
goods under a particular mark secures a wide popularity for the mark in relation to the goods sold by him
is entitled to the protection of the Court fortliat mark
in the country of importation even against the producer
of the g00ds~ This has been recognised by this
Court in the unreported case of Damodar Ruttonsey
v. Hormasji Adarji, and by the' Madras High Court
in Lavergne v. Hooper, (1884) 8 Mad. 149.
In 13 Calcutta Weekly ·Notes, at page 82, is the

'C; R. COWIE

(2) (1911) 35 Born. 425.
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report of an appeal from the Supreme Colirt of
Hongkong to His Majesty, in Council, namely J. C.l~.COWI$
& Co.
Ullman & Company v. Cesl11~, Lenba in which infer
v.
M;H.
alia it was held by the Privy Council that an action EPATEL
fOf' breach of trade-mark does not lie at the in'stance BROTHERS.
of the manufacturer who supplies articles when'BEA~LEY. 'J.
another fir~n carries on the actual business with the
articles supplied. Lord Rober1~on in delivering the
judgment of the Court says : c, The action is for
breach of trade-mark in Hongkong, and the
trade-marks founded or originated with the persons
named Bovet, and were used by them' in ,their
business at Hongkong as deale! s in 'watches. That
Hongkong business of selling watches to the public
belongs now not to the respondents but to a certain
Madame Bov~t, and the relation in which the
respondents ~tand to Madame Bovet is sirnplythat
of manufacturers to a customer. Accordingly,.the
only watches which they sell at. Hongkong they
sell to Madame Bovet, and with those sales to her
their business in Hongkong begins and ends. It
results that the only person who could be deceived,
safar as they are concerned, is Madame iBovet, and
that it is not their case at all. Their case consists
in ignoring the contractual relatioll (of manufa~turers
to dealer) by which they are connected with, and
are separatec] from Madame Bovet, and identifying
themselves with the trade wh!ch belongs to her and
with which, by family,as well
'by business interest,
they are connected." .In conclusion he states : 'lIt
was in the end courageously maintained for the
1 espondents that they, in their quality of manufac, turers, had sufficient inlerestto suein the action. ,No
authority supports thisconlention and it is against
principle. It is qllite true ,thattheresponc1entsare
intereste<;l hl thv S\lCCySS of Madame Bovet's business,

as
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but this can never put them in bel' shoes in vindicac. R. cowlEtirl.g her rights against \;\.7rongcloers,"
& Co.
v.
This last mentioned case seems to me to be an
E. M. H.
authority
directly c.onfirrnator)l of the law as stated
PATEL
BROTHERS.
in the other two cases already referred to, for it
BEASLEY, J. decides that the
manufacturers cannot themselves
sue when the dealer complains of' an infringement
abroad of the mark that the dealer has been in the
habit of using. This Innst 'lnean that as against every
one including the manufacturers themselves, the dealer
abroad has a right to claim the mark used by him
,in that country and the remedies for its infringement.
In my view, therefore, the question oC-·whether the
manufactures in Scotland have or have not used
the trade-mark in Scotland or in England or
. elsewhere than in BtJnna. cal) have no _.b~aring whatever upon this case. On this part 0'£ the .defendants'
c~se the only question can be whether the manufacturers themselves used this trade-mark in Burma
befc·re the plaintiffs had begun to use it in their
trade ~an allegation which does not appear to be made by
the defendants in their ""ritten stat.ement), orwhetherthe
defendantsthcmselveshave clone so. These questions
seem to me to be the question to be settled solely by
local evidence. Even in the absence of the before-mentioned decision of the Privy Council in the Hongkong
case, I should be in complete agreement with the statements as to the law made by Mr. Justice Shephard in
Ebrahim Currim v. Essa Abba Sail (1) and Sir Ba'stl
Scott, C.}., in the West End Watch Companyv. Berna
U1atch Comparty (2). But as it is, there is this decision
of the Privy Council which is, of course, binding on this
Court and which further strengthens the decisions in the
Madras and the Bombay High Courts already referred
to. I must accordingly dismiss this application with
costs-Advocate's fee two gold mohurs.
G.U.B.C.,p.O.-No. 68, M. of Infmn., 13-6~56-600~IX.
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Vizagapatam Sugar Development Company v. Muthu~,
ramareddi, 4? Mac1.919-followed
. Woolfun Bibi v. lesr·at Shaik;. 27 Cal. 262-referred
to •••
•.•
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INDEX
PAGE
ABSOLUTE PRIVILEGE. STATEMENTS IN THE COURSE OF JUDICIAL
PROCEEDINGS, WHETHER PROTECTED BY : See DEFA~IATION
ACT I OF
ACT

X

18i2 .: See

OF

1897: Sec

GENERAL CLAUSES ACT.

ACT VII OF

1337: Sec

ACT III OF

1907 : See

PROVINCIAL INSOLVENCY ACT.

ACT V OF

1903 : Sec

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE .•

II

SUITS VALUATION ACT.

OF

1912 : Sa

CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES ACT.

ACT V OF

1920 : See

PROVINCIAL INSOLVENCY ACT.

ACT

333-

EVIDENCE ACT.

LAw-Inherilance to tIle eslale of a dLaj.mule-Contesl
between yiJlIn,;c,' and elder b"olilers-The deceased supporled by
the elder brother-Righi of a pothudaw to linherit from a relation.
Held, that ~t Buddhist Law, on the death of a deaf-ILute, his
estate devol ves on the co-heir who supported him during his lifetime. Held, furt!:er that t:nder his person .1 law a Pothl:daw is
not precluded from inheriting property. Mi Kan Yon v. Nga
Pwe, 5 B.L.T. 61-follolt'ed. Kimcnln lI1ingyi's Digest, 1, 111;
lilanukye, X, 36-refcrred to.

BUDDHIST

328'·

MA SAW 'VIN.v. MAtiNG GYI AND FOUR
BURDEN OF PROOF OF MALICE ON OCCASiON OF QUALIFIED PRIVILEGE:
See DEFA~lATION.
.

333:

BURMAN: BUDDHIST COUPLE, ADJUDICATION OF : See FETITION IN
INSOLVENCY AGAIl"ST BURMAN BUDDHIST COUPLE

309

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, ORDER

8,

RULE

6 (1) ; See

SET-OFF

349'

CONTRACT FOR SALE AND POSSESSION UNDER IT, DEFENCE OF,
WHETHER VALID AGAINST LEGAL OlVNER : See SUIT F.OR POSSESSION BY LEGAL OWNER

235·

CONTRACT FOR SALE OF LAND, PROOF OF, WHETHER BARRED BY
EVIDENCE ACT, SECTION 91, WHERE TRANSACTION AMOUNTED TO
A SALE INVALID FOR WANT OF REGISTRATION: Sec Sun FOR
POSSESSION BY LEGAL OWNER

285

(II OF 1912) SECTION 42 (6)-Poymenl
by liqltldator of aile member's monies in ~cttlement of a debt by
another member-Suit between tlze members for Ihe repaYI11C1lt of
the amoullt. \:',There the liquidator of a Co-operative Credit SOCiety utilized a sum of money standngto the credit of A, a member
01 the society, in payment of a deN to the society owing by B, /;eld,
that iection 42 (6) vf the Co-operative Societies Act,lYl2,did not
bar 1 suit by A against B for therec;Jvery'of thatall~ount. Held,
also, that section 42 16' was intended to prevent litigation in the
Civil Comts in regard to the validity of the adions and decisions
Of a Iiq,-idator under tbe Act, eXctpt in resfeet of certain specifitd
orders which are appealable to a dish ict Court on which may be
enforced as decrees of Courts.

CO-OPERATIVE :';OClETIES ACT

MAUNG Po MAUNG V. MAUNG AUNG PAW

32$>

ii

INDEX
. PAGE

DE AF:MUTE,!INHERITANCE TO THE ES'fATE OF :

See

BUDDHIST LAW...

328

DEFAMATIoN-The Crimiual Law ami the CIvil Law of DcfmuatiouStatcment made by parties ill tile course ofa judicia I proceedingAbsolute privilege-Burden of proof 011 occasioNs of qualified
privIlege-Evidence Act (l of 1872),sedion105. The defendants,
in a petition filed by them i'n the course of a criminal prosecution
in which they were the accuse,d, applied for a tranSfer of the case
to anC'ther Magistrate, and made in the petition certain defamatory
statements "gainst the plaintiff who was the Magistrate of the trial
Court. Held, that at Civil Law the defendants were entitled to a
absolute privilege for such statements. Held. that in a civil suit
for damages, the question of the burden to prove express malice
for defamalion On occasions of al)solute privilege would not
arise, because such an action would fail in any event under the
ruleof absolute privilege. Semble: In case Of qualifted privilege
the preponderance of opinion in India appears to be in favour of
the English rule that the burden of proof lies on the defendant in
a civil action to prove that the occasion was a privileged occa~ion
and that then the burden of pro::>f would lie on the plaintiff in the
civil aclion to prove express malice. Held, alSO, that the pro\isions of section 105 of the Indian E\idence Act apply only to criminal prosecutions fOr def.amation. Semble : In criminal
prosecutions for defamation, whether a sl;atement was made on an
occasion of privi~ege or not is to be decided with reference to the
provisions Of section 105 Of the IncH ,n Evidence Act and section
499 of the Indian Pen al COde. Golap Jan v. Bholnllath Khef try,
38 Cal. 880; Satis Chandra CTiakr"t'ali v. Ram Dayal De, 47
Cal. 338 ; Woolfun Bibi v. fesrat Shaik, 27 Cal. 262-rejerred to.
Baboo Ganesh Dutt Singh v. J11ugnccra'JI, 11 Ben. L. R. 321; Clml11Ji
Lall v. Nal'singh Das, 40 All. 341; Daw.~ins v. Lord Rokeby, L.R.
7 H.L., 774-jollowed. Abdttl Hakim v. Tej Chander J11ukerii, 3
All. 81 ~ ; AlIgllda Ram Slzalta v. Nemai Chand SlwlIa, 23 Cal.
807 ; Crowdy v. O'ReIlly, 17 C.W.N. 534-dissented from.
MA MYA SHWE AND TWO "'. MAUNG MAUNG
'EQUITABLE DOCTRiNE OF PART PERFORMANCE: See 'S'UIT FOR POSSESSION
BY LEGAL OWNER
'.'
..•
..,
•.•.
EVIDENCE ACT, SECTION
OWNER
EVIDENCE ACT, SECTION

91 : See

SUIT FOR P05SESSION ::3Y LEGAL

105 : See DEFA~IATION

333 .
285, 333
~5

333

GENERAL CLAUf,ES ACT, SECTION 13 : Set: PETITION IN INSOLVENCY
AGAINST BURMftN BUDDmsT COUPLE

:;09

HIGH COURT, REVISIONARY POWERS OF, UNDER UPPER BURMA I{UBY
REGULATIONS

321

LIQUIDATOR OF A CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY, ACTIO:-l OF, WHETHEH
QUESTIONABLE IN A CIVIL COURT: See CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES
AcT

325

JUDICIAL PROCEEDING, STATE~JENT MADE BY PARTY IN COURSE OF A ;
See DEFAMATION
.

333

MALICE, BURDEN of PROOF OF', ON OCCASION OF QUALIFIED PRIVILEGE:
See DEFAMATION...
...
...
..,
•••
PAYMENT, DEFENCE OF AND SET-OFF:

See

SET-OFF

PECUNIARY JURISDICTION OF A COURT TO ENTERTAIN A SET-OFF; HOW
DETERMINED: See SET-OFF

333
346

634

INDEX.
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PETITION IN I~SOLVENCY AGAINST BUR)IAN BUDOHIST COUPLEJoinder in o,;e petitioll by creditor-Provincial IlIsol,:ellc)' Act
(V of 1920), sections 15, 18, 79 (2), 61 (4) (Act III of 1907)
Provincial Insolvency Act, sec/ioil 47 -Genernl Clauses Act (X of
1897), section 13. Held, that a single petition in insolvency Iray
be filed under the Provincial Insolvencyo,et, 1920, against a
Burmese Buddhist husb;.md and his wife, where the,' wer" illleged
to be jointly indebted to the petitioning creditor and to have
committed a joint act of insolvency. Bdisetti J11ammaya v. Kalt"
Kottaya alld ot//ers, 44 lIlad. lllO- followed. "'ali Cl.anm S'llza " ..
HariMohan Basak alld oillers, 51< I.C. 531 ; Sarada Prasdd Ukil
v. Ram Sukh Chandra, 2 C.L.}. 318 - dissented from.
MAUNG KYI Ho AND OXE to. S.M.A.L.ARNUCH.ULAM CHETTY

309

PuSSESSION AS A RESULT OF A USUFRUCTUARY )IORTGAGE. INCOMPLETE
FOR WANT OF REGISTR.~TIO:\', RIGHTS AND LIARILITIES UNDER: See
SUIT FOR POSSESSIO>! BY LEGAL OWNER

313

POSSESSIO;'; AS A RESULT OF SALE, II\CmlPLETE FOR WANT OF REGISTRATJON, RIGHTS ANU LIABILITIES UNOER;. See SUIT FOR POSSESSION BY LEGAL OWNER

285

POTHUDAW, RIGHT OF A. TO INHERIT; See BUDDHIST LAW

328

PROVINCIAL I~SOLVENCY ACT, 1907, SECTION 47 : See PETITION IN
INSOLVENCY AGAINST BURMAN BUDDHIST COUPLE •••

309

PROVINCIAL INSOLVENCY ACT, 1920. SECTIOXS 15, 18, 79, (2) 61 (4) : See
PETITION IN INSOLVENCY AGAINST BUR)/AN BUDDHIST COUPLE .•.

309

QUALIFIED PRIVILEGE: See DEFA)/ATION

333

RECEIPT IN FO;'<11 of PRO~IISS0RY·KOTE, BURDE:-.I OF PROOF uF
PAYMENT OF COXSIDER.HION : See SET-OFF

349

'REVISIONARY JURISIlIC'rJO:-l OFTHE HIGH COt;RT--Order under Upper
Burma Ruby Regula/ion, !887-Climillal Pr,,,cdureCode, maki/lg
no specific provisiOIlJ.:rappeals ulldcl tlie Regulation. Held, that
the High Court h"s power "n appeal or revision \lI1der tile
Criminal Procedure Code to que,tion the j:lclgmtil(S or orders of
Magistrates a::ting under the Urper Bunn~. Regulation, 1887, e\ien
though under the Regulathn in question no specific pro·.ision
appears to have been made for e:ther appeal or revision.
M;\u;';G Po LONE

1'.

KING-E)[PEROH

-SALE, INCOMPLETE FOR WANT OF REGISTRATION, RIGHTS ANI) LIABILITIES UNDER; See SUIT FOR POSSESSION BY LEGAL OWNER
SET· OFF, VALUATION of-Sel·off alld plea of paym<1ZI-PeC1l11iary
jurisdietion,-Rangooll Small Calise COll'-f-Suits )Tulllat 011 Act
(IT1I of 1S87). seetioll 8- Ra1!goolJ. S;lIall Cause Court Act, 19:0.
section 13-Cil'il Procedure Code (V of 1908,1 Order 8, Rule 6 (1)Pr011liSSo1'y-note alld 1'eceipt , l;wrde/l, proof of paymellt oiconsideration. The plaintiff slled the"defendanl in the R..ngoon 'SimlJ]
C"use Courtfor work clone and '-'-,:1teri:1l~ supplied to the defendant's house for which Rs. 3567-1 had become due to him and
towards which he had received pilyments aggregating to Rs. 1.600.
Thedefendant:ldmilled that Rs. 3,567-1 had been due; but pleaded
that he had made four payments totalling R~. 3,000 and also that
he had lent plaintiff Rs. 1.300 under a pr01l1issor~.-note bearing
interest. and that the rlaintiff had ai!reecl to credit the amount of
the promi~so-y-noteto his bills and to pay the amountt hat may be
iounddue in exce,s. He claimed bv way a set-off of Rs.1,005-15 as
bal:mce due to him and paid Court-fees on that amo,mt. It further
:appeared that the receillts oroduced bv the defendant were in the

321
285

INDEX.
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form of promissory-notes. Held, that the fact that the defendant
claimed only Rs. 1,005-15 was not the lest to be applied in this case
in order to ascertain whether the set-off is within the pecuniary
limits of the j urisdi dion of the Court and tIllt the proper tes t
must be whether the ascertained slim or the aggregate of the
ascertained sumS, which the defendant seeks to set-off does not
exceed the pecuniary Ii mi ts of the j :lrisdiclion of the Court. Held,
also, that where documents admitted by both parties to be 11Iere
receipts for money paid were taken on pa;·tially filled up forms of a
kind ordinarily used for promi~sory-notes,the b:·rden. of prod of
the amoilut of each payment lay on the party alleging that he had
made such payment~. Per LENTAINGE, J.-"It is also necessary to
distinguish between a pleO! of paylllent and a delendant's plea of
set-off. In the case of a plea of payment, the allegation in effect
means that the debt or amount of the demand alleged to be··due to
the plaintiff (or, in the case of a p lrtial payment, the amount of
the debt or demand pro-tanto paid off) had ceas:d to be due by
reason of the alleged payment, and that consequently, it was not a
JUSt demand validly in exi tence at the time of the institution of
the suit, or at the time of the written statement, as the case 11~ay
be. This plea is qtiile different in its nature from a plea of set-off
raised by the defend~ont under the Code. which is in effec.t a
reque,t that the debh'J!' amount to be found due to the pl<lintiff·
shall thereafter be treated as extinguished or satisfied in whole
or pro-tallto by being sel-off against the debt or ascertained sum
due to the defendant." Brojcndra Nalli. Das v. Budge Budge
Jute Mill Co., (1893) 20 Cal. :'27-l'eferl-cd to.
HOE MOIi V. I. M. SEEDAT
SEVERANCF; OF EQUITY OF REDEMPTION, \VHERE THE PERSON IN
POSSF.SSION WAS MORTGAGEE LET IN UNDER A MORTGAGE INCOMPLETE FOR WANT OF REGISTRATION: See SUJT OF POSSESSIO~ BY
LEGAL OWNER
STATEMENTS MADE IN COURSE OF nlDICIAL PHOCEEDINGS WHETHER
ABSOLUTELY PRIVILEGE IN TORTS: See DEFAMATION ...
SUITS BETWEEN MEMBERS OF ACO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY IN LIQUIDATION
FOH REPAYMENT OF MONEY PAID BY LIQUIDATOR OUT OF Ol-1E
MEMBER'S ACCOUNT IN SATISFACTION OF ANOTHER'S DEBT: See
CO·-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES ACT ,.
SUIT FOR POSSESSION BY LEGAL OWNER-Defwce of befng Placed in

possessio 11 undel a contracl of sale-Plea of possess·lon as a result
of a purchase incomplete fvr want of registration-Evidence Act
(I of 1872), section 91, whelher conslituting a bar to such a suit.
Held, that to a sui t by the legal owner for possession of immoveable
property of the \'alue of Rs. 100 or upwards, it is a valid defence
that the defendant was given possession of the property by the
iegal owner under a contract for s::\le as defined in section 54 of
the Transfer of Property Act. Held,jurtlter, that to such a suit it
is a valid defenc.e that the defendant was given possession of the
property by the legal owner in ;). transaction which purported to
be a sale and which would be a sale but for the fact that no
registered i nstrU1l1ClI twas execuled as required by section 54 of the
Transfer of Property Act. Per ROBINSON, C J.-'-" Sedion 54 of
the Transfer of Property Act may render the tran3fer illegal if
not eviden(;ed by a document in wri ting registered; but the section
clearly contemplates the contract for sale an i the possibility of
cases existing in which there is not a duly registered conveyance.
In these cases the COUl ts a Iwavs have to deal with the contracts
for sale; and all the section 541;ys down with reference to them is
giat they do not of themselves creal€ any interest in or charge on.
o

346

, 313333

325

INDEX.

v
PAGE

such property. The contract in the present cafe does not of itsell
create any interest in the prorerty; hul in addition to the contract.
we ha.-e the actions of the parties anr, the possession fol1~wing the
paymen t of the pl. r.:hase price and the m"talion of natrJ{'S which
.:oupled with the cOlltraet. do create an interest in the property. '
. Held, also, (Carr J., dissenting) that on the fact.· that the alJe~ed
abol tive sale in the present case being in effect an "ral agl etment
to sell coupled with the subsequer.t payment of the price :lLd
delivery of possession, section l)j of the Evidence Act does not
prohibit the proof of the contract q sale. Held by CARR,
J., (Hobinson, C.J.. Heald, May Gung, and Lenbigne. JJ.
di~sellting) .that where a transaction has gone I;eyond a mere
agreement of sale and a1l1ount~ to an abodive sale as in the
p\'esent Case, section 91 prohibits oral evidence l.f such a Lansaction. I11l1/itldipattam ThirltgllOlla Konda11la Naik v. Per'iya
Dorasami, 24 Mad. 377; Maddison v. Aldcl'son, ;; A .C. 467;
Maliamcd !I1usa v.Agltorc Kumar GWlguli, 42 Cal. 801 ; Mating
Mo Hnau'/Ig v.Ma Sliwe Mya, 4 D.H R. 30; Maung Sliwe Golt ,~,
1I1aung I-nn, 44 LA. 15 ; Salamot uz-zamin Begam ,·.Masha Allah
l,liG1J, 40AII.187- r eferrcdto. A1I/;ar Fakirv. 11lttuiSayal,29 I.C.
,07; R,lofJ Apaji. v. Kazlmwtli, 41 Bern, 43~ ; Ucganl V. Maliomed
Yakui>. 16 All. 344; Karamatlt Khall v. S.P T., Latclimi Acid, 10
L.B.R. 241 ; Puclia. v. KurJ Bot:alli, 17 C.W.N. 445 ; Sha.fikul
. Huq C',owdltury v, Krislwa GobindalJutt, 23 (,."V.N. 2M;
Venkateslt v. Mal/aPta, 24 B',111 L.R. 242 ; Vi:fagapat".", Sligar
Dcvllopmellt Company v. Muthurllm<lrfddi, 46 IlIad 91-f' /lowed.
Klirri Vee. areddiv. Kurri BaPir::ddi, 29 ·Mad. 336- dissented from.
MAUNG lI'JyAT THA
AND ONE

Z.\l'

ANll

TWO V. l\f.4.UNG AUNG DUN

285

SUl'r'l"vR POSSRSSIO-; BY LEG IL OWNI R-P/(a of beill/!, pnt ilJ posscssion

as the result oj a li.'l£/r·uctuary morlgage int'alid fl r wallt of
l'cgistrntion-Equitable dociri,.e 0./ part perfo/'/IIQlIcc-PMcliascr
of a part fr01l1 the/egal oWller-Sevel'anceo! :1z: equilY of l'cdcmtlioll·. Hi/d, that where the defendant had becl' put in possession
of land as the result of a dsufrucluary mortg?~!'~. invalid for woll1!
of ""gistration, he was in equily entitled to relain possession of the
land until his rlebt has been repaid. HeldJt!/ tlier, tJlat where fhe
plaintiff under the above circumstances, relied solely on his tiUe·
anrl had not bffered to repay the money, his suit should not be
dismissed bnt a decree for possession on repayl1llIlt should be
passed Held, also, that the purchaser of a porliOll of the land so
put in possession of the defendant can ob:ain lhe area bonght by
him on repayment of a proportionate amount of the debt, and that
the technical mils of severance of the equity of redemption do not
applv to him. lifa Hlwe v.Mattl/£!, Ltlll,· 8 L.B.H. 334; Roy<uddi
Sheik v. g,.Ii Natli lIJuke/';ee. 33 Cal. 98S--referred to. ApPan.' v.
Chn1lavadu, 36 M."V,N. 825 ; Aslitoll v. Co/'ri~all, (187t) 13 Eq.
76; He/'11Ial//l v Hodges, (1873116 Eq, 18; Holkar v. Dadab!lOy.14
Born. 353 ; M.P. Currie v.M. Chatty, 11 W.H: 520; !I111/mg Myat
Tlta ZatJ v. !da Dun. 2 Ran. ?R5 ; Sree/lath Roy v. Kallv Doss
Ghose,.~ Cal. 82; Taylor v. Ecke,~le'Y, (1876) Ch. 302-followed.
ROil LOll V. Po L1I, 8 L.R.R. 553; Collector of Mil'wpl£r v. BhagwtJlI
Prasad, 35 All. 164 ; Debendra Challdra Roy v Beltari Lat
MlIker;ee, 16 C.W.N. 1075 ; Nabill Chand Nasker v. Raj Coowar
Si11'kar, 9 C.W.N. 1001 ; Param Hans v. Ralldilir Sillglt, 38 All.
461 ; Sa11100 Patter v. Abdul Sammod Sahib, 31 Mad. 337distillltuished.
MAUNG TUN YA V. MAUNG AUNG DUN AND ONE
SUITS VALUATION ACT, SECTION

8; See

SET'OFF

.313
349

Vi

INDEX.
PAGE

USUFRUCTUARY MORTGAGF, INCOMPLETE FOR WAI'T OF REGIS'JI/AnON, RIGH1S AND LIAI'ILIT1',S UND1'.R ; See SUIT FOR POSSES~ION
BY LEGAL OWNER.

313

UPPER BURMA RUBY REGULATIONS, 1887, WHETHEil C'RDEHS U!'1DER
SUBJECT TO INTERFERENCE BY HIGE COUl,T ; See REVIS:ONARY
JURISDICTION OF TllE HIGH COURT'
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FULL BENCH.
Before Sir Sydney Robinson, Kt., Chief Justice. Mr. Justice Heald, Mr. Justice
May Otmg, Mr. Justice Lentaigne and Mr'-Juslice Carr.

MAUNG MYAT THA ZAN

AND TWu

v·
MA DUN

Mar. 24.

AND ONE.*

Suit for possessiou by legal o'wlter-Defence of being placed in possessiolt under
a contract of sale-Plea Of possesdon as a result of a purchase incomplete
for wal&t of registrafion--Evidence Act (1 of 1872), section (1, whether
constitt~ti1&g a bar to such a suit.
Held, that to a suit by the legal owner for possession of immoveable proPerty of the value Of Rs. 100 or upwards, it is a valid defence that the defendant
was given possession of the property by the legal owner undei a contract fOf
sale as defined in section 54 of the Transfer Of Property Act.
Held fur/her,that to such a suit it is a valid defence tint the defendant was
given possession ;)f the property by the legal owner in a transaction which
purported to be a sale and which would be a sale but for the fact tha't no
regi;tered instrument was executed as required by section 54 of the Transfer Of
Property Act.
.'
Per ROBINSON, C.J.:-" Section 54 of the Transfer of Property Act m:lY render
the transfer illegal if not evidenced by a document in writing registered; but
the section clealy contemplates the contract for sale and the possibility of cases
existing, in which there is not a duly registered conveyance.
these cases the
Courts aJ ways have to deal with the contr_cts for sale: and all that section 54
Jays' 'down w,lh reference to them is that they Llo not of themselves create any
interest :n, or charge on. such propert}•. The contrad in the present case does
not of itself create any interest in the property; but in addition to the contract
we have the actions of the parties and the possession following the payment of
the purchase mice and the mutation of names which coupled with the contract,
do create an interest in the property."
Held also, (Carr, T., dissenting) that on the facts that the alJe~ed abortive
sale in the present c'ase'being in effect an oral agreement to sell cOI:pJed with
the subsequent payment of the price and delivery of possession,section 91 of
the.Evidence Act does not prohibit the proof of the contract of sale.
Held by CARR, J" (Robinson C.J., Heald, May'Oung, and Lentaigne, JJ,
dissenting) that where a transaction has gone beyond a mere agreement of
Solie and amounts to an abortive saleas inthepresentcase, section 91 prohibits
Oral evidence of such a transaction.
111111zudipaltam Tlrirugnana Kond.:lnla Naik v. Periya DJrasami, 24 Mad.
377; MaddisOlt v. Alderson, 8 lA.C. 467 j Mohamed Musa v. Aghore Kumar

In

* Civil Reference No.1 of 1924 arisin~ out of Civil Second Appeal No. 82
of 1923.

23

1924

286

INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

1924
MAUNGMYAT
THAZAN AND

TwO
'11.
MADuN "ND

ONE.

[VOL. II

Gangl/li, 42 Cal. 801 ; 101attng 1010 HnaU1tg v. Ma Shwe ilfya, 4 D.B.I<. 30;
101aung Shwe Goh v. Maung bm, 44 LA. 15 ; Salanzat-uz-zamin Begam v.
i1f asha Allah Khan, 40 All. 187-referred to.
Akbar Fakir v.lnlail Sayal. 29 I.C. 707 ; Bapu ApaJi v. Kazhinalh, 41
Bom. 438; Begam v. 101ahomed Yakub, 16 All. 344 ; Karamath Khan v. S.P.L.
Latchmi Achi, 10 L.B.R. 24J i Pucha v. Kurj Bohani, 17 C. W.N. 445 ; ShafiAul
Huq Chowdhury v. Krishna Gobinda Dull, 23 C'-W.N. 284; Vwkatesh v.
Mallappa, 2i Born. L.R. 242 ; Vizagapatam Sugar Developmenl Company v.
Muthuramareddi, 46 Mad. 919-Jollowed.
.
Kuni Veerareddi v. KUl'ri Bapireddi, 29 Mad. 336-:-dissented from.

This was a rderence made by Carr, J., in Civil
Second Appeal N" o. 82 of 1923. The facts leading up
to the institution of the case and the history of the
litigation appear from the learned Judge's reference
order reported below :The plaintiff-appellants are the children of U
Htwe and his 'wife Ma Htu. The first defendantrespondent, Ma Dun, is the daughter of U Htwe by
a former wife, while th~ second is her husb~t:ld.
U Htwe died some thirty years before the suit
while Ma H tll died" only last year."
The plaintiffs sued to recover possession of a
piece of land which was in the possession of the
defendan ts, but which, they claimed, belonged to the
estate of Ma Htu. They alleged that, during the
lifetime of U Htwe, .Ma Dun had been given her
share of inheritance and was not entitled to any
further share.
This last allegation was denied by the defendants
but no issue was framed on the question. Sho'lJld
the plaintiffs' suit otherwise succeed it would become
necessary to go into this question.
The main defence was that in 1912 Ma Htu, sold
the land in suit to the defendants for Rs. 1,200.
Admittedly there was nQ registered instrument, but
it is alleged that Ma Htu promised to execute ~ne
but failed to do so because she became blind.
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The issues framed were : 1924
1. Whether the plaint land was transferred to MAU~GMYAT
. a consIderation
..
O
ZAN AND
the defendants for
a fRs.
1,2 b
0 Y THA TWO
Ma Htu and she also agreed to execute a registered MA D~'N AND
deed of conveyance.
ONE.
2. - If SQ~ was this transfer made with theknowledge and consent of the plaintiffs?
Evidence was given. That for the plaintiffs is of
little importance,but I think it desirable to set out
the nature of that for the defence.
Defendant Tha Gyaw himself says that Ma Htu
sold the land to them for Rs. 1,200, which was
paid. All the heirs consented to the sale and half of
the price, less Rs. 40 paid to the witnesses, was
divided among them, Ma Dun receiving her share.
The other half Rs. 600, was taken by Ma Htu, who
transferred the land to the names of the defendanls
by pyatbaing. She had sore eyes and promised
to execute a registered deed when they should
become better. I But in fact they never did become
better.
Ba On speaks to the report of the sale to him
and to his registering it in Register N0. VII.
The other three witnesses also say that they were
present at the sale, saw the' payment of the money
and its division) and witnessed the mutation of
names.
On this evidence the Subdivisional Judge found
the sale proved and dismissed the suit. On appeal
to the District Court the pleader for the plaintiffs
-did not conlest the correctness of the finding and·
it was accepted by the District Judge. There are
thus concurrent findings on the evidence, which
cannol be questioned in thi~ appeal.
But having- regard to section 54- of the Transfer of
Property Act and to, section 9l <;>f ;the Evidence Act,
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it is difficult to see how the admission of all .this
~~~~~::~~ evidence can be justified. It is to be noted that the
TWO
witnesses do not speak of a conl1'act f01' sale as
MA D~~ AND defined in the penultimate paragraph of section 54 of
~NE.
the Transfer of Property Act. What they speak of
is what purported to be an actual sale-what would
have been an actual sale had all the reQlfireme11ts of
the law been complied with. This, however,was not
done. The second paragraph of section,54 provides
that such a sale as this can be effected only by
registered instrument. The sale alleged therefore was
an abortive one and conveyed no interest in the
property to the defendants.' And section 91 of. the
Evidence Act lays down that in such a case' no
evidence shall be given of the matter except the
document itself; Here there was no document and
therefore no evidence whatever of the transaction
could be given.
This is, in my view, clearly. the effect. of these
two provisions of law, and were the qu~stion res
integra I should have no hesitation in ~acting .on
that view. Blit the question is not res integra
and it is necessary to consider the authorities on
the subject.
The District Judge has based his decisions
largely on English equitable doctrines, as set out
in Sirahan's Digyst of Equity, and has held that
there has in this case been such part performance
of the agreement. to sell as to give the defendants
an executed il1terest in the property, which they are
entitled to enforce. He r~fers (but briefly, probably
the full report was not available) to the case of
Maddisonv. Alderson (1).
An examination of the report shows that the
law 'in England differs from that in India. The
1(1) (1883) 8 A.C. 467.
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following remarks of Lord Selborne (beginr.ing at
the bottom of page 473) may usefully be quoted :". Tl11S
. rnak
.
es 'It necessary .f or your I ... 01' d sIups
now to exau1ine the doctrine of equity as to part
performance of parol contracts.
.
The cases upon this ·subject (which are very
numerous) have all, or nearly all, arisen under those·
words of the 4th section of the Statute of Frauds,
which provide that 'no action shall be brought to
charge any person upon any contract or seide of lands,
tenements or hereditaments, or any interest. in or
concerning them, unless the agreement on which
such .action shall be brought, or some memorandum
or note thereof, shall be in writing, and signed by
the party to be charged therewith, or some other
person thereunto by him lawfully authorised.' It has
been recently decided by the Court of Appeal
that the equity of part performance does not extend,
and ought not to be extended, to contracts concerning
any other subject-matter· than land •
That
.equity has been stated by high authority to rest upon
the principle of fraud; 'Courts of Equity will not
permit the statute to be made an inst.rument of fraud.'
By this it cannot be1neal1t that equity will relieve
against a public statute a/general policy in cases
.ad·/'nitted to fall within it; and I agree with an
.observation made by Lord Justice Cotton, in Britai,JIt
v. Rossiter, that this summary way of stating the
principle (ho\\'ever true it may be when properly
understood) is not an adequate explanation, either
'of the precise grounds, or of the establiShed limits,
of the equitable doctrine of part performance.
It has been determined at law (and in this respect
,there can be no difference between law and equity)
that the 4th section of the Statute of Frauds does
not avoid parol contracts, but only bars the legal
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remedies by which they might otherwise have been
MAUNGMYAT enforced."
THAZAN AND
TWO
On page 475 his Lordship quotes Lord Ellenv.
MADuNAND borough as saying : . ONE.
"But the statute does not expressly and
immediately vacate such contracts~ if made by parol j
it only precludes the brillging of actions to enforce'
them by charging .the contracting party, or his
representatives, on the ground of such contract, and
. of some supposed breach t h e r e o f ' "
These extracts seem to me to show that this
doctrine is based on a state of the law di'fferent
from that which exists in India. W11en the Transfer
of Property Act specifically provides that a certain'
transaction can be effected only by registered instrument it necessarily fo11o\vs that an attempt to effect
that transaction otherwise is totally void. This view
l was taken in
Lalchand v. Lakshman (2), where it
was held that all considerations of equity based on
part or whole performance -must be excluded.
Moreover, it is expressly provided by section 54 of
,the Transfer' of Property Act that a. contract for
sale, as therein defined, creates, no interest in or
:),charge upon the property.
In the judgments in Maddison v. Alderson (lh
there are several passages which suggest that their
Lordships doubted the s6undness of the'doetrine
'even in England~ Thus on page 489 we find Lord
Blackburn saying:'?,>."
-((
. there are cases that for the purpose
of enforcing a specific performance of a contract for
the purchase of an interest in land, a delivery of
possession will take the' case out of the statute.
Thi" is I think in effect to construe the 4th ?eetion
1924

. (2) (1904) 28 Bombay 466 at 471, 472,'
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of the Statute of Frauds· as if it cortained these
words, 'or unless possession of Hie land shall. be
given or accepted.' Notwithstanding the very high
authority of Uiose who have decided those cases, I
should not hesitate if it was res integra in refusing
to interpolate such words, or put such a .construction
on the statute. But it is not res i11tegra and I thmk
that the cases are so numerous 'that this anomaly, if
as I think it is an anomaly, must be taken as to
some extent at least established. If it was originally
an 'error it is now I think communis error and %0
makes the law."
Similar doubts are expressed in the quotations
from Maxwell on the Interp1'etation of Statutes and
Story's Equity Jurisprudence given by Sir Arnold
White, C.]., in Kurri Veerareddi v. Kurri Bapireddi
(3) at pages 345 and 346.
In this last mentioned case a full bench of the
Madras High Court gave a very definite ruling as
- follows:"The provisions of section 54 of the Transfer of
ProperlY Act are imperative, and Conrts will . Dot
be justified m disregarding them on equitable
grounds.
Where the words of a statute are clear and
unn.mbiguous, effect must be given to them although
hardship may result in individual cases.
.
A contract for sale followed by delivery of possession does not, when there is no registered. sale,
create any intesest in the property agreed to be sold
and cannot, even if enforceable at date of suit or
decree, be pleaded in defence to an action for
ejectment by one having a .legal title to receiver."
Other High Courts in India have, however. taken
different view.
(3) (1906) 29 Madras 336.
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In Begarn v. M ahomed Yakub (4), a full bench of
the Allahabad High Court, held that to permit the
··
"1
se 11 er t0 recover posseSSIOn
In "
a case
SImi ar t 0 th. e
present would be to allow him to perpetrate a. fraud
on the buyer. Banerji, J., in his judgment (page 358)
went the length of saying that if the buyer were
ousted by the seller he would on the ground of
fraud be entitleq., to recover possession. The transaction in question in this case purp<?rted to be a
sale, but was abortive for want of a registered
deed.
In Bapu Apaji Potda1' v. Kazhinath Sadoba Gumire
(5), a full bench of t1:le Bombay High Court came
to a similar conclusion on the ground that the seller
who seeks to recover possession violates a fiduciary
obligation, and that the Court will not aid him in
committing a breach 9£ tru~t. The abovementioned
dictum of Banerji, J., was quoted, apparently with
approval. In this case' the defendants, who had
previously had possession, and who retained it,
claimed to be owners by virtue of a contract for sale.
They had not yet paid the price. I t was held that'
they had a right to specific performance, \vhich was
not time-barred.
.
In Venkatesh v.' Mallappa (6), a bench of the
same Court came to the same conclusion in a case
in which the defendant's right to specific performance was time-barred. If the original proposition
be accepted this extension of it seems logical, for
the fact that the buyer's right to specific performance
is time-barred can make no difference to the' fiduciary nature of the seller's obligation. Nor can it
affect the fact that in seeking to recover possession
the seller is se€king to perpetrate a fraud. In this
(4) (1894) 16 All. 344.
(5) (1916) 41 Born. 438.
(6) (1921) 24 Bombay Law Reporter 242.
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case also the defendants had previously beell In
1924
possession, and they had paid the full price.
MAUNGMYAT
THAZAN AND
The decision in Shafi~ulHuq Chowdhury v.
TWO
Krishna Gobinda Dutt (7), proceeds on similar eqult- MA DV~N AND
able grounds, but the case is somewhat different.
ONE
The defence was that the plaintiff was a mere bena•.
tnidar for the defendant.
In Akbar Fakir' v. Intil Sayal (8), a bench of
the Calcutta High Court expressly dissented from
the decision in Kurri Veerareddi's case (3) and held
that the fact that the defendant was in possession
under a contract for sale which was still specifically enforceable was a valid defence to a suit for
ejectment by the vendor.· It was pointed out that
to require the defendant,' in such circumstances, to
obtain a decree for specific performance would be
to encourage multiplicity of litigation.
This, no doubt, is correct. On the other hand
to'give relief on equitable grounds to a person who,
having a right to obtain a good legal title, will not
exert himself to enforce that right, or who, having,
had such a right, has allowed it to be extinguished
by the operation of the law of limitation, seems to
be ·contrary to all principles of equity. As Their
Lordships of the Privy Council said in Maung Mo
Hnaung v.Ma Shwe Mya (9), "The rights of equity
which prevail in British Burma are rights which are
given to people who are vigilant and not to those
who sleep."
There are dicta in three Privy Council cases
which should be mentioned. The first case is
Im1'1'ludipattal1'l Thirt'gnal1a Kondama Naik v. Periya
Darasomi (10), in which Their Lordships said II It is
.contended that though the mortgage may fall short

m (1918) 23 C.W.N. 284.
(8) (1915) 29 Indian Case, 707.

(9) (l921) 4 U.B:R. 30 (at 34).
(10) (1900) 24 Madras 377 (at 384, 38 5.)
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of an actual transfer it - shows a good contract fo't
one and that the defendant may now call upon Ovala's.
•
•
•
•
heIr to Implement that contract. Certamly If _such
a right exists it "vvould be an answer to the plaintiffs"
claim and the exact form in which it could be enforced
need not be considered." They went on to hold"
however, that as this defence had not been taken in
the Court of first instance and as the contractaUeged
was not proved the defendant must fail on this.
defence. It would seem, therefore, that the dictum
above quoted was obiter.
The case of Mahomed 1l1usa v. Aghore Ku'mar
Ganguli (11) is perhaps som,ewhat stronger. Their
Lordships approve of the doctrine of part performancelaid down in Maddison v. Alderson (1), and in this
connection say "Their Lordships do not think that
there is anything either in the law of India or of
England inconsistent with it, but, upon the contrary,.
that these laws follow the same rule." But so far
at any rate as regards the Transfer of Property Actt'
this dictum also appears to be obiter, for it is·
expressly stated in the judgment that the transaction
with which the suit dealt had occurred before the
Transfer of Property Act was passed.
In 111Clung Sh'we Goh v. Maung Inn (12) it was held.
that invie\v of section 54 of the Transfer of Property
Act the English rule that a contract for sale of rear
property makes the purchaser the owner in equity of
the estate, does not ap,plyin India. But in this case
too it was not on this finding that the decision was·
based.
In Salarnat-uz-zamin Begam v. Masha Allah Khan
(13), Walsh, J., took what seems to me an exaggerated'
view of the dictum in Mahorned Musa's case (11)"
• ;Q.

(11) (1914)42 Calcutta 831 (at817).
(12)( 1916) 44 LA. 15 (at 19).
(13) (1918) 40 All, 187.
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holding that it overruled Kurri Veerarcddi's case (3)
1924
and remai'king, incidentally that section S4 of the Trans- MAUNGMYAT
fer of the Property Act " does not prohibit the vesting THA;~~ AND
of title to or interest in property unless effected by M A DVUN
..
'
ANDa formal transfer." In my opinion it does. The other
ONE.
member of the bench Piggot, J., while concurring
in the decision that the defendants \~'ere entitled to
resist ejectment, which he put on the equitable
grounds adopted in the cases' already discussed, did
\not concur as to thl:: effect of the dictum in
Mahom~d Musa's case.
In Burma this equitable doctrine has not been
adopted. In Karamath Khan v. S. P. L. Latchmi
Achz (14), a full bench of the Chief Court of Lower
Burma held" That a defendant may plead by way of
defence to a suit ·for eviction by an owner that he
is in possession under a-eontract to sell, that the plea
requires no stamp, and that if he can prove the
contract and it still subsists it will be a valid defence,
however valuable the property may be and whether
he has a registered deed of transfer or not."
But this decisIon preceded on other grounds the
consideration of which' I will defer for the present.
Most of the cases of which I have cited and some
others, were considered. In reference to the three
Privy Council dicta (10, 11, 12) Young, J., in his
order of reference considered that in view of the
doub1 expressed in Shwe Goh's case (12) as to the
applicability of the English Rules of Equity the
Court was free to form its own opiniol1 on the matter'
And in his judgment he said "Speaking for myself
if I regarded the question as one of the transfer of
ownership I should find it very difficult to disregard
the plain words of section 54 of the Transfer of
(l4) (1919-20) 10 L.B.R. 241.
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Property Act, or to hold that any equity could
MAUNGMYAT prevail against the clear words of the statute."
THAZANAND
Th"IS VIew was no t
'
d b y, el'th er 0 f t h e
TWO
questlOne
MAD~~AND other Judges who formed the bench.
. ONE.
I think therefore that the Courts in Burma are
not bound to adopt the equitable grounds on which
the India decisions are based. There are, in my
opinion, strong reasons why the English equitable
doctrine of part performance should not be applied
in India. In Maddison v. Alderson (1), its sOlmdness, even in England, as applied to the 4th section
of the Statute' of Frauds was doubted by at least
some of the members of the Court, and learned
commentators share their doubts. The law, moreover, in India is different, inasmuch as 1'ection
54 of the Transfer bf Property Act does immediately
vacate any transfer made ot1\erwise than' as prescribed
in that section, while it is held that section 4 6f the
Statute of Frauds does not have this effect. That
being so considerations of equity should not be
allowed to override tne plain words of the Act·
Here I would emphasise the words of Lord Selborn e
in Maddiason v. Alderson :-By tins it cannot be meant
th.at equity 'will relieve against a pubhc statute ofgeneral
policy in cases admitted to fall without it."
But such conside.rations have been allO'.ved to
override the plain provisions of, the section. The
extent to which this has been done is exemplified
in Maung Slzwe v. U Skwe Lok (15), a very recent
unreported case in this Court.
The facts. found in that case were that the
plaintiffs llad made over the larid in suit to one Ko
San Ya in discharge of a debt of Rs. 112 and that
San Ya subsequently sold the land to the defend,mts
1924

(15) Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No.6 Of 1923.
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for the same sum. In neither case was there a
registered instrument. It was further found by the
first appellate Court that the defendant's right to
specific performance, if he had ever had one, was
time-barred.
In this Court's judgment it \-\ias said:- "If the
respondents (plaintiffs) transferred tl)e land to Maung
San Ya forRs. 112, and he in turn transfened it to the
appellant-defendant for Rs. 112, in each case by way
of outright sale, but without a registered conveyance
then it is clear that San Ya acquired possessory rights
'under what must be termed a contract to sell the land
to him, which he could transfer to the appellants,
who would stand, as it, were, in his shoes. It is a
vvell accepted principle of law that a possessory right
is legally transferable and that a suit can even be
filed to maintain it."
Venkaiesh's case (6) was followed in holding that
the defence held good in spite of the fact that right
of the defendants to specific performance had become
time-barred.
Here one may ask in what the position of a person
in possession under an abortive sale differs from the
position of one in possession \viti} a good legal title
under a proper conveyance,' I cart see little difference. The former can resist ejectment by the legal
owner. He can even eject the owner if ousted by
him [l~er Banerji, J., in BegQ1l'l's caSe (4)]. On his
possessory right he can recover from a trespasser,
There might perhaps in exceptional cases be some
slight risk of being ousted by a bona fide purchaser
without notice. But in cases such as the present
one and Shwe Tha'i;;'s (15) where the tr'ansferee has
obtained possession and held it for a considerable
time, and has got the. land registered in his name
in the ,revenue registers, this risk becomes non.existent.
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The result is a complete negation of section 54 of
'TMAUNZGMYAT the Transfer of Property Act-not merely in the letter
HA ANAND
.
. TwO.
but also in the spirit. The evils of this state of affairs
.MA D;~ AND are manifest.
If these decisions are good law then
ONE.
it would be far better that the Transfer of Property
Act should be repealed and that all 'restrictions on
the transfer of immoveable property should be
removed.
To return to Km'amath Khan v. S. P. L. Latclzmi
Achi (14). As I have said above the decision in this
case did -not proceed on equitable grollnds. Following upon the quotation which I have given in which
he h~ld that equitable considerati( ns should not be
allowed to prevail against the plain word~~ of the
Act, Young, J., said" But upon furtber consideration
I do not think that any such claim is involved.
The suit is one for possession only and the defe!ldant
only seeks to retain that possession. I do not see
that we are really concerned w.ith section. 54 of the
Transfer of Property Act at alL
It seems to me to be a question of contract purely
:and simply; and in my opinion the defendant may
plead and jf he can prove that he bas been let in
under
a con tract, he cannot be considered or treated.
as a mere trespasser so long as that contract
:subsists."
.
. This view is not free from difficulty. A mere
contract for sale does not create any interest in the
property and certainly does not give a right to
possession. Does then such a contract with delivery
-of posses3ion confer such a right? In KU1'ri
Veerareddi's case (3) Sir Arnold White, C.]., held
that it does not. Hes~id (page 345):'" The section
further provides that a contract for sale does not of
itself create any interest in or charg~ on immove-:
able property. We are.asked to regard this prOViSIOn
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as enacting by implication that a contract for sale
1924
·coupled with possession does create an interest MAUNGl\{YA'f
THA ZAN AND
in or charge on the properly even though the . TWO
requirements of the section with reference to a MA D~~ AND
registered instrument have not been complied with.
0 E.
Such a construction seems to Ine altogether incon.
:sistentwith the express enactment in the earlier
part of the section."
On the other hand the effect of the dicisions
that I have discussed' is that such a contract coupled
with delivery of possession does create such a right
though I cannot find that this proposition .has
anywhere been expressly stated except perhaps in
ShziJe Tha'lt/s case (15).
There is another difficulty. The defence in the
·case now before me is based not on a mere contract
for sale but on what purported, and was intended,
to be an actual sale. In Shwe Thaw's- case (1S), the
·defence was clearly tbe same, and it appears to have
been the· same in several of the Indian cases. In
KaramathKhan's case (14) also if appears to have
been the same, for in the order of refe(ence it is
'said II The case for the defendant was that he had.
,bought the leasehold land for Rs. 300 for wh:ch he
had given a promiss.ory-note."
.
.Now a contract for sale is a necessary preliminary
,or concommitant of a sale or of a transaction which is
intended t6 be a sale. But the question arises
whether when a party is content to accept only
p~~tial performance of a contract of which he has
the benefit, that contract does not thereby cease to
:subs;')t.
f
A further difficulty in the present case is that
there
no direct evidence of contract for sale.
Wilat there isjs evidence of a transaction intended
to be an (ictual sale, from which the existence of a

is
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prior contract for sale may be inferred~ But under
MAUNGMYAT section 91 of the Evidence Act all this
evidence is
THAZANAND
TWO
inadmissible. Can it then be admitted in order that
MA D~N AND from it We may draw that inference?
ONE.
I am clearly of opinion that it cannot and I
could decide this case upon that ground only. But
I think that such a decision would in effect run
counter to the decision in Karamath Khan's case'
(14). It would, moreover, have the effect of causing
further uncertai!}ty as" to the 'law, and would also·
tend to encourage the giving of false evidence in
order to represent as a mere contract for sale what
was in fact intended to be a~ actual sale.
In view of all these considerations I think it is
desirable that the decision in Kara111ath Khan v.,
'S. P. L. Latchmi Achi (14), should be further
considered, more particularly with reference to the'
admissibility of evidence.
I therefore refer the following questions for
decision by a bench of two Judges or by a FuU
Bench, as the Chief Justice may qire.ct ; 1. To a suit by the legal owner for possession of
immoveable property of a value of Rs. 100 or'
upwards, is it a valid defence that the defendant was
given possession of the property by the legal owner
under a contract for saie as defined in section S4 of
the Transfer of Property Act ?
2. To such a suit is it a valid defence that the'
defendant was given possession of the property by'
the legal owner in a transac.~ion which purported tobe a sale and which would be a sale but for thefact that no registered instrument was executed as
required by section 540f the Transf~r of Property Act?
3. poes section 91 of the Evidence Act prohibit
the admission, in order to prove a prior contract for
sale, of evidence' of a transaction whi,ch purported to>
1924

VOL.

be a sale of immoveable property of the value of
Rs. 100 or upwards but which was not effected by
a registered instrument as required by section 54 of
the Transfer of Property Act ?
.. The questions referred came up in due course for
hearing before a Full Bench composed of Robinson,
C.}., Heald, May Gung, Lenhigne and Carr, JJ., with
the result as reported hereunder.
Loo N~;;e-for Appellants.
Ray-for Respondents..

the

ROBINSON, C.J.-The authorities are ap quoted in
order of reference with· the exception of

Vizagapatal11,
Sugar
Devlopmerzt
Company v.
Muthuramareddi (1). By this Full Bench decision

the previous decisions to the contrary of the Madras
High Court were overruled, with the result that the
position now is that all - the High Courts in India
hold the same view of the questions now before us.
That is a very· strong point to which full .weight
must be given ; the opinion of a Full Bench of this
Court was to the same effect. We are no,v asked
to resile from the opinion previously expressed, and
to differ from every other High Court in India.
The facts of this case are that .plaintiffs sued for
possession of certain land which admittedly had
been the property of their mother. The defendants
who are also heirs replied that the land had been
sold to them for Rs. 1,200; that the consideration
had been paid; that they had been put into
possession and have long been in possession ; that
·mutation of names had been effected· in Revenue
Registers ; that no registered deed of sale had been
executed because the mother's eye-sight was bad;
'"
(lJ (1923) 46 Mad. 919.
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and that the execution of the conveyance had been
postponed, the mother dying before it was executed.
THA ZA NAND
Th e d eClslOns
..
·
. . 1es 0 f
TWO
are b asedsome,
on pnnclp
MAD~N AND equity (the equity of part performance), some, on the
ONE.
ground that the Court would not lend itself to aid
ROBINSON,
the plaintiffs in effecting a fraud, and some, on the
C.J.
ground of a fiduciary relation which was created between
the parties by the facts. In my opinion the case
might be adequately disposed of on anyone of
.,
these grounds.
In the case of Immudipatta1'Jl Thirugnal1a Khonda.
1'lza Naik v. Periya Dorasami (2), Their Lordships of the
Privy Council uttered a dictum which clearly supports
the view now universally held. In the course of
their judgment it is said :-'1 It is contended that though
the mortgage may fall shod of an actual transfer, it
shows a good contract for one, and that the def enelant
may now call upon Ovala's heir to implement
that contract. Certainly, if such a right exists it
would be an answer to the plaintiff's claim and the
exact foi-m in which it could be enforced need not
be considered."
In the present case the right to sue for specific
performance still exists, and may be enforced. The
payment of the money, the granting of possession
and the mutation of names in the revenue registers
all am·ount to part performance; and it is to my mind
clear that the defence to a claim for possession
under these circumstances is clearly held to be good
by Their Lordships.
Inanother case, Malzomed Musa v. Aghore Kumar
Ganguli (3), Their Lordships again dealt with the
application of the equities applicable to theSe cases.
After referring to the Gase of Maddison v. Alderson
1924

MAUNGMYAT

----~-------

(2) (1900) 24 Mad. 377.

(3) (1'915) 42 Cal. 801,
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and to the fact that the parties had acted on the
i924
contract to sell, they observed :-" Their Lordships MAUNGMYAT'
do riot think that there is' anything either in the law THA;;~ AND
of India or England inconsistent with it,' but, upon MA D~N AND
f
the contrary, that these laws follows the same rules. '
ONE,
., In a suit," said Lord Selborne in Maddison v. ROBINSON,
Alderson, "found'ed on such part-performance (and
c·r.
the part-performance referred to was that of a parol
contrac~ concerning land) the defendant is really
, charged' upon the equities resulting from the acts
done in execution of' the contract, and not (within
the meaning of the Statute' of Frauds) upon the contract itself. If such equities were excluded, injustice
of a kind which the statute cannot be thought to
have had in contemplation would follow. "
Returning to the ground of frauds, I think there
can be no doubt that an attempt by the plaintiffs in
this case to go back upon the contract itself after
havip..g received the purchase price, and after posses~
sion had bee'n given,cleafIy amounts to an attempt
at fraud which the Courts in this country cannot and
should not aid.
It has been urged that in this case there is no
mention in the :pleadings of allY contract, and that
what is alleged is an abortive sale. But is it clear
from the first Privy Council judgment quoted that
what has to be dealt with in these cases is the
contract to sell; that the Courts are not dealing with·
the abortive sale itself; that whether the 'sale be
viod or merely voidable, there must be in each case,
prior to the execution of the document, an agreement
for sale; and that the mere fact that the' pleadings
do not specifically refer to it does not compel the
Caurts 'to treat it as if it were non-existent.
Section 54 of the Transfer of Property Act may
render the transfer illegal if . not evidenced by a
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document in writing'registered i but the section clearly
conteinplates 'the contract for sale and the possiTWO
bility at cases existing, in which there is not a duly
MA ;~N AND registered conveyance.
In these cases the Courts
ONE
always have to deal with the contracts for sale i and
ROBINSON,
all
that section 54 lays· down with reference to them
C.J.
is that they do not of thernselves create a·ny interest
in, or charge on, -such pr~perty. The contrad in
the present case does not of itself create ~ny interest
in the property i but, in addition to the contract, we
have the actions of the parties, and the possession
following the payment of the purchase-price, and the
mutation of names, which, coupled with the contract,
do create an interest in the property. It cannot be
necessary that the parfies should have to be forced
to a suit for specific performance of a contract for
sale before they can be given any relief against a
fraudulent and inequitable claim for possession. In
my opinion, therefore, the first two questions referred
should be answered in the affirmative."
As regards section 91 of the Evidence Act, it
appears to me that it does not apply in this case at
all. It deals with cases where the terms of a contract
have been adduced to the form of a document, and
to cases in which any matter is· required by law to
be reduced to the form of a document. If we were
dealing with a deed of sale that was in existence, or
with a contract for sale which was lequired by law
to be reduced to the form of a document, some such
question might arise; but we arerdealing here with
a c6ntraet for sale which the law cJoes not require
to be reduced to the form of a document. An
agreement to sell may be an oral agreement, and no
question, therefore, of the admissibility of the evidence, .
I,think, arises. It is not the transaction of sale that
is in question, but the agreement to sell, which
1924

MTAUNZG My AT
HA AN AND
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must, and always does, precede the execution of the
contract for sale. By Explanati ')n 3 to the section,
. .In a d ocument 0 f saI e,
even 1of a statement was made
which was not registered, of the prior oral agreement to sell, evidence as to that prior nral agreement
is exchided from the provisions of the sections.
I understand from the order of reference that in
this case the" evidence given was that of a sale; but
it appears to me that upon a just consideration of
that evidence, it must be held that the evidence was
not given' of a '!=:ale, but of a prior contract for sale.
H all the evidence that was given was, evidence of
the contemplated sale, that evidence might be inadmissible; but, if inadmissible on that ground,
seei"ng that the intention of the witnesses was to
.. ~stablish a prior oral contract for sale, the Court
would be justified in remanding the case in order
that evidence shoulq. be given in a mamler which
-does not technically interfere with the rule of
evidence.
IViAY OUNG, J.-1 concur.

J.-Theonly question which seems to me
to arise for decision by us in the suit in respect of
which this reference has been made is whether or
not ina case where there has been an agreement for
the sale and purchase of land worth Rs. 100 or more,
and where th~ price has been paid by the pur-chaser to the seller and possession has been given
by the seller to the purchaser but no instrument h35
been written or executed or registered, the seller can
'succeed in a suit for possession on the streugth of
his legal title when his suit is brought within the
period of limitation allowed for a suit by the pur-"
,haser for specific performance of the agreement to sell.
HEALD,

I
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MAUNGMYAT"
THAZANAND
"TWO
MA

D;~

AND

ONE.
ROBINSON,

C:J.
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In view of the decisions of the High Court of
MAUNGMYAT Bombay
in the full bench case of Bapu Apaii v.
THAZAN AND
.
TWO
Kazhinath (1), of Calcutta in the cases of Pucha v.
MA ;~N AND Kunj Behari (2), Akbar Fakir v. Intail Sayal P), and
ONE.
Shafikal v. Krishna Gobil1da (4) and of Madras in
the full bench case of TTizagapatamSugar Development Company v. Muthuramareddi (5) and of the
remarks of the Privy Council in the case of lUohamed
Musa v. Aghore Kumar Ganguli (6), I am of opinion
.that as held by the Chief Court of Lower Burma in
Karamath Khan v. Latchmi Achi (7), it should now
be· regarded as settled law that proof of a valid
agreement for sale is a good defence to a sltit for
possession brought by the seller against the purchaser
in a case '."here owing to failure to execute and
register an instrument, there has been no legal conveyance of title from seller to purchaser and where as
in this case a suit for specific performance of the
agreement for sale would not be barred by limitation.
I do not think that any question of the operation
of section 91 of the Evidence Act arises in this case
because the agreement for sale wasilot in writing
;md SllCh agreements are not required by law to be
reduced to the form of a document.
LENTAIGNE, J.-I concur in the opinion that the first
question referred for our decision mu::,t be answered
in the affirmative, and that the defence of part
performance by delivery of pos~,ession under an oral
agreement for sale of immoveable property is a good
defence in a suit for recovery of possession under
the" circumstances stated in the question. I think
that this Court should follow the ,series of full
(1) (1916) 4J Bombay 438.
(4) 23 C.W.N. 284.
(2) (1912) 17 C.W.N. 445.
(5) 46 Madras 919.
(3) 29 Indian Cases 707.
(6) 42 Cal. 801
(7) 10 L.B.R.241.
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bench decisions of various High Courts,. in favour
1924
of the defence, which have been cited in the order M~UNG MYAT
.
th e d· eClslOn
..
f thO e Iat e CI'
ZAN AND
. l...l
of re f erence, InC
UuIng
0
lIe f THA TWO
Court of Lower Burma in Karamath Khan v. MA D~~ AND
S. P. L. Lalchmi Achi (1). As the High Court of
ONE.
Madras has resiled from the previous decisions of LEN~NElr
that Court and come to a ~imilar conclusion in the
case of Vizagapatam Sugar Development Company v
Muthuramareddi (2), it would appear that the more
ancient High Courts are now unanimous OD~ the
point; and I think that the conclusion also necessarily follows on a consideration of. the two decisions
of the Privy Council cited in the judgment of the
Honourable Chief Justice.
...
I would also answer the second question in the
affirmative on the facts of the present case. It is
stated that the contract alleged in the present case
was not described as a contract to sell but as an oral
sale. It is ,admitted that the parties had not com. plied with the provisions of section S4 of the Transfer
of Property Act, 1882, and that consequently the
oral sale was invalid in law, because it lacked the
necessary formality of a registered deed embodying
the sale. That being so, the oral contract was in my
opinion, at most an executvly contract to sell, which
had not been completely performed. On this view
of th~ contract, the position is similar to that in the
various cases decided by the full Bench decision
referred to. above; the contract to sell had been
partly performed by a delivery of possession and by
a payment of the purchese-money; but in another
important respect it had not been carried out, bgcause in law the parties must presumably have
contemplated both the execution of deed completing
(1) (1920)10 L.B.R.241.

(2) (1923) 46 Mad. 919.
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the sale and the registration of such deed in accordance with ·law; and the order of reference shows
THAZANAND th t th
. thOIS respec t.
TWO
a
ere was a fal'1 ure to. per f orm m
MA D~N AND
As regards the third question raised in the order
ONE.
of reference. the answer is simple on 'the facts of
LEN~NE.J. this case, where there is merely an oral contract
coupled with a subsequent payment of the price and
delivery of possession of the ilptnoveable property;
As there is no law. prohibiting an oral contract to
sell immoveable property, there is no provision in
section 91 of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872, which
prohibits· the admission of evidence of such oral
contract, the terms of which have not been reduced
to the form of a document. Therefore, the answer
to the third question; so far as this case is concerned,
should be in the negative.
1924

MAUNliMYAT

J.-In view of the fact that the High
Courts in India are now unanimous on this question
I agree that the first two questions should be answered
in the affirmative.~
In regard to the third question I find more
difficulty. In my view. the transaction has· gone
beyond a mere contract for sale and amounts to an
.abortive sale. I think that section 91 of the Evidence
Act is applicable and would answer the third question
also in t~e affirmative.
CARR,
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Young and Mr. 'Justice Lcntaigne.

MAUNG KYI OH

AND

ONE

v.
S.M.A.L. ARNUCHALLAM CHETTY.;,l<
Petition ill i11solvel/cy against Burman Buddhist couple-Joi1lderin one petilion
• by creditor-Provincial iI/solvency Act (IT of 1920), sections 15. 18,79 (2)
€II (4)-Provincial Insolvency Act (Act III of 1907), section 47--Generl/l
Clauses Act (X of 1897,) section 13.
Held, that a single petition in i;,solvenc)' may be filed under the Provincial
Insolver:cy Act, 19'20, against a Burmese Buddhist husband and his wife, where
'they were alleged to be jointly indebted tathe petitioning creditor and to have
committed a joint act of insolvency.
Boli5eti Mamma)'a v. Kolla Kotiaya and others, 44 Mad. 810-jollowed.
Kali Cllaratl Saha v. Hari MalIan Basak a1ld ot/lers, 58 I.e. 531 ; Sarada
Prasad Ukil v. Ram Sllklz Clzandra, 2 C.L.J. 318-disseuted fronz.

Thein Maung-for Appellants.
Dass- for Respondent.

YOUNG, J.-The question in this appeal is whether
one petition in insolvency can be filed under the
. Provincial Insolvency Act against' two Burman
Buddhists, husband and wife, or whether separate
petitions are necessary.
The two are alleged to be jointly indebted to the
/ petitioners and to have committed a joint ad 9f
insolvency. The question, therefore, is \vhether t\VO
joint-debtors, who have committed a joint act of
insoh-ency, can be included in one petition.
\ The question has been decided by the Madras
High· Court, under Act III of 1907, relying on
section 47 of that Act, now section 5 of the present
Act, in the affirmative, holding that the q Llestion is
• Civil Miscellaneous Nc>. 85 of 1923 against the order of the District Court
oOf Prome in Civil Miscellaneous No. 21 of 1923.

1924
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one of procedure; that the Civil Procedure Code
MAUNGKYI allows two joint-debtors to be sued in one suit, and
OH AND ONE
•
•
'II.
that section 47 dIrects the Insolvency Court to
A;':~'~~~;,- follow the same procedure as it follows in the
LAM CHETTY. exercise of its Original Civil Jurisdiction.
Bolisetti
YO~, J. Marnmaya v. "Kolla Kottaya and others (1). On the
other band, the Calcutta High Court in Kali Chara1~
Saha v. Hari Mohan. Basak and others (2), has decided
the matter in the contrary way, bolding, on' the
authority of Sarada Prasad Ukil v. Ram Sukh Chandra
\3); a case decided under the old Insolvency Law
contained in the former Code of Civil Procedure,.
that separate petitions must be presented. With all
deference, I prefer the reasoning contained in the
Madras ruling. I do not think, having regard to the
provisions of the General Clauses Act, too much
stress can be laid on the fact that the Act speaks of
a debtor in the singular; it similarly speaks of a
creditor in the singular also; but I have never
heard it contended that two joint-credito:rs cannot
join in filing a petition. Again, to take the provisions
of the Act into consideration, the special provisiori in
section 8, prohibiting petitions against incorporated
companies, would be meaningless if a petition against
ao ordinary unincorporated partnership were not
legal.
It is not clear to me that in section 15 the words
"when separate petitions are presented against jointdebtors, " do not mean, especially having regard to
the context~ petitions by separate- persons against
joint-debtors, as they do in the former part of the
section relating to an indi vidual debtor, in which case
there is plain, though ilnplied, legislative- authority
for the procedure.
1924

(1) (1921) 44 Mad. 810.
(2) (1920) 58 I,C; 531.
(3) (1905) 2 C.L.J. 318.
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The provisions of section 18 seem to me to point
1924
in the same direction as section 5 (section 47 of MAUNG KYr
t'
61 \4) OH AND
ONE"
. .
f
:the f ormer Act.
) The prOVISIOns
0 sec IOn
v.
seem to me a clear indication that partners may A~~~~~i. .
be joined in one petition, and, if partners may be LAM CHETTY.
joined, I do not see why joint-debtors liable upon ' -YO~, J.
a joint-debt, who liave each committed either a
joint or a separate act of insolvency, should not
be similarly joined.
There is, it is t;-ue, no similar prOVIsIOn in the
Provincial Insolvency Act to that contained in section
t}9 of the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act,_ but
that merely giv@s power to sue the partners under
the partnership name.
On the whole, therefore, I am of opinion that
these joint-debtors, who have committed a joint
act of insolvency, may be proceeded against in one
petititon, and would accordingly dismiss the' appeal.
J.-I concur. It is quite true that
various sections of the Provincial Insolvency Act,
1920, refer to a I' debtor" in such terms that it
might appear that a separate petition should be
presented against each debtor. Apart from the rule
of construction in section 13 of the General Clauses
Act, 1897, that words in the singular shall include
the plural, we have a clear indication in clause (c) 'of
sub-section (2) of section 79 of the Provincial Insolvency
Act, 1920, that the term U debtor" may include a
firm, because that provision authorizes the making of
rules providing for the procedure to be followed
"where tLedebtor is a firm." - In law, a firm is not
an artificial person like a company but merely a
collection of individuals, and formerly it was necessary
to set out all the names of the partners in any suit.
It is only under modern legislation that the rule was
LENTAIGNE,
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enacted permitting the use of the firm name as a
MAUNG KYIsufficient description of the persons suing or being
OH AND ONE
v.
sued. Consequently, this provision in section 79,
.•S.lVI.A.L.
recognizing the application of the term I' debtor" to
;."RNUCHALLA~f CHETTY, a firm, is a clear indication that no· restriction can
LENTAIGNE,J. be held to arise by reason of the use of the term
"debtor" in the singular, and that t.he term is
capable of applying at least to two or more persons
jointly and severally liable as partners.
In the caseofa·Burmese Buddhist married couple,
and more especially in the case of a cOli pIe who are
trading jointly and signing jointly on promissory
notes, etc., the position is very similar to that of a
t1rm ; and I can see no sOHnd reason why they
should not be incli.ld;ed in a single petition uncler the
Act. In tact, I am of opinion that very important
aclv~mtagcs will be obtained by joining them as jointdebtors. I have known cases where a Burmese
Buddhist husband has been trading in his 0\'\'11 name
and acquired property and when sued on mortgages
executed by himself,. has waited until the final order
was passed for the sale of the property to set up the
claim.that his wife was fhe o\vner of a half interest. In
such Cflses it was more often found that the husband
had been dealing with the property throughout with the
consent of his wife and as her agent, and that the
claim made at the late stage ,vas merely a fraudulent
claim to defeat the creditor. It is obviously desirab.le
that such questions should be avoided bYf,ompelling
the wife to assert her claims at an early stage.
For the above reasons, I would dismiss the appeal
with costs.
192't
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Befoi'e Mr. Justice Lentaigne and Mr. Justice Car".

MAUNG TUN YA

1924

v.

ApI. 11.

MAUNG AUNG DUN

AND ONE.*

Suit for possession by. legal owner-Plea of being Pllt in pOlsessioll as tire reslilt
of a usufmctuary mOl'tgage, invalid for w.ant Of "egist"ation-Equitable
doctrine of part perfor11laiice--Purchaser of a part from the legal ownerSeverance of fhe equity o/redemption.
Held, that where the defendant had been put in possession of land as the
]'esult of a usufructtary mortgage, invalid for want of regisbation, he WaS in
equity entitl ed to retain possession of the land until his debt 11a5 been repaid.
Held furi her, that where the plaintiff uJider the above circumstances, relied
solely on his title and had not offered to repay the money, l?is suit should not
be dismissed but a decree for possession on repayment should be passed.
Held also, that the .purchaser of a portion of the land so put in possession of
the defendanl can oblain the area bought by 11im on repayment Of a
proportionate amount of the debt, and that the technical rules of se\'erance of
the eq'lity of redemption do not apply to him.
Ala Htwe v. Maung Lun, R L.H.R. 334, Royzuddin Shdk v. Kali Nath
ltfookerjee, 33 Cal. 985-referred io.
APPalla v. Chinnat'a.iu, 36 M.W.~. 825, Ashtol/ v. Co 1'I"iga 11, (1871) 13
Eq. 76; Hermann 1/. Hodges, (1873) 16 Eq. 18 ; Holkar v. ()adab!loy, J4 Bom"
353; lifo P. Currie v. ~1. Chatty, 11 W.R. 520, 111aUlzg MYelt Tha Zan
v. ill a Dun. 2 Ran. 285 ; Sreenath Roy v. KallY Dass Ghose, 5 Cal. 82; Taylor
v. Ecke"sley, il876) 2 Ch.,3()2-followed.
Bon Lon v. Po Lu, 8 L.B.R 553 ; Col/ectol' of Mirmpur v. Bllag"valt
Prasad, 35 All. 164 ; Debendra Chandr.1 Roy v. Behari Lal Mukerjee, 16
C. W.N. 1075; Nabin CI;and. Nasker v, Raj Ccomar Sarkar, 9 C.W.N.1001 ;
Param HallS v. R"ndhir Si'llglt, 38 All. 461; Samoo Patter v. Abdul Sa1nmad
Sahib, 31 Mad. 337-distingllished.

Villa-for A ppellan t.
Thein }.if aung-for Respondents.
CARR, J.-This is an appeal under sectionJ3 of the
Letters Patent of this Court. The facts involved are
as follows ;Maung Tun Myaing and Maung Po Yun took a loan
of over Rs. 200 from the respcmdent, Maung Aung Dun,
* Letters Patent Appeal No. 54 of 1923 against the decree of iliis Court in
Special Civil Second Appeal No. 121 of 1922.
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and handed over the land in suit as security therefor,
MAUNG 'TUN by way of usufrudu$lry mortgage.
But no registered
~~
deed was executed and there was therefore no valid
MAUNG AUNG mortgage.
DUN A:-;D
ONE.
Subsequently Tun Myaing and Po Yun agreed to
CARR,}.
sell the land to the appellant, Tun Va, for Rs. 292.
The money was paid. Subsequently Tun Myaing and
Po Ylln failed to complete the transaction and in
Suit No. 29 ,of 1921 of the Township Court of
Shwedaung, Tun Ya sued for 'specific performance
of the agreement. The suit was instituted on the
4th March, 1921, and was dismissed on the 3rd May.
On appeal to the DistI:ict Court the decision was
reversed and a decree for specific performance was
granted to Tun Ya on the 21st June, 19~1.
On the 18th July, 1\)21, Tun Myaing alone executed
a registered mortgage de~d in favour of Aung Dun
for Rs. 300.
On the 3rd September, 1921, both 'Tun Myaing
<jtnd PC? Yun executed a registerd conveyance !11
favour of Tun Va in compliance with the decree of
the District Court.
Tun Ya then in~tituted the present suit to recover
possession of the land from Aung . Dun and Ma
Min Si.
From the proceedings in Suit No. 29 it is clear
that Tun Ya was a\\~are of the transection between
his vendors and Aung Dun and that Aung Dun \va?
also aware of their transaction with Tun Va. In fact
Tun Myaing after receiving the money from Tun Ya
went and offered to redeem the land from Aung Dun
but Aung Dun would not· accept ~lllless certain sums
sllbsequently borrowed from him were repaid as wen
as the origin<i,l mortgage debt.
When· the present suit came up for framing of
issues the plaintiff, Tun Va, was questioned. He said
1924
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1924
Ko AungDun was working the land
before I bought it. The owner, Maung Tun Myaing, MAUNG TUliI
told me that he had mortgaged it with Maung Aung
~~
Dun when he sold it to me."
MAUNGAUNG
DUN AND
On this the Township Judge dismissed the suit.
ONE.
He seems to have held that the registered mortgage CARR, J.
was valid. He held that the plaintiff had acquired
noUung more than the right to redeem the land' from
AungDun.
On appeal the District Judge held, rightly I think,
that the registered mortagage was not effective· as
.against t~le plail1tiff. He accordingly ~ave the plaintiff
.a decree for possession. He does not appear to have
considered the effect of the first unregistered transaction between Tun Myaing and Po Yun on the one
part and Aung D]..lll on the other.
On second appeal to this Court the learned Jqdge
held that the appellants (Aung Dun <1.nd .M:a Min Si)·
had a charge on the land and that ·Tun Ya was not
entitled to recover possession without paying off the
debt. He accordingly' set aside the judgment and
decree of the District Court and restored those of
the Tmvhship Court He had certified the case as a
fit one for appeal.
As I have already said I tllink that in the circumstances disclosed Aung Dun's registered mortgage
cannot be held good as against the appellant. The
sole question therefore is Whett is the effect of the
oral mortgage.
In Bon Lon v. Po, Llt (1), Maung Kin, J., held
that a transaction similar to this one did not create
a charge. He found on the facts that there was
clearly a llsufructuary mortgage which W4S invalid for·
want of a registered deed. It may be noted also

(I) (1916) 8 L.B.R. 553.
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that that case differed from the present one in that the
MAUNG TUN mortgagee
sued for a mortg;lge decree. The Judge
;~
quoted a number of decisions of the Calcutta, Madras
M~~:CAt~NG and Bombay High Courts to this effect. These I do
ONE.
not propose to recapitulate. There are also the
CARR, J.
following cases :Nabin Chand Naskr v. Raj COO1'nar SCl1'car (2) ;
Debendra Chandra Roy v. Belza1'i Lal Mukerjee (3) ;
Samoa Patter v. A'bdul Sanun,ad "Saheb (4) ;
Collector oj lYlirzapur v. Bhagwon Prasad (5) ;
Pal'am Hans v. Ranqhir 'Stngh (6) .
. In all these cases the same view was held. They
were all cases in which there was a registered mortgage
deed which was invalid for want of due attestation.
But they were also all cases of simple mortgages on
which the mortgagees sued for mortgage decrees.
Thus there bad been no delivery of possession to the
mortgagee.
. In Ma Hi'u.;e v. Maung' Lun (7), a full bench of
the Chief Court of Lo\ver Burma held that a plaintiff
suing to redeem an oral usufructuary mortgage could
not be allowed to prove the mortgage and must
therefore fail. It was suggested (page 335) that had
she sued for possession on her title only she might
have been entitled to a decree without paying anything.
The point, however, did not arise and was not decided.
Ag~inst this there is the case of Appana v·
Chinnavadu (8) in which two Judges of the Madras
High Court (a third Judge dissen.ting) held that a
suit to redeem a usufructuary mortgage' is in sub~
stance a suit for possession. The effect of this decision
is that a plaintiff can sue to redeem an unregistered
usufructuary mortgage.
1924

(2) (1905) 9 C.W.N. 1001.
(3) (1912) 16 C.W.N.1075.
(4) (1908) 31 Mad. 337.
(8) (1923) 36 Mad.

(5) (1913) 35 All. 164.
(6) (1916) 38 All. 461.
(7) (1916) 8 L.B.R. 334.
W.N. 825.
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And this view seems to receive support, from the
1924
doctrine of part performance which in its application MAUNGTUN
YA
to sales has now been universally accepted in India
v.
'
.
AUNG
as ena bl Illg
a purcI
laser'III possessIOn
un d er an MAUNG
Du~ AND
invalid sale to resist a suit for possession by his
ONE.
vendor. This has very recently 'been discussed and CARR, J.
accepted by this Court in 111aung lI1yat Tha Zan v.
Ma Dun (9) and it is not necessary to go thro,Ugh it
again.
In this connection I would refer to Royzuddin
Sheik v. Kali Nath lI100kerjee (10), which was quoted
by Mau~g Kin, J., where Mookerjee, J., said: II It is
an established doctrine that equity will not contravene the positive enactments or requirements of law,
and defeat its policy by supplying under the gllise of
amending defective instruments, those deficient'
elements of form without which the agreement is
absohitelyvoid, even as between the parties' to it."
This dictum I am unable to rec'oncile with the application of the doctrine of part performance referred to
above. But that application is now firmly established
and if the doctrine of part performance' is applicable
to sales I can see no reason why it should not
be equally applicable to usufrudury mortgages. If it
is so applicable then it \;<,lo1Jld seem that a mortgagee
in possession under an invalid mortgage is en titled
to retain possession until the mortgage debt is paid
off.' He can therefore resist a suit for possession,
based merely on title, by his mortgagor. But if the
mortgagor sues to recover possession offering to
repay the d~bt then he is suing to redeem an invalid
mortg(lge and on. the authority of M a Htwe's case
(7) he must fail. The mortgagor therefore has no
legal remedy open to him and unless his mortgagee
(9) (1924) 2 Ran. 285.

25

(10) (1906) 3$ Cal. 085.
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will allow redemption he loses his propert5' altogether.
MAUNGTUN The result is obviously inequitable.
;~
It may be noted that in this case the plaintiff
MAUNGAUNG
. dl y h ad no t'Ice a f A
DUN AND
ad mltte
ungD
un' s c I'
aIm an d so
ONE.
stands entirely in the ~hoes of his vendors.
CARR, J.
Whether the doctrine of part performance should
be applied to a transaction of the nature of an usu~
fructuary mortgage seems to depend on the answer
.to the question whether the agreement to mortgage
is specifical!.y enforceable. The rule appears to be
that when the loan has actully been made the
agreement will be specifically enforced by compelling
the borrower to execute a valid deed of mortgage,
though, of course, it IS open to him to elect to repay
the loan. See Ghose on the Law of Mortgage in
India, 5th edition, pages 74-75. English cases in
sltpport of this view arc Taylor v. Eckenley (11),
. Asbton v. Corrigan (12) and Hermann v.' Hodges (13).
Indian cases are Sreenath Roy v. Kalt)! Doss Ghosh
(14), M. P. Kurrie v. M. Chatty (15) and Hollw' v.
Dadabhoy (16).
.
I would hold, therefore, that while the respondent Aung Dtln has not a charge on the land within
the meaning of section 100 of the Transfer of Property Act yet he is equitahly entitled to retain possession of the land until his. debt has been repaid.
But I do not think that it follows tbat the plaintiff's
suit' should be dismissed because he has relied
solely on his title and has not offered to repay the
mOlley. The effect of the finding is that the plaintiff
is entitled to possession on fulfilling a certain condition and he should be given a decree accordingly.
1924

(11) (1876\2 eh. 302.
(12) (lR71) 13 Eq. 76.
(13) (1873) 16 Eq. 18.

(14) (1875) 5 Cal. 82.

(15) (1869) 11 W.R 520.
(16) (1890) 14 Bom. 353.
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1924
It appears that Aung Dun's mortgage coverea
more land than was bought by the plaintiff. Since MAUNa TUN
YA
there is in fa9t no lega.l mortgage the technical n~les,
v.
.
f
MAUNGAUNG
relating to partial redemption 0 a mortgage are' not DUN AND
applicable and in my view the plaintiff should be
O_N_E.
CARR,
J.
required to repay only in proportion to the area
bought by him. ,Moreover, it is not clear what the
actual amount of the mortgage debt was at the time
of the plaintiff's purchase.
So far as Aung Dun is concerned, therefore, I
~ would remand the case to the Court of First
Instance with a direction that the Court do proceed
to determine the amount of the debt due at the time
of the plaintiff's purchase and the portion of it payable by the plaintiff in proportion to the area bought
by him and do then proceed to pass a decree in
favour of the plaintiff for possession Gn his paying,
within a time to be fixed by the Court,the S11m so
found payable by him.
" There remains the defendant Ma Min Si. Throughout all the earlier proceedings it appears to have
been assumed that the interests of Aung - Dun and
Ma Min Si are the same. At any rate I cannot find
in any of the judgments any ref~rence to a difference.
But their cases are in fact different. The plaint
merely alleges that the defendants are in possession
of the land and will not give it up. Ma Min SFs
written statement, summarised, is as follows :-T.hat
on the 10th laza1'l of Tabodwe, 1282 '{the day before
the alleged agreement by Tun Myaing and ,Po YUH
to sell to the plaintiff) she gave these two a piece
of her own land and rec,eived from them in exchange
a part of the land in suit, measuring O' 35 acre
and entered upon it. L;J.ter defendant Aung Dun
said that Tun Myaing and Po Yun had mortgaged
the land to him, and would not allow her to work
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Po

this. piece. Now Tun Myaing and
Yun have
MAUNG TUN included in the registered conveyance to the plaintiff
YA
.
'IJ.
the land which they received from he.r in exchange,
M~~~G~~:G with the result that she has lost possession of both
ONE.
pieces of land~
CARR, J.
It would seem on this statement that there is
probably a misjoinder of parties and causes of action
but 3ince no enquiry has been made into the facts
it is not possible to decide this question definitely at
present.'
I would therefore in --remanding the case add a
direction that the Court of First Instance do also
enquire into Ma Min Si's defence. If it is found
that there isa misjoinder of parties, she should be
struck off the record, being given such costs as the
Court may find justly due to her.
The final order I propose is therefore that the
judgment and decree appealed from be set aside and
that the suit be remanded' to the COlirf of First
Instance for decision on its merits, having regard to
instructions given above. t·
I would give the appellant a certificate for the
refund of the Court-fee paid on this appeal and
direct that the other costs of this appeal and all the
costs in the two earlier appeals-in the District Court
and in this Court-be costs in the suit and be
apportioned by the Township Court in its decree.
1924

LENTAIGNE,

J.-1

concur.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Bejore Mr. Justice Duckworth.

MAUNG PO LONE

v.
KING-EMPEROR.*
Revisionary jurisd~·Ction of the High COllrt-Order under Upper Burma Ruby
Regulatio;z, 1887-Crimillal Procedure Cude, making no specific provisio~
for appeals under the Regulation.
Held, that the High Court has. power on appeal or revision under the
Criminal Procedure Code to question the juogments or orders of Magistrates
acting under the Upper Burma Regulation, 1887, even though under the Regula~
tion in question no specific provision appears to have been made for either
appeal or revision.

This was an application for reyison of the order of
the Headquarters Magistrate, Mogok, passed under
the Upper Burma Regulation, 1887, against which
the applicant had in due course preferred an appeal
to the Sessions Court, Shwebo, but which had been
summarily dismissed. This appears from the onler
of the High Court rep orted below.
T. R. Banerjee-for Petitioner.
Aiyangar-for the Crown.
•
DUCKWORTH, J.-In this case a certain Maung Kin
was convicted under section 6, clause (1) of the Upper
Burma Ruby Regutation, 1887, and it was ordered
that he should undergo three months' rigorous imprisonment, and that the sapphire stone in question
should be confiscated to the Government.
In the course of the trial Maung Po Lone,the
present applicant, gave evidence that he had purchased the stone, within the ruby area, from Maung
Kin, and thrlt he was therefore,under the Act, " the
owner."
• Criminal Revision No. 178-B Of 1924 (at Mandalay) from the order of
the Headquarters Magistrate, Mo~okin Criminal Regular Trial No. 81 0(1923,

1Q24
Ma:;16.
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On appeal to the Sessions Court, the conviction
was altered by the Sessions Judge to one under the
LONE
'II.
second. clause of section 6 of the Regulation, and
KINGthe sentence was reduced toone month's rigorous
EMPEROR.
DUCKWORTH, imprisonment.
About the same/time it appears that
J,~:"
the original accused, Maung Kin, applied to the
Commissioner of the North~West Border Division
sitting as a High Court, and prayed that that part of
the order referring to the confiscation of the stone
should be set aside. The Commissioner refused to
take any action and referred Maung Kin to the Magistrate or the Sessions Judge. Application was then
.made by Maung Po Lone, the present applicant, to
the Magistrate praying that the sapphire in question
should be restored to him and the Cll1'dion sale which
had been advertised in the meantinle be stayed. -The
learned Magistrate held that there was no provision
under which he could revise his own order and dis~
. missed his application, Maung Po Lone then appealed
to the Sessions Court, which, in. turn, set aside the
Magistrate's order confiscating the stone, and directed
the Magistrate to proceed with the case in accordance
with se~tion 8 of the Upper Burma RUQY Regulation.
The Magistrate then recorded evidence and held that
the petitioner Maung Po Lone vvas a bona fide purchaser, and that, inasmuch as he had acted bona fide,.
he was entitled to consideration, and he therefore,
in lieu of ordering confiscation of the stone, gave
him. the option of-paying the sum of Rs. 1,750,
within one month from the date of the order, or
after the conclusion of the appeal, if any.
Against this order, Maung Po Lone once more
a·ppealed to the Sessions Court. The appeal was
dismissed summarily.
Ft is against this order that Maung Po Lone has.·
come up to this Court on revision, 'his· objer.t being to
MAUNGPO
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have the order of confiscation cancelled and the order
1924
of payment in lieu of confiscation set aside, and. to MAUNG Po
LON·E
procure that the sapphire stone in question should be
v.
handed over to' him. In any case, he contends that E~~I~~;~I1.
the amount ordered to be paid in lieu of confiscation
•
.
•
DUCKWORTH,
was excessIve. The sale of the stone has III the
J.
meantime been stayed.
When Mr. Banerjee started to argue his case,
Mr. Aiyangar who tvas appearing for Mr. Lutter on
behalf of the Crown, raised a preliminary objection
.that against orders .passed under the Upper Burma
RubyRegulation, 1887, the High Court has no revisional powers. Mr. Aiyangar referred me to section
1 (2) of the Criminal Procedure Code, and to the
patent fact that no provision appears to have been
made in the Regulation either for appeal or revision.
'. But it must be noted that a person convicted
under section 6 of the Regulation is liable to be
imprisoned for one year for the first offence, and to
two years for any subsequent offence, or to fine or
to both imprisonment and fine. This is under clause
(1). Under (2), he is liable to be imprisoned for one
month for a first offence and six months for any
subsequent .offence. He is liable to be tried before
a Magistrate of the first class, or, in a stone tract
before a MagistrC\te of the second class specia~ly
empo'vyered in that behalf. To argue that in such a
case a convicted person would have no right to
appeal under the provisions of the Code of Criminal
Procedure, because there is no specific provision for
an appeal under the Hegulation would,I think, be
absurd. The same remarks, it seems to me, would
apply to revisions. Moreover, the High Court has
very wide powers of revision, and, so far as I can
find (no authorities have been quoted before me);
the only Acts which are at all excepted from the
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revisiorial jurisdiction of a High Court are the Press
Act, the Extradition Act, and the Reformatory Schools
v.
Act, and this only in regard to certain orders passed
E1~;;:~R. by Lower Courts. My learned brother, Pratt, L in
DUCKWORTH, Criminal Revision C~se No. l~~ of 1923.(un.rep?rted)
. J.
took up, and dealt WIth, a revlslonal applIcation under
this Regulation. It may be that the point in question
was not raised before him, or it may be that he considered that there was no doubt that a revisional
application would lie. On the few materials before
. me, I am of the opinion that application for revision
of orders passed under this Regulation by which not
only a person is convicted and sentenced to imprison-,
ment or fine, but also stones are confiscated, do lie,
to the High Court, and that, therefore, I have jurisdiction to hear this application. The matter, however,
is, in this instance, not of any real impartance, since,
after perusing the record, I an} of the opinion t}-,a!"
there are no merits in the application. Section S of
the Regulation is perfectly clear. . It provides, in slich
cases as this, for confiscation, or, in lieu of confiscation,
for payment by the owner, in order that he may be
able to keep the stone. The order under revision
was therefore quite justifiable, and I do not consider
that a sum of Rs. 1,750 for a stone worth ahout
Rs. 3,500 was in any way excessive. An offence
under section 6 of the Regulation \\'as committed by
the applicant's vendor in connection with this sapphire J .
and therefore, even though the applicant has ",eted
bo,na fide the Magistrate had no choice but to apply'
section 8. In doing so morever' he chose the more
lenient course. The application is dismissed and the
sale, which this Court. has stayed, will proceed) unless
the applicant makes the payment of Rs. 1,750 within
one month from the date of this crder.
1924

MAUNG Po
I,ONE'

J
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. !usfue Duckworth.

MAUNG PO MAUNG

1924.

v.

May2I.

MAUNGAUNG PAW.*
Co-operative Societies Act (II of J912), section 42 (6)-Pa)'ment by liquidator
- of one member's monies in settlement of a debt b)' anot/ler member - Suit
belwem the membersfor the repayment of the amou1tt.
Where the liquidator of a Co-operative Credit S9ciety utilized a sum Of
mdney standing 10 the credit Of A, a member of the society, in payment of a
debt tp the s_ociety owing by B, held, that section 42 (6) of the Co-opetati ve
Societies Act, 1912, did not bar a suit by A again.t B for the recovery o[ that
-amoun!. Held, also, that section 42 (6) was intencled to prevent litigatioh in the Civil
Courts in regard to the validity of the actions and decisions o[ a liquidator
under the Act, exs.ept in respect of certainspl'Cified orders which are appealable
to a District Court or which may be enfor~ed as decrees of Courts.

Aiyangat'-for the Petitioner.
Mukerjee--for the Respondent.

-DUCKWORTH, J.--Re~pondent-Plaintiff, Maung Aung
Paw, and Appellant-Defendant were members of the
J\1oksogyon Co-operative Credit Society, which was
dissolved in 1918. Maung Aung Paw has clearly
paid up all his dues. The liquidator says so, and
Maung Aung Paw possesses a certificate to that
effect. It appears that out of the sale proceeds of
some of his paddy the liquidator had in deposit a
-sum of Rs. 261-6-0 to the credit of Maung Aung
Paw. The liquidator, though Maung Aung Pa\-v had
paid up. all that was due by him, utilized this sum
early in 1923 in part payment of a debt, to the
"Society by Maung Po Maung. Maung Auug Paw
holds a certificate showing that this was actually
* Civil Revision No. 143 of 1923 (at Mandalay) from ,.the Decree of the
District Court of Shwebo in Cil-il Appeal No. 89 of 1923.
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done. In these proceedings, he sued Maung PoMaung to recover that amount.· The Township·
v.
Court dismissed his suit, but the District Court
MAUNG AUNG
PAW.
decreed the claim. Mallng Po Mallng has now
DUC~RTH, applied to this Court on revision under section 115,
J.
Civil Procedure Code. His case has all along been
that he has paid up all that was due by him, and
that the accounts of the society have been settled.
He pleaded ignorance of the facts alleged by the
plaintiff-respondent. On revision Mr. Aiyangar,.
who appeared for Maung Po Maung, raised two points,
i.e., that, uncier section 42 (6) of the Co-operative
Societies Act of 1912, a Civil Court has no jurisdiction to deal with Maung Allng Paw's claim, and that
in any case, the claim· cuuld not be granted, inasmuch as plaintiff-respondent admitted that Maung
Po Mallng had paid all his dues to the society, and
because the matter involved ~ suit for an account
between the members of the society.
It is true that Maung Alllig Paw did say in his:
cross-examinafion:-" I knmv that U Po Maung has
paid his' dues.'; But this may merely mean that
Maung Aung Paw knows that U Po Maung had paid
his dues by now, and, in any case, the liquidator's
evidence proves that the sum of Rs. 261-6- 0, belonging to Maung Aung Paw, was used towards
settling- Maung Po Maung's debt. ]0 regard to Mr~
Aiyangar's last point,also, M~1.t1l1g Po Mating, in his.
written statement, alleged that the accounts of the:
society have been settled. The present suit is not
therefore, in its essence, a suit for an account at all.
Wilh referey,ce to the first point section 42 (6)
serves to exclude with certain reservations from a
Civil Court's jurisdiction " Any matter connected with
the dissolution ofa registered society under this.
Act." To my mind, the matter in suit is purely
M~:~N~O

\
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one between Maung Aung Paw and Maung Po Maung,
1924
and it in no way affects the action of the liquidator, MAUNG Po.
nor is it connected, except indirectly, with the dis- M~~NG
solution of the society. What I think that section MAUNG AUNG
42 (6) was intended to prevent, was litigation 'in the
PAW.
'1
C
t
'
d
I
I'dOt
f
th
t'
DUCKWORTH,.
·
CIVl our s 1ll regar to t Ie va. t 1 Y
e ac IOns
J.
and decisions of a liquidator under the Act, except
in respect of certain speCified orders, which are
appealable to a District Court, or which may be.
enforced as decrees of Courts. J do not consider that
it was eyer intended to preclude a suit of the sort
we have here. Were it so, it is hard to see where
a man, situated like Maung Aung Paw, could get
relief, to which he is clearly entitled under section
69, Contract Act, as well as under the common law.
The District Court, therefore, did not act without
jurisdiction, neither was its decision contrary to law.
There are no grounds fOT revision; and the application is dismissed \vith costs.

°
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Duckworth.

1924

May. 23.

MA SAW vVIN
v.
MAUNG GYI AND FOUR.*
Buddhist Law~lJiherittlnccto the estate (If a deaf-mute-Contest bet~lJeen
younger and elder brothe-rs-1"he deceased supported by the elder
brother-Right of a pothudaw to inherit front a ,'elation.
Held, t1}atat Buddhist La'w, on thf:o death of a deaf-mute, his estate
devolves on tile co·heir, who supported hi tTl during his life.time.
Held further, that under his personal law a potill/daw is not prec:uded
from inheriting properly,
Mi KlJn Y01t v. Nga Pwe, 5 B.L.T. 6 I-followed.
KimvunMingyi's Digest, 1,111 ; Mamlkye, X, 36-referred to.

Sanyal-for the Appellant.

T. K. Btmerjee-for'Respondents 1 and 2.
J.--The facts _have been set out
in the judgments of the two Lower Courts, but,
for the sake of clearness, it is necessary again to
s~t out the salient facts of the case.
The two Kainggyi
lands In suit, which were claimed by Maung
Tha Li (the sale plaintiff, who died during suit,
originally belonged to U San and £vIa Pa Don.
They had six children, Maung Gyi, the 1st respondent-defendant, Ma Le, Maung Gale, Maung Lu
Dok, Maung Lu Htat, 0.nd 2nd respondent, Met
Myit. After the death of the parents, the lands,
and other lands and property not in suit, "vere
administered by Maung Gyi as eldest son. Then
_there wa.., admittedly a partition, by means of which
lVlaung Gale, Maung Lu Dok and Maung Lu Htat
-_ DUCKWOKTH,

* Special Civil Second Appeal No. 217 of 1923 (at Mandalay), from the
Decree of the District Court of Sagaing in Civil Appeal No. 47 of 1923.
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took their shares, whilst the shai-es of Ma Le and
1924
Ma Myit, who were respectively a deaf-mute, and an l\IASAWWIN
epileptic, and were incapable of taking effective posses- MAU~~ Gn
sion, were held in trust by !\1aung Gyi, as the eldest AND-!OUR.
brother, and senior member of the family. Ma Le DUCKJ.0RTH
has since died.
The plaintiff Maung Tha Li _was the son of
Maung Lu Htat. Ma Le admittedly predeceased Lu
. Btat, and it is admitted that Maung Gale and Mmmg
Lu Dok are also dead.
Maung Tha Li sued for possession of the property
in suit, which went to his aunt Ma Le at the partition, and for mesne profits, impleading both Maung
Gyi in whose possession the property is, and his
aunt Ma Myit. On Tha Li's death the appellant, Ma
Saw Win, was made his legal representative. The
respondents 3, 4 and 5 are her children, and are pro
forma respondents in this appeal.
Maung Gyi's defence was, in effect, that he was
enlitled to the share of MCl Le, since .he took it in
trust for her, and sl1pported and looked after her up
to her death. He also urged that he had taken the
lands in return for paying his parents' debts.
Ma Myint endorsed the defence of Maung Gyi.
The trial Court found that Maung Gyi had maintained and supporled Ma Le,· and that she even
elected to go and die at the monastery, where he
was staying as a pothudaw, whilst it held that Lu
H tat, father of Tha Li, was a wanderer, and did
nothing for her. Further it held that Maung Lu
Htat did not live at the same house as Ma Le, but
only paid occasional visits. Finally it found that a
brother excluded a nephew under Buddhist Law,
arid that as Tha Li was only a nephew and had died
pendente lite, there was an end to his claim. The suit
was dismissed.
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The District Court, on the Buddhist Law question, differed from the Trial Court and held that the
MAU:~ Gy right of suit survived to Tha Li's legal representaAN~FOUR, tive, and that Tha Li's claim to Ma Le's estate \l,'as
_DUCKrORTH, not made, qua nephew but on behalf of his father,
Lu Htat, who died after Ma Le. The District Court
held further that Maung . Gyi had failed to prove
that he was entitled to hold the property i.n return
for having paid his parents' debts. There can be no
doubt that this latter finding was correct. The
learned Judge dismissed the appeal, however, on the
ground that Maung Gyi, as a co-heir, and as the
supporter of Ma Le, who was a deaf-mute, and a3
trustee ot her share of inheritance, was entitled to
take it, as against the other co-heirs, quoting the
Kinwun Mingyi's Digest, section 111 and section 36
of Chapter X of the Manukye..
Against this decision Ma Sa"v Win appeals, her
principal grounds being that the law relied on was.
inapplicable to the present case: that the District
Court should not have decided. the appeal on a new
point, about which there was no issue and no
finding; and that after finding that Tba Li was
entitled to a share in Ma Le'sestate, the District
Court was in error In bolding that Maung Gyi alone
maintained and looked after Ma Le, and overlooked
the fact that Maung Gyi, as a pothudaw, was not
qualified to succeed to any earthly possessions.
Now there is no dispute that, when Ma Le died
her share would, under Buddhist Law, normally pass
to her younger brothers and sisters, if any were
alive, and, failing them, to the elder brothers and
·sisters. Thus it would seem that both Lu Htat and
respondent, Ma Myit, would have had a claim. N ormally Maung Gyi would have had no claim,except
in exceptional circumstances. As - regards Tba Li
1924

MAS'WWIN
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(a nephew), he, on Lu Htat's death would probably
have a claim to his rights. However it is not
necessary definitely to decide this point in this case
because I think that the whole matter was correctly
·decided by the learned District Judge, according to
the texts in section 111 of the Kinwun Mil1gyi's
Digest and especially that in section 36, Book X of
the Manukye. This was not a new point taken by the
District Court, there was an issue sufficiently covering
it in the trial Court, and the point was raised by respondent, Maung Gyi, in his written statement. Moreover
"the point was referred to in the memorandum of
.appeal filed before the District Court.
The Manukye is now a safe and proper guide,
'when not in conflict with justice or equity, and the
;present feelings of the BUfmans. Section 36, Book
X, reads according to Richardson's translation : "If amongst the children so given in marriage
'by their Pilrents, one shall have severe' disease,
:shall be unable to work, shall stutter, or be dumb,
let the share such child is entitled to be set aside,
and let its relations support it, and at its death, let
the person who so supports it take its share." The
'Burmese word for relations is Paukpaw, which is
usually synonymous with Thagyin and. Thagyin
(co-heirs) are defined in Volume 1, section 11 of the
Digest as "one's elder and younger brothers, elder
and younger sisters, and their children.", I think
therefore that Maung Gyi was a co-heir (orPaukpaw)
with Ma Le.
The position was fully dealt with by MacColl,
A.J.C. (now MacColl, J.), in the case of Mi J{an' Yon
v. N ga Pwe (1). 'It is quite clear from that decision that Maung Gyi is entitled, under the parties'
personal law, to hold the share of Ma Le, deceased,
(1) 5 B.L.T. 61.

33i
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MAUNG GYI
AND FOUR.
DUCKWORTH,

J.
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as he supported and maintained her. There is ample
evidence that he' did support andrnaintain her,
V.
even one of the plaintiff-appellant's own witnesses
MAUNGGYI
AND FOUR.
Maung . Po Tin giving evidence, which went to
DUCKWORTH, corroborate this fact.
As regards Maung Lu Htat
T.
it is clearly shown that he was a wanderer, one
witness asserting that he \vas only one month in the
year in the parental house. Beyond the facts that
he and Tha Li visited Ma;Le when sick, there is .
no reliable evidence that he did anything for Ma Le
whatever.
Maung Gyi is a pothudaw, 'but I cannot find
,that, as such, he is in any way precluded from'
i~heriting property under his personal law.
As I
understand the matter) a pothudaw is in no sense a
monk or pongyi, and the evidence shows that Maung
Gyi has held and dealt with property without objec,hon for several years. No authority for the appellant's claim has been produced, and I could not
allow the, appeal on that ground in the absence of
very strong authority.
The case was, I think, rightly decided in the
District Court. The appeal is dismissed with costs.
MASAWvVIN
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Lentaigne, ;;nd Mr.l1lstice Can.

MA MYA SHWE

v.

AND

Two

Mar. 21.
"

MAUNG MADNG.*
Defamation-Tile Criminal Law and tile Civil Law of Defa1llalion"':-Slatemen/
made by parties in the course of a judicial proceeding-Absolute privilegeBlIrdm olproof on occasions of qualified privilege-Evidence Act (1 of
1872), section 105.
The defendants, in a petition filed by thelli in the course of -a criminal prose
cution In which they were the accused, applied for a transfer of the case to
another Magistrate, and m'1.de in the petition certain defamatory statements
against the plaintiff who was the Magistrate of the trial Court.
Held, that at Civil Law the defendants were entitled to absolute privilege
for such stdements.
Held, that in a civil suit for damages, the question of the burden to prove
express malice for defamation on occasions of absolute pdvilege would no
arise beCause such an acHon would fail in any event under .the rule of
absolute privileg;e.
Semble: ·In cases ot' qualified privilege the preponderance of opInion in
India- appears to be in favour of the English rule that the burden of proof
lies on the defendant in a civil action to prove that the occasion was a
privileged occasion and tl'ilt then the burden of proof would lip, on the
plaintiff in the civil action to prove express malice.
Held also, that the provisions of section 105 of the .Indian Evidence Act
apply only to criminal prosecutions for defamation.
Semble: In criminal prosecutions for defamation, whether a statement was
made on an occ:ision Of privilege or not is to be decided with reference to
the provisions of section 105 of 'the Indian Evidence Act and section 499
of the Indian Penal Code.
Golap Jan v.Bltolanath Kltettry, 38 Cal. 880 ; Salis Cltandra Cltakravati
v. Ram Dayal' De, 47 Cal. 388; WOOlfUll Bibi v. Jesrat Shaik,_ 27 Cal.
'262-referred to.
Baboo Ganesh Dldt Sitlgh v. !I1ugneeram, 11 Ben. L.R. 321; Cltttttni Lall
v. Narsinglt Das, 40 All. 341; DawkinS- v, Lord Rokeby. L.R. 7 H.L.
744- followed.
Abdul Hakim v. Tej Chander Mukerji, 3 All. 815 ; Augada Ram Sltaha v'
Nemai Cit and Sltaha, 23 Cal. 867; Cro7lJdy v. O'Reilly, 17
C.W.N.
554-dissented from.

* Civil First Appeal No. 38 of 1923 against the Decree of the District
Court of Thaton in Civil Regular No. n of 1922.
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The facts necessary for the purpose of this report
appear in the judgment of Carr, J., reported below.

TWO
'IJ.

MAUNG
MAUNG.

Onniston-for the Appellants.
Villa-for the Respondent.
CARR, J.-The plaintiff is a Myook and was in
1921 an Additional Magistrate at 1'haton. On the)
22nd J~ly 1921, one Maung Kyaw Din, a schoolm~ster, fHed a complaint cnarging the three defendants with trespassing in his school and assp.ulting one
of his teachers, Ma Ngwe Thon. After examining
the complainant the plaintiff· ordered the issue of
summons to the defendants under section 4? 1, Indian
Penal Code, for the 3rd of August. On that date none of
them appeared, though the 3rd defendant had been
served and a pleader appeared, apparently for all three.
The plaintiff thereupon ,directed the issue of bailable
warrants of arrest.
That evening the 1st defendant, having heard of
the issue of the warrants, spoke to U Po Sa, a
retired District Judge about the matter, and U Po Sa
with U Po Yeik went and spoke to the plaintiff,'
with a view to avoiding the arrest of the defendants..
The plaintiff told them that if the defe-ndants
surrendered and gave bail he would withdraw the
warrants... Accordingly on the 4th of Angust the
·defcndants surrendered in Court and executed bonds.
The case was then fixeg for hearing on the] 3Lh
August. But in themeC).ntime MaNgwe Thon had filed
an independent complaint on the same facts before
the Subdivisional Magistrate, who had fixed the case for
the 9th ApgusLOn thatqate the Su1?divisional Magis·trate was informed of the case pending before th~
plaintiff and afcorc:lingly transferred his own case
to the plaintiff, sending thy parties and witnesses
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along with it. The two cases were amalgamated
and all the prosecution witness.es were examined on
that day. On the 10th August the accused (defendants) were examined and charges were framed.
The 19th August was fixed for hearing the defence.
On that date the trial was concluded and the 23rd
August was fixed. for judgment. On the 23rd the
plaintiff postponed judgment to the 29th on the
ground that he \vas indisposed. He was !lot so
indisposed as not to be able to attend Court and
try some other cases, but says that after trying
those Cases he did not feel equal to writing this
judgment and so postponed it. . He explains that
it is his practice to write his judgments in Court
on the day fixed for their delivery. This is not a very
satisfactory practice. One obvious disadvantage is
that it necessitates parties waiting in Court while the
judgment is written, whereas if the judgment had
been prepared beforehand it could be delivered at
once at the opening of the sitting. This, however, is
not of importance in the case.
On the 27th August defendants applied to the
District Magistrate for a transfer of the case from the
plainti!i's Court, making in their petition serious
allegations against the plaintiff. The District Magistrate stayed proceedings and as it happened the
plaintIff on that same day received orders of transfer.
The result wa's that he had no more to do with the
case and the transfer application was dropped. But
the District Magistrate afterwards held a departmental
enquiry into the allegations with the result that the
plaintiff was exonerated and was given permission to
proceed against the defendants. He filed this suit
against them for Rs. 10,000 for defamation. He has
obtained a decree fOi. Rs. 4,000 and the d~fenqants
now appeal.
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The above facts are admitted and it is also admitted
MAMvA- by the first defendant, Ma Mya Shwe) who is the only
SUWE AND
one of any importance, that there was -nothing in the
TwO
fl.
conduct of the case in Court to lead her to suppose
MAUNG
MA,UNG
that the 'plaintiff was other than impartial. The
parties were not previously acquainted with one another.
CARR, J.
Ma Mya Shwe is a wealthy mill-owner of Yinnyein
who had recently regilded a pagoda at Thaton at a
cost, she says, of some Rs.30,OOO.
The allegations in the petition were :That about the 6th or 7th. August Ma Mya Shwe
and one ,Ma Thei.n Yin called on the plaintiff's wife
and at her suggestion gave her Rs. SO. That about
ten days later Ma Thein Yin informed Ma Mya Shwe
that plaintiff's wife had asked for "one." Taking
this to mean Rs. 100 on the 22nd August Ma Mya
Shwe sent Tun Lin .and San' Nyun with a Rs. 100
note. They came back and told her that they had
seen the plaintiff, who had refused the Rs, lOa and
asked for Rs.l ,000 saying that if they did not bring
that sum they need not come again. On the 23rd
judgment in the case was postponed to the 29th.
The plairitiff does not say that there is no substratum of fact in the allegations in the petitiori. His
story is that on the 1st August Ma Mya Sh we and
Ma Thein Yin visited his wife and wanted to talk
about the case, but were not allowed to do -so. On
the evening of the 3rd after U Po Sa and U Po Yeik
had spoken to him in English about the warrants his
wife asked him wh'at they had come about and on his
telling her she told hi111 about this incident. He told
her not to let the women come to the house again.
His wife of course denies that any money was given
_to her. On the morning of the 10th August-the
clay on which charges were frame d-":'"Gi Va, a Chinaman with whom he is acquainted, came to him with
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an offer of Rs. 100 from Tun Lin. He refused to
entertain this offer and warned Gi Ya not to .come
to him again about cases. A little later Tun Lin
himself came and warited to speak about the case but
he turned him out of the house without allowing him
to say anything. He said not~i}:lg about Rs. ,1,000.
On evening of the 22nd August Ma The Nu and Ma
Nyun, friends of his and wife and daughter ,of a.
retired Superintendent of Land Records, came to him
on behalf of Ma Mya Shwe, whom th~y said they
-had left weeping at their house. He told them he
would act .according to law and that they mllst not
talk to him about cases if they wished to remain his
friends.
On the evidence on the record' there can be no
doubt that Ma' Mya Shwe has failed to prove her
allegations. There are very numerous contradictions
between her statements and those of her witnesses
before the District Magistrate and their depositions
before the Court. Many of these could perhaps be
accounted for by the interval of time and the sev~rity
of the examination. Perhaps all of them could be
accounted for by the fact ~hat it is immediately
obvious that the story told to the District Magistrate
was not true.
This appears most strikingly on the. statement of
Ma Mya Shwe herself. She resiled to a considerable
extent from the statements in her petition. She alleged
that she went with Ma Thein' Yin to the plaintiff's
wife on a mere casual visit. She had never seen
plaintiff's\vife before but fell in love with her
at first sight and on her rem4rking that it was:hard
to make both ends meet gave her Rs. 50 at once out
of sheer kindness of heart. And she sent the Rs. 100
for the same reason She had no idea that the
recipient was the, wife of the Magistrate who was trying
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her case until she received Tun Lin's report. Clearly
MAMYlI
this story is unbelieveable. The motive for it is
·SHWE AND
equally clear. She wished to make out that she herWO
V.
self had not been guilty of bribery but had acted
MAUNG
MAUtW.
quite innocently. In view of this, while it is not
CARR, J.
possible to accept her present story as the truth,it
. becomes rather difficult to ·say positively that it is
false.
The evidence of her three witnesses Ma Thein
Yin, Tun Lin and San Nyun is worse even than her
own. They still keep up the pretence that they did
not know what the money was being given for.
San Nyun, it may be noted, is the husband of 'the
2nd defendant, Ma Mya Me, si~ter of Ma· Mya Shwe.
It is clear that no reliance whatever can be placed
on any of these three.. But here again it is somewhat difficult to say affirmatively that their story is
enti~ely false.
The subsidiary witnesses for the defence seem to me
of no importance. Two were not examined before the
District Magistrate though it seems to me that their
evidence was as relevant then as it is now. The
other, Kyan Hmaw, says finally that Ma Mya Shwe
asked him to pay her
1,000 due for rice because
she wanted it for the Myook, while on Ma Mya
Shwe's own story it would seem that she never
thOllght of paying a sum so outrageous in relation to
the nature of the case against heL·
It is obviously difficult for the plaintiff to prove
affirmatively that the allegations were fahe and his
witnesses do not fully prove this. Gi Ya~s evideri~e
is well enough but is not a class to command
implicit belief unless corroborated, Ma Chit who
was present on the occasion of Ma Mya Shwe's visit
to the house, was weaving at the time and did not
pay attention to what passed. The strongest item in
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his case seems to me to be the evidence of Ma The
Nu, who says that Ma Mya Shwe came on the
evening of the 22nd and asked her to intercede. If
this is true, and I see· no reason to disbelieve ib
it is highly probable that Ma Mya Shwe would have
mentioned the demand of that morning, had there
been such a demand. The only importance I can
see in U Po Gaung's evidence is that he contradicts
Ma Mya Shwe's denial that she had ever been to
Ma The Nu's house since Waso.
~
On the evidence as a whole I am of OpInIOn
that the defendants have not proved their allegations
and . that, those allegations were probably false. But
I am unable to find affirmatively that they were
false.
This case was argued on the contention that the
occasion was one of qualified privilege only but
that even so the burden was on the plaintiff to
prove express malice and that h~ had failed to
discharge fhat burden. I have so far dealt with
the case on this basis and I had come to the
conclusion that the burden would be on the
plaintiff as contended and that he must fail.
But my learned brother Lentaigne has gone
into the question of privilege and has come to the
conclusion that the English rule must be applied,
that there is absolute privilege and that no ··suit
will lie for damages for defamation ,vhen the
ddamatory statements have been made in judicial
proceedings. I have gone through the authorities
cited by him and<' I agree with his conclusion. I
wish only to make it clear that this refers only to a civil
suit for damages.. The question in a criminal prosecution must be decided with reference to section 499
of the Penal· Code and section 105 of the Evidence
v

Act..
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I 19reethat the appeal should be allowed and

S~~:;:D that the plaintiff's suit should be dismissed but that
TWO
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MAUNG
MAUNG.
CARR,
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each party should bear his own·costs throughout.
LENTAIGNE, J.-The two legal points for deterrnination in this case reiate to the extent of the
privilege which the defendants-appellants are entitled
to claim for defamatory statements made by them in
a petition filed by them in the course of a criminal
prosecution in which they weret11e accused, and
were applyin'g in such petition for a transfer of the
case to another Magistrate.' I~ the privilege which
they are entitled to an absolute privilege or only a
qualified privilege? . And, if it is only a qualified
privilege, on" whom does the onus of proof lie as
regards the questions of good faith and malice?
The law on the question of the extent of the
privilege to be accorded to litigants and witnesses
for statements made in the course of judicial proceedings in India has been the subject of consider~
able diversity of opinion, and it is now recognizee!
in the decisions of some of the High Courts that the
law is different when the question arises for decision in
a civil suit for damages for such defamation, from what it
would be if the question arose for deCIsion in a criminal
prosecution for such defamation under the provisions
of the Indian Penal Code. As the statutory provisions of the Indian Penal Code are the cause of that
diversity of opinion, it is obvious that any discussion
of the question must involve a consideration of the
different law applicable in both classes of cases.
There is a very full discussion of the question as
arising in the course of a criminal prosecution for
defamation. in the hIll bench decision of the
Calcutta High Court in the case of Satis Chandra
Chakravarti v. Ram Dayal De (1), where about 80
-~-

(1) (1920) 47 Cal. 338 ; 24 C.W.N. 982.
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previous decisions were discussed and it was held
that the liability of the aceused to conviction in a
criminal prosecution must be determined by reference
to the provisions of section 499 of the Indian Penal
Code, and that; consequently, a person in that posi.
tion is< entitled only to the qualified' privilege
mentioned in the Exceptions 7 to 9 of that section.
.The full. bench dissented from the decision in
TtVoolfun Bibi v. J asarat Shaik (2), which was described as based on a consideration of a decision of
a Civil Court as to the application in Civil Courts of
the absolute' privilege allowed under the English
Common Law, and. it was pointed out that in s\Jch
previolls decision the attention of the Court was not
drawr! to certain earlier decisions in criminal prose-:
cutions i and such decision was also referred to as
being probably the solitary exception of such a rule
being adopted by the Calcutta High Cobrt in a
. criminal prosecution. It was also pointed out that
the decisions of the Allahabad High Court and ot
the Punjab· Courts in criminal .prosecutions fel·lowed the same line as the Calcutta decisions·
On the other hand, it was pointed out that .the
Madras High Court in certain decisions, even in cri·
minal prosecutions, appeared to have adopted anadditional exception to section 499, and to have held
that the statements of advocates, litigants, or
witnesses in judicial proceedings were absolutely
privileged i and that there were also hvo decisions
of the Bombay High Court favoufing the rule of
absolute privilege, even in criminal prosecutions,
though there was one other decision of that High
Court which was to a different effect and placed
the onus on the prosecution of proving the absence
of good faith.
(2) (189-) '1.7 c,.1. 262.
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If' the question of the extent of the privilege
arises in the case of a claim for damages for defama~
tion made in a suit instituted in a Civil Court, it was
pointed outas an obiter in the same full bench decision
of Salis Chandra Chakravarti v. Ram Dayal
De (1), that different considerations arise, because
there are no ,special statutory rules applicable to the
subject, and the liability of the defendant in respect
of a defamatory statement made previously as a
witness or litigant in a judicial proceeding must'
be determined with reference to principles of justice r
equity and good conscience j and that there is a
"large preponderance of judicial opinion in favour of
the view that the principles of justice, equity and
good conscience applicable in such circumstances
should be identical with the corresponding relevant
rules of the Common Law in England ; but that a
small minority of judicial opinion favour the view
that the principles of just~ce, equity and good con-science should be identical with the rules embodied
in section 499 of the Indian' Penal Code.
I assume that the Judges consti\uting such full
bench must have regarded themselves as holding
the opinion which they describe as that of the II large
preponderance of judicial opinion. and they did not
regard themselves as being the small minorily of
judicial opinion. Consequently, the obiter expression
of opinion appears to indicate that these Judges
favour the application to India of rules identical with
the corresponding relevant rules of the English Common Law,or in other \'vords, that they favour the rule
of absolute privilege in the class of cases now under
discussion, and that in such expression of opinion they
agree with the High Courts of Bombay and Madras.
On that construction of this obiter expression of opinion,
these Judges of the Calcutta .High Court were in
'I

VOL.
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effect dissenting from certain previous decisions of
the Calcutta High Court, and were possibly assuming
that the Judges of the High Court 6f Allahabad were
still adhering to the old decision in Abdul Hakim v. Tej
Chandra Muke1'ji (3), which had been cited with
approval in. various Ca1cutta decisions so being dis-sented from. This -last remark, however, refers to
possible oversight in -that Calcutta Full Bench decision which contains no reference to the comparatively
recent full bench decision Qf the Allahabad High
Court in the case of Chunni Lal v. N arsmgh Vas
(-1), in which the Allahabad Court overruled the old
decisions; and adopted in clear terms the English
rule of absolute privilege as the rule applicable to
the question when arising in a suit instituted in a
Civil Court for damages for defamatory statements
made in judicial proceedings. If I am correct in
my construction of that Calcutta Full Bench decision, there is now the unanimous opinion of the
four - more ancient High Courts that the rule of
absolute privilege is the rule applicable in such
- cases in a Civil Court.
'
In English law the rule of absolute privilege, -in
effect, means that no action lies fo'1' a defamatory
statement made on an occasion which is absolutely
privileged, and the fact that the statement was made
maliciously does not affect the defence. The decision
.of the House of Lords in Dawkins v. Lord Ro1<eby
(5), is thp. English decision most commonly cited in
this connectio!1' I find th2.1 the Privy Council has
also taken the same view as regards defamatory
stateme~ts made by witnesses who are afterwards
sued for defamation in a Civil Court, and in the
c(lse of Baboo Ganesh Dutt Singh v. Mugneeram (6),
(3) (1881) 3 All. 815.
(4) (l917) 40 All. 341.
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(5) (lS7;,) L.R, 7 H.L. 744.
(6) (1872) 11 Ben. L.R. 321; 17 \V.R. 283.
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Their Lordships stated :-' 1 It concerns the public
and the administration of justice that witnesses
giving' evidence on oath in a Court of J!lsticeshould
not have before their eyes the fear of being. harassed
by suit for damages;' but the only penalty which
they should incur, if they have given their· evidence
falsely, should be an indictment for perjury." "Their
Lordships did not in that .case cliscuss the different
question of the· liability to prosecution for defamation
under sections 499 and 500 of the Indian Penal
Code j but the above remarks indiq.te clearly that'
a suit for damages in a Civil Court would not· lie.
That decision of the Privy Council was referred to
by the Calcutta High Court in the case of Augada
Ram Shaha v. Ne1/wi Chand Shalla (7L where it was
considered thrtt the Privy Council decision should
be treated as only applying to the case of witnesses,
and it was held that a defamatory statement made
in pleadings is not absolutely privileged on the trial
of a subsequent claim for damages for defamation"
made in a civil suit. This latter decision was'
followed by some later Calcutta decisions which'
were summarized and cited with approval in the
Judgment of Beachcroft, J., in the case of Crowdy
v. O'Reil~y (8), though in that case lVIukerji, J.,
expressed his opinion in favour of the rule of
absolute privilege. The summary of Beachcroft, J.,
did not contain any reference to the case of Golap
] an v. Bholanath Khettry (9), which had been'
recently decided and was all action for malicious
prosecution, in whtth Jenkins, C.J., 6f the Calcutta
Court had made certain' obiter remarks recognizing
the right of absolute privilege fOf allegations made
in a complaint in a Criminal Court so far as concerns
(7) (1896) 23 Cal. 867.
(8) (1912) 17 C.W.N. 554..
. (9)(1911) 38 Cal. 880.
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a subseyuent suit for damages. In many of these
Calcutta decisions reliance was placed on the dicta
of the High Court of Allahabad in the case of
Abdul Hakim v. Tei Chander Mukerji (3) ; but that
. decision was expressly overruled and the decision
of the Calcutta High Court in Augada Ram Shalza
v. Nemai Chand Shaha' (7), was dissented from by,,:
the full bench decision of the Allahabad High
Court in Chunni Lal v. Narsingh Das (4), ··where it
was definitely laid down in clear terms that the rule
of absolute privilege' should be adopted in favour
. of a bar against suits for damages in a Civil Court
for defamatory statements· made in a criminal complaint. The ratio d'ecidendi of that. decision would
apply equally to pleadings in a Civi~ suit and to
statements and applications made by a party in any
civil suit or criminal prosecution. Though the
previous Calcutta decisions dissented Hom in· this
decision have not as yet been expressiy overruled,
I have pointed out above that the judgment in
Salis Chandra Chakravarti v. Ra:m Dayal De (1),
contains obiter dicta which appear to indicate that
such former decisions are not approved and that the
Jlldges of the Calcutta Full Bench in that case took
a different view and one which appears to be similar
to that enunciated by the Allahabad High· Court in
Chunni Ldl v. Narsillglz Das (4L
There is no decision of any bench in this province
on the question now before"ils, and as I agree with
the principles enunciated in and the reasoning in
CliHl'/ni Lal v. Narairz. Das (4), I would hold that
defamatory passages in a petition such as that now
before me filed by an. accused in a criminal prosecution and applying for a transfer of the case cannot
be made the basis of a claim for damages in a suit
instituted in a Civil Court because such a suit is
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barred on the ground of absolute privilege. I wiIi
MAMYA
sliow below that a consideration of the second
.SHWEAND
question and of cert~in other points suggests addiTWO
V.'
tional points in support of this conclusion..
MAUNG
MAUNG.
On this finding any discussion of the second
LliNTAIGNE, question as to the party on whom would he the onus
J.
of proof as regards the questions of good faith or
'malice would relate only to th e other class of cases
in which the English law allows only a qualified
privilege. It is clear that. the provision in section
105 of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872, applies only
to criminal prosecutions, and that it does not. apply
to civil suits. Consequently, there would be good
ground for holding that the questions of onus of
proof in a civil suit should be decided in accordance
with the principles of the English Common Law
. applicable to. questions of qualified privilege' where
such questions arise. In cases of qualified privilege.,
the preponderance of opinion in India appears to be
in favour of the English rule that the onus lies on
the defendant to prove that the occasion was a
privileged occasion and ·that then the onus of proof
would lie on the plaintiff to prove express malice.
But, as I have held above, an occasion like that now
in question would, under the English Common Law 1
be absolutely privileged, and on that basis there
could be no question of onus of proof as to malice,
because the action \vould fail in any event under the
rule as to absolute privilege.
As the Court is bound in accordance 'with the
yule laid down by the Privy Council to regard the rule
of justic~, equity and good conscience as in effect
incorporating the relevant corresponding principles of
English Common Law, the adoption of a rule of
qualified privilege .(on the suppo~ition that the Com.
man Law was in part abrogated by reason of some
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indired effect of the Penal Code) would not in any
event,prevent the application in a different form of
the underlying strength of the considerations which
from the actual nature of the subject gave rise to
the English rule or absolute privilege, and it would,
therefore, be extremely· rare for any Court in India
to grant a decree even under the claimed rule of
qualified privilege in any case which in England
would come within the rule of absolute pri viJege.
This aspect of the question shows that the underlying
questions of public policy must equally arise in India,
and it 'suggests the further question whether it would
be consistent with public polIcy that litigation of
that kind should be encouraged when there is only
such a remote chance of success, in a few exceptional
cases. The advocates of the rule of qualified privilege
apparently contend that the statutory rule applicable
to criminal cases is an indication of an intention of
the L~gislature, but the answer is that a statute should
not be txtended to cases to which it does not apply,
and that the position of the question in a civil action
is very different from the position in. a criminal
prosecution. In a criminal prosecution it is the duty
of the Magistrate before whom the complaint is filed
to examine the cbmplainant and consider the question
whether the case is one in which he should issue
process against the accused. This procedure would
save the person so accused of the offence of defamation
from being harassed by a prosecution except in those
cases where the lVlagistrate thought that there was
some good ground for investigation. In a civil action
the position is very different and no matter how
frivolous and vexatious th~ action may be, it is never
safe for the defendant to omit to obtain'legal advice
and to file a written statement defending the action.
Consequently, the opportunities for harassing by
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civil action are not so restricted as the opportuni ty
in a criminal prosecution under the Penal Code,
because' the safeguard of the Magisterial discretion
before the issue of process does not exist in the civil
action; Moreover, even in a case where there' is a
'Conviction in a Criminal Court, the aggrieved party
(if he also has a right to sue on the or) would also
. be technically entitl~d to s1.1e for damages in a
subsequent' civ.il action, because the criminal prosecution and the conviction and penalty are not intended
to be a satisfaction of a civil right to damages for a
tort. A consideration of these points should be
sufficient to convince Judges that there is no reasonable
ground why the statutory penal provision should be
extended in the manner formerly contended for, so
a~ to make it expressly or impliedly contemplate a
double remedy and in effect authorize a double penalty
and for that purpose to repeal, the relevant rule at
. the Common Law applicable to that civp suit.
The Privy Council' has held that the English rule
of absolute priv;lege applies in the case of a witness
and I can see no reason why other Courts should
take it on themselves to declare that tte statute shall
h~lVe a different operation and be extended in the
other cases of litigants though they realize that the
Privy Council has not permitted the similar extension
of the stat\:lte in the case of 'witnesses. Rt'garded in
this light, the old contention, which is possibly now
obsolete, was in effect an attempt to disregard the ruling
of th'e Privy Council in an analogous case. A consideration of these aspects of the question strongly confirms the view which I l~ad come above in agreement
with the decision of Chunni Lal v, N arsingiz Das (4'.
I would. therefore allow the appeal and set aside
the decree of the District Court and "direct that the
suit be dismissed.
~
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In my opinion it is therefore immaterial what
findings we should come to on the facts except in
so far as it affects the question of costs.. For the
latter purpose I may say that I agree with the findings
of fact come to by my brother Carr.
The defendants failed to take the point of law as
to absolute privilege in the District Court, but instead
allo\~ed the case to go to a lengthy trial on the facts i
and it is obvious that on the facts the case arose
from the llasty action of the defendants, who have
made allegations \vhich they have failed to establish,
besides "making 1110St contradictory statements in the
different' proceedings. It was only on this appeal
that the appellant mged the law points on which
the appeal' has been decided. Under the circumstances I would direct ·each party to bear his or..
her costs in both Courts.
"
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Before Mr: Justice Lentaigne alld Mr. Justice Carr.'

HOE MOE

v.
I. M. SEEDAT.*
Set-off, 'iJaluation oj--Sf-t-off and plea of payment-Pecuniary jurisdiction. Rangoon Small Cause COllrt-Suits Valuation Act (Vll of 1887), section 8Rango01J Small Cause Court Act, 1920, sect on 13-Civil Procedure COde .
tv of J'908j, Order 8, rule 6 (l)-Promissory-note and receipt, burden of
proof of payment of consideration.
.

The plaintiff sued the defendant in the Rangoon Small Cal;se Court for work
done and materials supplied to the defendant's house for whIch Ks. 3,567:1
had beconje du-: to him and towards which he had received payments' aggregating to Rs. 1,600. The defendant admitted that Rs. 3,567-1 had bee1l due'
but pleaded that he had made four payments totalling RS.,3,OOO and also that h;
• Special Civil First Appeal No. 36 Of 1923 from the Decree of the Small
Cause Court of Rangoon in Civil Regular No. 7·226 o{ 1922.
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had lent plaintiff Rs. 1,300 under a promissory-note bearing interest, and that
tilt plaintiff had agreed to credit the amount of the promissory-note to his bills
and to pay the amount that may be found due in excess: Be claimed by way
of set-off Es. 1,005-15 as balance due to him and paid Court-fees on that
amount. It further appeared that the receipts produced by the defendant
were ill the form of promissory-notes.
Held, that the f,lct that the .defendant claimed only Rs. l,005~lS was not
the test to bc applied in tllis ,case in order to ascertain whether the set-off i s
within the pecuniary limits of the jurisdiction of the Court, and that the proper
test IT,ust be whether the ascertained sum or the aggregate of the 2scertained
sums, which the defendant seeks to set-off does not exceed the pecuniary limits
of the jurisdiction of the Court.
Held, also, that where documents admitted by both parties to be mere
receipts fDr money paid were taken on partially fiJled up forms of a kind
ordinarily used for promissory-notes, the burden of proof of the amount of
each payment Jay on the party aJleging that hehad made such p:tyment.
Per LENTAIGNE, J.-" It is also necessary to.distinguish between a plea of
payment and a defendant's plea of set-off." In the case of a plea of payment,
the allegation in effect lreans that the debt or amount of .the demand alleged
to be due to the plain tiff lor, in the case nf a partial payment, the amount of
the debt or demand pro tallto paid off) had ceased to ,be" due by reason of the
aJleged payment, and that consequently, it was not a jJst demand validly in
existence at the lime Of the institution of tbe suit, or at the time of the wi'itlen
statement, as the case may be. This plea is quite different in its nature from
a plea of set-off raised by the defendant under the Code, which is in effect a
request that the debt or amount to be found due to the plaintiff shalI thereafter
be treated as extil~guished or satisfied in whole or pro tal/to by being set-off
against the debt or ascert'lined sum due to the defendant. ","

Brojendra Natlt Das v. Budge Budge Jute Mills Co., (1893) 20 Cal. 527referred to.

Carnpagnac-for the Appellant.
Villa-for the Respondent.
LENTAIGNE, J.-The Plaintiff-Appellant sued the
Respondent in the Court of Small Causes] Rangoon,
-alleging that he had done work and supplied matedal
to respondent's house for whiS"h Rs. 3,567-1 had
become due to him and that he had received payments
aggregating Rs. 1,600, and he prayed for a decree
for the balance Rs. 1,967-l.
The respondent in his writtel1 state"ment dateq
ihe 12th December admitted that Rs. 3,567-1 had
;been due; to phintiff appellant.a~ alleged but he
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stated that .he had made the following four payments
totalling Rs. 3,000, namely : 'On
On
On
On

the
the
the
the

27th
11th
26th
20th

January 1922
February 1922
February 1922
February 1922

Rs.
100
300
1,200
1,400

Total

3)000

In his written statement respondent also alleged
that on the 14th May 1922 he had lent Ri. 1,300 to
plaintiff under a promissory-note bearing interest at Rs.3
per cent. per mensem, that plaintiff had agreed to credit
the amount of this promissory-note to his bills and
to pay defendant the amount that may be found due
in excess. He then deducted the alleged payments
of Rs. 3,000 from the admitted totalofRs. 3,567-1
and treated Rs. 567-1 as the balance. Then he
calculated interest on Rs. 1,300 from the date of the
promissory-note to that date and added the amount
of Rs. 273, so calculated to the Rs. 1,300, principal
on the prcmissory-note; and deducted the amount
of Rs. 567-1 from the total-and claimed the sum
of Rs. 1,005-15 as a balance due to him, and paid
a Court-fee on that amount as an amount claimed
by way of set-off.
.
1 may here point out that even on the face of this
written statement, it appears open to. question whether
the defendant was entitled to claim interest on more
than the difference between Rs. 567-1 and Rs. 1,300
as there is in effect an admission that the Rs. 1,300
was to be applied towards payment of the balance
due to plaintiff, and if so, it would have effected
a payment and a corresponding reduction of the
principal amount when it was first ascertained that
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a portion should have been applied to such debt;
and that point appears to have escaped the attention
of everybody.
In- the written statement the defendant also
referred to another promissory-note for Rs. 1,300
dated the 14th August 1922 which was only referred
to because defendant intended to file a subsequent
suit op it
The plaintiff then filed a reply to this defence
and repeated his allegation that he had received
payments aggregating only Rs.- 1,600 and consisting
of the following amounts which he stated are entered
in his Chinese : Rs.
100
On 3rd January 1922
300
On 3rd February 1922
200
On 13th March 1922
400
On 21st April 1922
300
On 15th MayJ922
300
On 12th July 1<:122
Total

1,600

He also added the statement that when he took
advances his signature was taken on printed receipts
which were blank except for the figures \-vhich were
written th~reon in ink; and that he did not know
-how to read or write' English except that he
recognised English figures, and that he' did not
know what was printed on the receipts. These allega- tions acquire some significance when one examines
the -documents relied on by the defendant which
had already been filed in the suit six days prior
to this reply, and this _point will be discllssed
lateran. Plaintiff _further alleged _that- the cross
claim for Rs. 1,005-1 was a _ false claim and (in
addition to a general denial), he, -questioned the
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admissibility of such set-off. This reply was filed
on the 19th December 1922, and on the same date
the following entry was made in the diary : .(Surty Plaintiff admits the first four receipts filed
with the written statement but not the 5th receipt
for Rs. 1,400. He denies signature on that. Also
.CJisputes the amounts on the 3rd and 4th: receipts
(promissory-noh-s )."
If this entry in the diary is read together with
the plaintiff's reply and as referring to the documents
file<;l by the defendant in the sequence in which they
are marked as exhibits and appear on th~ record,
the points in dispute would be the general dispute
arising on the allegation that the printed forms were
in blank when signed, and the following additional
points as regards particular documents :Exhibit 1 (a).-Promissory-notefor Rs. 100 dated
27th January is admitted as a receipt
signed by plaintiff but the date of payment
is aW~ged to have been the 3rd January
1922.
Exhibit 1 (b).-Promissory"note tor Rs. 300 dated
11th February 1922 is admitted as a
receipt signed by plaintiff, but the date of
payment is alleged to have been the 3rd
February 1922.
Exhibit 1 (c).-Promissory-note for Rs. 1;200
dated the 26th February 1922 is Cl.dmitted
as a receipt signed by plaintiff, but the
amount is disputed and it is said to refer
to a payment of Rs. 200 on the 13th March.
Exhibit 1 (d).-Promissory-note for Rs. 1,300
dated the 14th May 1922 with a clause for
interest at 3 per cent. per mensem is admitted as a receipt signed by plaintiff but the
amount is disputed and it is said to refer
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to a payment of Rs. 300 made on the 15th
May.
Exhibit 1 (e),-A receipt for Rs. 1,400 dated
the 20th March 1922 is disputed and the
signature is denied but a payment of Rs. 40(}l
is admitted for the 21st April.
Exhibit 2. -Promissory-note for Rs. 1,300 dated
the 14th August 1922 with c1<l/llse for interest
at 3 per cent. per mensem was not put to·
plaintiff on the 19th December and apparently·
it had not then been filed in Court. 1
find however that it was put to the plaintiff
at the hearing of the suit, and he then:
. admitted signature of it but in effect alleged
that the figures as to the amount of
Rs. 300 had been altered to Rs. 1,300 his,
statement of reply had alleged a payment of
Rs. 300 on the 12th July 1922.
Exhibit 3.-Au undated promissory-note form
in blank except for entries of figures of
Rs. 600 and the signature of the plaintiff:
is appare.ntty on a similar form to that
used by defendant and was produced and
filed by plaintiff who said that it did not
refer to amounts on the contract sued on~
On the 6th February 1922 the case came on for
trial and the plaintiff made a belated application for
discovery whi~h was refused. But the learned Chief
Judge then ;Jnade a note which shows that he had
not realised the real position taken up by the
plaintiff in his reply, and that he thought that the
sale intelligible point of the reply was the denial of
the receipt for Rs. 1,400. Evidence was then
recorded and the plaintiff was refused the right to·
cross-examine .the defendant as to the alleged
fraudulent insertion of the figure "1" in one of the
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·documents on the ground that this was a new line
·of attack not· raised in the pleadings. On the
following day the learned Chid Judge delivered
judgment dismissing the plaintiffs suit with costs and
granting the defendant a decree for the balance
.claimed under the set-off with costs.
The present appeal is against that decision. The
·first objection is the contention that th,e set-off pleaded by the defendant was really one tor a se.ries of
.amounts exceeding Rs.. 4,500 in the aggregate and
.more than Rs. 2,900 in excess of the set-off or
'payments allowed by the plaintiff: that therefore the
;set-off was in excess of the pecuniary limits of the
jurisdiction of the Court, and that the Court had no
jurisdiction to entertain the set-off. In order to
-obtain a clear conception of the points of law arising
·on this contention and in order to clear away some
misconceptions, .it should be noted tqat. there is an
important difference behve.en the method of valuation
for purposes of jurisdiction permissible in the- case
-of a claim for money decree made in a plaint and
·the method of valuation for purposes of jurisdiction
permissible in the case of a set-off pleaded by a
·defendant in his written statement.
Section 8 of the Suits Valuation Act, 1887) is
-ordinarily the provision regulating the valuation of a
:suit for the purpose of Jurisdiction but in the case
!of the Rangoo~ Court of Small Causes, section 13
·of the Ran 600n Small Cause Courts Act, 1920, limits
the jurisdiction of the COllrt inter alia to the trial of
:suits in which the amount or value of the subject
.matter does not exceed two thousand rupees ; and
it also contains an additional provision in the form
·of an "<Explanation" which provides that--.l l When
in any suit the. sum claimed is, by a set-off
;actmitted by bothpatlies, reduced to a balance not
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exceeding two thousand rupees, the Court shall
have jurisdiction to try such suit."
I think, however, that the applicaFon of the
" Explanation" in question should be limited to the,
valuation of the plaintiff's claim, because the same
Act al:3o provides for the application to the. suit of
the provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure rdating
to set-off ; and Order 8, Rule 6 (1) of the Code·
indicates that a similar method of reducing valuation
f~r the purposes of jurisdiction is not permissible
in the' case of a set-off pleaded by a defendant in
his written statement. That rule c1mH;nences with
the words :-" Where in a suit for the recovery of
money the defendant claims to set-off against the·
plaintiff's demand any ascertained sum of money
legally recoverable by him from the plaintiff, not
exceeding the pecuniary lilUitS of the jurisdiction of the
Court. • .. ."etc., I think that the' words "not.
exceeding the pecuniary limits of the jurisdiction of
the Court" must be construed as applying to the
whole of the "ascertained sum." I assume that it
was in consequence of this construction of the above
rule relating to what is known as a "legal set-off ',.
that the Calcutta High Court held in the case of
Brojendra NathDas v. Budge Budge Jute Mills'
COl1lpany \1), that even in tpe case of an equitable
set-off. it was not permissible for the defendant in
the Cakutta Court of ,··Small Causes after admitting
the plaintiff's claim for Rs. 1,197-5-6, to plead an
equitable set-off of Rs. 2,738-4 being the campen.·
sation or damages representing the loss caused by Ct.
breach of contract, and after alIo'wing for and
deducting therefrom the amount of the admitted'
claim to claim a decree for the balance of Rs. 1,540-14-6,.
because the Rs. 2,738-4 was in excess of Rs. 2,00.
(1) (1893) ZO Cal. 27.
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the pecuniary limits of the jurisdiction of that
-Court.
For the above reasons I would hold that the
:fact that the defendant claims only Rs. 1,005-15 is
not the test to be applied in this case in order to
.ascertain whether the set-off is within the pecuniary
limits of the jurisdiction of the Court, and that the.
proper test must be whether the ascertained sum, or
·the aggregate of the ascertained sums, which the
defendant seeks to set·off does not exceed Rs. 2,000
the pecuniary limits of the jurisdiction of the
'Court.
In .the present case it is also necessary to
.distinguish between a plea of paymenJ and a.
-defendant's plea of set-ofL In the case of a plea of
payment, the allegation in effect means that the debt
-or amount of the demand alleged to be due to the
plaintiff (or, in the case of a partial payment, the
:amount of the debt or demand pro tanto paid off)
had ceased to be due by reason of the alleged
payment, and that consequently, it was not a j~st
demand validly in existence at the .time of the
institution of the· suit, or at the time of the written
statement, as' the case may be. This plea is quite
different in its nature from a plea of set-off raised
by the defendant under the Code, which is in effect
:a request that the debt or amount to be found due
to the plaintiff shall llle1:eafter be treated as extinguished or satisfied in whole or pro fanto by being
:set-off against the debt or ascertained sum due to
the .defendant. In short, a payment refers to a
:satisfadion or extinguishment effected prior to the
raising of the defence of payment, whilst a defendanl's
plea of set-off prays for a satisfaction or extinguishment. commencing in the future after the date of the
pIe=!.
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·As I have stated above, the defence in the'
'written statement is in effect an allegation that the,
v,
I. M.
. original liability of defendant to the plaintiff had been
SEEDAT.
satisfied 1?y payments to the extent of Rs. 3,000, and
LENTAIGNE,
that consequently there was only an admitted liability
J.
for a balance of Rs. 567-1 ; and against this balance
the defendant furtner pleaded a right to claim a set-·
off of a sum of Rs. 1,573 being the principal and
interest due on a promissory-note. In that form I
can see no legal objection to tha.i defence or against
the tight of the defend;mt to claim such balance j
and the fact that defendant also alleged an agreement
made at the time of the execution of the promissory-.
note that it should be applied towards payment of
any balance due to plaintiff does not affect that
question.
The complication however arises when we refer
to the documents Exhibits 1 (a), 1 (b), and 1 (c}
filed with that written statement and . relied On in
support of the defenc~ though not in fact either
pleaded or relied~ on in the written statement_
These docunients purport to be promissory-notes and
not receipts for money' paid. The written sfatement
treats the amounts covered by these'--documents a&payments made 011 the dates specified' on the
documents ; but that allegation is inconsistent with
the wording of the documents as promissory-notes"
because if the documents were executed as and
intended to be 'promissory-notes, they could not have'
been payment on the dates they bear, though each not~
might subsequently have been turned into a payment
by a separate agreement"such a separate agreement has
not been alleged either in the written statement or
in the evidence, and it is noticeable that the Exhibits;
1 (a), 1 (b) and 1 (c) are still in the hands of
the payee and· do, not contain any indorsement
HOE MOE

VOL.
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indicating that they have been discharged by being
set-off against the debt due to the plaintiff. Consequently, if these documents are taken at their, ~ace
value as promissory-notes,' they in fact contradict the
defendant's allegation ash:> payment, and they could
only be the basis ofaset-off, and in that respect
the set-off (including the aggregate of these documents
and that in Exhibit 2) being in excess of the
,pecuniary limits of the jurisdiction ofthe Court would
be inadmissibl,~ j and the plaintiff would be entitled to
a decree for his claim with costs.
On the other hand if" these documents were
considered to be mere receipts, they would properly
remain with,' defendant; "tl1e plaintiff admits" the
payments in Exhibits 1 (a) and 1 (b) though on
different dates from such documents and, also admits
a payment of Rs. 200 under Exhibit 1 (c) on a
different date ; and asserts that he' executed such,
documents as receipts ang the written statement in
its present form is possibly in ,effect an admis,sion of
" the correctness of the allegation of the plaintiff that
these documents were mere receipts, though with
.this difference that the" defendant asserts that
Rs. 1,200 and ,not merely Rs. 200 was paid under
Exhibit 1 (c). For this point it is not necessary to
repeat the other point in dispute as to the entries
in the documents. If the documents are regarded
as receipts, the onus of pro,of that Rs. 1,200 was
paid under Exhibit 1 (c) would lie on the defendant.
This would be the position: arising on the pleadings
where no document except Exhibit 1 (d) out of the
documents relied on as a defence is alleged to bea
promissory-note. No cross-claim is now made on
Exhibit 2. I think that the written' statement and
'not the outside documents which were not specified
in the written statement should be the guide to the
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decision of the question as·<to the admissibility of the
set-off; and that the onllS of proof should be placed
on tpe defendant to prove the alleged payment of
Rs. 1,200 and that for such purpose he should not
be allowed to treat Exhibit 1 {c) as other than a
receipt, unless he appli~s to amend his written
st~tement. .Of course if he applies to amend his
written statement, the question of the admissibility
of the set-off will .then arise o~ the different
allegations.

*

*

*

*

CARR, J.-1 concur.

Suit remanded.
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AN-Estimated value witliil! tile J1trisdict ion of the
Subdil.'i,iollal Court-Decree for an amcud within the Jurisdiction of that Court-APPeal cla1111ing an amount witl.out tile jurisdiction of that Court-Foru11I of appeal. '/!'Iletl,er the District
C,m,t or t/.e HigJ. Coud-Burma Courts Act, 19.3, sectio1l9 (11
(1))-L01ver Burma Court~ Act, ]CJOC-Burma Courls Act, 1923,
section 7 Ib " Prt1visos 1 and 2-Suits l'aluatioll Act (I'll of 1887),
sectioll 8. A suit for an account, the plair-tiff making an approxi.mate valuati.cn of the relief cl;.imed ; t I~s 3,100, was decreed by
the' Subdh'isio:'al Court in Il:e an ount oi Rs, 2,128-:?-9. The
plaintiff ap;;eak·d claiming thd he \\·;'s el title,1 to an amount
exceeding [~~. 11,0::>0. Tite District COl!: t to wbich the apr-eal
was filed returned it to be p"'sellted to the High Court l:nder
proviso 2 to section 7 (b) of th" Burma Coarts Act, 1923. Held,
that the appeal being from a Subdivision:!] COllrt, which has not
been specially empowered under section 7 (1)), prodso (lJ ofthe
Burma Courts Act, lies t:"J the Dis!; ict Court. Held, also, (hat the
appellant by increas:ng the valuation on appeal, cannot change the
venlle:of appeal. He/dfm' Uer, tha t \Yher~, in a suit for accounts,
the Court entertaining It on the prelimiEary valuaticn finds that the
final valuation would be outside its jurisdicLien. the proper procedl're wO'ld be to return the plaint for presentation in the proper
Court. BJittpeud1'a Ku11lar Cliakrat'arti v. Purlla CJlalldra Bose,
43 Cal. 650; Golam Sillgh v Indrd'Coomar lfaira, 13 C. W.N.
493; HirHbliai Navroj, Allklesaria v. J allislIedji Nassarwal1ji
Gino'alla. 15 Bom. 1021; li1a Ma "Ii. Ma Hmon, 4 L.B.R. 29i ;
Seroda SUlldri Bom v. Akra1tla11eSSa !O: a t-u 11 , 28 C:W.N 710;
Them Yill v. FV1iCal' Bl'otllers & Co., Ltd. 4 L.B.R. 1.20-follo-wed..
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HARDAYAL AND ONE t'. RAM

1872: See.

ACT I OF

VII

408

EVIDENCE ACT.

1882 : See TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT.

ACT IV OF
ACT

Doo

OF

1887 : See

SUITS VALUA'l'ION

ACT.

ACT

V OF 1898 : See CODE OF CIUMINAL PROCEDURE.

ACT

V

ACT

IX

OF

1918 : See LIMITATION ACT.

ACT

XI

OF

1922 : See

OF

1908 : See

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE.

INCOME-TAX ACT,

ADMISSION IN EVIDENCE OF CfRTIFIED COPIES OF DOCUMEN1S MADE
CONFIDENTIAL BY LAW : See DOCUMENTS NoTOPRN TO INSPECTION

391

APPEAL CLAIMING AN AMOUl\1 WITHOUT THE JURISDIC'fION OF T~E
DISTRICT C'lURT IN A SUIT IKSTITUTED IN THE SUBDIVISIONAL
COURT; See ACCOUNT, SUIT FOR AN-

408

ApPEAL FROM AN ORDER FOR ARREST OR ATTACHMENT BEFORE JUDGMENT ; See CIVIL PROCEDUlIE CODE, SECTION 104

362

INDEX.
PAGE
l\PPEAL FROM A SENTENCE EXCEEDING FOUR YEARS PASSED BY A
MAGISTRATE SPECIALLY EMPOWERED ENTERTAINED BY THE
SESSIONS COURT, EFFECT OF ; See CRI~IlNAL PROCEDURE ,CODE
(V OF 1~98), SECTION 40!l (b)

386

ApPLICATION MADE WITHIN THREE YEARS OF THE PAYMENT, A PREVIOUS
APPLICATION MADE THREE YEARS AFTEH DECREE HAVI:-<G BEEN
DISMISSED: See ApPLICATION TO CERTIFY PAYMENT, WHETHER.A
STEP IN AID OF EXECUTION
...

393

ApPLICATION TO CERTIFY

PAYMENT,

WHETHER A STEP IN AID OF
1908), Article 181-ApPlicat ion

EXECUTION-LindatlOn Act (X of
made within three years of the paymel t-Civil Procedure Code IV
of 1908), Order XXI, Rule 2-A previous application for execution
after three years from da':' of decree, whether a bar to suosqucnt
apPlicatioll after certification of payment within time. Held, that
an applicaiionto certify payment was a step in aid of exeClltion ~nd
that an application by a decree-holder to certify pavments made
within three years irom the dale of dE'cree, may be made. at any
time within three year:> from such date of payn,ent and w1l1 afford
the decree-holder a fresh stalting point for limitation within the
meaning of Article 182 IS) of the Limitation Act. Held. also, that
therejection of a pre vi >Us application of execution as time-barred,
no certification therein having been made of part-payment, did not
bar a subseqtient application for execution provided it was made
within three years from the date of parl-;'aymenl. Jati'l/dra
KlimaI' Dass v. (;ag'!1L C!Jand'ra Pal, 46 Cal. 22; Laklli NaI'ai1t v.
Felamaill Dasi ; 20 C.L.r .• 1131 __foll!!wed~
393

\IAUNG LAW SAN V. MAUNG Po THEIN
ARREST oR ATTACHMRNT BEFORE
FOR OiWERlNG : See PRACTICE

JUDG~IENT, REQuISITE

GROUNDS

362

ARREST AND.ATTACHMENT BFFoRE JDDGME~T, POWER OF THE COURT
TO ORDER SIMULTA~EOUSLY: See CIVIL PROCEDURE
CODE,
SECTIOK 1£'4, ORDER XLII
ATTACHMENT BEFORE JUDGMENT IN A MORTGAGE SUIT. WHETHER
PERMISSIBLE: See CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, SEC-TION 104, ORDER

XUI
BURM.~ COURTS ACT. 1923, SECTION 9 (1) (b), SECTION
1 AND 2 ; See ACCOUJ<:T, SUIT FOR AN

CIVIL CODE PROCEDURE (V

362
3~

7 (bl, PROVISOS

OF 19011). SECTlON 104:

408

See

PRACTICE

362

11, EXPLANATION 4Order II, Rule 2-Suit for l'ede11lption of a HSvjnletual'Y mortgage
a11d a wit for mesne profits from date of refusal to permit redemption-Transfer of Property Act (IV of 1882), section 76 (lj. Held,
that a suit for redtmption of a usufructuary mortgage and a suit for
mesne profits from the date of refusal to permit redemption arise
out of the same callse of action; and that after a suit for redemption
of a usufructuary mortgage, a suit for mesne profits is not maint~inable, Po Tttll V. E Kha. t) L. B.R. lS-referred to. Rttkltl1ttn!bat
v. VellkatesIJ, 31 Born. 527; Satyabadi Belzam v. Harabatl 34
Cal. 223-follnved. Doraiswu'I11i v S'libram1'11ia. 4 Mad. 188;
Gaw Yll '1'. Talok, 3 U B.R. 141 ; MiSa U v. Nga l!1etk, 2 U.B.R.
81-'-distinguisited.
MA NYO AND ONE ~J, MAUNG HLA Bu AND ONE

382

CIVIL PR0CEDURE CODE (V OF 1908), ORDER XXI, RULE 2; See ApPLIC~TION TO CERTIFY PAYMENT, WHETHER A STEP IN AID OF
F.XECUTION

393

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (\T OF 1908:,SECTION

INDEX.

111
PAGE

'CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE (V OF 1898), SECTION 476-Cu11iplaillt,

whether to be cOIl{l1led against parties to the proceedings before
COllrt-Relatioll of section 476 to secti01l 195 Ib) a1ld (c). Held,
that it is not open to a Court to make a complaint under section
47~ - !:' ~ :'ode of Criminal Proced"re in respect of any person
ohht:r than persons who are parties to the proceeding before it.
Pcr ROBINSON, C J. :-"I:sy the recent amendment of the Code vf
Criminal Procedure. • • . . . it was not ip.tendtd that the
complainant should not be examined except in the case where the
accused had appeared before ita: Comt as a party to -the proceeding. Further, I ~m of opinion Ihat Ihe words offence referred
to in section 195, sub· section II ,clause (b) or clause (e), iii section
476 must be read in conjunction with the wordin!( of gedion 1<:5
(1) (c). The only offence that section 195 (1) (e) bar, fl om the
cognizance of the Magistrate withod it complaint by the Court is
wIlen such offence is alle~ed 10 have been commitlc:d by a"l'arty
to any proceeding before that Court, and it is not right to div0rce
these words or t:lke only iI part of the section in endea\'oll!"ill~ to
'disc.o\·er what tl:e (ff.-nce reftrrf'd In in' ection 195 is." Abdul
Kader and others v Mecr" Saheb 15M ael. 224 ; In re Der'Ji l'alad

Bha: a'lIiand aI/other. 18 Bom. 581; Akhil CI/Ll1ldra De and anoll;er
The Queen-Empress, 22 Cal. 10C4 ; 111' re Kcsha'll Nara}'an
Manolkar, 14 Bom. L.R. 968 ; Kallam Ramalingam and another
v. TII1lPiliSubl'al1iayya and anotller; 18 Mad. L.T.488---referred
to.
C. T. GURUSWAMI AND Two 2'. D. K. S. EBRAHIM

374

'COMPLAINT WHETHER TO BE CONFINED AGA1~ST PARTIES TO THE
PROCEEDINGS BEFOR1, COURT; See CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
(V OF 1898), SECTION 476
'"
.'

374

v.

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE (V OF 1898), SECTION 408 (b)-APPeal

from a sentence exceeding four }'cars passed by a Magistrate
speciallyempowcl'erl-Scssions Judge etllcrlailling s!lch ai,teal,
effect of sectioll 530 (1'1. The appellar:t was sentenced by a
Magistrate specially empowered understclion 30, Code of Criminal Procedure to a term of imprisonment not exclOedillg four
'vears ; and his petition of appeal was sent from the jail to the
Sessions Court insttcad of the Hkh Court. Sesdolls overlooked
the provi~ions of ~ection 408 (/;l of the Criminal Pn·cedure lode
and summarily dismissed the appeal on the m<rit~. I-:eld, that
"ncler the provision~ of section 530 (r), Code of Crin-.inal f'roce<hre. the proceedings in the Sesgjons Court were void; and the
accused still had a right of ;:ppe,,1 to the High Cc;url. K,l'.'gE1IIperor v. Yella, 4 L,I:s.R. 49-distillf!.uislJed. King-Emperor v.

Nga Sit Cho, 4 B.L.T. 271-rcfn-red to.
in re ABDULLA, ACCUSED •••
'CRIMINAL PROCEDUlIE CODF, SECTION 562-Failure to funlish security
by an accused p~rsoll ordered to be l'eleased-Correct procedul'eBefore passing ol'der Map,istz-.,tc shol/ld satiSfy himself l'h'lt
secll1-ify ctln be gi·vell. Held, tbat before I'ilssing an order under
section 562 of the Code of Criminal Proced'.1re direclin'! an
accused to be released on his entertaining into a be,nd 'with'
sureties, the lIIagist:rate must satisfy him~elf that the accllsed is in
a position to furnish security.
NASU MEAH V. KING·EMPERoR
DECREE FOR AN AMOUI'T WITHIN THE JURJSDICTIOX OF THE SUBDIVlSIONAL COURT BUT 'APPEAL CLAIMING Ai-! A~IOUNT WITHOUT THE
JURISDICTION OF THE DISTRICT COUl-IT :See ACCOUNT, SUIT ,OR

d
DIVORC~: :

386

3(:0

4M
See SUNNI

MAHO~!EDAN

LAW

400

INDEX.

IV

PAGE
DIVO~CE BY'DOCUMENT SENT TO THE WIFE, ~ECONDARY EVIDENCE OF

DOCUMENT:

See

40()

SUNNl MAHOMEDAN LAW

DOCUMENT. WHETHER STATEMENTS OF WITNESSES WHO HEARD DOCUMENT READ OVER, ADMISSIBLE: See SUNNI MAHO:dEDAN LAW...

400

DOCUMENTS ~OT OPEN TO

INSPECTION-Income-tax ReluY'ls-blcometax Act (XI of 1925), sec/iot! 54-Admission ill cddence of
certified copies ofdocuments made ClJ1ljid(ntial by 1.l1o-E~·idence
Act II of 1~72). s,'cliolls 65,74, 76,77. Held, that Incoille-tax
Hetllrns heing made contidential bv ,~ction 54 of the Income· tax
Act and the disciosare of the.ir contents being a pnnishable offence
certified copies cf such returns do not come within the meaning
of sections 65, 74, 76. 77 of fIe Eviden~e Act ;:.nd are therefore
not admissi ble in evidence.'
391

ANWAR ALI tI. TAFOZAL AHMED
ENT1UES ALLEGED TO BE COPIES FROM THE ORIGINAL IN THE HANDS
OF THE MORTGAGEE: See PAI~ABAIK ENTRIES IN EVIl>ENCING A
MORTGAGE

397

ESTIMATED VALUE WITHIN THE JURISDICTlON 0;' THE SUBDIVISIONAL
COURT HUT APPEA'L THEREFROM TO DISTRICT COURT CLAIMI1\'G
RELlE~' \\'ITHOIJT THE JURISDiCTION 0,", THAT COURT: S.ee
ACCOUNT, SUIT FOR AN

408

EVIDENCE ACT (I OF 1872), SECTIONS
NOT OPE~ TO INSPECTION

65,74, 76, 77 : See

391

EVIDENCE ACT (I OF 18721, SECTIONS
MAHOMEDAN LAW
EVrDENCE ACT (I OF

1872),

EVllJENCE, &ECONDAfl.Y :

SECTION

See

DOCUMENTS

60

AND

63 (5): See

SUNNI

400'

66 : See

397

PARABAIK ...

400'

SUi);NI MAHOMEDAN LAW

FAILURE TO FU1~NISH SECURITY BY A~ ACCUSED PERSON ORDERED TO
BE RELEASED: See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION 562 ...

.J.

360

FORUM OF APPEAL WHETHER THE DISTHICT COURT 0:< THE HIGH
COURT: See Accou~n, SUIT FOR AN

408

IMMATERIAL WHETHER PAYMENTS TO ACCOUNT TOWArms PRINCIPAL
OR IN1EREST : See RES JI1DICATA

367

INCOME-TAX ACT (XI 01<"
OPEN TO INSPECTiON

1922),

See

SECTION
; ••

54 : See

DOCU~'iENTS

NOT

391
...

391

INTE>;;TION 10 BREAK THE TIE BY THE WORDS USED IN NO OTHEH
WAY, NECESSITy OF : See SUN~I MAHO~IEDAN LAW ...

400

INCOME-TAX RETURNS:

LIMITA'I'IO;, ACT (X OF'
SATISFY PAYMENT

DOCUMENTS NOT OPE:-I TO INSPECTION

1908-', ARTICLE 181 : See ApPLICATION TO

LOWER BURMA COURTS ACT.
NOMINA'fI:::iI

393
1900; See

OF A BENEFICIARY

ACCOUNTS, SUIT FOR AN

UNDER

A PROVIDENT

FUND-

Subscriber a Burman Buddhist-Effect of tlie nomina/ion anti
s'ubseqllent paymellt 10 nomiflee ,'fter death of sttbscriber-HeZd,
that the nomination of a person for payment byan a~socjalion or a
provide!!t fund on tbe death of a subscriber, was a testamentary
disposition 'lnd therefole invalid where the subscriber was a
Burman 13 .lJdhist. Held, alsv. that where the 2ssociation or fund
made payment to the nominee, the nominee held the money as a
trustee for the heirs of the deceased subscriber. Daw Khin and
One v. Ma Tha Nyoon and One, Chi! Regular 441 of 1920 of the
Chief Court of Lower Burma; In re Willi.ams, Williams v. Ball;

408

v

INI;lEX.

P....GE

L.R (1917) 1 Ch. 1; Oama Tirwkar v. BltawlIi Boyee, 43 Mad.
728-foU..wtd. Florilla Martiesv. 111. L. Pinto, 33 Mad. L J.416distilzguislted.
]\,IA Nu V. MA GUN

388

OllAL EXPLANATION BY THE HUSBAND. CONTENTS OF.DOCUMENTs
WHeTHER CONsTITUTING A VALID ORAL DIVORCE: See SI!NNI
MAHOMEDAN LAW...

400

ORDER 11, RULE 2: See CIVIL 'PROCEDURE ('ODE (V OF
11, EXPLANATIOK 4 ...
ORDER XXI,

Run; 21

ORDER XLIII;

See

Al'D ORDER XXXVIII:

See

1908),

SECTION

PRACTICE

382
362
362

PRACTICE

ORDER OF ARREST AND ATTACHMENT BEFORE JUeG)IENT, \VIlETHER
APPliALABLE : See PRACTICE

362

P ARAPAIK, I'NTRII'S IN EVIDENCING A MORTGAGE-The entries alle,;ed
'fa Ie copies from t',e oriJ?,inal ill the ha1ids of the mo1't/iagee":"'Et'ideuce A ct (I of 1872·. seelio1/. 66-PresltiUptwlzjromlollg and peacefUl pos~essilJ1I as owuer. The plaintiffs sued for redemption based
on
llJortgagesaid to be- e\ idence::" by a parabaik deed dated in
1216 H.E., and 011 a siJbseq'.Ient further advance made in 1229 B,E.
U.e. ab >t.t 56 years prior·to suit). Tbe plaintiffs' parabaik i.vas
pruduced but it was admitted hy tho:: plaintiffs that the ·entril-s
therei il were \lot the original elJric5 b1lt copies made from the
original r,arab;;ik in the posse~'sion 01 the mortpigee. Held, that
as no notice to prodUCt: the orgin:ll was gi \ en to the defendants,
the plaintiff5' parabaik was not admissible in eVidtnce. Held
further, that, even if notice to produce has been giv,en, the plaintiffs' parabaik to be admis~ible in eyidence must be proved to be a
tn,-e copy d the absent or:g-inal I'arabailc Held, also, that in. the
circumstances, and in tile face of IOllg a.nd peaceful possession as'
owners by the d('f~Il(lants, the b IHI.en of pro\'ing the mortgage lay
vel'\' hemily on the plaintiffs. Mi Ie 8Yll \'. MiShu·c Mya, (1907OS'-2 U.H.I~ E\'idence D-jOllo.('ed.
'
MAUNG 1'0 NI AND 0 'E V. !\lA .SHWE KY!· ANI; THREE

397

a

POWER OF COURT '10 OllDEn SDIUI.TANEOUSLY BOTH
ATTACHMENT BEFuRE JUDGME!'T : ~ee PRAcncE

ARREST AND

Proccd1t're Code'W of 1908. section 104 Order XLII
-OrdcI' ojarrest and atta h11lc1lt Iefol'e jlldgll:ent, wlietl1C1' a' pealaole-Order XXl, Rule21 ardOrder XXXVIll- Power of C01l1'1 to
order s;lI.'lIltalleQ1/sly botil an'est and {/.lIach'/llc~lI l:efore j1/dgment
--,4.tt ll c!l11/Cllt i:ejorc judgment in '/llortgage suit, ,<rJhether PcrmissiNe-IVliat are the req1l1site grounds fot orderi g ilrreSt or «/lachmcnt blfol'e j1/dgll:ellt. Held, that an appeal lies frllm an order Af
arreft or alt;lchn:eilt b.·fere j.1clglrent. Held, also, that the Court
has power ill its discrditlJl, liIilited by th" provisions of Order
XXX V I I I of the Ci\ il Procedure Code, to order before judgment
sim' Itaneomly the arrest of a defendant and the attachment of his
property. Hcld,jllrther, that where it is proved t1~at the defl:n('ants ha\ e a\'oid, II a conclitional order Of arrest before j .1dgment,
ha"e C msiderahly reduced the stock wifhod attempting to
replenLh it, haye failed to furnish either security or pro;ed that the
goods attached we·e Sl ffi:ient in vallie to lover the plaintiff's
claim, th!' CO'lrt exercised it proper discretion in making absolute
the conditional orders of arrest and attachment. SEMBLE:Under special circumstances. e\'en in a mortgage suit .the
prorer1y mortgaged may become liable to <lttarhinent before judgment. Chellna Penzaji v. Ghel{f.bt Narandas, (1883) 7 Bom. 301 ;

PRACTICE-Civil

362

INDEX.

Vl

PAGE

. ]ogemaya Daser v, Baidyanath Premanick, (1919) 46 Cal. 245referred to.
K. O. M, ::lYED Hc;osSEIN v. S.R.l\LM.C.T, CHE1'TIAR FWM

362

PREVIOUS APPLICATION FOR EXECCTIOI\' AFTER THREE YEAHS FROM
DATE OF DECREE, WHETHEI~ A, oRTO ,\ SUBSEQUENT APPLICATION
AFTER CERTIFICATION OF P ..IYMtNT Wl'IHDI TIbll( : See ApPI.ICAT!ON TO CERTIFY PAYMEXTwHETHER'A STEP IN AlOOF EXECUTION

393

PRESUMPTl'ON FROM LONG AND PEACI·FUL POSSESSION As OWN~R: See
PARAUAIK

397

PREVIOl'S SUIT llE'lWEEN TIlE PARTlI S ADJl'DIC ITING UPON THE
EXISTENCE OF A PARTNERSIlIP : See REs JUDICATA
PROMISSORY-NOTES:

See

PROOF Rl'QUJRED TO ESTABLISH
JUDICATA.

AUTHORITY,

367
367

lh:s JUDICATA
NA'j'URE OF :
..

Sce

RES

REDEMPTION. OF A USUFRUCTUAIIY MORTGAGE AND A SUIT F0R MESNE
PROFITS FRO~l DATE OF RI' FCsAL TO PElnllT REDEMPTJO:<1. SUIT
FOR: See CIVII.· PROCEDURE CODE iV OF ]908), SECTION ll,
'EXPLANATIO:-l 4
.

A-·Previous sl/it between t/ie Pallics cltiJudicati1lg Up01l the
c:.;i,te1lCC of a pal'luci Slllp·-· PrvlI/isst r y notcs-,41Itllorit y to 01lC to
sign and e1ldvrse 01/ bellalf of the ollllt'-Nature Of 1'ro(>f rep/ircd
to esta lisll aut/loli! y-Iml1lat,l'itlI wlletlier paywents to' accvI/1I1
towards prt1lcipcilor intCrt'st, In a pi'e;:\iuus sui! lhe plainliffsresp )ndents h:1d sued the;: dcfendant -:.q1j1elJants upen a prUllliS:;L.rynote execul~d bv. one of the deleJidants-appeJJants allegin).(lh;\t it
was executed by tht" Sllid, defe!ld:ml for mid on behalf of all lhe
defendants as partners: at lhe;: hearing only one dt-fendanl had
denied the existcnce of parlnt'rsbip but Ihe other:; had not rah'ed
this defence and tbe Court had decided h<lt a pa.. tm rsl',ip exi~ted
hdween aJl the defendants. ~lIbs~quenlly, the ?lajlltiff~ tilt:dlwo
similar St.its on a promis!iory-nole which were the subject of the
present appeal and Civil Second ."Jppeal No. 628 of ]922. in which
among other defences was the denial ·of the ex;s!t::nce of Ihe;:
partnership. Held, that the qi'estion of existence <J the partn ership
was res judicata Held. al 0, that where the i>"ainUfs' case \vas
that lhe promissor\-notes were executed by one;: of lhc dcfenclmits
on hehalf of the others, it was nol nccc.ssary for the I lain tiffs to
establish any specific: authority in or<kr to succted :I!1d that it ":'as
sufficicnt if such a"thorih' could he inferred from the surroundin,t
clrc'.Ullstances. fjeld, also, thallhe person having author:ty to pa:;a claim had nec,,~s.'rily authority <lIsa to make a' parl-paymcnt
in order to save thc debt from becoming time~barr"d. Held,
further, that where there was a pa-t-paY1l1cnl recorded in the 'landwriting of 1I1{' deb lor, snch paylmnt was good to save limitation,
whether the p<lvment was made \t;wards inlerest or 1000\;ards
principal. He.:d, further, Ih;lt where there b a Irading partnership,
there i~ an irriplied authoritv for 01'(' p:Htner 10 bind th/' olhe"s bv
signing pro:uis<orr-J1otes i1fallng 10 Lin v. 1'.E S. l'cllayapp;'
Chetly, . (l919-1920). 10
L.R.R321; Ma'rng Po My" v.
A. H. DaUlo:'d & Co}. (1921-19221 1l L.UX 137; Palldiri
1'cranna \'. G1'ti1/d; TJ eera bhadl'aswami, (]9lRl 41 Marl. 434 .
Raja Braja SU1'Idra Dd' Y. Bola Nallta. (1917) 24 C "V.N J53
fP.C.l-followed. Hcm CiJ a ndl'a Bisu:as ~. PIlr1laClla1'ldl'a Mukerij
(l916) 44 Cal. 567~r: fared tv.
' ,
.
RALA SI~GH AND THImE 'iJ. BAllY DAGwAN SrNGH & So's
SECTIO:<1 530 (1'): See: CRIMINAL PROCIWURE CODE tV OF 1898),
SECTION 408 (b)

367

312·

RE:s JrDIC;\"

367
386

vii

INDEX.

PAGESECTION 476 TO SECTION 195 (h) AND (e), RELATION OF;
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE (V OF 1898), SECTION 476

See CODE OF
374-

SECUHITY BEFORE PASSING ORDER; MAGISTRATE SI~OULJ) SATISFY
HIMSHF THAT SECUIUTY CAN BE GIVEN: See CIUMllI:AL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION 562
::JESSIONS JUOGE ENTRRTAINING SUCH
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE (V OF

APPEAL,

EFFECT OJo' ;

360'

See

1898), SECTION 40$ (bl

386-

STATEMENTS OF PERSON WHO ~IERELY !IEARD A nOCUi,IENT READ
wHETHER ADMIssiBLE: See SUNNI MAHOMI;DAN LAW

400'

SUBSCRIBEll A BURMAN BUDDHIST, EFFECT OF THE NOMINAlION HID
SUBSEQUENT NOMINEE AFTER DEATH of SUBSCRIBER;
See
NOMP1ATION OF A ll~;NEFICIARY UNDER A PROVIDENT FUND

388,

Sud's VALUATION ACT (VII OF 1887}, SECTION 8; See ACCOUNT,
SUIT FOR AN

408,

LAw.-Dir'oyce-Disorce by doc-uJiwllt sent to the
wife- DocumeNt read o,'er to tlIe witnesses-Secondary c'VidenceEvidence Act II of 1872), sections 60and 63 IS!-Statel1le-1its of
persons wlIo mcrely lIea'd a docul1letlt I'cad wlIetlIer admissibleOral explanation by flie husband of content.l of dOClt1llC1lt, whether
constituting a t'alid oral dit'tJrce-Necessity of intention to break
tIle tie by the ,('('/{fs med a.,:d in nooth~rway, Held, thata Snnni
Mahomed<ln h\ sband may dhorce his wife bv any word~,
n:sceptible of beiIl~ interpreted as a rrcnouncen;t!l!'ol divorce if
tile words are uttered with a clear in'enlionon his part to dissolve
the COntract of marriage. Held, that where a Sun' i Mal10mcdan
hustand sent his wife a do:ument divorcing: her, and that document
was not prodcced in evidence though a' notice t" produce was
served on the wife. oral evidence of those who merely heard the
contel;ts of the docl:menl read was not admissihle to prove the
docl'ment. Held, further, th~t Ender the circumstances mentioned,
the words r.ttered by the husband when explaining the contents of
sllch a document to the witnesses did not cOllslitule an oral
divorce as the intention of the husband was to di'."orce his w.ift: not
by word of mouth at the tirr.e but by a written doclIn:ent sen~ her.
Kanayalal v. l'yarabai, 7 Bam. 13'.l-refcned to, As/Ta Bi Bi
v_ Kadir Ibm{;i111 Rowther, 33 Mad. 22 ; Maung Chit U v. Mal/ng
Tlla KIl, 4 U.B.R. J 35- followed, Tyabji all 1I1ahc)Jllcdan Law;
Ameer Ali 011liialic11Iedali Law-referred /0.

SUNNI MAHOMEDAN

KALENTHER AMMAL ~'. MA MI AND O;>iE
TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ,-'lCT !IV OF 1882), SECTION i6 (1!: See CIVIL
PROCEDURE CODE (V 01' 1908-, SECTION 11, EXPLA"ATION 4

400-

382
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RANGOON SERIES.

the pecuniary limits of the jurisdiction of. that
Court.
For the above reasons .I would hold that the
fact that the defendant claims only Rs. 1,005-15 is
not the test to be applied in this case in order tv
. ascertain whether the set-off is· \vithin the pecuniary
limits of the jurisdiction ·of the Court, and that the
proper test must' be whether the ascertained sum, or
the ;,:\.ggregateof the ascertained sums, which the
defendant seeks to set~cH does not exceed Rs. 2,000
the pecuniary limits of the jurisdiction of the
Court.
Ira the present· case it is also· necessary to
distinguish bet\yeen a plea of payment and. a
defendant's plea of set-off. In the G1Se of a plea of
payment, the ailegation in effect means that the debt
or amount of the demand alleged to be due to the
plaintift~or, in the case of a partial payment; the
amount of the debt Of, demand pro tanto paid off)
had ceased. to be due by reason of the alleged
payment, and that consequently, it Vi·as not a just
demand validly in existence at the time of the
institution of the ~uit, 01 at the time of the -written
statement, as the caSt' may be. This plea is quite
different in its nature from a plea of set-off rai~ed
by the defendant under theCoc1e, which is in effect
a request that the debt or amount to be found due
to the plaintiff sh;dl thereaftel' be treated as extinguished or sati~fied in whole or Pl'O - tanto by being
set-off against the debt or a.scertained sum due to
the defendant. In short, a payment refers to a
satisfaction or extinguishment effected prior to the
raising of the dpfence of payment, whilst a defendant's
ple<L of set-off prays for a satisfaction or extinguishment commencing in the future after the date of
the plea.
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As I have stated abov~>, the defence in the
written statement is in effect an alle gation that the
original liability of defendant to the plaintiff bad been
satisfied by payments to the exknt of Rs. 3,000, and
that consequently there was oniy an admitted liability
for a balance of Rs. 567-1; and against this balance
the defendant fmther ple<tc1ed a right to claim a setoff of a sum of Ih. 1,573 being the prin cipal and
interest due on a promissory-note. I n that form I
.can see no legal objection to that defence or against
the right of the defendant to claim such balance;
and the fact that defendant also alleged an agreement
made at the time of the execution of tbe promissorynote that it should be applied towards payment of
aDy balance due to plaintiff does not affect that
question.
The complication however arises when vve refer
to the documents Exhihits 1 (a), 1 (b), and 1 (c)
filed with that written statement aIid relied all in'
support of the defence though not in fact either'·
pleaded or ~e1ied on in the \vritten statement.
These documents purport to be promissory-notes and
110t receipts for money paid. The written statement
treats· the amounts covered by these documents as
payments made on th·e dates specified on the
documents; but that allegation is inconsistent with
the vvording of the documents as promissory-notes)
because if the documents were execute<) as and
intended to be promis~ory-notes, tbey could not l:ave
been payment on tll13 dales they bear,thougb each note
might subsequently have been turned into a payment
by a separate agreement, sucb a separate agreement has
not been alleged either in the written statement or
in the evidence, and it is noticeablt that the Exhibits
1 (a), 1 (b) and 1 (c) are still in the hands of
the payee and do l;Ot contain any indorsement
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indicating that they have been discharged by being
:set-off against the debt due to the plaintiff. Con~
sequently, if these documents are taken at their face
value as promissory-notes, they in fact contradict the
,def,endant's allegation as to payment, and they could
-only be the basis of a set-off, and in that respect
the set-off (including the aggregate of these dQcuments
:and that in Exhibit 2) being in excess of the
lpecuniary limits of the jurisdiction of the Court would
be inadmissible j and the plaintiff would be entitled
-to a decree for his' claim with costs.
On the other hand if these documents were
.considered to be mere receipts, they would properly
remain with defendant; the plaintiff ~ldmits the
ipaymell11:s in Exhibits 1 (a) and 1 (bl though on
·differentdates from stIch documents and, also admits
a payment of Rs. 200 under Exhibit 1 (c) on a
·different date j and cisserts that he executed SUC11
documents as receipts and the written statement in
;its preStl11l.t form is possibly in effect an admission of
the correctness of the a1!egation of the plaintiff that
lthese documents were mere receipts, though with
.this difference that .the defendant asserts that
,Rs. 1,200 and not merely Rs. 200 \"as paid under
Exhibit 1 (.c). For this point it is not necessary to
repeat the other points in dispute as to the entries
'in the documents. If the documents are regarded
..(1S receIpts" the onus of proof that Rs. 1,200 was
paid under Exhibit 1 (c) wOllldlie on the defendant.
"This w011ld be the position arising on the pleadings
'where :nc document except Exhibit 1 (d) out of the
·documents relied on as a defence is alleged to be a
~promissoTy-note. No Goss-claim is now made on
:Exhibit 2. I think that the \vritten statement and
not the outside documents which were not specified
iin the written :statement should be Ihe guide to tile
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decision of the question as to the admissibility of the
set~off ; and that the onus of proof -should be placed.
on the defendant to prove the alleged payment of
Rs. 1,200 and that for such purpose be should ri.ot
be allowed to treat Exhibit 1 :(c) as. other than a
receipt, unles~ he applies- to amend his written
statement. Of COllfse if he applies to amend his
written statement, the question of the admissibilityof the set-off will then arise on the different
allegations.

*
CARR,

*

*

*

*

J.-r concur.
(Suit remanded.)

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
19:14
May 2.

NAStr lVIEAH

v.
KING-EMPEI<OR.*
Criminal Procedure Co./e, section 562-.r.ailurc to furnish security by an"
aec!lsed pel·.wn o"de"ed Lo be released-Correct .procedure-Before passi1lg
orde,' ilJagl.'trafe should satisfy himsclf that seCllr1ty (1111 be {!.ivc1l.
Hdd. that before passing an order Imler se:tion 562 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure directing an accused' to be released 011 his entering into
a bond.with sareties, the Magistr:.te mnst satisfy himself that" the acc Sed
....,.•' .is
in a position [0 fl1rnis~l securily.

CARR, J.-On the merits of tbis case I see no
sufficient reason to interfere \-vitb the cOllviction.
But the Magistrate has gone wrong in Ii-is procedure..
He ordered that the appellant be released on secmity
" Criminal Appeal No. . 373 of 192~ against the ordet· of the Third
Additional Magis!rate of Rangoon, (!:tted the lOth day of Marc:l 1924, passed
~n Criminal Regular Trial 1\0. 200 of 1924.
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1924
for three months under section' 562, Criminal Pro·cedure Code. I t appears that appellan t could not NASU :vIEAH
v.
-furnish secu1-ity, though the only record of this fact
KING
is in the warrant. The lVlagistrate passed no further EMPEROR.
order but- a warrant was issued in Form Criminal 99 CAlm.].
'which is a warrant under section 106, Criminal
:Procedure Code. This warrant is incorrectly written up and el1tirely inappropriate.The question arises what is the correct procedure
when a person ordered to be released under section
562 fails to furnish security. The. first answer is that
-this situation should-not be allowed to arise. Having
regard to section 564 it seems:clear that the Magis'trate should satisfy himself that security can be given'
'before passing the order.
But clearly if the situation does arise, then the·
:proper course is for the Magistrate to pass sentence
according to Im.y.
;The Magistrate seems to think that section 123,
Criminal Procedure Code, applies, and that the accused
should be imprisoned accordingly as provided in that
-section. But that section specifically ~pplies only to
sections 106 and 118 and not to section 562.
I confirm the conviction of Nasu Meah but set aside
·the Magistrate's order directing him to furnish security
and instead sentence him to riJSorous imprisonment
;for the term already undergone. He. will forthwith
be released.
.

.

L

.
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Before Mr. Justice Duckwortll, au:l Mr. Justice Godfrey.
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May 12.

K. O. M. SYED HOOSSEIN
v..
S. R. M. M. C. T. CHETTIAR FIRM.*
Practice-Civil Procedure Code (JT of 1908), scctiOlJ 104-0rcerXT,III--Order of
arresl and att<lchment bef01'e flulgll'ent, whether appealable-Order XXI""
Rule 21. and 01'der XXXVIII -Power of COllrt to order s;11lulta.lleousfy
both arrest alld attaehl1ld1·t bejol'e judgmel1t-Attachment before
judgmt!lIt in a mortgage suit whelher permissihl,'-TVilat are requisite
groundsfor ordering arrest or attaelmlellt before j!litg11lellt.
Held, 'that an appeal lies fr,lm an order of arrest or attachment before'
judgment.
"
Held also,- that the Court has power in its discretion, Iimite:1 by the pro\"i_
sions of Order XXXVIII of the Civil Frocedure Code,b order before j .Iclgme:lt
simultaneously the arre't of a defendant and the attactment of his property.
Held, furt her, that where i, is proved that the defenuanl3 have on'oided a
conditional order of arrest before j·.Ic1gment, have cons;derably red Ked their
stock without attempting to replenish it, have failed to 'either furnish security
or prove that the goods attac;lcd were sufficie~!t in vahe to COVer tile plaint:ff'S
claim, the Court has exerc'sed a proper discretion in making absolute the conditional orders of arrest and atbchmcnt.
Semble:- Under special cir.;umstanccs e':en (in a mortgage sait the p,operly
mortgaged may become liable to attachmed before judg:r_ent.
Chena Pe111aji v. Ghelabhai Narandas. 1188.3i 7 Bom. 30l ; ]oge11laya'
Daser v_. Baidyanath Premaniek, (1'119) 4:.J Cal. 2\5 ~referred to,

N. P/l. Mukerjee-for the Appell~tnt.
Lutt~r-for the

Respondent.

DUCKWOltTH M~ D GODFREY, JJ.- These appealshave been filed separately by three of the defendants.
in Suit No. 160 of 1923 of the District Court of
Mandalay against an order of the District Judge of
the 10th September 1923 making final a conditional
order of attachment before judgment on certain goods
(then in the defe,ndant's possession) .and a conditional order of arrest before judgment directed

* Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 69 of 1923 at Mandalay from the order
of the District Court, Mandalay, passed in Civil Regular No. 160 of 1923.
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against the two defendant-appellants in Civil Miscellaneous Appeals Nos. 69 and 71 of 1923, which he K. O. M.
SYED
had previously issued.
HOOSSEIN
The defendant-appellant. in Civil Miscellaneous s. R. 1/.1\I. M_
C.T.
No. 70 of 1923 is only interested in the order of
CHETTIAR.
attachment; but all three appeals have been argued
DUCKWORTH,
together and will be so dealt with. The attachment
AI'D
has been duly effected, but the warrants of arrest GOOFT~EY,
11.
have been returned unexecuted.
The case is still pending and has only reached
the stage of the settlement .of the issues. The sale
of th~ attached gOJds,· which has b~en directed has
been stayed pending the disposal of these appeals.
There can, we think, be no real doubt that an appeal
does lie both from the order of arrest and from that
of attachment. It is true that an order of arrest is
not one of th e appealable orders enumerated in Order
XLIII, Rule 1, of the Schedule to the Civil Prcced'.lre Code'; but the right is given sp~cifically by
section lOl, Civil Procedure Code, and being a
statutory right conferred by the body of the Code is
not a matter of procedure and would not be taken
away by rvies contained ill the Schedule. Moreover
its omission from Order XLI II does 110t necessarily mean
that it d02s not exist-:n fact it,; inclusion would be
su?crfhous, 1he order n~t being exhaustive in its terms.
Til; cont;ntions put forwJrd on behalf of the
. "a~p~llant are in effect as foHows :It is first contended that there are no grounds
either for arrest or. attachment before judgment. It
is then contended th'~t an attachment cannot issue
as the suit is a mortgage suit and the property
attached mortgaged property. It is next contended
that arrest and attachment cannot issue simultaneously;
and fin:tlly that the suit is not a bona fide one and
therefore attachment should not issue.
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It is clear that tile povver of the Court to issue
simultaneously execution for arrest and attac:hment
SYED
is entirely discretionary under the Code [ see Order
. HOOSSE(~
V.
:xXI,
Rule 21, Civil Procedure Code and C hena Pell1aji
S' R. ~1. M.
C. T.
v. Ghelabhai Narandas, (11)83).7 Bom. 301] and we
CHET"IIAR,
have no doubt that it has the same power in matters
DUCKWOI{TH
before Judgment, limited, h(nvever, by the provisio.ns
J.ND
,GODFREY" of Order XXXVIII of the Schedule.
JJ,
The contention that attachment cannot issue"
because the suit is a mortgilge suit and the property
mort 6 aged property, pr()ceeds upon an entire misapprehension as to the nature of the suit· and is in
fact without any substance whatever. It appears that
in 1920 the defendants, who had been carryiflg on
bllsll1ess under the name of Kavannah Ona Mobicicen
& Sons, were indebted t::J Haji Oomer Khatab
Mohamed Esa & Co. in the sum of Rs. 83,000,
. and it) order to piy off that debt, borrowed this sum
from the pbintiff Chelty in terms of a registered
bond of the 1st October j 920. By that bond the
money so borrowed was repayable' by certain instalmentswith interest and. in the event of default in
payment of anyone instalment the whole amount of
the balance unpaid was to become immediately due
and payable and' the plaintiff Cbctty was to be at
liberty to sell the goods meniioned in the schedule
to the bond in part satisfaction of his claim, the
defendants'having by their bond created a charge on
slIch goods for the payment of their debt.
The plaintiff's case i~til'latthe ddenda.nts haye
'made default in paying the instalments an'd he now
sues for a money decree against the defendants for
the balance still payable and asks for a declaration of
charge (lien he calls it) on the goods and for their sale.
This is not a mortgage suit but even if it were ,
we are far from saying that mortgaged property would
K.O,M.
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in no circumstances be liable to attachment [see
Jogemaya D sel' v. Bnidyanath PTemanIck, (1919) 46
Cal. 245]. That question, ho\vever, does not arise.
It is then said that it is appaH nt from the plaint
and the bond, and a statement of account flIed by
the plaintiff Chetty, that the suit is nota bon/j, fide
,one, because it seems that the defendants endon-ed
the check for the Rs. 83,000 given them by the
plaintiff Chetty to their creditors, H. 0 K. Mohamed
Esa & Co., and the plaintiff Chetty has been
:paying such instalments tol\Johamed Esa & Co.
lt does not necessarily follow from this that there is
'anythi'ng not bond fide in the Chetty's action. 'With,out going into the merits of the case which we are
not prepared 'to do at the present st::lge, it is
'impossible to say what aira~lgement Mohamed Esa
& Co. may have made with the Chetty or that
the, Chetty has not a pe,rfectly good and simple
·explanation.
It remains then to consider w 11ether no sufficient
grounds existed fcir the issue of the orders complairJ cd
of as alleged. It Can hardly be seriously cont~ndecl
:that EO grounds existed upon ~he affidavits filed fer
the issue of the conclitionalorders.From these
aAidavits there can be no sort 'of doubt that the
defendants were rep..~oving large quantities of gocds
from their shop and also selling large quantities at
Jess lhaocost price ancl very cor. siclerably reducing
their stock. In order to show cause agaimt the
attachment· and the order 'Jor their arrest, which'
latter they have so far managed to evade, the
,defendants have filed numerous affidavits, largely
,argumentative in character. the effect of which-apart
from the charges made by many of the deponents
.agaimt the Chetty of subornation of witne~ses, etc.,
;and against the police of improperly. rendt ring
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assistance to the Court process-servers-would seem
to show that there had been considerable ~ales of
damaged and soiled goods only at reduced prices;
but that in other respects sales were normal. The;
Judge of the District Court was ilOt satisfied with.
these affidavits, and found that the defendants had.
failed to show cause, and accordingly maintained the
orders of attachment and arrest. In view of the'
admitted facts that the defendants have at no time
personally. appeared in Court to shoyv cause, but, on
the contrary have been successfully evading arrest j:
that they are quite unable to furnish security for the
amount· of the claim against· them or even for the'
amount of the difference betvreen the value of the
goods attached and the amount of the cfaim j that
they have considerably. reduced their stock and do,
not suggest that they are replenishing it j and
finally that they are in default ·in payment of ,the
instalme~lts provided for by their bond, and that the'
goods attached are not nearly sufficient in value to
cover the plaintiff Chetty's claim, we think there is.
every. rea.son for tlJe plaintiffChetty's apprehension
and see no sufficient reaSOD for aiffering from tbe'
District Court's finding or for iuterfering with the
orders passed.
The three appeals are accordingly dismissed with
costs.
Advocate's costs to. be six .gold mplilurs for the
three cases.
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Before Mr JI/stice Duckworth, and Mr. J.ls/ice Godfrey.

RALA SI:-'GH

A:KD THREE

~'.

BABU BAG\VAN SINGH & SOKS.*
Partnershtp-Hes judicata-Previous slid belween the p,ltti:s adjudicatitlg
upon the existence of a partnership-l'ti,misso"y-no/es-Authol'iiy to
one to sign and endorse 011 behalf of the others-Nature oj pro)f reqlli,'ed
to establish auth;;rity ·-lmmatedal whether pay lIellts to accoll/lt tcYlIIards
princippl or interest.
III h previqllS suit .t:le plail1tiff~-respondents had sued the dcftndant~
appelhnt-; upon 11 promissory-note executed by one of the defendanls"appellants,
alltgiilg that it was' executed b' the said defendant fqr and on behalf of
all he defendants a~ partners: at the hearing OIily one d... J~ndant had cenied
the t xistence nf the partnership but the others had not raised this ddence and
the Court had decided that a partnership exi~te'l between all the defendants,
Subsequently, the plaintiffs filed two simi1:lr suits on otheJ promissory-notes
which were the subject cr the present appeal and Civil ~ec,)Dd Apl'e'll No. 628
of 192?, in which among other defences was the denial of the existence of the
parlnership.
Held, that the q·.1estion of the existenL'e of the pa' tn.ership was res judicata
Held, a'so, that whe,e the plaintiff8' case wa" that the promissory-notes wereexe','uted by one of the defendants on behalf of the others, it was not necessary
ror the plaintiffs to establish any specific authority in order to succeed and that
it w~s sl1fficient if such allthority could be inferred from the Sl1ri"Ounding
circ'_ltmtances.
Held. a's.>, that the person hwing authority to pay a claim had necessarily
authority also to m 1ke a part-payment i 1 or:ler to save the debt from. becoming
time-barred.
fjeld, ludker, that where there was a part-p~y;nent recorded in the handwriting of the debtor, such payment was good to save limitation, whether the·
payment was made towards interest or towards principal.
"
Held, fu1'tl:er, that where there is a trading pa ·tnership, there is implied
authority for one partner to bind the others bv signing promissory-note.
j).!alllt!! Po Lin v. V. E. S. Vellayappa Chetty, (IQ19-1920) 10 L.B.R 321 ;
Maung Po Mya v. A. H. Dawood & Co., (1921-1922) 11 L.B.R 137 ; Pandil'i
Veeranna v. Grandi Veemblladraswami, (19t8) 41. Mad. 434; Raja B,-aJa
Sundar Deb v. Bola Natlla, (1917) 24 C.W.N. 153 (P.C.)-foUowed.
Hem Chandra Biswas v. PI/rna Chandra Mukerji, (t9l6 44 Cal. 567referred to.

* Civil ~econd Appeal No. 627 of 1922 (at Mandalay) against the judgment
and decree of the Divisional Court of Sagaing rassed in its Civil Appeal N.). oJ
of 19:2.

192-+
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The f<lets arising in this appeal and the connected
appeal appear from the judgment of Godfrey, J.,
reported below.
Basu-for the Appellants.
Sanyal-for the Respondents.

GODFREY, J.-This appeal and Civil Second
Appeal No. 628 of 1922 have been filed against the
two judgments of the late. Divisional Court of
Sagaing of the 15th ~eptember 1922 all appeal from
the decisions of the District Court of l\Jawlaik in h\'o
Suits (No. 3 of 1919 and No. 1. of 1920) of that
Court.
His unnecessary to go in detail into the various
stages of the healling of these suits and the appeals
that have been filed before the Divisional Court i
but it will be sufficient to S,ly that the judgments
now appealed from decreed the 'suits as claimed
against the defendant-appellants, aqd tha:: the· two
appeals now for disposal have been argued together,
the facts in each being very similar, and 'will be
dealt with in the same manner.
The plaintiff-respondent on tbe 22nd Kovember
1919 and on the 26th February .1920 filed two suits
in the District Court of
Mawlaik against the
defendant-appellants upon two promissory-note~, the
one for Hs. 4,000 and the other for Rs. 5,000, both
.alleged to have been executed all the 4th of April
1914 by the 2nd defendant-appellant, Harnarn Sin h,
on.behalf of himself and of the other three defendantappellants, \-\'ho it was alleged, were his brothers
.and partners, it being further alleged that the
moneys \-vere lent .and advanced for th~ purpose of
'such partnership business. These promissory-notes
:are Exhibit A in Suit No. 3 of 1919 and Exhibit A
in Suit 1'\0. 1 of 1920 respectively.
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I n his plaints the plaintiff-respondent gives
credits for vanous payments to account, and in Suit
No.3 of 19:1.9 on the promissory-note for 1(s. 4,000
cla!ms exemption from the operation of the la\\' of
limitation by reason of an alleged payment of Rs. 5
onaccollnt of interest on the 30th December 1916,
and 111 Suit No.1 of 1920 on t);Je· promissory-note
for Rs. 5,000 claims similar exemption by reason of
a similar'·payment 6f Rs. Son the 30th March 1917,
it being his case that both such payments were made
by the, 2nd defendant-:tppellant and endorsed by
him on the two promissory-notes respectively with
the authority of the other defendant-appellants.
.In the ·first case (3 of 1919) the 2nd defendantappellant admitted execution of the promissory-note
but denied the part payment relied on. And . in
the second .cas~ (1 of 1920) he denied both, <,.nd
a La denied the partnership alleged.
Tile other defendant-appel:ants denied the partnership alleged and the authority of defendantappellant 2 to sign promiss ry-notes or to make payments to account of them on their behalf in both
cases·
It is not now contended that the 2nd defendantappellant did not execute hath promissory-notes, but
the appeals are put forward in effect on the following
lines : (1L that the part-payments relied upon and the
endorsements of the same are not proved,
(2) that if proved, the payments were not made
towards interest as such and do not save
limitation,
(3) that partnership was not establishep on the
evidence,
(4) that the judgment in another suit (54 of
1919 of the Township Cou.rt) did not
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operate as res judicata on the question of
partnership,
(5) that a general power of attorney is not
sufficient authontyfor defendant-appellant
2 to sign or endorse promissory-notes.
So far as tbepart-payments of Rs. 5 are concerned
the evidence appears to me snfficient to establish
them beyond all reasoll<lble doubt. Both vvere m,~de
at Homalin through one Nihal Singh, to whom the
plaintiff fonvarded the pr~missory-notes for endorse~ent. This procedure was in fact adopted in the
first instance at the suggestion of Harnam Singh
(defendant-appellant 2) himself. Tllere appears to be
no reason whatever fOf not accepting the evidence
contained in the two postcards (Exhibit Band
Exhibit C) filed in Suit 3 of 1919 or for bdieving
that they are not whaf 'theyplirport t~ be, namdy,
postcards written by Harnam Singh to the pbintif1respondent. The first bears the post office stamp of
Kindat of the 30th October 1916 and in it Harnam
Singh writes: II I received your letter .
I
will sign when I will come or you send the receipt
ptr someone to obtain my signature. Nowadays very
busy .
." And in the second (Ex!libit C
:similarly stamped with the elate of the 18tbOecember
1916 Harnam Singh writes: Your letter received) .
Send the
.All contents understood
receipt per Nih'll Singh as much as I can pay 1 \VJll
·endorse on its back, 1 have no tin';fe
if
you send the receipt will be ,;ery good
"
In the light Of these two postcards there seems
no reason for not accepting the evidence oi Nihal
Singh and Naidu ':)S to the fact. of payment and
endorsement on the 30th December 1916 by Harnam
Singh. And similarly I see no good ground for
not accepting Nihal Singh's evidence as tolhe
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subsequent payment and endorsemcnt on the 01htr
19;:4
promissory-note for Rs. 5,000 on the 30th l\Jarch
FAfA SIl>GH
1917, notwithstanding the fact that one Haji Kaka, \rho
'/I.
BABU
is also said to have been present, has not been called BJ.G\YAN
&
without satisfactory explanation. If the endorsement SINGH
SO~S.
and the signature and the execution signature on the
CODFNEY, J.
promissory-note for Rs. 4,000 are compared they will
be fnund to be very similar.· And if that endorse.ment is compared _with the endorsemcpt on the
~promissory-note for
Rs. 5,000 the same main
characteristics in the writing are very similar and the
writing' of the word "five" in each is exactly the
.same.
There, however, seems no reason why the plaintiff.respondent, having, what is now admittedly, another
:of Barnam Singh's promissory-notes in his possession
.about to become time-barred, should not· have
adopted the same method of obtaining Harnam
Singh's part-payment and endorsement a~ ·had been
previously suggested by Harnam Singh himself.
I therefore think that the finding on this point in
the plaintiff-(espondent s favour was fully justified.
It is then said that such payment not having been
paid specifically towards interest does not saye
limitation, and reference is made to a ruling ill Hem
·Chandra Biswas v. Punw Chandra ilJukt'rji reported
in (1917) 4-4 Calcutta at page 567. It does not appear
-to me, howeYer, that this ruling affects the case one
way, or the ether, as there wne·'circumstances to
indicate that the payments were made on account of
.interest; but even if they had been made on account
of principal then; was writing slIfficleilt tf) comply
with the requirements of section 20 of the LimitalIOn.
Act.
It remains then to consider tbe qutstion of partnership and . it appears to me that there is. ample
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evidence on the recaLl to support this fin.ding of
RALA SINGH the lower appellateCourt,quite
apart from th3'
. 'B~;lU . matter of res judicata.
This latter question of res
BAG\VA~ , judicata turns upon a similar suit filed in the TownSINGH
SONS.
ship Court of Mawl?ik in 1919 (Civil Regular" No. 541GODFR;Y, 1· of 1919) by the present plaintiff-respondent against:
the first three defendaIlh\ppel1<intsupon a promissory~
note of the 7th April 1915 executed by the 3rd
clefendant-appellant, ,Saroop Singh, on bebaHof hiJl.1self and the 1st and 2nd defendant-appellants. The
question of partnership was then raised by the 2nd'
dekndant-appellant alone,' the other two apparently'
notthinking it worth while,lhough they undoubtedly'
had the opportunity of raising it. This question was
finally hcard and determined, the Court finding that a
partnership existed; and this decision was confirmed
in appeal. It would therefore appear tliat the
question is res .iwiicata as to the existence bf a partnership betvveen tI}e first, tbree defendant-appellants in.
April 1915.
,.
. The facts are also in keeping with the plaintiffresp(}ndent's case that anyone of the four brotherswas in the haDitoftaking goods for tlle partnership
and signing for them in the name of the first hxo'
defendant-appellants, in \vhose nari~e the business
appears to have been carried on.
So iar as the question of "the authority of the 2nd
defendant-appellant to sign and endorse the promis"
sory-notes on behalf of the others is cor,cerl1cd,it
is clear that it is quite unnecessary for the plainf.iffrespondent to establish any specific authority in order
to succeed. It.is sufficient if such authority can be
inferred fr0111 the 1urrounding circumstances '[see
Pandiri Veerannl1 v. 'Grandi Veerabhadraswami, (1918)
41 Mad; 427, page 434], and any' person having
general authority to pay the amount ofa claim must1924

.
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necessarily also have authority to make part-payments
to prevent time from becoming a bar to it [Raja
Braja Sundra Deb v. Bhola Nat/w, (1917) 24
C. W.N. 153 (P.C.)]; Such surrounding circumstances
are sufficiently particularized in the judgments now
under appeal and inClude such facts as that the
defendant-appellants were severally in the habit of
obtaining' goods on the joint account and of selling
in the same shop, which appears borne out by the
evidence. The fact that they were brothers and
messing and living together only adds probability to
the plaIntiff-respondent's case of partnership, which
is further cori~rmed by the power of attorney given
by defendant~appel1ant I, Rala Singh, when he left
for an indefinite period, to defendant-appellants, ~ and
4, Harnam Singh and Sham Singh. This sufficiently,
I think, also conCludes the' case generally against
defend~mt-appellant 4, Sham Singh.
For the above.reasons I consider that the .plaintiffrespondent's case of partnership and .0£ authority
llas been established and it follows that these appeals
mllst fail. The findings and jndgments of the lower
appellate Court are confirmed and the suits must
stand decreed in favour of the plaintiff-respondent
\;vith costs in all Courts.
DUCKWORTH,

f.-l concur that these two appeals

must be dismissed. The partnership established was
a trading partnership, and there was implied
authority for one partner to bind the others by
signing a pro-note. That this is the law is clear
from a perusal of the two cases of Maung Po Lin v.
IT. E. S. IT. Vellayappa CheffY, 10 L.B.R. 321, and
Maungpo Mya v. A. H. Dawood & Co., 11 L.B.R.137
quite apart from the reasons given by my learned.'
brothe~
.
29
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APPELLATE CIVIL·
Before SirSydllcy Robinson, Kf., Chief Juslice, a:,d Mr. Jllstice Brown.
1924

C. T. GURUSWAMY

il'lay 19

AND TW')

V.

D. K. S.. EBRAHIM.*
C1Jcle of Criminal Procedure (V of 1893), sect ion 476-Complaint 7tJlzet her to be
cOil-fined a{!ainst parties to the proceedillgs before Court-Relation of
sectioiz476 to section 195 (b) and (c).
Held, [hat it· is not open to a Cou,·t [0 made a co,nplaint under section 476 Of
the Code of Criminal Procedure.in respect of any person other than p~rsons
who are parties to" the procee:lings befor", it.
Pel' ROBDISON, C.J.-"By the recent amendment of the Code of Criminal
Procec!llre. . • • • it was not intended that the c::>mplainantshQuld not be
examined except in the case wh~re the accused h:ld appeared before the Court
as a pa'rty to 'the proceeding. Further, I am of opinion that the words 'the
offence referred to in section 195, sub-section (I), clause (b) or clause (e),
in section 476, must be read in conjun<;tioll with the wording of section 195 (II
(c). The only offence which section 195 (1) Ie) bars from the cognizance of the
Magistrate ~vithol1t a complaint by the Court is when stich offence is alleged to
have been committed by a party to any proceeding before that Court, and it is
not right to divorce these words or take only a part of the section in
endea"ouring todiseover what the offence referred to in section 195 is."
Abdul Khadar and others v. ·Meera Salteb, 15 Mad. 224 ; Akhil Cha1zdra Dey
and anot ker v. The Queen-Empress, 22 Cal. 1004 ; In r~ DeVJi Valad Bhava'ni
and another, 18 Born. 581; In Ie Keshav Narayan Manolkar, 14 Bam. L.R.
968; Kallar-n Ra11lalingam and a'nother v. Tlmpili Sttbratnayya and another,
18 l\-Jad. L.T. 488-referred to.

In certain ins:::>lvency pr,)ceedings instituted in "the
High Court by one S. P . S. Mani Iyer, one of the
three· present appellants, the learned trial Judge
(Rutledge, J.) formed the opinion that there had been
a flagrant tampering of the records of the Court and.
passed orders forwarding the case for inquiry to the
District Magistrate of Insein. The appellants thereupon preferred separate' appeals to the. High Court
against the orders in question.'
* Civil

MisceJJ~n"()l1q

Anneals Nos. 41 and 42· of 1924.
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The iollowing is a summary of the facts arising as
C.T.
found in the judgment of the learned Chief Justice : GURUSWAMY
On e S. P. S. Mani Iyer filed a petition before AND TWO
the judge of the High Court, sitting in insolvency, D. V.K. S.
praying that the respondents, D. K. Cassim & Sons, EBRAHIM.
be adjudicated insolvents. The ground' of insolvency
alleged was· that their immoveable property in the
Insein district had been. under attachment for over
three weeks.· The respondents filed an affidavit, i.n
which they declared that their financial position was
very good. The petitioner claimed that they were
indebted' to him in a large sum of money on two
promissory-notes~ The respondents denied that they
owed him any money. The' afiidavit sets out that
S. P. S Mani Iyer is a creature' of their business
rival and enemy, Abdul Rahman, and it gives reasons
for Hut enmity. They denied the alleged act· of
insolvency, and alleged that the attachment warrants
had been tampered with and fraudulently alt~red
as to the dates so ~s to make it appear .that
the properties had been attached for over ti1ree
weeks.
Briefly stated, it is alleged that execution was
•taken out; that warrants of attachment were executed
011 the 27th November; that the dates on the attachment
-\\',1.rrants had been altered to 20th and 21 st November;
. that the Court's diary had been altered; that a page
or pages cov~ring the dates in question in the.
-Court's register showing the issue of the ,varrants
,had been torn out; and that the dates' in the
:warrants do not agree with the Bailiff's register
which had not been tampered with. It is further
.alleged that the three appellants before us had
approached the· prOcess"servers, the Bailiff's Head
Clerk and the Bailiff to alter the dates in their
registers likewise.
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Th.e petitioner gave evidence, denying that he' had
ever been to Insein in connection with this case.
He says that, so far as he knows, Abdul Rahman
never went to Insein in connection
with this case ,
.
and that up· to date he had not seen the q.riginal
record of the Insein Court. He alleged that he sent
Guruswamy to get copies for him ; that he sent him
twice; and that he brought back copies which were
handed over to his Advocates who then prepared
the petition praying for adjudteation. He denies
knowing Mudaliar, an interpreter attached to the
District Court of Inscin. He says that he had never
spoken to him j that he never spoke to any processserver or clerk of the District Court of Insein ; and
that he never went to Insein or saw the record.
All these statements are flatly' contradicted by the
witnesses for the respondents.
Mudaliar says that he knows the parties, that he
met them and spoke to them; and that he checked
the copies supplied to Guruswamy.
,
The Bailiff swears that the \varrants were served
on the 27th. The two process-servers gave evidence
to the same effect--tvvo pleaders who signed the
appiications for copies gave evidence. The processservers also depose to an attempt made to bribe them.
On the 22nd February last, the learned Jud.ge
passed his orc~.e.F on the petition to adjudicate,
the respondent. After dealing . with . that case he'
says :-"On this evidence I am cl~,~rly of opinion that
the respondents' lands were not attached on either
the 20th or 21st of November, 1923, and that
the petitioner's application accordingly must be
dismissed." The learned Judge. continues :-'.'The
matter, '. however, does not end there, as there has
obviously been flagrant tampering with the records
~f the Court by some person or persons." He then
1
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proceeds to consider at length the evidence to which
I have referred, and he ends the order as follows :." The tampering with Court records is a very serious
matter, and, on the evidence as given before me, it
is incumbent on me to order a judicial enquiry.
But, before sending the case for enquiry to the
District Magistrate bf Insein, Abdul Rahman and
Guruswamy should· be given an. opportunity to be
heard. I accordingly call upon V. M. Abdul Rahman,
the petitioner, S. P.S. Mani Iyer, anE! Guruswamy to
show caqse why I should not order an enquiry
under section 476 of the Criminal Procedure C<;>de
before the District Magistrate of Insein into offences
under section 120 (b), read with sections 465, 466
:and 109 of the Indian Penal Code by them~"
On the matter coming up for hearing on the 3rd
March, the date fixed for Ab"dul Rahman and
,Guruswamy to show cause, IvIr. McDonnell for
Abdul Rahman asked that five witnesses should be
recalled for further cross-examination. They had
already been cross-examined at length by one of the
most experienced and senior mewbers of the Bar on
behalf of S. P; S. Mani Iyer. The learned Judge
said that he would recall them if Counsel gave an
undertaking to put his clients into the box for
;examination. Counsel who was not then aware that
to examine his clients on oath would have been
illegal, declined to give this undertaking. The order
was t~en passed forwarding the case to the Court of
the District Magistrate of Insein for enquiry.
The appeals were heard before a Division Bench
,composed of Robinson, C.J., and Brown, J., and the
following judgments were delivered by their Lordships, that by the learned Chief Justice being in can,,:,
finuation of his summary of the facts aIfeady narrated.
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Keith, McDonnell and Leach-for the Appellants.
Burjorjee, Palker and Gaunt-for the Respondent.
,
.

AND TWO

v.
D.K. S.
EBRAHIM.

ROBINSON, C.l.-Section 195 (c) of the Code of
Criminal Procedure lays down that II no Court shall
take cognizance of any offence described in section
463
when such offence is alleged to have
been committed by a,(party to any proceeding in any
.Court in respect of a document produced or given
in evidence in' such proceeding, except on the
'complaint in \:I.'fiting of such Court, or of some other
Court to which such Court is subordinate." The
provisions of section 195 (c) therefore clearly apply
only in the case when such an offence is alleged to
have been' committed by a party to a proceeding.
Section .476 pIovides that when a Court is of
opinion that it is expedient in the interests of justic~
that an inquiry should be made into any offence
referred in section 195, sub-section (1), clause (0)
or clause (c) which. appears to have been committed
in or in relation to a proceeding in jhat Court, such
Court may, after such preliminary inquiry, if any, as
it 'thinks neces~aty, record a finding to that effect
and make a complaint thereof in writing.
The question then is whether it is open to a'
Court to make a complaint in respect of any person
other than persons \,vho were parties to the proceedings oefore it.
Section 476 dears with any offence referred to in
section 195) sub-section (1), clause (b) or clause (c).
On the one side, it is argued that the offence
referred to in section 195 (1) (c) is the offence of
forgery alleged to have been committed by a party
to a .proceeding. On the other side it is urged
that it refers to the offences specified insedion 195
(1) (c), and not to persons by whom those offences
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had been committed ; in other words, that the Court
can take action in respect of the offence in regard
to persons other than parties to the proceedings
before it if they are implicated either as principals,
conspirators or abettors. For this latter view there
is something to be said, in that a Court having before it
strong prIma facie evidence that an offence of forgery
had 1;>een committed by, a party to the proceedings
before it, and also strong prima facie evidence that
other persons, \\Tho are not parties to the proceeding
before it, were implicated in this offence as abettors
or prinicpals, should not be confined to laying a
.' complaint against the former, and leaving it to the
Magistrate to take action, if he sees fit, ag~inst the
latter. To do so would mean that the accused
would have the right to demand, when they were
joined, that the trial should be he~d by some other
Magistrate; or, if this objection was not taken, they
would have the right to have all the witnesses
recalled and re-examined; and :-that in either case
there would be. great delay v,;hich would tend to
defeat the ends of justice. In my opinion however
this argument cannot prevail.
.
By the recent amendment of the Code of Criminal
Procedure the necessity for s1nction to pro~ecute
has been done away with altogether, and in the
place' of that sanction has been substituted a
complaint made by a Court itself in 'writing. An
addition has been made to section 252 to avoid the
necessity for the examination of the complainant.
That very necessary procedure is therefore omitted in
such cases, and that' being so, it appears to Ine that
the powers given by section 476 should be strictly
confii1ed to those granted. It was not intended.
that the complainant should not be examined except
in the case where the. accused had appeared before
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the Court as a party to the proceedings. Further,
I am of opinion that "the offence referred to in
section 195, sub-section (1), clause (b) or clause (e) "
must be read in conjunction with the wording of
section 195(1 He). The only offence which section
195 (1) (e) bars froni the cognizance of the Magistrate
without a complaint by the Court is when such
offence isalleged to have been committed by a party
to any proceeding before that Court; and it is not'
right to divorce these words or take only a part of
the section in endeavouring to discover· what the
offence referred to in section 195 is.
As f,O complaint by the. Court is necessary in
respect bf Abdul Rahman or Guruswamy before the
Magistrate can hold an enquiry or trial against them,
it appears to me that it is not open to the Court, and
it was not intended that the Court should lay a
complaint coveriilg them, as they were not parties
to the proceedings before it. On this ground, in my
opinion, the appeal must succeed.
There isno ground for interfering with the complaint so far as it is a complaint against S. P. S.
Mani lyer, and the Magistrate can proceed against
him on the complaint already laid. But the complaint must, in my opinion, be set aside in so far
as it affects Abdul Rahman and Guruswamy. It
\"'ill, of course, be open to the COLlrt if it sees good
grounds for so doing, to take action against them
also; or it will be open to the respondent to lay a
complaint before the Magistrate in respect to them.
I would therefore accept the appeals as indicated
above.
BROWN, J.-Befor~ the recent amendment of the
Code of Criminal Procedure there was a conflict of
opinion as to the interpretation of section 476 of the
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Code. The Bigl. Court of Bombay held that the
power given under Chapter XXXV of the Cnminal
Procedure· Code to take action
regarding any
,offence reterred to in section 195" was not
ordinarily restricted in regard to offences relating to
documents to such offences when committed by a
party to the proceedings in which the document was
given in evidence, [In 1'e Devji Valad Bhava'ni and
,another (1)]. The same view was taken in In 1'e Keslzav
Narayan Ma~wlkar (2), and in the Calcutta case
of Akhil Chandra Dey and another v. The QueenEmpress ,(3). The High Coutt of Madras took the
·contrary view in the case of Abdul Khadar and others
v. MeeraSaheb (4). The question was discussed at
length in the later Madras case of Kallam Rama·
(C

lingum .and another v.. ThuPili . Subramayya and
,another ,(5), and the decision in Abdul Khadar's
case was followed. And the High Court of Calcutta
have subsequently to Akhil Chandra l,)ey's case held
that as regards clause. (b) of seetion 195 of the Code
the qualification mentioned in section 195 is to be
treated as incorporated in section 476. Judicial
authority on the' point is therefore fairly evenly
divided. The recent amendments in sections 195 and
476 have resulted in connecting the two sections
more closely together. Sanction cannot now be
applied for under section 195, but no prosecution
can now be 'instituted for the offences mentioned in
section 195 unless ordered, by the Court under section
476. Section 476 gives the Court power with respect
to any offence referred to in section 195. I agree
with the learned ChieJ Justice that the two sections
must be read closely together and that' the offence
(1) (l894)~8 Bom. 581.
(3) (l895) 22 Cal. 1004.
(4) (1892) 15 f...Iad. 224.
(2) (1912) 14 Born. L.R. 968.
(5.) (1Y16j 18 Mad. L.T. 488.,
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referred to in section 195 (c) is not merely an offence
under certain sections, but such an offence when
committed by a party to the proceeding.
.
The Court therefore had no power to direct the
prosecution of the two applicants in .this case.
That being so it is not necessary to decide any
of the other points raised in these appeals. I agree
that the order directing the prosecution of C. T.
Guruswamy and V. M. Abdul Rahman should be
set aside.
I

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Beforc M,·. l1t<tice
192-l

May 26.

MA NYO

D'/Ic~worth.

AND ONE

v.
MADNG HLA BD

AND OXE.:r.,

ivil Procedure Code (V,of 1908), section 11, explanation 4-0rder II, Rule 2-Swit f,,'r redemptioli of a usufructuary mortgage (Iud a 51Ht f01' mesne profIt $.
fr011l date ofrcfusal to permit ,'ede11lPtion-Tra n sfcl' of Property Act (IV of
1882" section 76 (1).
Held, that a suit for redemption of-a usufructnary mortgage and a suit for
mesne profits from the date of the refusal to permit redempt'on arise out of the·
same ca se of action; and that after a suit for redemption of a USUfT-1Cluz.ry
mortgage, a suit for nzes7Ze profits is not maidainabJe.
Po Tun v. E Kha, 9 L.B.R. ~ 8-1'ejeY1'cd to.
RlIkhmillibai v: Venkatesh, 31 Bom. 527 ; Satyabadi Bchara' v. Hambali,.
34 Cal. 223-followed~ .
Doraiswami v. Sub"amania, 4 Mad. 188; Gaw Ya \';'Talok, 3 U.R.H. 141;.
Me Sa U v. N.lf,a Mei!:. 2 D.n.R. 8I-disti n guished.

Dutt-for the Appellants.
S. lYlukerjee-for the Respondents.
DUCKWORTH, J.-For the purposes of this appeal;,
the following statement of the bets 'will suffice:
The plaintiff-respondents, who bad mortgaged some
• Special Ci,·il Stconcl Appeal No. 775 of 1921 (at Mandalay)from the dec~ee
of the District Court of Minbu in Civil Appeal No. 68 of 1921.
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land lo the appellant-defe11dants, by an usufructuary
mortgage, asked the latter to be permitted to redeem
in May -1919, but were refused. It dpes not appear
that any tender of the mortgage money was made, or
that any money was paid, until after decree. Shortly
afterwards the alleged offer was refused, they sued
for redemption, and obtained a decree in November
1920, and later on, inexecution, the land was
delivered to them, on payment of the money.. Then
in this' suit, the plaintiff-respondents, sued the
appellants for two years' outturn of the land, by way
~
of mesne· profits, dating their claim from the notice
of the jntended redemption in May 1911). The .claim
was contested, and was dismissed by the trial Court,
but, on appeal to the District Court, the learned
Additional Judge decreed the suit; though, for reasons
stated by him, he reduced the amount claimed.. He
based his decision on the. case of Ga'lil Ya v. Talok
(1), which he held that th,e trial Court misapplied,
and decided that crops were ~rown by appellants in
1919 and 1920, after notice of the intended redemption,
and that therefore the re~pondent-mortgagors were
entitled to the crops by way of rent, less revenue
paid, from the mortgagees. The case quoted is not
really strictly applicable to a case like the presen1. In
any case; from the facts stated in that decision, it
is not a safe guide. Safar as I ha>'e been able
to ascertain from the learned pleader for the app.:::l1ants,
and from my own researciJes, the leading cases
referring to circumstances, like the present, are
Satyabadi Rehara v. Harabati (2), and Ruklzirninibai
v. Venkafesh (3). Tile .section of the transfer of
Property Act, of which .. the principles must be
applied, is section 76, clause (1), 'vvhich, under section
(1),(1917-20) 3 U.B.R. 141.
(2) (I90cj 34 Cal. 223.
(3) (1907) 31 Born. 527.
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77 is left operative in the case of usufructuary mortgages, such as are found in Upper Burma.
AND ONE
.
::.
It would sfem that the headnote in the case of
~~~~~ ~"L:. Po Tun v. E Kha (4), where it lays down that Ii the
DUCKWORTH, rights of B (the
mortgagee) under the mortgage
J.
. ceased from the date of the offer of redemption" is
not correct, for it is quite clearly established, to my
mind, from the Calcutta and 1?pmbay cases quoted,
that even after a tender or deposit the mortgagor
contintleS as mortgagee, but with a statutory liability
to account for the profits received by him from that
date.' He is not then a mere trespasser, but a
mortgagee still, holding the property as a kind of
trustee for the mortgagor, and, as such, accountable
to the latter for the profits. However, the point is
that there is ample authority for holuing, on the
strength of these two decisions, that theJiabilities of
the mortgagee in such a case have to be determined
once and for all in the redemption Sllit and cannot
be determined in a separate suit. His -liabilities are
tacked on by statute to the mortgage contract, and,
as such, a claim to enforce them by the mortgagor
is one arising from, and connected with, his right to
redeem or recover possession of the property. ~ n
fact, it is all one cause of action, which might and
ought' to have been alleged by the mortgagor in his'
suit for redemption. The second suit for mesne profits
is .therefore not maintainable under section 11;
Explanation IV, and Order II, Rule 2, Civil Procedure Code. Mr. Mukerjee's arguments for the
respondents take thi~ line. That; after a suit
for possession a subsequent suit for mesne profits
will lie. The case of DoyaiswQ11li v. Subramllnia (5)
and the ca~'e of Mi Sa U v. Nga Meik (6), were
1924

MA Nyo

.,

(4) (1915) 9 L.B.R. 18.
(5) (1918) 28 Mad. 188.
(6, (1914-16) 2 U.B.R. 81.
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quoted by him in support of this contention,· and he
!\fA Nyo
also urged that, after tile decree in a cause was AND
ONE
..
fully executed, and was dead, so that nothing more
MAUNG HLA
could be done under section 47, Civil Procedure Bu AND ONE.
Code, the subsequent· suit for profits must lie. But f"!'"i:'··-.'
DUCKWORTH.
J.
here the distinction between the cases of suit for
possession and a suit for redemption seems to me to
have been lost sight of. In 'the former, the suit is
against a trespasser. In the iatter it is not so, and
there :lre statutory liabilities and obligations as between
a l110r,tgagor and his mortgagee. The point which
has given me difficulty in. deciding this appeal is·
that in Upper Burma, owing to the local customs
of the people, there are usmilly no accounts to settle
on redemptiot) of an usufructuary mortgage) for the
rule is II Ngwe-pay-le-baw," i.e. (restore the land
on payment of the mortgage money). But on consideration, I consider that the principles of the Transfer
of Property Act, in regard to mortgages must be
applied, not only to cases dating from before the
whole Act was put in force, but also to usufructuary
mortgages generally, <lnd that the right law is as
stated by me ahove.
. The appeal is allnwecl on the ground that the
second suit was not maintainable. The decree Of
the Imver appellate COlirt is set aside; and that Of
the trial Ceurt restored with costs in all Courts.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before 1111'. Jus/icc Di1cl,worth.
1')24

IN RE ABDULLA, AccusED.*

NaY 29.

C'iminal Procedure CJde (V of 1898), sec[ioJl408 (b}-Appeal from a seutence
.e.vceedingfour years passed by a 1I1agistrate especially cmpowered-Sessions
.fudge cl1tertainiJlg sucll,:lppeal, effect of-Section 530 (I')
The appellant was sentenced by al\:Iagistrate especially empowered under
section 30, Code of Criminal Procedure, to a term of imprisonment exceeding
four years: and his petition of appeal was sc.nt from the Jail to the Sessions
Court instea<i of the High Court. The Sessions Court overlooked the provisions
of section 408 (b) of the Criminal Procedure Code arid summarily dismissed
the appeal on the merito.
Held, that under theprv,visiolls of section 530 (1'), Cock of Criminal Procedure,' the proceedings in the Sessions Court were void; and the aCcused sti] I
had a right Of appeal to the High Court.
King-Emperor v. Yma, 4 L.B.R..49-distillg'lishcd.
Killg-ElllPeror v. Ngil Sit ClIO, 4 .s.L.T. '2i1-referred to.

DUCKWORTH, J.-In this case Abdullawasconvicted
by the vVestern Subdivisional Magistrate, Mandalay,
who has special power5>, under section 394, Indian
Penal·Code, and was sentenced to five ye8fs' rigorous
imprisonment. Further under section 9 (1), Habitual
Offenders' Restriction Act, he was restricted tci Mandalay
Town, and ordered to report himself dairy at 8 p.m.
to the officer-in.chage of No. 13 Police Station for
two years from his release from jail. His petition of
appeal was sent fro111 the .Mandalay Central Jail to
the Sessions Court, Mandalay, whereas, of course,
. under section 408 (b), Criminal Procedure Code, it
should have been submitted· to this Court. This fact
was apparently overlooked by the learned Sessions
Judge, who dismissed Abdulla's appeal summarily on
12th April 1924.
* Criminal Rev:siQn No. 240-.'\' of 1924 (at Manu;llay) from the order of the
Western Subdivisional Magistrate, M:a~dalay, in Criminal Trial No. 22 of 1924.
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In so doing he clearly acted without any jurisInre
diction, and under section 530 (1') his proceedings
AIlDLJJ.J.A,
were void, for I take it that the word Magistrate in that ACCUSED.
section \vill include a Sessions Judge. The accused DUCK\\,OllTH,
J.
.
Abdulla has therefore stifl a right of appeal to this
Court, which by no f~lUit of his own is now timebarred, the date of his conviction being March 17th:
1924.
,The case of !(il7g-E'inpel or v. Yena (1) is no·
guide as to whether oi- not the learned Sessions
Judge'S order in the present case must be set aside,
. as,. in 'that case,t the learned Judge acquitted the
appellant.
The case of J{ing~Emperor v. Nga Sit Cho (2) is
not parallel, but in that case, a trial, void for want
of jurisdiction, was .set aside, and a new trial was
ordered.
I have not been able to find any exactly parallel
cases nor has the learned Government Prosecutor,
who 'appeared for the Cro\vn.
The appellate proceedings before the learned
Sessions Judge are quashed, as being void "ab initio "
and it is hereby ordered that the prisoner's appeal
be taken on to the file of this Court, and be dealt
withaccordirig to law. The question of the time-bar
can then be considered.
o

'1) (1907-08) 4b.B. R. 49.

(2) (1911) 4 B.L.T. 271.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Lcntaigne. and Mr. Justice Carr.
1924
J11 ay 30.

MA NU
v.
MA GUN.*
Nomination of a bel1eficiary 11l1der a provideut fund-Subscriber a Burman
Buddhist-Effect of the nomination and subsequent payment to nominee
after death of sl1bscri·/Jer.
Held. tli;lt the nomination of a ·person for paymeut by an ,1ssociation or a
provident fund on the death of a sLlbscriber, was a testamentary disposition
and therefore invalid where the ·subscriber was a BUrma!l Buddhist.
Held, also, that where the assocbtinn or fund made paynfent to the nominee,
the nominee held the money as atrustee for the heirs of the deceased subscriber.
DllW Klli11and one v.lIfa Tilan Nyooll and one, Civil Regular, 441 of 1920
of the Chief Court of Lower Burma; In re Willi(!1tl s,Williams v. Ball, L.R.
(1917) 1 Ch. 1 ; Nana TawkL'1' v. Bhawani Boyee, 43 Mad. 728-followed.
Florina MLlrties v. M. L. Pinto, 33 Mad L.T. 416-distill!!ui.<hed.

Dan-ira-for the Appellant.
Keith-forlhe Respondent.
CARR, J.-Maung Yaw was an employee of the
Customs Department in Burma.. He was a member of
. the Burma Customs Mutual Help Association, and
as such paid a monthly subscription. This entitled
his nominee, on his death, to receive the sum of
Rs. 1,2\)0 from the association. It was open to the
member at any time to change his nominee. He
couldhimseH in certain circnmstances cease
be a
member of the association and obtain a refund of
one half of the amount of subscriptions paid by him.
Maung Yaw's nominee was his sister, Ma Nu, the
defendant-appellant. Maung Yaw died and the associa.
tion paid the Rs.l,200 to Ma Nu. Then the respondent
Ma Gun, who is the widow and administratr,x,
of lVIaungYaw, sued to recover the money from MaNu .

to

.. Special Civil First Appeal No. 203 of 1923 against the decree of'the Small
Cause Court of Rangoon in Civil Regular No. 3676 of 1923.
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She obtained a decree in the Small Cause Court and
Ma Nu now appeals. The only question for decision is
whether Maung Yaw's Qomination of Ma Nu amounted
to a testamentary. disposition. It is admitted that
if it does,- it is invalid, since Maung Yaw, as a
Burman Buddhist, had no power to make a will.
The money' would in that case g0 to Maung Yaw's
natural hei,r, that is to the plaintiff.
In Daw Khin and 01'le v. Ma Than N) oon and
one, unpublished'; Civil Regular No. 441 of 1920 of
the Chief Court of Lower Burma-it was held that
a gratuitous assignment of· endowment life policy
was a testamentary disposition and therefore invalid
among Burman Buddhists. The le'lrnect Judge
followed the decision in Nana Taw!?L'1' v~ Bha'lvani
Boyee (1), which was a case of a provident· fund very
similar to the present case. It was held there that a
nomination of a person to be paid by the fund on the
death of the subscriber was a testanJentary disposition
and therefore was valid only if duly attesteu by
two witnesses.
III Florina Marties v. M. L. Pint~. (2)a somewhat
similar fund was in question. The subscriber
assigned her rights to her nominee whothereaftet
paid the subscriptions falling due. Later she \'\ished
to change her nomination, but the fund wClild. not
allow this as she could not produce the nomina,tion
,/ certificate, as required by the rules, because the
certificate had been made over to the nominee. Then
she made a will leaving this money to the plaintiff,
who on her death obtained probate and t!Jen sued
the nominee and the fund. It was held that the
nominee was entitled to the money. . That case is
distingu.ishable from Tawker's case and from the
present one. It was clear that the subscriber had by
(1) (1920) 43 Mad. 7211.
(2) ,1917) 33 Mad. L.r 476.
30'
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MANu
v.

lU

GUN.,

CARR,

J.

contract parted with her rights in the fund to the
nominee and therefore had nothing left which she
could bequeath.
In In re Williams, fiVilliams v. Ball (3) it was'
held that an assignment of a life' policy, conditional
on the assignee surviving after the death of the assignor
was either a revocable mandate or authority which
was revoked by the death of the assignor, or, if
taking effect on the death, a testamentary docume,nt not
duly executed.
,
I think it mrist be held in this case that the nomi- '
nation of the appellant was a testamentary disposition.
Under it nothing vested in the appellant. It was
open to the nominator to change his nomination at
any time or to nullify it by retiring from the association and withdrawing half of his subscriptions.
It was only on his death while still a member that
anything became payable to the appellant. Had the
association been wound up during his lifetime he and
ilOt his nominee would have been entitled to share in
the assets.
It must therefore, be held that the nomination did
not. more than constitute the appellant a trustee for
the heirs of Maung Yaw in respect of this money.
, I would' therefore dismiss this appeal with cosls.
LENTAIGNE,

J.-' I

concur.

(3) (1917), L,R.

1 Chancery.J.
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APPELLATE CIVIL:
Before Mr. JUstice Carr.

AN\VAR ALI

v.
TAFOZAL AHMED.*
Documents not OPeJl to inspedion-Inc011le·ta.~ Ret:tr~~s-Income.ta.• Act
(Xl of 1922), section 54-Admission in evidence of certified coPies of doCl~
ments made confidential by law-Evidence Act (1 of 1872). sections 65, 74,
76,77.
Held, that Incpme.tax Returns, being made confidential by section 54 of the
"Income-tax Act and the disclosure of their contents being a punishable offence,
·certified copies of such returns do not come within the meaning Of sections 65
74, 76 and 77 of the Evidence Act and are therefore not admissible in evidence:

• Special Civil Second Appeal No. 284 of 1923 against the decree Of the
District Coutt of Tavoy in Civil Appeal No. 34 of 1923.
.

1924
June 5.
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copies, section 6S of the Evidence Act· permits
secondary evidence to he given of documents in
v.
TAFOZAL
certain
cases. One of these is set out in clause (j):AHMED.
(( When the original is a docnment of which a certified
CARR, J.
copy is permitted by this Act, or by any other 'law
in force in British India; to be given in evidence. ':
Clause (g) also permits secondary evidence "\-vhen
the original is a public' documerit within the meaning
of section 74. "
Section 76 provides for th e iS$ue of certified copies
of public documents, but it allows the issue only to
a person who has a right to inspect the documenL
I t does not therefore authorise the issl..1e of certified
copies of Incorpe-tax Returns, which no private person
has a right to inspect. The next section 77, allows
. the production in evidence of " such" certified copies..
This cle~r1y means only such copies as are ·lawfully
issued under section 76 and does not make admissible:
copies which have been unlawfully issued and certified~
Section 54 of the Income-tax Act, 1922, makes it
clear that the issue of these copies was unlawful,.
and makes the disclosure of any particulars contained
in the return an offence punishable with six months"
imprisonment. There can be no doubt therefore that
the copies "vere not admissible in evidence.

ANWAR ALI
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Before Mr. Justice Godfrey. '

MAUNG LAW SAN'

1924

'--.
/lme 5.

v.
MAUNGPO THEIN.*
,

'

4fpPliratiolJ'to certify payment, whether a step il/ aidf)ie.l"eeuti()r..~Limttati01t
Ad (IX of 1908), Article 11l1-AppliCtltion it.;ade~~tJiil/ three years of tile
payment-Ci'IJill'rocedure Code (V of 1908), Oi-de~Jf~I~ Rule 2-.4 prellbus
applicatiol/ for e.~ecutiOit after tl/T~ "e.:lrs frJm clap e of decree, w."et Iter a
bar to~st/bseqilent application after eertijicalttion of pa,Ymmt wit/tin time.
Held, that an application to certify payment was a step in aid of execution;
and' that an applicati4>n by a :decree·holdet,to certify payments ma,ie within
-three years frOIll the date oUhe decree, may be made ,at any time within three
afford th~ decree.holder a fresh
,years from such date /)f payment and
starting point for limitation within \lIe meaning of Article 182 (5) of the
'Limitation Act.
,
,
Held, also, that the rejection of a previous application for executioit as time'barred, no certification therein having bee'n made of a part-payment, did not
,bar a subsequent :\pplica tion for exe!=ution provided it was made within tllree
.' .
:years from the date of the part-paym~llt.
latmara Kumar Dass v. Gagan CltalU{ra Pal. 46 Cal. 22 ; L<lk.~i Nt/min v.'
Yelam(mi Dasi, 20 C.L.I. 13 I-followed,
,
'

will

A. C. lvfu~erjee--for the Appellant.
S. Mukf!rjee-for the Respondent.
GODFREY, J.-In this ,case the appellant, who is
"one of the judgment-debtors in Suit No. 30 of 1919
-of the Subdivisional Court of Myinmuj appeals against
:an order of the District Court of Sagaing, reversing
,an order of the Subdivisional Court and ,directing
'that execution should issue against him of the decree
.obtained by the respondent onthe6th August 1919.
It appears that the 'respondent first applied for
,execution of his decree on the 31st August 19.19 ; but
,without result. No subsequent steps were taken to
,execute the decree until the 21st October 1922, when
* Civil Second Appeal No. 18 of I ;;2~ from' the decree of the Djstriet.
>Court of .Sagaing in .civil Appeal Case No. J 22 of 1923.
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the decree was already time~barred.. This application:
.
was dismissed on that ground.
On the 8th December 1922,however, he applied
to the Court in order to certify certain alleged part-·
payments as having been made to account of the
decre~ before it was time-barred, and followed this u:v
with a fresh application for execution on the 30th
April 1923 giving credit forthe part-payments alleged
'.'
.
to' have been made.
. At the hearing of~ tliis'hist application enquiry
~as made into th~ alleged'p~rt'~payments, which were
denied, and the application was dismissed by the
Subdivisional Court, the Court finding that the alleged
payments were not proved and that the applicSttion
was therefore time-barred.
.
On appeal, the District Court set aside this finding
llnd order and directed execution to' iSStle. It is.
against this order of the District Court that the
present appeal is preferred.
It is contended on behalf of the appellant that
an app,lication made in order to certify payment is
not a step in aid of execution: that· it doe~ not lie·
after the decree itself is time-barred: that no Court
executing a decree shall recognize a payment, which
has not been certified: that execution having been
refused in the previou~'~1?ply;ation cannot now issue,
as that would be questioning orders passed in
execution in the sam~'pro~eedings, and finally that
the part-payments alleged have in fact not been
proved and that the application is time-barred.
There can be not doubt upon the authorities that
an application to certify is a step in aid of execution~
It would also seem clear from the rulings. cited
Lakhin Narain v. Fela1'nani Dasi" 20 Cal. L.J. 131 and.
]atindl'a Kumar Das v.. Gagan Chandra Pal, (1915)
46 Cal. 22, from which 1 see no reason. t.o differ",
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.that an application made by a decree-holder to certify
1924
payments, made within three years of the decree, may MAUNG LAW
be made at any time within three years from the
s:~
dates of such payments (Article 181, Limitation Act) M~r;;~~:.O
and, if so made, will afford the decree-holder a fresh GODFREY,
starting point for limitation within the 'meaning of
J.
Article 182 (5) of the Limitation Act. (See case
reported in 46 Cal., page 22.)
The previous application for execution, which was
rejeded, did not in the opinion of the Court, lie,
'because no payments had in fact been ceritfied and
no' application had then been ·filed to certify them.
This omission has now been rectified and an application has been filed. In such circilmstances I can
see no force in the contention that the present appli- .
cation cannot now be entertained.
The objection taken that under Order XXI, Rule 2,
CivH Procedure Code, :i payment, which has not been
certified shall not be recognized by a Court executing
a decree, therefore falls to the ground.
'On the question as to whether the part-payments
alleged have been proved or not, I must' say that I
.vas at first impressed by the argument that,. if they
. had indeed been made, they· wouldsllrely have
been mentioned in the earlier application. But I find
thaf they in fact are mentioned.
In the first application of all-the one of the 31st
August 1919-they were not· of course mentione<;:J,
bedmse they had not then been made. It is true
that the first payment of Rs. 200 on the 3rd SepteJ1lber
1919 was· made before that application was dismisse~
for default; but that very default, as apparent from
the diary of the Execution Proceedings No. 28 of 1919
appears to me only consistent with the fact of some
payment having been made, anq strongly corroborative of the decree ·holder's case. The entry of the

~96
1924
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8th September 1919 runs" case called D.H. present
MAUNGLAW but the notice returned unserved.
Iswc fresh notice
SAN
v: .
to appear on 23rd September 1919." That would be
l'vlAUNG Po
the order more or I~ss as of course, and it does not
'THEIN.
appear
that the decree-holder even stated that he
GODFREY,
. J,
·wanted a fresh notice. Fl;om the next entry it would
seern that he did not, for it runs (( Court-fee not paid-.suit' (? application) dismissed fOf default."
)
In these circumstances it would not appear that
the decree-holder, who, if he appeared at all, appeared
In person, got mu~h opportunity of certi~ying a part.
payment, .and· if he did,. I do not think it is very
much matter for sl.1fprise that he did not think of
mentioning it-he had not received satisfaction ·in full,
and his pleader was not present to advise him. He
does not seem to have been cross-examined about
this.
In his next application he does make mention of
- the three payments now alleged.
The evidence adduced in support of them is not
very strong; but I think it is greatly. strengthened
by. the inherent probabilities of the case and the
almost irresistible conclusion that the decree-holder
must have received part-payments of some sort or he·
would not have made default in his first appfication
for. execution or have delayed so long ill applying
again for execution.
I therefore think that. the; findinga.rrived. at by
the District Court, was correct, and that the appli"~a"
tion for execution is not time-barred..
The appeal is accordingly dismissed with costs.
Advocate's fees fixed at three gold moburs.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Bef(Jre Mr. Justice Duckworth.

MAUNG PO

NI AND ONE

v.
?vIA SHWE KYI

1924
Time 6.

AND 'tHREE.*

-faya#Mik, elltries itl, evide'ncing a mortgage-The. eutries alltged to be coPies
from the original in the hands of the 11I0r~g{lgee-Evidet:ceAct (lof 1872),
sectioll 66-Presumpti(Jtl from long and peaceful possession as owner.
The plaintiffs sued for redemption based on mortgage said to be evidenc.ed
by a parabaik deed daledin 1215 H.E., and .on a- subsequent further advllrice
made in 1229 RE. (i.e., about 56 years prior to suil). The plaintiffs' parabaik
wasproduced but it was admitted by the plaintiffs that the entries' therein
were not the original entries bilt copies made from the original parabaik ill
lhe possession of the mortgagee.
.
Held. that .as no notice to prod uce the original was given to the
defendants, the plaintiffs' parabaik was not admissible in evidence.
Held,lttrlher, that, even if notice to prod uce has been given, the plaintiffs
'parabaik te be admissibJein evidence must be proved to be a true copy of the
absent original paraba:k. .
. Held, also, that ill the circumstances, and in the face of long and peal:tful
:possession as owners by the defendants, lhe burden of proving the mortgage
lay very heavily on the plainltiffs.
Mi Le Byu v. Mi Shwe Mya, (1907-08) 2 V.B. R. Evidence 13fOllowed.

a

Ganguli-for the Appellants.
S. llJukeliee & S. S. Mukerjee-for the Respondents.

J.-The plaintiff~appelIants' suit was
one for redemption based on a mortgage said to be
evidenced by a parabaik deed, dated'in 1215 B.E., and
-on a subsequent· further advance also said to have
been noted in the parabaik, made in 1229 B.E. or
56 years prior to suit. Both the original mortgage
:and. the further advance of Rs. 25 were denied by
the defendant-respondents, who claimed the land in
their own right. either as owners or vendees of .those
DUCKWORTH,

• Special Civil Second Appeal No. 250 of 1924 fat Mandalay) from tne
District Court of Shwebo in Civil Appeal No. 52 1923.

ot
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owners. The fir~t Court, held that, though the
MAUNG Po
original mortgage was'not proved by any witnesses, yet
N~:END the parabaikproduced by plaintiffs was very old, and,
MA ~~WE inasmuch as it evidenced the mortgage, it must be
KYI AND
acted upon. Further the learned Judge held, inter
THJ'EE.
-'
alia, that the subsequent advance of 1229 was proved,.
DUCK~ORTH, not only by the entry in the said parabaik, but by
overwhelming oral evidence. He, therefore, decreed
tl!e claim for ·redemption. On appeal, the District
Court· set aside thi's 'decree, and dismissed the suit,
holding that, 'neither the original mortgage; nor the
alleged subsequent advance, were proved by any
admissible evidence, and that the heavy onus of proof
resting on the plaintiffs, in view of defendants' long
and peaceful possession, was not discharged. The suit
was, accordingly, dismissed with co~ts.. There can, .
I think, be no doubt that the decision of the District
Court was right. . There are, in SUCD a case as this,
heavy presumptions in favour. of the defendants'
long occupation -as ostensible owners of the land.
But for the alleged further advance in 1229," the
suit on the mortgage was barred by time, and it is:'
very obvious, therefore that this further advance'
must be proved by very good evidence, in order to·
justify the appellant-plaintiffs' success.
From plaintiff Po Ni's own evidence, it is clear
that the entry in his parabaik about this further
advance is a copy from the original entry made, so
he says, on the original mortgagee, Saya Hinun's:·
parabaik. There is the evidence of 2 P.W., Po Mya.
that,even in those days, mortgagees kept the original
document, whilst. the ~ortgagors had a copy. From
that it is clear that the parabaik produced has not: .
come from proper custody, and that it is not the
.qriginaJ, but a copy ; and that, if 'there ever was an
original, it was kept with the defendants' people. No1923
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notice to produce this original was ever given to the
defendants, and this is fatal to plaintiff's claim to
produce secondary evidence. In the case of Mi Le
Byu v. Mi Shwe Mya (1), the learned Judicial Commissioner of Upper Burma (Sir George Shaw) pointed
out that the second proviso to section 66 of the
Evidence· Act does not apply in a case against a
.
mortgagee, and that notice to produce must be given,
before secondary evidence can be given. In this, I
concur. Further, .even if secondary evidence was
admissible in this case, there is nothing to show that
the parabaik' produced by the plaintiffs was a true
copy, or that it was compared with the original, and
there is no evidence of any one who had himself read
that original. There is thus no real secondary
evidence of either tbe original mortgage or the
, s'tbsequent advance, and all that we have is oral
evidence, which is prohibited by section 91 of the
Evidence Act.
There is thl1s no legal proof of either the mortgage or the subsequent advance alleged to have been
made on it, and the rest of plaintiff's evidence, in
view of this, cannot assist him at all. There are BO
grounds for interference on second appeal, and the
appeal is accordingly dismissed with costs.

(I) 2 U.13.R. (1907-08) Evidence .13.
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Before Mr. hlstic, Young, aildi'rlr. Justicc.Baguley.

KALENTHER· AMMAL

v.

June 10.

MA MI

AND ONE.'"'

Sunni iliahomedall Law-Dh'orce-Divorcc by dOCIJm~"t swt to t he wi/e. Document 1'ead over to tile witnesses-Secondary· evidence-Evidence· Act
(lo/ 1872), sections 60 and 63 (5)-Statemellt s of persons. who merely heard
a dOCt/I1ICUtread wh.et Iler admissible-Oral e.vPla /tat ion by t Ii e !JUsband of
colltent s of docnment s whether (.on~titut lllg a valid oral divorce -N ecessit y
ojin/elltioll to .break th: lie by the words. IIsed and i1l 110 other way.
Held, that aSunni Mahomedan hnsband may divorce his wife by any words,
sllsceptible of being interpreted as a pronouncement of di vorce if the words are
uttered with a clear intention on his part to dissolve the contract of marriage.
Held. Ihat wbere a Sunni Ma1:Jomedan husband sent his wife a document
divorcing her, ;and that document walnot produced ill evidence though a notice
to produce was served on the wife, oral evidence of those who merely heard
the contents of the document read was not admissible to prove the document.
Held;jurthcr, that under the circt;msta'oces mentioned, the words uttered by
the husband when explaining the contents of such a document to the witnesses
did not constitute an oral divorce as the intention of the husband was to divorce
his wife not by word of moulb ai lhe time but by a written document sent to her.·
Kanayalal v. Pyarabai,·7 Bam. 139-referrcd to
Asha Bi Bi v. Kadir Ibrahim Rowther, 33 Mad. 22; Jlaung Chit U v.
i1!mmg Tlla Ku, .. U.B.R. 135-followed.
Tyabji on MlJhamedan Lmo : A1IIeer Ali on JlIo!rimledal/ Law-referred to.

In the District Court of Pegu, the appellant
instituted her Civil Regular Suit No. 74 of 1923
for the administration of the estate of her deceased
husband, Sheik Moideen. Her status waS disputed
by the defendants upon the ground that in his lifetime Sheik Moideen had divorced her by an
instrument in writing duly forwarded to her -at her
residence in India and also by an oral divorce pronounced against her at Ta\va in her absence but in the
presence of a number of witnesses. The District Court
held. the divorce proved and dismissed her suit.
• Civil First Apr,eal No. ?oj of 1123 a~ainst the decree of the District Court of Pegu in Civil Regular No.8 of 1922.
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Against this decision the appellant preferred her present
appeal in the High Court and the same was heard
by a Division Bench composed of Young and
Bagu1ey, JJ.
The facts appear fully in the judgment of Bagu1ey,
J., reported below..
Patker-for the Appellant.
Doctor-for the Respondents.

BAGULEY, J.- Sheik Moideen died at Tawa in. the
Pegu District· on the 29th February, 1920, leaving
a fairly, large estate. A suit was brought by Kalenther Ammalfor the administration of his estate,
which had been taken possession of by Ma Mi. and
Mahomed Esoof who are the defendants in this case.
Kalenther Amma1 claims to be the widow of the
deceased; Sheik Moideen. Ma Mi also claims to be
a widow of the deceased, and Mahomed Esoof claims
to be his son.
The defendant raised a large number of issues,
and the Court framed nine issues for trial.' Some of
these have apparently been dropped by mutual consent,
and others have not yet been tried. Evidence
has been recorded at length, and issue No. 2 alone
has been decided. Issue No. 2 ran as follows :-.
" Was there a valid divorce between plaintiff and Sheik,
Moideen ? It and the lower Court has answered it in
the affirmative.. In this way Kalenther Ammal's claim
to any interest at all in the estate of the deceased..
has been negatived, and her suit has been dismissed.
She now cQm~s on appeal.
Defendonts claim that the deceased had divorced
the plaintiff. On examination of the evidence recorded
by the' lower Court, it is manifest that a dOl!ble
divorce is alleged to have taken place-a written
divorce i-hichissaid to have been sent to her in
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India where she lived, and also an oral divorce
pronounced against her in her absence by the
d~ceased in the presence of witnesses at Tawa.
The written divorce being a document, can only be
proved in the way allowed by the Evidence Act.
The document itself has not been produced. The
defendants allege that it was sent to the plaintiff and
must, therefore, be in· her· possession. Notice ~as
given to her to produce it. Plaintiff denies that any such
document exists. The defendants, in consequence,
seek to prove the contents of the document by
secondary evidence.
Secondary evidence is defined in section 63 of the
Evidence Act, and the particular form of secondary
evidence, which the defendants produce, comes
under section 63 (S). According to the ·witnesses
whom they produce, Sheik Moideen executed this
document in his house at Tawa. It was a document
written in the Tamil language, and signed by him
and attested by certain other witnesses.· The writer
of the document has not been called as a witness,
-but witnesses are called to say that they saw the
document signed, and had it read out to them by
the writer, or else its contents explained to them
either in Tamil or Burmese, according to their
nationality, by the deceased ·himself.
The first point to be considered is \vhether the
statement of any of these witnesses· are admissible
:as oral accounts of the contents of a document
given by some person:who has himself seen it. In
my opinion, none of these perso~ can be said to
have "seen" the document within the meaning of
·seetion 63 of the Evidence Act.
In Woodroffe and Ameer Ali's Law of Evidence
(7th Edition) at page 489 it is stated that the person
must have -seen the original. It will not be suffiCIent

RANGOON SERIES.
ihat he heard it being read. No authority for this
statement is quoted. But in Maung Chit-U v. Maung
Iha Ku (1), where the point in' issue was how a
judgment or decreel the original of which had been
destroyed, should be reproduced, the learned Judi·cial Commissioner remarked--" What was required
was an oral account of the contents of the judgment
·or decree by some one' who had read the one or the
·other." And there is alsLl the statement-statements:
·of persons who merely heard judgment pronouncedwere not admissible in evidence.
It has been argued in the present case that, if a
witness' has seen a dOCUment without reading. it,
.nevertheless under section 63 (5), he becomes qualified
to give evidence of the contents of the document
through' knowledge' that he has acquired otherwise
than by reading it, or seeing it in such a way that
.he became acquainted with its contents by so seeing
it. With this contention I am notin agreement.
Section 60 of the Evidence Ac t says that oral
'exidence must, in all cases, be direct. If a person
.by merely seeing a document, possibly a document
in a language which he does not understand, or
possibly a document which he is unable to read,
being illiterate, deposes to the contents of the
·document merely from what other people have told
him about it, he is giving hearsay evidence. The
man who reads out the document to him would
-certainly be entitled to give evidence of its contents.
But another person who. repeats what is read out
i0 him is giving hearsay evidence of what would
be legitimate secondary evidence, were it before
·the Court. .
Section 63 (5) of the Evidence Act does not overrule
the general principle of law that hearsay evidence is
(11 (1907-U08) 4 U.B,R. 135
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ordinarily not' admissible. Tht:reason for this IS
quite understandable. The ,law says that, if It IS
possible, the document itself must be produced. 'If
the document itself is produced, there can be no
possibility of a mistake 'with. regard to its terms. If
the document itself cannot be produced; then the law
allows secondary evidence of its contents to be given.
But it will be noted that in all forms of secondary
evidence allowed by section 63 only one possibility
of a mistake exists. The first three .sub-sections of
section 63- refer to copies made froIY!., or compared
with, the original. In each of thesp. cases there is only,
oce posgibility of a mistake. The fourtbsub-section
refers to counterparts ,of documents as against the
parties who did not execute them. Ordinarily speaking
it would be assumed that counterparts of a
document would, be copies of the original. Then we
have sub-section (5) which says that a person who
has seen a document may give his account of the
contents of it. Here again, there is only one possibility
of a mistake, namely, that the person's memory
may play fa1st:. It is quite clear that, if a person has
only seen a copy ofa do~ument, there are two dunces
altogether; and, therefore the evidence given by him
would be of a different category to the, secondary
evidence aHowedby law, and a person who has seen
a copy of a docuinent is not entitled to give
secondary evidence of the contents .of the originG\1
see Kanayalal v. Pyarabai(2).
Again, a person who heard a document read
out gives an accoi,mt of its contents might
make a mistake himself, or the person reading it ~ut
to him might have made a mistake. Again, we get
secondary evidence one degree lower than that
described by section 63.
(2) (1883) 7 Bom., 139 at 144.

VOL.
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For these reasons I hold that merely because the
witnesses produced by the defendants say that they
saw the document, this does not entitle them to
give an account of its contents, \,vhich is obviously
derived from another source than seeing it.
Two of the witnesses cited by the defendants are
Burmese witnesses and they were unabie to read the
document which was in Tamil. They say that Sheik
Moideen explained its contents 'to them; but it would
seem that he also was unable to read it, for he was
illiterate, only being able to sign his name. These
Burmese wituesses are patently useless.
The others are Tamil speaking but none of them
alleges that he has read the document.
I, therefore, hold that there is no admissible
evidence of the contents of this document alleged
to have been a talaknama or written divorce; and,
therefore, I hold that the written divorce has not
been proved.
We then fall back on the question of \vhether an
oral divorce has been proved.
Two of the witnesses, Manika Meera and Iviada
Sar, state. that Sheik Moideen pronounced three
talaks. The rest of the witnesses, with regard to this
divorce, make no such allegation. I note that Manika
Meera was apparently silent' on this point until a
very leading qnestion was put to him i·ri examination;..
in-chief. Mada Sar, on the other hand, says. that
Sheik Moideen uttered the \yord II talak" three times at
. the suggestion of the lugyis present. He does not
specify which of the lugyis it was i and none of the
other witnesses who have been examined by the
defendants make any suggestion that they told Sheik
Moideen to utter the word" talak" three times or heard
him utter it. . It is, in fact, not quite clear who were
(~al1ed II lugyis." Mada Sar says that a moulvi of the
31
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mosque was present; but nobody else seems to have
noticed him. It would then appear that of the six
witnesses of the alleged divorce, who have been
called, only two say that three falaks were pronounced,
and one of them only made the statement in answer
to a very leading question by the defendant's counsel.
I must then hold that a divorce by pronouncement
of three talaks has not been proved.
The question then m:ises whether the statement
made by Sheik Moideen with regard to the contents
of the document, which he is said to have signed at
the time, would .constitutea divorce.
The parties are agreed to have been Sunnis, and
subject to the Hanafi Law. In Tyabji's Principles
of Mahommedan Law, section 146, it is stated
according to Hanafi Law, that where the husband utters
ambiguous words, susceptible of being interpreted as
a pronouncement of divorce, they effectuate a divorce
if they are uttered with that intentiop.
Ameer Ali on page 545 of his work on
Mahommedan Law states that Sllnnis, for the purpose
of effecting a divorce, also allow the use of an infinite
number of formulre. All that the law requires is to
see that the words of divorce pronounced by a
husband could show a clear intention on his part
to dissolve the contrac't of marriage, and a Madras
case of Aslza Bi Bi v. Kadir Ibrahim Rowther (3) is
to the same effect.
\', The point then arises as to whether the words
uttered by Sheik Moideell, when he was explaining
the contents of this document to the various witnesses,
constituted an oral divorce. In my opinion they
did not. In Arneer Ali's work before quoted, at
pages 535 and 546 it is shown that, if an oral divorce
is in the correct form,. the .word talak" .being used,
i(

(3). (1910) 33 Mad. 22.
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the divorce is effected even if the man had no
intention of divorcin~ his wife. 'If, however, other
forms of words are used, they must be pronounced
with the intention of effecting a divorce.
, In the present case I am unable to see how it
can be held that Sheik Moideen was intending to
divorce his wife by the worcis which he used in the
presence of the witnesses. His object at the time
was-if the statements of the witnesses can be taken
at their face value-to effectuate a divorce by a written
document. He' had no intention whatsoever of
efJeciing
oral dh'orce on the spot in her absence.
Such a divorce would have been quite unnecessary and
superfluous in view of the talaknama which he had
written at the time. The words, he used, or is said
to have used, to the witnesses, were simply explanatory of that writing, and wer,e not intended by him
in any way, to effect the divorce. 'It is true he had the
intention of divorcing his wife, but °no intention of
divorcing her by word of mouth at the time, and in
conseque'nce, the words which he uttered did not
affect the oral divorce:
For' these reasons I come to the conclusion that,
at the time Sheik Moideen died, he had not divorced
the plaintiff, Kllenther Ammal. I t is impossible to
pass orders in the case, because the issues' with
regard to the status of Ma Mi and Mahomed Esoof
has not been decided; nor ha9 any conclusion
been come to as to the extent or value of the
estate.
I would set aside the decree of the lower Court
dismissing the plaintiff's suit and remand the case
for disposal on its merits. When the District Court
deals with the case il0W, it should come to a finding
on everyone of the issues already framed in order
that if any further appeal is filed, the appellate Court

em
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may be in a position 1:0 pass fimd orders without
further delay.
Costs of th~ appeal to be costs III this case as
ultimately ~ecided.
YOU.NG,

J.-l concur.
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Before Sir Sydney Robinsotl, KI., Chief Justice, and Mr. Jnstice Brew:/.
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Acco2mt, suit fO" an-·Est ll11atcd r'alue 71)illlin t he. jurisdiction of tile. Sub-·
divisional Court-Decree for an. amount wiflli12' tlle·Jurisdicium Of lilat
Cml1'/-·Atpenl etai l1Iillg fI12 (/11I01£lIl 7oithout file jurisdiction Of that Call rfForum of Appeal w.'ether the District Court 0" the High COllrt--E'lIrma
COllrls Act, 1923, sec/iOn \I II) (Ii) - Lower Burma Courts Act, 1900-Eurma
Cou'-(s Act, 1923, section '7 (b),prot'isos I and 2-S1.~itS Valuation Act (VII
oj 1887), section' 8.
A suit for an account, the plaintiff l1l;lking;ln approximate valuation of the
relief claimed at Rs. 3,100, w;,s decreed by the Subdivisi(·nal Court in the
amonntof Hs. 2,128-2-9. The plaintiff appealed claiming that he was enlitled
to an amount exceeding l~s. 11 ,000. The District ·Col1it to which the <ll'peal
waS filed returned it to be presented to the High Comt under proviso 2· to
section 7 (b) of the,Eurma Courts Act, 1923.
Held, that the appeal, being from a Subdivisional Court, which has not been
spedally empowered under sedion 7 (b), pro\'iso (1) of the Burma Courts Act
lies to the District Conrt.·
"
Held, also; that the appellant, by increa',ing the valuation on appeal, cannot
change the venue of appe,ll.
Held,furlher, that where, in a suit fOJ'i'ccounts, the Court entertaini ng it OIl
t:1e preliminary valuation finds that the final valuation would be outside its
jurisdiction, the proper procedure wou) d be to return the phint for presentation
in the proper Court.
Bltttfendra KUniaI' Cha.kravar/y v. Puma Chandra Bose, 43 Cal. 650\ Golam
Singh v.lndra Coon/ar Ha l'a, 13.C.\V.N. 493 ; Hirjibhm Navr01i Anklesari;a
"Civil FIrst Appea! No. 103 of 1923 against the decree of the.Subdivisional
Comt of Toungoo in Civil HegularNo. 84 of 1922,
.

VOL.
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Vc Jatiislicdjz'Nassarwallji Gim.'al/a. f5 Bom. J021; Ma Ma v. Ma Hmo/l,
4 L.B.R.I279 ; Saroda Slt11dari BOSIl- v. AkramanessalKI,at1l11. 21\ C.\V.N. 710 ;
Thein Yin v. Foucar lIrothers &, Co., Ltd., 4 L.B.I'. 120··followed.

This was an appeal against the judgment and decree
of the Subdivisio'l1al Court of Toungoo for Rs. 2,128-2-9
passed in its Civil Regular Suit No. S4 of 1922 which
was a suit for an account. The appellant claiming
that on the accounts taken he was entitled to over
Rs. 11,000, preferred hi~ appeal III the District Court.
The District Court, however, misapprehending the
provisions of the Burma Courts Act, 1923, came to
the conClusion that the appeal lay to the B igh Conrt
and returned it to be presented to the proper Court~
The facts appear from the judgment of their Lordships reported belovv. ' .
Balker-for the Appellants.
'Anklesaria-for the Respondent.

ROBINSON, C.}. AND BROWN, J.-The plaintiffappellant brougl.lt a suit for an account of a joint
family business, He has estimated the value of the
suit for purposes of Court-fee at Rs. 3.100 and, the
value of the suit for purposes of jurisdiction is, by
section 8 :A the Suit~ Valuation Act, deemed to be
the sallie al11ount. At the time the plaint was filed,
the Subdivisional COurth<ld jurisdiction up to Hs. 3,000
only. The suit was filed in the Distri~t COllrt, and
there is very little doubt that the flgureRs. 3,100
was selected to enable it to be filed in that Court.
At the time the suit came on for hearing,however,
the Burma Courts Act had been enacted. By section
7 (b) thereof it is enacted that the Subdivisional Court
shall have jurisdiction to hear and determine any
suit of a value not exceeding Rs. 5,000. Then follows
a proviso' giving the Local Government power,
. by notification, to extend the jurisdiction of any
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Subdivisional Court to suits without' restriction as
regards the value. The learned District Judge. on
taking up the case, transferred. the suit for hearing to
V.
RAM 000.
the Subdivisional Court; which then had jurisdiction
ROBINSON, to hear and determine the suit, as it was
valued at
C.).,
\ AND
Rs. 3,100 only.
BROWN
: A preliminary decree was passed for accounts, and
J. '
tliey were referred to a Commissioner who decided
that nothing was due to the plaintiff.
Objections were filed to 'his report, and, after
hearing them, the report was varied and a tinal decree
was passed, giving plaintiff Rs. 2,12S-2-9. From this
decre~ which was within the pecuniary jurisdiction
of the Subdivisional Court, an appeal was 'filed by
the pltlintiff, claiming that he is entitled to the full
amount of items' 1 to 6 in the accounts, minus that
Rs. 2,ODO odd, which had been awarcled to him.
His" claim amounted to over Rs. 11,000. The
Court-fee . . on the appeal was based on a difference
between the original tentative claIm, namely, Rs. 3,100
and the 2,128-2-9 which had been decreed.How this can be cortect· we do not see. The
point was noticed by the learned District Judge, but
he held; after considering the provisions of the Burma
Courts Act, that the appeal -lay to the High Court.
He passed no order as to the Court-fees, but returned
the appeal to be presented in this Court. .We have called upon counsel to satisfy us that
the appeal does lie in this Court, and not in the
District Court.
In a suit for an account it is open to the plaintiff
to value his suit for purposes of Court·feeat any
figure he chooses, and, having clone so, the value for
purposes of jurisdiction is automatically fixed by reason
of the provisions of section 8 of Suits Valuation
Act.
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The value fixed by the·plaintiff was approximate
and tentative only. It gives the Subdivisional Court
jurisdiction to take up the c~se, but it does not give
the Subdivisional Court jurisdiction to pass a decree
for more than :Rs. 5,000. If, after enquiry, it is found
that the tentative value is not correct, and' that the
real valpc of the subject-matter of the suit is over
Rs. 5,000, the proper course would be) in our opinion,
for the Subdivisional Court to return" the plaint for
presentation to the proper Court.
The words of section 7 (b) give the Subdivisional
Court jurisdiction to determine only suits not exceeding
Rs. 5,000 in value, and ci value" is defined in
. section 2 (f) to mean II the amount or value of the.
subject-matter of the suit. "
This appears to be the view taken by the learned
Judges in Bhupe11dra Kumar Cha~ravarty v. Purna
Chandra Bose (1), which view is repeated in Saroda
SU11.dm"i Bvsu 'V. Akra111anessa Khatul1 (2). 'With
this view we agree.
The same view was taken in Golqp Singh v. hzdra
CooJnQ1' Hazra (3): and again in Hirjibhai Navroji
Anklesaria v. ] mnshedii Nassarwan.ii Gil1valla (4).
The question before us is as to the forum of
appeal, and this must be decided with reference to
section. 9 (1) (b) of the Burma Courts Act. . It is
there enacted that an appeal from a decree or order
of a Subdivisional Court shall lie to
the District
<-'1:
Court.
.
Pima. facie, therefore, 1he appeal from this decree
which was one passed by a Subdivisional Court for
an amount that was within its pecuniary jurisdiction,
would lie to the District Court.
There are, however, two provisos to sub-clause (b) ..
(l) (l916) 43 Cal. 650.
(2) (1923) 28 C.W.N. 710.

(3) (1908) 13 C.W.N. 493.
(4) (1891) 15 Hom. 1021.
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The first enables the' Local Government, by noti·
fication, to direct that appeals from original decrees
of any specified Subdivisional Court shall li.e to the
High Court. There has been no notificati<}O under
this power with referencG to the Subdivisional Court
with which \ve are concerned;' nor, indeed, has this'
power been exercised in any}nstance so far.
The second proviso lays down that an appeal from,
a decree or order in any suit or original proceeding
of a value exceeding Rs. 5,000 shall lie to the High
Gourt. 'It is urged that, under this proviso, the
pI:~sent appeal lies to this Court; and a, question has
been raised as to whether the value there mentioned
refers to the' value of the c1e'cree or to the value of
the suit, i.e., the value of the subject-matter of the
suit.
Under the Lower Burma 'Courts Act which was
superseded by the Burma COtlrlS A:ct on the creation
of the High Court, a similar provision \-vas made as
to an appeal from a decree of a District Court, but
any such provision is now unnecessary, because all'
appeals from a District Court lie to the High Court·
There was, under the Lower Burma Courts Act, a
Divisional Court, anel the provision therein made was
to enact that in suits of value under Rs. 5,000'
the appeal should lie to the Divisional Court, and
that, when the value is over Rs. 5,000 to the Chief
'
Court.
~'" As regards Subdivisional Courts under the present
Act, there being no Subdivisional Court having
jurisdiction in excess of Rs. 5,000, there can be- no
appeal to which this proviso would apply, (1l1less it
be held that a Su1:?di visional Court,gi ven jurisdiction
by the valuation put upon the suit by the plaintiff,
could pass a decree for an amount in excess of its
ordinary pecuniary jurisdictio:n, , '
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What we have held no Subdivisional Court can GO.
There can be, in. our opinio'n; no doubt whatever
that the. intention of the le~islature was in this
. proviso .to make provision for appeals from a decree of
a Stibdivisional Court the jurisdiction of which had
been extended by the Local Government by notification to more than ~s. 5,000 in exercise of the powers
conferred by sectio':1 7 (bl of the Act.
In the present case, the Subdivisional Court,
having jurisdiction owing to the valuation put upon
his claini by the plainiiff, passed a decree which was
within the limits of the Court's pecuniary jurisdiction•
. The appeal lies from "~that decree, and there is no
finding at present that the value of the subject-matter
of the suit is more than Rs. 2,128.
We see no reason, therefore, for holding that,
because the plaintiff now in appeal chooses toincrease
~is claim, that alters the c'ourse of the appeal. This
was held by the late Clllid Court in the case of
lvIa Ma v. Ma Hmon (5).
The same view was taken in Thein Yin v. Fcucar
'Brothers & Co.~ Ltd. (6).
For ~he above reasons we must hold that the
appeal lies to the District Court, and must be returned
for presentation to that Court.
As to Court-fees we pass no orders; but it will be
for the District Court to take such a~tion as it thinks
necessary on this matter.
As to costs, the appeal, having been filed in this
Court under the orders of the District. Court, we
think that costs should abide the· result of the
appeal.
(5) (1908) 4 L.B.R. '279.

(6) (lY07), 4 L.H.R. 120.
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plai1ltiffsrespontleuts, the sole
legal reprcseldlltit'es of the dcceasell Plniiztiff-respo,jdellt-Suit for
possessio/fo! laud. \Vhere in an appeal arising out of a suit fo'!'
possession of land. orie' plaintiff-respondent dies lea'ving surviving
her other' plaintiffs-respondents, who are' also"her sole legal
representatives. the ,appeal does not abate against the surviving
plaintiffs7respondents, aIiho'l.gh they may not have been specifically joined as the legal representatives of the deceased plaintiffrespondent. ],1" Zan Nyeill v. Mating Kyaw L;all, 1 Ran. 187-;'
Sardari Lal v.Ram Lal, 1 Lahore 225-distinguislJed.
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,ACT

v. MA

SHWE i\JA _~ND FOUR
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xL" OF 18t-0: See PENAL ConE.

,ACT I OF

1872; See

ACT IV OF

1882;

EVIDENCE ACT.

SeeTRANsFEROF PROPERTY ACT.
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ACT VII OF
. ACT

V

OF

.ACT V OF

1887; See

1898; See

SUITS VAW,ITION ACT•

CRIMINAL PHOCEDURE CODE•.

1908: Sec

CIVIL PROCEDUlm COVE.

ADJOINING OWNER ON A LOWER LEVEL NOT COMPETENT TO RAISE
HIGH BUNDS TO KEFP OUT FLOOD WATER FLOWING FIWM TH.~
HIGHER LAND: See RIGHT TO GET IlID OF NATUlVI.L VRAINAGE BY
GRAVITi\.TION

450

'ADVANCE, PAYMENT OF, ON A CONTR.~CT TO SELL, WHETHER CREATING
ANY TITLE IN TilE PURCHASER: See ESTOPPEL

459

AMENDMENT OF THE PLAINT 0/\ .~PPEAL, WHERE FJlESH SUIT TIMEBARRED: See ILLEGAL CONTRACT, MONEY PAID UNDER

414

CHARGE ONL_~ND-Tra1fsferof Property

Act (lVof 1882,', section 100Stay of execution OIL security, O1'dcr oj the appcltate Court forFailure of the trial Court 10 lake SCCllrily as the lands aluady
lInde.r an.il~jlJllctio1J., el'roneously cOl/sidered to' be' under. attachment a'ldfurtller security therfore' deemcd unl/ccessa'ry-ALqlliescence it~ tliis arrangement by the jud{!11/t1It·credltor~·Jncomplete
transaction intetlded to be a mortgage, 1lJhdher' good as cllargeCivil,Procedure Codt, Appelldix G, form of securityfor stay. In a..
previous s.uit against A, the respondents h~d obtained an injunctio,n
order before j'.Idgment on certain lands belonging to A. The suit
was decided in fa\'our of the respondents and that decision was
confirmed on appeal. During Ihependency of A's appeal, however
the appellate Court had ordered stay of executi on on' sufficient
secllrity being furnished 10 the trial Court by~. The trial Comt
on receipt ,of the appelhfe Court's order made the following entry
in the diary :-"Judgment-debtor's property i$ already attached
and therefore no further security is necessary. Decree· holder
agrees." .1 t further appeared from the record that the,respondcnts
(thethen,decree-h01ders) regarded the ilrorerty in question as

ii

INDEX
, PAGE:

merely offered as pllrl-secl/rlty and tl'at at that date they did, not
considered that security had actually been given. Soine tilne after
the appellants institut~d their suit, the subject of the present
appeal against the respc·ndents, for a declaration, that the lands,in
queslionwere liable to. b,e attached in execution of their' own
decree;against A. Th'e rts(:'ondents contended that th.ey had a
charge on ·,::\,}e lands for the amount of their decree: ,under seCtion
100 of the Transfe:r of Property .Act. Held, that under the
circumstances the respondents did not have· a charge on hmds for
their judgrne.nt-debt. Hellf, also, that the Code of Civil Procedure
provides that security ,of lanos shol1ld be gh'en in the, form of,l
mortgage and that·, therefore a transaction intended to be a
mortgage but not reduced' to \vritingor registered could ,not be
considered to create a charge:.
' .
.
~

P. R. P, '.R.

SOlrlAS~ND;~AM'

CH~TTIAR

.

CHETTIAR

1:-'.' Y. P. N.

NACHIPPA , "

429--

,

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODF, ORDER YIII,RULE,'
TION OF
' . .

6 :Sce

SETc OFF, VA LUA-'

COMMITTAL PROCEEDINGS" \VHERE COMMITMENT ORDERED BY THE
31GH COURT IN REVISION ,AFTER SlnTING ASIDE CONVICrioN ON
A MIN'OR CllA:RGE, \\IHA'!' SHOULD BE DONE IN : See PRACTICE.
CONVICTIo'N BY A ~iAGISTRATE FOll MIKOP. OFFE1':CES WHETHER, LEGAL,
WHERE MAJOIl OFFENc~; OF WHiCH THE MINOR OFFENCES FORM
COMPONENTS: See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION 5;0'

. 462"

'

447'

455·:

18981, SECTION 530-Coltvicti.on by.
a Ma'gistl'ote for minor offence triable by him, whl1eas, the facts
disclose a maJor offencc Uii/ble e:~cl1/.sively by a Court ofSeSSlonsThe·willor otfence constituting,a cOn/ton.ent ,of the major offellce.
Tlte' evidence on which, the accused were convicted by the
Western Subdivisi()llalMagistrate, Rangoon, was to the effect that
they had caused hurt· to the complainant for the purpose of
extorting a confession, an offence under section 330 of the I'ndian
Penal Cope and thereforeone triabl'e only by a COUl'l of Sessions.
The Magistrate, however, convicted the accused for offences under
sections 323, 342 and 348 of the Indian Penal Code, all of which
he was empowered to try. . Held, that the proceedings of the
Magistrate were not void under' section 530 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure therepeing no clear rule of law whiCh' had
been disregarded by the Magistrate. Lekraj v. The Crcr<llll, (910)
P.R Criminal No. 31 ;1I1ir Moze Ali an I another V • King-Emperor,
23 C.W.N, 1031-referred to. Killg"Empel'Or v. Ayyan alld
Vallrlyappa Vddan, 24 Mad. 675; Queen-Empress v. Gundya, 13
Born. 501-fo!lowed~Subrahmol1ia Ayyar v. King-J<;mperor, 25
Mad. 61-distillguished.

:. CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE (\I OF

,

,

DAWSON AND ONE,

v: KING-EMPEROR

455-

. EsTOPPEL-Sale of immoveable property whether barredfrom denial of"
,': where no registered deed execxtted-Contraetto sell immOl:-'eable
property- Acceptance of advallce t whdhel' creating any title in the
purchaser. Held, that where no registered deed of sale had been
executed. a statement made by a person, prior to the institution
of the suit under appeal which was for possession, that
immoveable property exceeding Rs. 100 in value had been sold
by him to a certain person' did not operate to estop denial of the
sale by the person ma~ing the statemer:t. DharamChand v..
Matt;i Sahu, 16C.L.J.·436; Mat/lura Mohan Salta v. Ram
Kztmar Saha,20 C'~W.N. 37~followed.
..
MA\ING Po YIN v· MAP'NG TET Tu AND ONE

459'
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II OF 1872), SECTIONS 23 AND 91-0ral et'idenee how·
far admissible where 1110Ttgage.1r.adewithout rel;istered deee/Presumptionfrom possession for many y,-ars-Probative t'alue of
authorised maps a1ld elltrie5 in ref.'enue registers. In a suit fnr
decIaration of o\\"ner~hi P of certain Iand the plaintiff was prove.d to
be in posses,;ion for about 10 years. He clain~ed to be in posses'sion in virtue of an alleged sale in 1912-13. The defendant
pleaded Ihat the plaintiff was a murlg:lgt:e in possession, there
being no 1 t:gistered instrument of inortgage although the mortgage
was alleged to have been ellectedin April 1915 after theprovisions
of section 59 Of the TranSfer ofPropert'y Act were extended to
Upper 13',l"l11a. It was contended on the defendant's behalf that
section 91 of the Evidence Act only excludes extraneOl!S evidence
of the terms· of a c0ntract, which ought to have been reduced
to writing but was not, and that tnerefor~.thefact of the mortgage
could be proved by oral evidence. Held, thatin the absence of any
rebutting evidence, "long possession is sufJicient to prove ownership. H eld,jurtlle r , that as the word" mortgage" conveys ;Ill the
terms of a contract for disposition of a specific immoveacle
property for the purpose of securing the paym~nt of money
advanced by way of loan, sectiun 91, Evidence Act in the present
case bars the proof of any part of the transaction. Held, IIlso, that
entries in authorised maps ann revtnue registers evidencing
mortgage can be acted upon by the Courts only when evidence .
other than these documents is admissible in evidence. loti Za
U a~td others v. N gn Pyan; 2 U .B.H. Evidence, p. 3 ; N I11In1li Jan
v·, B1Iuri. 30 All. 321-referred to . . Mn1l11g Hlaing and others
v. Malmg Chit Su, 1 Ran. 135-disseuted from i'n Part.
MAUNG TUN v. MAUNG KHAN AND oNE'
EVIDENCE ACT, SECTIONS 106, 114 : Sec PENAL CODE, SECTION 408

441
476

FALSE ACCOUl\'T OF LOSS OF GOODS ENTRUSTED, PRESUMPTION FRO~f;
See PENAL CODE, SECTION 4 0 8 ·

476

EVIDEXCE ACT

UNDER-Recovery Of the money paid,
whenpermissible-lll a sui/for mere w!oreelllerd or/01' damages/or
breach of illegal contract, repllyment £IIn1l0t be decreed-Complaint
be amendedto plead illegality ar,d clainJ rtl/inl ofdeposit-A fIIer/dmerIt of the plaint On appeal wh ere fresh suit time-tarred, Held,
that where an executory contract is made for illegal sale of goods
and theillepl contract has not been carried out but remains totally
unperformed, itis open I.) a party to repudiate the illegal contract
and on the avoidance of the same to recover any monies dp.posited
thereunder. Held, also, that. where the suit was framed for
enforcement of the contract and for damages for breach. a aec,ree
for repayment of llie money paid could not be passed, ullless the
plaint. was amended. Semble : -Where leave to arp.end the piaint
was applied for on appeal, at atime·when a fresh suit on the
amen~ed al1e~ations would be barred by limitation, leave would be
refused. Hampdeu v: Walsh, (1876) 1 Q.B. 189; Herman1z v.
Charlesworth, (19051 2 K B. 125 ; In re Great Berlin Steamboat
C(l.• (1884) 26 ·Ch.n. 616; Kearley v . .Thomson, (1890) 24
Q.B.D. 742; Mearing v. Hel1ings, (1845) 15L.J. 158 ; Savage v.
Madd~r, L.J. Ex. 178; Symes v. lhlghes, (1870) 9 Eq. 475 ;
T.P. Petherperlllal Chetty v. R. 1I1ttttiatidy Seivai, (19011 4 L.B.R.
286; Tappenden v. Randal. (1801) 5 RR 662-refened to.
Jalladran Kishori Lal v. Shib Persltad Ram, (1915) 43 Cal. 95 ;
Taylor v. Bowen, (1876)' 1 Q.B.n. 291-followed.

ILLEGAL CONTRACT, MONEY PAID

HIRJEE DEVRAJ & CO. V. MAUNG NYUN SHEIN

••

INCOMPLETE TRANSACTION OF MORTGAGE DOES NOT CREATE A CHARGE;
. See CHARGE ON LAND
..
.
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PAGE
JUDGMENT WITI-!IN THE MEAl'OING OF CLAUSE
·See LETTERS PATE15T, CLAUSE 13

13,

LETTERS PATENT:

469

J3-0rder givillg directious to the Commissioner' aPPoillted to take a~counts, ,11/ order regulating procedure
ancillot givillg a fmal decisioll.as fo tlte rights. of parties whet/IeI'
appealable- Judgment .. within the metl1ling <} clause 13, Lct:ers
Patellt. In a suit for a partnership account, the Commissioner
appointed to take the accounts made an appJic::>tion, to the Jucige
on the Original Side of the High Court, fordireetions, as to whether
h~ sho,t1d only go into the accounts filed by t~1C 4th defendant, the
accounting part)', or .should also go into the accounts of certa'in
transactionS that had taken place betwetn the 1st and 4th defendant~. The Court thereupoll passed an order giving the diredions
.asked for and against this order the 1st defendant apPtaled. IIeld.
that the order of the Court, giving directio;ls beilll! merely all
·order regulating proced"re :l1ldnot being one giving a final adjudication oi the rights of the parties, was not. a .. J\ldgment" within
the provision of clause 13 of the Bmma Leiters Patent and, therefore, was not appealable. Ii "djee Ismail Had]ee Habeeb v. Had}ee
Mohamed Hadjee Joosub,13 Bengal L.R. 91 ; Ramenrlr!/.lI,T'lth Roy
v. Broj,ndra NatlL Das, 45 Cal. III ; T.V. Tulja1'am Row v.
MKR.V. Alagappa Chetti,lr. 35 Mad. 1 ; The Judices oj the
Penc;; for Calcl/tta v. Tire Oriental Gas COl/lpatJY, Limi.'ed, 8 Bengal
L.R. 4~3 followed.

LETTERS PATENT, CLAUSE

H

469

YEO ENG BYAN V. BENG SENG & CO. AND OTHERS
'MAPS AND HEVENUE REGtSTERS, PIWIlATIVE VALUE OF :
ACT, S"CTJONS 23 ANI! 91

See

EVIDENCE

441

MORTGAGE WITHOUT REGISTERED DEED. ORAL - EVIDENCE· HOW FAR
ADMISSIBLE: See EVIDENCE ACT, SECTIONS 23 AND 9:

441

"ORAL EVWENCETO PROVE UNREGtSTERED MORTGAGE' HOW FAR ADMISSIBLE : See EVlDlmCE ACT, SECTIONS 23 AND 91

441

ORDER 'GIVING DIREcTIONS TO COMMISSIONER TO TAKE ACCOUNT,
WHETHER A JUDGMENT :See 'LETTERS PATENT, CLAUSE 13

469

40S-Servant givi"g afalse
accoHnt of the loss of go,ds eutrlisted fo hi11l-PreswnJ ptiou of misllppropriation-Evidetuc A ct (I of 1872). sect101JS 106, 114. Where
property is entrusted to a servant and such servant fails to return
or to account or gives an account which is shown to be false and
incredi ble, it IS ordinarily a reasonable inference th:lt he has
criminally misappropriated the property so entrusted to him and
dishonestly converted it to his own '.1se. Instlchcilse, the Courts
'Ire entitled to draw hostile inferences and presumptions from the
action and statements of the servant.

,PENAL CODE (XYL OF 18(0), SECTION

SONA MEAH ~:. KING-EMPEROR

476

Sf/iteuce on accused ·under section 379, Indian Penal Code,
set aside a/ld committal of aCC7lsed. to Sessions under seclion 379
ordered bythelligh Court -Co17lmi~tal proee~dings. wllJot should be
done it:. Where the appellant was .tried and convict.. d under
section .179 of the Indian Penal Code and his conviction was set
aside and committal to the Sessions under section 397 was
ordered by the Hi~h Court. held, that the committing Magistrate
sh(juld have merely re-opened the or.iginal proceedings, frame(' a
fresh charge, explained it to the accllsed, required him to give in
his list of witnesses for Sessions, and <lfkr examining (if he thought
fit), any of those witnesses who had not already been examined
.by a short formal order committed the appellant.

..PRACTICE-

NGA MYAt!'1G V. KING-EMPEROR

447

\t
PAGE

of-Sale by a mother of land left by Irer
deceased husband-Right of a youllger slm-Pre-emplion by 01le
of the several persons. Held, that all the sale by a motller to a
stranger of land, left by a deceased father, the children can have
no right of pre-emption as they are not co-heirs witl! Ihe mother
and as t1'e right of pre-elllpthlll exists only ;\IilOIl!;,t co-hdls and
is enforceabk onl'v against the person or persons who inherited
jointly with the cl.limant. Semble ;-11 co-heir may individually
bring a suit for pre-emption it he joins the other co-JJei!s as
defendants. Ma Seit£ TOil v. Ma Lon, 8 L.B.I~. 501 ; Ye Nail 0 v.
AUlIg lIfyatSall, l) L.B.R 466-followed. Mo Thi v. Tlta K7oe,
4 L.B.No 12lJ-clissellted frol1l.
.

PRE-EMPlION, HIGHT

MAUNG BA CHO AND TWO

v. MAUNG SAN TIN AND TWO

PRE-EMPTION HY ONE ONLY OF TIlE SEVERAL PERSONS ENTITLED:
PRE-EMPTION, HIGHT OF

437

Sec
437

PRESPMPTiON OF MISAPPlIOPRIATION ~fAY HE DRAWN FROM A F..\LSF.
ACCOUNT OF HOW GOODS ENTRUSTED TO A SERVANT WERE LOSf;
See PENAL CODE, SECTION 40::;

476

REPAYMENT OF MO:-lEY PAID UNDER AN ILLEGAL CO:\TliAdr, IrHEN
ENFORCED: S:e ILLEGAL CO:-lTHACl, MOr;EY PAW Ul'WER

414

GRAYlTAT.ON-}Jood
,rlatcr due to the fllul! <11 IItcoccuplt:r 011 tllc higltu le"d--Au ioi . ii,g
Qcellpier 011 Lower Ic;/clllot competellt to mise high bll"tI~ to keep
out walerJrol1l IllS la1ld. The p;1) ties were ()ccupi~rs of adjoining
lands borclering on the Udo strt:am. Each of tile, owner s of ;III the
sel'eral lands burdering on the stream had maintained bunds along
the bank of the stream to prevcnt it frum overHowing on to his
cwn land; the plaintiffs-appelbnts, had SUdl a buml b.ltlJad lleglectedli! with the result that it W;lS breacht:c!' The respollden t whose
land was ;ldjoilling but was on a luw(;r!evel r,lIsed Illgh bl;nds tu
keep out the water coming through th" hI each ill the' plailltiffs'
bund with the result that damage was caused to the plaintiJ'1s'
crops. If the defendant's bund were removcd, the conseq 'ence
would be that the water [rom the pl<!iutiffs' l;lI,d would flow on to
th" defendant's I:Ind and cause damage tv his OWIl crops. The
plaintiffs su(·d for an i,!junction dil eCll!1g the dCft:udant hI reduce
their bund to its f9rmer height. lietti, that the plaintiffs, 1I0t
having caused by their negket more tl1\ln the natural flow of water
on to the defendant's land, weie enlitJl!i:llo an injunction directing the defendant to i'educe his boundary kazil' (bund) to its former
height. liehl, however, that on the facts it was e,!uitable togrant
theinjunctioH upon the express condition thaI the plaihtiffn.:pairs
his own bund along the bank ot the stream and maintains it at its
lonner height and in its former condith·n. l$alloo Mllhomed
Hoosetn v. Ma:t.·ookial Dawl{l.tChaud, 3 B.L.t. 77-followed.
Ram5awmy N"id:er v. R.,si Naiker, 38 Mad. H9-distillgufslred
lIioksodali v, Ma Iili a lid olle, 1 Han. 427-modijiecl.
'
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GET RID OF l'ATUiiAL DHAINAGE bY

_ , /...

450

SALE OF IM~IOVEAP.LE PRql'ERTY, WHETHER'BARRED FROM DENJALOF,
WHERE NO I<EGISTEHEU DEED EXECUTED; See ESTOPPEL
".

459

MA HLA AND ONE V. MOKSODALI

SECURITY FOR STAY TO BE IN FORM OF' MORTGAGE;
.,.
LAND

See

CHARGE ON

SET-OFF, VALUATION OF FOR THE PURPOS·E OF JUHISDICTION-Suits
Valuation Act (V II of 1~87), section ::;-Portion of lite amount

claimed to be set. off, admitted and defendaltt git'en er·edit for, in
the plaint-Civil Procedure Code tv oj 190,,), Order 8, Rltlc6.

429

INDEX
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PAGE
Held, that the valuation of :l set-off for the purpose of jurisdiction
must be t:lken as relating to the whole of the ascerlained sum 00
pleaded, and wilhoul reference 10 any portion 01 lhe plaintiff's
claim which the defendant admits. Held, alSO, that where the
plaintiff ill his 1,laint admits and gives credillo lhe defendantfor a
certain Slim, such SIlIll b<:i:tg a pori ion of the amount which the
defell(lant seeks tu scl-(,ff, the valuation of the set-off, fo, purposes
of jllrisdic!ion musl bl; taken tn l~e .the amounl of the ascertained
Slllll pleAded, exclusive of t:~c amoullt given creditfor. Urojeudra
Natlt Das v. B-udge Budge Jute illill Co., 20 Cal. 527-jollowed.
D.

S. ABRAHAM &

Co.

·iI.

EBRAHIM GOHABHO/

462

SET-OFF, VALUATION OF WHERE 'PORTION OF AMOUNT CLAIMED ADMITTED AND (,IVEN CREDIT OF IN THE PLAINT:
SUITS VALUATlON ACT, SECllON

8 : See

See

SET-OFF

462
462

SET-OF'F

SUI~VIVING l'LAINTIFFS-RESP01\IJENTS llEING THE LEGAL UE.PRESENTA-

TIVES OF THE D!'(C, ASED PT,AINTa-!"·RESPONDENT, WHETHER THEY
SHOULD BE PLACED OK TilE RECOllDS AS LEGAL HEPRESENTATIVES :
See ABATEMENT OF APPEAL
TRANSFEIl 01' PROPEHTY ACT, SECTION

100: See

CHARGE ON LAND

YOUNGEl~ SON, WHETHEIl ENTlTLIW TO PRE-EMPT LAND SOLD BY
~roTHER AFfEIl FATHgR'S DEATH; See PRE-EMPTION, RIGHT OF

4'15

429
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RANGOON SERIES.

That, we have held, no Subdivisional Court can do.
There can be, in' our opinion, no doubt whatever
that the intention of the legislature was in this
proviso to make provision for appeals from a decree
of a Subdivisional Court the jurisdiction of which
had been extended by the Local Government by
notification to more than Hs. 5,000 in exercise of
the powers conferred by section 7( b) of the Act.
In the present . case, the Subdivisional Court,
having jurisdiction o\ving to the valuation put upon
his claim by the plaintiff, passed a decree which was
within the limits of the Court's pecuniary jurisdiction.
The appeal lies from that decree, and· there is no
finding at present that the value of the subjectmatter of the suit is more than Rs. 2,128.
We see no. reason, therefore, for holding that,
because the plaintiff 110\V in appeal chooses to lI!crease
his claim, that alters. the course of the appeal. This
was held by the late Chief Court in· the case of
},fa Ma v. ilia Hmon (5).
The same view was taken in'Thein Yin v. Foucar
1Jr(Jtlzers & Co., Ltd. (6).
For the abo\re reasons ·.re· must hold that the
appeal lies to the District Court, and niust be
returned for presentation to that Court.
As to Court-fees we pass no orders; but it will be
for the District Court to take such action as it thinks
necessary on this matter.
As to costs, the appeal, having been filed in this
Court under the orders of the District Court, we
think that costs should abide the resurt of the
appeal.
(S) (l908) 4 L.B.R. 2i9.

32

(6) (1907) 4 L.B.R. 120.
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1924
HARDAYAL.
AND ONE
:7.

RAM D60.
ROBINSON.

C.J.,

AND
BROWN.

J.
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INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

r VOL II

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before M;. Jllstice Lentaigne and lIlr. Justice Carr.
1924

,Mar. 3.

HIRJEE DEVRAJ & CO.

v.
MAUNG NYUN SHEIN.':!'
Illegal conlracf,1ilolley paid ;mder-Recovery of the money paid. when permissible-In a s1lit for mere enforcement or for damages for breach of illegal
contract, repayment cannot be decreed':"'Can Plaint be amended to plead
illegality and clai'lIL 'retur1Z of deposit ?-Amendment Of t he Plaint o~z
appeal where fresh suit time-barred.
Held, that where an executory contract is made for illegal sale of goods and
the illegal contract has not been carried out but remains totally unperfomed, it
is open to a party to repudiate the illegal contract and on the avoidance of the
Same to recover any moneys deposited thereunder.
Held, also, that where the suit was framed for enfortement of the contract
and for damages for breach, a dllcree for repayment of the money paid could
not be passed, unless the plaint was ameuded.
Semble :-'Where leave to amend the plaint was applied for on appeal at a
time when a fresh suit on the amended allegations woulct be barred by
limitation, leave would be refused.
Hampden v. Walsh, (1876) 1 Q.B. 189; HermamL V. Charlesworth, ([905)
2 K.B.125 ; In re Great Berlin Steamboat Co., (lSIl4) 26 Ch. D. 616 ; Kearley
v. Thomson, (1890) 24 Q.B.D. 742 ; Mearing v. Hellings, (1845) 15 L.J. 158 ;
Savage v. Madder, 36 L.J. Ex. 178; Symes v. HI/ghes, (1870l 9 Eq. 475;
T. P. Petherpermal Chetty v. R. Muniandy Servai, (1901) 4 L,B.R. 266 ;
Tappenden v. Randall, (l80l) 5 R.R. 66Z-referred to.
Janardan Kishore Lal v. Shib Persllad Ram, (1915) 43 Cal. 95 ; Taylor v.
Bowen, (1876) 1 Q.E.D. 291-follvwed.

This was an appeal from the decree of the
District Court of Tharrawaddy dismissing the plaintiffsappellants' suit (a) for damages due to the defendant's
nein-performance of two contracts dated the 19th
June 1919 and ,the 4th July 1919 respectively for the
sale of paddy and {b) for the return of the earnestmoney paid by them in each case. The suit was
instituted on the 8th May 1922. The provisions of
" Civil First Appeal No. 106 of 1923 from the decree of the District Court
-of TlJarrawaddy in Civil Regular No. 17 of 1922.
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Financial Department Notification No. 51 issued by
the Government of Burma on the 17th May 1919
made the contracts illegal. On the 14th March 1923
the District Court held that the plaintiffs were not
·entitled to a decree either for damages or for the
return of the earnest-money as the contracts were
illegal, and dismissed their suit. Against this clecree,
the plaintiffs preferred their present appeal in the
High Court wherein for the first time they abandoned
their claim for damages and claimed only to recover
the earnest-moneys dpposited. The appeal came for
disposal before a Division Bench composed of
Lentainge and Carr, JJ., with the result shown in their
Lordships' judgments reported below.
It .will be observed that while dismissing the appeal
Lentaigne, J., was of opinion that, in a properly framed
suit, the plain tiffs would have been entitled to a refund
·of the earnest-moneys on the basis of the invalidity of
the illegal contracts, but that such a claim having
been raised for the first. time only on appeal and
being inconsistent with the cause of action as~pleaded
in the suit before the Court, the Court was precluded
from exercising its discretion to allow the plaintiffs
to amend their plaint in order to enable them to make
such a claim, since a fresh suit would have been timebarred by limitation onthe date when such inconsistent
claim was first put forward. On the other hand,
Carr, J., while concurring in the dismissal of the appeal
on the ground that in their present suit the plaintiffs
·could recover nothing, preferred to express no opinion
.as to whether the plaintiffs might have been allowed
to amend their plaint had they applied to do so, or
\vhether they could have s:'lcceeded in a separate
suit: if not time-barred.
P. H. Judge-for the Appellants.
M aung Pu-for the 'Respondent.
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J.-On the 17th of May 1919 the
Government of Burma, in exercise of powers conferred
by rule 11, sub-rule (2), clause (b) of the defence of
CO.
V.
India (Consolidation) Rules, 1915, as subsequently
MAUNG
NYUNSHEIN.
amended, by a Financial Department Notification No.
51, prescribed with effect from that date that the
maximum price at which unhus1{ed' rice (paddy) may
be sold in Burmashal1 not exceed Rs. 150 per
hundred baskets, each containing 46 Ibs. weight of
paddy delivered at the purchaser's premises in
Rangoon, Moulmein, Bassein or Akyah, and that
when delivery is taken at some other place, the
maximum price shall not exceed the same rate less
the actual cost to th~. purchaser of removing the
paddy to whichever of these four places is the nearest.
The notification als'o points out inter alia ti1at if
any person sells or buys unhusked rice (paddy) at a
price in excess of that fixed by the notification, 'such
person shaH be punishable with imprisonment for a
term which may extend to six months, or with fine
which qJ.ay extend' to Rs. 1,000 or to three times
the price paid by him for the paddy, if sold or
bOllght, whichever is most.
On the 19th June "1919 the respondent and
appellants' agent executed a set of bought and sold
notes under which it \\"as agreed that the respondent
should sell and deliver at Gyobingauk '5,000 baskets
of paddy to the appellants within 90 days from the
date' thereof at the' rate of Rs. 180 per hundred
baskets of 60 lbs. j and at the time of the transaction
appellants' agent paic!2"'to the respondent Rs. 1,000
as earnest-money. These notes contain the words
sold" and "bought II in Burmese, but it is obvious
that the contract only contemplates an executory
contract or agreement to sell and deliver at a future
date.
LENTAIGNE,
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On the 4th July 1919 by another set of bought
and sold notes the respondent agreed to sell and HIRJEE
DEVRAJ &
deli vor to the appellan ts at G yobingauk within 90 days
Co.
from that date a furth~r quantity of 5,000 baskets of M:~NG
paddy at the rate of Rs. 190 per 100 baskets of 60 Ibs.,NYUNSHEIN.
and at the time of the contract the appellant's agent paid LENTAIGNE,
J.
the respondent a sum of Rs. 1,000 as earnest money.
No paddy was delivered under either of these
contracts and the respondent refused to return the
earnest-money or pay any damages.
On the 8th May 1922 the appellants instituted the
suit now under appeal claiming damages for nonperformance in each case on the ground that the
market price had risen, etc., and also claiming the
return of the earnest-money in each case. .
The respondent raised· the defence that the
contracts were wagering contracts, but eventually
abandoned that defence and relied solely on this
other alleged defence that the cc;>ntraets were illegal
because the contract price would exceed the maximum
rate permitted under the notification.
The rate in the first contract of Rs. 180 per hundred
.60 lbs. baskets is equivalent to Rs. 138 per hundred
46 lbs. baskets and the rate in the second contract of
Rs. 190 per hundred 60 lbs. baskets is equivaleni to
behveen Rs. 145 and Rs. 146 per hundred 46 lbs.
baskets, but it was held that, when the freight and
surcharge per railway wagon and four different
classes of coolie charges for loading and conveying
this paddy to, and unloading, etc., the same at
the nearest port of Rangoon are taken into consideration and added to these figures, the contract rate
would exceed the maximum or centrol rate under
the notification.
The District Judge held that the contnlcts were
illegal and he dismissed the suit with costs, holding
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that the plaintiff was not entitled either to damages
or to a return of the earnest-money.
Co.
The present appeal is against that decision and
M:~NG
the appellant claims that he is entitled to recover
NYUNSHEIN. the sums paid as earnest-money on the strength of
LENTAI~NE, an unreported decision 'of a bench of this Court in .
J.
connection with a similar executory agreement for
the sale of paddy which had similarly been left
totally unperformed and in respect of which agreement it had been found after a similar elaborate
calculation that the contract rate, when converted
into a rate for 46 lbs. baskets. and with freight and
other charges added, would exceed the control rate
by Rs. 2-12-0 per hundred baskets j and on such
finding it was held that the contract was in fact
illegal, but that the illegality was not apparent on
the face of the contract and could onlyb(t discovered
by means of an enquiry into the cost of freight,
handling and other charges and that therefore the
provisions of section 65 of the Indian Contract Act,
would apply, and that since the contract had been
discovered to be illegal the defendant \-vas bound to
refund any benefit which he had received under it.
In that case the decree for the refund of the
deposits on the basis of' the invalidity and avoidance
of the contract had been in fact gr;nted bv the
trial Court; and that to had been done long before
·the expiry of the prescribed period of limitation for
the institution of a suit for such relief and at a tirrle
When it would have been open to the plaintiff to
institute a fresh suit for that relief if leave had been
refused for any amendment of pleadings necessary
for the granting of such relief. In a subsequent part
of this judgment I will point out some important
differences between that case and the case now under
appeal, where no relief was granted by the trial Court
1924
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and no application was made for such relief on the
1924
inconsistent basis until after the expiry of the period HIRJEE
of limitation which would bar the institution of a DEV~~~ &
fresh suit for such relief.
MA~NG
In the case now before me the defendant filed a NYUN SHEIN.
statement ptlrporting to show the equivalent of the LENTAIGNE,
"control rate of Rs.150 as amounting to Rs. 195-10-5
J.
for one hundred baskets of paddy, and estimating
the deductions to be made from that rate at I~s. 19-13·9
for the purpose of estimate what would be
the proper control rate· in force at Gyobingauk, and
showing the rate of Rs. 175-12-8 as the alleged
actual control rate for Gyobingauk. That statement
assumes that the capacity of a 11i-ton wagon is only
400 baskets of paddy, but no evidence was produced
in order to prove that fact. The Railway Goods
Clerk who. was the only witness examined as to the
railvvay freights gave the 6rdinary advertised freight
for a 11i-ton wagon and the surcharge imposed in
addition to such advertised rates of freight, but his
only evidence as to the capacity of such a wagon
was to the effect that 11 t tons is equivalent of 7,160
viss. If a viss is treated as the equivalent or 3'60 Ibs.
the capacity would appear to be 429t baskets of
paddy each weighing 60 lbs. and not merely 400
baskets. A rectification of the figure on that basis
would increase the control rate at Gyobingauk to
Rs. 179-4.0. That alteration would 110t cure the
technical legal defect because the contract rate of
the first contract would still be about twelve annas
above the control rate for 60 lbs. baskets and a
little over nine annas above the control rate for 46 lbs.
baskets. The contract rate for the se.::ond contract
would,. however, be more than ten rupees above the
control rate. The plaintiff did not appear to
dispute any allegation as to the rates of freight or of
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coolie charges, and he produced no evidence to
HIRJEE
rebut the evidence of the Railway Goods Clerk or of
.DEVRAJ &
co.
the two traders examined for the defendant in order
MA~NG
to prove coolie charges at higher rates than those in
NYUNSHEIN. the statement.
Both parties alleged that they had no
LENTAIGNE, knowledge
of the notification at the -time of. the
J.
contracts, and the plaintiff's agent also alleged that
he did not know the freight charges, etc. Though
the truth 6f the latter allegation may appear improbable on the part of the agent of a big paddy
trader, I realise that it may be the truth, and I think
it probable that the plaintiff's agent did not realize
that the two contracts were illegal at the time when
he made these contracts, because if he did realise
that fact, it is difficult to see why he should have
been so foolish as to pay such large sums as earnest
money and enter into the second contract at such a
high rate, when the control rates would in all probability make his principal a certain loser when he
r.esoldthe paddy, or milled the paddy and sold it as
rice, under the similar control rates applicable to the
.sale of rice. These considerations indicating an
absence of any improper motive rnight be points
which would be taken into consideration on any
question on which the Court \:vas requested to exercise
its discretion, but they do not appear to otherwise
affect the legal question as to what rights the
plaintifi had to obtain a refund of the earnest-money
in a case where the illegal purpose had not been
carried out.
I find however that the plaintiff waited three years,
all but one or two months, before instituting the suit
in respect of these two allegedcontracts in respect of
which he had paid such large sums as earnest-money
without recei ving any.thing in return, and the delay
makes it probable that he. must have been well
1924
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aware of the illegality when he instituted the suit.
There has been considerable misunderstanding as to
the law applicable to such cases, and this uncertainty
was probably the cause of the great delay in instituting
the suit, and it is unfortunate for the plaintiff t,hat
in his plaint he did not 'plead the illegality or his
doubt, if· he was still in any doubt, as to his proper
remedy. His claim should have been based on an
allegation of the invalidity of the contracts and, a
-claim for the return of the earnest-money on that
basis coupled with an allegation that the illegal
object had not been carried out.
The object of the notification and the penalties
imposed . under the Defence of India Rules .was
to prevent the saJe and delivery of paddy at rates
higher than the specified control rate, and though the
Defence of India Rules .also brought offers to
'sell or to buy within the prohibition, I do not think
that this point makeS any difference. Many benami
deeds executed by a debtor with the object of defeating
his creditors would come within the provisions of
-either section 421 or 423 of the Indian Penal Code·
and I am net a ware of any case in which the real
owner was deprived of his right of suit by reason
·of these provisions of the penal law in a case (tr(;ated
as coming within the test or rule. now recognised),
in which the fraudulent intention had not been
carried out to the· extent of partially defeating a'
,creditor. The authorities show that the test turns on
the question whether the intention to defraud creditors
has been carried out or whether it still remains
,executory. In the present caSe each contract was
clearly an illegal contract which could not be enforced,
but that is not the deciding point as. regards the right
to obtain a return of the earnest-money or deposits on
its avqidance. The contracts were also. merely
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executory contracts for a sale and delivery of p:il.ddy
HrRIEE
in the future and so long as each contract remained
DEVRAJ &
totally
unperformed, I am of opinion that the plaintiffs'
Co.
'Ii.
had the right to avoid the contract and claim
MAUNG
NYUN SHEIN.
the return of his deposits. It is admitted that no
LENTAIGNE, paddy was delivered, and concequently I am of opinion
J.
that the case comes \.vithin the general rule of law as
er.unciated in the following decision which shculd
not be limi ted to benami transactions.
The decision in Tappenden v. Randall (i), is an
early decision en the point in relation to ali agreement against public policy. In Taylor v. Bowers (2)
which is cited in Benjamin 'on Sale of Goods, the
question came before the English Court of Appeal;
in that case the plaintiff being in embarrassed
circumstances, had made over all his stock-in-trade
to one Alcock, and'fictitious bills of exchange had
been given by Alcock in plaintiff's favour, and the
object of the transaction was -to prevent plaintiff's
creditors getting hold of the goods and so being
paid in full; Alcock had subsequently made over
. the goons to the defendant who had knowledge as
to hf)W Alcock had obtained the goods, and therefore
the case \.vas really decided on the principles which
would apply if Alcock was·the defendant.; it yvas
held by the Qneen's Bench Division tlut the
fraudulent purpose not having been carried out,
plaintiff was not relying nn the illegal transaction ~
but was. entitled to repudiate it and recover his
goods from Alcock and therefore from the defendant
who had knowledge as to how Alcock had obtained
them. In the Court of Appeal this. deci£ion was
upheld and Mellish, L.J., summarised the law in the
passage that "if money is paid or goods delivered
(l) (1801) 5 R.R. 662.

(2) (1876) 1 Q.E.D. 291.
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for a~ illegal purpose, the person who had so paid
the money or delivered the goods may recover them
back before the illegal purpose is carried out, but if
he waits till the illegal purpose is carried out or if
he seeks to enforce the illegal transaction, in neither
case can he maint~in an action j the" law will not
allow that to be done."
In Kearley v. Thomson (3), the plaintiff was not
allowed to recover because the illegal purpose was
in part performed, and Fry, L.J., appeared to doubt
the correctness of the extent of the principle, and
even. the principle itself, as laid down in the above
cited passage in the judgmentbf Mellish, L.J., "but
his remarks on this point were obiter, and he also
expressly pointed out that there was another question
as to what was the extent of the application of the
principle, if the illegal purpose was carried into effect
in a material part, and he then differentiated the
case before bim on the ground' ihat the illegal
purpose had in fact been carried out to a material
extent.
. In the case of Hermann v. Charlesworth (4), the
question again came before the English Court of
Appeal in a case in which the parties had entered
into an illegal marriage brocage contract; and the
defendant, a proprietor of a newspaper known as
the "Matrimonial, Post and Fashionable Marriage
Advertiser," had introduced possible husbands to
the plaintiff and incurred expeuses for that purpose,
but that was held not to be a part performance, and
the plaintiff was allowed to recover '£, 52 c O-0 which
had been paid to defenda'nt under a receipt undertaking to return £, 47-0-0 if no marriage took place
within nine months. Collins, M.I~., when discussing
(3) (1890) 24 Q.B.D. 742.

(4) (1905) 2 K.Bo 123.
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the various authorities, cited the follo\ving passage of
Health, J., in Tappenden v. Randall (1) :_ccIt seems
to me that the distinction adopted by Mr. Justice
Buller between contracts executory and executed, if
taken with those modifications yvhich he would have
necessarily applied to it, is a sound distinction.
Undoubtedly there may be cases where the contract
may be of a nature too grossly immoral for the
Court to enter into any discussion of it ; as where
one man has paid money by way of hire to another
to murder a third person. But where nothing of
that kind occurs, there ought to be a locus pcenitentice,
and a-party should not be compelled against his will
to adhere to the contract"; and later on he cited
with approval the abovementioned passage of Mellish,
L.J., in Taylor v. Bowers (2) and pointed out that
the distinction between that case and Kearley v.
Thomson (3), was that in the later case the illegal
purpose had been largely carried out.
The above decisions were appro"ved and followed
by the Privy Council in the case of T. P. Petlzerperma'z
Chetty v. R.1l1uniandyServai'(S), where their Lord::;hips
applied the same principles to a benami transaction
and made the following remarks :-." And further,
the purpose of the fraud having not only not been
effected, but absolutely defeated, there is nothing to
prevent the plaintiff from repudiating the entire
transaction revoking all authority of his confederate
to carry out the fraudulent scheme and recovering
_possession of his property. The decision of the Court
of Appeal in Taylor v. Bowers (2), arid the authorities
upon which that decision' is bas2d clearly establish
this. SYl'nes v. Hughes (6), and In re Great Berlin
Steanzboat Co. (7),. are to the same effect. And the
(5) (1908) 4 L.B.R. 266 (1908) 35 Cal. 5:1. (6) (1870) L R. 9 Eq. 475 at 490.
- (7)(1884) L.R. 2~ Ch.D. 616.
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authority of these decisions, as applied to a case
like the present, is not in their Lordships' opinion,
HIRJEE'
DEVRAJ &
shaken by the observation of Fry, L.J., in Kearley v.
cO.
V.
Thomson (3)."
MAUNG
NVUN
SHEIN.
I think that the principles enunciated in these
authorities are directly applicable to cases like those LENTAIGNE,
J.
now before me in which executory contracts are'
made for illegal sales of g()ods; and if the illegal
sale has not been carried out and remains totally
unperformed, it is open to a party to repudiate the
illegal contract and on the avoidance of the contract
to recover any moneys deposited thereunder.
A question, however, arises as to the meaning of
a passage in Taylor v. Bowers (2), which was also
quoted with approval in Hermannv.Charleslvorth (4),
in which Mellish, L.J., stated that-" If he waits
until the illegal p'urpose is carried out, or if he seeks
to enforce the illegal transaction, in neither case call
he maintain an action; the law will not a!low that
to be done." It is clear that the law, will not allow
the party to enforce the illegal transaction, but I do
. not regard the passage as also meaning that if the
party institutes a suit in order to enforce the illegal
tramaetion, he wiiI thereby lose his right to repudiate
the transaction and to avoid it, at least, in a
spbsequent suit, or if he has elected to do so hy an
application
the Court to be allowed to amend in
the same suit. For example, if a party has 'a doubt
as to the legality or otherwise of a contract, I can
see no reason why a party should not request the
Court to decide on that question and to decide On
the alternative questions as to what relief he should
get, that is, to' give him relief on the affirmation of.
the contract if the Court finds the contract to be
valid, or in the alternative to givt; relief on the basis
of the invalidity of the contract if the Court holds

to
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that the contract is invalid. I have noticed two old
English decisions of 1845 and earlier in which a
plaintiff had sued for recovery of a sweepstake as a
winner, and when it was held to be illegal and a
lottery, he asked that he should be given back his
own stake, but that relief was refused in lJ1 earing v,
Hellil1gs (8), on the technical ground that his particulars
of demand had not given notice of such claim. I am
therefore under the impression,. that the doubt on this
point was based on a point of pleading and not on the
substance of the case. The plaintiff could therefore
have filed a fresh suit making the claim for avoidance
of the contract and recovery of the deposit as on a
new cause of action inconsistent· with that of the
previous suit. If that was the position I can see no
reason why he should not be allowed to file a suit
in the alternative, or why he should not, on the
defence, of illegality being taken, by allowed to apply
for permission to amend in· order to obtain such
relief.
.
In the case now before me, the suit was not
instituted until the 8th May 1922 and when
instituted, it was a suit claiming the return of the
deposits and damages on the basis of the alleged
validity of the contract and the alleged breach by
the defen,dant. vVhen the defendant pleaded the
defence of illegality, besides the defence of wagering'
which was subsequently abandoned, no application
was made to the'· trial Court for an amendment of
the plaint and there is no indication of any attempt
to obt'<'iin a decree on the basis ofthe invalidity of the
illegal contract Judgment was delivered dismissing
the suit on the 14th March 1923. The present
appeal \Vas filed on the 26th May 1923 and the

-------,-------------------------'-(8) (1845)

is

L.J. 158 ; 14 M.& W. 711.-
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-claim that a decree. should have been passed for
the return of the deposit under. section 65 of the
Indian Contract Act appears to have been then raised
for the first time. That claim was inconsistent with
the caUse of action as pleaded in the suit; and the
question arises whether the Court should exercise its
discretion to allow the plaintiff to amend his plaint
in order to make such claim. As a fresh suit would
have been barred by limitation on;;the date when
such inconsistent claim was first put fonvard, and
the defendant had acqui-red his right to take such
defence against any such new claim inconsistent
with the' case as previously made, I do not think
that an amendment to that effect shollidbe allowed
even if the ca~e was still. in the trial Court; but
when the plaintiff' has failed to make such claim in
the tria~ Court, there is a stronger ground .why he
should not be allowed to make such' claim on this
appeal-see] anal'dal1 Kishore Lal v. Shib Pershad
Ram (9).

For the above' reasons, I would dismiss
appeal with costs.

the

CARR, J.-l agree in the main \-vith my learned
brother's judgment The cases cited by him in which
the plaintiff was held entitled to recover money paid
under an unlawful agreement were all cases in which
the suit was based, or was held to be based, on tbe
repudiation of the agreement. Hanipden v. 'Walsh (10)
is another case of the same class.
In interpreting the meaning of the wordsof I\·fellisb,
L.J., in Taylor v. Bowers-II or if he seeks to enforce
the illegal transaction, in neither case can he maintain an action: the law will not allow that to be done,"
(9),(1915) 43CaJ. 95. (10) (1876) 1 Q.B.189.
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I desire to limit myself strictly to the case before
lIIRJEE
me. In this case the plaintiff-appellants did sue to
DEVRAJ &
.
Co.
enforce the illegal transaction and in my view the
MA~NG
above statement of the la\,v, which appears to have
NYUN S!:iEIN. met
with general acceptance, shows that in this suit
CARR,
they cannot recover anything. Whether they might
. T·
have been allowed 10 am end their plaint, had they
applied to do so, and wheth~r they could succeed in
a separate suit, if not time-barred, are questions on
which I prefer to express no opinion. In my view
they do not arise. It is true that in this appeal the'
appellants have abandoned th'eir prayer for damages:
but I cannot regard that as in any way equivalent to,
an application to amend.
Reference may be rnzLde to the case of Savage v..
Madder (11), which supports the view that in this suit
the plaintiffs must fail. The head:-lOte runs as follo\vs :"It is a good ans\ver to an action for money had'
and received that the money was deposited in the
. hands of the defendant to abide the. event on
which a wager was made, and was claimed by'
the plaintiff as the winner of the wager, and that
the plaintiff did not repudiate the
wager, or
demand back his money before the event thereof"
and had never repudiated the wager, or claimed.
the money on any a ther ground than as the,
winner of the wager.')
It was argued' in that case that the plaintiff was:
at least entitled to get back his own deposit. This
contention was not specifically de~-.1.t with in the Judgments, but it was not allowed.'
vVith regard to the unreported decision of a bench
of this Court to which my lea'rned brother refers I
Gannot myself see any distinction in essentials be.tween that case and this. In my view tIle agreements.
in both cases were illegal and void ab initio and { do.
(11) (1867) 36 L.J. Ex. 178.
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not consider that that fad is altered by the fact
that certain enquiries and calculations were neces~ary
in order- to establish the illegality, or that the agree·
ments are thereby brought v"ithin the purview of
section 65 of the Contract Act. . Had my learned
brother agreed with mein this I think it would have
been necessary to refer the question to a Full Bench
but as he is able to distinguish the two cases I do
not think that is,nccessary.
I would dismiss the appeal with costs.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Duckworth, and Mr. Justice Godfrey.

P.R.P.R. SOMASUNDRAM CHETTIAR
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1~.

!liay 1.

Y.P.N. NACHIAPPA
Charge

CHETTIAR.';~

land-Transfer of Property Act (IV <If 1882), sedion lOn-StaY of
security, order of the appellate Court for-Failure of the trial
COllrt to take scmrityas the Ill-lids already ullder an il~itmcliou, enone.
ollsly considered to be u!!dcr attachmeut and further security therefore
deemed tm/tecessa,'y-Acquiescellcc in this arral.'gcme/lt by tile jud;!,l11C1/t",dilor-Incomplete trat/sac/tOn intended to be a mortgage, whether good
. as a charge-Civil Procedure Code, Appendi.• G, JOYlll of secur1/y for stay.
In a previolls suit against A, the respondents had· obtained an injunction
-order before jud~ment on certain lands belonging to A. Thesuii was decided
in favour of the respondents and that decision was confirmed on appeal
During the pendency of A's appeal, however; the' appellate Court had ordered
stay of execution on sufficient security being furnished to the trial Conrt by A
The trial Court on receipt of the appellate Court's order made the following
entry in the diary :_'1 JUdgment-debtor's property is already attached and
therefore no furlher security is necessary. Decree-holder agrees." It further
appeared from the record that the respondents (the then decree-holders)
l'egarded the property in question as merely offered as part-security and that at
that date they did not consider that security had actually been given. Some.
time after the appellants instituted their suit, the subject of the present ;Ippe~l
against the respondents, for a declaration that the I;mds in question were liable
OIL

e.~ectltiofl all

• Civil First Appeal No.87 of 1924 (at Mandalay) frQlp the decree f)f 1h<.:
District Court Of Kyaukse in Ci\'il Regular No. I Of 1923. .
.
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to be attached in execution of their own decree against A. The respondents
contended that they had a charge on the lands for the amount of their decree
uncler section 100 of the TranSfer of Property Act.
Held. that under the circumstances the respondents did not have a charge
on the lands for their jndgment debt.
Heid, also, that the Code of Civil Procedure provides that security oflands
should be )';iven in the fonn of a mortgage and that therefore a transaction
intended to be a mortgage but not reduced to writing or registered could not be
considered to Clreate a charge.

Mukerjce--for the Appellant.
A.iyangar-for the Respondent.

JJ.-In this case it is
necessary to set out the facts, which have led up to
the institution of the suit by the appellants, P.R.P.R·
firm against the respondents, Y.P.N. firm Chettiars.
In Civil Regular Suit No. 4 of 1920 of the
District Court of Kyaukse, the Y.P.N. firm (present
respondents) obtained a money. decree _against Maung
Maung Po. _ During the course of their suit t-he
Y.P.N. firm applied for a te1l1porary injunction to be
served upon Maung Maung Po ordering him not to
alienate certain immoveable property, and an injunction
"vas issued and duly executed. Mallng Maung Po
appealed ag~inst this decision to the Court of the
Judicial Commissioner of Upper Burma. In Civil
Execution Case No. 13 of 1921 the Y.P.N. firm
applied for execution of their decree, whereupon
Maung Maung Po moved the Judicial Commissioner
of Upper Burma for stay of execution,' with the
remIt that on the 16th of December ·1921 the learned
Judicial Commissioner ordered an ad interim stay, on
security being given to the satLsfaction of the District
Court On the 17th of December 1921 the learned
Additional Judge of the District Court noted the
receipt of this order and issued notice to the decreeholder· and Maung Maung Po. On the 9th of
January 1922 the learned Additional Judge passed
DUCKWORTH AND GODFREY,
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1924
orders that, as the property was already attached,
therefore no further security was necessary.
P.R.P.R.
SOMASUNIt appears of course that the use of the word
DRA~J
CHETTIAR
Ii attached" was a misnomer.
The judgment 0 f the
v.
District Court makes it clear that an injunction had NA~~~~~A
been issued and not an attachment order before CHETTIAR.
judgment. The matter is not, however, of any great DUC~RTH
.
t ance.
AND
tmpor
GODFREY,
. The learned Judicial Commissioner of Upper
JJ.
Burma dismissed Maung Maung Po's appeal in May
1922.
On 'the 26th June 1922 the present plaintiffappellants, P.R.P.R. Chettiar firm, instituted a suit
against Maung Maung Po on promissory-notes, and
obtained a decree on Maung Maung Po's admission.
Thereupon in Civil Execution Case No.4 of 1922
the prtsent appellant-plaintiffs applied for execution
and attached the same property which appears in
the meanwhile to have been properly attached by
the YN.P. firm. The P.R.P.R. firm applied for
rateable distribution. In that Civil Execution Case
(No. 4 of 1922), the Y.P.N. firm appears to have
applied for removal of P,R.P.Ro's attachment, and the
attachment was in consequence removed, though no
civil miscellaneous case was opened.
.
In the present suit the plaintiff-appellants, P.R.P.R.
applied for a declaration as against the Y.P.N.
firm that the property in question was liable to be
attached in execution of their decree. It would
appear, though we can nowhere find it definitely
stated, that the reason for the removal of the attachment in Civil Execution Case No.4 of '1922 was
that the learned Judge considered that the Y.P.N.
firm had a charge upon the property under section
100 of the Trans,fer of Property Act.' But the
plaintiff-appellants' main contention~ was that, when
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the learned Judicial Commissioner ordered stay' of
execution, conditional upon Maung Maung Po's
SOMASUNfurnishing security to the satisfaction of the District
DRAM
CHETTIAR'
Court, no further security was taken on the ground
'iJ.
Y.P.N.
that
IVIauI1g Ma!lng Po's property was already under
NACHIAPPA
. ~HETTIAR.
attachment, and the defendant-respondents agreed to
DUCK\YORTH the adoption of this procedure.
AND
To this the' defendant-respondents' retort was that
GODFREY,
.
U~
Maung Maung Po was called upon to furnish security,
and on the 9th of Ja'huary 1922 Maung Maung Po
made an ofter that his properties under attachment
should be accepted. as security, and that this was the
reason why no further security was taken. It was
further urged that the respondent-defendants, as decreeholders, had agreed to this and that a note was
~llade evidencing the said. offer and acceptance in tbe
diary order dated the 9th of J<l:,nuary 1922. It was
pl~aded that the judgment-debtor, Maung Maung Po
who was the owner of the properties in question,
having offered them as security, and that the defen.dantrespondents as decree-holders having accepted the
offer, the transaction did amount to a charge under
section 100 of the Transfer of Property Act. Several
issues were framed, including issues as. to fraud
-and collusion on the part of the appellant-plaintiffs but
the suit was decided on the legal issue as to whether
tbere was or was not, a charge created in respect of
the suit property under section 100 of the Transfer
of Property Act. Upon this issue the learned Additional Judge of the District Court found;.that there
was such a charge created by the act of the parties as
evidenced by the diary order dated the 9th January
1922 in Civil Execution Case No. 13 of 1921) a'nd
dismissed the suit. T he rC~)l1lt of the appeal turns
upon the question as to whether this decision of the
District Court was right or not.
P.R.P.R.
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The diary orders in Civil Execution Case No. 13
1924
of 1921 must be carefully looked t o . P . : R P.R.
SOMASUNUpon receipt of the ad interim stay order from
J>RAbl
"
U pper B urma, CUETTIAR
the 1earned Judicial C ommlsslonef,
v.
the District Court issued notice to the Y.P.N. firm NACHIAPPA
Y.P.N.
and the judgment-debtor, Maung Maung - Po, and CHETTIAR.
ordered the latter to file his- list of securities for DUC~RTH
Rs. 5,359. This order was passed i on, the 17th GO~~~EY;
December 1921.
JJ.
On January 9th, 1922, pleader U Hmin appeared
for the judgment-debtor, Maung Maung Po, and
Nachiappa Chettiar for the Y.P.N. firm. Exactly what
was said is not shown on the diary, but the learned
Judge wrote as follows :-. Ie Judgment-dtbtor's property
is already attached and therefore no further security
is necessary. Decree-holder agrees. Put up again on
18th March 1922." No security-bond was executed.
On the 18th March 1922, the Judge was on tour
and the ease was, adjourned by the Head Clerk to
the 23rd March 1922.
Meanwhile on the 3rd February 1922, the. order
of the Judicial Commissioner of Upper Burma making plenary the ad in.terim. stay order had been received.
On that cbte the elf-rIc wrote on the reverse thereof
"Execution has already been stayed. this may be
filed. Submitted." The learned Judge initialled these
remarks on the 4th February 1922.
Then on the 23rd of March 1922 the case was called
again. U. Hmin, pleader, was present for Maung
Maung Fa. 'Nachiappa Chettiar filed an application,
drafted by his lawyer;' Mr. Aiyangar, in Mandalay,
On the 17th March 1922, praying that the judgmentdebtor, Maung Maung Po, might be called upon to
furnish adequate security. As the result of this, the
Court Bailiff was ordered to report the value of the
property under attachment.
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This application of Nachiappa Chettiar on behalf
of the Y.P.N. firm is most important and the greater
PoR.P.R.
SOMASUNportion of it must for the sake of clearness be set out
DRAM
CHE.TTIAH
in full. The important portions of it were as folloyvs:v.
YoP.N.
II That in the above case the Judicial Commissioner
NACHIAPPA
of Upper Burma' has ordered the defendant (judg.CHETTIAR.
DUCKWORTH ment-debtor) to give security for the due performance
AND
of the decree.
GODFREY,
"That this Hon'ble Court has ordered that the
JJ
. properties against the alienation of "which an order
of injunction has been issued, may be given as
security.
That the said properties are only worth about
Rs. 3,000, and the arrfount of the decree with costs,
and interest would corne up to more than Rs. 6,000,
for which amount security has to be given by the
judgment-debtor."
"That it is necessa~y that'th~ Bailiff should be'
asked to report upon the value of the security offered,
and the defendant ordered to furnish adequate
security. "
This last paragraph is 'of the greatest importance.
Eventually by the 8th May 1922, the valuation of
the attached properties was filed and it amounted to
Rs. 3,904.8·0. The judgment-debtor was theretlpon
ordered to furnish sufficient security.
This, however, was never carried out, because
Maung Maung Po's appeal was dismissed, and the
Y.P.N. firm proceeded with the execution. of their
decree, until the appellant firm intervened. .
Now, bearing tn mind that no security bond was
ever drawn up and executed, and taking note of
the words used by the District Judge in his diary
order of the 9th January 1Y22 and by the decreeholders Y.P.N. firm in their application filed on the
32rd March 1922, we find it impossible to hold that
1924

o

o
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the property in question was ever actually made
1924
security for the due performance of the decree.
P.R.P.R.
SOMASUNThe diary order dated the 9th January 1922
DRAM
stated merely that the property was already under CHE-r:.IAR
attachment " that therefore no further security was NACHIAPPA
Y.P.N.
necessary; and that the decree-holders agreed to that. CHE'ITIAR.
Th:;re was no order as to any security being accepted DUC;;;;;RTH
by the District Court, or as to the execution of any OO~~~!w.
security bond, and it was not stated that thejudg- . JJ.
ment-debtor's pleader, U Hmin, made any offer that
the property in question should be regarded as
security for the purposes stated. We simply have
what purported to be the Judge's order that no further security was necessary. The use of the "vord
" further" does not, to our minds, indicate of necessity that the Judge considered that there was a
charge upon the property by way of security. It
seems to us that it merely meant that he considered
;. that what he called "the. attachment" was all that
··was necessary. Then there is the application of
Nachiappa filed on the 23rd March 1922 which
makes it abundantly clear that at that date he
regarded the property in question as merely having
been offered as part security, and that at that dd.te
he did not consider that security had actually been
given.
VIe do not therefore think that the learned
Additional Judge of the District Court was justified
in holding that by the order of January 9th, 1922,
a charge under section 100 of the Transfer of
Property Act had been created on the properties by
the act of the parties.
There are reasons also w.hy we do not consider
that even if there was implicitly some such
agreement, a charge was created. The forms given in
Appendix G of the Civil Procedure Code for
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security bonds in such cases indicate clearly that
what is' required is a mortgage of property to secure
the decree, and such a mortgage would naturally
require registration in cases \vhere the property
exceeded the value of Rs. 100. We are asked to
hold that a transaction intended to be a mortgage and
not reduced to writing or registered so that it
cannot operate as a mortgage, is a charge under
section 100 of the Transfer of Property Act. This
\vould, to our minds, be a very dangerous p.o~ition
to take up.
What we think really happened in this case is
that execution was !Stayed, although no security was
ever given. In ·fact the orders of the Judicial
Commissioner, as \vell as the la\\' as laid down in
Order 41, Rule 5, of the Civil Procedure Code, were
never complied with.
The decree of the Distriet Court is therefore
set aside, and the suit is remanded to that Court~
which will take the suit on to its file under its
original number, and will proceed to decide it upon
the merits. The appellant firm will be given the
costs of this appeal, and also a certificate for the
re~overy of Court-fees paid on the memorandum
of appeal under section 13 of the Court Fees Act.
Advocate's fees five gold 111ohurs..

(.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice DlIckworth.
1924

MAUNG BA CHO

v.
MAUNG SAN TIN

AND TWO

AND '1'WO.*

Pl'e-e11lptioi~, ight Rof-ShZe by a mother of Z'and left by 1m' deceased 1I1IsbandRig:,t of a ·younger son-Pre-emption by one of the sCl1cral persons.
Held, that on the sale by a mother to a stranger of land,left by a deceased
father, the younger children can have no right of pre-emption as they are not
co-heirs with the mother and as the right of pre-emption exists only amongst
co-heirs' and is enforceable only ~gainst tile person or person8whOiinherited
jointly with the claimant.
Semble :·-A co-heir may individually bring a suit for pre-emption if he
joins the other co-heirs as defendants.
11l'l Sein TOI~ v. Ma Lon, 8 L.B.R. 501; Ye Nan 0 v. Aung Myat San,
8 L.B.R. 466-jolI01flcrl.
11/0 TId v. Tlta Kwe, 4 L. B.R. 128-dissented franz.

s..

Mukerjee and Sanyal-for the Appellants.

Ganguli~for

the Respondents.

DUCKvVORTH, J.-In this case ,the first respondent,
Maung. San Tin, is the youngest son of the second
respondent, 1\1 a Phet Phu. During the rains of
1284 B.E. Ma Phet Phu sold a piece of land consisting
of a house-site to the first· and second appellants
Maung Ba Cho and lVla Baliman, for Rs. 500. This
property originally was the joint-property of Met Pbet
Phu and her deceased husband, Maung Kyauk Lon.
The third appellant, Ma Hla Bu, is an elder sister
of Maung San Tin and Maung Po Han. The third
respondent, Maung Po Han, was apparently the
orasa son. Mating Po Han, Ma. Hla Bu and Maung
San Tin were all the children of Ma Phet Phu and
l\laung Kyauk Lon,' her deceased husband.
• S.:ecial Civil Second Appeal No. 227 of 1923 (at Mandalay), f::om the
cree of (l,e District COt:rt of Myingyan in Civil Appeal No. 23 of 1923..

Mj:ly 29.
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Maung San Tin sued to enforce an alleged right
MAUNG BA
of pre-emption in respect of the land in question in
CHO AND
the
Township Court. He was the sole plaintiff,
TWO
1).
defendants being his mother, his brother and sister
MAUlW SAN
TIN .AND
and the vendees of the property. His right of preTWO.
emption was contested by the defendants, his mother
DUCKWORTH,
•
th at h e hft d no fIg
. h t 0 f pre-emption
. ' at a.
11 T he
.
J.
urgmg
orasa son, Maung Po Han, contended that his mother
sold the land in consultation with him and that the
plaintiff was aware of the transaction and made no
protest. Ma Hla BLl urged that the plaintiff had
nOrlght of pre-emption, but if anybody had that right
it was she herself, and not the plaintiff. The Court
of first instance appears to bave held that the plaintiff had a right of pre-emption, but dismissed the
suit on the ground that he bad not the means to
buy the suit land, and that his claim was not, in
effect, bona fide.
In appeal to the District <;::ourt the learned Judge
held that there was an unequivocal right of pre-emption, and that the mere fact that Maung San Tin
appeared not to have the means to make the pnrchase
was imm:lhrial, since he could in any event borrow
t,!le money. He placed reliance upon the case of
Mo TId v. Tha f{we (1), and g2.ve the plaintiff,
Maung San Tin,' a degree ·for pre-emption for the
purchase-money, Rs. 500, v;hich, the learned Judge
ordered, should be paid before the 28th August 1923,
in which case, Maung San Tin was to be given
possession, hut cOncltlded by directing that if the
purchase money was not 'paid as aforesaid the suit
should stand dismissed with costs.
I have read the proceedings, and, after considerable thought, my opinion is that the views of both

-------_.. ----...... -----_ .. ----_ ......_ - - - (1) (1907-1908) 4 L.B.R. 128.
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the lower Courts are erroneous, when they held
that, in such a case as this, the youngest brother
had a right of pre-emptibil. I think that the case
relied on by the learned Judge of the District Court
(Mo'Thi v. Tha Kwe) has been implicitly ?verruled
by the full bench ,case of Ye Nan Ov. Aun~ Myat
San' (2). In that case Twomey, J. (Sir Daniel
Twomey) laid down that the right of pre-emption Cftn
be enforced only against the persons or the person
who inherited the land jointly with the claiman'ts.
The fact is that it is only amongst the co-heirs
amwesaing or am'i£iesabet that the right can exist,
that is to say, persons on whom an estate has
devolved. According to Twomey, J.'s judgment in
the full bench case, the term includes only those
wbo have inherited the property jointly from a
common ancestor j as for instance, the children of a
deceased person. In this case Maung San Tin, as
the younger brother, can in no way interfere with
his mother's disposal' of the property, inasmuch as,
on his father's death, his mother, as a Burmese
Buddhist wido\-v, had an absolute right of disposal
over tbe whole of the joint property of herself and
of her late husband as against the children of their
marriage, subject of course to any claim by .the eldest
son to certain specified property and to his quarter
share ,as orasa, and to any claim by the eldest
daughter to certain specified property. That his
mother's position is such is clear from the full
bench .case of Ma Sein lon v. Ma Son (3). The
position would of course be different if both the
". father and mot her were dead, and the sale of the
property had been made by one of Maung San Tin's
co-heirs. On Maung Kyauk Lon's death, it cannot
(2) (1915-1916) 8 L.B.R. 466.

(3) (1915-1916) 8 L.B.R. 501.

192~
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be held that the plaintiff Maung San Tin was a
co-heir with his mother, Ma Phet Phu. Co-heirs are
defined in section 11, Volume I of the Kinwun
Mingyi's Digest. They consist of one's elde~ and
younger brothers, elder and younger sisters and their
children. I do not think it could be held therefore
that Maung San Tin was in any sense a paukpaw or .
amwesaing during the lifetime of his mother, Ma
Phet Phu.
With this finding, it is not really necessary to deal
\yith the gr(!)Und of appeal that l\laung San Tin
alone was not entitled to file this suit for pre-emption
but I thin k - that it is clear that, in the correct
circumstances, he would have been able, single-handed,
to file such a suit) provided he made all his other
co-heirs parties to the suit, which as a matter of fact
\vas done in this case. Moreover, the fact that he
had previously assented to the sale by his mother of
half this property, is no criterion for holding that he
consented to the sale of the remaining half. I do
not think that any more need be said. The result is
that the decree of the lower appellate Court is set
aside, anrl that of the Township Court dismissing the
suit is restored. The appellants and the second and
third respondents will get their costs in the trial
Court and in the lower appellate Court; which will
be paid by the first respondent, Maung San Tin. In
this Court the appellants will get their costs payable
by the first respondent, the appeal having been
heard ex-parte as against the second and 4hird
respondents.
-
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. JusUce Godfrey.

MAUNG TUN

v.
MAUNG KHAN AND ONE.*
E'/Jidellce Act (l of 1872), sections 23 and 91- Oral evidence how far admissible
'where 1I10rtgt1ge .made withol~t registered deed-PreSll11lPt iOl~ Irom
possession for wall)' :,·ears-Probative value of authorised maP' and entries
ill reveuuF registers.
In a suit for declaration of ownership of cerb.in' land the plainliff was proved
to be in possession for about 10 years. He c.Iaimed to be in p,)ssession in virtue
of a!1 alleged sale in 1912-13. The defendant pleaded that the plailltiff was a
mortgagee in possession, there being no registered instrum.ent of mortgage
although the mortgage was alleged to have been effected in April 1915 'after
the provisions of section 59 of the Transfer of Property Act \"ere extended to
Upper Burma. It was conttmded on the'defendant's behalf that section 91 of
'the Evidence Act only excludes extraneousevidem:e of the tern:s of a COlltract,
which pught to have been redllced to writing but was 1Iot, and tint therefore,
the act of the mortgage could be proved by oral evidence.
Held, that in the absence, of any rebutting evidence long po,sessirm is
:sufficient to prove ownership.
Held,further, that as the word" motrgage" conveys all the terms of a
contract for disposition of a specific immoveable property for the parpose of
securiug tne payment of money advanced by way of Joan, section 91, Evidellce
Act. in the present case bars the proof of any part of the transaction.
H eid, "Iso, that entries in authorised maps and revenue registers evidencing
Dlortgage can PC acted upon by the Courts only when evidence other than
these documents is admissible in eviderce.
j}/i Za U and otliers v. Ni/.a Pyan, 2 U.B.R. Evidence, p. 3 ; NOn1lhi Jan v.
Bhuri, 30 All. 3Z1-relcrred to.
Maung Hlaing aild otbers v. Maung Chit Su, 1 .Ran. 135-dissenled from
in pari,

Basu-for the Appellant.
Ganguli-for the Respondents.

GODFREY, J.-The defendant-appellant in this case
:attached certain land, h0lding No. 17 of 1920-21 in

---------------------:c:-------'·Civil Second Appeal No. 204 of 1923 (at M,mdalay) from Civil Appeal
No. 15 of 1923 Of the District Cont of Mandaby.
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Kanbyu kwin, Madaya Township, in execution of his,
MAUNG TUN decree in the Township Court against one Ma Pwa On"
M:~NG
alleging it to be her property. The plaintiff-respondKH~~:~D ents applied to have the attachment set aside upon
the ground that they had purchased the land from
GODFREY., J.
Ma Pwa On in 1912-13 and were owneIS in possession~
They failed in their application, however, and then
filed the present suit under Order XXI, Rule 63, for a,
declaration of their - right to have the attachment
removed.
Their suit was dismissed in the Subdivisional
Court, Madaya, but on appeal to the District Court,.
Mandalay, the Subdivisional Court's judgment was
set aside and the plaintiff respondents' suit was,
decreed.
The defendant-appellant now appeals to this Court
against the judgment and decree of the District
Court.
It is admitted that the plaintiff-respondents have'
been in possession for the l~st 9-10 years, and that.
they received possession from Ma Pwa On; but the
question for determination is the nature Qf such
possession, whether as owners by purchase for Rs. 400,
as alleged by them or as mortgagees for Rs. 300, as
alleged by the defendant-appellant. The plaintiffrespondents adduced evidence of an incendusive
character, such as witnesses, who say th~y happened to
be present at the alleged transaction of sale; but they
really take the case no further than the fact of posses-sion, which affords a strong presumption of O\vnership
in favour of theplaintiff~respondents. And if the case
rested there, there \vould be no difficulty.
But the defendant-appellant claims to have'
established that the transaction was in fact a mortgagefor Rs. 300 in April 1915. Now this was-unlike the
planitiff-respondents' allegation of a sale in 1912-13-,·
1924
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after the Transfer of Property Act had been extended
to Upper Burma, and the provi!'ions of section 59 of
that Act, requiring a registered instrument signed by
the mortgagor and attested by tw'o tvitnesses therefore
applied, and with it also section 91 of the Evidence
Act, preventing .the proof of such a mortagage except
by the production of the document itself or by
secondary evidence in such cases \\-here secondary
evidence is admissible.
There being no registered document in this case,
and no question of s~condary evidence; the defendantappepant is faced with the difficulty as to whether
he can give any evidence of the alleged mortgage at
all. As a matter of fact he has been allowed to give
oral testimony on the point, and to put in a map and
a counterfoil of an entry in the Revenue Register
No. VII of April 1915 and to call the Revenue
Surveyor in support of it. It would seem to be the
practice for the Courts of first instance to admit
everything and to determine the question of admissibility afterwards-and entirely erroneous method of
procedure and one liable to lead to innumerable
difficulties to say nothing of the prejudicial ..effect
cloC"qments improperly admitted are likely to have on
the mind of the Judge.
And the question now arises as to whether any of
this evidence was in fact admissible at all. It is
contended that section 91 of the Evidence Act only
excludes extraneous evidence of the terms of the
contract, which ought to have been reduced to
writing but was not, and, therefore, it is said that the
fact of mortgage may be proved.
Thi::, it seems to me is entirely fallacious. Section
91 provides that I' When the terms of a contract, or
of a grant or of any other disposition of property, have
been reduced to the form of a document, and in all
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cases in which any matter is required by law to be
reduced to the form of a document, no evidence shall be
v.
given in proof of the terms of sllch contract, grallt or
MAUNG
KHAN AND
other
disposition of property, or of such matter, except
ONE.
".
the document itself
'GODFREY, J.
. A mortgage is a contract. It is also a disposition
of property. But it is a particular kind of contract
and a particular kind of a disposition of property, to
which certain recognised incidents or terms invariably
aUach. It 'is a transfer of an ,interest in .specific
immoveable 'property for the purpose of securing the
payment of money advanced by way of loan. These
are all terms of the contract, and all these ter'ms are
con veyed by the one word' ( mc)rtgage. "
All that the defendant-appellant would be entitled
to ~'rove on the strength of his argument is the fact
of tbe transfer of possession. But that fact is admitted.
The terms, upon which such tran1'fei was made,
whether it secured the repayment of money that had
been lent on loan, he would not be e'iltitled to prove.
I have been referred to various cases on the
probative value atbching to authorised maps and
~ntries made in ,authorised ·revenue registers as
I
corroborative of oral testimony : Mi Za U and others 'v. Nga Pyan, 2 U.B.i~.
EVidence, p. 3,
Nannhi Jan v. Bhuri, 30 All. 321,
Mciung Hlaing anti othersv. Maung Chit Su, 1
Rangoon 135,
but the law on this point is wEdLsettl€d, and can only
apply where evidence otber than the documents
themselves is admissible at alL
The last mentioned case does perhaps gu further,
for it would seem that the Court had acted upon
evidence of entries of a similar mortgage in a similar
register of 1915 together with oral testimony, notwith],1AUKG

'rul'!
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standing the provisions of section 91 of the "Evidence
Act (which was not referred to) and had granted the
appellant, who was unquestionably the previous owner,
possession upon payment of the mortgage money.
So far as it is to be regarded as an authority for
the proposition that a mortgage, \vhich ought to have
been bya registered instrument, can, be so proved, I
am unable with due respect to agree with it. The
fact of the entries was no doubt a relevant fact under
section 23 of the Evidence Act ; but evidence of
it in proof of the mortgage was inadmissible under
section 9 1 . '
'
It follows therefore that defendant-appellant, being
unable to prove his alleged mortgage, the decree of
the District Court must be confirmed and the appeal
dismissed with costs. Advocate's fees fixed at three
gold mohurs.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Duckworth.

MAUNG PO

ANDORE '

v.
MA SHWE MA

JUlIe 12.

AND FOUR.*

Abatement of appeal-Surviving plat'ntiff-respomients. the sale legal representa.
tives of the deceased ptai11 tiff-respondc n t-S1/1t fa;' possession of lal/d.
Where in an appeal arisin~ out Of a sui t for possession of land one plaintiff.
respondent dies leaving survivinr: her other plaintiff· respondents, who are also
her sole legal representatives, the appeal does not abate against the surviving
plaintiff-respondents, although they may not have been specifically joined as
the legal representatives of the deceased plaintiff-respor.dent.'
Ma Zan Nyein v. MaungKyaw Zan, 1 Ran. 187 ; Sardari Lal v. Ram Lal, 1
Lahore 22S-distinguislted.

Maung Maung Su-for the Appellants.
Sanyal-for the Respondent.
* Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 8f) (at Mandalay) of 1923 frem tile District
Court of Shwebo in Civil Appeai No. 62 of 1923.
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DUCKWORTH, J.-The plaintiff-respondents filed a
suit against the defendant-appellants, for a declara_
tion that the land in question was their own, ba-sing
their claim on its as being the bobabaing land of the
1st plaintiff, Ma Shwe Ma.
The defendant-appellants pleaded, inter alia that
the matter in suit was res judicata in virtue of a former
mortgage suit, ilj which they had been plaintiffs and
the present plaintiff-defendants.
The trial Court found that the suit was ba!"r~d by
res judicata but the lower appellate Court reversed
this finding, and remanded the suit for trial on the"
merits.
The defendants now appeal. It is admitted that
owing to the 1st plaintiff-respondent, Ma Shwe Ma's
death, the appeal has abated as against her, but it is
contended on behalf of the other plaintiff-respon~ents
on the authority of M a Zan Nyein v. Maung Kyaw Zan
(1), and· SardariLal v. Ran'/. Lal (2), that the appeai
has alsq abated against them, as well; inasmuch as the
appellant-defendants have not within the time allowed,
joined Ma Shwe Ma's legal representatives. After
full consideration, I :1111"" not of the opinion that it
has abated as against Ma Shwe Khall, Ma Thi BIo,
Ma Thi Kha and Mallng Kaung, the daughters and
son-in-law of Ma Shwe Ma on the authority of those
two cases.
These cases are, to my mind, distinguishable, and
-do not apply to the present case.
In lVia Zan Nytdn's case, the suit was for a
partition, and it was a defendant who died. It is
not shown whether the survivors were, or were not,
his legal representatives. Apparently they were
not so.
(1) (1923) iRan. 187.

(2) (1923)1 Lahore 225.
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In Sardari Lal's case it was a plaintiff who
died, but it is clear from the ruling that the surviving
plaintiffs were not her legal representatives.
In the present case, the suriving pla:intiffs appear
to be the sole legal representatives of Ma Shwe Ma
deceased. I hold therefore that the appeal survives
as against them, and that it can proceed, even
though they have not been specifically joined. as
Ma Shwe Ma's legal representatives.
The appeal will accordingly be heard on the
merits.

19Z4
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21.
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MA A~D
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:L'ucKWORTH,

J.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice Carr.

NGA MYAING

1924

,v.

June 14.

KING-EMPEROR.

*

Prac!ice- Selltence 011 acel~sed under satioll 379, hldiall Pellal Code, set aside
and committ al ofaccused to SessiJns uJlder sect101l 379 ordered by tile Higll
Court-Co11lmittal proceedillgs, what should be dOlle il/.
Where the appellant was tried and convicled under section 371} of the
Indian. Penal Code and his conviction was set aside and committai to the
Sessions under section 397 was ordered by the High Court,held, that the
committing Magistrate should have merely re-opened the original proceedings
framed a fresh charge, expiained it to accused, required him to give in his
list of winesses for Sessions, and after examining (if h.. though fit) any of those
witnesses who had not already been examined by a short fc>rmal order
·committed the appellant.

The appellant in this case wa" first sent up for trial
10 the Court of the Headquarters Special Power
Magistrate of Bassein and it was found established that
he had seized the complainant by the throat,
threatened her \\7ith a clasp knife, held taken a ring
off her finger and had run away with the ring in
• Criminal Appeal No. 499 of 1924 from the order 01 the Sessions Judge
of B;afsein in sessions Trial No. 10 of 1924.
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his possession. He was sentenced by HIe Magistrate
under section 379, Indian Penal Code, to undergo fOUf
months' rigorous imprisonment and also pay a fine of
f;upees fifty.
On appeal to the Sessions Court, the case was·
referred by the said Court to the High Court fot
enhancement of the sentence, and conviction of the
appellant under section 397, Indian Penal Code. The
matter coming up before Carr, J./ in Criminal Revision
'B-B of 1924, hjs Lordship set aside the conviction and
3entence under section 379, Indian Penal Code, and with
the following remarks directed the committal of the
appellant to the Sessions Court on a charge under
sections 392 and 397 of the Indian Penal Code :~.
IC I agree with
the Sessions Judge that the case
was obviously one falling under sections 392, 397,.
Indian Penal Code, but I am not prepared to adopt
the course recommended by tl~e Sessions Judge. I
think it at, least very doubtful whether section 439,
Criminal Procedure Code, gives this .Court the power
to convert a conviction under section 379, Indian
Penal Code, into one of the more seriOtlS offence of
robbery, with which' the respondent has not been,
charged. Sections 236-237, Criminal Procedure Code
seem to me of doubtful applicability and clearly
section 238 cannot apply,
It is not necessary for me to say more about the
evidence than that it does disclose a prima facie case
against the .respondent. I set aside the conviction
and~ sentence passed on NgaMyaing and direct that
he be committed to Sessions on a charge under
sections 392, 397, Indian Penal Code. "
On receipt of the orders, the committing COllrt
opened afresh proce.eding, took the evidence afresh
and wrote a long order of committal to the Syssions
,:ourt. The Sessions Court found the accused guilty
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:and sentenced :him under sections 392, 397, of the
Indian Penal Code, to seven years' rigorous imprisonment. The accused having thereupon preferred an
appeal to the High Court, the same was disposed of by
'Carr, J.. and the following observations, on procedure,
the object of this report, are found to appear in bis
Lordship's judgment : .
CARR, J.-There has been a great waste of time
.and energy in this case. The accused was first
tried by the Headquarters Magistrate of Bassein, who
·convicted him of theft. On a reference by the Sessions
Judge I set aside the conviction and sentence and
·directed that the accused be committ.ed to sessions.
The magistrate-the successor of the original magistrate-,-then opened a new proceeding and took all the
.evidenceagain, ending ~p by writing a committal
order of over four pages of typescript. All this was
.quite unnecessary. All that he should have done was
to re-open the original proceedings, lrame a fresh
charge and explain it to the accused, require him to
give in his list of witnesses for Sessions, examine (if
he thought fit) any of those witnesses who had not
:cdready been examined, and then write a short
formal order of committal as under the orders of
this Court.
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Before Mr. Justice Lentaignc, aut/Mr. Justice Ca1'/'.
1924

MA H LI

AND ONE

V~

MOKSODALI. *
Right to get rid of natural drainage by J!.ravitatioll-Flood water due to the
fault Of the occupier oii the higher level-Adjoining occupier on lower le7!e1
1I0t competwt to :!:'aise high blll/ds to keep out water from his Land.
The parties were occupiers of adjoining lands bordering on the Udo stream'
Each of the owner~ of ,,11 the several lands bordering on the stream had maintai'ned bunds along the bank of the stream to prevent it from overfl~wing on to
his own land; the pi aintiffs-appellants had such a bund but had neglected it with
the resuit that it was breached. The respondent whose land was adjoining but
was on a lower level, raised high bundsto keep out the water coming thro'ugh
the breach in the plaintiffs' bund, with the result that damage W.1S caused to the
J.llaintiffs' crops. If the defendant's bund were removed, the com,equence wonld
be tb.'lt the water from the plaintiff's land would flow on to the defend,tnt's
land and cause damage to his own crops. Tile plaintiffs sued for an injunction
directing the defe'ndant to reduc~'tl;eir bund to its former height.
Held, that the plaintiffs, not having caused by their neglect more than the
natural flow of water on to the defendant's land, were entitlee to an injunction
directing the def~ndant to reduce his boundary kazin (bund) to its former height.
Held, however, that on the facts it was equitable to grant the injunction upon
the express condition tha t the plaintiff rq~airs his own bund along the bank of
the stream and mair.tains it at its former height and in its former condition.
Banco Mahomed Hoosem v. M111£SOOUai Dawlal Chand, 3 B.L.T, 77follo·wed.
Ra11lasawmy Naicker v. Rasi Naicker, 38 Mad. 149.-distin.guislJed.
lJIoksudnli v, Ma Hli aJld Due, 1 Ran. 427-modified.

This was an appeal to a Divisional Bench of the
High Court under the provisions of clause 13 of the
Rangoon Letters Patent from the judgment and decree
of Duckworth, J., sitting on the Appellate Side (passed
in Civil Second Appeal No. 255 of 1922) which has been
already reported at page 427 of Volume I of the
Series.
P. N. Chari-for the Appellants.
Anklesaria-fof the Hespondent.
• Letters Patent Appeal No. 89 of 1923' a~ainst the decree of the Court on
the Appellate Side in Civil Second Appeal No. 255 of 1922.
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J.-The defendant-respondent is the owner of
a holding of paddy land on the south bank of the Udo
stream. This is bounded on the east and partially on
the south by the plaintiffs' land. That portion of the
phintiffs' land which lies to the east of the defendant's
is bounded on ,the north by the Uda stream. This
stream flows from east to west. It is claimed that the
defendant's land is the lower and that the rain water
that falls on the plaintiffs' land' naturally drains
on to the defendant's land and that the defendant
has put up a bund along the east and south bnundaries
of his larid, thus preventing this natural drainage and
causing the water to accumulate in plaintiffs' fields,
thus causing damage to his crops. The defendant
denies that the water so drains on to his land, but there
is no dubt that it does. His only object in putting up
the bund--wbich he admits having done-must have
been to prevent such drainage.
So far the facts are all in favour of the plaintiff. In
Banoo Mahomed Hoosein v. lIfansooklal Da..v laf Chand
(1), it was held that (( The owner of the higher land is
entitled to let the water run off into the lower. land by
whatever means nature intended that it should and
his right is infringed by any means which prevent the
water so doing whether it be the damming of a stream
or the holding up oUhe promiscuous spill."
That case, like the present, dealt with land under
cultivation and so far at any rate as concerns such land
I have no difficulty in accepting that proposltlOn.
That there is a natural right to such drainage is
recognised by Illustration (i) to section 7 of the Indian
Easements Act, 1882.
The same view was taken in R"amasawmy N aicker
v. Rasi N aiclw' (2). But in this case it was argued
CARR,

(1) (1909) 3 B.L.T. 77.

(2) (1913) 38
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that the plaintiff had erected a bund which would result
MA HLI AND in increasing the volume of water which would flow to
ONE
the defendant's land. There bad been no finding on
v.
MOKSODAtr.
this point. The learned judges said 1,1 Whether the
CARR, J.
burden has been appreciably increased or not is a:
question of fact w11ich. must be determined in each
case.. It is not the law that the owner of the upper
lanet may not interfere with the flow of water at all.
But he is not entitled to do anything that will tll rowan
the defendant's land any w'!ter which would not
naturally have gone there."
That too is a proposition that I have no difficulty in
accepting, and from it it seerr.s to follow that if the
owner of the higber land does so cause excess water to
flo\-\' on to the lower land the owner of the laUer is
entitled to protect himself from such flow. And if in
doing so he int~rfeTes with the natural flow also I think
. he is entitled to do so for it \vould in fact be impossible
to keep off t~1e one without also keeping off the other.
What has happened in this· case is somewhat
different. His' shown by the evidence. that all, or
almost all, of the owners of thela.nd bordering the Udo
stream maintain bunds along the bank of the stream to
prevent it from overflo\,ving on to their land. The
plaintiff had such a bund but has neglected it, with the
result that it was breached. The bulk of the water
held up by the defendant's bund is this flQPd water,
and this is what 11;8 caused most of the damage to the
plaintiffs' crops. If the defendant's bund were removed
this water would flow On to the defendant's land and
cause damage.
Tt.e case thus is not one of the plaintiff causing more
than the natural ~6W of water on to the defendant's land.
But by neglecting his own bund the plaintiffhas allowed
.a natural tlow to reach the defendant's iand, \Yhich would
have been protected from -that flow had the plaintiff
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maintained his own bund as formerly. How long this
bund has been kept up is not known and it cannof be
held that the defendant has acquired a right to have the
plaintiff's bund maintained.
I (1.111 unable to find any authority ;:;.t all similar to
this case. But it seems to me equitable that jf the
plaintiff is given an injllllction directing the defendant
to remov-e his bund he should be required himself to
maintain his own bund.
I would therefore allov,,' the appeal and gran t the
plainti~an injunction directing the defendant to reduc€
his boundary kazin to its former height on the plaintiff
himself repairing his bund along the bank of the creek
and maintaining it at its former height and In its former
condition. Respondentto pay plaintiff':- costs in all three
appeals. on the suit for injunction only, that being valued
at Rs. 500 only. Pal·ties to bear their own costs in. the
Subdivisional Colut.
LENTAIGNE,J.-I concur in the finding that the
:appeal should be allowed and that the plaintiff should be
'granted an injunction directing the defendant to reduce
his boundary bzin to its former hei.ght on the plaintiff
giving an undertaking to repair his bund along the bank
,of the creek and to maintain it at its former beigh(and
in an efficient condition. Though no issue bas been
framed as to be the .mutual obligations in respect of
bunds next the creek, I think that the fact that' two
acijoining owners are found to have a continuous bund
erected in such a n1anner that the bund of each
-owner is necessary for the protection of the land of
. the other as well as' of his own land raises a strong
presumption of a: ll1utuai 'understanding that each
owner will rep'air his portion of the continuous
bund necessary ior both their lands. Uncler such
circumsta;~ces, I see no objection to the Court declaring
:such equitable right and requiring the plaintiff to
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undertake to avoid in the future a neglect of his obligaMA Hu AND tions, when he se'eksrclief against an adjoining owner
ONE
\\'ho has done a foolish act for the purpose.of protecting
v.
MOKSODALI.
himself against the loss likely to arise from the omissions
LENTAIGNE, of the plaintiff.
J.
I think" however, that there can be no question that
the defendant committed a tortious wrong in raising
the height of his kazin in such a way-as to create floods
on the plaintiff's land. Though formerly the law of
England and also of India permitted the abatement
of the obstructions of' easements and abatement of
nuisances; ,the tendency of modern decision is to
restrict the power to abate nuisances j and that position
is declared as regards easemen ts in section '36 of the
Indian Easements Act, 1882. The action of the
defendant was of an analogous nature, and it was alleged
.' that the tortious wrong was committed by him in order to
curtail loss to his land arising from a neglect by the
plaintiff. In my opinion the proper remedy for the
defendant was to seek redress in the Law Courts or by the
friendly intervention of executive authorities; and that
the object of curtailing his own loss was no justification
for his causing damage to the plaintiff by doing a tortiouS.
act. For these reasons I \vould award the plaintiff. his
costs as awarded by my brother Carr.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Befll1'e Mr. Justice Brown.

DA W'SON

1924'

AN}) ONE

July 3.

v.
KING-EMPEROR.*
Cri~llinal Frocedure Cade (J! of IS!)8), section 530-ColI'/liction by a Magistrate

for minor offence triable by /tim, ~IJ/te;~as the facts disclose t7 majoroffe1lce
i"iabl" c:~cIJtsi'Vely by a COllrt of Sessiolls-The minor offence constitutillg
a compol/wt of tlte major offen.ce.
.
-The evidence on which the accused were convicted by the 'Western
Subeli visional Magistr:ate, Rangoon, was to the effect that they hag caused hurt
to the comp1ainant for the purpose of p.xtorting a confession,. an offence
under section 330 of the Indian Penal Code and therefore one triable only
by a Court Of Sessions. The Magistrate, however, cOnvicted the accus.ed,
for offences under sections 323, 342 and 348 of the Indian Penal Code,
all of which he was empowereel to try.
Held, that the proc:eedings of the magistrate were not yoid under section
530 of the Code of Crimina! Procedur(', there being no clear rule of law
which had been disregarded by the Magistrate.
Lekkmj v. Tlte Crown. (1910) P.R Criminal No. 31 ; Mir Mose Ali and
another v. KiIl8-Emperor, 23 C.W.N. 1031-referred to.
'
Kmg-Emteror v. AYYatr ami rfallayaPPa Uddan, 24 Mad. 675 ; QueenEillpress v. GII'Ildya, 13 Bom. SOl-followed.
.Subralrmollia AyYar v. King-Emperor, 25 Mad. 61-disting1tis!red.

Keith, Vakharia and Villa-for the Appellant.
Eggar, the Govcrnrnellt Advocate-for the Crown.
BROWN, J.-In September last the first appellant,
Dawson, was a sub· inspector of police in the detective department in Rangoon, and the second appellant,
Nadan, a police constable. They have both been
found guilty of causing hurt to a boy, Yenkas'.vamy,
and of wrongfully confining him for the purpose of
extorting a confession from him. Dav,7son has also
been found guilty of wrongfully confining the boy
on a further charge. Dawson has been sentenced
.

.

* Criminal Appeal No. 485 of 1924 from the order Of the VlTestern Sub•
. divisional Magistrat.e, Rangoon, in Criminal Regular Trial No. 1588 of 1923.
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to three concurrent terms of one year's rigorous
imprisonment under the provisions of sections 323,
342 ~nd 348 of the Indian Penal Code, and Nadan
to two concurrent terms of six months' rigorous'
imprisoment under sections 323 and 348. . Both
appellants entirely deny their guilt, and a number of
legal points have been raised on their behalf. The
evidence on which they have been convicted is to the
effect that they caused hurt to the boy for the
,purpose of extorting from him a confession. If that"
evidence is believed then the appeI18nts are guilty of
an offence under the provisions of section 330 of the
Indian Penal Code. That is an offence which is
triable only by a Court of Session, and it is contended
that as the. Magistrate had no jurisdietionto try
an offence under section 330, his vvhole proceedings
must be regarded as voH. Two authorities have been
cited in support of thisc.ontentioli .. In the case of
Mir Maze Ali and another v. K.E., (1918) 23 C.vV.N.
1031, the evidence agains1 certain accused persons if
believed would have established a charge of rape. A
first c1~ss Magistrate enquired into the case, and
came to the conclusion that the story of rape was
probably an exaggeration. He accordingly tried the
case himself and convicted the accused of offences
under the provisions of section 354 of the Indian
Penal Code and of various
other minor offences.
,
It was held lhat the accused ought to have been
committed to Sessions, and the Magis~rate \vas directed
to draw up charges with regard to the alleged rape
.and to commit the accused to the Court of Sessions
fortrial. In the case of Leklu'aj v. The C1'own, (1910)
P.I{. Criminal No. 31) an accused person had been
convicted under the provisions of sections 420 and
468 of the Indian Penal Code by a fi.rst class
Magistrate for forging a hundi. It was held that
~
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as a hundi is a valuable securitYI the offence charged
really fell under section 467 which is only triable by
the Court of Session. The whole proceedings Of
the Magistrate were set aside as far back as and
including the charge.
The view' taken was that the fact that the offenCe
included a minor offence did not give the Magistrate
power to deal with the case. In· neither of these
cases was it definitely laid down that the proceedings
of the Magistrate were viod, nor is it easy to see
how it is possible to take that view. Section 530 of
the Code of Criminal Procedure lays down that if
any f\'lagistrate not being empowered by la~T in this
behalf tries an offenderl hIs proceedings shall be
void. In the present case the Magistrate has tried
.an offender for offences under the provisions of
sections 323 1 342 and 348 of the· Indian Penal Code
all of which offences he was empower~d to try. It
. may be that the appellants committed a more serious
offence punishable under the provisions of section
3301 but it was 'not an offence under that 'section
\:vhich the Magistrate actually did try.. If he found
that there was a prima facie. case' of causing hurt ill
order to extort a confession 1 then the Magistrate's
proper course was obviously to commit the case to
the Court of Session, and if it can be shewn that the
appellants have suffered any injustice from the
procedure adopted by the Magistrate the convictions
would have to be set aside. But that js a very
different thing from the proceedings being absolutely
void. This view of the Law has been taken by the
High Couns of Bombay and Madras in the cases of
Q.E. v. Gundya, (1887) 23 Born. 501, and K.E. v.
Ayyall and Vellayappa Uddan, (1901) 24 Mad. 675.
.In the latter of these cases an accused person had
been convicted by a Magistrate of the first class-
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under the provisions of section 193, and the convictions were set aside by the Sessions Judge OIl the
ground that the offence disclosed ~'as an offence
V.
KINGunder section 195 of the Code which was exclusively
.EMPEROR.
triable by the Court of Sessions. Their Lordships in
.BnOWN,
the course of their judgment Oil revision remarked:
J ..
" In the present case the Deputy Magistrate did not
try accused Jor an offence beyond his jurisdiction.
He tried hi~ for an offence puni:;hable under section
193, Indian Penal Code, i.e., for an offence triable by
a first class Magistrate and therefore within his
jurisdiction. His proceedings were not void, and the
. Sessions Judge was \vrong in treating them as void.
vVhere the facts disclose an offence within the jurisdiction of the Magistrate it seems to us a complete
fallacy to say he is not empowered by 1m\' to try
the person charg'3d for the offence which is within
his jurisdiction because the facts (ji"sc1osea" more·
:seriOllS offence which is beyond his jurisdiction. He
is expressly so empowered. vVhether i.n so doing he
:adopts a proper course is another question. No
doubt it is improper on the part of a Magistrate to
intentionally ignore cii'unlstances 'of aggravation
which show that an offence beyond his jurisdiction
'was in fact committed as well as an offence within
his jurisdiction, as for instance if a second class
Magistrate should ignore the violence used in comomitting theft (section 379) instead of sending the
:accused before a first class Magisb~ate to be tried
:for robbery (section 392). Here the action of the
.second class Magistrate would be improper, but his
.proceedings would not be void."
This is a very lucid and to me very convincing
·exposition of the law on the subject. It has been
.suggested on behalf of the appellants that this deci·.sion was prior to the ruling of their Lordships of
DAWSON
:ANI> ONE

c

I
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the' Privy Council in the case of Subrahtnania Ayyar
v. K.E., (I.L.R. Mad. XXV, page (1). But I am
unable to see how that ruling is in any way pertinent
to the point at present in issue. What their Lord-ships laid down was that a disregard of a clear. rule
of law as to a mode of .trial could, not be regarded
.as a mere irregularity which could be cured by the
provisions of section 537 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure.
,In the present case' there is no clear rule of law
which has been disregarded. I am of opinion that
the proceedings of the Magistrate are not void on
,.this ground.
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Before /lfr. Justtce Duckworth.
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MAUNG PO YIN

v.
MAUNG TET TV

AND ONE.*

Estoppel-Sale of immoveable property, whether barred frol11 de mal oj. wher;
nO re/,istered deed e:cccuted-Colltract to selll1111110t'eablc property-Accep.
tance of adt'ance whether creating allY title ill tlte purcltaser.
Held, ihat where no registered ,deed of sale had been executed, a statemen't
made by " person prior to the institution of the suit under appeal which
'l.1'as for possession, that immoveable property exceeding l"s. 100 in value had
heen sold by him to a certain person did not operate to estop denial of the
sale by the person making the statement.
'
Dharam ,Chand v. J,!auji Sahu, 16 C.L.]. 436; Matllllra Moha'lJ Saha v.
Ram Kumar Salla. 20 C.W.N. 370-followed.

Duff-for the Appellant.
Aiyangar-for the Respondents.

J.-In

this case the plaintiffsrespondents filed a suit against the present appellant,
DUCKWORTH,

.. Civil Second Appeal No. 286 (at Mandalay) from the decree of the
District COllr~, Kyaukse, in Civil Appeal No. 58 of 1923:

July 4.
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Maung]ilo Yin and two others, who were impleaded:
as agents of Jamal, for the ejectment of the appellant
.
from some land, on the ground that they had.
TET O~~.A"lD purchased it by a registered conveyance from Jamal's
not deliver
agents and that the appellant, would
DUCKWORTH,
.
J. _
possession. Incidentally, they prayed for mesne
profits.
The defence of the present app~llant was that he:
\-vas in possession of the land under a r-ightfultitle
and that he had not sold'the land to Jamal's agents"
who had therefore no title to convey to the present
respondents. He admitted that he entered into an.
agreement to sell the land to one of Jamal's agents,.
and that he received a small advance of purchase
money, but he contented that the sale had neverbeen effected, and that he gave Jamal no registered title.
Both the lower Courts found in favour of the
respolldents, holding that the appellant, Maung Po
Yin, had sold the land to Jamal' and that JamaL was,
therefore entiled to sell it to the respondents.
T his appeal therefore lies only under the provisions of section 100 of the Civil Procedure Code.
The main contention of Mr. Dutt, the learned pleader
for the appeliant, Malln~ Po Yin, is that inasmuch as
his client conveyed no registered title to the land to
Sir A. K. Jamal, or his agents, they, in turn, could
not convey any legal title by a registe~ed deed of
saie to the two respondents.
I am of opinion that this contention must prevail..
Mr. Aiyang:ar, who appeared for the respondents
urged most ingeniously, that the action of Mr. Stewart,
I.e.s., Special Officer, in connection with the Jamal.
lands, resulted, i:1 Jamal being given what amounted
to, nothing less than a grant of this land by the·
Local Government, and .that therefore no registered
title way necessary . as between the appellant,' and~
1924

MAUNG
Po YIN
'0.
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Jamal. His next plea is that the appellant, Maung
1924
Po Yin, must be held bound by his admission in MAUNG
,
·Po YIN
Exhibit D, application to Mr. Stewart dated in 1922,
11.
in which he stated that he had sold the land, arid TE~I~~N:ND
by Mr. Stewart's order on that application in
~~
Exhibit E that he might be entered as a -person DUCKWORTH;
entitled to repurchase the land.
- J .
This admission, made prior to the institution of
the suit, must, in all fairness, be read in connection
with Maung Po Yin's evidence that he had agreed
to sell the land, and had accepted an advance from
Sir Jamal~s ageo'ts .. It need not mean much more
than what he now admits, and is, in any case, subje,et
to the condition that. the sale was never legally
completed.
Further an admission of this sort cannot act as
an estoppel, so as to do away with the necessity for
a registered deed of, 'transfer, where, the statute
expressly . requires it. That this is so is not only
well accepted law, but is clear from the' cases of
Dlzaram Chand v-. Mauji Sahu, (1913) 16 C.L.}. 436,
,and Ma/hura Mohan Saha v. Ram Kumar Saha,
(1917) 20 C.W.N. 370 atpage 382.
Again, from the evidence, and documents, in the
records. it is impossible to conclude that there was
any., grant, or even a quasi-grant, by the Local
Government in favour of Jamal, in connection with
this land.
The appellant has never vacated possession of the
land, and is still in possession thereoL
It is admitted that there was no registered
conveyance as between the appellant ana Jamal,
or his agents; The _latter, therefore, could not convey
any title in the land as against the appellant to the
present respondents. No evidence could, moreover,
be given of, the alleged sale, to 'Jamal, be.causesuch
35
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evidence was not admissible under the law of
evidence.
The appeal is therefore, allowed. The decrees
of the two lower Courts are set aside and the
respondents'suit IS dismissed with costs in all
Courts.,

APPELLATE CIVIL
Befcr# Mr. Justice Lelltaig1te;
1924

. July

D. S. ABRAHAM & Co.

7.

v.
EBRAHIM GORABHOY.*
Set-off. Valuation oj, for the purpose of jurisididio,n-suits Villuation Act
(VII of 1887), sechonS-Portioil of the amount, claimed to.be set-off,
admitted and. dejendant givrn credit jor, in the Plaint-Civil Procedure
Code (V of 1908), Order 8, Rule 6.
Meld. that the valuation of a set-off for Ute purpose of jurisdictioJl must
be !taken as relating to the whde of the ascertained Sl:m so pleaded, and
without reference to any portion' ofthe plaintiff's claim which the defendan
.
Htld, alsv that where the plaintiff in his plaint admits and gives credit

a~~~

to the defendant f~r a certain sum, such sum, ceing a portion of the amOllnt
which the defendant seeks to set-off, the -.aluation of the set-off for purposes
o! jurisdiction must be tak~n to be the amOllntof the ascertained sllmpleaded
eXClusive of the amount 'ghen credit for:
. Bro}endra Nath Das v. Budge Budge Jute Mill Co'., 20 Cal. 527-follo'Wtd.

N. N. Sen-for the Appellants.
A uzm/t-for the Respondent.

J..-,-'The petitioners

as plainJjffs, sued
the defendant':respondent, claiming Rs.283-8-6 from
the defendant-respondent, alleging that Rs. 5S0-13~Q,
was due to plaintiff as the price of goo~s purchased,
by defendant at auctions held by the plaintiff, but
LENTAIGNE,

• Civil Revision No, 105 9f 1923 against the decree of. the Rangoon SmaIl
Cause Court in Civil Regular ,No. 4838 of 1922.
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giving defendant credit for Rs. 267-4-6 as amounts
1924
-due to defendant in respect of goods sold on behalf
D.S.
of the defendant.
ABRAHAM &
CQ,
. The defendant-respondent ,filed a written state- E'V'
ARAHIMment admitting that the Rs. 550-13-0 waS due to the GORABHO);.
plaintiff as alleged in the plaint, refusing to accept LEN~NE,
~the credit of Rs. 26704-6 in its entirety but only as
J.
:regardsRs. 248-8-0 thereof, and then making other
cross-claims which, when added to the Rs. 248-8-0
:amount to Rs. 838-4-6. He then claimed to set-off
the admitted Rs. 550-13-0 against his cross-claim of
Rs. 8'38-4-6 and prayed that plaintiWs claim be
dismissed with costs, and that the defendant be given
.a decree for Rs. 287-7-6 with costs. Of the .amount
so sought to be set-off, the greater portion is in the
nature of an equitable set-off.
'
. The case came on for. hearing before the Second
Judge of the Court of Small Causes, and no objection
-was raised to that Judge exercising jurisdiction in
·the case. He -eventually decided various issues and
granted a decree in favour of the plaintiff for·
Rs. 37-8-6 and dismissed the defendants's counterclaim
'cnd directed each party to' bear his own costs~
'Though this was the form of the decree, the actual
decision meant that a considerable portion of the
·counterclaim had been allowed so as to reduce the
plaintiff's claim to this small balance.
The plaintiff filed an application that the judgment
•and decree be revised on various grounds, none of
which have been mentioned or argued before me.
'The plaintiff has, however also filed three supple:mentary grounds of revision in a later petition ;- ,
firstly, questioning the jurisdiction of the Second
Judge of the Court to hear and decide the counter_
,claim on the ground that the 'same was for a sum
..exceeding Rs. 500 j
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secondly, contending that the set~off· was insuffin,s.
cientfy stamped; and
ABRAIIAM
thirdly, objecting on the ground that the lower
~o,
v;
Court had omitted to frame any issues on the principal
EBRAHIM
GORABHOY,
points raised by the plaintiff, namely, plaintiff, lien
on articles claimed by defendant which defendant left
LENTAIGNE,
J.
with plaintiff for sale.
"The contentions urged before me were confined
to the first and second of these supplementary grounds
The first contention is based on the rules appearing
at page 2 of the Manual relating to the Practice in .
the Rangoon Court of Small Causes. Rule 5 provides
for the distribution of the "vork amongst the Judges
of the Court inflr alia as follows : "The Chief Judge disposes of(3) Suits under the summary procedure provisions of ove~ Rs.. ?OO in value, and also
applications therein by defendants for leave
to defend."
"The Second Judge di-spo$es of(1) All other suits which exceed Rs. 100 in
value."
It is contended that the effect of the provisions
set out above is. to limit the jurisdiction of the Second
Judge to cases which do not exceed Rs. 500, in value,
and that, if U~e proper valuation of the :set-off 'ex,e,eds'
Rs. 500 in value, the set.off should in any case
, be treated under sub-rule (2) of Order VIII, Rule 8,
as a plaint in a cross~suit, and it, therefore, raises the
valuation of the suit to above the limit of Rs. 500,
and that, consequently, the Second Judge has not
jurisdiction to tty it, and that the case now before
me, is, for that reason, a suit of a class '.which the
. Second Judge had no jurisdictIon to try•.
The above rules have ,'hven made under the
provisions 9f section 32 of the.R.angoori .'Small Cause
1924
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Courts Act, 1920, which enacts that-II The Chief
Court, may from time to time, by Rules having the
force of law:(i) provide for the exercise by one or<more
of the Judges of the Court of any powers
conferred on the Court· by this Act or any
other enactment for .tpe time being in force. 'I
From the above rules, refl.d:>With section 32 of
the Act, I must· hold .that the!:durisdiction of the
Second Judge is limited to .suits,·'whith, for valuation
purposes, do not exceed Rs. 500, and, if the set-off
in tllis case raises the valuation of the suit above
Hs. 500, I must hold that the Second Judge cannot
try the set-off j and that, if he attempts to do so
he would be exceeding his jurisdiction.
In order to obtain a clear conception of the
points of law arising on this contention, and in order
10 clear away some misconceptions, it should be noted
:that there is an important difference between the
method of valuation for purposes of jurisdiction
permissible in the case of a claim for a money decree
made in a plaint and the method of valuation for
purposes of jurisdiction permissible in the case of a
set-off pleaded· by a defendant" in his written statement.
Section 8 of the Suits Valuation Act, 1887, is
ordinarily the provision regulating the valuation of a
plaint in a suit for the purposes of jurisdiction ; and
when that provision is' read with the provisions of
the Court Fees Act, 1870, the valuation of a plaint
in which a money decree is claimed is based on the
actual .sum claimed after 'lllowing for deductions,
such as sums expressly set-off inthe plaint.
The right of a defendant to plead a set-off is
provided for i~ Rule 6 of Order VIII of the COde
of Civil Procedure j and it allows him to plead

1924

D. S.
ABRAHAM: •

Co.
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such set-off in the following. words: "Where in a.
suit for the recovery of money the defendant claims
to set-off against the plaintiff's demand any ascertained
sum of money legally recoverable by· him from the
plaintiff, not exceeding the pecuniary limits of the'
jurisdiction of the Court, and etc.,
the' defendantinay
. . present a written
statement contaiuing particulars of the d.ebt sought to
be set-off." I think that the "vords II not e~ceeding
the pecuniary limits' of the jurisdiction of the Court"
must, in the above rille, be construed as applying'
to the whole of theascettained sum. . That being so,
the valuation of a set-off, for the purpQse~ of jurisdiction, must be taken as relating to the whole of the
ascertained sum so pleaded and without reference
to any portion of the plaintiff's claim which the
defendant admits.'
I assume that it was in consequeno.e of this con-·
struction of the. above rule relating to· what is known
as a II legal set-off II that the Calcutta High Court
held in the case of Brojendra N ath Dass v..
Budge Budge]ute Mill Co.(l), tl;1at even in the case of
an equitable set-off it was not permissible for the
defendant in the Calcutta Court of Small Causes,' after
admitting the plaintiff's claim for Rs. 1,197-5-6, to
plead an equitable set~off of Rs. 2,738.4-0, being
the corppensation or damages representing the losscaused by a breach of contract, and,qfter allowing
for and deducting ther,efrom the . amount of the
admitted claim, to clai~' a .' decree for the balance
Rs. 1,540-14.6, because the Rs. 2,738-4-0, was in excess
of theRs.Z,OOO, the pecuniary limits of the jurisdiction of the Court. The same rule of construction
was recently adopted by a bench of this Court, of
(1) (1893) 20 Cal. 527.
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which I was a member, and in my opmlOn this
method of valuation should be applied equally
whether the set-off is of the nature of a "legal set-off II
or of an equitable set-off.
The question then arises what is the amount of the
set-off in this case regarded as the ascertained sum
for the purposes of the above' rule. At first sight jt
might appear to be the total sum of Rs. 838-4-6,
actually pleaded; but, if we regard the question
from another point 0f view, it becomes apparent that
it tyas open to the defendant to accept any portion
of the credit actually allowed in the plaint and then
to plead that there is an additional sum to be set-off ;
arid I think that, wh en the matter is regarded in that'
light, the additional sum is the oI1 ly sum which should
be set·off by the defendant. In the Case before me ,
the defendant accepts the credit of Rs. 248-8·0 out
of the larger credit specified in the plaint and, when
he Rtates that he claims that there should be a setoff of Rs. 838-4-6, he includes in that· amount the
credit already admitted and allowed by the plaintiff
to the extent of Rs. 248·8-0. Therefore, the actual
additional sum which he claims to set-off is only the
bahmce Rs. 589-12-6 ; and th£1t is the proper amount
'to take as the value of the set-off for the purposes
of jurisdiction in the case now before me
Having regard to the rules framed by the Chief
Court, fixing the pecuniary jurisdiction of the Second
Judge of the Court} I mhst hold that the limits of
his pecuniary jurisdiction is Rs. 500, and that he
has not jurisdiction to try this set-of of Rs. 589-12.6,
which exceeds the said pecuniary limits of his juris.
diction. Though the valuation of the plaint was
under Rs. 500 the defendant was entitled to have
his set-off heard and decided, together with the
claim in the plaint; and consequently, I must hold
.

'
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, that it was the duty of the Second Judge to submit
the case to the Chief Judge as the only Judge of the
"ABRA.HAM &
Court holding the necessary jurisdiction to try ,the
Co.
v.
suit.
EBll:AHDI
. GORABHOY.
As regards the other objection as to the CourtLENTAIGNE, fee paid on the set-off, I see no reason why the provi"
J.
sions of the Court Fees Act should not apply to the
valuation of the set-off for the purposes of Court-fees
and, as the Court-fee on the amount claimed has been
paid in accordance with that Act, no question appears
to arise under this head~ But,even if there was any
~rror in the calculatIon of the Court-fee paid, I would,
also be bound to hold that such error cannot effec,t
the merits of the case or the jurisdi~tioil of the
Court, (\nd~hat, consequently, I, would be debarred
under section 99 of the Code of Civil Proceuure from
reversing or substantiallyvarying any decree on that
ground.
Having regard to the finding as to the valuation
of' the set-off for purposes of jurisdiction ~xceeding
the pecuniary limits of the jurisdiction of the learned
Second Judge, and that the suit should have been
tried by the learned ChiH Judge of the Court, I set
aside the decree 'passed by the Second Judge and I
direct that the case be reheard and decided by that
learn'ed Chief Judge of the Court.
As regards costs, the objection as to the jurisdiction
does not appear to have been taken in the lower
Court, and it was only taken ag a supplement~&y
ground in this, Court; and I, therefore, direct that
each party shall bear his own costs in this Court, and
that the costs in the lower Court shall, abide the final
result of the suit.
D.·S.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Sydllc)' Robinson, C.J., aud Mr. Jllstict Brown.

YEO ENG BYAN

v.
BENG SENG & CO.

AND OTHERS.*

Letters PafCllt, clause 13-0rder j!iving directious to the Commissioner
appoil/ted to take accounts, alt iJrdtY1'ep1l1atilig proec:dllre audnot gIving a
fillal decision as to the rights of pm'/ies, whether aPpealable-"Judgment"
Wit/lift Ihe mealli,1g of clause 13, Leiters Pateut.
.In a sllit for a partnership account, tile Comnlissioller appointed to take the
-aCcounts made an application to·the Judge on-the OtiginalSid~ of the High
Court, for directions as to whether he should ~o onlyinio the accounts filed by
the 4th defendant, the accounting party, or should -also go into the accounts of
certain transactions that had taken place between the 1st and 4th defendants.
The Court thereupon passed an order -givinl{ the di redions asked for and against
this order the 1st defendant appealed.
Held,- that the order of the Court, giving directions being merely an order
regulating procedure and not being one ~iving a final adjudication oftherights
()f th~ parties, was not a II judgment" within the provision of clause 13 of the
Burma Letters Patent and, therefore, was not appealable.
HadJet Ismil lialijee Habeebv. Badiee Mollamed Hadiee Joosllb, 13
Bengal L.R. 91 ; Ramelldra Nl1tJl Roy v. Broieudra Natli Da', 45 Cal. 111;
T. V. Tliliara11l Row v. 1l1.K.R.V. Alagapl' Chettiar, 35 Mad. 1; The Justices
of tile Peace for Calcutta v. Tile Orielltal Gas Compa1lY,- Limited, 8 Bengal
L.R. 483- follCYived.

This was a miscellaneous appeal against an order
of ,the High Court passed in its Original Civil JUrISdiction in a suit for partnership accounts. The
Commissioner appointed to take the accounts having
made a reference to the Court, order was passed direct-,,,
ing the extent to which his enquiry should be connned:~t was against this order that the 1st defendant
preferred his appeal and the same ,came for disposal
before a Division Bench composed of Robinson, C.].,
and Brown, J. Question was raised at the hearing
• Ch:i1 Miscellaneous Appeal No. 51 of 1924 against the order of this Court
on the Original Si~e in Civil Regular No. 396 of 1922.

1924
July 23.
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before their Lordships as to whether the order in
question was a I' Judgment" ~ithin the meaning of
clause 13 of the Letters Patent. The facts arising
appear fully in the judgment of the learned Chief
Justice report~d below :Burjoljee wit h Vertanlles-for the Appel1ant.
Das-for the Respondent.
C.J.-The question we have to decide
now is whether the 3'ppeal sought is competent under
clause 13 of the Letters Patent of this Court.
A suit was brought for the dissolution of a partnership 'and fo,!" an account to be taken of the partnership, and praying that the plaintiffs' share therein be
ascertained and paid to them.
By consent a preliminary ,decre~ for an account
was passed .., It declares the partnership to be
dissolved, and orders that all proper accounts of the
said partnership be taken. The "Official Referee was
appointed Commissioner to take the accounts of the
partnership. .
.
It appears that the 4th defendant had financed,
the partnership, and' that he managed' it and kept
the accounts. It further appears that the 1st defendant had' purchased rice from 'the partnership for
which he had to pay; also that the 4th defendant
had 'obtained h'eigh t from a Shi ppingCompany,
which wa~ managed by the 1st defendant, and that
pe owed money to the Shipping Company for that
freight, or that the 1st defendant had paid this money
for him and he owed the money to the 1st defendant.
The 4th d'efendant being the accounting party, submitted, the accounts to the Commissioner.
With regard to those accounts, certain questions
arose before the Commisioner, and" as regards those
matters, he applied to the Court for directions, and
ROBINSON,

VOL.
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the order giving directions is the order from which
the present appeal is sought.
ln his report the Commissioner sets out the facts
of this debt due by the 4th 'defendant to the 1st
defendant and that the accounts before him showed
that the 4th defendant's debt had been adjusted
agai~st the money due by the 1st defendant to the
partnership in the partnership ~ccounts.Be points
out: that.. the plaintiff and the 4th defendant appear
to .be friendly' with each other, and that the first
three defendants are the parties on the other side.
Theplaintiff did not object to the accounts filed by
the 4th. defendant, but the 1st defendant brought in
certain objections, claiming credit' for items alleged
to be due him for freight.
. The Commissioner, pointed out that these 'were not
questions arising in the -partnership.accounts, though
they. had been included in the accounts in the shape
of;. adjustments. He suggested that, if the parties
consented, it might be possible for him to go into
the question of these adjustments; butcounsel for
tb~ 4th defendant demurred to this.
At the n~xt hearing counsel for the plaintiff filed
two objections to the Commissioner's going into the
aclj~stments o,n the ground that the questions as to
freight are entirely between the 1st and 4th defe~d
ants and have no relationship to the partnership
whatsoever. He, therefore, asked directions as to
\.vhether H I, as Commissio~er for taking the accounts
directed to be taken by the preliminary decree dated
the 4th June 1923 sho",11d go into the accounls
brought in' before me by the 4th defendant as they
stand . . . • . or whether defendants four and
the plaintiff pr the one or other of them is entitled
to bring in an amende-d account of the amount due
for rice by defendant one to' the partnership and
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interest thereon without reference to any questions
arising between the 1st and 4th defendants in respect
offreight due by the !atter to the former."
The order passed, giving directions, sets out :~
It The debt G\ving by the 4th
defendant to
the 1st defendant is in no sense a partnership
m;ltter. It is merely a debt of a private nature
owing by one partner to another and not to
the partnership. Under these circumstances
this is not a debt which can be adjusted as
between the 4th ,and 1st defendants, the debt
owing by the 1st defendant b~ing qne.o:wing
to the tJartncrshipo and· the 4thcltH~hdatlt's
debt being one owing to the lst defendant. II
The question as to what are II judgments II within
the meaning of clatlse 13 6f the Letters Patent has
been the subject of such consideration by vari<:>bs
High Courts. The leading case is that of The Justices
of the Peace for Calcutta v. Oriental Gas Compeny,
Limited (1). At page 452 of· the judgment, CouciJ;
C.]., says :_u \Ve think that judgment' in claus~ 15
means a decision which affects the meritsofthe question
betvireen the parties by determining some right or
liability. It may be either final, or preliminary, 9r
interlocutory, the difference between them being. that
a final judgment determines the whole cause or suit,
and a preliminary or interlocutory Judgment determines
only a part of it, leaving other matters to be determined.
Both classes arc provided for in clauses 39 and
40 of the Charter. An order such as that before us,
which only authorizes a proceeding to be taken for the
detemination of· tl1e question between the ,_parties,
cannot be considered a judgment."
In RamendraNath Roy v.Bralindra Nath Dass(2)J
I

(l) (1817) 8 Bengal

L.R.

433.

(2) (1918) 45 Cal. 11 1.
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it has bt:en pointed out by Mookerjee, J., (page 126),
that II It is plain that the true test to be applied in the
s9lution of the question of the competence of the.
appeal is, not the form of the adjudication but its real
eff~ct on.the suit or proceeding in which 'it has been
made," •And he refers to the dictum of Couch, C.]., in
Hadjeelsmail Hadjee Habbeeb v. Haiee Mohamed
Ha.dje'e Jposub (3),' where the learned Chief Justice
said:' rr The order, ~ . . . . , was of great importance
to the parties, was net a mere formal order or an
order merely· regulating the procedure in the suit but
one that had the effect of giving a jurisdiction to
the 'Court which it otherwise would not have; it might
fairly be said to determine some right between the
parties; namely, the right to sue in a particular Court."
-In T. V. Titljaram Row v. M. K. R. V. Alagapla
Chettim' (4), Sir. Arnold White, C.]" said (page 7) :
'.' The test seems tome· to be not what' is the form
of the adjudication' but what is its·effect in the suit
orrroceeding in which it is made. If its effect what.
ever its form maybe, and whatever may be the
nature: of the application on which it is made, is to
putanendto the suit or proceeding so far as the Court
before ;\vhich the suit or proceeding is pending is
,coliQe,tned; erif its effect, iiit is not complied with, is to
put an end to the suit or proceeding, I think the adjudication is a judgment within the meaning of the clauseAn . adjudication' on an application which is nothing
more· than a step towards obtaining final adjudication in the suit is not, in my opinion, a judgment
within the 'meaning of the Letters Patent. "
vVith these dicta I am in. general agreement. .I
agree' that a decision which affects the merits of the
question· between the parties by ;<;let<~rmining some
(3) (1874) 13 Bengal L.R. 91.

(~) (19J2) 35 Mad. 1.
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right or liability may rightly be held. to be a'
"judgment"; and 1 think that an order which merely
paves the way for the determination of the question
between the pa~ties cannot be considered to be' a .
It judgment "; nor can a mere formal order merely
regulating the procedure in the' suit, or one which
is nothin,g more than' a step towards obtaining a
final adjudication.
I think that the order must have direct reference
to the suit that is before the COlut, and it is plain
that in this case aU that the preliminary decree ordered
was that the accounts of the partnership should be
tak~n. The Commissioner .had power only to deal \v'ith
the accounts of the partnership; he was not authorized'
under the decree, which was a consent decree, or
under the order of his appointment, to go into.any
accounts other than the partnership accounts. vVhat
he asked for was directions, he being in doubt as to
how; he should carryon· his duties, and the order
that ,has been passed does not decide on the merits
oftl;e suit for the dissolution of partnership, nor
does it decide the fights or liabilities of the parties
to the suit so far as. the partnership is concerned.
It is merely an order facilitating the examination of
the accounts and . confining the enquiry to the
particular purpose: of the suit.
n cannot be that the framers. of, the Letters
Patent intended to ,allow appeals which' donot.arise
directly from the suit itself. The decision as to
these adjustments would not be a decision affecting'~"
the partnership accounts, nor would it affect in, any
way any rights of the partners, except certain rights
and liabilities as between two of them, arising out
of matters entirely foreign to the partnership.
Uhder these circumstances I am of opinion that
no appeal lies froni the order in question, and that
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this appeal must stand dismissed with cost. Advo-cate's fees ten goldIJ:)ohprs.
,
BROWN, J.-I'agree in holding that the order
appealed against is not a judgment, and that an
appeal did not lie.
:",
The order merely state.s that private debts cannot
'be adjusted in the partnership. It would appear
Jrom the proceedings of the Referee as though this
has~been interpreted by him as meaning that 'such
debts which had previously bee!1shown as adjusted
must now be readjusted. If this be the meaning of
the order, then the order would appear to have far
reaching effects; but the order itself does not say
this, aIid it is not a final deeision on thi spain t. It
is only in the nature of general instructions' to the
Referee as to the procedure to be adopted by him, and
'it is not any way a final pronouncement as to the
Tights of the parties. It does not· purport finally to
decide any ~f the 'rights between the parties. It is
couched iIi general terms, and it is inipossible to say
at this stage 'what precise effect, if any, it will have
on the final decision in the snit. ,It is an order
regulating the procedure in the suit rather than an
order determining any right between the parties .
.I therefore agree in the order proposed.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice Lentaigne.
1924
lilly 25.

SaNA MEAH
v;
KING-EMPEROR. *
t:'

Penal Code (XLV of 1860), scction 40S':""Seruant giving t~false aeCOllllt of theloss of' goods entrusted to lIim-Presumption of misapfrropriationEvidence (1 of 11I72 1, sections 106, 114.
Where property is entrus.ted to a servant and such servant fails to return or
to account or givesan account which is shown to be false and incredible, it is:
ordinarily a reasonable inference that he has criminally misappropriated the
pwperty EO entrusted to him and dishones tly ._.con vert.ed it to his own use. In
such cases the Courts are entitled to draw hostile inferences and presumptions.
fr<:m the attion and statements of the servant.

Villa-for the Appellant.
Vakharia-Jor the Crown.
LENTAIGNE, J.-The appellant has been convicted
of a~ offence under section 408,' Indian Penal Code~
and ~entenced to one ye~r's rigorous imprisonment.
It is not disputed that on the afternoon of' the 27th.
December. 1923 the complainant, Hamdu' Meah
Chowdhury, entrusted 2,680 gunnies to the appeliailt
who was in his employment as a sampan plier, with
the direction to take the gunnies in samp~n No.
1092 and deliver 1,180 gunnies to Messrs. Bulloch
Brothers' godo\Xm, 1,000 to one Maung Tun and. 500
to vVar Toke Lone Co., at Seikkyi, Kanoungto. The
f.91Iowing day the appellant came and reported to the:
~omplaipant that the sampan had come into collision
with a sailing vessel in the RanJ:oon. River near No.
1 Buoy, with the result that the sampan capsized
and all the gunnies were thrown into the river.
.. Criminal Appeal No. 653 of 1924 from the ord.er of the Fourth Additional
Magistrate of Rangoon in Criminal Regulai" Trial No. 18 of 1924.
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2, alld Order 41, RI,le 4. The plaintiff-appellants, a Burmese
Buddhist couple, filed a redemption suit in respect of a certain
piece of land of which they were joint-owners and mortgagors.
On their suit being dismissed they preferred :\0 appe;ll ; but after
the appeal was filed the.husband died and his legal representative&
were not brought on the record within tho period of limitation.
Held, that the appeal did.not abate as far as the surviving spouse
was concerned and that she could carryon the appeal by herself.
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marriage altd issue of secolld lllarrtage. Held, that the rule of
division, between the second husband, the issue of the first marriage, and the i8sue ofthe second marriage, in the propertyinherited
by the mother during her second coverture is that the husband
obtains one half and the issue of the first marriage the other half.
],fa E Ilmyin v.Maung Ba JIaung, 2 Ran. 123; M.l Ei1: HlaiJlg
v.MaShwe Kill, 3 U.B.R. 2i2; MaLay v. TunSTzwe, 10 L.B.R.
10; MalMig Gale v.Maung Bya, 4 L.B.R.189 ; Mi C/lan Mya v.
Mi Ngwe Yon, 2 U.B.R. 74; Tun Gyaw v. Ma Ba Lo, U.B.R.
(1897-01) II, 66~referred to May Oung's Leadillg Cas(.s on
Buddhist Law-refcrl'ed to.
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essel/tial for the grandchildren to inherit. Held, that on a competition between children by one marriage and grandchildren
by another marriage (their parents having predeceased the
coml11o'n ancestor), the ·rule of division was the Ean~e as obtaining
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sesarate liVing the grandchildren were not barred from inheritance. Md Min Sin v. Ma Kyaw Thill, P .J.L.B. 361 i illa PII y. Ma
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A who was already a Burman Buddhist widow with two sons
married B, by whom also she had two sons. During their coverture A and B acquired the land in suit. On A's death, B married
again and thereafter sold the land. Held, that thl': four SOilS of A
)1ao. a right of pre-emption ill respect of the land and were entitled
to exercise the same. Mo Tlli v. Tha Kwe. 4 L.B.R. 128; Ye Nail
o v. AlIlIg Myat San,!! L.ll.R. 466-referred to. Matl11g Po Gyiv.
Mall11g Pa SlUng, 3 B.L.]. 2t-refcrred 10; MaY 01l 11 g's Leading
Cases fr.l Buddhist Lew-referred to.
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CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE,.ORDER 22, RULE. 2, AND ORDER
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486

CRIMINAL PROCEDURIj: CODE, SECTIONS 110,112,117,118
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1872) SECTION 92, PROVISO 3-SlIit on pn'lliissor:ynOfe-OYlilet'ide1U;C toslrow t/Illl the lrallsactiol1 wcos one of S.1I1"< t yshiP for onr01l1tt 0lltstandiug-Q1Iestion wlrether tlie promissory·
note ~lIas part of tile cOl/tract. The plaintiff brought a suit on a
promi~sory-note executed by the defendant in his favour. The
defence was that the transaction evid~nced by the promissorynote was one of suretyship and that the defendant was not .'
therefore liable to be sued till the liabilities of his principal had
been <lscertained. Held, that or•.) evidence to prove thd it wa.
not intended that liability should attach to the defendant except
on failure of his principal was admissible, undcrprO\'iso 3 to sl':ction
92 of the Evidence Act. Held, also, that under thecircumslances
it was not open to the plaintiff, an original party to the pi'omissorY-Il'lte, to treat the promissory.note as a separate contract in
itself and to seek to enfurce it without taking the entire contr~ct
into account. Ba Shci/l v. Killg-E111pCro.l·, 10 L.B.R. 366; Simon
v. Halmn JJfalromed Sheriff, 19 Mad. 368-follou:ed.
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M. MANECKJEE v. MAUNG Po HAN

GRANDCHILDHEN AND CHILDREN BY DIFFEllENT MARRIAGES, .oI\"ISION
BETWEEN: See BUR~IESE BUDDHIST LAW, INHERITANCE
HABITUAL OFFENDERS RESTRICTION ACT (BUI~MA AcT

II OF 1919).N ecessity of a preliminary order i11 wrifing sped!ying the su bstance
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On the same day at about 12-35 p.m. the appel1924
lant reported to Head Constable Maung Tha Ya at sON;MEAH
the Barr Street Police Station that the sampan had
K~;"Gcollided with a cargo boat and that he did not know EM~OR.
LRMTAIGNE;
where the sampan and gunnies had drifted.
J.
It is settled law that where property is entrusted
to a servant, it is the duty of the servant to give a
true account of what he does with the property so
entrusted to him. If such servant fails to return the
property or to account or gives an account which is
shown to be false and incredible, it is ordinarily a
reasonabl~ inference that he has criminally misappro.
priated the property socntrusted to him and dishonestly converted it to his own use. In such cases
the Courts are entitled to draw hostile inferences and
presumptions from the action and statements of the
servant. The provisions of· sections 106 and 114 of
the Indian Evidence Act, 1872, can be relied on in
support of these propositions.
In the case now before. me it is obvious that the
accounts given by the appellant and his· witnesses
were false. in material details; and. that there are
other circumstances which indicate that the appellant did not honestly lose the property . entrusted to
him. If the appellant's 5ampan had been upset in
the manner described by him, it would obviously
have floated, and the appellant and the sampan and
the gunnies would in the ordinary course have floated
together up the river and at about the same pace on
the rising flood tide. The most natural course for the
appellant to adopt would be to· hold on . to his
sampan and, if possible, to· climb on to it even
though it should· be upside down. In a river \Tlhich
is usually well frequented by small craft such as
sampans, he would have been picked up quickly,
and it would have been then' possible for him as an
36

,;
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honest servant to gethis sampan'. and gunnies salved
SOH~ . MEAI~ at the same time time.
v,
~INGThe statement made by the appellant to the
EMPEROR..
H
' '~'
ead C,oosta ble at 12- 35 p.m. Jo· the eff ect that he
LENTAIGNE"
h
t1le sampan an d
'
11a d
., 'J,,' .• d'd
1
no t 1mow were
gunmes
.
drifted, is obviously a false statement and is shown
to be false even by . his own witness because the
first witness examined by the appellant, if he is
believed, has proved that he and the appellant had
salved the sampan at.· about 5 a.m. on the previolJs
morning, Likewise, the statemept, that he did not
know where the gunnies. had drifted to, is shownJo
be.':false by the same witness who describes howhe
saw the gunnies floating in the water. This witness'
swears that he salved. the sampan about a quarter of
a :milefrom the place where he saved the appellant
and picked the appellant up. I am satisfied that in
the ordinary course he would have found the
appellant near his upturned sampan if not actually
hanging on to it oron top of it.
. Moreover, about three of his witnesses describe
the gunnies as floating on the water,' and one of
these waS the' man wlio claims to have picked the
appella!1t up. . The appellant would necessarily have
seen such gunnies and if he was an honest servant,
it was his duty to get the gunnies salved at once,
and on that version of his witnesses they could have
been easily salved. The ,·only reasonable inference
that I can draw from this failure to .salve the gunnies
is either that the story is a false otie anci that the
appellant was not upset at all or that he intentionally'
let the gunnies drift away presumably in order that
his accomplices might pick up the gunnies. On
either aspect the inference to be drawn would be
<me as to the guilt of the appellant. . I. have noticed
other iinorobabilities in the ston' as 'told by the
.
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witnesses of the appellant, but it is unnecessary to
discuss them, as the above points show that the
conviction was fully justified.
The complainant produced evidence as to the
alleged transferring of the gunnies by the accused to
another sampan ; but there are obvious weak points
in that evidence, and on the view which I take of
this case it is unnecessary to discuss them.
For the above reasons I must hold that the
appellant has given a false account as to his loss of
the gunnies and that the only reasonable. presumption
to be drawn from his account is that he is guilty of
the offence charged against him and that he has
been rightly convicted. As regards the sentence I
do not think a sentence of one year's rigorous
imprisonment too much for this class of offence.
For these reasons r dismis~ the appeal.

G;U.B,.C.P.O.-No. 71.l\f. of Infmn. 17··7-56:...-600--IX.
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KINGEMPEROR.
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Held, lhat proviso (a) to section 4 of lhe Burma Habitual
Offenders Resbiction Act,1919,Il13kesilessential thill thepreliminary order required under section 11 2 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure shall sel forlh the substance oHhe information received
and shall slate the lerm during which the order ofrestrictionshall
be in force, and where lhese provisions are not complied with the
entire proceeding must be trealed as irregular, and the orders
passed therein, must be sel aside. Held. also, thai where it is
proposed to lake aCtion under section 110{jJ of the Criminal
Procedure Code, the preliminary cirder required under the
pr9visions of section J12 of the Criminal Procedure Code, ml'st
state the amour.! of the bOnd to be executed and the term for
which the bond is to be in force. Hdd,fu1"tltcr, 111~t where it is
intended to take preventive action under section 7 of the Burma
Habitual Offenders Restriction Act, 1919, the" same procedure,
with necessary modification and addition. must be followed as is
prescribed under section 117 of the Craimina!," Procedure Code.
Held, also. that the power of converting an order, under section
118 of the Criminal Procedure Code, requirinl! security for good
behavio'Jr into an order of restriction unc'er the Habitual Offenders
"Restriction Act can be exercised by the District Magistrate alone
and that too only where there has been a proper preliminary
order and the District Magistrate has good reason for the change.
13.

PARSODAN

v.

KIN~EMPEROR

524

HtJSBAND_ AND ISSUE OF FIRST MARRIAGE, DIVISION OF PROPERTY
JNHHERITED BY THE DECEASED WIFE DURING SECONIl COVERTURE:
See BUDDHisT LAW...

521

INHERFED PROPERTY OF WIFE, METHOIl OF DJVISION Ot';" BETWEEN
HUSBAND AND ATET CHIl.llRE~ WHJl:RE PROPERTY INHERITEO
DURING S"ECONJ> COVEI~TURE : See BUDDHIS1'
LAW
,

521

JOINT LIVING ~OT ESSRNTIAL FOR GRANJICHILDREN TO I!\HEmT :
BURMESE BUDDHIST LAW, INHERITANCE"

514

-

JOINT MORTGAGOR PlAINTIFF-APPELLANT, DIBTH OF
OF APPEAL

:Sce

See

ABATEMENT

1897), SECTION 13-Pleade>'
standing surety for II persoll m-rested 011- a charge 1I1tdel' secti01l
420, I1tdian Pel/al COde-Taki1lg from the aCCllsed charge of
proPerty sllb~eque1ttly foulld to be pn1perty in respect of7c·hich
offcllce had been COmmittcd-Pre1!iolls acquittal ill a c1"i1ll;lIal trial,
w!Ielhera bar to action on the same facts ullde1' the Legal Practitioners Act-Autrefois acquit, At the request of H who was
arrested on a charge under section 42il of the lnelian Penal Ccde,
T, a legal p;-actitioner, took charg"e of certain property which H
had deposited with R. Subsequt'ntly H was released on bail, T
standing surety for him; after staying for a fe\\< days iJ1 T's housl',
" Iherealler disappeared It thtn transpired that the prOl {'rlY
which T had taken charj!e of was property in respect of \\-hich H
had committed an offence lmdcr scction 420, Indian l'enal Code"
L:ller, H was arrest cd and convicted in respect of the said properly_
T was then prosecuted and after a trial on alternati\ e charges
under sections 420,411 and 414, Indian PC'nal Code; was acquitted_
On the District Magistrate's recommendation that on the facts
narrated. the High Court should take action against T under the
Legal Practitioners Act. H,ld, that in slanding surely for H, T
was not I!uilty of unprofessional conduct and did not aetas a
pleader. Hcld,fllrther, that.... was not acting in his professirnal
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486-
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capacity in talung '~11arge of the property and keeping it for H, nor
was he guilty of any criminal ofknce in 5,) doing. Held, jwtlier,
that pro<~eedings under the Legal Practitioners Act are quasicriminal. and where the fads hav~ already formed thesllbject of a
criminal trial which has resulted in an acquittal, the p 'i"ciple of
'0 Autrefois acquit .. must apply.
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In a suit for redemption, the defend.mts pleaded ihat subsequent
to being put into possession as mortgagees in 1910, in consideration of a further payment made by them to the plaintiff ill 1917,
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made and that an invalid sale had taken place. Held, that the
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f to give a registered conyeyance and that the defendants were.,
entitled to retain possessioll. .II a Pyone and O1/.e v. Ma (j au.d two;
2 B.L.I. 233 ;llIa Shwe On v.1JlaullgKywet, 9 B.L.T. 45; Matt11g
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SALE: See REDE~IPTION OF A ~IORTGA<;E WITH POSSESSION
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LAw-Wakfnamah-Resel'vation to the wahif, as
Mil lwalli, of the oceutatiol~ of lile property dUling Izis lifetime,
and tlze uSllfruct oj the Pl'ofits·-Tlze ri gilt to aller the r~lles of the
grant ttllder the wakf,1lihclhcr reservable to the wakif-Wal:f,
when duly created·-·Znvalid clauses 'in the wakfllamali, effect
of-·Verbalwakf- Nature of evidellce to establtsh an oral wakfNon-appointme/lt of a Mutwlllli-Obkct of the tYl/st, whether
11ecessary to be lleclared-Wakf Validatioll Act IV Of llJ13).
Held, that at Slinni Mahomcdan Law the reservation to Ule wakif,
as Mutwalli, of the occupation of the property during his lifetime
and the usufruct lhereof, did not vitiate a wakf, provided that the
corpus of tlle property was definitely and fi:1ally appropriated to
the intended purpose. Held, also, tllat the wakif may legally
leSeI'Ve to himself the right to alter the rules of the grant under
[he wakf, if su.::h alteration did not amount to a revocation of the
WakE. Hdd. also, that a wakf is compltted by the wakif's
dedication j and that provisions in the wakfnamah that Mutwallis,
who were to succeed the donor, should not t:lJter upon the
prpperty before a certain ptriod after his death, did not constitute
it a testamentary disposition. Held, further, that if there were
invalid clauses in a wakfnamah, the wakf was not vitiated thereby but only the uffending clauses were void. Held, also, that a
verbal declaration of the intention to create a wakfwas sufficient
if made in the pre~e;lce of witnesses lInd where that the
witnesses deposed that the owner declared either that he then
dedicated his property or had already de dicated it, it was enough
to civtst him of his proprietary righis therein, Held, also, that
the wakif need not appoint a lI1utwalli, and that he need not
declare the object of the trust; the presumption then being that
the wakif appointed himself Mutwalli and that he dedicattd tIle
property to the service of God. Held, finally, that delivery of
possession to Mutwallis was not necessary to constitute a valid
wakf. Bibi linJira Khatun v. Fakirulla, 34 C.L.]. 444 ; B~kari
Mia v, Sheik Lal Pot/dar, 20 Ca. 116 j Doc d. JlIU/I Beebee v.
Abfloolah, (1833) Fulton 345 j Joygult1U:sm Bibi v. Majilulla
Mamed Prol11anik, 28 C.W.N. 781 : Kulsom Bibi v. Golam Hosscin
CassimAriff. 10 C.W.N. 449; Malmg Po Thwev. Maung Sha Bin,
2 U.B.R. (1897-01), 480 ; Mahol/led Ai:ieuddin v. Legal Remembrancer, 15 All. 32 I-referred to. Cassamally v. Curriml'hai, 36
Bom. 214; Ramzan Mistri v. Hari Zakllr Hosseill, 18 I.C 241followed.
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MA E KHIN AND OTHERS V. MAUNG SEIN AND OTHERS
TAKING CHARGE OF PROPERTY OF AN ACCUSED PERSON IN CUSTODY
AT HIS REQUEST IS NOT PROFESSIONAL MISCONDUCT: See LEGAL
PRACTITIONERS ACT, SECTION 13
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TRESPASSER ENTERING AND PLANTING ON ANOTHER'S
ENTITLED TO TIlE PRODUCE; See WAlSTE LAND
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for declaration of right to possession-Assessment
to ret'elme 1/ot coudllsive-Trespasser efderill~ and pidnftttl! 011
anot her's lalltl not entitled to flte tn,duce. Ii eld, that the fact that

WASTE LAND-Suit

one of the two conlestants 10 possession of a I ieee of Government
waste land had been assessed to land revenue, though a relevant
fact, would not in itself be conclushe rroof of right to possession;
neither would such asstssmcnl amount to ncognition by the
Government of;) trtspasscr's possession. !'leld, also, that a trespnser who 'en tel'S on anolher person's land and cultivates tht reon
dots nof thereby LecC'me entitled to the produce. Maung Tun
A:mg v. Ma Hfce, It B.L.T. 263-disscuted from.
MAUNG KYE V. MAUNG THA,HAN AND THREE

488

NOTE Tq BINDER.
These pages should be substituted for pages 477 to
479 in the July Number of the Reports.
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On the same day at about 12-35 p.m. the appellant reported to Head Constable Maung Tha Ya at
the Barr Street Police Station that the sampan had
collided with a cargo boat and that he did not know
-.
where the samp,in and gunnies had drifted.
It is settled law that where property is entrusted
to' a servant, it is the duty of the servant to give a
true account of what he does with the property so
entrusted to him. If such servant fails to return the
property _or to acount or gives an account which is
sllOwn to be false and incredible, it is ordinarily a
reasonable inference that he has criminally misappropriated the property so entrusted to him and dis"
honestly converted it to his own use. In such cases
the Courts are entitled to draw hostile inferences and
presumptions from the action and statements of the
servant. The provisions of sections 106 and J 14 of
the Indian Evidence Act, 1872, can be relied on in
support of these propositions.
In the case now before me it is obvious that theaccounts given by the appellant and his witnesses
were false in material details j and that there are
ouier circumstances which indicate that lhe appellant did not honestly lose the propertyentrusted to
him. If the appellant's sampan had been upset in
the manner described by him, it would obviously
have floated, and the appellant an-d the sampan and
the gunnies would in the ordinary course have floated
together' up the river and at about the same pace on
the rising flood tide. The most natural course for the
appelhmt to adopt would be to hold on to his
sampan and, if possible, to climb on to it even
though it should be upside down. In a river which
is usually well frequented by small craft such as
sampans, he would have been picked up quickly,
and it would have been then possible for hi.m as an
36
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honest servant to get his sampan and gunnies salved
SONA MEAH at the same time.
~
KINGThe statement made by the appe1lant to the
EMPEROR.
Head Constable at 12·35 p.m. to the effect that he
.LENTAIGNE, did not know where the sampan and gunnies had
J.
drifted, is obviously a false statement and is shown
lobe faise even by his own witness because the
first witness examined by the appellant, if he is
believed, has proved that he and the appellant had
salved the sampan at about 5
on. the previous
morning. Like\vise, the statement"that he did not
.know· where the gunnies had drifted to, is shown to
·be false by the same witness who describes how he
saw the gunnies floating in the water. This witness
swears that he salved the sampan about a quarter of
a mile from the place where he saved the appellant
al1d picked the appellant up. I am satisfied that in
the ordinary course he would- -have found the
appellant near his upturned sampan if not actually
hanging on to it or on top of it.
Moreover, about three of his witnesses describe
the gunnies as floating, on the water, and one of
these was the man who claims to have picked the
appellant up. The appellant would necessarily have
seen such gunnies and if he was an honest servant,
it was his duty to get the gunnies salved at once.
and on that version of his witnesses they could 11av;
been easily salved. The only reasonable inference
that I can draw from this failure to salve the gunnies
is either that the story is ~: false one and that the
appellant was not upset at all or that he intentionally
let the gunnies drift. away presumably in .order that
his accomplices might pick up the gunnies. On
either aspect the inference to be drawn would be
one as to the guilt of the appellant. I have noticed
other improbabilities in the story' as told ·by the
1924

a.m.
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~1 924 witnesses of the appellant, but it is unnecessary to
d-iscuss them, as the above points show that' the SONA MEAH
'II.
KINGconviction was fully justified.
EMJ.!lEROH. '
The complainant produced ,evidence as ,to; the'
alleged transferring of the gun nies by the accused toLENTAIGNE.
J.
another sampan j but there are obvious weak points
in that evidence, and on the view which I take of
this case it is unnecessary to discuss them.
For th~ above reasons I must hold that the
appelltint has given a false account as to his loss of
the gunnies and that the only reasonable presumption
to be drawn from his accollntis that he is guilty of
the offence charged against him and that he has
been rightly' convicted. As regards the sentence I
do not think a SEntence of one year's rigorous
imprisonment too much for this class of offence.
For these reasons I dismiss the appeal.

APPELLATE CIVJL.
Before Mr. Justice Duckworth.

MA MA E
v.

AND TWO

MAUNG'TUN.*
Redemptioll of a mortgage with possessiOJ~-Defellceof a sale, subsequent to
the mortgage-Sale in-valid for want of registratt'on.
In a suit for redemption, the ddendants pleaded that subsequent to being put
into possession as mortgagees in 1910, in consideration of a further payment
made by them to the plaintiff in 1917, the land was l:old to them outright but
that they had no registered conveYdnce. It was found that the further payment
had been made and that an invalid sale had taken place.
Ifdd, th.. t the plaintiff could not be allowed to take advantage of his omis_
sion to give a registered conveyance and that the clefendanls Were entitled to
retain possession.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - " - - - ----,-

• Civil Scond Appeal No. 279 of 1923 again;ttlle decreeo! the DistrictCourt of Mandalay in Civil Appeal No. 85 of 1923.

1924

lime 6.
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Ma Pyone and two v.Ma U and two v. 2 BoLo]. 233; MaShwc Onv. MaUl1g
Kywel, 9 B.LoT. 4S ; Mallng Sitwe Hmo1l v.lIfa/lng TlIa B)Oaw, 11 L.B.R. 462 •
Venkatesh Da711odal' v. Malla-ppa Bhimappa, 46 Bom. 722-followetl.

MA MA E
AND TWO

v.
MAUNG TUN.

The Gywe-for the Appellants.
Lutter-for the Respondent.

J.-The case of the plaintiff-respondwas that the land in suit was mortgaged to
1st appellant, 1\1a Ma E and her br<;>thef, deceased
Maung Yin for Rs. 350 with possession. Ma Pyu
and Maung U are the legal representatives of Maung
Yin. The suit \vas for redemption of this mortgage.
The defence was that, though the land had been
mortgaged for Rs. 3.50, it was subsequently sold outright to the appellants fora further payment of Rs. 217
in April 1917.
.
_
It was admitted that there was no document of
mortgage. The plaintiff dated the mortgage in 1910,.
but the defendant-appellants' case was that it was
dated in 1908. The plaintiff contended that it was
an oral mortgage. This was not denied, but it \-vas
set up that it was entered in the Register of Reports
of Transfer and Changes (then No. VII!), and the
p:yafbaing, Exhibit V, was produced.
The trial Court held that the saieset up by
ddendants was established, and dismis5ed the suit
for redemption.
On appeal, the District Court allowed the claim,
holding that the onus of proof as to the sale in 1917
was on the defendants and that, since there was no
registered cbhveyance, as required bylaw the evidence
given as .to the sale was inadmissible, and that the
p}'afbaing, in which thes~id sale was stated to have
been rep,orted·· (Exhibit III), did not transfer any
interest in the property. Fjnally the learned judge
held· that the present appellants could not resist a
redemption suit, on the. ground that there was an
DUCKWORTH,

~nts
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agreement to sell the land, because a suit for specific
.
performance would be barred by time.
The defendants· have now come to this Court on
second appeal. Clearly they must succeed. Evidence
has been given by the revenue surveyor, which
,
shows that the report as to the sale in April 1917
was indeed made, and that, toe by both parties, in
fact there is ample evidence to prove the payment
·of Rs. 217 and that an invalid sale transaction took
place. The headman's evidence strongly bears this
out, and from April 1917 the land has stood in Ma
Ma E and M~l.llng Yin's names as owners. It is thus
dear that, at the very] east, there \vas a transaction
in April 1917, which can be treated as an agreement
to sell the land to appellants. It was the duty of the
vendor to give a' registered c'onveyance, but none
was ever given.
.
There is anothing to show that time for specific
performance has elapsed, since there is no evidence
that {he vendor refused riiore than three years prior
to suit to give a conveyance, and, even if time for
specific performance h<;ld elapsed, the same equities
would apply.
The same principles apply as I held were applicable in the case of Ma Pyol1e and !-wo v. Mq U and
two, 2 B.L.J. 233. Much assistance mayalso be derived
from the case of Maun)!. S!I'l.ve H1'l'lon v. Jlaung Tha
Bya-w, 11 L.B.R. 462. The case of Ma SJrwe On
v. Maung Kywet, 9 B.L.T. 45, may also be referred
to. In the case· of Venkaft'sh Dmnodar v. Mallappa
Bimappa, 46 Bombay 722, it was held that were
the plaintiff agreed to sell land to the defendants,
who 'Were already in possession, and defendants paid
up the purchase money, but omitted to take a registered conveyance, plaimtiff was not entitled to recover
possession, thoilgh the right to obtain specific

1924
~.

MAMAE
AND TWo
V.

MAUN(i TUN,
DUCKWORTH,

J.
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performance of the agreement had become time-barred.
It seems to me manifest that, in this-case, the intention
of the mortgagor was to extingttish the mortgage
debt.
The appeal is clearly good. The plaintiff cannot
be allowed to take advantage' of the fact that he give
defendants no registerd conveyance, and the latter
are entitled to retain possession as .against any claim
under the mortgage by the plainliff-respondent.
I set aside the decree of the,. lower. Appellate
Court, and restore that of the Subdivisional Court
(though on other grounds) with costs inal.1 Courts.
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before M,'. Justice Can.

1924

lime 10.

J.

~vL

MANECI):JEE

v.
MAUNGPO HAN.

*

Evide11ce Act (1 of 1872), section 92, proviso 3-Suit on promissory-uote-Oral
evidellce to show that the lransacfioJl was one of suretyship for amount
outsta"ding-QltlJstion whether ti,e PromissorY-llote was part of the
colltract .
The plaintiff brought a suit on a promissory-note executed by the defendant
in his· favour. The defence was that the tnlDsaction evidenced by the
promissory-note was one of suretyship "nd that the defendant was not therefore liable to be sued till the liabilities of his principaL had been ascertained ..
Held, that oral evidence to prove that it was not intended that liability
should attach to Ule defendant except on failure on his principal \vas admissible
under proviso 3 to section 92 of the Evidence·Act.
lield, also, that uuder the. circumstances it was not open to the plaintiff, an
original party to the promissory-note, to treat the pro~tssory-nole as a
separate· contract in itself and to seek to enforce it without 'taking the entire
contract into account.
Ba Shein v. Kil1g-Emperol', 10 L.B.R. 366; Simon v. Hakim 111 ahouled
Sheriff, 19 Mad. 368-followed.
.,

Burjorjee.-for th~ Appellant.
Cla1'k-for the Respondent.
* Civil Second Appeal No. 153 of 1923.
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. CARR, J.-The facts of this case as found--and, I
think, rightly found-by the Courts below are as follows.
The Bombay-Tavoy General Trading Agency entered
into an agreement with Maung Po Nyein for the
supply of timber. The Agency agreed to advance
Rs. 5,020 to Po' Nyein "on such securities as thought
suitable." Po Nyein offered his brother, Po· Han,
the present defendant-respondent, as surety and· he
was accepted. Rs. 2,500 was advanced to Po Nyein,
who signed a promissory-note for the amount. Po
Han also signed this note. Some ten days later a
further Rs. 2,500 was paid to Po Han on behalf of
Po Nyein, who. was away in the jungle. Po Hap alone
. signed a promissory-note for this sum. Both notes
were in favour of the plaintiff, Maneckjee, who was
the Manager of the Agency.
The Agency later changed its style to "The
Tavoy Timbers H and it would appear that Maneckjee
and S. A. Ali became partners in the concern.
Some eight months after the advances had been
given the Tavoy Timbers wrote to Po Nyein anrt Po
Han enclosing an account in \vhich Rs. 5,000 was
-shown as advanced. The balance due to the firm·
was shown as Rs. 2,629, and settlement of the account
was demanded. Po Nyein acknowledged this and
asked. for a week's time to reply. This was followed
by a further letter from the firm saying that there
had been an excess credit in the first account and
that the total really due was Rs. 3,049-14-9.
. Tothis Po Han replied that he was not·a party
to the contract and that his liability on the pro-notes
could only be determined after accounts had been
settled with Po Nyein. Po Nyein replied saying,· in
effect, that he 'had supplied mNe timber than had been
credited. Both these letters are dated the 9th March.
On the 28th March Mane~kjee sent a lawyer's notice

483'·
1924

J. M.
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V.

MAUNG
Po HAN.
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MANECKJEE
11.
MAUN(Y
Po HAN.
CARR,

J.

to P6"l1an demanding payment of Rs. 2,500 on the
second pro-note. Po Han replied that the money
should ,be demanded from Po Nyeill.
Then, Maneckjee at once filed this suit, in his
own name, on the pro~note, against Po Han alone.
The plaint is silent as to the timber contract and
treats the, pro-note. as an ordinary one. An attempt
has beeli made to show that this Rs. 2,500 was a
loan to Po Han personally by Maneckjee personally,
but there is not the remotest dOll ht that it was not.'
'Po Han plel'..ded that the suit was not maintainable until accounts 'had been settled ""ith Po Nyein.
Both Cou'rts below have upheld this contention.
'
In this appeal it is contended that oral evidence
should not have been admitted. The contract with
Po Nyein was in writing but the eddence as to Po
Han's part in the transaction is purely oral. I think
however that is was rightly admitted under proviso
3 to section 92 of the Evidence Act. It is quite
clear that the contract with Po Nyein and the two
promissoy-notes aU fo,rined part of one transaction
and that it was not intended that any liability on the
notes should attach to PO H'an excel')t on the failure
of Po Nyein to complete his contract. Thus the
written and the oral agreements together conshtuted
a condition precedent to the attaching of any liability
under the notes, which were, as the District' judge
says, taken merely as security. A somewhat similar
view was taken by Riggi L in Ba Shein. v. KingEmperor (1), thoui!h with reference to proviso 2.
In Simon v,, Hakin Mohamed Sheriff (2),
Subramania Ayyar, J., said :-" Of course parties to
what purports to be a mere promissory-note may
contemporaneously with its execution and delivery,
(i) 10 L.B.R. 366..

(2) (1896) 19 Madras 368.
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·enter into another agreement with reference to such
1924
·instrument. The terms of that agreement may, on the
J.M.
MANECKJEE
·one hand, be so inconsistent with the terms of the.
v.
document purporting to be a promissory-note as to p~Af~~~.
render it clear that the parties never intended to CAIlR, J.
invest what seems a promissory-note ,;."jth the attributes
-of an instrument really of that description. On the
other hand the terms of ·the agreement may go to
show that it' was: not intended. that the document
which on the face of it is apromiJ3sory-note should
not operate ~s such. In the former .class of cases
the two agreements must be construed to be parts
'ofbut one contract, not severable by the Court for
the purpose of giving t6 one of the two parts an effect
which it would have had if such part alone formed
.
.the whole contrad."
That seems to me to be directly applicable to the
present case, and I agree with the view there
,expressed. I huld therefore that it is not open to
ihe plaintiff to treat the,promissory-note as a separate
contract in itself and to seek to enforce it without
taking the whole contract into account. We have
before us H~e original patties to the note al)Q they
:are bound by their .contract.
The appeal is therefore dismissed with costs.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Young, and Mr. Justice Bagilley.
19~4

-/-"

17me 16.

MAUNG BYAUNG

AND ONE

v.
MACNG SHWE BAvV

AND TWO.*

Abatemmt oj appeal-Death of one of 'fie plaintiff-appellantsilr a Hdelllption:
suit-Civil Procedure Code (IT of 1908), Order 22, Rule 2 atzd Ot'dcr 41.
Rule 4.
The plaintiff-appellants, a 13urlllese Buddhist couple, filed a redemption
suit in ,elped of a certain pjece of land of which they were joint-owners and
mortgagors. On their suit being di~ll1issed they preferred an appeal; but after
the appeal was filed the husband died and his legal representatives were, not,
brollght on the record within the period of limitation.
Held, that the appeal did !lot abate as far as the surviving spouse was
concerned and that she coald carryon the appeal by her'self.

Hay-for the Appellants.
M aung Kun-for the Respondents.
YOUNG AND BAGULEY, JJ.- This was a suit filed,
by Maung Byaung and Ma !'Jgwe E jointly for redemp-'
tion of a' certain piece of land. Tlley were husband
and wife, alld, as such, joint~owners.
The 'lower Court dismissed the suit, "and agaihs ':
this order of dismissal they filed an appeal~
Since the filing of the appeal, Mating Byaung.
died; his legal representatives have not been brought
011 the record within the period of limitation.
.' The question to be decided is 'whether the appeal
has entirely abated, or whether lVla Ngwe E can
carry it on alone.
.:;
The main argument before the Court tu.rned upon
the meaning of Order XXIT , Rule 2.
Omitting the portions not applicable to the present
case, this rule runs as follows :_11 Where there are

-

* Civil First Appeal No. 178 of 1923 againstthe decree of the District Court
of Hanthawaddy in Civil Regular No. SO of 1922.
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more plaintiffs than one, and any of the!ll dies, and
where the right to sue survives to the surviving
plaintiff or plaintiffs alone the Court should cause
an entry to that effect to be made 011 the record)
and the suit shall proceed at the instance of the
surviving plaintiff or plaintiffs."
This rule also a'pplies to appeals.
The question is what is the exact meaning ,?f the
word" alone. "
It is argued that, because the right to sue Cir to
appeal survives to Ma Ngwc E and Maung Byaung's
legal representatives, it cannot be s'aid to survive to
Ma Ngwe E alone. ,With this reading of the ru~e
we are not in agreement.
.
These two .. persons as joint-owners of the land
and joint mortgagor~, when both alive, were each
,individually entitled to redeem the mortgage; Ma
Ngwe E alone could have refleemed the mortgage. It
is true that Maung Byaung would have had to be
made a pro Jonna defendant; but Ma Ngwe E could
have filed a suit by herself. This we understpnd to
mean that Ma Ngwe E alone had the right to sue.
Quite apart from this) however, Order XLI, Rule 4
gives Ma Ngwe E the right to appeal entirely by
herself. This reads-It Where there are more plaintiffs
than one in a suit, and the decree appealed from
proc:eeds on any ground common to all the plaintiffs,
anyone of the plaintiffs may appeal from Hie whole
decree, and thereupon the appellate Court may reverse
or vary the decree in favour of all the plaintiff~."
This would most certainly give Ma. Ngwe E the
rightto prosecuie her appeal by herself.
~vV e hold then that the appeal does not abate
entirely. It will abate so far as Maung Byaung is
concerned; but Ma Ngwe E can carryon the appeal
by herself.

1924
MAUI\G
BYAUNG
AND ONE
t',

l\TAUKG .
SHWE BAW
ANflTWO.
YOUNG AND

BAGULEY,

JJ,
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Carr.
. 1924

MAUNG KYE

v.
MA UNG THA HAN

AND THREE.*

Waste land-Suit for decla1'lltion of right to possession-Assess1l1C1/.t to revellue
1/ot cOl/clusilJe-Trespasser entering and phlltin/! on llllother's la·lll! 1I0!
entitled to the p,'oduce.
Held, that the fact that one of the two contestants to possession ofa piece <if
Govemment waste land had been assessed to land revenue, though a relevant
fact, would not)n itself be conclusiv.e proof O( right to posse~sion ; neither
. waul:! such asseSS;llel't amount to recognition by the Gove"nment of a
trespasser's possession,
Held, also, tint ;1,. trespasser who enters on anothoc person's land and
Clllti ntes thereon does not thereby become entitlec1to the produce.
Maltng

Tun Anl/g V. Ma Ntce. 12 B.L.T. 263-dissCllted from.

Maung Pu-for the

.tq~pel!ant.

Balker -for the Respondents.
J.-The jssue~; were not very happily framed.
I t was common ground that the land was Government
waste and therefore the questi'on of ownership raised
in the first issue did not arise. But the evidence was
well recorded and on itthe To\vnship Judge found that
the plaintiff had cultivated the disputed land in 1282
and 1283 and that he was therefore entitled to it.
He wrongly ga~e a decree for possession though all
that was asked for was a declaration.
The Additional District Judge reversed this finding.
He considered the oral evidence for the defp-nee niore
satisfactory thaD that for the plaintiff. Here I am
entirely unable, to agree. The reverse seems to me
to be the ca~e, The plaintiff called the holders of
the .neighbouring
lands and they all slJpporied
his
.
CARR,

.

• Special ChilSeconcl Ap,)eal No. 371 of 1923 against the decree orthe
District Court of Pegu in Civii Appeal No. 131 of 1923,
.
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claim to have worked the whole block of land shown
on the map. The only thing to be said against their
evidence is that some of tlH:m seem also to be involved
.in boundary disputes with neighbours. This same
objection applies to at least some of the witnesses for
the defence. Their allegation is that the first defendant,
in the dry weather at the end of 1283 made a kazin
round the disputed land and other land adjoining it
on the west and then cultivated the land in 1284.
The evidence as to the existence of this kazin seems
to me very vveak and on the face of it the whole
defence evidence appears much less satisfactory 'than
that for the plaintiff. That was the view tZlken of·it
by the Township Judge, who heard the witnesses,
and I think that his finding ought to be upheld.
The .Additional District Judge seems to me to have
been too much influenced by.the fact that the plaintiff
WaS not assessed for the land in diBpute and the
further fact that defendant ultimately was so assessed~
taken along with the decision in ~7j,f awng Tun Aung v.
Ma Htee (1).
The omission to assess the plaintiff is perhaps a
point against him, but it is by no means conclusive.
Revenue surveyors, like everyone else, are fal1ible~
and the fact that a certain piece of land has not been
assessed to revenue is no proof that it has not been
cultivated. Nor does the failure to assess take away
the plaintiff's possessory .right if by actual possession
he has acquired such a right. The Revenue Rules
permit any person to enter into possession for tIiepurpose of cultivation, of any Government waste land,
but provide that if he does so he shall be Hable to
be assessed to revenue and to be evicted by the'
Government. It is for the Government, through its.
(1) (1919) 12 B.L.T. 263,
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officers, to assess to revenue and not for the cultivator
to see that he is so assessed.
Tun Auttg's ca'se (1) isn'ot an authorised publication
and is therefore nota ruling binding on any Court.
I do not agree with the decision therein and am
.Bot prepared to follow it. The fact that one of the
contestants has been assessed to' revenue and tbe
_other has not is no qoubt a relevant fact, and there
may be cases in whicli it ,\rill suffice to turn the scale,
but it is not in itself conclusive nor can I regard
assessment as a recognition by the Government of a
trespasser's possession. As I have said above the
,rule allow anyone to enter into possession for the
purpose of cultivation of Government waste land, and
therefore a person so entering cannot be regarded
asa trespasser. The Go,'ernment reserves the right
to assess and if it fails to exercise that right the
occupier is not to be blamed, nor is his right to '
possession affected. To accept that decision as good
law in effect make the revenue sutveyor the final
arbiter in all disputes such as this., In the present
case the evidence of the revenue surveyor s,hows
that it was not until after the suit had been instituted
that he assessed the defendant to revenue.
The plaintiff is, in my view, entitled to a decree.
It is not very clear that he was in actual possession
'at the time of suit but no objection has been taken
to his suing for a mere declaration.
As regards the claim for paddy the Township
Judge held that the plaintiff had first planted on the
land and then the defendant ploughed it up and
planted again. Thus the paddy actually reaped 'vvaS
that planted by the defendant and for that reason
apparently he considered that the plaintiff was not
entitled to it. This view is obviously untenable.
A trespasser who enters on another person's land and
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'-plants thereon does ,not thereby become entitled to
the produce.'
I set aside the judgment and decree of the District
·Court. There will be a decree declaring that the
:plaintiff is entitled to possession of fhe land in suit
.as against the defendants. There will also be ~ decree
for the plaintiff for Rs. 150, the value of 100 baskets
,of paddy, as against tbe.first two defendants: These
first tWG defendants will also pay the plaintiff's costs
.in all courts.
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APPELLATE CIVIL';
..Bejore Sir Sydl1ey Robin$oll, C.J., alld the oth,r Judgt"S of the High Court
(ill Chambers).

:IN THE MATTER OF

MAUNG PO TOK,

A PLEADER.*

.Legal P~l;lClitioncls Act (XVIII of 1879), sectioll 13-Pleader stt!lIding slIrety
for a person arrested 011 a charge u!ider section 42"0, Indian PCllal CodeTllkillg charpe from the accused of troper:y subsequently foulld' to be
property in re~pect (' f ~dlich all offc11ce had been committed-Previous
acquittal ill a crimi'lal trial whether <l bar 10 action 011 the same fllct s
u1lder the Legal Pracliliol1crs Act-Autrefois acquit.
At the reql!est of H who was arrested on a charge under section 420 of the
.".Indian Penal Code, T, a legal pr:tctitioner, took charg~ of certain property
which H had deposited with R. Subsequenlly H was released on bail, T.
standing surety for him ; after staying for a few days in T's house H
·,thereafter disappeared. It then transpired that the property which Thad
·taken charge of was property in respect of which H had cpmmitted an offence
under section 420, Indian Penal Code. Later, H was arrested and convicted in
,respect of the said property.
T was then prosecuted and after a trial on alternative charges under
"'sections 420, 411 and 414, Indian Penal Code, was acquitteo. On the District
Magistrate's recommenaati'on the.t on the fact narrated, the High Court should
'take action against T under the Legal Practitioners Act
H eldth:d in standmg surety for H,T was not guilty of llnIJrofessional conduct
and did not act as'a pleader.
Held, further, that T was !Jot acting in his professional capacity in taking
·charge of the property and keeping it for H nor was he guilty of any criminal
·offence i~ so doing.
.

* Civil Miscellaneous Application No. 50 Of 1924.
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FIeld,furtlzer, that proceedings tmderthe Legal Practitioners Act ate quabicrin-.inal, and where the fads have already formed the subject of a criminal triar
which has resulted in an 'acquittal, the principle of " Autrefois acquit" ml.st
apply.

One Po Heman of Kyonmange was arrested at
Myaungmya by the Police on the 12th December
1923 on a suspected charge under section 420 of the
Indian Penal Code in respect of a longyi belonging
to a woman resident at Wakema. Maung Po T&k,.
a practising pleader, and one Hla Tin stood surety
for Po Hman and on the next day Po Hman was.
·-released. \Vhen Maung Po Tok first came to the,
police-station for the purpose o~ obtaining bail, Po,
Hman had asked him fo take charge of certain
properties, deposited by him with the local manager
of Rowe & Co. Maung Po Tak accordingly took over'
the property, which included amongst other items a,
packet of diamonds.
After his release, Po Hman lived in Maung Po
Tak's house for some days. In the meantime, certain
diamond merchants, Gordhan Das and Puji Ram,.
were in search of Po Hman, who had disappeared
with diamonds, gold coins and other jewellery entrusted
to him for sale. Upon hearing that Po Bman was,
living at Maung Po Tok's house, Gordhan Das lodged a.
report with the Police on the 18th December 1923 and
on search there being made at the house, Maung Po
Tak produced ten sovereigns and two white stones and
stated that Po Bman had gone away. Po Bman was·
subsequently arrested and,convicted.
Maung Po Tak was also thereafter prosecuted
tinder sections 420, 411 and 414 of the Penal Code'
but after a' trial by the District Magistrate of
Myaungmya, was acquitted. In the cQ.urseof his
acquittal order, the District Magistrate stated "r
cannot help believing .that Po Tak must have known
or at least suspected or would have had reason to believe
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that the property in question was stolen property but
since the evidence on'this point ,is not conclusive, I
must give him the benefit of the doubt • .
However Maung Po Tok, being a practising pleader,
is, I consider, guilty of gross misconduct in standing
surety for a person arrested by the Police, for a
cognisable offence and, by retaining ten sovereigns
from that person, which subsequently turned out to
be stolen property, on the alleged excuse to cover
the amount of security he had offered." The District
Magisirate then instituted the present proceedings
under the Legal Practitioners Act,.framingthe following
charge against Maung Po Tok. "For that according
to your own admission as an accused in Criminal
Regular Trial :No. 1 of 1924- of this Court, you on
the 13th December 1923 stood bail for one Maung
Po Hman who was arrested by the Police on suspicion
of commission of a cognisable offence and that you
received and retained sundry valuable property, to wit
two diamonds, 50 sovereigns, 53 pieces of gold coins
of various' denominations and some loose imitation
stones in respect of which Po' Hman has since been
, convicted of criminal breach of trost: for that you
have retaifJ:ed till seized by the Police on the 19th
December 1923, a portion of that property to wit, ten
sovereigns and two imitation stones ostensibly to
cover the amount of security you offered; you ha vc
thereby committed professional misconduct as a
pleader, thereby rendering yourself liable to punishment
under section 13 (f) of the :.Legal. Practitioners Act,
18i9." Maung Po T6k pleaded that he had no reason
to believe nor had the slightest suspicion that the
articles in question were sblen property.
,The District Magistrate then made the following
remarks in, his, report to the High Court: II That
Maung Po Tok's retention of the property in question

37
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was ostensibly for the purpose of covering the amount
of security he had furnished, but in my opinion, he
. d t h em as h'IS f ees f or gettmg
.
rea11y retame
Maung
~Z:lDE~, Po Hman out on bail. I ,therefore consider that
Maung Po Tok is guilty of gross misconduct in his
capacity as a practising pleader and should be
punished." The learned Sessions Judge supported the
findings of the District Magistrate but suggested that
Maung Po T6k cannot be held to have acted in his
capacity as a pleader but should -be charged with
general misconduct unconnected with professional'
duties.
The matter was considered by Honourable Judges
of the High Court in Chambers, and the result of
their Lordships' deliberations will be fo,und in the order
reported below which was pronounced by the learned
Chief Justice.

IN THE
• MATTER OF
MAUNG Po

ROBINSON, C.J.-Upon reading the proceedings
in Criminal Miscel1<i.neous Case No.. 31 of 1924 held
by the District Magistrate of Myaungmya against
Maung Po T6k who was charged under section 13 (f)
of the Legal Practitioners Act.
It is ordered that in'the view of theHonou~able
Judges the proceedings under section 13 of the Legal
Practitioners' Act are misconceived. In standing surety
fCif a man arrested on a charge under section 420
Maung Po T6k was, not guilty of unprofessional
conduct and did not act as a pleader. He was not
acting in his professional capacity in taking charge
of the property from Rowe & Coo's Manager and
keeping it for Po Hman j nor was he guilty of any
.criminal offence in so doing. Moreover, he has been
acquitted by a Criminal Court of receiving and retaining
stolen property while the Magistrate who tried him on
those charges also decided that there was insufficient
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evidence to justify a charge of cheating with respect
to the substitution of the diamonds. Proceedings
under the Legal Practitioners' Act are quasi-criminal
and where the facts have already formed the subject
;of criminal trial which has resulfed in an acquittal
the principle of Ie Autrefois acquit" must apply.
APPELLATE CIVIL
Before Mr. Justice Duckworth. alld Mr. Justice Godfrey.

MA E KHIN

AND OTHERS

v.
MAUNG SEIN

AND

OTHERS:~

Sunni Mohamedan Law-Wakf'la11lah-Reservation to the wakif. asMutwalii

of the occupation oftfte property during his lifetime, alld the usufruct oj
the profits-The right to alter the rules of the' grant ullder the walef,
whether reservable to tlte wakif.,-Wakf, wltenduly created-Invalid clauses
in the 'liJak/1l"amalt, effect of-Vel'balwakf-Natllra Of et'idence to establiSh
vII oral wakf-Non-aPPointment of a Mutwalli-ObJect of the trust
whether Ilecessary to be declared-Wakf Validatioll Act (VI of 1913).
Beld, that at Sunni Mohamedan Law. the reservation to the wakif, as
MutwaIli, of the occnpation of the property during his lifetime and the usufruct
thereof, did not vitiate a wakf, provided that the corpus of the property was
definitely and" finally appropriated to the intended purpose.
Held, also that the wakif may legally resen:e to himself the right "to alter
the rules of the grant under the wakf, if such alteration did not amount to a
.
revocation of the wakf.
Held, also. that a wakf is completed by the wakil's cledicatiOIJ ; and that
provisions in the W:Jkfnamah that Mutwallis, who were to succeed the donOr
should not enter upon the property before a certain period' after his death, did
not constitute it a testamentary disposition.
Held further, that if ther~ were invalid clauses in a wakfna:nah, the wakf
was not vitiated thcreb:" but only the offend;ng clauses were void.
Held. also, that a verbal cl~claration .)f the intention to create a wakf was
sufficient if made in the presence of witnesses and that where the witnesses
c1ep:Jsed that the owr.er de~lared eit!ler that he the I dedicated his property
or had already declkated it, it was elloagh to divest h:m of his' proprietary
rights therein.
Held. also, that the wakif need not appoint a Mutwallh and that he need 11M
declare the object of the trust; the presumption then being that the wakif
• Civil Fint Appeal No,~14 of 1923 (at ~landalay) fro~-the decree Of-"Ulf:
District Court of Mandalay in Civil Regular No 42 of 1920.
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appointed himself Mutwallhmd tJ.lat he dedicated the property to the sen ice
of God.
MA E KHIN
Held, jillally,that·(\eliYery of possession to Mulwallis was not necessary
V.
to constitute a valid wakf.
MAUNG
SaN.
B.il>iJ;njil'u KflatU1~v.Fakimlla. 34 C.L.]. 444; Bikanl Mia v. Shllk Lal
l'oddar. 20 Cal. 116; Doe dJaulI· B.eebee v. Abdoolall. (1833) Fulton 345 r
]oygu1tneSSa Bibi v.1I1ojiluUah Momed Fromanik. 28 C.\V.K 781 j'Klf/sam,
'Bibi v. Golom Hossciu Cassim A riff. 10 C.W.N., 449; Maung Po T/;we v.
Moung Shu Bin. 2 U.B.R. (l897-01) 480 ; l1foltamcri Ar.1mddin v. Legal
Remembrancer, IS All. 321-loe/erred to.
CassamA1Y v. Currimbhai, 36 Bom. 214; Ramza1t Mistri v. Haj; Zak11r
Hosiein. HI I.C. 241-followed.

Chatterjee {with him S. Mukerjee)-for the AppelLiitte1'-for the Respondents.

DUCKwORTH AKD GODFREY, n.-The plaintiffrespondents, instituted a suit against the defendantappellants, and one Maung Po Lan, for a declaration
that there had been a valid dedication of certain
landed property worth about Rs. 30,000 situated in
Mandalay Town, for religious and charitable purposes
by Haji Palitaga U Po Tha deceased, as' stated in his
deed of wakf, and that they' were the Muhvallis
thereof in succession to him, and for an order
directing the appellant-defendants to give possession
of the said property. The defendants are the \vidow
and other relatives of the dectased. The piaintiffs'
claim was, in fact, that .the deed of waH, dated
December 28th, 1914, exe<::uted by U Po Tha and
duly registered,\vas a valid wakL This deed deals
\vith three -holdings in Mandalay with the buildings
thereon and purports to . dedicate them "in perpetu·ul1i·

1
'

It was further alleged by the plaintiffs, in their
. plaint, that, about six months before his death, and
in about May-June 1919, U Po Tha: verbally dedicated
as a wakf, for the same purpose, two khans of another
building and the western portion of the holding on
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which it stood, valued at Rs. 10,000. Their prayer
included this property, and their claim is that it was
an addition to the previous wakf, which was made
by the registered wakfnamah.
The defendants admitted that Haji U Po Tha
executed theregistered wakfnamah, but they contended
that it did not create a valid wakf under Mohamedan
Law. l' hey denied the alleged later verbal dedication of the two khans, ;:,nd pleaded that, in any case
it was invalid, inasmuch as it was not made in writing
duly registered.
The parties are admittedly Zerbaddi Sunni
Mohamedans of Mandalay, and are subject to the
Hanafi branch (}f Mussulman Law.
I n a long, and well considered, judgment, the
learned Judge of the DistriCt Court (Mr. H. A. Brown,
now acting High Court Judge) decided that the
wakfnamah created a valid wakf, and that plaintiffs
{",ere the Mutwallis thereof, but he held that there
\\'as no valid oral dedication of the two khans though
there was an ~xpressed intention, never brought to
fruition, on U Po Tha's part, to create the later \vakf.
He directed the defendant-appellants to give possession of the properties covered by the registered
deed. He also made certain orders. as to costs.
In tRe District Court, the ground on which the
defendants attacked the wakfnamah was that Haji U
Po Tha retained the property in his own possession,
and had. full control and enjoyment thereof up to his
death oOn 20th November 1919. They contended that
he never made over the property to the plaintiffs as
Ml1twallis, though the latter were named as such in
the deed. Further they urged that the wakfnamah
itself indicates that U Po Tha never divested himself
of his character as owner of the property, and that
after he lost his case in Suit No. 21 of 1913, he
0
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married the principal defendant, 'Ma E Khin and
resolved to keep the property as his own, by way
of making provision for his family.
There was also a plea that, in virtue of the result
of Civil Regular Suit No. 21 of 1915, the matter in
issue in this 'case, namely, the validity of the wakf-'
namah, was res judicata. This was quite rightly
found against the defendants, and the question of
t'es judicata is not now before the Court.
On appeal to this Court the grounds raised by
the defendant-appellants are that, considering the
conduct of U Po Tna, the provisions in the deed
were illusory, and no valid wakf wa~ created i that,
if the deed is, valid at all, it is only valid as a will
or testamenttlry wakf, and so can affect only onethird of the deceased's nett estate; and that, if th'e
deed is valid, but is not a will, then the charitable
dispositions 'in it inust be given effect t6, but the
residue must accrue for the benefit of U Po TIn's
heirs. The ground alleging that, inasmuc'h as the
plaintiff-responden.ts could nofproduce the original
wakfnamah, and could not establish that the defendantappellants bad possession of it the lower Court
should have held that it did not exist, has not been
argued, anct may taken to have been dropped.
The plaintiff-respondents have filed cross-objection
to the learnecil District Judge's findings} in regard
to the later oral \\lakf of the two khans, after his
marriage to the 1st appellant, Ma E Khin, which they
contend was clearly established to have~beena valid wakf.
The appellants have raised what are really two
new points in appeal, but they were clearly involved
in their pleadings, and were referred to in their
written arguments before the District Court, and,
being points of law, can, and must, be dealt with
in this appeal.
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When: the registered wakfnamah was made, it is
admitted that U Po Tha was a widower, his first
wife, Ma Myin and his second wife,Ma Mya, having
both died. It was some considerable time after the
wakfnamah had been executed that he- married the
1st appellant, who was then a young girl of about
sixteen years of age, whilst the wakif was over
_sixty. It is admitted that U Po Tha left no issue.
It is now stated by the appellants that the
pro·perty in dispute, which is in the centre of Mandalay
Town, is worth over a lac of rupees (Rs.l,OO,OOO). If
so, it appears to have heen undervalued in the plaint,
unless as is suggested, the local value 9f immoveable
property has since risen very considerably.
The fact that the original wakfnamah was not
produced in evidence has not been directly commented upon in argument. But it is suggested that
U Po Tha must have destroyed it, when he married
1st defendant-appellant, Ma E Khin, after the result
of his Civil Suit about -the deed, thus showing that
he considered the \-vhole matter at an end.-There is
no justification in this suggestion. The wakif not
only took the opinion of the learned- Government
Advocate Mr. Guy Rutledge (now Rutledge, J.) on
the deed, but he went to the trouble of having the
property registered in the Town Lots Office as wakf
property with himself as Mutwalli. The indications
are that the original deed was left with Ma E Khin,
and that, in spite of the allegations in the pleadings,
and express notice to produce it she has kept it back'
There were thus sufficient reasons for admitting
secondary evidence of the terms of the deed, and of
thewakf. The defendant-appellants, moreover, relied
and still rely upon the deed just as much as the
plaintiff--respondents in their attempt to defeat the
validity of the wakf.
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Nothing further need he said about this matter,
which was Hot referred to in the grounds of appeal
V.
at all.
MAUNG
,SEI!:i'.
It is equally clearly indicated by the proceedings
DUCKWORTH that 1st defendant, Ma E Khin, kept back the account
AND
GODFREY,
books, in which U Po Tha (and later on she herself)
, IJ·
entered the expenditure and income of the trust·
The wa.kif was a careful man, and kept regular,
accounts, even of small items. IvIa E Khin's 3.ffidavits
and evidence about these spe,:tk for themselves. It
was clearly a rrlere afterthought on defendant's part
to call I\iIaung It at the conclusion of the case, some
two years later, in order to produce. t"lVO alleged
account books, v"hich.. on plaintiffs' learned Advocate'
,objection were quite rightly excluded.
The proceedings, in fact, indicate that Ma E Khin
(whether on her own motion, or tlUder the advice
or her advocate and relatives, cailhotbe sfated),has .
deliberately refused to produce bo.th the original
\vakfnamah, and the account books, and other papers
relating to the wakif property, and the various tenants
thereof.
It is thus not unnatural that Mr. Lutter for the
respondent-plaintiffs, now asks that this should lead
to strong presumptions being made against the bona
fides and honesty of the defendants.
It is true Ma E Khin has prevaricated a great
deal, and that not much reliance can be placed! upon
her evidence, either in regard to the documents,' or
in regard to the wakfs now in question.
The wakfnamah i~ a very long document. It was
written in Burmese. But it' is admitted by both
sides that the translation thereof on the record is
substantially accurate. The writer of this judgment
is acquainted with the Burmese language, and can
certify that such is the case.
.
1924
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The clauses of the deed, which require discussion
and to which appellants take objection are clauses
2, 3, 4, 5. 6, 7, It, 13, 14, 19, 20 and 22. The
wakfnamah expressly stated that the teachings of
4/ Imam Abu Jusuf" had he en relied upon 'drawing it
up. It is necessary to bear this in mind. ,It is
necessary, also, to consider, specially, clause 1, which
specifically shows that the whole intention of the
,,,rakif was that neither he, nor his heirs and
successors after "his death, should be able to sell,
mortgage, or otherwise alienate, any interest in the
corpUs of the property concerned in the wakf. This
is 'l,'ery important, and what comes afterwards; in the
twelve clauses, to which objection has " been taken I
mustbe read in the iight of this clause.
Th.e wakfnamah, up to clause 4, clearly establishes
the actual creation, of a wakf for religious and
charitable purposes, and the dedication ofthe property
to the Almighty. 'Clause 2 reserves to the wakif,
,as Mutwalli, the occupation of the property up to
his death, and the usufruct of the rent and
profits of the property, after paying for ll(:,cessary
repairs, extensions, or improvements, and paying
taxes, and monthly subscriptions and expenses for
his meritorious and charitable acts: In this clause he
-expressly makes himself the Mutwalli, as is usual in
Zerbaddi wakfs in Mandahiy (see the case of Mazing
Po Thwe v. Maung Sha Bin, 2 U.B.R. (1897-01),
page 480>r and there is nothing objectionble in this.
[See the analogy in ]o'ygu11essa Bibi v. 1I1ajilullalz
, J.1amed Pr01J1anik, (1923) 23 C.W.N. 781.]
I n the case of Cassamally v. Currimblui (1912)
.36 Bom. 214, it was held that the reservation
of the wakif's life interest in the property does not
dash with the conception of il valid wakf, provided
the corpus of the property, is, there and then,
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definitely and finally appropriated to the intended
purpose, i.e., to the service of God. The wakfnamah
MJ\UNG
indicates that this' was the case here. Moreover, it
SEIN.
is in accordance with what is stated in Dayal's
DUC~:~RTH' DUl'rul Mukhtar, page 351 and page 237 of Hamilton's
GODFREY,
Hedaya.
.
J~
.'
.
TIle wakf 'was mace after the passmg of the
MusstJlman \Vakf Validation Act of 1913 ; i.e., after
March 7th, 1913, which 'as regards SunniMohamedans"
subject to the Hanafi Law must be taken to have
reaffirmed the view taken in the case of Doe d.
faun Beebeev. Abdoolah, (1833, Fulton 345), (which
is . considered. correct law by Mr. Amir Ali in his.
works on Mohamedan Law), that decisions in India
are primarily given according to the tenets of I11Wl1l'
Abu ]usuf, and not according to Imam Mahomed. The
case of Muhammed Azizuddin v. Legal Rentembl'ancer,.
(1889) 15 All. 321 which relied upon a majority of
the judgments, but not on that of Amir Ali, J.; in the
full bench case of Bikaru Mia v. Shuk Lat Poddar,.
(1893) 20 Cal. 116, is no longer good law, in regard
to wakfs made in India after Act VI of 1913- come
into force.
There is thus nothing fatal to the wakfnamah in
clause 2.
.
Clause 3 lays down that, after the wakif's death
the monthly income shall invariably be 'used for the
wakf property and other purposes specified in the
deed. This must be read with clause 2, It merely
states what i's to be done with the income, when
the wakif has passed away, and has ceased to be
Mutwalli.
Clause 4-another of -the clauses in dispute-goes
on to emphasise the irrevocability of the wakf and
to reserve to the wakif alone, during his life, the
right of making any alternations in regard to the
MA EKHIN
v ..
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rents and profi ts of the buildings and land, or anything
1924
relating to the said buildings and land, or the M~EKHIN'
donations, rules,' etc., laid down in the deed. Very M:;NG
strong objections have. been raised in regard to this
SEIN.
clause, as evi.dence of J:he fact that the dedication, DUCKWORTH
AND
made by the deed, was illusory, and not final, and GODFREY;
that it was, during U Po Tha's life time, still in his
JT.
po~ver completely to alter the conditions pf the deed,
and even to interfere with the buildings, and land.
The clause is not happily worded, but it does not
seem when carefully studied, to go as far as the
appellants' learned pleaded contents that it does. It
means no more than that, if occasion arises before
his death, the wakif, as Mutwalli may make such
alterations in the rules, etc., of the grant, as may be
necessary to meet any new, or changed circumstances,
or conditions. It cannot well be import.ed· into it
that he reserves the power to alter or change the
corpus of the property.. If this \vas so, it would be
inconsistent \;\.'ith the permanent dedication made
earlier in the wakfnamah, which must be read as a
whole and not otherwise. Moreover, no alterations
were ever made by the wakif. That there can,
according to Mussulman law, be' a power of
alteration reserved by the wakif in this manner in
the wakfnamah appears to follow from section 466,
page 558, 2nd edition of Tyabji's Principles of
Muhammadan Law, and page 426 and page 437; 4th
edition of Amir. Ali's Mahommedan Law, Volume I.
Further, the whole conduct of Haji U Po Tha during
the period of his .suit on the deed, and thereafter,
seems to indicate his intentions in regard to this
power of alteration, and that it did not denote that
the deed was revocable, or that. he intended to
change the corpus. Finally, if, as is admitted, there
can be· a power to exchange the wakf property, then,
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'by analogy, there must be a power to alter rults,
and conditions (Amir Ali, Volume I, page 758).
V
MAUNG
Clauses 5, 6 and '7 of the wakfnamah are
SEIN,
principally criticised by the appellants, in that therein
DUCRWORTH
it
IS shown that the wakif's intention was that the
AXD
GODFREY,
assignment was only to have effect after his death
n.
and was no more atbesfthan a te3tamen tary wakf.
It is contended that all through the deed the use
of the ex;pressions "after may death, whilst I am
alive" etc. is very constant, and supports the
appellants' claim.
But, in this connection, also, ·the wakfnamah must
be read as a whole, and it must be borne in mind·that
the wakif had made himself the 'lst Mutwalli of the
wakf properties for life. It is clear enough, so far,
that the corpus of the property was at once dedicated
to God, and that the.wakif nQt oJ?Jy intended that this
should' be so, but also took all possible steps to see that
his intention was carried out, within a short a ti~e as
possible after the deed had be:;n registered, and afterwards up to his decease.
As regards clause 11, this merely shows how the
income ofHie buildings was to be used by him, an'd by
the Mutwallis whom he appointed for the period,
following after his death, Naturally, as times changed
the total of tq.e income would change. There is nothing
materially wrong with this
clause. Special provision is
I'
made for a pro rata alteration, in such cricumstances,
in the various gifts, donations expenses and salaries
specified in this clause. ' ~ .
Clauses 13 and 14 describe the. duties of the lVIut- '
wallis after the wakif's death, There is nothing wh ich
really requires comment in these clauses. They do not
show that the wakf was merely tes.tamentary, or that
the wakfnamah is i"eally only a will, 'as is con-'
tended by Me Chatterjee. for the appellant-defendauts.
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These clauses, again must be taken along with. 1924
the fact that Palitaga U Po Tha was the first MA EKHIN
v.
Mutwalli.
MAUNG
Clau&es 19 and 20, it is urged, show that the MutSEIN.
wallis were not to get possession until after the wakiE's DUCKWORTH
decease, and then only for 70 day~, after which they GO~;~EY.
were to let out. the property on monthly rents. The
JJ.
period of 70 days was to be spent in prayer for the
wakif's benefit, and for feeding the poor. From t.his .
the position is taken that the wakf is .ab initio
invalid and that the· property never vested in
God
Clearly this is not so. There is nothing contrary tv
lVIohamedan Law in these clauses. According to the
school of Abu Jusuf, the wakf ",..as completed by U
Po Tha's dedication. His changing the character of
his possessioll from mere owner to trustee or Mutwalli,
was in the circumstances, adequate, coupled with the
fact that he did:..as a matter of fact cany out several of
the objects of the deed, while he was alive. (See
Tyabji, page 545, and Amir Ali, Edition 4, Volume I,
page·237, and the case of Bibi ]injira [(Iza/un v.
Fakil'ulla, 34 C.L.]. 444).
Clause 22 is important. It deals further with the
po\ver of the wakif to make alterations, and is restrictive of the power is given in clause 4. The clause
reads ;"When I, during my life time, want to make
(and do make) alteration,. amendment, .deletion or
addition with regard to the management, rules, and
regulations (conditions) relating to (contained in) the
wakE deed Which is hereby executed, and under which
the wakf is made, such amendment shall be held \lalid
only when made in writing, signed by me personally in
the presence of witnesses, and attached to the wakfnaman (deed) as correction or supplement. "
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. T his is the official translation. It should be translated, more correctly, as follows:V.
With reference to the wakfnamah, by which
MAUNG
~EIN.
this wakf is created, while life is in me, whenever I
:DUCKwORTH
desire personally to vary, amend, delete matters of
AND
GODFREY,
managment, conditions and rules, this can only be
n.
done by a document written and signed in the presenGe
of witnesses, and attached to the present wakfnamah as
a correction. I I ,
The chief point is that the words II (and do make) '"
. do not seem to occur at all in the Burmese.
This clause Jaken with clause 4 clearly reserves a
very wide power to the wakif to amend the rules of the
wakf. However it is not in any way inconsistent with
a complete dedication of the corptts of the property to
God, and no authority has been quoted, which shows
that such a power of alteration is illegal, or would void
the wakf, or as to the quantum of power of alteration,
which would invalidate. the deed. It does net amount
to much more than that the wakif reserved to himself
the power of administration. It is significant th~t it is
a sine qua non attaching to this power of alteration, that
alteration must be so made as to be consistent with the
essentials of a Sunni wakf. It must again be borne in
mind that these clauses cannot be read by themselves,
but must be read in connection with the whole deed.
In fact, this clause read with clause 4, and the main
clauses of the wakfnamah, cannot be taken to give the
vvakif powers to set aside the original dedication and
.trust, but only to exercise a wide discretion as to the
conditions and objects tile trust.
It seems to have been overlooked moreover by the
learned ~leader for the appellants that if there is an
invalid clause, or .if there are invalid clause~, in the
wakfnamah, this will not vitiate Hie wakf [page 306,
Volume I, Amir Ali's Mahommedan Law (4th edition)].
MA E KHIN
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The oIlly result is tha'{ the offending clauses are
invalid.
Then it is urged that, out of seventeen persons
appointed by the wakfnamah as Mutwallis, to suc-ceed the wakif after his death, five are dead, and
one, did not uph'old the wakf, and that Haji U Po
Tha appointed no successors to t':1ose who, died
before him. This is laid hold of as evidence that
he never intended that the wakf should be rt::al, and
that, after his marriage to Ma E Khin, he gave up
.all idea of it. This by no means follows. He was
the MQhvalli, and the survivors of those originally
selected by him would have the power, after his death
·of appointing others to replace ,those who were dead
·or who had withdrawn.
There is, moreover, ample evidence that the wakif
paid regular ~ums as stated in the deed to two mos_
·ques, and a Madrassa, whilst he spend a good deal
upon repairs. There is 'no proof that he brought,
'from the income, jewels for Ma E Khin. On the
, .contrary, it is proved that he used a sum of Rs. 5,000
which he inherited from his brother, Maung Po Win,
:and the surplus income from the wakf properties, to
·erect the pllcca building on the land to the east of
those properties, half of which, with half of the land;
Jonus the subject of tbealleged oral wakf in 1919.
It is true that he had no other source of income, so
.he must have, as he was entitled to do, used a portion for his maintenance and support. Clause 9 of
the wakfnamah contemplates additions to the 1914
wakE. It seems that in view of the admitted inten·,tion of U Po Thato make the 1919 wakf his use
-of income for the building on the vacant land to the
,east was fully justified. Moreover, even had he
;utilized all the in~ome for his own purposes, except
in regard to clause 2 of the deed, this, since it did
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. not affect. the dedication of the corpus of the proMA E KHIN perty, would not have invalidated the· wakf.
Author'V,
ity for this has been given, already (and see page 423,
M.4:(rNG
SEIN.
Amir Ali).
DUCKWOIUH
The wakirs rent receipts, filed on the record
AND
GODFRE·Y,
show that he leased out the property as Mutwalli.
JJ.
He was sho:wn in the Town Lots Registers as· Mutwalli. He kept books as Mutwalli. In October 1916
as Mutwalli he executed a registered lease;of wakf
property (see 22 P.W.)
In the previous suit he filed a bromide photo of
the buildings bearipg an inscriptioi', printed from the
negative that the property was wakf property.
He
consulted' .Moulvi
Shahabuddin
(since
deceased, the most famous Mohamedan teacher in
Mandalay (see Po Thwe v. Sha Bin, 2 U.B.R. (189701) page 480 at page 482, where Shahabuddin in 1901
was referred to by the Judicial Commissioner with
compliments), about the terms of his wakf. His
conduct was clearly bona fliie.
As stated already, he took all possible steps to
show that it was it real dedication to the Almighty
by consulting 1\10ulvies, by' suit, by taking the advice
of his lawyer, by consulting the Government Advocate,
and by mutation of names· in the Town Lots Office.
He "was in full health in 1914, and there was nothing
to impair hIS mind. He had no children of his own
and was a widower, and the property ,was indisputably his to dedicate.
Everything indicates that the wakf of the
properties was genuin.e; there was a substantial
dedication of the corpus to charity; it was by no
means illusory.
Even if. he had committed breach of trust in
regard to the income of the propeftYI thiswol1ld be
immaterial, and would not have invalidated the wakf;
1924
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if a wakf had been constituted and perfected by the
wakfnamah.
See Kolsom Bibi v. Golam Hossein
Cassi1n Arijf, (1905)·10 C.W.N. 449 at 484.
The \vakf is clearly not a testamentary wakf, as
.defined in the 2nd edition·. of Trabji's Principles of
Mohamedan Law, page 523, section 457 (6). It is, in
fine, valid as a whole, and not only as regard~ the
charitable religious dispositions contained in it, f:O as
to render the residue available for such of the
defendants as may be heirs of the wakil's estate.
On this question the District Court was clearly
right in its decision.
(2) As regards the alleged verba wakj of the two
khans of the pucca building, and the western half
of the land on which it had been built, there is a
great deal of evidence, oral, inferential, and circumstantial, which demands consideration.
The learned Judge, who wrote the judgment of
the District Court, had not examined the witnesses,
nor had he had an opportunity of observing those
witnesses' demeanour. In fact, he was in no better
position than this Bench to Judge of the reliability
of the witnesses' evidence. This is very important,
and must be borne carefully in mind, because as a
rule, in such'a case as this very great value would
be attached by this Bench to the findings of the
District Court anfacts.
There can be no doubt that there was a meal of
some kind or feastfl,bout the time of Ramzan,
(May- JlIne 1919,) at tl~e new pucca building in
question, at which the \Vakif, Haji Palitaga U Po Tha,
made some announcement, or that, later on, early in
November 1919-about ten days before his deathwhen he was, admittedly, by no means, in a I: death
illness," .there was a preaching ceremony at the house,
where this announcement was reaffirmed by the ,\-yakif.
38
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Ma E Khin herself admits that, before the~e
ceremonies, U Po Tha had in formed her that he
V.
would give the two eastern khans to her, and that
MAUNG
-SEIN.
"the westernn two khans would be dedicated as wakf
DUCKWORTa by a registered deed."
-Her case however is that
AND
GODFREY,
her husband died before his intention was carried out.
JJ.
Admittedly there was no second wakfnamah.
Here mal-ls, Exbibits C and E must be looked at.
It will be seen that the additions of E to C completes
the latter.
Then clause 9 of the original wakfnamah clearly
contemplated possible additions to the 1914 waldo
There is ample evidence that U Po Tha had boundary pillars erected to divide the two khans in question
from the two khans intended for his wife, Met E Khin;
Ramji Dass, an independent Hindu P.W. 5 is clear
as to this. There is also qther eyi<;:lenFeto the same
effect.
As a matter of fact, it was admitted, in argument
before this Bench, that U Po Tha did intend to
create a wakf of these two khans and half the land,
though it is urged that he never actually <lid so.. Mr.
Chatterjee contends that, if he had done so, he would
have, as before, carried out his intention by executing
a registered wakfnamah, especially in view of the fact
that he was a minutely careful and methodical man.
But there is not so much in t.his argument as would
at first sight appear. He had incurred so much
trouble in connection with the wakfnamah, that he
may well have decided, after consulting his adv{sers,
-to create this second wakf, by oral announcement,
in t he presence of se veral witnessess.
It is admiitcd that, under the Mussulman La\v, a
verbal .wakf is permissible. Mr. AfQir Ali at p<lges 474,
475, Volume I of l1is 4th Edition SCl-ys :-" A verbal
declaration of the inle-i1tion to create an endowment -
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is sufficient, if made in the presence of witnesses.
1924
Although the witnesses to the Iac~ depose vaguely yet MA E,
KHIN
.t.
their evidence, if corroborated by ci1'cu1Hstances, lis
MAUNG
legally sufficient." Again at page 213, he says: II The
SUN
mere declaration of the ovmer that he dedicates the DUC~~~T111
property, or has. already dedicated it, is enough to GonFHEY,
n. '
divest his proprietary right therein. Thenceforth it
is absolutely inalienable and uninheritable." These
dicta are very clear in their meaning.
Tyabji at pages'" 36-537 gives many examples of
valid verbal dedications. Some are in the past tense.
The' wakif need appoint no Mutwalli. He is·
presumed himself to be the Mutwalli (page 532,
Tyabji) according to' Abu Jusuf, whose teachings
clearly prevail in regard to this matter. In this
connection, the case of Ral1lzaTz Mist1'i v. Haji
Zakllut Hossein, 18I.C. 241, may usefully he referred
to. ' There it was held by HohnwGod and, Chapman,
JJ., that the appointment of a Mutwalli is not essential
to the validity, of an appropriation. Moreover, here
the apparent object was to add this \;\,rakf property
to that already dedicated in 19H·.
Further it is'not necessary according to Abu Jusuf
for the wakif' to declare bis object. T bis will be
_assumed to be for religion and charity (Tyabji, page
601). _Delivery of possession to others r as :V!utwallis
also. is not essential see Bibi ]'injira Kahtun v.
Fa kirulla , 34 C.L.J. 444, already referred to).
Next we have the fact referred to by 1 P.W.~'
Thu Kha, that U Po Tha took steps to pllt the two
khans in the name of himself as Manager, or,Mutwalli
of the wakf (map, Exhibit E), and that, as far back as
.February 1919, he had the land surveyed and divided.
The invitations issued for the November preaching
shO\v that the property had been dedicated as wakf
•
property.
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Haji U Po Tha told the 20th P.W., Isman* one of
MA E KHIN the plr..intiffs that he was going to add these two khans
fl.
to the original wakfproperty. This was before
MAUNG
SEIN.
the new pucca building was erected. He stated
DUCKWORTH that, for these two khans, he would use surplus income
. AND
GODFREY,
from the wak{ property. There is no reason to
IJ..
doubt this evidence. The wakif's statement was
against his proprietary interest and so was admissible
in evidence.
D Po Tha's conduct in regard to these two khans
has now been made clear.
As to what announcement was made by him at
the feas1,and letter, at the preaching, has now to be
determined from the oral evidence.

*

*

*

*

It appears from all this evidence that there are
sOme discrepancies as to the actual words used by
Haji U Po Tha at the Ramzap feast in 1919, some'
witnesses saying that he stated ~is ir, lention to dedicate,
some saying that he gave out thot did dedicate
and others saying th::tt he announced that he had
dedicated th~ property-. In virtue of Mr. Amir Ali's
views in regard to what constitutes valid dedication
of a "wakf" this is not very important. It would
have been impossible to obtain complete unanimity
as to what was said unless there had been considerable tutoring of the witnesses and nothing of this
sort has been even suggested. The evidence of really
respectable men, such as Ramji Dass, Jaffar, Maung Chit
Su, Maung Lu Po, Isman, Maung Paung, Maup.g Khan,
Haji Ko Kyi Kyi and Mahomed Nur Mahomed. must
be taken as quite sufficient to prove this oral wakf,
when considered in connection with the wakE's
.-expressed intentions, and the evidence as .to what was
* Should really. be written Ismail.
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given out by him at the preaching ceremony ten days
before he died.. Further, there is the evidence that
U Po Tha had· intended all along to add these two
khans, so as to round off, and complete, the registered
wakf property, and there is the fact that he did not
leave his young widow wi.thout her portion. Much
stress has been laid by Mr. Chatierjee for the
defendants on the fact that U Po Tha did not inform
all the prospective plaintiff Mutwallis about this oral
wakf. It is probable that he· did issue invitations
to all the prospective Mutwallis, and it is clear that he
did inform many of them. Inasmuch· as he was
himself the Mutwalli for life, and did not expect soon
to die in May-June 1919, it was not necessary for
him to inform them all.
The defence called no evidence to rebut the
plaintiffs' evidence as to what occurred at the
preaching ceremony in November 1919.
The evidence, in view of the finding of this
Bench, has of necessity been set out in great detail.
In conclusion, it is sufficiently clear that as regards
this oral wakj, the decision of the learned Judge of
the District Court was not warranted by the evidence
available in the reccrd.
3. The decree of the District Court is modified
by setting aside that. portion thereof by which the
claim for the two khans (and land concerned ) \-vas
disallowed, and, in its place, granting the plaintiffrespondents a decree declaring that there was a
valid oral c. wakf" of the land and two khans. as set out
in the plaint; and that the respondent-plaintiffs are
the Mutwallis thereof; and directing that the
defendant-appellants do give the re-spondent-plaintiffs
possession thereof.
The cross-objections of the respondents are allowed
with costs. Advocate's tees (special) ten gold mohurs
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a day for three days' full hearing under Rule 3, High
Court Notification dated the 27th September 1923 in
addi tion to costs calculated under Rule 1.
The appeal of the defendant-appellants is dismissed
with costs.
NO'1 E.-The words" two khans" h,wc been used in this judgment for the
sake of brevity and convenience. Khan lHerally means II a room ". It is u'cd
in Mandalay to denote a section of pucca building one room wid,·. In the
sense in which it has often been used in this judgl'1ent, it also includes th~
land though it docs not properly do so.
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Before Mr. Justice

MA

J"01l11-g;

and Mr. ]u$tice Can-.

NANSH'NE

AND OTHERS

'lJ.

MA

~EIN AND ONE.;~

Burmese Buddhist L /?11 -Jllileri"/a-nce-Dit!ision bdu,tfett child/,tll tlnd gralldcil-iJdren by d,lft're1l1 marri"gt:$-]oiuf living _not essential for tile grand
c'lildrcn to ill/lerit.
Held, that on a competition between child!"en by one mirriage and grandchildren by another marriage (their parents haVing predeceased the common
ancestor), the rule of division was t1ie same as obtaining between children of
different marri ages.
-Held, also, that by-separate living the grandchildren were not barnd from
inheritar ceo
J1ia Min Sin v, Mil Kyaw Thin, P.I.L.B. 361 ; lola PH Y. RIa Le, I L.B.R.
93 ; Sei" Tl11l v. Mi 0" Kra Zan, 3-L. B. R 219~referred fa. Athasankliepa, 22$ ; Maiiukye, X, 15, 20, 21 ; May Oimg's Lead11lg C,lS':
on Buddhist La1f/-rejerred te.

Halkel'-for the Appellants.
Tun Byu-forthe Respondents.
CARR, J.~The

facts of this case are as follows.
U Nge was divorced from his first wife and there
are no childr~n by that marriage. He then married
* Civil First Appeal No. 64 Of 1923 against the decree of the District
Court oi Pegu in Civil snit ,,0.46 of 1912.
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Ma Shwe Thet and had by her one son, the original
defendant, Po San Dun, since deceased and· now
represented by the appellants, his widow and minor
children. Ma Shwe Thet died while Po San Dun
was very young and U Nge then married Ma Shwe
Ywet. By her he had one daughter, Ma- Mya, who
married and died before either of her parents, leaving
two children, who are the plaintiffs. Next Ma Shwe
Y\vet died and U Nge married a fourth wife, Ma
Thein Me. Next U Nge died, and since his death
Ma Thein Me has also died, leaving no children.
On the death of U Nge the defendant, who had
been f01; many years living in Upper Burma, carne
back and took possession of the estate. He alleges
that he then partitioned the estate with Ma Thein
Me, but this is denied and he has'made no attempt
to prove it.
. The plaintiffs, the grandchildren of UNge and
Ma Shwe Ywet, sued for their share of the estate,
which they claimed to be two-thirds, on the ground
that the whole estate was the jointly acquired property
of U Nge and· Ma Shwe Ywet. Po San Dun contested this allegation of fad but the District Court
has found against him and this question has not
been raised in this appeal.
Two minor points may be dealt with first. It is
alleged that Ma Shwe Yw~t died and U Nge
remarried eighteen years ago and, that the plaintiffs'
right to claim a share of the inheritance accrued
then, and that the suit is th~refort time-barred, I do
not think it necessary to discuss the question whether
the plaintiffs had a right to cldim a share at the
time of the remarriage of their grandfather after the
death of their grandmother. What they are claiming
now is their share of the estate of U Nge and since
he died only five years or so ago the suit is clearly
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not barred. That the amount of their &hare may
depend on the joint ownership of their grandmother
does not seem to me to affect the question of limitation at all.
The fifth ground of appeal is that "the learned
Judge ought to have appointed
Commissioner to go
into the qnestion of assets and liabilities of the
deceased, specially when the property is encumbered
with a mortgage."
There is not in the trial record any mention of a
mortgage. ~ The assets and liabilities' of the estate
were set down in~chedl1les annexed to the plaint
and the correctness of these was admitted. There
was, therefore, no need to go to the expense of
appointing a Commissioner.
The important question in the suit is what, on
the facts set out ,are the respective shares to which
the plaintiffs amI the defendant are entitled?
This- resolves itself into the question whether tI-~e
(
general rule that in a division between children and
grandchildren the latter take only one-fourth .of the
share to which their parent would have been entitled
if alive, is applicable \~h~n the children on the one
hand and the grandchildren on the other are the
offspring of different marriages.
In M a Min E v. M a [{ya-w Thin (1,), the. estate in
question was that of.. U Yank, who had had three
wives. There was_a grandchild by the first wife but
she was not a party to the suit. The plaintiff was a
daughter by the second wife. The defendants were
grandchildren by the third wife, and' their mother
had died before either of her parents. It -was found
that all the property had been acquired during the
third marriage. The Judicial Commissioner held that

a

(1) (1893-00) P -J .L.B. 361.
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the share of the children by the marriage during
whicb the property was acquired was double that of
the children of any other marriage. He accordingly
gave the defendants one half and the plaintiff onequarter.
It was contended that the defendants, as out of
time grandchildren, were entitled to only one-fourth
of their mother's share, under the rules in Manukye,
X, 15. This contention was disallowed, but no reason
was given beyond that in the Judicial Commissioner's
opinion those rules apply only to descendants of the
-same parents.
In Ma Pu v. Ma Le (2), the deceased U Po had
had tliree wives. The plaintiff was his child by his
first wife, Ma Si. '.Her mother h~l(.i died before
U - Po, but it is not ciearwhether she died before
Ma: Sai or 110t. There is ~- sli..~ht indication that
lVIa Sidied first, hut. this can hardly be relied upon
and the question is not very important.
The defendants were .the. children of U Po by
his third wife, who died before her husband.
Tbe Courts below gave the plaintiff three-fourths
-of the payin property and one-eighth of the lettetplL'a.
Birks, J., beld that those would have been her shares
had she not been an out of time grandchild, but
applied the rules in Manukye, X, 15, and gave her
~nly one-fourth of those shares.
He did net refer
to Ma Min E's case.
Thus there are two directly contradictory decisions,
_-neither of which gave any real basis for an answer
io the question before us.
May Oung (3) faVOurs the view taken in Ma Min
E's case submitting that Manukye, X, 21, contains
the principle applicable.
(2) (190-i-02) 2 L.B.R 93.

(3) Leading Cases 25'J-251.
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Manukye, Xj 20, provides for the case of the
grandmother marrying again, after tbe death of the
grandfather, and herself dying without issue' of the
second marriage. It provides. that if she has any
children they are to take three-fourths and the stepgrandfather one-fourth of her separate property. But
if she has only granc1childr.en they take only one
half of the separate property, the step-grandfatber
taking the other half.
Section 21 deals with the same case where there are
children by the second'" marriage. Then the stepgrandfather takes one-fourth, the children of the
second marriage t\Yo-fifths of three-fourths, or sixtwentieths, and the grandchildren three-fifths, of
three-fourths or nine-twentieths.
Thus the share which was then in the first case
is reduced to niti}e in the second which is 'only a
. very slight reduction. The fact remains, however r
that the share of the grandchildren, is considerably
less than .would be given to children, though the
reduction falls far short of that provided for in section
15. On the other hand it is noticeable that the grandchildren by the first .marriage get a larger share of
the separate property of their grandmother than do
her own children by the second marriage. The
Burmese word tha.t I have rendered as "separate ",
is payin, which I take· to mean merely property
brought by her to the second marriage. It mayor
may not have been lettetp7.f}a of the first marriage.
The case of a division behveen the grandchildren
by one marriage and the cllildren by another I can-·
not find dealt v,rith anywhere. It is impossible,
however, to suppose that in such a case the children
of the second marriage would be entitled to a
larger share than they and their father together
would have taken had their father b~enCl:live.
-
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The conclusion I draw, therefore, is that the rule
contained in Manukye, X, 15, is not applicable where
the division is between the children of one marriage
and the grandchildren of another, There are indio
cations that in such a case the grandchildren would
have received a smaller share than would have been
given to their parent if alive, but I can find no
material for a decision as to the, extent to which
their share wodd bave been 1 educed. I think
therefore, "that the only 'course open to us now is to
give them unreduced the share of their parents. It
may be noted that Attasan/?hepa, 225, which gives
firstly, the same rule as Manukye, 20, for division'
between the grandchildren amI s'tep-grand-parent,
adds an alternative rule under \vhich the grandchildren would take four-fifths and the step-grandparent only one-fifth. And while Manukye, X, 20, .
makes it necessary that the grandchildren should
live with the grand-parents in orcler that they shOllld
be entitled t6 inherit at all, this requirement is
absent from both sections 225 and 226 of A tta_
sankhepa. This requirement is, I think, now obsolete.
In any case it could hardly apply in the present
case, where neither the son nor the grandchildren
lived with the deceased.
The case of Sein Tut'f, v. Mi o1i Kra Zan (4) may
also be mentioned. This \\":15 a case of partition
between a grandchild of the first wife on the one
side, and the second wife and her child .9n the
other. Section 276 of Attasanklzepcl and 271 of the
Digest were directly applied and it \vas helct that
the grandchild was entitled to nine-twentieths of the
atetpa property bf the second marriage and one-eighth
of the lettetp'lCG. 'The learned Judge remarked: q The
H) (1905-06) 3 L.B.R 219.
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question of the grandchildren being out of time can·
not arise, because the section provides specifically
for grandchildren whose parents predeceased one of
the grand-parents." Nothing was said abO\lf joint or
separate living.
I hold that the plaintiffs an~ entitled to the share
to which their mother would have b(::en entitled had
she been living al1d that this has been correctly
assessed as tvvo-thirds.
But in view of the difficulty and obscurity of
the question of law involved I think that it is just
that the CO::its of both parties should be charged
to the estate.
I would therefore slightly modify the decree of
the District Court and give a final decree directing
(1) that the defelldants do deliver to tile plaintiffs
two-thirds of tbe lands in suit, as sel out· in
Schedule A to lhe ..plaint, and (2) that from the
net amount of moveable assets as set out in
Schedules Band C to the plaint, viz., Rs.6,726-6-0,
there be deducted the sum total of the .costsof both
parties in all Court~, and that the defendants do pay
to the plaintiffs two-thirds of the. balan.ce remaining
plus the costs of the plaintiffs as so deducted.
YOUNG,

J.-,-I concur.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Yo/mg, and Mr. Justice Carr.

MAUNG PAW THIT

1924

AND TWO

v.
MA E YIN. *
Buddhist Law-]1l1Ientallce-Pt'ope,ty inherited by mother during second
cO'IJert1l1'e--Di'IJisioll between second husband, issue of the first marriage aud
issue of the secoud marriage. •
Held, that the rule of division. between the second husband, theissue of the
first marriage, and the issue of the second marriage, in the property inherited
by the moth.er during her second coverture b that the husband obtains ont half
and the issue of the first marriage the other haiL
lila E Hmyit~ V:. Maung Ba MR/mg, 2 Ran. 123, Ma·Eiu Hlaing, v. 1I1a Slrwe
KiJJ,3 U.RHo 272; MaLay\'. TlmShwe,10L.B.R. HI; llfa/wg Galey. Mauug
Bya,.4 L.H.R, 189 ; Mi Chan Mya v. ll1i Ngwe YOJl, 2·U.B.R. 24; Tun Gyaw v.
Ma Bil Lo, U.13.R (1897-01), II, 66-referred to.
ilf,ry Oung', Leading Case, 011 Buddhist Law-referred to.

A. B. Banerji-for the appellant.
Ba Slim-for the l~espondent.
CARR, J.-The facts relevant to this appeClI are as
follows. Ma Nu first married Maung Ne and had by
him a son, San Htein, Madng Ne died and Ma Nu
then married the first defendant, Paw Thit. By him
she had a daughter, Ma The, the third defendant.
Next Ma Nu died and Paw Thit married the second
defendant.
During her coverture with defendant Paw Thit,
Ma Nu inherited certain property from her father, U
Shwe Gya.
'The only question now to be decided is-to
\vhat share -in the property so inherited from U
Shwe Gya is San Htein entitled?
San H tein has died since the death of his
mother, Ma Nu and. the plaintiff-respondent is his
• Special Civil St:cond Appeal Ko. 470 of 1923, agaiJ)st the decree of the
District Court of Insein in Civil Appeal No. 56 of 1923.

. July 21.
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widow, but that <loes not affect the question for
decision.
The 'case is one for which I can find no rule
V.
whatever
in the Dhmnmathats. Had there been no
MA E YIN,
child by the se-:ond marriage it is clear that the
CARR, J.
inherited property P1 question would be shared
equally by San Htein, the son of the first marriage,
and Raw Thit, the. second husband. This was the
rule adopted in Tun Kyaw v. Ma Ba Lo (1), and as May
Oung remarks (2),it has never been departed from.'
It is also clear that if both the parent and the
step-parent are dead and there ar:e children by both
marriages the property in question would be shared
equally between the children of the two marriageswhether per stirpes or per capita does not now
matter-Maung Gale v. Maullg Bya (3).
The question is whether t~e fact that both a
'child by the second marriage and the step-parent are
living makes any difference to the mode of di'vision.
May Oung (4) suggests that it is probable that the
surviving parent would take one half and that the other
hali would be divided equally between the children of
the two marriages. On this basis San Htein's share
would be one-quarter and not one half, and that is
the contention put forward for the appellants in this
case. But May Oung cites no authority for the proposition and puts it forward merely as a probable
suggestion.
In the'case -of Mi Chan Mya v. Mi Ngwe Ton (5)
the question was of the division of the lettetpwa of the
first marriage between the children of that marriage
on the one side and the second wife and her
children by the deceased on oth~r side. It was held

MAUNG PAW
THIT
AND ONE

11l V.n.R. (18')7-01), II, 66.
(2) Leading Cases 255.
(5) (1914-16) 2

(3) (1907-08) 4 L B.R. 18Y.
(4) Leadmg Cases 258.
U.~.R. 74.
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that the division was the same as if there has been
no children by . Hie second marriage, and that II the
children cf the second marriage get nothing because
their mother is still living and on her death they
get her share."
This was expressly dissen ted from in 111 a Ei1'~
Hlaing v. Ala Shwe Kin (6), which followed ilia Lay
v. '{un ShR'e (7). . .
. But -:a bench of this Court has very recently, in
Ma E Ht-ilyin v. Maung Ba Mau'J.~g (8), dissented
from these two last quoted decisions, and approved
that in ilii Chan ll1ya's case.
The question that arose in this case was not as
to the division of the estate, out whether the children
of the second marriage are heirs of their father while
their mother is alive. It was held that they' were
not, and that one of them was not entitled to claim a
share during the life time of the mother. .
This decision is a logical application of that in
. ivla Sein Ton v,. Ma Son (9) which laid down the
genera} rule, stated on page 12S'of the report (of Ma
E H1'/-zyin v.Maung Ba Maung) that the surviving
spouse is the sale heir of the deceased husband. or
wife to the exclusion of their children, except the arsa.
Applying this rule Paw Thit \,vould exclude Ma
. The from inheritance and therefore her existence
could not logically affect the share to which Paw
Thit is entiUed.
Thus there seems to be no reason for holding that
the decision of the District Judge that San. Rtein's
share is one-half is incorrect..
.
I would therefore dismiss this appeal with· costs.
YOUNG~"J.-I copcur.

-----------_._---------(6) (1917-20) 3 Q;B.R. 272.
7) \1919-20) 10 L.B.R.I0.

(8) (1924) 2 R'!II. l:n:

:q (1915-16) 8 L.B.R 50.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Iustice Lelltaigl1e.
1924

PARSODAN
v.
KING·ElVlPEROR.':l'

July 30.

HabitulllOffenders' Restriction Act (Bu1"tlia Act 'Vof i919)-Necessity of a
Preliminary order ilt writing speCifying tlte substance of injormati01l andtltc'
period of reslriction-Seetiou;4 (a) of t Ite A et-ScclioJn 13 of I he Act-Rule 12 of
Rules fmmed IInder the Act-Order of rest riction mad,: without recordi/lg the
preliminary order-Correct procedure -Code of Criminal Procedure, seetio/~ 110
If I, 112,117, 118 -P01IJerS of tlte Dls/det Magistrate ul/der sectioll 13.
Held, that proviso (a) to secti,)n 4 of the Burma Habitual Offenders'
Restriction Act, 1919, makes it essential that the preliminary order required
under section 112 of the Code of Criminal Procedl!re'shall stl forth the
substance of the information received <lnd shall HL;\te the term during which
the order of restriclion shall be ill fo,'c:e, a:ld whe!e, these provisions are not
complied with, the~ntire proc<::eding must be treated as irregul<lr, <lnd the order
, ,passed therein, must be set aside.
Held, also, that where it is proposed to,take action under section 110 If) of
the Criminal Procedure Code, the preliminary order required under the
provisions of section 112 of the Criminal Procedme Code, must state the <lmount
of the bond to be executed aud the term for which the bond.is to be iil force.
H.ld,jurther, that where it is intend<:d to take preventive action under
section 7 of th Burma Habitual Offenders' Reslriction Act, 1<)19, the same
procedure, with necessary modifi'cation and addition, must be followed <1S is
prescribed under sF-ction 117 of Ihe Criminal Procedure Code.
Held, also, that the power 0: cow;erting an order, uncler section 118 of the
Crimina.! Procedure Code, requiring security for good behaviour inio an order Of
restriction under the Habib al Offenders' Restnction Act can be exercised by the
District Magistrate <llone and that ioo only where there has teen a pr'>per
preliminary order <lnd the District M<lgistrate hilS good re,:son for the
, change.

Keith and Young-for the Petitioner.

J..- The

Subdivisional Magistrate of
Thayetmyo has passed an order directing that the
appli'cant, Parsodan, be restricted to the Town of
Allanmyo for one year under section 7 of the Burma
Habitual Offenders' Restriction Act, 1919, and that
LENTAIGNE,

* Criminal. Revision No, 161n oH92'1 from the order of the- SUbdivisional
Magistrate, Thayelmyo, in Crimi!).al l\1iscel1<1neous Tl ial No. 37 of 1924.
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he do report once in every three days at 9 a.m. to
the police-station at Allanmyo. The applicant, who PA~SODAN
v.
is the nephew of a wealthy mill-owner, appealed
KING. against that order to the District Magistrate, but his EMPERoR.
appeal was dismissed, and he now applies that such LENTAIGNE,
.I.
<>rders be revised by this Court~
.On a perusal of ~he Sllbdivisional Magistrate's
record, it is obvious that the orders must be set
aside, in any case, on the technical gr0und that the
Magistrate has failed to comply with the procedure
specifically prescribed for such a proceeding, because
the preliminary order dated the 27th March, 1924,
did not ·comply with the provisions of proviso (a)
to section 4 . of the Burma Habitual Offenders'
Restriction Act, 1919. That proviso makes it
essenti<d that the preliminary order required under
section 112 of the Code of Criminal Procedure
shall set forth the substance of the information
received and shall state the term during which the
order of restriction· shall be in force. if the
additional requirement, as to the term during 'which
a proposed restriction is intended to be in force, is
not specified in such preliminary orderl no order
under section 7 of the Act should be passed. A
perlisal of the proceedings shows that the defence
was materially misled by this omission, because no
attempt was made to produce evidence on the
question of· restriction j whilst several witnesses
expressed their willingness to become sureties for the
good behaviopr of Parsodan.
It is quite true that the record now commences
with a formal order which, if read with the preliminary
·evidence would purport to be a compliance
with the provisions of the proviso in ql.lestionj but·
such order is dated the 3rd April, 1924, and is,
therefore, subsequent in date to the recording· of all
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the defence evidence 011 the 1st and 2nd April.
Likewise, all the prosecution evidence had been
v. '
previously recorded on the 29th March.
KING-,
EMPEROR.
The order, as passed on the 27th March, which
LENTAIGNF.., was, really the order on which the proceeding was
J.
initiated, appears on the reverse of page 10 of ·the '
record, and from its wording, it suggests that. it is
an order under section 110,. clause (f), of the Code
of Criminal Procedure; but it is 110t even a proper
order for that purpose in so far as it does not state
the amount of the bond to be executed, or the term
for which the bond is to be in force,' as required
under the provisions of section 112 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure. '
Section 117 of the Code of Criminal Procedure
shows clearly the procedure that is contemplated at
the hearing of the case after the preliminary
information has been recordeo, and after the accused
'has been brought before the Court; and the . same
'procedure, with necessary modification and additions,
must be followed,where it is intended to take
preventive action under seetion7 of the Burma.
Habitual Offenders' Restriction Act, 1919. ,As the
proper preliminary procedure has not been adopted
prior to the recording of the evidence for the
prosecution and for the defence, the entire proceeding
must be treated as irregular.
Section 13 of the BJlfIl1a Habitual Offenders' Restriction Act, 1919, cannot be relied on as justifying the
special procedure of this case, beca~~e the District
Magistrate is the only Magistrate empo\vered under that
section, and even the District Magistrate could not
have intervened in the present case unless there had
been a proper preliminary order and unless the'
Subdivisional Magistrate, had also previously passed
.his order under section 118 of the. Code. In such
PARSOD.~N
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.a case, it would be the duty of the District Magistrate,to have saIne good reason for the change. over
to the Burma Habitual Offenders'Restriction Act,
1919 ; apd Rule 12 of the Rules framed·...und.er that
Act indicat~s the class of reason which would justify
such a change.
I may add, however, that, even if the proper
preliminary order had been passed in this case, and
even if the various allegations made against Parsodan
are truc, it is open to question whether this is the class
pf case to which the Burma Habitual O~enders' Res:triction Act, 1919, is intendt:;d to apply. It is not suggestedthat Parsodan goes out- oHhe loc<l.l area in which
he lives for the purpos,e of committing breaches 'of
the peace in other local areas, but merely that he
worries certain p~ople in the local area in which he
lives, because he is said to be a h~llly.. It is therefore, difficult to see any possible object in· the order
.except to deport him from Ledaingzin, because .he
h~s made himself objectionable to certain residents
-of that place. Likewise, it. is difficult to· see what
useful public purpose would be served by an order
,expressly prohibiting him from moving into other
areas where, he would not be' likely to do any harm
or by such operation of such an order is presumably
curtailing his means of livelihood as it broker to his
uncle's cotton mill. MoreoveI, the suggestion, .that
the order restricting him'" to the Town of Allanmyo
will permit him to act as a cotton broker to his
llI1cIe's cotton mill· at Ledaingzin on the Thayetmyo
·side of the river, appears to overlook the difficulty
-of a broker taking orders from his master, or
bnnging samples to his master, or his supervising
deliveries of cotton to his master's mill, if he is not
permitted to go to his master's' mill. I notice
however, a later passage III which the Magistrate
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states that :-" I decided that accused ought to be
restricted in Allanmyo for one year. He is not so·
very far from his home and can still prry on his
business there." I am not sure whether the word
II there
is intended to refer to "horne" or to
" Allanmyo. " If the latter is the intended meaning
the above points require consideration, but, if the
former is ,the intended meaning, it is not clear
who is to give Parsodan his daily passes over to·
Ledaingzin in order to enable him to carryon his
business there or how this modification of the scheme,.
of the Act.is to be worked.
The case has other peculiar features because the
action under the preventive sections was initiated on
the formal complaint of a private individual i no,
police.officer has been examined, and there are:
alleged to be cross cases in the Courts, and some
suggestions of st,one throwing by both sides. . It:
appears to be assumed that there is only one bully ~
and that there is'orily one side to some incidents
which may be only the prosecution version of
incidents connected with a series of squabbles, the
details of which have'not been disclosed to the
Court. It is, however, utinecessary to discuss the:
merits of this evidence at this stage, because the
order must be set aside on technical grounds.
For the above reasons I must set aside th<3 o~der
of restriction passed against Parsodan without' the
proper procedure having been complied with.
J)
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Bejore Mr. Ii/stice Yotmg, and Mr. It/stice Ca,'r.

MAUNG PO "flfAtTNG AND
-

ONE

v.

MAUNG E PE

AND OTHERS.*

Burmese Buddhist Law-Pre-emilion, right a/-Property purchased by 11/0t/tey
and step·jatfter-Step-father re-marryiltg aftet'deatt, of mother-Sale of
- the IToPerty after suet/ re-marriage-Can step-childre" and hnapazone
c!lildrell claim pre-enzptio,i ?
A who was alrc::ady a Burman Buddhist widow with two sons married
B by whom so she had two sons. "During their coverture A and B acquired
the land in suit. On A's death B married again and thereafter sold the land.
Held, that the four sons of A had a tight of pre-emption in respect of the
land and were entitled to exercise the same.
.
Mo TlIi v, Tfta Kwe, 4 L,B.R. 128; Ye Nail tJ v. .tung Myat San, 8
L.B.R. 466-rejerred to.
Maung Pe Gyi v. Matmg fa Sail/g, 3 B.L.]. 21-referred to,'
May Oung's r. eading' Cases on Buddhist Law-referred to,

Anklesaria-for the Appellants.
Thein M aung (1)~for the Respondents.

JJ.-':"The first defendantappellant, Po Thaung, married first Ma E (1), by
whom he had two daughters, ,"'ho are still liVing
but are not parties to this suit. After the death of
Ma E (1) and in the year 1909 or earlier Po Thaung
married lVIa E (2), who already had two so~s, the
first and second plaintiffs, by her first husband,
Maung Su, from whom she had been diverced. By
Ma E (2) Po Thaung had two sons, the third and
fourth plaintiffs. Ma E (2) died some years ago but
there has not yet been any partition of the estate.
It is alleged in the plaint, and not denied, that Po
Thaung has again re-married, and has left all four
plaintiffs iiving with her grandmother, the mother
of Ma E \2,.
YOUNG

AND

CARR,

* Civil Second Appeal No. ZS6 of 1923 against the decree of the Districl
Court of Tavoy in Civil Appeal No. 43 of 1923.

1924
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In the year 1913 Po Thallng and Ma E (2) bought
the land in suit by a registered deed in favour of
~oth of them. It was contended by Po Thaung that
VJ.
this was bought with money none of which was contriMAUNGE
. PE.
buted by' Ma ,.E· (2), but on this both Courts below
YOUNG
have found against him holding that the land is the
AND'
acquired property of Po'Thaung and Ma E (2).
jointly
CARR, J.
. In 1922 Po Thaung sold this land t9· the second
'defendant, .Ma l):ho, bya deed in which he expressly
undertook . to inderrtnify' her should' any suit be
brought by the Jour: plaintiffs. He has contended
that before this sale he offered the land to the first
. two'piaintiffs ~t the same price and that they refused
to buy. But here also. both Conrts below have found
, against him and have held that there was no offer;
Ma Kho has died during tpe pendency of this
appeal and her son, S. Sin Thun, has been substituted
.as second appellant.
.
The plaint was not very happily drafted.·n was
headed "Suit for' setting aside sale of pad-dy hnd,
cancyliation of sale deed, and right of ·pre-emption
valued at Rs. 5,000." But there is no further reference to the. right 'of pre-emption. The conten~ion in
the fifth paragraph is that since Po Thaung was not
the exclusive owner of the land and had not. received
the consent of the first two plaintiffs he had no right
. \\~>hatever to sell the land., . The prayer was that the
saJe be set aside and tlw deed cancelled and that
'V9 Thaung be directed to convey the land to the
plaintiff's. on thteir paying him his share.
The, Subdivisional Judge gave the plaintiffs a decre~
tor pre-emption of the whole of the land on payment of .
the full price",Rs. 5,000. This was upheld in appeal.
.The principal question for decision is' whether in
such circumstances the plaintiffs or any of them have
a right'of pre-emption.
.' .

},JAUNG Po
THAUNG
AND oNE
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The Subdivisional Judge relied on·thedecisioll
in Mo Thi v. Tha Kwe (1), which at first sight does
seem to justify his decision. Tha -Kwe was the son
of Ko -Mating -and Ma Yu. After the death of Ko
Maung M<l Yu sold the land and Tha Kwe sued to
enforce- his right of pre-emption, and succeeded_
There was a dispute as -to how the land had been
acquired and the finding was in favour of Tha Kwe's
contention that it had been purchased by Ko 'Maung
and Ma Yu. So far the case is exactly similar to
that now unde!; consideration. But it was admitted
that the land had formerly belonged to Ma Yu's
parents - ~nd that itpass'ed from them to Ko Maung
and Ma Yu. - In his judgment the learned Jildge
said "It -is not disputed by~ither side that the iarid
is the ancestral property of the family-~ of (- ha Kwe
and Ma Yu." The-question whether the children
'have 'a right of pte-emption in -hn<lpurchased by
their parents, as against one parent, does not seem
to have arisen at all. The-· finding that there was
such a right seems - to have -been based simply on
the fact that the .Jandwas ancestral property. The
main question decided was that the widow's -right
of disposal was subject to the son's right of preemption.
This decision waS in part dissented from in Ye
Nan 0 v. Au-ng Myat _San (2)r but not so as to affect
the present case. But there are soine passages in
the judgments in that case -which throw some light
on the general question. Thus Hartnoll, J., at pages
469-70, speaking of the right of pre-emption says
that it is claimed by co-heirs "on the ground that
they are co-heirs, and it relat.es to inheri~ed propertyproperty that has descended from a common ancestor
(l) (1907-08) 4 L

'R.R. 128.

-(2) (1915-16) 8 L.B,R. 466.
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or that has come from a common relative." Again.,
MAUNG Po on page 472 he says "The word l an.cestral' used in
DUUNG
connection with th~ right seems to be a misnomer;
AND ONE
v.
for the word l ancestral' should be substituted the
MAUNG E
PE;'
word l inherited '."
. May Oung (3) accepts, this proposition and says
YOUNG
AND
"
In order to be the subject-matter of aright of pre.·
CAlm, JJ.
emption the property concerned must have been
. . The essential
inherited from some one . •
requisite is that the property must have come to the
seller by wayof inherit<!once ; if he or she had acquired
it in any other manner there is no right in regard to it
even if it had previously belonged to an ancestor."
This last sentence is perhaps incon~istent with Mo
Thi's case, but a l~ter unreported decision (Civil Second
,Appeal No·; 207 of 1910), is referred to. In that case
a ~father gave a piece ,of land to one of his sons by
registered deed. Both father _and son died and the
son's widow sold the land. ,!twas held that another
son had no right of pre.,;emption~ , Thus that case is
not paraiiel with the present one. '
The latest deCi~ion is that in 1f;J aunt Po Gyi v.
M atJ,tlg Pl? Saing (4), in which the facts w~re e~senti
ally the same as in the present case. The land had
been acquired by the father and step-mother and
after· the death of the father it was sold by the stepmother. Following Mo Thi's case \1) it was held
that the sons had a right of pre-emption.
It may be argued that in the present ca,se :and
Maung Pi) Gyi's also) only one halt of the land
has been the subject· of inheritance and that Po
Thaung is the owner of th~ other half by right of
.purchase and that therefore only~ the one half is
subject to the right of pre-emption. This IS an
1924

in

1.3) Leading ,cases

1~7.

(4)

(19~4)

3 I,..B.J. ~1.

VOL.

II]
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arguable proposition. But .Po Thaung WaS not the
owner of a definite one half of the area in dispute.
He and his wife were joint-owners of the whole
area, the interest of each being one half. Thus Ma
E's .rights. extended over the whole area and what
has passed by inheritance is an interest in the 'whole
area. On full consideration we think that this is the
correct view alldthat the ,:vhole holding is subject
to the right· of pre-emption.
We think, however, that the form at the final order
and decree of the Subdivisional Court requires
amendm,ent in the interest ,of finality and the avoidance of furtber djspl1te~.. The deed (If sale to the
second defendant should become void only on the
plaintiffs paying in the money to complete the purchase. And since the second defendant has presumably paid the price to the first defendant it is the
fornier who should r~ceive tile money. The proper
course, however, is to order payment into Court and
then if there is any dispute bet"'een the defendants
as to which of them is entitled to the money it can
be decided by the Court before orderipg payment.
The defects to be remedied are only fOlmal and
the plaintiffs must have their costs.
The decree of. the' Courts below are modified and
there will be a final decree as follows.
That on the plaintiffs, within six months from
this date, ..vaying into Court the Stun of Rupees five
thousand only, less the total amount of their costs
in this snit in all three CQurts, the sale deed of the
land in sui( executed by the first defendant in favour
of Ma Kho shall become void, aud' the second
defendant shall deliver to the plaintiffs the land in suit
and the first defendant, Po Thaung, shall execute and
register a conveyance of the land in suit to the plaintiffs for consideration of Rupees five thousand only.

a
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appeal-Suit dismissed as agai1lSt several defendants~Appeal
a~ainsl ouly some of them-Res judicata, where the resp01zcJeuts
derive their title through the defendants 110t appealed agai1Ht.
Where in an action against several defendants, the. trial Court
dismissed the plaintiff's suit and the plaintiff preferred an appeal
against some of the defendants but omitted to join in the appeal
the defendants from whom the defendants joined derin:d their
title, held, the title of the defendants joined being derived through
the defendants omitted, could nl)t be attacked in the appeal. Ii eld,
fllrtker, that under slJch circumstances, the Court cannot join .the
defeud:mts left out by the appellant, as they were not parties
interested;n the result of the appeal then before the Court. Held,
f1trtlzer, that the power of the Court to add parties under Order 41,
Rule 20, is discretionary and that the Court will not exercise the
same in favour of an appellant who has failed to be vigilant.
Amlook Chand Parrack v. Sarat Chander JJ1tlke'rjee, 38 Cal. 913 ;
Girish Ckander Lahiri v, Sas; Sekhareswar Roy, 33 Cal. 329 ;
Subramanian Chetty v.. Veerabadr<1ll Clletty, 31 Mad. 441_
distinguished.
V. P, R, V. C'1I0KALINGAM CHETTY
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SEETHAI ACHA
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COMPANIES ACT (VII OF 1913). SECTION 162 (5)-Pet~tion for wit/ding
tip-Bona fide defel1ce to the creditor's claim, sufficimt reason for
rejection of appltcatoin-Evidence Act (lof 1872), section 92Where dOctll/1wt not containing all tltt terms of the contract,
whether oral evidence admissible. Held, that where a Company
has a b01hl fide defence to a creditor's claim, the creditor's application for its winding up must be rejected. Held, also, that where
all the terms of a contract have not b~en reduced to writing, the
terms left llnembodied can be proved by oral evidence. In re
London and Paris Banking Corporation, L.R. 19 Eq. 444followed.
COALFIELDS OF BURMA,

LTD. V.

H. H. JOHNSON

CRIMINAL COURT. FI!'DING OF, NOT EVIDENCE IN A CIVIL ACTION
BETWEEN DIFFERENT PARTIES: See EVIDENCE ACT, SECTION 106
DECLARATION, SUIT FOR VALlDIrY OF A WILL WHETHER TO BE
DECIDED IN: See SPECIFIC RELIEF ACT, SECTION 42 ...
EVlDENCEAcT, SECTION 92: See COMPANIES ACT, SECTION 162 (5)
, EVIDENCE ACT, SECTION 105 : See PENAL CODE, SECTION 307
EVIDENCE AcT (I OF 1872 1, SECTION l06-Tenancy or ulationship of
master alldservant, the burde1l of Proofof-Findingof a. Criminal
Court betl~'een different ptlr/ies not evidence i!n a civil act ionLiability for damage by fire, when started by a servant. The
plaintiff's rubber plahtati.on was damaged by a fire which was
started by the 2nd defendant on the 1st defendant's paddy land,
during the -\'st defendant's absence by b~lrning the undergrowth
on the lanel in question.. There was some evidence that the
2nd defendant was a servant of the 1st defendant, though it was
alleged (hut n'ot proved) by the 1st defendaot that the relationship
between them was one of landlord and tenant and not that of
master and serv:uit. ' Held, that the relationship between the 1st
and the 2nd defendant being especially within the knowledge of
the 1st defendant, an unfavourable presumption may be drawn
against the 1st defendant under the provisions of section 106 of
the Evidence Act as he had failed to give the fullest information
'as regards their relationship. Held, also, that a lighting of a fire
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549'
572
575
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111
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on open bush lane! being an operation ne;;c:ssarily attended with
great danger, a person authorising another to execute for him such
an operation is bOI:nd npt only to stipulate thai all reasonable
precautions shall be taken to prevent the fire extt"nding to his
neighbour's property, but also to see that such precautions are
observed, otherwise he will be responsible for the consequences.
Held, also, that the 2nd defendant ancl the 1st defendant's son
having been sen t up for trial under section 435 of the Indian Penal
Code and both having been acquW~d'on the ground that the fire
was accidental, the finding'of the Criminal Coert could not be
created as evidence in the present civil action which wa,;
between a different set of parli~s .. Black v. The Chl'istch/lrth
Finallce COnlpallY, Limi/ed, 0(94) A.C. 48 ; Hughes v. Percival,
(l~83) 8 A.C. 443-follo'Wcd.
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66-Ap-plicativll to COn/mis. sioller of Illcome-Tax to refer qlleslio1f.s of law to the High CourtQuestioll wile/her fee payable 1I11der sectioll 66 (2) is paraUe in
respect of theaPPlicatioll or in respect of-each point raised in tlte
applicatio·n. In an application to the Commissioner of IncomeTax to refer certain qu.estions of law of the High Court, numerous
points having been specified, held, that only one fee was to be
paid, the points raised being- ·all part of one application.

INCOME-TAX ACT, XI OF

1922,

SECTION

A.R.A.R.S M. CHOKALINGAM CHETTIAR 7/. THE COMMISSJONER
OF INCOME-TAX, BURMA

57~

49-0riginal possession, per.missive- Posse.•sion settillg up a claim to v7~'lIerskip, time 'When
limitation begins to run. \Vhere the original posse~sion of
property had been permissive, held, that a bare allegation on the
part of the possessor, of her own ownership of the property did not
chang ethe character of her possession into an unlawful one, but
that her possession became unlawful unly on her I efusal to comply
with a formal demand for the retllm of the property and that,
therefore, under Article 49 of the Limitation Act, limitation would
begin to run only from the date of such refusal.

LIMITATION ACT (IX OF

1908),

ARTICLE

v. MA HLA \YIN
1908), ARTICLE J 34-Sub'11l0rtgagee in posses·
sion-Article 148, the appropriate article-Right of sub-mortgagee
MA MARY

555:

LIMIT..l,TION ACT (IX OF

to remain in possession till the sub·mortgage is redeemed.

Held,

that as against sub-mortgagees as such, the proper article of the
Limitation Act toapply was Article 148 and not Article 134. Held,
also, that a sub-mortgagee in possession was entitled to retain
possession till his sub-mortgage had been. itself redeemed and that
a payment to the mortgagee, with notice of the sub-mortgage,
could not affect the sub-mort~agee. Drigpal Singh v. Kallu, 37
All. 660; NgaKj'e v. Nga Po Min, 2 U.B.R. (1904-06) submortgaged; Tairamaya v. Shibeli.aheb, 44 Born. 614-followeti ;
Narain Vas v. KlI?i Abdul' Rahim, 24 C.W.N. 690 ;Suti Kutti
v. Kunhi Pathllmmn, 40 Mad.l040-distilzguished.
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1860), SECTION 307-Mutllal infliction, in the

absence of eye-1lJitnesses, of injury in a fight-Plea of self-defence
or provocatioll-E-.'idence Act (lof I872), section lOS-Conviction
under sectioll 326, bidian Penal Code. t he appropriate one. The
two appellants in the course of a fight inflicted on each other
injuries So serious that their dying depositions had to be taken
in both cases. There was no eve-witne~s to the occurrence; and
the evidence in each trial consisted of that of the complainant;
the corroborative evidence ofthewounds of the complainant and
the admission of the accused that he was himself wounded in
the occurrence. In separate trials, each was convicted of an
offence under sectioll 307 of the Indian Penal Codt::. Held, that as
either of the appellants would be entitled in the event of the other
dying of the wounds, to the benefit of a reasonable doubt alld to
plead that the case callie within exception 4 to section 300 of the
Penal Code, neither appellant could be legally convicted. uncler
section 307 of the Penal Code. Held, also, that under section 105
Of the India,n Evidence Act, the burden of proof of self-defence or
provocation being in each instance on the accused, neither appellant could under the circumsl;mces claim these defences and that
section :'126 of the Penal Code was the proper section for the conviction of e~ch of the appellants ..
NGA Po THAIK v. KING-EMPEROR
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to be taken

into consideral1cl1l. Held, that While mere non-user is not sufficient

to amount to abandonment of a right-of-way, it is a fact to be taken
into consideration with the other facts and circumstances of the
case, and it is from all such facts that the Court hLls to decide
whether or not a clear intention to abandon can be inferred or is
indicated. Held, that where the plaintiff and his predecess()rsin
title bad failed to exercise a right-of-way, had fenced off their
land so as to shut off the right-of-way and had omitted any specific
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mention of right in v"riollS cOllveyanccs, :u.ld ;lhandonlllent was
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1,Vill call be pru1Jed. Tile plaintin, widow of a MallOmedan and in
poss~ssiol' of the property in S dt, brought a suit for a declaration
that the said rroperty was not liable to b~ sold ill execlltion of a
mortgage decree ohtained by lhe defendunts againstcerLin other
persons. The defence was that the deceased husband of the
plaintiff had in his lifetime by Wi!1 devised the property to the
mortgagors. The trial Court holding that in a suit for a mere
declaration, the validity of the alleged Will and its existence at the
death of the testator could not be determined, decided to proceed
110 further and dismissed the plaintiff's suit. Helll,lhat the'plaintiff
was not bound to sue for any further ;'elief than the declaration
prayed for and that it was'incumber,t upon I he Court to decide
in the suit the questions as to the exislence of the will and its
valicHt\'. Held. also, tInt, though probate of the will had not
been taken out, the testator being a Maholliedan, the will could
henrovec1 in the suit. Decfholtsv. Peto', 14 Cal. 631: Kallhlliya
1..;1 v. M1J1Lni, 18 All. 260; [(riSll1lil Kitlkur Roy v. Pancliitram
JIlludlll. 17 Cal. 273; Sakinn Bibee v. Mohamed Isltak. 37 Cal.
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arguable proposition. But Po Thaung was not the
owner of a definite one half of the area in dispute.
He and his wife were joint-o\,'ners of the "'hole
area, the interest of each being one half. Thus Ma
E's rights extended over the whole area and what
has passed by iI'heritance is an interest in thewhole
area. On full consideration we think that this is the
correct view and that the whole holdmg is subject
to the right of pre-emption.
, We think, ho\vever, that the form of the final order
and decree of the Subdivisiollal Court requires
amendment in the interests of finality and the avoid,ance of further disputes. The deed of selle to the"
second defendant shouJdbecome void only on the
plaintiffs paying in the money to complete "'the purchase. And since the second defendant has presumably paid the price to the first defendant it is the
former who should receive the money. The proper
course, however, is to order payment into Court and
then if there is any dispute between the defendants
as to which of them is entitled to the money it can
be decided by the Court before ordering payment.
The defects to be remedied are only formal and,
t he plaintiffs must have their costs.
The decrees of the Courts below are modified and
here will be a final decree as follows.
That, on the plaintiffs, within six months from
this date, paying into Court the sum of Rupees five
thousand only, less the total amount of their costs.
in ihis suit in all three Courts, the sale deed of
the suit executed by the first defendant in favour
of Ma Kho shall become void, and the second
defendant shall deliver to the plaintiffs the land in suit
and the first defendant, Po Thaung, shall execute and
register a conveyance of the land in suit to the plaintiffs for a consideration of Rupees five thousand only.
40
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S. A. CHRISTOPHER
v.
A. COHEN AND TWO OTHERS.~('

Rig!lt-of,waY-Aballd07l111e11t-Noll-i;~cr-CircIl111stallces
to bc fallen iI/to
consideration.
Held, that while mere non-user is not sufficient to amount to abandonment of
a rigllt-of-way, it is a fact to be taken into con,ideration with the other facts
and cirCllmstances of the case, and it is from all such fads that the Court has
't,) decide whether or not a clear intention to abandon can be inferred or is
indicated.
..
Held, that where the plaintiff and hi" pred, cessors in ti tle had failed to
exercise a right-of-way, had fenced off their land so as to shut off the righf·of.
way and had omitted any specific mention of the right in vari,)us conveyances,
an abandomcnt was established.
Crossley v. Lightowler, 36 L.J. Ch. 584 ; R•. v. C//or!ey, .12 Q.B. 515 j Wal'd
v. Ward, 21 L,J. Ex. 33i-followed.

This was an appeal against the judgment and
·decree of the High Court passed in ih, Original Civil
Jurisdiction (Beasley, J.) in Civil. Suit No. 471 of
1922 dismissing the appellant's claim to a right-of:way over a strip of waste land lying between his
land and that of the 3rd respondent and ending in
the land belonging to the 1st respondent. The facts
arising appear in the judgment of the learned Chief
Jllstice reported below.
Chari-for the Appellants.
Das-for the Responden ts.
ROBINSON, C.J -The plaintiff-appellant claims that
he has a right-of-way over a strip of jungle land lying
between his property and that of the 3rd defendantrespondent and ending in the property of the 1st
• Civil First Appeal No. 142 of 1923 against the jeldgment and decree of
the High Court passed in its Ori!(inal Civil Jurisdiction in Civil SuH No. 471
.of 1922.
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defendant-respondent. The whole of these lands at
1924
one time belonged to Messrs. Short and Hannay,
s. A.
•
CURISTOand they conveyed them in three parcels to vanous
PHER
v.
persons.
J. A. COHEN
By Exhibit B, dated the 9th June, 1891, Short AND TWO.
and Hannay conveyed Lot No.3,
one Srinivasa ROBI~SON,
Iye~

to

The conveyance contains the following special
clause ; "And it is hereby expressly provided, agreed
and declared by and between the said Vendors
and Purchaser that the Road marked and described as 'Common Road' in the plan hereto
annexed and lying between Lots Nos. 3 and 5
shall be left open and freely used by the owners of
Lots Nos. 3, 4 and 5, each having a right-of-way
over the same at all hours of the day and night
and. none of the owners of the said lots shall
have any right to close the same at any time or
claim more right in it than any of the others."
These ,lands have subsequently been subdivided,
but, fur the purposes of this case, I will refer to
them as Lots Nos. 3, 4 and 5. At that time this
pathway, which is described as the "Common
Road," was practically impassable. It ,vas jungie
land, with holes in it, in which \vater lay, and it
had never been used by anyone. The original
owners reserved the right of o\vnership in this strip
to themselves, clearly in order to permit of an exit
from these three lots on to Churchill Road.
Srinivasa Iyer by Exhibit C, dated the 28th
April, 1893, conveyed Lot No.3, to one Kruse. The
same special clause, with reference to the " Common
Road" is included in the conveyance. By Exhibit
D, elated the 28th' February, 1902, Kruse conveyed
it to Mrs. Desmazures, and the same special clause

~f
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appears III the conveyance. Then by Exhibit E,
dated the 7th February, 1912, Mr. Desmazures
transferred this property, as administrator of his
wife's estate, to himself personally, setting out that
the original purchase in his wife's name had been
benami. he having prcvided the purchase money.
The conveyance sets out the land as de::;cribed in
the schedule. The schedule specifies the land by
lot numbers, and is delineated in the plan "annexed
II together
with the two-storied timber built house
and out offices and all oth'er buildings common
fences liberties privileges ea::;ements and appurtenances whatsoever to the said piece or pc1[cel of land
belonging or in any wise appertaining or usually
held or occupied therewith or reputed to belong or
* ~~
"There IS
be appurtenant thereto *
nothing said about "the "Common Road"; and, if
the 'particular right nO\\I claimed was conveyed, it
must be under the general terms above recited.
Then by Exhibit F, dated the 15th May, 1917,
Mrs. Martindale, Mr. Desmazures' sister, purported
to transfer the land as his administratrix to herself
as his heir. T he wording of the schedule is verbatim
the same as that of the schedule to Exhibit E,
both these deeds having been drafted by Mr. Bagram.
Then) on the i3th August, 1919, by Exhibit G,
Mrs. Martindale conveyed the property to the plantiffappellant. There is no mention of the "Common
Road," nor does the plan attached to the deed show
the "Common Road. " The property is conveyed
with II all the legal and usual appurtenances and all
the estate right title or interest claim or demand
whatsoever of the vendor in to and upon the said
. "
premIses.
When this property was purchased by Mrs.
Desmazures in 1902, or shortly afterwards, a house
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1924
was built upon the plot" and an entrance on to
S. A.
Churchill Road was constructed with a road running
CHRISTOparallel to the II Common Road" in dispute. A
PHER
fence was erected between this road and the II Com- J. A.COIlEN
mon Road." It is admitted that the plaintiff. AND T\\'O.
appellant never knew pf the right-of-way originally ROBINSON,
C.J.
granted over the (( Common Road," and that he has
never used it, nor, apparently, had any of his
predecessors in title.
The defendant-respondent's land, Lot No.4, was
conveyed by Short and HanI1~ty by Exhibit H, dated
the 18th February, 1892, to one David. They reserved
to themselves the ownership in this II Common Road,"
and the conveyance provides a conveyance of "liberties
privileges easements advantages and appurtenances"
which clearly will not cover the /I Common Road II
and,· therefore, a special clause is inserted with
reference to it, which runs as follows :-(' And especially and more particularly a free right-of-way over
a piece of the said allotments measuring about 46
feet long and 15 feet broad reserved for a road
which is to be common to all owners of land'
adjacent thereto for passing and repa,ssing to and
from their respective portions of the said allotments."
On the 6th of March, 1919, by Exhibit J, Mrs.
Lillicrap, as executrix of Mrs. David, conveyed to
the 1st defendant-respondent the same plot of land
ii together
with the appurtenances." There is no
.
mention of the" Common Road."
Exhibit K, dated the 20th December, 1890, is the
first conveyance by Short and Hannay of Lot No.5·
The boundary on the west is described as the road
leading to Lot No.4, which is the alleged" Common
Road." There is no grant of any right-of-way over
the' " Common Road" in this deed at all,.
~!.
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The 1st defendant-respondent has filled up portions of this "Common Road," so as to make it passable. He has laid a pipe underneath the "Common
Road" into which is collected t.he surface drainage
from his land, and he has made man-holes at the
side of the road for the purpose of clearing this
pipe. He sold the northern portion of Lot .No. 3, t6
the Tata Industrial Bank, Limited, and the Bank,
with;. his permission, have erected posts along the
edge of the "Common Road" to carry power from
the main in Churchill Road to their house.
The plaintiff-appellant alleges that, by these acts,
his rights in this II Common Road" have been infringed, and he asks for a declaration that the Road
is common to himself and the defendant-respondents,
and that none of them have any higher rigbt than
any other. He prays for an order against the 1st
and 2nd defendant-respondents to remove the pipe
and iron pillars, and also for an injunction restrainIng
them from using the said pathway in any' other way,
or for any other purpose, than a pathway.
The learned Judge on the Original Side, after
inspecting the spot, has decided that the existence
of these man-holes is an infringment of the plaintiffappellant's rights, if he has any. He is of opinion
that neither the pipe nor the pillars are such interference as the Court should take notice of. He finds
that the rights originCllly granted were intentionally
abandoned by Mr. Desmazures, and that tne plaintiffappellant acquired no such right-of-way as he claims.
The question we have to decide is whether the rightof-way granted by the original owners of tbe land
over this" Common Road" had been abandoned by
the plaintiff-appellant's predecessor in title.
The law as to the extinguishment of a continuous
easement may now be regarded. as settled. In
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19:24
R. v. Chorley (1), it is said.: Ii It is not so much the
S. A.
duration of the cesser as the nature of the act done
CHRISTOby the grantee of the easement, or of the arlverse
PHER
act acquiesced in by him and the intention in him J. A. V.COHEN
which either the one or the other indicates, which AND TWo.
ROBINSON,
are material for the consideration of the jury."
C.J.
In f;Tlard.v. lVard (2), Alderson, B., said: "The
presu mption of abandonment cannot be made from
the mere non-user. There must be other circumstances
in the case to raise that presumption."
,
In Crossley v. Lightowler (3), Lord Chelmsford,
L.C., said: (( The authorities upon the question of
abandonment have decided that a mere suspension of
the exercise of a right is not sufficient to prove an
intention to abandon it. But a long continued
suspension may render it necessary for the person
claiming the right to show that some indication
was given, during the period that he ceased to use the
right, of his intention to· preserve it. The question
of abandonment of a right is one of intention to be
decided on the facts of each particular case."
These authorities appear to have been always
followed in India j and it may be taken as settled
law that, while mere non-user is not sufficient to
amount to abandonment, it is a fact to be taken into
consideration with the other facts and circumstances
of the case; and it is from all these facts that the
Court has to decide whether or not the clear intention
to abandon can be inferred, or is indicated.
Turning to the facts of the present case, we find
that this right-of-way was expressly granted by the
original owners to Iyer,and by him to Kruse, and
by Kruse to Mrs. Desmazures. When we come to
the transfer by Mr. Desmazures, as administrator,
11) !IM8}

12 Q.B. SIS.
(2) (1852) 21 L.J. Ex. 3:4.
(3) (1867) 36 L.J. Cll. 584.
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to himself, as beneficial owner, we find that he did
not expressly transfer this right-of-way. It is not,
in my opinion, possible to suppose that Mr. Desmazures
did not know anything about this right-of-way. He
had two conveyances of this land prepared, and he
could hardly fail to have observed the absence of the
special clause with reference to the" Common Road."
Shortly after the land was first purchased by his
wife, or himself, he erected a house and planted a
hedge between his land and the "Common t<oad,"
shutting the "Common Road" completely off. The
"Common Road" at the time was not in a state in
which it could be used. as an entrance on to his
property,' and he not only made no attempt to use
it, or part of it, but he made another road inside
his fence, which would render the" Common Road"
absolutely unnecessary to his lane!.
When we come to the plaintiff-appellant's title
deed. Exhibit G, dated the 13th August 1919, we
find the expre-ssion "legal and usual appurtenances."
which clearly does not cover the right Unt is now
claimed, which could only be brought in bj' the use
of the very general terms "all the estate right Wle
or interest ,;-:, * * of the vendor."
The question then is : Does the fact of non-user,
coupled with the wording of these conveyilnces, and
the actions of Mr. Desmazures, show an express
intention on his part to abandon this rigllt over the
"Common Road"? In my opinion tbey do show
such an intention.
In my opinion, therefore, 'the decision of the Court
below "vas correct, and the decree should beconfirmed.
I would dismiss the appeal \\'itb costs, and fix
the advocate's fee at ten gold mohurs.
BROWN,

J.-I

concur.
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Befol'e Mr. Justice Young, and lilr. Justice Baguley.

V.P.H.V. CHOKALINGAM CHETTY

AND 0NE

v.
SEETHAI ACHA

AND OTHERS.*

'Civil Pl'ocedure Code, 01'der41, Rules 20 11lld 23-PersOIl joined by Court under
Rule 20 must be per SOil int,:t'estcd i1l the appeal-Suit dismissed as against
se<Jeral defendants-APteal agaillst ollly some of tITet1Z-' Res judicata,
where the respondents derl'lJe tlzetr title through the defcudallts 1l0t
aPPealed II gaillst.
\;\"here in an "lction against several defendants, the trial Court dismissed the
plaintiff's suit and the plaintiff preferred an appeal against some of the defen·dants but omitted t.o join in the appeal the defendants from whom the defen·dants joined derived their title, held, the title of the defendants joined being
Gerived through the defendants omitted. could not be attacked in the appeal.
Held, further, that under such circumstances, the Court cannot join the
·defendants left out by the appellant, as they were not parties interested in the
result of the appeal then before the Cour!.
Held, further, that thepower of the Court to add parties under Order 41,
Rnle 20. is discretionary and that the Court will not exe'rcisq the same ill
favour of an appellant who has failed te be vigilant.
Alillook Challd Pm-rack v.' Sara! Chulldel' MlIkerjee, 38 Cal. 913; Girish
Chl/lIdel' Lahiri v. Sasi Scldwreswar Roy, 33 Cal. 320 ; SlIbramalliall C!tetty v·
Veerabadrall Chetty, 31 Mad. 442-distinguis!ICd.

Clark--for the Appellants.
Das with] eejeebhoy, Foucar and Kyaw lI1Yint-for

the Respondents.
JJ.-This Judgment covers
Civil First Appeals Nos. 242 and 243 of 1922, arising
·out of Civil Regular Nos. 18 and 19 of 1921 of the
District Court, Pegu, both of which cases were disposed
'Of in one judgment.
YOUNG AND BAGULEY,
c

• Civil FirstAppeal No.

~:~

·of Pegu in Civil Regdar No.

of

192~ <lgainst the decree of the District Cour

Mof 1924.

1924
JlIly 1.
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. The litigation started with the winding up of, 3.
firm known as K.P., v..hich used to carryon business
in Hangoon, Pegu and other places. It seems to have'
got into financial difficulties about the year 1908, at
which time all its proper! ies were placed in the hands
of a trustee, or manager. His exact position it is
unnecessary to determine in this case. His business.
was to endeavour to liquidate so much of' the firm's
property as was necessary to payoff its debts, and,
shorily, to try and save as luuch as possible out of
the wreckage. His effoi"ts were' unsucces~ful, and he
gave up the position in 1912. In 1917, the K.P. joint
family was adjudged insolvent by the District Court of
Ramnad.
In the course of the tenure of his office by the
trustee, asale deed \-vas entered into, which purported.
to transfer a large amount of land, the property of the
K.P. jointfamily, to one.Bansilal Abirchand. Bansilal
Abirchand sold some of this land to the E.N.M.K.,
firm and some to the M.R.S.P. firm. The
E.N.M.K. firm subsequently sold the land. to oth~r
persons.
After the KP. joint family had been. adjudged
insolvent, the firm of V.P. R.V., \;\,.·hich Wel.S one of the
creditors, moved the Official Receiver of the District
Court, Ramnad, to put up to auction the interest of
the K.P. joint family in the Ian cls which were purported
to be sold to Bansilal Abirchanc1. They were duly put
up to auction, and the interest of the KP. joint
family was bought in by the V. P.R(V, firm. It is
claimed that the sale infavoUf of Bansilal Abirchand was
invalid; so in Civil Regular Suit No. 18 of 1921, the
plaintiff-appellant-the V.P.R.V. firm-sued Bansilal
Abirchand, the E.N.M.K firm and its various subpurchasers for the return of the land sold to them by
the E.N.M.K firm.
0
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In Civil f(egular Suit No. 19 of 1921, the same
firm sued Bansilal Abirchand and the M.RS.P. Chetty
firm for the return of the land sold to the Jatter
firm.
Both suits were dismissed by District Court, Pegu
and the plaintiff-appellant has filed these two appeals
In Appeal No. 242 of 1922, he joins as respondents
all the original defendants in Civil Regular Suit No.
18 of 1921, or their legal representatives, except the
E.N.M.K. firm and Bansilal Abirchand.
In Appeal No. 243 of 1922, he makes only the
M.R.S.P. Chetty firm the respondent.
As we have said, the plaintiff attacked the original
sale of the land to Bansilal Abirchand, whiCh purported
to transfer to him many pieces of land--the property
of the KP. joint family. The lower Court dismissed
both suits, holding that the sale of the land to Bansilal
Abirchand was perfectly valid. This, of comse, left
no interest in the land with the K.P. joint family,
and, therefore, the plaintiff-appellant, in buying the
interest of the K.P. joint family at the time of the
sale, bought nothing at rtll.·
vVhen the' present appeals were argued, it was
pointed out that the foundation of the title of all
the defendants \vas the sale deed from the KP.
joint family, to Bansilal Abirchand. It was pointed
out that the decrees of the lower Courts declared
this sale to b~ perfectly valid as between the
plaintiff, Bansilal Abirchand <.nd the E.N.M.K. firm.
This finding had been left unappealed against by the
omission of Bansilal Abirchand from the appeals;
and it was contended that this made the point res
judicata as between the plaintiff and Bansilal
Abirchand. Hence it would also be res judicata as
between the plaintiff and the sub-purchasers from
Bansilal Abirchand.
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The point appears to be indisputable, and the
question then arose as to whether Bansilal Abirchand
and the E.N.M.K. firm could be added as respondents
in the present appeals.
The decrees appealed against are dated July 29th,
1922 ; so, it is perfectly clear that, ordinarily
speaking, limitation has set in to prevent the plaintiff
from filing any further appeals with regard to them;
but it is contended that these parties can be joined
under Order XLI, Rule 20 or Order XLI, Hule 33,
fr.gardless of limitation. A person added under
Order XLI, Rule 20, must be a person \,,1:0 is
interested in the result of the appeal. In the case
of Subramanian Chett)' v. Tleerabadran Chdty (1), it
has been held that, where a defendant bas been
exonerated by the decree of a lower appeliate Court
and the;'e is no appeal against that part of the decree,
he cannot be added as a party to an appe~il filed
against other defendants, because he cannot be said
to be interested in the result of the appeal. In the
body of the ruling, the learned Judges quote \\'ith
approval the following dictum :-" vVe do not thi.nk
that section 559 of the Code;" (Order XLI, Rule 20),
I I empowers
an app~l1ate Court viri'11,dly to make an
appeal for an appellant who has refrained from
availing himself of his privileges under the lav:, by
introducing for him· other respoll dents than those
he has included in his petition of appeal."
.Many L:,ses have been cited before us into v\;11ich
we need not go in detail; but we may say that,
with two exceptions, they are all cases similar to the
illustration given in Order XLI, Rule 33, which runs
as follows :- .
"A. claims a sum of money as due to him from
X or Y, and in a suit against both obtains a decree
(1) (1908) 31 Mad. 442.
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against X. X appeals and A and Y arc respondents.
The appellate Court decides in favour of X. It has
power to pass a decree against Y."
In all the cases which have been placed before
us, except two, the party added is in ~he position of
Y, in the illustration. In one of these hvo cases
Amlook Chq,tld Parrack v. Sarat Chuildel' Mukeljee
(2), the appellant had made an application against
two parties and had it rejected. He filed an appeal
against one party only, and the Court allowed the
second respondent to be added as respondent in the
appeal. This, however, is a very special case, and
the judgment shows that the appellant had endeavoured to make -both respondents respondents in the
appeal also, but had been defeated by the Court's
officers who had failed to issue the necessary process.
The other case is that of Girish Chander Lahiri v.
Sasi Sekhareswar Roy (3). This is also a someyvhat
special case. The appellant had been proceeding
against his principal opponent in many Courts up to
the Privy Council and back again, and, in the course
of one application, he had, it would appear, omitted
to join some minor parties. He was allowed to add
them in the appeal.
In the presen t case i however, we are of opinion
that the dictum in Subramanian Chetty v. Veer{7bad1~an
Chetty (1), should be followed. The adding of parties
is discretionary, and we see no particular reason why
we should exercise our discretion in favour of the
appellant, who never asked for our assistance in this
matter until he \vas replying to the arguments of the
respondents' counsel. For some reason or other he
failed to appeal against the decree which, as between
him and Bansilal Abirchand, declared that the sale
(2) (1911) 38 Cal. 913.

(3) (1906) 33 Cal. 329.
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deed in favour of Bansilal Abirchand was good.
This finding which is now beyond direct appeal,
carries with it a finding that-as between him and
Bansilal Abirchand's purchasers-the sale to BrlI1Silal
Abirchand is good.
This being the case, the t\\'o appeals must both
fail, and tl1 ey are dismissed with costs.

BAGULEY,

TJ·
APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Nr. Justice DucJ.7vortlt.
1924

H. M. BOUDVILLE

July 18.

v.
KING.EMPEROR. ,.
Bail-Graut of bail ill 1/on-bailable cases-Effect of tlte Amendment Act of
1923 (XVIII of J(23) On s~c.tion 497, Criminal Procedure Code (V of 1898)
where offcl/ce pUllishablewit It deathor transportation for life-High Court
will not depar/from the geuf.ral rule 7t1lless ulldel·e.~ceptionalcirCIl11lstnl1ces.
Held, that the Amendment Act of 1923 tend$ to limit rather than to enlarge
the power of Magistrates in granting bail in non-bailable cases, where the
offence is pll11ishable with death or transportation for life.
Held, fllrtller, that although a H igll Court is 'lOt limited within the bounds
of section 497 of the Code Of Crimin~l Proct:dure but has absolute discretion in
the matter, it must nevertheless follow the general law as a rule and not depart
from it except under very special circumstances.
G. W. Henderson v. Killg-Emperor, 6 L.B.!'. In-followed.

Aiyal1gar-for the Applicant.
Lidier-for the CTown.

J.- This

is an application for bail,
pending his trial before the Sessions Court, Mandalay,
on three charges under section 409, Indian ?l'nal
Code, by the applicant, H. M. Boudville.
He is an Anglo-Indian, aged 53.
DUCKWORTH,

• Criminal Miscellaneous Application Ko. 15 of 1924 of the High Court
,Sitting at Mandalay).
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He alleges that he is sickly, as he suffers from
Asthma, but there is not even an affidavit to this
effect, and the fact is 110t admitted by the Crown.
There is evidence, which, if believed, would warrant
his conviction. This is clear from the committal
proceedings.
. If \vould be improper fur this Court} to express
any further opinion upon the merits.
The offences, with which Boudville is cbarged
·are punishable with transportation for life, and
section 497, Criminal Procedure Code must be read,
as amended in 1923.
The case of G. fV. Henderson v. King-Emperor (1)
must be referred to. It is true that that decision \:ras
based Gn the unamended sections 497 and 498; Criminal
Procedure Code, but the principles there laid down
by Sir Charles Fox, C.]., still appear to me to hold
good. In fact, the amended section 497 seems Lo
me, in the case of offences punishable with transportation for Life and Death, to limit, rather than
enlarge, the Po\V'='fS of Magistrates in granting bail
in non-bailable case~. The principle. enunciated by
Sir Charles Fox is that in deciding questions of
granting bail to persons accused of non-bailable
offences. M agistmtes must follow the provisions of
section 497, Criminal Procedure Code, 1898. But
a High Court is riot limited within the bounds of
that section. It has absolute discretion in the
matter. As however, the Le~islature bas placed the
initial stage of dealing with crimes with Magistrates,
and having, in effect, enacted 1h2t persons accused
of non-bailable offences shall be detained in custody,
except when there are, in the opinion of the Magistrate dealing with the case, no reasonable grounds
(1) (1911-12) 6 L.I:i.R. 172.
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for believing that the accused has committed the
offence charged against him, a High Court is bound
to follow the general law as a rule, and not to
depart from it, except under very special circumstances, especially so in the initial stages of a case.
Here the committing Magistrate, in committing
Boudville to stand bis trial, has strongly expressed
his opinion that there are reasonable grounds for
believing in his guilt. The learned Sessions Judge
has also, for reasons given in JJis order, dated July
6th, 1924, rejected an application for bail. There
are quarters in the Mandalay Central Jail' set apart
for European prisoners. There is no proof that
applicant's hea1.th ",ill suffer from custody. The
case does not appear to be one in which his pleader
will require carefnl instructions about accounts. I
see no special reasons for granting bail.
The application is therefore dismissed.
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Before Mr. Justice Lentaig1te.

MAUNG PEIN

1924

v.

July 24.

MA THE NGWE
Evidellce Act (1 of 1872). section 106-Tellallcy or f'elationship of master
alia sen'ant, tile burden of pro,)f of-Findi1lg of a Crimillal Court
between different parties not evide1lce in a civil actio/I-Liability for
damage by fire, wilen started by a SC1"IJant.
The plaintiff's rubber plantation was damaged by a fire which was
started by the 2nd defendant on the 1st defenant's paddy land, during the
1st defendant's absence. by burning the undergrowth on the land, in
question. There was some evidence that the 2nd defendant was a: ~ervant
of the 1st defend:!nt, thou~h it was alleged (but not proved! by the 1st
defendant that the relationship between th~m w~s onc of landlord and
tenant and not that of master and serv..nr.
Held, that the relationship between the 1st and the 2nd defendants being
especially within the knowledge of the 1st defendant, an unfavourable
presumption may be drawn against the 1st defendalltunder the r-rovisions Of
section 106 of the Evidence Act, if he had failed to give the fullest information
as re~aTCls their relationship.
Held, also. thai a lighting of a fire on open bush land being an operation
necessarily attended with great danger, a rerson authorising another toexecute for hin. such an operation, is bound 1I0t only to stipulate that all
reasonable precautions shall be taken to prevent the fire extending to his
neighbour's property but also to see that su.:l' precautions lIre observed,'
otherwise he will be responsible for the conseonences.
Held, also, that the 2nd etdendant and the 1st cLefendant's son having
been sent up for trial under section 435 of the Indian Penal Code and both
having been acquitted on the ground that the fire was accidental. the
findinl! of the Criminal Ccurt could not be treat~d as evidence in the present
civil ;ctiun which was between a different set of parties.
Blae!: v. The Christchurch Finance Company, Limited, (1894) A.C. 48 i
Hughes v. Percit'al, (1883) 8 A.C. 443-followed.
<

G. TIV. DaVies-for the Petitioner.
Kyaw Din-for the Respondent.
J.-The plaintiff-respondent instituted
the suit now under revision against the applicant,
LENTAIGNE,

* Civil Revision No. 161 cf 1923 against the decree ot
Court of Mergui passed in its CiVIl Appeal No.5 of 1923.
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Maung Pein, and his minor son, Maung Ba Thein,
MAUNG PEIN and against
one Maung Zan, alleged to be the
M/THE cooly or servant of Maung Pein, claiming Rs. 500
NG'VE.
as compensation for damage and loss caused to
hENTAIGNE,
the plaintiff's rubber plantation by a fire, which
J.
orig~nated on the paddy land belonging to Maung
Pein, \vhere the son and servant of Maung Pein
were alleged to have started the fire by order of
Maung Pein.
The Township Judge granted the plaintiff a decree
against Maung Zon, who failed to defend the suit
but he dismissed the suit against Maung Pein, who
was absent at . the time of the fire, holding that
Maung Pein would not be responsible for the foolish
action of Maung Zon, even if Maung Zon were his
servant, because he would not know that Maung
Zon would burn the undergrowth in his absence
without his ·instruction. He. also dismissed the suit
against the minor son, Maung Ba Thein,who admif- .
. ted that he had been present when Maung Zonfirst
set fire to the undergrowth, but did not remain and
did not himself take part in the burning of the
undergrowth.
The plaintiff appealed. against that decision, and
the learned District Judge states in the beginning of
his judgment that the only issue necessary to be
decided is whether the 2nd defendant, Maung
Zon, was the servant or whether he was the tenant
of Maung Pein. He sums up the evidence by
stating that the evidence is to the effect that Maung
Zon ·was working at clearing, Maung Pein's land at
the time the fire occurred, and that he was living in
:Maung Pein's house, and that, in the last dry
'weather, he used to work here and there, that is, as
'acooly j that Maullg Pein admitted that he had not
.reported to the Revenue Surveyor that he had let
1924
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out his land to Maung Zon i and that although
Maung Pein had given evidence, he did not say
whether he had let out his land to Maung Zon as
a cooly or on what conditions, or on what rent, or for
what period, or whether Maung Zon was working
the land as garden land or wet paddy land or taungya
land. He then expressed the view that the relations
between Maung Pein and Maung Zon were specially
within the knowledge of Maung Pein, and that,
therefore, under section 106 of the Indian Evidence
Act, the burden of proving .that Maung Zon was a
tenant and not a servant lay on Maung Pein. He
then held that, as Maung Pein had produced no
evidence to prove this, he found that Maung Zon
was Maung Pein's servant, and he granted a decree
for Rs. 500, against Maung Pein as well as against
Maung Zon with costs, and a direction that Maung
Pein pay the costs of the appeal.
This Court is now requested to revise that
judgment and decree on hvo grounds i firstly, that
the District Judge erred in iaw in holding that, under
section 106 of the Evidence Act, the burden of proving
that Maung Zon was a tenant and not a servant
lies \vith Maung Pein, and that there was no evidence
produced by the
plaintiff proving misconduct
on the part of Mallng Pein, but that there was
evidence that Iv'Iaullg Zon \vas l\faung Pein's tenant.
.Secondly, that Ba Thein and Maung Zon were sent
up for trial under section 435, Indian Penal Code, and
both acquitted on the ground thatt he fire was accidental.
As regards the second ground) I must hold that
the finding of a Criminal Court cannot be treated as
evidence in a civil action between different parties,
and it is unnecessary to discuss the question whether
the allegation is a correct description of the contents
of the judgment in .thecriminaJ prosecution.
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As regards the first ground for revision, I must
hold that the applicant, Maung Pein is not entiled
to obtain the interference by this Court unless he
can establish that the learned District Judge in
granting that decree has acted illegally, or with
material irregulaI:ity, so as to bring the case within
the provisions of section 115 of the Code of Civil
Procedure.
No question has been raised before me 1 as to
whether there was sufficient evidence of negligence
or otherwise against the" person who lit the fire. The
law on this point has been summarized by their
Lordships of the Privy Council in the follovving
passage in the case of Black v. The Christchurch
Finance Company Limited (1), where Lord Shand
states :-.." The lighting of a fire on open bush land,
where it may readily spread to adjoining property
and cause serious damage, is an operation necessarily
attended with great danger, and a proprietor who
executes such an operation is bound to use all
reasonable precalltions to prevent the fire extending
to his neighbour's property (sic utere tuo 'ut alienu11l
non laedas). And if he authorises another to act for
him, is bound, not only to stipulate that such precautions shall be taken, but also to see that these
are observed, otherwise he will be responsible for the
consequences. See Hughes v. Pe1'cival \2) and
authorities there cited."
I may here note that the case of Hughes v.
Percival (2), was a yflse where one of two adjoining
house-owners employed a builder to pull down his
house and rebuild it and, in the course of reen~ction, some holes were made in a party wall
between that and the adjoining house for the purpose
(1) (1894) Appeal Cases 48.

(2) (1883) VUI Appeal Cases 443.
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of erecting a staircase, with the result that the party
wall fell and injured the adjoining house. The
house-owner, who had employed the builder, was
held liable for such damage, although 'he had not
authorized the cutting into the party wall. It \-vas
held by the House of Lords that the house-owner,
who had employed such builder, could not get rid
of responsibility by delegating the performance to a
third person, and was, therefore, liable for the injury
to the adjoining house.
In the case now before
the learned District
Judge has correctly poipted out that it was admitted
by the son of Maung Pein that Maung Zon was living in
Maung,Pein's house at the time of the fire, and I notice
that the admission was also to the effect that Maung
Zon lived in their house, saying that he would clear
the jungle .on their land after he had cleared the
jungle on his land. The District Judge is also correct
in holding that there was evidence that Maung Zan,
when living in Maung Pein's house, was working here
and there as a coaly. Although Maung Pein stated
that Maung Zon cleared his land in order to work
the land, paying revenue j he added in the following
sentence that Maung Zon was ordered not to clear
the land adjoining to plaintiff's estate and had been
warned that the rubber estate would catch fire and
be btlrnt down. Having regard to these points, I
think that the learned District Judge was clearly
justIfied in holding that there was evidence that
Maung Zan was a servant of Maung Pein. One
admission of 1\1aung Pein vvas specially significant,
because it shows that Maung Pein anticipated the
danger of a fire, and, in fact, gave directions to
Maung Zan to avoid the more dangerous class of
fire in the shape of a -fire near the rubber plantation.

me,
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I likewise do not think that the learned District
Judge was in any way in error in drawing presumptions under section 106 of the Indian Evidence Act,
1872, unfavourable to Maung Pein, because he had
not given the fullest information as to his relations
with Maung Zon. He had not reported the alleged
tenancy to the Hevenue Surveyor, and tbe exact
nature of such relations could only be known to
Maung Pein and Maung Zon., Ev:cn if there was
some sort of relation, such as that of paying revenue,
as well as clearing jungle in return for being allowed
to work other land, it would not necessarily mean
that Maung Zon was not also a servant, having rega'rd
to the fact that he lived in the house of Maung Pein.
For these reasons I must hold that lVlaung Pein
has failed to show any ground uncler section 115 of
the Code of Civil Proceai,lre why this Court should
exercise its revisiona.l powers. I, therefore, dismiss
the application with costs.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Befoye Sir Sydney Robins01l, Kt., Chief Jus/ice, alld Mr. Jus/ice Brown.

MA MARY
'I).

MA: HLA WIN.*
Li17lita lion A ct (IX of 1908). Article 49-0rigillal posse$sion, peymissivePossessor sett mg up a daim to ownership, time when li11litatiol~ begins
to rUIl.
Vvhere the original possession of property and been permissive field that a
bare allegation, on the part of the pOFsessor, of her own ownership 01 the property did not change the character (:,f her possession into an unlawfLi one, bd
that her possession became unlawful only on her refusal to comply with a
fonnal dem<lnd for the return of the property and that, therefore, under Articlt:
49 of the Limitation Act, limitation would be;!in to run only from the date of
such refusal.

In Civil Regular Suit No. 722 of 1921 the respondent
sued the appellant, for the return of certain articles
of jewellery or their value: alleging that the jewellery
had been lent to the.appellant by her brother to wear
while she was living with him and the respondent,
his wife. The appellant's defence was, that the
jewelleery, \~Tas her property, the same having been
given to her absolutely by her brother many years
previously, and further that the suit \vas barred by
limitation under the provisions of Article 49 of the
Limitation Act. The trial Judge, Mr. Justice Beasley.,
having passed a decree with costs in favour of the
respondent, the appellant preferred her present appeal
which was in due course dismissed by a Division
Bench composed of Robinson, C.J., and Brown, J.
The question of limitation dealt with by their Lordships,
* Civil First Appeal No. 164 of 1923 against the judgment and decree of the
High Court passed in its original jurisdiction in Civil Regular Sui t No. 722 of
EJ21.
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being the object of this report, will be found in the
portion of the judgment of the learned Cbief Jllstice
reported below.
Chari-for the Appellant.
Dantra. . for the Respondent.
ROBINSON,

C.J.-The plaintiff-respondent in this

case is a widow of one.Ba Thein, who died in 1918 ;
she has apparently always been in weak health. Ea
Thein was a good husband and brother, and he appears
to have given his sisters a home, in return for which
they probably managed his house, relieving his sickly
.·wife of her duty.' He had several sisters, Ma Ma Gyi,
Ma May May, Ma Aye GyweClnd the appellant, Ma
Mary, who was the youngest. They lived with him
until they married and made a home of their own. It
is alleged that he was generous to them, and that he
provided jewelleries for his sisters to wear so long as
they lived with him.
The present suit is one for the recovery of four
items of jewellery or their value from the appellant v,'ho,
shortly after Ba Thein's death, appears to have fallen
out with his widow and left the house, taking the
jewellery with her. She novv says that she sold it at
various times, although in her reply to the notice of
action she professed to have the jewellery and to be
entitled to it as her own property. Two out of the
four items are of small value; but there are a pair of
diamond ear-rings, valued at R's. 2,000, and a diamond
ring, valued at Rs. 1,750~ The evidence as to these two
will practically decide this case.
The appellant's defence is that this jewellery was
given her absolutely by her brother many years ago, and
has all along been her o\vn property in consequence.
The respondent, on the other hand, alleges that
the jewellery still belongs to the estate of Ea Thein
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and was only lent to his sisters by him to wear so
long as they lived with him.
Which version is correct is now to be decided;
and there is a further point of limitation raised, which
I will first dispose of.
It -is argued that, after Ba Thein's death, there
was an attempt to refer certain disputes as to ancestral
property to arbitration; arid that the plaintiff wished
to refer the question at oWriership~of this je\vellery
to the arbitrators also. The appellant was at that
,time ill ; but her sisters refused to go to arbitration
and then alleged that the jewellery did not form part
of the estate. It is said that plaintiff then became
aware of the appellant's claim ; and that theappelJant's
possession of the jewellery became from that time
unlawful, so that limitation would begin to run under
Article 49 from then, and the suit was, therefore, barred·
If this plea is correct, the suit would be barred.
A year later, the plaintiff made a formal demand for
the return of the jewellery, which was refused. Iflimitation begins to run from that period, the suit, is not barred.
Under Article 49 limitation would begin to run from
the date when the detainer's possession becomes
unlawful. If the appellant's case is true no question of
limitation can arise. ]f the plaintiff's case is true, then
the possession by the appellant of this je\vellery was a
permissive possession only, and her possession would
become unlawful, ordinarily sl~eaking, only when a
demand was made, followed by a refusal. If the
appellant's possession was perm!.ssive, the character of
that possession would not be changed by the fact that
she set up a claim tn is as her own property. Her bare
allegation is not sufficient to make her possession
unlawful. It will be open to the plaintiff to say that
that \1,Tas not true, and to leave the property with her
until she chose to demand its return.
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In my opimon in this case there was no unlawful
possession until a formal demand for the return was
made, and the appellant refused to return it. That
being so, the suit is not barred by limitation.

ROR1!':SON,

q.

BROWN,

J.-1

concur.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Eefetye Mr. Justice Lentaigne.
1924

NGA PO THAIK v. KING-EMPEROR

Aug. 5.

AND

NGA PO E v. KING-EMPEROR.*
Pwal Code (XLV of 1860), section 307--1I1utual infliction, in the absence of
eye-wi/1Iesses, of iniury in a fight-Plea of self-deffltee or prot'oealioltEl'idwee Act (] of ]'872), section 105-Com'iction under section 326, Il1dian
PC1lal Code, the appropriate aile.
'The two appellants in the course of a fight inflicted on each other injuries
so seriol;s that their dying depositions had to be taken in both caRes. There
was no eye-witness to the occurrence; and the eyidence in each trial consisted
of that of the complainant, the corroborative evidence of the wounds on the
complainant and the admission of the accused that he 'was himself wounded in
the o(,;currence. In separate trials, each was convicted of an offe'nce under
section 307 ,)f the Indian Penal Code.
Held, that as either of the appellants would be entitled, in the event of the
other dying of the wounds, to the benefit of a reasonable doubt and to plead
that the caRe came within Exception 4 to section 300 of the Penal Code, neither
appellant could be legally convicted under section 3;)7 of the Penal'Code.
Held, also, that under section 105 of the Indian E'ddence Act,the burden of
proof of self-defence or provocation being in each instance on the accused,
neither appellant could under the circumstances claim these defences and that
section 326 of the Penal, Code was the, proper section for the convidion of
each of the appellan ts.
""

LENTAIG~E,

J.-It is

clear that the above appellant
Nga Po Thaik, and Nga Po E had a fight with each
other on the night of the 28th October, 1923, at,
* Criminal Appeals ~~~ of 1924 from

the judgment of the First Additional

Special Power Magistrate of Bassein in Criminal Regular Trials No.
1924.

~~ of
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1924
some time about ten or eleven p.m., and that one
used a da, and the othel: used either a pointed knife, KGA
Po
THAIK
or some weapon of that description, but there were
v.
KINGno other wintesses to the occurrence, .and each EMPEHOR
appellant has been. convicted on the evidence of his NGAA;~ E
opponent, and the corroborative evidence of the
v.
ICINGwounds caused to the opponent, and the admissions· EMPEROR.
of the appellant that he was himself wounded in the LENTAIGNE,
J.
occurrence. Nga Po Thaik received about seven or
eight ,rounds, and Nga Po E received at least five
wounds, and each would have died if l~e had not
received early medical attendance. In each case, the
condition of the wounded man was so· bad that
his dying deposition was taken. They were first
tried by a Magistrate, who got into difficulties in
attempting the impossible task of deciding which was
the aggressor i but his orders of discharge \ver.e set
aside by the Sessions Judge, and the appellants were
then tried in two separate trials, each on the charge
that he had committed the offence of attempt at
murder under section 307, Indian Penal Code, in
trying to kill the other. In each trial, the accused
was convicted of that offence under section 307,
Indian Penal Code, and each was sentenced to a
term of five years' rigorous imprisonment. Each
appellant now appeals against the conviction and
sentence passed against him in his trial.
The first question for detrmination is whether
either can be convicted of the offence under section
307, Indian Penal Code. In my opinion, the
conviction for an offence under that section was not
permissible in either case. That section provides for
the punishment of an offender who_'I does any act
with such intention or knowledge, and under such
circumstances that if he, by that act, caused death,
he would be guilty of murder." Now if either of
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the appellants had died in conseqllence of his wounds,
it would not have been permissible to convict the
.other of murder on the facts as established, because
he would be entitled to the benefit of a reasonable
doubt and to plead that the case came within
Exception 4 to section 300, and that the offence. had
been comIllitted \Nitbout premeditation in a sudden
fight in the heat of passion upon a sudden qua'Tel,
and without the offender having taken undue advantage
or acted in a cruel Or unusual manner. That being
so, it is clear that neither appellant can be legally
convicted under section '307, Indian Penal Code,
havingregardtothe duty of the Court to accord toeach
'the benefit of a reasonable doubt.
It is also clear that neither appellant can
establish the defence that what he did, was done
in the exercise of the right of private defence,
because, under section 105 of th e Indian Evidence
Act, 1872, the burden of proof would lie on the
accused in each case to prove the necessary facts
for such defence, and it is obvious that neith~r
accused can prove the necessary facts for such defence
in his case.
The same difficulties arise as regards the defence that,
what each appellant did, was due to the fact that he
had been deprived of the power of self-control by
grave and sudden provocation. The burden of proof
would lie on each appellant· to establish this defence
under section 105 of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872.
It is, however, probable that one of the. combatants
would be entitled to raise such defence, though even
that cannot be certain. Assuming, however, that one
appellant could establish such defence, his ca<;e \~'ould
come within the provisions of' section 335 of the
Indian Penal Code, which prescribes the penalty for
voluntarily causing grievous hurt on grave and sudden
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provocation. The term of rigorons imprisonment
perrnissibie under that section would be fonr years.
There can be no question that each appellant caused
grievous hurt to the other by means of a dangerolls
weapon, such as a da or dagger, and I think that I
am bonnd to convict each 3ppellanl under section
326 of the Indian Penal Code: In the. case now
before me, each appellant has already received a
severe punishment in tl1e shape of the wounds \;\,lhich
he received from the other; but, nevertheless, it
is necessary to teach men that they cannot fight in
such a manner and escape imprisonment. Taking
all the facts into consideration, I think that a sentence
to a term of two and a half years' rigorous imprisonment
would meet the ends of justice in each case.
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Before 1111'. Jllsiice Duckworth, al/d 1111'. Justice Godfrey,

MA MYAT GYI

AND ONE

v.
MA MA NYAN

AND FOUR OTHERS.*

Lialitl/tio I Act ilX vf 1908). AI'tiele. 13!-Sub-111ol'lgage in possession-Articll
148, the appropriate article-Rigid Of wb.mortgagec to remain zn possession
tiJl the slIll·mortgage is 1'edeemed.
Held, that as against sub-mortgagees as such, the proper adicle Of the
Limitation Act to apply was Article 148 and not Article 134.
Held also, that a sllb-l11ortga~ee in possession was entitled to retai.1I
possession until his sub-J:1l)rtgage had been itself redeemed and that a
payment to the mortgagee, with notice Of the sub-mortgage, could not affect
the sub.mortgagee.
Drigpal Sillgh v, KlIlIu, 37 All. 660 ; Nga Kye v. Nga Pv Mill, 2 U .B.B.R·
(1904-06) Sub-mortgage 1 ; Tm'ra11laya v. Shibeli,alteb, 4q Born. 614-fOllowed.
Naraill Das v. Kazi Al'dur Rahim. 24 C:W.N. 690; Seeti Kutti v. KUllhi
Pat/IlIAnllla, 40 Mad. 1040-distin/!,uis/led.

Lutter-for the Appellant.
Sa)ual and S. Mukerjee-for the Respondents.
*Civil First Appeal No. 84 of 1923 ~at Mandalay) against the judgment and
decree of the District Court Of Kyauks passed in its Civil Suit No: 23 Of 1923.
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DUCKWORTH A~D 'GODFREY, JJ .-The first three
MA MYAT
plaintiff-respondents are the surviving children of
GYI·
AKD ONE
V Pe alld l\i.a The The, and the 4th and 5th plaintiffMA j\,i~'NYAN respondents
are the widow of Maung Lu Gale, and
AND FOUR.
her son by Mallog Lu Gale.
.
l\hllDg Lu Gale was the fourth child and only
son of U Pe and Ma The The.
The appellant-defendar.ts, Ma Myat Gyi and Ma
Chit, are the daughter and granel-daughter of V 1'..111
V, brother of U Pe.
U Pe, Ma The The, Mallng Lu Gale and LT Tun V,
are dead.
In 1899, by a registered mortgage, ,vhen his
parents were dead, Maung Lll Gale transferred the
land in suit to his uncle, 'fun U, for Rs. 500.
The mortgage was usufructuary.
Maung Lu Gale purported to make the mortgage
as heir of U Pe and Ma The The, deceased..
A sister of Maung Lu Gale, one Ma Mya was
at first a co-mortgagor (also as heir), 'but her name
was subsequently struck out.
Then, in 1909, Maung Tun U, by a registered mortgage, sub-mortgaged the same land to the present appellant-defendants, Ma Myat Gyi and Ma Chit, for Rs.500.
This was also an usufructuary mortgage. The
mortgage deed recites that U Tun V had asked U
Pe'sson Maung Lu Gale to redeem the bnd
mortgaged to him by his fathe} U Fe (sic), but that
Maung. Lu Gale stated that he could n ot redeem it,
and that, if he (U Tun U) wanted money, he might
sub-1,j;ortgage it, and that therefore he mortgaged it,
with possession, to Ma Myat Gyi and Ma Chit (who
are his d,ftughter and grand-daughter), for the original
mortgage amount of Rs. 500..
In the suit under appeal the plaintiff-respondents
.'Sued to redeem the mortgage made by l\Iaung Lu
1924
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Gale. They ignored the sub-mortgage, and merely
impleaded the present appellant-defendants, because
their names appeared in the map.
They also impleaded several other defendants who
are heirs of U Tun U, who did not resist the suit,
.and do not figure in this appeal.
The 12th defendant, Maung Khan, was the tenant
of the appellant-defendants, and was in actual possession
of the land.
y
The defence of the appellant-defendants was that
they denied the plaintiff-respondents' right of suit, the
implication being, as shown in written arguments,
that the land, when mortgageq by Mal1ng Lu Gale,
was no longer undivided ancestral p~operty. They
denied that plaintiffs 1, 2 and ?, had any interest in
the mortgage security, or in the right of redemption.
Finally they contended that the suit as against them,
was barred by limitation.
The District Court decided that the suit was not
time-barred and, without discnssing the matter
applied Article 148 of the Limitation Act Schedule.
[n effect, it held, further, that, since Tun U was
the uncle of Maung Lti Gale, the heirs of Maung
Lu Gale's mortgagee, and sub-mortgagees under Tun
U, were all liable to 'be redeemed, and without going
into the question of whether the property \\'as the
divided or undivided ancestral property of U Pe and
Ma The The, apparently assumed that it was undivided
and decreed the plaintiff's claim for redemption
against all the defendants for Rs. 500 with costs.
The stahlS of the first three plaintiffs was not
discussed, and it seems that the learned additional
Judge took it for granted that all the five plaintiffs
had a right to redeem. This preliminary decree was
dated 4th September 1923. By it six months' time
was allowed for the redemption. However in Civil
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Execution Case No. 35 of 1923 the pl::jntiffs applied
for possession under the preliminary decree on 8th
AND ONE
September 1923, and paid in the mortgage money,
MAMl'NYAN less costs, on that day.
Then, without any notice
AND FOUR.
to the appellants or other defendants, and without
DuCKWORTH any final decree, possession was summarily given to
GO~~~EY, one U Maung Gyi on behalf of all tbe plaintiffs on
JJ.
10th September 1923. This execution would seem
to have been hurried through, in order to obviate a
stay of execution order from this Court, in case the
appellants filed an appeal and this object was success·
ful. The appellants did obtain a stay order but by
then the execution case had been closed, and the stay
order proved infruetuolls.
The execution case was wrongly conducted by
the learned Judge, and his procedure in permitting
such haste is reprehensible,
Matters arising out of these execution procet dings
are the subject of a separate appeal (see Civil MisceHan eous Appeal No. 30 of 1924 of this Court),
Ma Myat Gyi and Ma Chit have alone appealed
against this redemption decree.
They are the sub-mortgagees.
Their grounds are that the District Court should
have decided whether the land in question \vas
divided, or undivided ancestral property in oroer to
see whether plain tiffs, 1, Z and 3, had any status to
sue for redempation, and should have held that it
was divided ; that the suit should have been held to
be time-barred under Article 134.;pf the Schedule of
the Limitation· Act, inasmuch as sub-mortgagees
are in possession; 'and that, in any case, appellants
as sub-mortgagees, were entitled to retain possession
of the land until they were redeemed themselves. This last ground was brought out 111
argument.
1924

MA MYAT
GYI

VOL.
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In regard to this latter point, the case of N ga
Kye v. NgaPoMil'landothers (1), practic;:tlly concludes
the matter. It is clear that, at any rate after suit,
the plaintiffs had notice of the sub-mortgage and that
no payment to the heirs of the mortgagee of M:nmg Lu
Gale could extinguish the sub-mortgage. Thus the
heirs of the sub-nlOrtg~!gee can hold the property
against the plaintiffs as heirs of the original mortgagor.
The execution casp. referred to above does not show
that the sum of Rs. 500 less costs has been paid
out, and whether the person who filed the execution
case IVlaung Po Khan, by his agent, U Maung Gyi, represented plaintiffs 1, 2 and 3 or the plaintiffs 4 and
5, who are the heirs of t.he original mortgagor, Maung
Lu Gale. But it must be hdd tl1,lt execution was
taken out, by or on behalf of all the five plaintiffrespondents together, and that the money \yas paid
in for and on behalf of the two appellant-defendants,
who alone contested the mortgage suit.
As regards the question of limitation there can, in
our opinion, be no question in this suit, of any time-bar.
H is a redemption suit, and the article applicable
is Article 148.
Article 134 is only applicable to a suit "to recover
possession of property," and that is an entirely
different category from a suit for redemption of a
mortgage.
Mr. Lutter, the appellants' learned advocate, has
quoted to us the cases of Narail'l Das v. Kazi AbdttY
Rahim (2) and the full bench case of Seeti Kutti v.
Is.:lmhi PathUnl111a (3), but we do not think that the
findings in those cases that Article 134 was applicable
have any logical reference to the facts of the present
case.
(1) 2 U.B.R. (190~-06) SUb-ll10rtgage 1(2) (1919) 24 C.W.N. 690.
(3) (1916) 40 Mad. 1040.
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In the Madras case the mortgagees purported to
mortgage the properties as full owners and not as
mortgagees.
In the Calcutta case the suit in question was one
for possession, and the mortgage had been made by
a 1nutwalli of a wakf and her brother, of certain
wakf property, as secular heirs of the founder.
These cases are thus clearly c1istinguish<tble.
Here the sub-mortgage \yas made as such, as is
sho\vn even by the deed, and the appellants must
be held to have been \:vell aware of what title they
\vere obtaining thereunder.
In the case of Drigpal Singh v. Kallu \4), when
de~lling with a very similar case, Sir Henry Richards,
C.J, and Sir Pramada Charan Bannerji , J" held
that Article 134 could not be applied, and that
Article 148 was the correct article to utilize.
Then there is the case of Tairamiya v. Shibelizaheb
(5), in which Sir Norman Macleod, C.]. and Heaton,
J., held to the saille effect. The arguments in this
case appear to us to be very logical and cogent
and we accept them,
The result is that we hold that the suit was
within time, and that the learned additional Judge
was right in applying Article 14~,
As regards the question whether the land was
divided or undivided ancestral property emanating
from U Pe and Ma The The, there can be no doubt
that it was originally the property of U Pe and Ma
The The. This is in fact admitted. The settlement
maps of 1889, 1890 and of 1902-03 (the first and
second settlements both show Ma The The as owner
Df the land~ and, in that of 1902-03 U Tun U is
:shown as h~r mortgagee). Apart from that, the
(4) (1911) 37 All. 660.

(5) (1920) 44 Born. 614.
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mortgage bond of 1899 seems to indicate that Maung
Lu Gale was not the sole heir, while that" of 1909
Tefers to U Pe as mortgagor. In the circumstances
we consider that there is little doubt that the property must be taken to have been undivided, and
that Maung Lu Gale could only have mortgaged the
land on behalf of all the heirs. There is no necessity
to remand the suit for any further hearing, and, in
. any case, plaintiff-respondents 4 and 5 are persons
entitled to redeem Maung Lu Gale's mortgage, even
if it were held t'.lat the property had been divided.
Apart, therefore, .from ordering that the redemption
money be paid to the present two appellants. we see
no reason to interfere, and otherwise dismiss the
appeal. However as regards costs in this Court we
make no order.
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:Ci;:il Procedure Code (V of 1908), section 145-E.recution against judgmentdebtor's surety-Necessity for issue of 1IClfice before taki1tg acfioJt against
surety's pl'Operty-Substan1ial compliance with the duties of a surety a
ground for e.,'emptiOIS from liabtlity.
.Held, that in execution of a decree against a judgment-debtor, before
188uing an attachment on the property of his surety, the Court must issue
notice to the surety calling upon him to show cause and that an attachment
issued without such notice is ultra vires.
Held, also, that the sureties having substantially complied with their
'Iiabilities and h:n ing, though son:ewh:lt late, produced the judgment· debtor
.the present case \\';.s not one in which the extreme course of executing the
decr<:e against their property should be allowed.
A. Subramanian I yer ~'. Abdul Rahaman, 1 t L.B.R., 441; ChJ:mdi Cliarali
Sw v. Ram Coomar Clzakravarty, 7 B.L.T. 5-1'eferreti io.
Lakshlllishallkar v. Raglm11lal, 29 Born. 20- followed.

* Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 42 of 1924 (at Mandalay) against the
·order of t1:e District Conrt of Mandalay in Execution Case No. 402 of 1923.
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Clay!? and L'utter-for the Appellants.
A. C. Mukerjee, R. K, Banerjee & T. K. Banerjee-for the Respondents.

D CHE SI
AND TWO.

JJ .-In

Civil Regul'l!"
Suit No. 164 of 1923 of the District Court, Mandalay,
U Che Si and Ma Kye U, sued Shu Htaik Sein to
recover a sum of Rs. 10,000, due on a promissory'
note. The defendant was arrested before judgment,
and Tan Su Ya and his son, Tan Kin Shan, stooel as
sureties for his appearance, by means of the usual
bond under Order 38, Rule 2, Civil Procedure Code·
In other words they undertook to produce Shu
Htaik Sein before the Court, whenever called upon,
in, or in connection with, the suit, until any decree,
which might be passed against him therein, should
be satisfied.
Thereafter, a decree was passed against Shu Htaik
Sein for Rs. 10,100 wi th costs and further interest.
This decree was dated November the 2nd, 1923.
Execution ,",vas then taken out in Civil Execution
Case No. 402 of 1923 against Shu Htaik Sein on
November 3rd, 1923 and his arrest was prayed for.
Shu Htaik Sein appeared to be avoiding arrest, so notice
was issued to his sureties to produce him before the
Court in December the 4th, 1923. After some
representation on the part of the sureti~s, this date
was extended by the District Court to the 18th of
December 1923.
When t1;is latter day arrived, there was no appearance for the sureties, or the judgment-debtor, and
the learned Judge at once passed orders for the issue
of a warrant of attachment on the property tendered
as security by the sureties, without giving them any
notice, as provided by the proviso to section 145,.
Civil Procedure Code.
DUCKWORTH AND GODFREY,
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The rf~ord shows that the sureties appeared in
Court OF the 20th of December 1923, and flIed a
petition (see page 15 of the Execution Proceedings)
statinf, that, in accordance with the Court's orders
they produced the judgment-debtor at the Court that
day, and prayed that from the day of his production
their responsibilities in connection with him should
be recorded as having ceased.
The learned Judge merely endorsed on that petition: If Put up with case on 21st December 1923,"
and signed this endorsement over the date 20th
December 1923.
In the diary of that date he recorded:-" Case
'C8Jled surety present. I am engaged in a Sessions
trial. For argument on 22nd December 1923."
The case never called, nor
put
on 21st
December 1923.
On December the 22nd, 1923, the decree-holders
were absent, inasmuch as no notice had been issued
+
to them. The sureties were represented by a pleader,
who prayed fo / time. Orders \:vere passed that notic:: e
should issue_to the decree-holders to show cause why
the order for attachment (and sale) Df the sureties'
property should not be cancelled, as the sureties
\vere prepared to produce the judgment-debtor.
January the 11th, 1924, was the date fixed. This order
seems to us to be of con~iderable importance.
Then, on January 10th, 1924, the diary records
that the judgment-debtor "surrendered"himself.
He was at once cummitted to the Civil prison,
where, incidentally, he served out his full six months'
detention.
Thereafter, on 26th February 1924, notice was
issued to the sureties, advocate to show cause why
the sale of the sureties, property should not be pro·
ceeded with. Eventually the learned Judge, on April
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2nd, 1924, after hearing arguments, passed c-ders that
the sureties were, in the circumstances, lia~le to be
proceeded against.
It is against this last order that the suretie~ have
appealed to this Court.
Tan Su Ya has Sl11ce died, but his legal representatives have been duly brought on to the record.
Now the first point which has been argued is
that the order oLD~cember the 18th, 1923, to attach
the sureties' property was ultra vires, inasmuch as to
no notice of any kind was issued to them under the
proviso to section 145, Civil Procedure Code. Such
a notice was held to be Ie a condition precedent" to
tile validity of an order for execution against a surety
in the case of Laksh11lishanlwr v. Raglzumal, XXIX
Bombay 29 at page 33.
.
In this view we can only concur.
The section requires that" such notice. as the
Court, in each case, thinks sufficient >, shall be gi'ven
to the surety. In the present instance no notj-ce of
any sort was given the sureties, apart from. the notice
to produce, the judgment-debtor. There was no
notice, or necessary implication, that immediate
execution as against their property \vas about to be
taken out.
Further, it is quite clear that only two days after
the extended date (18th· ]))ecember 1923) the sureties
appeared, and, by petition, informed the Judge that
they produced the debtor that day, and,~~,prayed for
an order that they had performed all that was
required of them.
Of this fact the learned Judge manitestly lost sigh t,
probably because he was then engaged at the Sessions.
Then on January the 10th, 1924, the debtor is .
recorded as having surrendered, Mr. Lutter, when
questioned by us,. assured us that the debtor was really
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surrendered by the sureties. We consider that there
1924
can be no doubt but that this view must be accepted. TAN KIN
SHAN
As a matter of fact, execution was taken out
v.
against the debtor's person.
~~~~.~~
In the circumstances, we are of the opinion that
1
•
dOd
' DUCKWORTH
Lle
sureties
I S11 bstan t ia.Ity comp ty WIt I1 tIlelr
AND
liabilities, even though it would appear that they were GorWlEY,
two days late in producing the debtor, and that this
is" not a case, in which the extreme course of
executing the decree against their property should properly be allowed. Apart from that, the~execution order
of December the 18th was ultra vires, and invalid,
for lack of notice to the sureties. In addition to this
it appears to us, that, by his order of December
22nd, 1923, the learned Judge .pnce again purported
to extend the time for producing the debtor up to
the 11 th Jan'uary 1924. As to this, he clearly had
po\ver so to extend the time, under the provisiops
of section 148, Civil Procedure Code.
We have referred to the case of A. Sub1'a1'nonian
lyer v. Abdul Rahaman, XI L.B.R. 444, as requested
by Mr. Clark for the appellants, as well as· the case
of Chandi Cha1'an Sen v. Ran Coomar Cha1?ravarti,
VII B.L.T. 5, and, though we see no grounds for
commenting upon those cases in connection with this
appeal, it is clear that. they do support the appellant's
claim.
"Ve allow the appeal, and set aside the order of
the District Court, dated 2nd April 1924, and declare
that the sureties are not liable, at the present stage
of the case to have the decree executed agaimt them.
The appellants are granted their costs with
advocate's fees (one set for the two advocates) of six
gold mohurs.
0
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Justice Godfrey.

CHITHAMBRAM CHET.TIAR AND ANOTHER.*
Specific Relief Act (1 of 1877), sectio'l 41-Suit for declaratioll- ITalidityor
otherwise oj a Will whether to be decided ill SUC!I sUlt-Mahomedcltl WtllsProbate WJt necessary to be .taken b.fore Wtll can be proved.
The plaintiff. widow of a Mohamedan and in possession of the property in
suit, brollght a suit for a declaration that the said Foperty was not liable to be
sold in execution of a mortgage decree obtained by the defenallts against certain
other persons The defence was that the deceased husband of the plaintiff had
in his lifetime-by Will devised the property to the mortgagors. The trial Court
holding that in a suit for a mere declaration, the validity of t!le alleged
and its existence at the death of the testator could not be determined, decided
to proceed no further and dismissed the plaintiff's suit.
Held, that the plaintiff w~s not bound to sue for any further relief than the
declaration prayed for and that it wa, incumbent upon the Court to decide in tlle
suit the questions as to the existence of the Will and its \·alidity.
lIeld, also, that, tilOugh probate of the will had not been taken out, the
testator being a Mahomcdan the will could be proved in the suit.
Deefholts v. Petus, 14 Cal. 631; Kanhaiya Lal v, M1I111li, 18 All. 260 ;
Krishna Kinkur Roy v. Pallcfmram Mum/ttl, 17 C~I. 273; Snkil1a Bibee y.
Mahol1led Ishak, 37 Cal. 839; Sir Mokawed Jusllf v. Hurgo,·aHrias Jivall, 47
Born. 231 - foJllowed.

'''ill

Dutt.-for the Appellant.
A.C. Mukerjee-for the Respondents
DUCKWORTH AND GODFREY, JJ .-For the purpose
of this appeal, the following fads will suffice.
Ma Me, and other relations of hers, mortgaged
certain property, without possession, to Chithambram
Chettiar in the year 1913. She was then the
administratrix of the estate of U Sl1\ve 0, deceased,
a \vell-to-do Zerbadi Mahomedan of Mandalay.
• Civil First Appeal No. 34 of 1924 (at Mandalay) againsHhe decree of
the District Court of)\1andalay in Civil Suit No. 136 of 1916.
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Admittedly she got no permission from the Court
under section 90 of the Probate and Administration MA NYUN
V.
Act, to mortgage the said property.
v. CHITHAM. an a d
' t ra t'Ion SUI,
't " tl1e presen t C[[ETTIAR.
BRAM
L a t er on, III
mIDIS
appellant, "Ma Nyun, was held to be the widow of DUCKWORTH
the deceased, U Shwe 0, and she claim'ed this
AND
.GODFREY,
property.,
TJ.
In Suit No. 144 of 1<)15 the Chettiar had obtained
a mortgage -decree on his mortgage against the
surviving mortgagors, and the legal representatives of
Ma Me deceased, and was about to bring the
mortgaged property to sale.
In the present suit Ma Nyun, as widow of U
Shwe 0 and owner of the property, sued the Chettiar
'for a declaration that the said property was not
liable to be sold in execution of the decree obtained
in Civil Regular Suit No. 144 of 1915.
The defence at first was that Ma Me's mortgage
was binding, inasmuch, as the money was utilized for
the benefit of the estate, but later on, the ciefence
raised a new point-namely, that U Shwe 0 bad made
and left a 7.;;t.ll, by which the mortgaged property
had been devised to Ma Me, so that she had a perfect
right to hypothecate" it. A certified copy of the will,
taken from the Registration Office, Mandalay, ,,-,as
filed by the Chettiar as an exhibit in the case.
The learned additional" Judge of the District
Court (Mr. Ko Ko Gyi) stated that his opinion ,raS
that U Shwe 0 did make a will, but that it was said
that he had destroyed it. He held that in a wit
such as this, which is for a mere declaration, the
validity of the will, and its existence at the time of
U Shwe O's death, could not be decided, and that
therefore the Court shouid exercise its discretion under
section 42 of the Specific Relief Act and proceed no
further.
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The suit was accordingly dismissed, though no
order was made as to costs.
\N e are. of the opinion th,lt this decree was
erroneous, and that the various points of fact and law
arising should have been decided.
The plaintiff-appellant, Ma Nyun, was not a party
to the mortgage decree. The Chettiar was not in
possession of the property. Indeed we are;informecl
by the learned pleaders that it was in M.a Nyun's
possession. 1t was unnecessary therefore for her to sue
to set the decree aside. In fact she could not well
ask for any consequential relief, and she \·\,as not
bound to sue for any further relief than the declaration for which she prayed.
[See Deefholts v.
Peters (1 ).]
It was incumbent upon the District Court to decide
as to the existence of the 'Vvill and its validity under
Sunni Mahomcdan Law, bearing in mind that in the
decided letters of administration case, and tpe
administration Sllit, no mention of this will appears
to have been made, and that the Chetti(lr stands in
the shoes of his mortgagors.
Even though probate of a lVlahomedan will has
not been taken out, since neither section 187 of the
Succession Act, nor the Hindu Wills Act, are applicable, it is, \ve think, s~ttlecl law that the will can be
proved. It will suffice to quote the cases of Sa kina
Bibee v. Mahomed Ishak (2), Krishna Kinkur Roy v.
PanChUyml1 Mundul (3), and Kanhaiya Lal v.
MUllni (4).
.
Sa kina Bibee's case, on the point now in question,
\vas accepted by the Bombay High Court in the case
of Sir Mohauled Jusuf v. Hargovandas Jiz1an (5).
(I) (1887) 14 Cal. 631.

(3) (1890) 7 Cal. 273.

(2) (1910) 37 Cal. 839.
(4) (1892) 18 All. 260.
(5) (1923) 47 Bom. 231.
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We think that it is clear, therefore, tLat we should
not enter upon the other p()ints raised before us,
and that the suit must be remanded for a decision
on the merits on properly framed issues.
The appeal is allowed, the decree of the District
Court i3 set aside, and the suit is remanded to the
District Court for decision on the merits. Tbe costs
of this appeal will be borne by the respondents.
The costs in the District Court will abide the result
of the suit in that Court. The appellant will be
given a certificate under section 13 of the Court Fees
Act for the recovery of the Court-fees paid on the
memorandum of· appeal. Advocate~s cost in this
Court will be six gold mohurs.
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Before Mr. Jmtice Young, lIlId Mr. Justice Carr.

COALFIELDS OF BURMA, LIMITED.

v.
H. H. ]OHNSON.*
COl1/p!1l1i,s Act (VIl of 1')131, section 162 (51-Peli/ioll f01' ,dlldillg uP-Bona
fic:e elefe;lce to /1:e creditor's claim, sufficiC1l1 Te"SOll 101 reJectioll Of
aPPlication-Evidence A cl (I of 1872j, sectfoll 92-Wllere document llot
contailling all the terms of the cOlltmcl, whether Drat tVidel1ce admissible
Held, tInt where a Company, haS a bOll'l fide defence to a crcditur's claim,
the creditor's application for its wi:Jding lip must ce rejected.
Held, also, that where all the terms of a contract have not been reduced to
writing the terms left unen:bo<lied can be proyed by oral evidence.
In re London and Paris Bllnkilll; Corporation, L.R.19 Eq. 444--follvwed.

Keith-for the Appellant.

J11 {Donnell-for the Respondent.

JJ.-This is an appeal from an
order staying the winding up of a Company oli certain
YOUNG AND CARR,

* Civil !I1iscellancous Appeal No.4 of 1924.

i924.
Aug. 20.
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conditions, which the appellant claims should never
have been imposed.
The respondent had applied for a winding up
. order under section 162 (5) of the Indian Companies
Act in that he, a credi lor for over Hs. sao, iud, on
the 27th July 1923, served a notice under his hand
requiring the Company to pay to him the sum of
I~s. 31,494, being balance of salary at Rs. 2,000 per
month due under an agreement and other sums and
the Company had for three weeks thereafter neglected
to pay the sum or to secure or compound f,or it to
his reas.onable satisfaction and was therefore deemed
in law to be unable to pay its debts.
The Company objected that the debt '"vas not
presently due, for that it was one of the terms of his
engagement that he should not draw his salary, though
It was to be credited to him monthly, cntil the
Company was beyond the proving stage and earning
revenue. If this is a bona fide defence, it is quite
clear that the petition must, as the learned trial
Judge said, be rejected. He however went on to
hold that even assuming this arrangement \vasmacle;
no evidence could be given of it as the terms under
which he was employed had been reduced to writing
in the Company's letter to Lim of the 3rd November
1921, in which there W;l.S no reference to the pay·ment of the petitioner's remuntration being dependent
upon the Company getting beyond-the proving stage
and earning revenue. "VIle agree that) if it was a,;defence
the Company vvere precluded by law from rai~ing,
it must be treated as non-existent. We also holel that if
it was not a defence the Company were precluded from
raising, it must be cOl1csidered a bona fide defence the
truth or falsity of which must be decided in a regular suit.
We have therefore to consider whether section 92 of
the Evidence Act forbids such a defence to be raised.
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Section 92 runs as follows: "where the terms of
any such contract (i.e., as been reduced to the COALFIELDS
form of a document) * * * have been proved °t~I~~~~'
according to the last section, no evidence of any oral £,~:"·l'.~".
J
·H. H.
agreement or statement shall be admitted as between JOHNSON.
the parties to any such instrument ·or their represen- YOUNG
AND
tatives in interest for the purpose of varying, adding CARR,
JJ.
to or subtracting from its terms. I'
Now the letter of the 3rd November 1921 on
which reliance is pl~ced as containing tIre terms of
the contract, ran as follows: "We have to inform you
that you were duly elected to the Board of Directors
of this company on the 1st September 1921, that a
remuneration of Es. 2)000 per mensem was sanctioned
for you as Consulting Engineer to the Company as
from the 20th January 1921."
ThGl1 followed other matters.
It will be seen that the letter in question contains
only one term of th~ agreement, though perhaps the
most important one: nothing is said as to travelling
expenses, though it is evident from a private letter
written by Colonel Frank Johnson and put in evidence
by the respondent that when the original offer waS
m~",de to him he was in Canada and received a telegram:
"Are you willing drop Canada and come Burma
similar terms provided all p::lrties consent:" nor is
anything said as to leave and leave pay j nor is
anything said as to the duties to be performed by
the respondent and the only conclusion at which
we can arrive is that there were other terms setH'ed
perhaps verbally and that this scrap of paper does
not contain all the terms of the agreement between
the parties. This is really sufficient for the disposal
of the matter, for if the letter does not contain all
the terms of the agreement section 92 does not apply
and the question whether this particular term was
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included or not must be left to be decided in a su.it,
for the omission 01 a Joint Stock Company to comply
with a statutory notice requiring payment of a debt
is not neglected within the meaning of the sub-section,
unless there is no reasonable cause for the omission,
In re London and Paris Banking C01'poraiion (1).
Here there \"as reasonable cause, i( the story of the
Company -is true, and we are not prepared to tryon
affidavits the disputed question of its truth or falsity.
It is essentially a question for a suit, with crossexamination on each side. The learned trial Judge
felt this and did not embark on the question of its
truth or falsity, but merely contented himself with a
discussion of the question whether the defence could
be proved or not. He came to the conclusion that
whether true or false, it could not be proved. Vie have
come to the conclusion that it can be pro\'ed and
that the question of its truth' or falsity must be tested
in a suit. We therefore set aside the order of the trial
Judge ordering the deposit of the amount claimed
as a condition of not nia-king an order of winding up,
direct the money to be returned to petitioners and
stay the order for \vinding up pending the decision
of the suit. If no suit is filed within ~ix months the
petition for winding up will stand dismissed withcosts. The appellants will have their costs of the
appeal (six gold mohurs).
(1) (1885) L.R. 19 Eq. 444.
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Before Sir Syduey Robinson, Kt., Chicf lt4sticc, aad Mr. Justia Bilguley.

A.R.A.R.S.M. CHOKK'LINGAM CHETTJAR

v.
THE CO'l\·IMISSIONER OF ·INCOME-TAX,

BURMA."'
~

.

income-tax Act (XI of 1922). section 66-APPlicat iOI/ to Commissioner of
Income-t ax to refcrquestio1ls0f law to the High Court-QllestiolI whether fee
payable 1I1Ide,- sectiQII 66 (2) is payable in respect of the IIPPlicllt/OIl or in
respect of e{lcft point raised ilz the applieatiiolI.
In an application to the Commissioner of Income.-t~x to rder certain ql:eslions of law to the High Court, 111:merolls points having been specilied, "eld,
that only one fee was to .be paid, 'fh-e points raised being all part of 'Jne
application.

Keith-for the Applicant.
Mya Bu, Assistant Government Advocate-for the
Hespondent.
.
>G_'

,-

ROBINSON, C.J; AND BAGULEY, J.-The Commissioner of Income-tax received an application' that
cedain questions of law be referred to this Court.
The application was accompanied by a fee of I~~. 100
asreguired by section 66 (2) of the Act. The
application specifiedt\;velve points.
The Commissioner decided that the first was a
question of fact and net of law and he refused to
state a case.
As to the remaining eleven points .he held that
no fee had been paid in respect of them and he
saw no reason to take up any of these points on his
own motion.
On the question of the fee we are of opinion
that it is to be paid in respect of the application
and not in respect of each point raised therein.
• Civil Miscel1aneous Application No. 60 of

1924~
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The section contemplates each application is a case
and sub-section (5) shO\lIls that each case may raise
several questions of law. Words in the singular
should be read as including tbe plural unless there
is anything in the context to point to a different
meaning.
We are therefore of opinion that tbe learned
Commissioner was in error on this point and that he
should have dealt with the other points ra,'ised. It'
is obviously inconvenient that tbis matter ~shoulcl be
disposed of piecemeal and indeed the· questions
raised appear to overlap.
vVe, therefore, return the case to the Commissioner with a reauest
that he will deal . \",itb- the
.
other points raised and then refer the case or refuse
to do so.
The present application will remain pending with
liberty to the petitioner to apply.

.
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ArbitralifJ1t Act (IX of 1899), sec/io" IS-Finality of an order of til C
Court if ullatPe"led!I'OIl1, exceptioll to-Order made without jurisdiction-Letters Patent, Clause 34-·Appeal frolll tlte decree of a
Judge of the High Conr/or the Chief Court. He.'d, that in executing
an award filed ifl Court the Court has n9 jGrisdiction to add
. to the award or to extend its scope. Wher.e an award filed in
Court did .not decree any specified sum and did not decide that the
respondent owed any sum whatever to the appellant, held, that the
'Court had no jurisdiction to treat the award as awarding a certain
specific sum' to the appellant. Held, also, that if a Court without
having jursidiction, granted execution such an orc'er even if not
appealed from being a mere nullity. was not final Held,juz'ther,
that the fact thilt the Court had granted execution did not necessarily imply that on a construction e:f the award COllJt had con:e
to a decision that it was executable. Mll1lgal Pershad Dichit alld
another v. Grij'l Kant Lahiri,8CaJ. 51 ; RanzKirpal v.RupKurri,
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CODE, SECTION 5140..

SECTION7-Code
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cl"se reasor/sfor t ht finding arYlt'ed al-Sec/iolls 367 aHd 424, Code
of Cn11lillall'rocedure. Held, that unde.r sectiol:s 367 and 424 d tte
Code of Criminal Procedur~ ajudgmclltshould disclose the "easons
for arriving at the findin,g. Held, also, that in proceedings r nder
the Burma Habitual Offenders' !{estriction Act as well as under
Chapter VIII of the Code of Criminal Procedure., the Co:!rls nll!~t
not act on any thin g extraneous to the eddence on the record Held,
al~o, that evidence of general repute \V2S a~mi~iii:'le only to the
extent provided for in'section 117 (4) of the Code of Criminal

BURMA HABITUAL OFFENDERS' RESTRICTION ACT,

,
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appear before one CDurt di:.charged 'When case transferred to
atlother Court-The former Court not elltit/ed toforfeit tlte bond
for failure to attend ~it/ler before the ot/ler Court ur before itself,
afler tile transfer. 'Where a bail-bond was executed for due
appearance of an accused before a certain Court and no provision
was made therein for his appearance before allY other Court to
which the C;lse might I'-e there;lfter tramferred, held, that the
bond had effe::tcd its purpose when the case was transferred,
because it contained no clause providing for such an e\enluality.
Held, also, that after such lransfer, the former Court had no power
to forfeit the bond on -the gronnct of the non-appearance of the
acc:sed either before the Comt to which the case was transferred
or before itself. Nga Po Tin v. King-Emperor, 4 U.B.R. 71 ;
Shll1l1suddin Sirkar v. Ewpe1'or,,30 Cal,. 107-followed.
MAUNG NGE v. KING-EMPEROR ...
CROSS'OBJECTION RELATING SOLELY TO COSTs-Whether 10 be treated

581

as one requinl/g Court-fee mllier Article I of Schedule I or as a
petition under clause (d).- Art icle I, Schedule II, of t he Court Fees
A c! (VII of 1870)-Cou,·t-fees whelher paya/:le ad yaIO~,-in
ValuatlOll of cross-objection On cc-sts. Held, that cross-objections,
'Jy the resp'mdent relating solely tl) costs must be stamped ad
"alorem on the am,lmt or value of the sum claimed as C0stS.
Babaji Hari v. Raja Ram, 1 Born. 75 ; SJrarodaSoolldutee Debi
v. Gobir.d, Monee, ~'4 '\T.R. 179-fo/lo~lJed. Doorga Dass Cltowdry
v. Ramal/ath Chowdry, 8 Moo. LA. 262-djstin~uisT7ed. Kemal
Kmnari Debi v. RU!lgpur North Bengal Bank. Lid., 25 C.\V.N.
934-dissellted from.
MA SHIN ll. MAUXG SHWE HNIT AND ONE .. ,
CROSS-SUITs -Final decision in 01ze suit, whether oPerating as re~ judIcata
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brought a suit for a declaration that the mortgal(es were made
benami in order to save the boats from attachment. B instituted
a cross-suit against A on the san'e deed for the recovery of the
amountaIleged to be dne on the mortgage. The two suits were
tried together, A'ssuit was dismissed and B's was decreed. A filed
two separate appeals against both the decrees, but his ap'peal ir: the
suit brought by B was dismissed for default. Held. in the appeal
against the decree in A's suit that a final decision of the matter in
'1uestion between the same '1arties existed and that the dismissal of
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under Order 2. Rule 11, cf the Code of Civil Procedure In re
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL
Before Mr. Justice Lentaigne.

MAUNG NGE
v.
KING-EMPEROR. *

f

Crimillal Procedure Code (V of 1898), section 514-Bond toappear before or.e".
Court discharged when case transferred to another Court-The former
Court not entitled to forfeit the bond fur failure to attend either befol·e
the other Court or before itself. after the transfer.
Where a bail-bond was exec·uted f0r due appearance of an accuse.d before a
certain Court and no provision was made therein for his appearance before
any other Court to which the case might be thereafter transferred, held, that
the bond had effected its purpose when the case was transferred. because it
contained' no clause provil;ling for such an eventuality.
Held, also, that after such transfer, the former Court had no powc::r to forfeit
the: bond on the ground of the non-appearance 01 the accused either l::efore the
Court to which the ca~e was transferred or before itself.
Nga Po Tin v. King-Emperor, 4 U.B.R.· 71; SIza11Isuddin Sirkar v.
Emperor, 30 Cal. 107-followed.

Lamb.ert-for the Applicant.
Gaunt, Assistant Government Advocate-for the

Crown.
J.-This is' an application to revise
an order passed by the District Magistrate of Toungoo,
dated the 2nd February, 1924, and directing a further
enquiry as 'to whether a bail-bond executed by one
Maung Kyaw Win and the applicants as his sureties
should not be forfeited.
In Criminal Regular Trial No. 5 of 1923, the
District Magistrate took cognizance· of an offence
under section 409, Indian Penal Code, alleged to
have. been . committed by Maung Kyaw Win, the
Bazaa.r Gaung, and directed the issue of a warrant
·of arrest returnable for the 26th February, 1923.
LEN'fAIGNE,·

• Criminal Revision No. 94B Of 192t from the order of the Second
Addtioinal Magistrate of Toungoo in Criminal Miscellaneous No.6 o{ 1924.
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Maung Kyaw \Vin then applied to the Sessions
Judge for bail, which . was· granted in Criminal
Miscellaneous Case No. 2 of 1923 of the Sessions
Court in the sum of Rs. 2,000, with three sureties.
The bond was made ottt in the office of the Sessions
Court in the printed form, No. 52, in Schedule. V
of the Code of Criminal Procedure, and stated
"I Maung Kyaw Win being brought before the
District Magistrate of Toungoo ~harged with the
offence of criminal breach of trust under ~ection 409.
Indian Penal Code and required to give security for
my attendance in his Court and at the Court of .
Sessions, if required,do bind tnyselj to attend at the
Court of the said Magistrate on every day of the
prelimmary in quiry into the said charge, and should
the case be sentfor trial by the Court of Sessions, to
be and appear· before· the said Court when called
upon to answer the said charge against me; and in,
case of my making default herein, I bind myself to
forfeit to His Majesty the King-Emperor of India the'
sum of Rs. 2,000."
The bond exec1.lted by the applicants as the
~ureties vms· in th e following form :-" We 11 ereby
declare ourselves sureties for the said Maung Kyaw
Win that he shall attend nt the Court of .the Distfict
Magistrate on the 26th February 1923 dnd on C7}ery
day of. the prelimi.nary inquiry into the offence
charged against him and, should the case be sent for
trial by the Court.ef Session, that he shall be and
appear before the· said Coud to answer the charge
against him, anJ in case of his making default therein and failing to pay the said sum, we bind ourselves jointly and severally to forfeit to His Majesty the
KinK-Emperor of India the said sum of Rs. 2,000 ill all."
After the trial had proceeded for some time before
the District Magistrate, he directed the arrest of a

VOL.
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Municipal Commissioner and of a peon to be tried
jointly with Maung Kyaw Win under the same
charge and section. But, as these' accused objected
to the case being. tried by the District Magistrate,
the District' Magistrate on the 4th April, 1923,
transferred the case to the Second Additional
Magistrate, who proceeded to try the case and
recorded evidence. The proceedings against the
Municipal Commissioner were dropped in consequence
of the failure to obtain the sanction of the Local
Government, but th@ case proceeded against the two
remaining acc.used: Maung Kyaw Win appeared in
that Court on various dates up to the 16th November,
1923. Then· there were certain adjournments for
orders and, on the 5th January, 1924, Maung Kyaw
\iVin was absent and was reported to have absconded.
He is ~aid··1.o have absconded in consequence of
some new prosecution.
Notice was then issued to the applicants as
sureties to produce Maung Kyaw Win within seven
days, that is. on the 12th January, 1924. They
failed to produce him and th,: outcome of subsequent
proceedings in that Court W8.S an order directing the
sureties to pay the amount of the bond on or before
the 31st January, 1924.
The applicants appealed against that 'order to the
Dist·riet Magistrate. Reliance wcs placed on the
decision of the Calcutta High COliFt in t.he case of
Shamsuddin Sirkar v.Empero·", (1). as showing that a
bond like this .did nbt cover a failure to appear in
a Court to which the case had been transferred.
The District Magistrate took the view that this
objection was sound: but that the bond could be
forfeited on proof of absence from the Court of the
District Magistrate on the dates fixed for the hearing
(ll (1902) 30 Cal 107.
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before the second Additi~nal Magistrate; and he,
therefore, directed that an enquiry be held before
himself as to whether the accused Maung Kyaw Win,
had failed to appear in his Court on the 5th and
12th January, 1924. He directed that such inquiry
should be held in the presence of the sureties, and he
direCted that notice should issue to l\'faung Kyaw Win.
It is obvious that such a notice could not be served
on an absconder.
The District Magistrate also took the view that
the bond covered the preliminary inquiry in whatever
Court it was held, and that the preliminary inquiry
was still pending.
The present application is to revise the above
order, and, at the hearing, this Court was requested
to also revise the subsequent proceedings. It is
sufficient to state that, on . the date fixed, formal
evidence was given that Maung Kyaw Win was not
present in the Court of the Second Additional Magis-'
trate, or in the Court of the District Magistrate on
the 5th and 12th January, 1Y24; and such facts were
deposed to by the respective Bench Clerks of these
Courts. On that evidence the District Magistrate by
an order dated the 12th F~bruary,' 1924, directed
that the bail-bond be forfeited; that Maung Kyaw Win
be liable for Rs. 2,000 ; and that, on his 'default. the
sureties be jointly and severally liable for half that
amount, namely, Rs. 1,000. The reduction in favour
of the sureties to half the amount was allowed because
the absconding was due to another case, and there
had been great delay.
I have heard Mr. Lambert for the applicant, and
Mr. Gaunt for the Crown, and I am satisfied that
these proceedings cannot stand.
I may first point out that the District Magistrate
has in some respects, taken an erroneous VIew as to
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the Courts which have power to order a fC?rfeiture on
1924
a breach of a bail-bond. It is clear, I think, that a MAUNG
bail-bond must corne under the second paragraph of
~~E
KING
sub-section (1) of section 514, which reads :-" or, EJMPRROR.
where the bond is for appearance before a Court, to
· f ac t'IOn 0 f suc I1 C ourt " an d '0 t h ere f ore, .
th e sa t IS
It .IS ,LENTAIGNE,
J.,
necessary that the forfeiture should be established to
the satisfaction of the Court before which the accused
il was bound by the bond to appear, and that is the
proper Court to exercise the power.
~
It has been held in the case of Shamsuddin
Sirkar v . . Emperor (1), and in some decisions in
unofficial' reporls that a bond must be construed
strictly (2), and that it will' not authorize a forfeiture
of the amount of the bond in the case of failure to
appear in a Court to which a case is transferred if
the obligation to appear in that Court has not been
specified in the bond. I think that decision really
only follows the plain meaning of section' 499 of the
Code of Criminal Proc~dure. Sl1b":section (1) of that
section expressly, imposes on police-officers and
Courts the duty of expressly stating in the bond the
condition that the person shall attend at the time
and place mentioned in the bOI!d, and shall continue
so to attend until otherwise directed by the police,officer or Court, as the case may be.
If we apply that provision to the present bond,
Maung Kyaw Win was directed to attend the Court
of the District Magistrate, and the' bond did not
contemplate his attendance at any other Court except
in the eventuality of the'cllse being sent for trial by
the Court ot Session. In my opinion the accused,
Maung Kyaw Win complied with the condition of
that bond and attended, and continued to attend, the
Court of tpe District Magistrate, until he was otherWIse
. (2) (l92t) Nga Po Tin '(I. King,Emperor, 4 U.B.R. 71.
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direetedby that Court. Once he was directed to
attend the Comt onhe Second Additional Magistrate
MAUNG
NGE
that
was a direction otherwise within the sub-section.
V.
KINGConsequently, the bond has effected its purpose when
EMPEROR,
the case was transferred, because I't contained no
LENTAIGNE,
clause providing for such an eventuality,
J,'
This construction is also horne out .by a reference
to sub-section (2) of section 499, which expressly
provides that, if the case so requires, the bond shalf
also bind the person released on bail to appear, \vhen
called upon, in the High Court, Court of Sessions or
other Court to ansvver the charge. This provision
when read with sub-section (1) means that the bond
must expressly provide for such contingencies. The
present bond did provide for the contingency of a
trial before a Court of Session, but it omitted to
provide for trial before any other Magistrate than the
District Magistrate,
For these reasons, I hold that the orders passed
by the District Magistrate, both on the 2nd February
and on the 12th February, '1924, were illegal, and
that, on those dates, he had not power to declare
a forfeiture of the bond in question.
I, therefore, set aside the said orders, and direct
that if any portion of the amount has been levied
from the applicants, the same shall be refunded to
them.
1924
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'F'ULL BENCH.
Before Sir Sydney Robwsoll, -Kt., Cllief . Justice,
Mr. It/stice Brown.

Mr. Justice YOl/llg and

KK.N;K, CHOKALINGAM CHETTY

1924

v.

hl1le 16.

S.P.S.T.R.M. RAMAN CHETTY.*
A111ard filed ill Court-rowers oj the Couri in exeCl/tion-Indian Arbitration
Act (]X oj 1899), section 15--Finalityloj an order of the Court ijmzaPPealed
fr01ll, e.l:cepfion to -Ordet made witllottt jurisdiction-Letters Patent,
Clause 34-APPealfrom thedecreeloj a judge Of the High COllrt or the C/zief
Court.
Held, that in executing an award filed in Court the Court hasno jurisdiction
•
to add to the award or to extend its scope,
'Where an award filed in Court did not decree any specified sum and did not
decide that the respondent owecl any sum w11aiever to the appellant, he/dthat
the Court had no jurisdiction to treat the award as awarding a certain specific
sum to tlIe appellant.
Hel.!, "Is.!; that if a Court without having jurisdiction, gr;mted execl.'!ion
such an order even if 1l0tarpeaJed from, being a mere nulIi ty, was not final.
Held, jurfller, that the fact that the Conrt had. granted fxecu:ion
did not Ileces$arily imply that on a construction of the award the Court had
come to a decision that it was executable.
MUllgal Pershad Dic!lit and another v. Griia Kallt Lalllri, 8 Cal. 51 ; Ram
. Kirp, I I v. Rup /(t/<1Tt, 6 All. 269-distillguislzed. . 1
Kalka Sillgh and allolher V. Parasram, 22 LA. 68-jollowed.

This was an appeal under Clause 13 of the
Rangoon Letters Patent. Against the judgment of
Rutledge, J., sitting in the Original Civil Jurisdiction
of the late Chief Court of Lower Burma, the
appellant had in the first instance preferred his Civil
Miscellaneous Appeal No. 210 of 1922 and the same.
was beard by a Division Bench of the High Court
composed of Lentaigne ard Carr, JJ. The learned
"
Jlldges
were divided in opinion as will be seen from
their separate judgments which are reported belov\'o
Onniston-for the Appellant.
Das-for the Respondent.
.. Letters Patent Civil Appeal No. 53 of 1923 against the decree of this
Court in Chi! First Apreal No~ 210 of 1922.
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J.-This is an appeal against the
judgment of Rutledge, J., sitting in the Original
Juris'diction of the Chief Court, dated the 26th July
1922 and passed in Civil Execution Proceeding
No. 236 of 1921., The effect of this order was to
reopen at the instance of an alleged jl1dgmentdebtor and to set aside an execl1tioq. case, in \vhich
the amouIlt claimed had been paid into Court and'
paid out to the alleged decree-holder; Rutledge, J.,
having directed that the alleged
decree-holder
should pay the money into Court, .and that an
account be taken and inquiry held by the First Deputy
Registrar as to the amounts due under an award
and to whom due. I will confine myself to the more
salient facts affecting questions arising in' this appeal.
There was a sub;nission to arbitration of various
partnership disputes arising between the parties,
which resulted in an award, and after deciding
certaIn contentious proceedings connected there\vith
Rigg, J., passed an order dated the 9th September 1920,
directing that the award be filed and be enforceable
as a decree; . The latter portion of this order appears
me to have been an unnecessary addition which
inaccurately expressed the legal result which would
in aily case arise from the filing of the award under
section 15 of the Indian A.rbitration Act, 1899, A
decree was then made out by the officating Deputy
Registrar ordering that the award be filed and made
enforceable as a decree of the Court.
Section 15 of the Indian Arbitration Act,. 1899,
a submission, on being
enacts that t. an award
filed in the Court in accordance with the foregoing
provisions shall (unless the Court remits it to the
reconsideration of the arbitrators ur umpires', or sets
it aside) be enforceable as if it 'If.Jere a decree of the

to

on

Court."
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When using the words "as if it were a decree
of the Court 'i instead of the shorter wording It as K.K.N.K.
CHOKAa decree of the Court" the'legislature presumably LINGAM
intended to emphasise the fact that the provision CHETTY
v.
did not make the proceeding a ~uit or confer on the s.p.s:r.R.M.
• RAMAN
Court in such proceeding the powers exercisable in CHETTY.
a suit, other than the power of enforcing the award LENTAIGNE.
J.
as if it were a decree. In the case Jf T. K. Guiar
v. Lallubhai Dhara111chand (1), Sir Basil Scott, C.J.,
of the Bombay High Court refused to stay execution
of an awud pending the hearing of some pending
suit an.exercise of powers under Order 21, Rule 29,
ot the Civil Procedure Code, on the' ground that
the provisions of section 15 of, the Indian Arbitration Act, 1899, did not make the award an order or
judgment in a snit or confer any power to stay the
execution thereof under that rule. Assuming that
the order of Rigg, J., and the subsequent decree
could have any meaning- other than that of the
provisions of section 15 of· the Indian Arbitration
Act, 1899, I do not think that it wO~ild turn the
award proceeding into a suit or have any material
effect on the questions which I am discussing, and
in any case I take the view that any such wider
effect would b~ ultra 1Jires of section 15 and invalid
on the ground that it \vould be in excess of jurisdiction.
The arguments at the first hearing before this
bench were based on the two assumptions that the
award had become a decree of the Court, and that
Rigg, J. would have had full power to direct (if he
had been asked so to do and had thought fit so to
direct) that enquiry be held and accounts taken as
if the award were merely a preliminary decree in a
.

.

•

f

(1) (1910) 12 Bombay Law Reporter 860.

I
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partnership suit. It IS desirable that I should
express my doubts as to the correctness of both of
these propositions, before I proceed to discuss the
subsequent facts.
The award consists of thirty-one paragraphs.
Paragraphs 1 to 29 contain. directions as to how
numerous partnership assets and accounts are to be
dealt with, and on a perusal of these paragraphs it
is obvious, .and it is in fact also admitted by the
Counsel, for eaGh side, that no person, who was not
familiar 'iv-ith the working of this partnership and
had its account books before him, could attempt to
ascertain what sum of money was due by either
partner to the other, vvithout a most complicated
enquiry involving the investigation into account
books and the defi l1ite ascertainment oi various facts
from outside sources. Paragraph 30 of the award is
as fo11oW5:-'1 All the account havjngbe~n.~nlered
as stated above, each· of them shall make good
excess or deficit in cash." This is the last clause
giving any direction, and paragraph 31 merely relates
to the execution and stamping of the award. The
inference to be drawn from clause 30 would appear
to be that the arbitrators were unable to say which
partner would be ultimately liable to the other or
what would' be the amount.
The award might, no doubt, be described as
containing numerous directions, many of \vhich might,
perhaps be given in a preliminary decree for an
account in a partnership suit, directing that an
account be taken witll a more specific direction that
a balance sheet be prepared and as' to how 5ub_
accounts are to be entered in such balance sheet ;
but there is the important difference that a preliminary decree contemplates that the account taking
will be done by an officer or commissioner to be
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appointed by the Court, whilst the award was presumably intended to be mere directions to the
partners themselves as to how they were to settle
their differences and to make their own balance sheet.
This appears to be one obvious difference between
this award and a preliminary decree. The question
at once arises. whether the Court has power to vary
and, if so, to what extent it can vary, the direction
giv;en to the partners as to how they are to regulate
their own conduct and to alter it into a direction to
an officer of the' Court as to how he is to do what the
partners were directed to do.
.T here is authority' to the effect that if an a ward
cleafly imposes a liability, such a liability can be
enforced i but I am of opinion that where an avvard
imposes a series of cross liabilities and duties on the
disputing parties, as we find in the case of the
avvard before us, it Can reasonably be contended that
the Court would not be jllstified ill. enforcin(! some
.onl)' of the duties and liabilities sO imposed. Such
a· procedllre might be grossly unfair to whichever
.p;irty" did not receive all that he v>'Ould be entitled to
under the award .
. Paragraphs 1 and 2 of the award direct. that one
disputant shall tale over the customers and
connected documents mentioned in some II List 1"
to a value of Rs. 41,051-8·0 and the other disputant
shall ~lke over another set of cust9mers and
documents valued at Rs, 30,899-3·0 as per another
list described as II List 2." Possibly the directions
in these paragraphs could be carried out, but such
enquiry would presuppose the power of the Court to
take evidence and decide as to what 1ists are referred
to as Lists 1 and 2, and to obtain possession of such
lists. Obviously such provisions could not be
equitably enf.Ofced against the respondent until the
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other party had handed to him or offered to hand to
him all the documents covered by paragraph 2 of the
award.
Paragraph 4 shows that there was a doubt whether
appellant could obtain from somebody some documents valued at Rs. 500 and it directed appellant to
do so within a month and a half and to' deliver. the
same to respondent, but the translation of the award
makes the clause utter nonsepse as it is a direction
to appellant's firm to obtain' the documents from
appellant's firm, and if that was correct, the clause
was unnecessary and the further direction Iovas
apparently equally covered by paragraph 2. Has the
Court jurisdiction to decide what otber firm, if any,
was intended, and to so correct the award, if that is
necessary?
Paragraph 5 apparently contemplates a transfer of
title to land and the question would arise as to the jurisdiction and powers to execute documents of transfer
if required and to take other steps found necessary.
Paragraphs 9 and 10 contemplate delivery, either of
money or rights to recover money, to' the different
disputants respectively, and the execution and handing
over by the ather disputants of signed letters. What
are the jurisdiction and power of the Court or of an
officer of the Court to execute this part of the award
and to sign the necessary letters or to penalise the
other party on a failure to obey? I am also of opinicn
that nO execution could be claimed by either party of
these clauses or in fact of any part of the award until
at Ie'ast such claimant had offered to do whal was
obligatory on him.
Under wh"t power or jurisdiction is the Comt or a_
commissioner to take evidence as to unspecified items
of the house-rent, taxes, and lighting charges and under
the usually very vague and indefinite head of "cbarity"
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referred to in paragraph 12 and decide what is or is not
proper expenditure under these heads and as to the
servants' wages under paragraph 14 ? Under what power
or jurisdiction is the Court or a commissioner to take
evidence as to the list in paragraph 23 and to decide
whether or not the correct jewellery, documents, or on
demands have or have not been hclllded over? It would
be open to either party to challenge each point, and
every dispute \vould necessitate a decision 0111 points
which mayor may not be covert:d by the award.
These numerous questions do not appear to have
been considered or discuss.ed and fully considered, and
I wish to guard myself against expressing any opinion
as to what is the proper procedure for enforcing this
award, and to confine myself to the expression of doubt
as to the contentions put before me an d as to whether
the order now under appeal should be sustained in its
.
.
entirety.
At the rehearing of this appeal I have drawn the
attention of the advocates concerned to my doubts, and
no argument was advanced which in any way removes
these doubts.' It is quite true that the power of
refe~ring questions to a commissioner is one constcmtly
exercis~d in a regular suit and at various stages of suits
and is involv~d in the usual preliminary decree, but
the Court in such cases has com plete jurisdiction in
the suit, and I think lhat such dirctions are
given as directions in the suit and because of the
general powers of the Court trying the suit and not
by reason of any power to execute its own decree.
In other words, I think that the preliminary decree
of the trying Court does not deprive the Court of its
jurisdiction, as the Court trying the suit, to exercise
its general powers so far as they are not controlled
by or inconsistent with the terms of the preliminary
decree: Morever, these are_ not powers specified
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in Order 21 of the Civil Procedure Code or of a
kind ordinarily exercised by a Court executing a
decree, which rnay be (itber the Court which tried
the suit or another Court to which the decr'ee may
have been transferred.
I have not found many authorities touching these
questions, but the view,' which I take, appears to
receive some support from the decision of the
High Court at Allahabad in Mulul1mnad, Unwrjan
Khan v. Zinat Begam (2), where it was held that an
order directing the taking of accounts and making
preparation for a fin ali' decree in a suit for mesne
profits is not a proceeding in execlItion properly so
called. It was similarly so held by a full bench of
the High Court of Calcutta in Puran Chand v. Roy
Radha Kishen (3). .
The view which I.take as. to the limited power
which can be exercised in executing a decree appears
also to be borne out by the following remarks of
their Lordships of the Privy Council :.,...." The truth
is there was no decree for mesne profits, arid the
Court could not under the guise of execution either
add words to the decree or give it a new and
extended effect." See Kalka Singh v. Parasrml1 (4).
I ~m unable to see how any COlut could pass any
order directing an officer of the Court to take the
account, ,etc., in, the case of the award in question,
without 'adding words to the award and extending its
effect, and changing it from a dir~ction given to the
partners for the guidance of their conduct, into an order
to an officer of the Court to undertake sl,.lch duties, quite
apart from the futher consideration that an account
taking on a disputed account might result in orders
imposing other liabilities and penalities for a default
(2) ,1903) 25 All. 385 at 387.
(3) (1891) 19 Cal. 132.
(4) (1894) 22 Indian Appeals 68 at page 74.
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Though this jucJgment is in the nature of a
preliminary order, I thought it desirable' that I
should express my views all the above point at oncc,
so that the parties may be enabled to, decide as to
their future course of action, withont any loss of
time. Having stated my view £!.S to the complicated
nature of this award and the difficulties 01 enforcing
it in execution, I will now refer to some of the facts
subsequent to the awards which led up the present
proceeding~

The appellant, K.K.N.K. Chokalingam Chetty,
adopted a novel procedure for this 'endeavour to enforce this complicated a'ward as if it' were a decrec
for money, firstly by an application dated and filed
on the 20th l\hy, 1921, and ';lfterwards by two subsequent applicatio~s. He took the ordinary, printed
form for the execution of a m'Jney decree and
made the following entry in itcm 5 of that form
namely, "In pursuance of the decree adjustment
l1ave been made as a result of which there remains
due to the decree-holder Rs. 7,712,-8-0." Having
inserted this entry in item 5, he entered Rs. 7,712-8-0
:as the decretal amount in item 7 but with the ordinnary printed words II Amount decreed" altered to
~(Amount due under the decree," and adding sums
amounting to Rs. 67 as costs awa,rded to him, he
deducted Rs. Sl on the ground that the decree was
satisfied in part and he sought to execute for
Rs.7,712-8.0 by the arrest and imprisonment of the
(alleged) judgment-debtor. The said application was
filed tog~ther with an affidavit sworn by appellant
which deposed to the same amount as due, and stated
that the (alleged) judgment-debt~r had booked a
,passage to Madras by a steamer due to sail that
afternoon and that if respondent were allowed to
lea \Ie the jurisdiction, the deponent apprehended
0
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great. difficulty in enforcing his rights under the
decree.
CHOCKALINGAM
In a subsequent affidavit sworn a month later on
CH~~TY
the 25th June, 1921, appellant stated that the figures
S.P.S,T.R.M. Rs.7,712-8-0 in the earlier application where stated
RAMAN
•
h
..
CHETTY.
m error jthat t e amount remammg due under the
decree was Rs. 18,993-11-6 and that the mistake in
his former affidavit was due to the "figures having
to be worked out in great haste, the defendant
being ahoutto leave the jurisdiction of the Court." This
second affidavit was filed on the 27th June, 1921,
together with a second application for execution worded
similarly to the pr.;vious application but with the
figures Rs. 18,993-11-6 substituted for Rs. 7,712-8-0
both in item 5 and; in item 7, and in item 7 the
printed words "amount decreed" were allowed to
remain as printed, so that this· item commenced by .
alleging that the
"Amount decreed"
was
" Rs. 18,993-11-6." A third application for execution
similarly worded for the "Amount decreed" of
" Rs. 10,993.11-6 " but with the prayer altered so as
tn be one for attachment, etc., .pearing date 31st
August was filed on the 3rd September I921} that is
about three and a half months after the first appiication.
The order for attachment so prayed for was issued
on the 3rd September 1921, and six days later, on
the 9th September, 1921, the amount was paid into
Court} and, afte.r certain applications for stay, an
order was passed on the 3rd October 1921, directing
that the amount, Rs. 19,025-11-6, be paid out to the
appellant. Repondent had been absent in Madras
during the above proceedings, but he had an agent
here, and certain lawyers engaged by the respondent's
agent had on various occasions applied for postponements. It is, however,. unnecessary to set out these
facts at present.
1924
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On the 31st May, 1922, respondent filed the
application (afterwards made a plaint) which has led
to this appeal. He stales in his petition that he had
to go to his country because he was ill, and he
asserts that he was in his native village ill, when
the various execution applications were made and
his agent was compelled to deposit into Court the
sum of Rs. 19,025-11.6,and he definitely asserts
that there' never was any adjustment between him
and the appellant and that appellant had fraudulently
mistlecl the Court by asserting that there was
an adjustment. that under the award and decree
there \v,is nothing" like Rs. 18,993-11-6 due to the
appellant and' that appellant had m<~de the claim
taking advantage of his (petitioner's) illness and his
absence in India, and he specifies the Tamil month
in which he returned to Burma and he then refers to
certain correspondence which passed and appellant's
failure to show how the Rs. 18,993-11-6 was made up.
The appellant' filtd an affidavit in reply denying
the illness and asserting that he had met respondent
in his country between December and February and
that r~sponclent \\"as quite well. In' paragraph 4 he
ass~rts that the entry in the applications \\Ta5 quite
correct, tliat he had never alleged that the adjustments were made in consultation with the judgmentdebtor but what adjustments he is entitled to have
made. The paragraph then proceeds :_'c that' the
Court \vas not in fact misled appears· from the
order of Mr. Justice Rutledge, dated tbe 20th MaY;
1921, and subsequent entries in the diaries."
On this application Rutledge, J. passed the
judgment now appealed against, in which he directed
an enquiry by the First Deputy Registrar as to the
amoLlnt due and to whom under the award; he set
aside the execution proceedings as being "vi thaut
44
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jurisdiction and he also ordered K. K.N.K. ChokaK.K.N.K.
lingam Chetty, the appellant, fa pay into Comt the
~~~
.
UNGAM:
amount paid out to him in execuhon, namely,
CH~~TY
Rs. 18,993-11-6 within four weeks. The amount to
S.P.S.T.R.M. be so paid in should be Rs. 19,025-11-6 which
J~~~~. included the ·Rs. 18,993-11-6 and Rs. 32 additional
. costs. I find that the order as to paym~nt into
Court has been stayed by an orqcr of a bench of .
the Chief Court pending the hearing of this appeal,
subject to appellant' giving security for Rs. 19,000.
After carefully considering all the authorities quoted
on the qnestion of the proper procedure for setting
aside proceedings held without jurisdic.!ion. I have
corne to the conclusion that there is considerable
doubt on this point, and I am of opinion that the
more appropriate remedy in the present case would
be on the claim to set aside the proceedings on the
ground of fraud if the facts justify such relief. But
even if the case should be decided on the ground
of absence of jurisdiction, it is necessary to consider
the allegation of the appellant that the respondent
has lost such right to relief by reason of the gross
dereliction on the part of the lawyers for respondent
who appeared in the execution proceedings and
never raised any objection that the award did not
justify the execution proceeding. It seem to me
that this grotlud of a~tack if admissible raises similar
questions' of fact to those which would arise in a
suit. on fraud and which can be more conveniently
discussed under that head.
The assertion in the application dated 20th May,
1921, that the II amount due under the decree" was
Rs. 7,712-8-0 and' the assertion in each of the
:applications .elated the 25th June and 31st August,
1921, that the" amount decreed" was Rs. ] 8,993-11-6
would now appear to have been in each instflnce a
1924
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material mis-statement of the meaning of the award
and a very serious breach of the appellant's duty to
exercise due car"e in making such applications. It is
unnecessary to point out that this item 7 is necessarily
the fundamental basis or keystone of the entire
application. If· you delete it, the whole application
fails. If you alter it, the \vh.ole application is
altered. In my opinion it was ther duty of the
appellant to avoid entering that item any amount
which was not an exact reproduction of an amount
specified in the decree or a mere arithmetical
addition of two or more amounts, each expressly
specified on the face of the decree. In every other
instance of a departure from this strict rule, the
application should be accompanied by a properly
verified petition or affidavit setting out in minute
detail the calculation and facts rendering such
departure necessary, and showing the exact relations
between the decree· and the amount specified in
item 7 of the application. In the case of the
applications now before me, the sole attempt to give
any semblance of justification for or explanation of
such mis-statements consisted of the entry in item
5 which was similarly \vorded in each application,
and would appear to be an erroneous use of that
item for a purpose other than an acknowledgment
of satisfaction and which appears to contain a
further mis.statement of fact if the word" adjustment"
is given its plain legal meaning read with the
printed question in that item.
In the affidavit of the appellant dated the 21st
June, 1922, in the present proceeding we are informed
that the appellant intended lhe word "adjustments ,;
to mean not that adjustments were made "in consultation with the judgment-debtor but what adjustments
he is entitled to haye made."
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In the present proceedings the appellant has not
filed either the original Of a copy or a translation of
CHOKAthe calculations, figures and entries by which he
LINGAM
CHETTY
attained
such result's under the name of '(adjustments"
'II.
$.P.S.T.R.M. either in the case of the first application for Rs. 7,712-8-0
RAMAN
or for the latter application for the bigher figures of
CHETTY.
Rs: 18,993-11-6; nor has he placed before the Court
any materials which would indicate the line of s11ch
calcutations, etc.
Such documents or statements would necessarily
contain in a more or less skeleton form some at least
of the essential particulars which, the appellant
should have disclosed to the Court in May, 1921,
and June, 1921, respectively, if he had then wished
to obtain an adjudication on the question as to \;<'lhat
sum was decreed by the .award or was clue under
the award, or as to whether he could justify either
. of his widely diverging claims first to. Rs. 7,712-8-0
and later on the Rs 18,993-11-6.
In a letter dated the 4th April, 1922, the lawyers
for respondent specificaUy requested appellan! to
render to respondent tbe accounts as to how appellant had arrived at the Rs. 19,025-11-6 levied under
the attachment, and the reply from appellant's advocates dated the 3rd May, 1922, failed to give such
account or particulars.
.
In paragraphs 7, 8 and 9 of the petition or plaint
instituting the present proceeding, the responoent
alleged that !lOthing like Rs. 18,993-11-6 \~'as due
under the a\~'ard, making the curious sdggestion that
the amount was (( forged" and he referred to the
above correspondence and the failure to render such
accounts. In the affidavit in reply to this plaint or
petition, the appellant again failed to give the particulars. At the first hearing of this appeal in February,
. 1923, Mr. Das for respondent informed the Court
1924
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that the particulars had never be supplied to
respondent up to date, and that allegation was not
contradicted by the advocate for the appellant. If
we should be compelled to decide this case on the
record as it now -stands" the provj<:ions
of section
~.
106 of the Indian Evidence Act and the Rule of Law
underlying illustration (g) of section 114 of that Act
would have an important bearing on the case in
connection with this failure to produce necessary
documents and the f~ilurc to give necessary particulars
for a proper adjudication on the merits, and a
question would arise whether the Court would not
be bound to draw certain presumptions against the
appellant. At the same tim~, I noticed that appellant
had not been cross-examined on his affidavit, and I am
bound to hesitate before deciding a case on the
ground of fraud when the parties have not been
cross-examined and when no issue had been framed
on the points constituting the fraud. The advocates
had, however, addressed the Bench fully on the
question of fraud and as to the application of the
law laid down in Derry v. Peeli (6) and as to Ute
question whether the passage in "Kerr -on Fraud
and Mistake (1920 edition)" at pages 8 and 9 correctly
represented the law as there laid dO\vn, or was
incorrect or misleading, and they appeared to contemplate that this Bench was competent to decide tbe
case on the ground of fraud. _
But on considering the question aftenvards, I had
a doubt on this point as to what had occUI;Xed in the
trial Court as regards the question of framing issues,
etc.; so, with the approval of my brother Carr, I
sent for both the advocates and informed them of
my doubts and they then stated they" had' not
appeared themselves in the trial Court and were not
(6) (lf8'l) 14 Appeal Cases 337.
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certain what had occurred. Mr. Das for respondent
appeared to think that a remand would be more
satisfactory, but they both agreed they would consult
with the advocates who had appeared· in the trial
Court, and Mr. Ormiston for appellant stated that he
would send a statement in writing. On tI:te 8th March,
1923, Mr. Das informed me that he ha<i seen
Mr. Cowasjee and that he had no objection ~o this
Bench finally deciding all questions if we thDught
fit to do so. On the same day I received a written
statement from Mr. Leach, the advocate for the
appellant in the trial Court. At first sight that
statement might appear to indicate that this Bench
would have full power to finally decide the qll.~stion,
but, on closer consideration, I am satisfied that it
shows the exact opposite, and that if this Bench
tinally decided the question of fraud on. the record
as it stands, this statement alone would show. that
our proceedings would be open to question. It only
confirms the view' which I had previously formed
that \ve are bound to remand the case :Firstl}',--I notice that it does not allege that
there was any agreement between the parties, waiving
the duty of the Court to frame issues. "Vithout
such express agreement I would regard the procedure
as questionable and erroneous in a proceeding based
on fraud or on any other complicated question of
fact.
Secondly,-I notice that the reason given for the
omission to frame issues is a suggestion that it is
not the practice to do so in matters. of an interlocutory nature. I am under the impression that it has
been the practice to frame issues in all complicated
cases depending on questions of fact, and I am
strongly of opinion that it should be the practice
to do so even in an interlocutory proceeding Of
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1924
complicated nature. If, therefore, the failure of the
advocates to object was clue to any such misunder- K.K,N:K.
standing as to practice, it would not preclude CHOKALINGAM
them from objecting on any appeal. Moreover, the CHI.;TTY
v.
explanation fails to account for the omission of the S.P.S.T.RM.
RAMAN
ad \'ocates to cross-examine the parties, an d I am CHE1'TY.
satisfied that respondent has never withdrawn his
allegations of fr"ud.
Thirdl:y,- The reason as given in the statement
also omits to refer t.) the aspect of the present
proceeding as a suit. It would
the duty of the Court to frame issues in a suit, and it might reasonable be contended that relief on the ground of fraud
in this case could only be granted in a suit.
.
I notice, however, that the order directing that
the proceeding be turned into a suit and that stamp
fees be paid on that basis was passed about three
weeks after the arguments, and I am of opinion that
this alteration, though v~ry proper and justified under
section 47 (2), would also have rendered it necessary
that issues should be framed before the case could
be decided on the ground of fraud.
I think it probable that the real explanation is
that the Hon'ble Judge, having come to a decision
on the law point, regarded it as unncessary to
frame issues on the questions of fact. I had come
to this view that the case should be remanded before
I sent for the advocates, and the statement filed by
the advocate for appellant confirms me in that view.
If there had been any agreement by the parties
\vaving the ordinary procedure, it would have been
a matter for careful consideration whether this Bench
eQuId approve of such irregulal ity, as I fully realize
that a remand imposes heavy costs on the parties,
and I fear that any further rehearing of the appeal
will necessarily be before another Bench.

be
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There are certain misapprehensions \vhich I think
K.K.N.K.
should be cleared up before the remand is heard.
CHOKALINGAM
Mr. Ormiston on the 6th March appeared to be
CH~~TY
under the impression that the sole allegation of fraud
S.P.S.TR.M. was the allegation as to the 'word II adjustment " in
RAMAN.
'"'
.
CHETTY,
Item::>- Ofr t h e app 1"lcahon, an d t h
IS nllsapprehenslOn
also appears in the judgment -appealed against. On
my construction of the' plaint, and on the arguments
of Mr. Das before this Bench, the main" allegation
of fraud consists in the allegations against item 7 of
each application to the effect that II the amount due
under the decree" was' Rs. 7,712-8-0 according to
the first application, and that the I' amount decreed"
was Rs. 1~,993-11-6 according to the two later applications. The plaint does not properly formulate
these charges except by alleging that nothing like
Rs. 18,993-11-6 was dl1e and that such figure was
I' forged."
I assume that the intention was to attack'
these allegations in two respects, firstly-by reference
to the aw:ud as not decreeing such sum· on the face
of it, and secondly-by concealing from the Court
the two facts that a very complicated enquiry would
be necessary to ascertain the amount, and that an
adjudication would also be necessary to adjudge the
-amount as so fixed before the amount so specified
could on any theory of la\~T be taken as the decretal
amount.
The other ground of fraud based on the \vord
·Il adjustments"
appears to be understood by the
parties, except in so far as appellant's advocate overlooks the very subsidiary aspect of that item, but
any issue on it· should be more properly expressed
by reference to the printed question in item 5, than
by reference only to sections of the Code.
I do 110t l1ke a question of fraud being tried
'without proper pleadings, but having regard to the
1924
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full discussion which has taken place, the parties
'should understand the points in issue. Nevertheless,
.
it would be advisable that each party should be
requested to file a statement of his allegations or
points in reply in order to keep the enquiry• within
bounds and to have a record for the appellate
Bench which may hereafter hear the appeal.
I notice that the question 'whether the Court was
-deceived by the .alleged misrepresentations -i'as confused by the argument ad hornil1em against the
Hon'ble Judge based on his remark which he recorded
-in a ·hurried proceeding which must have been of a
very short duration, and in which, being in some
doubt, he very properly ordered a mere notice to issue
so as to· avoid missing the opportunity of serving
the respondent, who was said to be leaving by a
'steamer that day in order to defeat appelhnt. The
hurried nature of the proceeding and of the previous
proceeding before the Deputy Registrar is obvioll.s
from the fact that the notice is recorded as having
been served on the respondent at 1-20 p.m. at the
jetty. The remark, as recorded, speaks for itself,
and is capable of a different meaning from that
·contended fOL The Judge apparently did not again
have anything to do with that execution record, Or
with the later record of the third application at any
subsequent time during the execution proceedings
until the present proceeding. Consequently the
enquiry as to whether the Court was deceived should
turn rather on the question whether the t\VO Deputy
Registrars concerned were deceived into believing
that Rs. 18,993-11-6 was an amount decreed under
the award, when they issued attachments and directed
payment to appellant in respect of amounts approximating to that sum. An issue should also be framed
.as to whether the various lawyers who appeared for
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the alleged judgment-debtor were also deceived, so
K.K.N.K.
that $the respondent may consider the importance of
"CHOKALiNGAM
having them examined.
CH~~Y
If the appellant desires to base any contention
S.P.S.T.R.M.
on
legal advise received by him , he should cause
. HAMAN
CHETTY.
evidence to be given on such questions and not
ask the Court to make surmises as to what legal
advise he received, as there are· features of this case
which might "lead an appellate Coud to make a
different view.
In my opinion, it is not desirable that this Bench
should frame the specific issues on fraud, as latitude
should be accorded to the parties to make their own
suggestions and to bring in any additional features
which their advocates consid r desirable.
My brother Carr was transferred to the Mandalay
Court subsequently to the hearing of the appeal. I sent
him a draft of my judgment Jorconsideration and.
I have now received it back together with a draft
of his judgment and. it is obvious that \,ve are in
disagreement on various points.
In the bEginning of the judgment I have raised.
questions as tQ whether the execution Court had.
jurisdiction and power to appoint a commissioner
to go into the award and to determine the amount
due. Obviously the points there discussed equally
raise -the question whether the execution Court had
jurisdiction to hold the enquiry ii~ elf as to the
amount dl\e under the award, and if it had not
jurisdiction to hold the enquiry and determine the:
amount either directly or indirectly it follows that it
. would not have the jurisdiction to levy the amount
in execution. As I had some doubt as to' the
appropriate remedy and took the view that the ques·
tion' of relief on the ground of fraud should be
enquired into before the Court finally decides either
~
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the question of absence of jurisdiction or the
1924
question as to the remedy in the event of a fin'ding as K.K.N.K.
,
CHOKAto the absence of jurisdiction, I have merely stated the LlNGAM
point requiring consideration on the former question CH;~TY
and postponed the final decision on each point soS.P,S,T.R.M.
RAMAN
as to leave it open for consideration and decision CHETTY.
by the Division Court which. will finally decide ihis
appeal. So far as may be necessary for fhat purpose
I dissent from all findings of my brother Carr, J.
on this questions. I may also add that som e of
the arguments advanced against relief being granted
on such grounds took ihe form of questions of
fact which in my opinion have not been properly in
issue or tritd but which will be tried on the
rehearing. The trial Judge obviously took the view
that the case involved a gross abuse of the process
of the Court and I am of the' same opinion and I
regard it as important that the gravit.y. of the isslles
,involved in tbis case should be realised byeverybody concerned. The. trial Judge decided the case
on a law point and for. that . reason he probahly
thought it unnecessary to frame issues or take
evidence but the position is entirely different on
the vie'\\' of the case take;n by my brother Carr, who
wishes to decide the case on the facts both as
regards the question of fraud and also on the ground
that certain unspecific members of a leading firm
of lawyers have committed what in my opinion
would amount to a gross nereliction of duty.
A perusal of that judgment confirms me iQ the
view that this Bench is not justified in deciding the
case either of facts or on law without a remand.
The questions of fact underlying such findings should
in my opinion be properly tr;ed before the Court
comes to a final decision. For the above reasons I
dissent from all tbe findings of fact and law come
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to by my learned brother so far as may be nec ~ssary
to enable the next Division Court to decide all
CHOKALINGAM
questions arising in the appeal.
CHETTY
Under clause 34 of the Letters Patent the
'V.
S.P.S.T.R.M.
decision
of the senior Judge shall prevail whether two
RAMAN
CHETTY.
Judges disagree as to the decision to be given. I
am of opin~on that this claUSe applies in the present
case of an appeal from a judgment of another Judge
of the High Courl or of the Chief Court as predecess or of the High Court. It has been so held by
the High Court of Bombay in the Case of SU1'ajnzal
v.Horniman (6) and that decision "vas approved by
a full bench' of that Court in the case of Blzuta
J avatsing v. Lakadu Dhansing (7). It was also so
held by the High Cou'rt of Madras in the case of
Roop Laul v. Lakshmi Doss (8). Though the High
Court of Calcutta had held qifferently in the full
bench decision of Gossal1zi' Sriv. Purushotum
Gossami (9), that decision was really based on a
decision reported in I.L.R. 3 Bom. 204 1 v.Thich
had reference to an appea,l from the Mofussal as
shown by the decision of the same Court' quoted
above. Moreover, the Calcutta High Court has
since COllIe to a different decision as to another
class of appeal under clause 15 of Letters Patent
of that Court in ]adu Nath Dandapat v. Hari Kar
(10) and the principle of that decision should equally
apply to an appeal from a Judge exercising the Original
Jurisdiction of the Court. For a like reason the decision
of the AllahaJad High Court in the case Lachm.an Singh
v. Ram Lagan Singh (11), appears to be in point.
K.K.N.K.

. .j

(6) (1917) 20 Bombay Law Reporter 185 at 218.
(7) (l919) 21 Bombay L:lw Reporter 157.
(8) (1905) 29 Madras 1(9) (1884) 10 Calcutta 114.
(l0) (1913) 13 Calcutta Law Journal 206.
(11) (1903) 26 Allahabad 10
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: If my brother Carr agrees with above statement

of the law on this point I propose to pass the
follo\ving order, as representing the decision of the
Court :I direct that the case be remandeclto the Original
Jurisdiction of the Court for the framing of issues
on tpe question of fraud and all defences thereto,
and the hearing of evidence thereon in con{oflllity
with the remarks in the previous pages of this judgment. And I further direct that, on such issues
being framed and evidence taken, the records thereof
and the' findings ,~'hich may become to thereon
shall be placed before such Division Court as the
Chief Justice may direct for a: final hearing of the
appeal on its merits. I further direct that the question
of ccsts be reserved for final decision by the Division
Court which may finally hear the appeal.
I have placed a draft of the.se further remarks
before my brother Carr· for his consideration when
returning his draft judgment to him for reconsideratiun and he has not dissented on the question of
clause 34 of the Letters Patent being applicable to
this decision.
CARR, J.-The facts of this ca?e are as fo11ows:The parties were partners. Disputes arose between
them and were submitted to arbitration. On the 9th
May, 1920,"the arbitrators made their award, and on the
19th July, forwarded it to the Chief Court of Lower
Burma with a request that it be filed, stating that they
did so at the request of the present appellant.
This award is a lengthy document of thirty-one
paragraphs. The first twenty-nine give detailed
instructions i the thirtieth directs that when all these
instructions have been carried ou:t each of them (the
parties) shall make good excess or deficit in cash." The
(l
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thirty-first paragraph is unimportant. It is clear on a
perusal of this award that it is not really final. It does
not fix either of the parties with a definite liablility to
the other. Nor it is possible without going beyond
the award itself to fix any such liability.
Miscellaneous Proceedin g No. 146 of 1920 was
opened. The present respondent filed objections and
contended also that the proceedings should be postponed
until after the decision of Civil Regular Suit No. 322 of
1920, which he had instituted on the 29th June, and in
which he sought to have the award set aside. The
objections were disallowed and on the 9th September
1920, the learned Judge on the Original Side di rected
that that the award be filed and be enforceable as a
decree.
An apppeal against this order ,vas dismissed. Suit
No. 322 was also subsequently dismissed.
On the 20th May, 1921, the present appellant
filed an application for execution of the award-decree
(Execution No. 110 of 1921).' Head 5 of the application
form reads "vVhether any and what adjustment of
the matter in dispute has been made between the
parties subsequently to the decree." Against this
head was entered "In pursuance of the decree
adjustments have been made as a result of which
there remain due to the decree- holder Rs. 7,712-8-0."
With the addition of costs a total amount of Rs. 7,728-8-0
was shown as due, against head 7.
The application wasJor the arrest and imprisonment
of the judgment debtor. n was accompanied by an
affidavit in which it "vas alleged that the respondent
was leaving for Madras by steamer that ~ame evening.
In paragraph 2 of this affIdavit it was stated: I; The
above-named S.P.S.T.R.M. I<.aman Chetty (respondent)
has neglected to comply with the requirements of the
said decree; under which there .remains due to in (sic)
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the sum of Rs. 7,712-8-'::>." An immediate warrant, was
asked for. This was refused by the Deputy Registrar
and the application went before the Judge. He too
refused to issue a warrant, but ordered issue of a
notice to show cause. In his order the Judge said
·11 If it were clear on the face of the award that the
sum specified was due au' the decree I would have
no hesitation in issuing a warrant for his arrest:
But such is by no means dear on the face of the
award which is a complicated matter between two
chetty firms."·The Deputy Registrar had given
similar grounds fa.r his refusal to issue a warrant.
Thereafter the execution proceedings \vere dealt
with by the Deputy l~egistrar and never again came
before the Judge.
The notice was served on the same day ~20th
May) but apparently respondent did leave on that
-day. But be must have had time to give some
instructions." On the 23rd May Couosel appeared for
the respondent and asked for time to file objections.
On the 20th June an affidavit sworn by respondent's
agent was put in. In this he -stated that he had
,sent two letters and one telegram to the respondent
and had received no reply. He drew the inference
either that respondent was not at his home or that
he must be seriously ill, and said that it was
impossible to prepare objections without proper
instructions from his principal. Further time was
granted till the 4th July.
On the 27th June the appellant tiled an amended
application. This was the same as the first except,
that against head 5 t!le amount shown as clue was
Rs. 18,993-11-6, insieadof Rs. 7,712-8-0, and that
there was a corresponding alteration against 7. This
application was accompanied by an affidavit in which
:appellant said" The mistake in my former affidavit
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was due to the figures having ,to be worked out ill
great haste, the defendant being about to leave the
jurisdiction of the COtu!;' , On this coming up on
the 4th July the respondent's Counsel again took
time to the 18th Jul vJ . On this d<rte respondent's
Counsel stated that an appeal had been fi.led and
application for stay of execution had been made on
the Appellate Side. The Depllty Registrar adjourned
the matter till the 21st July, saying that if by then
no order for stoY had been received he would
proceed with th~ application. On the 21st July the
Deputy Registrar ordered execution to issue as
prayed.
Process-fees were not paid and on the 16th
August the application ,vas struck off·
With reference to tbe statement of respondent's
Counsel on the 18th, July it should be noted that the
appeal Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 69 of 1921
had been filed on the 15th lVLirch 1921. On the
15th 'July the application for slay was filed. It vvas
rejected on the 16th August.
On the 3rd September, 1921, a fresh application
for execution was fiied by the appellant. On this a.
warrant was issued for attachment of certain pronotes in the possession of respondent's agent. An
order was also issued to res pall c1 ent's agent to
appear for examiuationoll the 9th September.
Instead of appearing he paid in the amount aileged
to be due under the decree.' At the same time he
applied that the appellant should not be allowed to
withdraw the money without furnishing security.
This application was finally rejeCted on the 3rd
October and on the following day the money' was
paid out to appellant's Counsel.
On the 2nd June, 1922, the respondent filed an
application praying that appellant' be called upon 10
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show cause why the execution proceedings should
not be set aside and why the amount realised should
not be refunded. In this petition he denied that
there had been any adjustments between him and
the appellant and aileged that the tatter had fraudulently misled the Court by alleging that there had
been an adjustment. He alleged further that nothing
like Rs. 18,993-11-6 would be due by him under the
award. He said also that appellant had takenadvantage of his illness and absence in India to realise
this sum. Finally he said that on his return to
Burma he had called upon the appellant to fumish
an account showing how he had "forged the sum of
Rs. 18,993-11~6" but Lad received no reply to this
question.
Appellant filed an affidavit in reply to this petition.
In it he denied the charge of fraud and· said; that he
had never alleged that adjustments had been made
,with the respondent. He further alleged that the
amount realised was due to him. Respondent filed.
a counter-affidavit in reply.
The respondent was required to stamp his petition
as a suit and it was heard., No witnesses were examined
and the matter was decided on tlie Court records
and the affidavits.
The learned Judge on the Original Side held that
. there was no fraud, and that the Court had not been
misled by the appellant·s represeIltation, since it had
the decree before it and could not have been misled
as, to the n'ature of the decree. He pointed out,
however, that what the appellant in his application
had called an adjustment was clearly not an , adjustment I"vithin the meaning of Order 21, Rules 2 and 11
of the Civil Procedure Code.
He held that' the (award) decree was not one
capable of execution and that the Court therefore had

45
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no jurisdiction to order execution:, He ordered the
K.K.N.K.
appellant to pay 'into Court the amount which had
CHOKA'
LING AM
been paid to him, and further directed an enquiry
CH:.TTY
by the De,puty Registrar as to the amount due, and to
S.P.S.T.l?M. whom under the decree.
RAMAN
' •
CHETTy.
Agall1st this order this appeal was filed. Counsel
for the respondent did not in the first instance argue
that there had in fact, beea fraud, but this issue
was raised by my learned'brother Lentaigne, and has
:. been fully argued.
.
After careful consideration I am of opinion that
there was no fraud, and tbat we have on the record
sufficient material for this fiading. That the appellant
used the word "adjustment" in an i.ncorrect and
misleading sense is clear. But there seem to be no
grounds for holding that he did so with intent to
deceive. In his affidavit filed along with the first
applicatHm he said that respondent had failed to
<;omply with the requirements of -the decree, and it
is ,clear that he could not have misled the respo,:odent
himself into thinking that there have beep an adjus;tment
between the parties. Respondent must necessarily
have known that he had not been a party to any ,such,
adjustment. And it is diffIcult to believe that rt:spondent's agent and legal advisers were misled... The
latter had appeared for respondent in the original
proceedings and on his behalf had strenuously opposed
'the filing of the award. They had appeare~ for him
in an application for review of the order filing the
~ward, and also in Suit No 322 in which he sought
to have the award set aside. They did not, appear
for him in his appeal, which was pending at the
time of the application, but'if they did'not at that time
know of the pendency of that appeal they certainly
did know of it. by the 18.th July. Could they in
these circumstances have believed that there had.
1924
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1924
:been an adjustment between the pariies ? In my
opinion they could not.
K.K.N.K.
'But if in the first instance they had been So CHOKALINGAM
,deceived the amended application and affidavit of CHETTY
v.
'the 27th June must have opened their eyes. That S.P.S.T.RoM.
RAMAN
:affidavit was, in my opinion; quite sufficient to show . CHETTY.
;that the word (( adjustment" as used by the appellant
did not mean an adjustment between the parties at
which the amount claimed was agreed to be due.
The statemei1t that the mistake in the earlier appli,cation and affidavit was due to the fact that' the
figures had to be work'ed out in great, haste directly
,contradicts the idea of any sucll adjustment. The
suggestion that there might have been an adjustment
which, without definitely fixing the amount due left that
amount ascertainable by a mere arithmetical calculahardly tenable. 'But on t~e assumption, seems to
tion that that theory is tenable this second affidavit
-clearly gave'the respondent's legal· advisers sufficient
material for the filing of an objection without waiting
Jor specific instructions from their client 'They
"could, and should, have objected to theamenc1ment
.and have asked the Court to ord.er the examination
-of the appellant and to require him to explain how,
;he arrived at the amount, due and how it was possible
Jor him to have made such a great mistake in his
first application. Why they did not take this obviou$
course it is impossible to say. That they did not de
so would be next to incredible were it not apparent on
uhe records.
Nor can I hold that the Court was deceived. Both
the Deputy Registrar and the Judge at the outset
'recognised that the decre'e didnotrnake it clear that
'any specific sum·vvas due and that for the statement
~hat such a sum was due they had nothing but the
,allegation ·'Of the appellant. On that recognition they

me
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took the entirely proper course of refusing to issue a.
warrant and of issuing instead a notice giving the
~~~~~I- responrlent the opportunity of showing cause.
CHETTY
When the amendment was filed the Deputy Registrar
'I' •
..s.p.s:r.R.M. might ,perhaps have asked the appellant to explain~
RAMAN'
btl
d 0 . not t h'm k'1t was mcum
.
b
. to d 0 so.
CHET;ry.
U
en t
onl11m
.
. The respondent wasrepresented before him by one of
the leading firms of lawyers in Hangoon and if they took
no objection, but merely sought to gain time, the presumption was" that they had no vaild objection to offer.
It has been sugge.sted that the fraud lies more in
the statements of the amount alleged to be dtle, against
head 7 of the applications ·for execlltion, than
in the incorrect use of the word" adjustment.'· ram
unable to agree. Those statements could deceive no
one. Obviously the respondent could not be deceived
and both his legal advisers and the Court had only
to' look at the award to see that it did not award any
specific snm ..· That the Court at any r,ate recognised
this from the start is clear from the orders of both
the Deputy Registrar and the Judge. .
.
In my opinion, therefore, the learned Judge on the
Original Side was right in holding that there was no
fraud, and the 'execution procetdings cannot be set
aside on the ground of fraud.
Nor do I consider that we should return the
case for a further finding on this question. Mr. Das
. for the .respondent has stated verbally that he has
no objection to this question ,.being decided on the
materials on the record. And r.. l r. Leach's reply to
Mr. Justice Lentaigne's question on this'point appears
to me to be a contention that all the points arising
we~e fully heard and decided by learned Judge on the
Original Side.
Apart from these statements of the learned
Counsel I am of opinion that there is no ground for
J924
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return for further fiiIdings. Though no is~ues were
1924.
framed there can be no doubt that the parties were K.K.N.K.
. .
CHOJ{Afully aware what questions were in fact in issue. The LINGAM
ifespondent had alleged fraud and if he had further . CHJ.T'iY
evidence to prove fraud and·· wished to have it taken S.P.S.T.R,M.
RAMAN
l1e should have asked for this to be done. And. if h e CHETTY.
wished to have the appellant examined he should
have asked fOf this. .There is, I think, no room for
doubt that the respondent intended to rely on the
"records alone.
The question remaining is whether the learned
Judge WflS right in setting aside the proceedings on the.
ground of want of jurisdiction.
He held that the award was in fact incapable of
:execution and that therefore the. Court in executing
it acted without jurisdiction. In !lis order he
qiscussed two decisions of the Judicial Committee.
The earlier of these is Mungul· Perslzad Dichit v.
GrijaKal'lt Lahiri (1). In this their Lordships hetel
that " Although the execution of a decree may have
been actually barred by time at the, date of an
application. made for its execution, yet, if an order
for such execution has been regularly made bya
<:ompetent Court, having jurisdiction to try whether
it was barred or not, such order, though erroneous,
must, if unreversed, be treated as valid." On page 55
of the report, in the summary of the argument, I find
following : It Counsel argned that, as a decree, of·
which the execution was already· barred, couLd not
be revived, this decree should not, by the
proc~edings taken in 1874 have been rendered
<:apablc of being executed. Sir B. Peacock observed
that the objection that execution had already in 1874
been barred,· if tenable, should have been take.Q
l1) (1881) R Cal. 51.
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before the making of the order of the 8th October,.
1874." On page 59, in ;the course of his judgment
Sir Barnes Peacock said, It Here an order for
attachment was made by the subordinate Judge on
the 8th October, 1874, after notice served on the:
.
Judgment-debtor on the 23rd September, 1874, to
show cause \vhy the decree should not. be executed
against him. The order was made by a Court having.
competent jurisdiction to try and determine whetherthe decree was barred by limitation. "
This statement of the facts shows that that case·
and the present one were very closely para He!.
Excluding unessential details-the name of the Court.
and the dates-we have only to strike out. the last
three words of this quotation and to substitute the:
words "capable of execution" and the quotation
becomes exactly applicable to the present case.
Later, on the same page, his Lordship said
I I Assuming.
. . . thatthe dec;~e was barred
and that the subordinate Judge ought to have dismissed
the petition upon the ground of limitation, although
it was not set up or relied upon the judgment
debtor, still his order, though erroneous was valid,
not having been reversed." Still on the same page
he said: "The Judges said, 'A decree once dead
no proceeding. by means of an application out Of
time could revive it.' But as already observed, the
subordinate Judge had jurisdiction upon the petition
of the 8th October, 1M74, to determine \vh'ether the
decree· was· barred on the 8th October, 1871 (sic ?
1874), and ·he made an order that attachment should
issue. He, whether right or :,wrong, must be' Considered to have determined that it was not barred."
He went on to point out that the order if not
reversed was as valid as if it had been affirmed on
appeal by the High Court.
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The learned Judge on the Original Side held that
this decision Was not applicable because " In that
case there was a decree of the Ceurt capable of
execution if not time-barred." I am unable to agree
with the view. If the decree in that case was. timebarred· it was incapable of execution. And if a
decree is incapable of execution it makes no difference
whether it was so ab initio or has become so by lapse
of time.
ApplyingJhis decision of the' Privy Council to
this case I am of opinion that,. on an application for
execution of this decree the Court had jurisdiction
to decide whether the decree \\'as capable of execution
or not, and that, having actually executed the decree
the Court luust be considered to have decided that
it was capable of execution. And further it must be
held that· the order of the Court, though erroneou~,
is valid, not having been reversed.
The next case is Ratn Kirpalv. Mussamat Rup
Kuari (2). The headnote (in 11 LA.) reads:It A Judge having decided in the course of execution
proceedings that the decree according to its true
construction awarded future mesne profits, held! that
such decision having been or· become final was
binding between the parties, and could not at a
later stage be set aside and future mesne profits. be
disallowed/'
On page 42 their Lordships said "It was
contended at the bar, on behalf of the respondent,
that if the decree of the· Sudder Court did not
award mesne profits, Mr. Probyn had no jUliisdiction
to hold that it did and consequently that in that
case the subsequent orders, which were based upon
Mr. Probyn's judgment, were properly reversed by
(2) (1883) 6 AU. 269 ; .

(also), 11 I.A. 37.
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the High Court, Who were' correct in putting their
K.K.N.K.
own construction upon the decree of the Suddet
CHOKALlN'JAM
Court. Their Lordships cannot concur in that view.
CHEv~TY
The decree of the Sudder COllrt was a written
S.PR~:~~l\L ~ocument. Mr.Probynhad jurisdiction to execute
CH.ETTY.
that decree. and it was consequently within his
jurisdiction and it was his duty to put a construction
upon it. . He had as mud) jurisdiction, upon
examining the terms of the decree, to decide that it
did award mesne· profits as he would have had to
decide that it did not." They 'went on' to say that
the High Court erred in deciding that the decree
did not award mesne profits, because Mr. Probyn's
decision that it did was binding upon· the parties.
The learned Judge dismissed this decision also c:s
not applicable to this case because "Mr. Probyn in
passing an interlocutory judgment in execution "vas
construing a decree 'presumably capable of execution."
Here again I must differ. If upon a correct construction, the decree did not award mesne profits then
it was to that extent, a decree not capable of'
execution. But the Judge held that it did award 1nesne
profits, or in other words' th3t it was executable in
this respect, and it was held that, right or wrong,
his decision was valid and binding on the parties.
This case is not so closely parallel with the
present one as was that last discussed. But it does
re-iterate the principle that where a Court having
jurisdiction decides a .question that decision is valid
and binding unless reversed. It· is in this that it·
differs fr~m the case of Kalka Singh v.. Parasram
(3) in which it was held that that an order made without·
jurisdiction is a nullity and must be disregarded. The
faetsas stated in the judgment of their Lordships
on page 70 were II Kalka Singh and Chet Singh, the
(3) (1894) 22 LA .. (j~,

.
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present appellants, held -a decree dated the 10th
1924
October, 1866 . -. . .
. The decree of the K.I{'N.K.
CHOKA10th of October, 1866, did not contain any order or UNGAM
direction ·for payment of 1/Ufsne profits.
CH~~TY
The l)resent appellants.• however'made
an appli- s.p.s:r.RM:.
.
. . RA1>l.4.N
·cation in their suit .for· payment to them' of mesne CHETTY.
profits accmed during the time they were out of
possession after the decree of the 10th of October,
1866. On the ~rd of. April, 1877, the Deputy
Commissioner made an order in assumed execution
·of the gecree giving the decree-holder 1uesne profits."
Later, on the same page, their Lordships said
~l It is no't disputed that the Court executing the
decree of the 10th of October, lR66, had in fact no
power to award mesne profits notmenti6ned in that
decree, and their Lordships agree with the Judicial
Commissioner that the order of the 3rd 6f April,
1877, was no decree and was made without
jurisdiction. IJ
Again, on page 74, they said It The truth is, there
was no decree for mesne profits, and the Court
could not, under the guise of execution. either add
\vords to the decree or give it a new and extended
-effect
. • .",
This seems to be in favour of the view taken by
the learned Judge on the Original Side and against
the appellant's case. But if this is so then it is clearly
contrary to the decision in 1I1ungul Pershad's case
(l) and if that· were so one would have expected
their Lordships to express their disapproval of the
earlier decision, which they did not do. The disticction between the two cases seems to be that in the'
earlier case the Judge construed. the decree as
awarding 11US1U profits, and it was held that he had
jurisdiction to do so. In the later case it would
seem that there was nO question of construction of the
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decree. The Deputy Commissioner appears to havepassed an order supplementing the decree by granting,
-- K.K.N.K.
CHOKA111,esne
profits though there had been no mention of
LINGAM
CHETTY
them in the decree itself. This obviously was an
-ll.
S;P.S.T.R.M. order that he had no jurisdiction to pass in execution.
RAMAN In my vie\v, therefore, this decision is not an
CHETTY.
autho~ity in favour
~f
the order now under
appeal.
In Venkafanarasi111,ha Naidlt v. Papammah (4),.
the Madras High Court held, on the authority of the
first two cases above discussed and of Bani Ram- v. Nanhu Mal (5), that when a Court had_
executed a decree which was in fact unexecufable iL
must be held to have construed the decree as:
executable and the execution proceedings were valid.
Bani Rqm's case was very similar to that of Ram
Kirpul Shulml (2), to \vhich their Lordships referred
in their judgment, and does not call for separate:
discussion.
I agree with the learned Judge on the Original
Side that -the other cases mentioned in his judgment
do not carry the question any farther.
On the authority of these ,three decisions of the
Privy Council there can be no doubt that if the:
Court, in the execution proceedings, had come to a
specific finding that the decree was executable that
would have been a valid and binding derision. And
Mungul Pershad's case (1) is authority for the vievv
that though the Court -did not come to a specificfinding on the question, yet since .it executed the:
decree, it must be considered to have -held the
decree executable, and that its order is valid and
binding.
I would therefore allow the appeal and set asidethe, order of the Court below and direct that the
1924
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(5) (1884) II I.A _181.
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money deposited in Court be repaid to the appellant.
I would also direct the responden t to pay the
appellant's costs in both Courts.
Lentaigne, J., being the senior Ju dge 0 f the
Division
Bench by virtue of .he
clause 34 of
. ,
•
the Letters Patent, his opinion prevailed and the
judgment delivered. by him became the judgment
of the Bench. The appellant therefore preferred his
present appeal in the High Court under the provisions of· clause 13 of the Letters Pat.ent £!.nd the
same was in due course heard by a Bench of three
Judges (Robinson, C.}., Young and Brown, JJ.} with
the result reported below.

19.H
K.K.N.K.
CHOKALINGAM
CHRTTY

v.

S.p.s T.R.M.

.Leach-for the' Appellant.
Dass~for

the Respondent.

. ROBINSON, C.J.:-This is an appeal under clause
13 of the Letters Patent froni a Division Bench of
this Court, the Judges composing which differed in
opinion.
My broth~r Lentaigne was of opinion that the
matter should be remanded for the purpose of fram~
ing issues on the question of fraud and all defences
thereto, and the hearing of evidence thereon: and
on t~at such issues being framed and evidence taken,
the. records thereof and the findings thereon should .
be returned to this Court.
My brother Carr was of opinion that the appeal
should be allowed; that the order of the Court
below should be set aside.; and that the money
deposited in Court be repaid to the appellant.
The facts which gave rise to this litigation are as
follows :---'
The present appellant and the respondent Were
partners· in a money-leading business. Disputes
arose, and they desired to dissolve their partnership

RAMAN

CHETTY.
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in order to decide what money or what securities
K.K.N.K.
should be taken by each of them. The displltes
CHOKALl~GAM
between them were referred to the arbitration
CHE2Y
of' four Chettiars. The arbitrators made their award
S.P.S:T.R.M:. in writing.' It is a very 10n<1 and comp1icat~d
fu~'
h .
.
CHETTY.
document deciding that certain securities of a certain
ROBINSON,
estimated value should be taken by one party,' and
c.}.
certain others' of a specified value v\Jere to be taken
by the' other. The award indicates the m lOner in
which calculations are to be made and lays Clown t)1e
ruies to govern the account taking in respect of a
large number of questions. It does not decide what
sum is due by one to the other, but purports to lay
dO\vn principles upon which the two parties should
make calculations and arrive at a final division, The
. respondent then filed a suit lo set aside the award.
The suit was eventually dismissed. On this suit
being filed, the arbitrators, at the request of the
appellant, submitted their award to 'the Court with
a request that it be filed. The' Court filed: the
avvard, and it, therefore, in accordance with the provisions of section 15 of the Indian Arbitration Act,
1899, became enforceable as jf it "vere a decree of
the Court. On the 20th of May, 1921, appellant filed
an application for execution of the award. IIi
column 5 of the application it is set out II In pursu-.
ance of the decree adjustments have been made
as' a result of which there remains due to the
decree-holder Rs. 7,712-8-0." The mode in which
the assistance of the Court was required is put down
as II By arrest and imprisonment of the judgmentdebtor." The matter came before the Deputy Registrar. The Deputy Registrar's order is II The award is
a very complicated and lengthy document and it does
not award a specific sum against· respondent. The
amount for which execution is asked for has, it is
1924
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stated ill column S, been arrived at as the result of
adjustments made according to the m.vard. This is
a case in which the respondent must have an opportunity of 'sh-owing cause ~l.11d I decline to issue a
'\Tarrant of arrest without first issuing notice.."
.
The matter was forthwith laid before my brother
Rutledge, who took the' same view. He said "If it
had been clear on the face of the award that the
sum specified was due, on the decree, I would have
issued a warrant. But such is by no means clear on
the face of the award, which is a complicated matter
between two Chetty firms. t, Respondents were given
time to file their ohjections on ,the 20th June, and
again on th e 4th July, 1921. In the mean time on
the,27th of June, 1921, an amended application was
'puti'n. It was amended only in respect of the arnount
for' which execution was sought which is therein
raised to Rs. 18,993-11-6. It was alleged that owing
to. the departure of the respondent to Madras the
so-called adjustments had been very hurriedly made,
and that mistakes had occurred. Oil the 4th of July,
respondent's advocate asked for further time which
was granted to the 18th of July 1921. On that date
respondent's Counsel stated that an appeal had been
filed and stay· of execution applied for, and he was
given time to the 21st July to produce an order
of stay. On the 21st of July no stay order having
been produced, warrant of arrest was ordered to
issue. It did o.ot, in, fact, issue as the appellant did
n'ot file the necessary costs although given several
adjournments to do so. Then on the 31st August a
third application for execution was filed by the
appellant. Execution was asked (1) by an order to
the agent of the respondent to attend for examination, (2)' that certain specified promissory notes
should be s~izec1 and brought into Court, and (3) a
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prohibitory order in respect of a specified mortgage
debt. On this, on 3rd September without any
notice: attachment of the' promissory notes and
mortgage was ordered to issue,and the matter was
fixed for hearing on the 9th of September. \Vhen
the attachment was sought to be executed, the
respondent's agent paid the amount claimed rnto
Court, and it vilas subsequently. withdrawn by the
appellant.
No appeal against this order \\'as filed, and :any
appeal would now be time~barred. But on the 31st
of May, 1922, some nine months later, an application
to set aside the order of the 3rd of September was
filed. It is based on the ground of fraud. The
matter was argued before my brother Rutledge, and
his decision was that the Court had no jurisdiction
to pass an order executing the award which, in his
opinion, was incapable of execution, and he' set
aside the proceedings and execution and' declared
them to be invalid. He then took up the case as
it- had been left when the order to. file the' award
was passed. His order then directed an enquiry to be
made by the First Deputy Registrar as to the aIhount
due, and to whom it was due under the award.
In short, he passed an order which is equivaleii a
preliminary decree in a suit to enforce an award.
From that order the appeal is filed in vJhichthe
two learned Judges differed in opinion, and the matter
thus comes before this Bench in further appeal.
It may be open to question whether the whole of
these proceedings were not very irregular 'j it may be
open to question as to whether it was opento'the
learned Judge on -the Original Side t6 convert' this
matter into a suit as he has done; and it may be
open to doubt as to whether section 47 (2) of the
Code of Civil Procedure authorises such an action

",
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.But we have been asked by both parties to decide
one question, viz., whether the order of the 3rd K.K.N.K.
CHOKASeptem1;>er 1921, upt having been appealed against
.and having thus become final-and binding, can now CHETTY
'IJ.
be set aside; and that, if it is our decision that it s.p.s:r.R.M.
RAMAN
can be set aside or treated as a nullity, to merely CHETTY.
confirm the decree or order of the Original Side RCBINSON,
c.].
. .and allow an enquiry to be held. It is clear that
the award does not specify any .final sum as due
Dyane party to the other. It is clear that the
award is in no sense' a final decision of the matter
in dispute, <lnd that it is more in the nature ofa
preliminary decree from which a final decree can
·only be a.rrived at after an enquiry such as has now
been directed. Were we to set aside all these
.proceedings and merely hold that the award is
. incapable of' execution, the parties'. would find
themselves merely where they were before a reference
was made to the arbitrators. Both parties desire
that the award should be worked out and a position
has now been reached in which this can be
:satisfactorily done, and, therefore, I do not considl"f
that we are called upon or bound to interfere.
The question for decision, then, is whether the
·order of the 3r.d September has. become final and
binding so that the Court has no jurisdiction to
deal with it at all, or whether it was from th~
beginning a mere nullity.
There can be no question that the award, as it
'stands, is incapa5le of immediate execution; but an
,examination of the account books, the securities and
-documents, made Oil the lines indicated in the
-award will enable the Court to decide what sum of
money is due by one p~rty to the other and to pass
orders as to which of the two is entitled to the
various securities.
LIKGA~I
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vVe have been referred to several decisions of
their
Lordships of the Privy Council. The first 1;5CHOKALlNGA)f
the case of Mungul Pershad Dichit and another v.
CHETTY
Gr)ja Kant Lahiri (1). vVhat was decided there
S.P.ST.J~.M.
was II A Judge in a suit i.lpOn a course of action is
- RA1nN
CIJETTY.
bound to dismiss the suit, or to decree for the
ROBINSON,
defendant, if it appears that the cause of action i~
C.J.
barred by limitation." But if, instead of dismissil1g
the suit, he decrees for the plaintiff, his decree' is
valid, unless reve'rsed upon appeal; and the defendant cannot, upon an application to execute the
-decree, set up as ~1l1 answer that the cause of action
was barred by limitation.", It was held that the Judge
must be considered to have determined that the suit
was not barred; and if his decisioJ'l was not reversed
all appeal, it became binding on the parties even
though, as amattero.f fact, the cause of action had
been barred by time. In such a case there could
be no question that the Court had jurisdiction to
decide the question of limitation, and that being so,
he has juri~diction to '-decide that it was barred or
that it was not barred. -He has, jurisdiction, i.e., to_
decide rightly or to wrongly. But if he decides
wrongly, . and the parties allow the .decision to
become final and binding by not appealing therefrom, his decision can no longer be questioned.
. In the next case -Ram Kirpal v. Rup Kuari (2),
their Lordships were dealing- with the execution of
a decree. Execution was sought for mesne profits,
and the question as to \\:hether the decree awarded
any mesne profits, according to its true construction,
arose. Their Lordships say" It was contended at
the bar, on behalf of the respondent, that if the
decree of the Sadr Court did not award 1'l'lesne
profits, Mr. Probyn had no jurisdiction to hold
KK.N.K.

~'.

- (1) (1881) 8 Cal. 51.

(2) (1883~ 6 Atl. 269.
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that it did, and consequently that in that case the
subsequent orders, which were based upon Mr. K.K.N.K.
CHOKAPro.byn's judgment, were properly reversed by the LlNGAM
CHETTY
High Court, who were correct in putting their own
v.
~onstruction upon the decree of the Sadr Court. S.PR:J~~·r.·
Th.eir Lordships cannot concur in that view. The CHE1'TY.
decree of the Sadr Court was a written document ROBINSON.
c.}.
Mr. Probyn had jurisdiction to execute that decree,'
and it was consequently within his jurisdiction ~nd
it was his duty to put a construction upon it. He
had as much jurisdiction, upon examining the terms
of the decree. to decide that it did award mesne
profits as he. would· have had to decide that it did
not. The High Court assumed jurisdiction to decide
that the decree did not award 1nesne profits, but,
whether their construction was right or wrong, they
erredtn deciding that it did not, b\~cause the parties
\~~re bOt;ncl "by the decision of 'Mr. Probyn, who,
whether right or wrong, had decided that it did; a
decision
which, not having4 been appealed, was final
.
and binding upon the parties and those claiming
undoc them."
/
The last case is that of Kalka Singh and another
v. Parasram (3). This case also rdated to execution
in respect of mesne profits. The decree in that case
made no mention whatever of 111esrte profits; all that
was decreed was a right to recover a 7-anna share
in a certain taluq. The decree-holder made an
application for payment to them of Inesne profits.
On this the Deputy Commissioner made an order in
'assumed exectition of the decree giving the decreeholder's mesne profits. His order was affirmed by
the Commissioner, and a second appeal to the Judicial
Commissioner was held to be inadmissible. The
order of the Deputy Commissioner was not proceeded
0

i3) (189-t) .22 I .A. 68.
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with for some reason, and several years later, an
application
to proceed upon it was dismissed by the
K.K.N.K.
·CHOKJ\.District Judge on .the .ground that there was no
LINGAM
CHETTY
decree giving m.esne profits to the applicants. .His
S.P.S.T.R.M. decision was affirmed by the Judicial Commissioner.
RAMAN
It was contended that the decisions of the District
CHETTY.
Jridge· and the Judicial Commissioner were beyond
. ,ROBIJ'SON,
.. C;J.
~heir jurisdiction and ought to be disregarded on the
technical ground, that they were bound by the order
of the Deputy Commissioner. Their Lordships held"
it being not disputed that the original decree did
not give mesne profits, the Deputy Commissioner in
executing that decree had no power to award m.eSI'le
profits, and his order awarding 1'nesne profits was'
made without jurisdiction. The application to enforce
it was therefore properly dismissed. Later on, they
say "the truth is, there was no decree for ·1nesne
profits) and the court could not, under the guise of
execution, either add words to the decree Or give it
a new and extended effect." ~
It is thus clear that the answer to the question
before us turns on the question whether the Deputy
Registrar had any jurisdie,tion to execute the a~'ard
for the sums specified in the application. He could
enforce the a\vard as if it were a decree of the
Court ; but he had no jurisdiCtion to add to the
award or to extend its scope; In the first two cases
cited the Judge had obviously jurisdiction and, even
though his decision was obviously wrong, not having
been appealed, it became final and binding. But, if
in any case, the Judge has no jurisdiction to decide
as he did, then his decision is a: nullity. It is not
denied th~t the award is not executable as it stands.
It is not denied that the award did not decree any
specified sum. It did not. decide that the respondent owed any sum whatever to the ~ppel1ant; and to
1924
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treat it as awarding the sum of Rs. 18,000 odd to the
1924
appellant was adding to its· terms and extending its K,K.N.K
effect. This was entirely without jurisdiction j the Zi~~~~
application for ex.ecution itself does not claim to be an CHETTY
execution of the ward as it stands, but only after s.P.S.~.R.M.
d b een ma d
RAMAN
· a'd'Justmen ts i13
eert am.
e 'III accord ance CHETTY.
with its provisiolls.
ROBINSON
lit has been argued that, although the Deputy
c+
Registrar came to 110 specific finding that the award
was executable, the fact that he did grant execution
of it leads to the result that it must be cqnsidered
that he decided that it was executable. In Kalka
singh's case ,the facts were the same; but their
Lordships did not hold that the order of the Deputy
Commissioner was in any way a consideration of the
decree. The order must have been passed just as
the order in this case was passed without any examination of the decree. I am of opinion, therefore,
that the order of the 3rd of September. 1921 \-vas
made without jurisdiction and that it may be treated
as a nullity.'
For the respondent a second point was argued,
?Jiz.. that the order was obtained by fraud.
I agree with my brother Rutledge that there is no
indication of fraud at all in this case. I have no
doubt that the application of the 31st of May, 1922,
was based on the ground of fraud, merely because it
was thought that, unless fraud was pleaded, there
could be no chance of success. The fraud consists
in the statement in column 5 of the application that
adjustments had been made. It is said that the
Court was misled into the belief that adjustments
had been made by the two parties meeting and
settling the various matters arising in accordance
with the award. Bu t it is perfectly clear that the
word" adjustment" was not used in any technical legal
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sense i and it is perfectly clear that the D~puty Registrar
and the Court were fully C:l\vare that there had been no
such legal adjustments. T hey had had th'e matter before
them on many occasions for the arrest of the respondent
who had gone to Madras. They were aware that the socalled adjustments were merely calculations made or
said to have been made by the petitioner, and by no
one else. The Court itself says that it was in no sense
deceived or misled and that there is no basis for the
allegation of fraud whatever.
-I would, therefore, accept the appeal and reverse
the decision of the Division Bench. I would confirm
the order of the learned Jlidge on the "Original Side~
this being done with the consent of both parties.
Each party will bear his own costs of this appeal.
YOUNG,

J.-I concur.

BROWN,

J.-I concnr.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Sydney RobinsJII, Kt., Chief histice, al/d

},fl'.

Justice Brown.

ANWAR ALLI SO\VDAGAR

1924

v.

Aug.H.

AMEER ALLISO\VDAGAR.*
Cross-suits-Fintll decision ill olle suit, whd her opertlting as res judicata to the
oth{-r--lnconsistent and c01dradictory state of affairs-Cit'il Proced2tre
Code (V of 190R), section 11.
A. who had executed certain mortgages in faVOdr of B in respect of three
cargo boats, brought a suiUor a declaration that the mortgages were made
bentlm.(in order to save the boats from attachment. B- instituted a cross suit
against A on the same deed for the recovery of the amount alleged to be due
on the mortgage. The two suits were tried together. A's suit was dismissed
and B's was decreed. A filed two separate appeals against both the decrees
but his appeal ill the suit brought by B was dismissed for default:
Held, in the appeal against the decree in A's suit that a final decision of the
math-r in question between the same parties existed and that the dis,lIissal of
A's appeal in the suit brought against him by B had the effect of making final
- th'e trial Court's mortgage decree which declared that the mortgages were
not benami or mere colourable transactions.
Ram Kirpill y. Ram Kuari, L.R. 13 I A. 37--referred to.
Anal/t Das v: Udai Bhan Pargas; 35 All. 187 ; Dakh12i Di12 v. Syed Ali
Asghar. 3ll All. 151 ; Gangadhar KalwlIr v. Sek.,li Telin,'. 34 C.L.J. 281 ; Isup
Ali v. Gour Challdra Deb, 37 C.L.]. 185; Muhammad Jan v. Duli Cltand.
3 L)h. L.J. 473; Raman Chetty v. Mutll,!weerapPa Chetty, 6 L.B.R. 93 ;
Zalzaria Y Debia, :p .'\.11. 51-followed..
Abdul Majid v. Jew N4raiw Mahto, J6 Cal. 233; ldal'lamnissa Bibi v'
JOYl1ab Bib2, 33 Cal.liOI ; Pal1cl2al/tu!a ITelan v. Vaithin,/tha Sastrial,
Mad. 333-dissc1/ted from.

29

The facts arising in this appeal appear from the
judgment reported belo\y.
N. C. Set1-for the Appellant.
Chari-for the respondent.
ROBINSON, C.J., and BROWN; J.~Anwar AlIi was
the owner of a cargo boat. He executed three
mortgages of this cargo boat in favour ~f Ameer
Alli, the respondent. On the' 3rd of July, 1922,
Anwar Alli filed a suit alleging that the mortgages
* Civil First Appeal No. 129 of 1923 against the decreeof this Conrt on the
Original Side in Civil Regular No~ 353 of 1922.
-
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of the boat were merely a benami transaction and
intended only to save the boat from attachment at
the instance of one Abdul Rashid. He alleged thalV.
AMEER ALL!
the defendant falsely set up that he was the' mort·
SOWDAGAR.
gagee of' the boat and threatened to have it sold
ROBINSON,
C..T., '
and prayed for a declaration that he was the owne
AND
of
the boat, and for tin injunction restraining thE
BORWN, J.
defendant from selling or transferring it to others.
On the 16th of November, 1922, Ameer Am
brought a suit for the recovery of Rs.ll,416 due on the
three mortgages. The two suits were tried together
at the request of the parties" it being agreed that
the evidence in one suit should be the evidence in
the other. On the ,16th of' May, 1923, judgment
was pas£ed iI? both cases, the principal judgment
being written in Anwar Alli;s suit which was dismissed
'with costs. A separate form of judgment was written
in Ameer AlIi's suit which was decreed for reasons givc:.n
in the judgme'nt in Anwar AlIi's suit. Two decrees
were drawn up. There were two issues which were
common to the t~'o suits, and both \veredecided in
favour of Ameer Alli. T\vo appeals were filed by
Anwar Alli, but his appeal in Ameer AlIi's suit was
dismissed for default, with the ,result that there is
now a final and binding mortgage decree in favour
of Ameer Ali.
The appeal in Anwar Alli's suit now comes up for
decision i and it is urged that by reason of the
decision of the two issues arising in this appeal
having become' final the principle of res judicata
appli~s to the present appeal, which must be dismissed on that ground.
There was at one time considerable diversity of
judicial opinion on this question. In Abdul Majid
v. ] ew Narain Mahto (1), Mariam11issa Bibi v.]oynab

ANWAR ALLl
SOWDA-GAR

i

(1) (1889) 16 Cal. 233.
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Bibi (:), (in this case the two Judges differed and
1924
the matter was referred to a third Judge), and in ANV.::;"'·ALLI
Panchanada Vela1J v. Vaithinatha Sastrial (F.B.) (3), SOW~~GAR
the view was taken that the appeal
would not be AMEhR
ALLI
(.
SOWDAGAR.
barred by the rule of res judicata. These cases ROBINSON,
C.J.,
were all considered by a full bench of the AllahaAND
bad High Court in Zaharia v. Debia (4), A large BROWN,I..
number of other cases were also' cited differing from
the previous decisions of other High Courts, and it
was held that the doctrine of res judicata applied
and the. appeal was barred. That, case \vas followed
in IJaMni Din v.' Syed Ali "Asghar (5) ; and in
AnantDas v. Udai B/lan Pal'gas (6). It was also
followed by the Lahore High Court in Mulzmn1'/wd
. Jan v. Duli Chand (7). The previous Calcutta rulings
were not followed by the Calcutfa High Court in the
case of Gangadhar Kalwa1~ v. Sekali Telini (8)~
Again, in Isup Ali v. Gour Chandra Deb (9), all the
authorities were cited, and it was held that the
principle of res judicata applied.
The same question has been considered by the
late Chief Court of this Province in Raman Chetty
v. Muthuveerappa Chetty (10), when Zaharia v. Debia
(4) was followed.
It is unnecessary to deal with these authorities
again in detail. The question of resjudicata is not
confined only to' the provisions of sec,tion 11 of the
Code of Civil Procedure as' has been pointed out
by their Lordships of the Privy Council in Ram
Kirpal v. Rmn Kttari (11). It was necessary tha~ two
appeals should be filed, and that was recognis_ed.
(2) (1906) 33 Cal. 1101.
(3) (1905) 29 Mail. 333.
(4) (191C) 33 AlI.IS.
(5\ (1910) 33 All. lSI.
(6) (1912) 35 All. 187.

(7) (1921) 3 Lahore Law Journal 4i'3.
(8) (1918) 34 Calcutta Law Journal 281.
(9) (1921) 37 Calcutta Law Journal 185.
(10) (1911-12) 6 L.B.R 93.
(11) (1883; L.R. J3.I.A. 37.
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Anwar Alli'sappeal against the decision in fav 0 Ul' of
Ameer Alli having been dismissed, the position is
··SOWDAGAR
~v.
that there is a final and binding mortgage decree
A~~~~A~;~.I ·deciding that the mortgages were not benami and
mere colourable transactions, and the dismissal of
·ROBINSON,
C.J., . that appeal by this Court has the effect of confirming
AND
the decree of the Court be1o\\T to that effect. At the
BROWN·, J.
time that this - appeal comes to. be .decided there
exis~s a .final decision of the matter in question
bet~ecn the same parties.
That being so, it. \vould be absolutely contrary to
the principle. of res., judicata for this appeal to be
competent for then it would be possible to r.l.ise exactly
the same question that was decided between exactly
. the same parties in another appeal and arrive at a
decision to the contrary effect which would simply
lead to an impasse in execution proceedings.
In our opinion, there can be no doubt that the
decision in Zaharia v. Debia (4) is the correct view
to take on this question. That view has already
.been accepted in this province..
The .appeal will, therefore be dismissed, the
decree of the Court below being confirmed, with costs
throughout.
ANWiKR-ALLI
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Sydney Robil1S011, Kt., Chief JlI<tice, a1ld Mr. Justice Baglllcy.

MA SHIN

1924

v.

A1tg. 26.

MAUNG SHWE HNIT

AND ONE.*

.cross-obJe~tiollrelali"1I1!. solely to costs':"-W llether to be tre"ted as one l-eqllirillg
Court-fee ul1der Article I, of Schedule I cr as apetitiolt untler clause (d),
Article I, Schedule II of the Court-fees Act (VII of 1870)-Court-fees whether
payable ad valorem-Valuatioll of cross-objection on costs.
'
Held, that cross-objections, by the respondent relating solely to costs mt'St
be stamped ad valorem on the amount or value of the sum claimed ;:s costs.
Baba}i Hari v. Raia R't/1I, 1 Born. 75; Sharoda Soonduree Debee v. Gobil1d
'Monee, 24 W.R. 179-follo'wcd.
Door~a Dass C/towdry v. Romanath 'C/t01~dry, 8 Moo. I.A. 262-distinguishcd.
Kemal Kumari Debi v. Rungplir North Bengal Ball!:, Ltd., 25 C.W .N. 934dissented from.

Anklesaria-for the Respondent.
ROBINSON, C.J.-The plaintifis in this suit sold
a piece of land belonging to them to the'defendants.
A deed of sale, was drawn up and executed. The
plaintiffs then brought the present suit, aHeging that,
owing to a mis'take, another piece ,of land belonging
to them had been specified in the deed as having
been sold, and they sought cancellation of the deed,
or rectification by inserting the proper description of
the landthat was intended to be sold and bought.
The learned District Judge ~):ranted the plaintiffs
.a decree, cancelling the' deed ,on' their paying into
Court, by a specified date, the amount of the
purchase price and the costs of the defendants in
both Courts.
From that decree the defendants appeal, and the
plaintiffs have fil,ed a cross-objection as to- costs only,
• Special Civil Second Appeal No. 247 of I9i'! against the decree of the
District Court of Insein in Chil Appeal ~o. 4 of ~924.
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urging that the lower appellate Court. having decreed
the suit, erred in disallowing the plaintiff-respondents'
costs, and directing them to pay the costs of the
defenclant-appeIJants. They were called upon to pay
Conrt-fees on' the amount claimed by them ; they
. objected, but the matter having been the subject of
a decision of a Bench of this Court .last year in
Civil Regular Appeal No. 166 0(' 1923, the Taxing
Master ordered them to pay the full Court-fees on
the amount claimed, and they have done so under
protest. They then applied that they' be heard by
the Court on this.question, and they rely on the case
of Kamal Kumari Debi v. Rungpur North Bengal
Bank, Ltd. (1).
This petition has been directed to be laid before
a B~nch of this Court, and now comes up for
decision.
..
.
The learned Judge, in the case quoted" above, has
dealt with all prevlous decisions,. except s.ome of the
very earlier ones. All the decisions cited, as well as
the decisions in Sharoda Soonduree Debee v. Gobind
Monee {2), and Babaji Hari v. Raja Raw/. (3)
take the view that the memorandum of cross-objections
must be stam,ped ad valorem.
The learned Judge is unable to follow them, partly
because in some no reasons are given, partly because·
the point was assumed, and partly because the dictum
of their Lordships of the Privy Council in Doorga
Dliss Chowdry v~ Ra'manalhChowdry (4), ...vas not
referred to. Some of the authorities, no doubt, deal
with cross-objections as to matters in dispute in a
suit as well as to the order as to costs.
I desire to confine this decision to the point
immediately before us, and it must not be taken
(1) (1920) 25 C.W.N. 934.
(2) (1892) 24 W.R. 179.

(3) (1877) 1 Bom. 75;
(4) (1859-61) S Moo. I:A. 262.
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as expressing any opinion as regards any other,
matter.
The questions \ve have to decide arc: Whether
a cross-objection which relates to costs, and costs
only must be stamped under Article I of Schedule
I of the Court-fees Act, or merely treated as a
petition under clause (d), Article 1;." Schedule II of
that Act,'
'
.
V'lith the greatest respect, I regret I am unable
to agree with the learned Judge in Calcutta. His
decision appears to. me to be b<l.sed almost entirely
on the dicttlm of their Lordships of the Privy Council
in Doorga Dass Cho'Wdry's ca~e (4). He says in
that case. the question was whether to~ts of suit could
be added In calculating the appealable value of
Rs. 10,000 to the Privy Council, and the Judicial
Committee held that C( the costs of a suit are no part
of the subject-matter in dispute. "
Their Lordships of the Privy Council were dealing
•
with an Order in Council, and whether special leave
to appeal should be granted. The appealable sum
was admittedly under Rs. 10,000, and the Lord
Chancellor, in refusing leave, pointed out that the
intere:->t accruing subsequent to the decree could not
'be added to the capital sum decr.eedfor the purpose
of reaching the appealable amount. And he goes on :
(( Here the interest, under any circumstances, would
not be sufficient,. for, to arrive at the necessny
amount, yotr must add, as you seek to do, the costs.
Now, the costs of a suit· are no part of the subject
matter in dispute, and cannot be used for the pm'pose
you seek
"
These last words are not quoted by the learned
Judge in Calcutta, and it is clear, to my mind, that
their Lordships, were dealing with a special point,
and that their dictuQ1 must not be extended further
I
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than the point th:l.t was immediately before them.
They were laying down what ,",vas an obvious proposition that the amonnt decreed as costs could not be
added to make the amount or value of the subject
maHer up to Rs. 10,000. 111 general terms, no doubt
cost$ do not form part of the sllbject matter in
dispute; theyordinorily merely follow the rewlt.
Section 16 of the Act, VII of 1870,. required a
re8pondent filing a ·cross..:objeetion to pay the Ceurtfee before being heard. That section has now be~n
repealed, and cross-objections have been included
inArticle lof Schedule I of the Act instead. There
is no ground for supposing that it was intended to
make any change in the law when this was done;
the only change being that Court-fees have to be paid
when the cross-objection is filed and not merely before
the hearing. In my opinion, . it is wrong to assume
that the words" amountor value of the subjeCt-matter
in dispute" mean, in reference to a cross-objection,
"the amount or valu'e of the subject matter in dispute
in the suit." To do t~at, it would be n~cessary b
add words to the Schedule which do not appear there,
and Hie "amount or value of the sllbject watter in .
dispute " in a cross-objection as to costs only, must,
I think, be clearly, read as meaning the "amount or
value of the sum claimed as costs."
.
In my opinion, therefore, the dicision of a Bench
of this Court in Civil First Appeal No. 166 of 1923
was correct, and ,the order of the ~axing Master
following that decision was also correct.
BAGULEY,

J;-I concur.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice Carr.

SAN DUN

1924

v.

Sept. Z

I\ING~EMPEROR.*
Burma Habitual Offender,- Restriction Act, section 7-Code of Criminal
Procedure (V of 189~), ~ChapternlI-Co'llrts1/ot competent to go olltside
tlte record-E'lJ'idence of gellfral repute how far adlllissible~Possesslonof
a ,'evolver not provable by general repute-Section 117 (4), Code of Criminal
Procedure-Judgmmt sholiid disclose reasonS for the find'ing anived atSections 367 and.424, Code o{Criminal Procedure.
Held, th;tt nnder sections 367 and 424 of the Code of Criminal Procedure
a judgment should disclose the reasons for arriving at the finding.
Held, also, that in proceedings under the Burma Habitual Offenders'
Restriclion Act as well as. under Chapter VIII of the CJde of Criminal
Procedure, the Courts mllS! not act on anything extraneous to the evidence on
tlie record.
Held, also, that evidence of general repute was admissible only to the
extent provided for in section 117 (4) oj the CoJiJe of Criminal Procedure
and that the possession. of a revolYer by the acctls~d could not be held
prO\'ed by the evidence that he was reputed to possess a revolver.

CARR, J.-An order of restriction under section 7
of the Burm~' Habitual Offenders' Restriction' Act, 1919,
has been passed against the petitioner. His appeal to
the District Magistrate was admitted but thejudgment of the District Magistrate does not comply
with the requirements of sections 367 and' 424 of
the Criminal Procedure Code. All that the District
Magistrate says is that he has considered the
tvidence carefully and thinks it is sufficiently strong
t~ justify the order. Thus no reasons are given fOl:
the decision.
Moreover the District Magistrate says that he has
made local enquiries. This seems to indicate the
existef; ce of an idea that in cases under this Act and
. * Criminal Revision No. 424B of 1924 from the order of the Stibdivisional
Magistrate of Prome in Criminal Miscellaneous Trial No. 68 of 1924.
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under Chapter VIII of the Criminal Procedure Code
the ordinary rules of Criminal- Procedure and of
fI,
evidence are abrogated. This is an entirely erroKINGEMPEROR.
neous idea but it appears to be somewhat wideCARR, J.
spread and it is therefore desirable ,to point' out
the fallacy.
.
In cases such as this the Court must act on
evidence dul:y recorded. in the presence of the,
accused person and it is not open to it to take into
consideration any information obtained other\vise
than .from such evidence. I am referring here; of
course, to the final decision in the case, and not to
the initiation of the proceedings.
Again, in such proceedings it is not everything
that may be proved by evidence of general repu teo
The ordinary rules of evidence .apply, with Stlf.:h
modification only as is made by section 117 (4) of
the Code of Criminal Procedure. This clause
lays down that ('For the purposes of this section
.the fact that a persC5n is an habitual· offender or is
so desperate or dangerous as to render his being at
large without security hazardous to the community
may be proved by evidence of general repute or
Dtherwise." No extension of evidence of general
repute beyond these limits is permissible.
. This section is made applicable to the Habitual
Offenders' .Restriction Act by section 4 of that Act,
and section 3 of the Act permits an . order bf
restriction to be passed in any case in which under
section 110 of the Criminal Procedure Code security could be required.
In this case the Magistrate found that the
petitioner is such a ,dangerous person that it would
be,hazardol1s to leave him at large. But he bases
this finding on the further finding that the petitioner
\ surreptitiously owns a revolver; which, he says, is
SAN DUN

.

.

~
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the most prominent point against him." This finding is'based solely on evidence that the petitioner is
reputed to possess a revolver. There is no witness
who has ever seen him with a revolver or who has
any other grounds than information for believmg that
he has one. It is purely hearsay and since it does
not relate to a fact which can be proved by evidence of general repute it is entirely inadmissible.
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ORIGINAL CIVIL
BefC're Mr. Justice Lentaigne.

ROWE & Co.,

v.

1924·

LTD.

Sept. 3.

.

TAN THEAN TAIK.*
Presidency-Tcmms InsC'lvellcy Act IIll of 1909), section 17-Suit filed without
leave C'f CC'urt agai11st an insolvent, whC' was refused his discl1arge'Applicationfor such suits to be slayc,t pending lite obtaining of such leave
whether temf-ble.
)
Held, that the refusal of his discharge to an insolvent did not determine the
insolvency proceedings and that the bar against the commencement of a s,uit
against him after the adjudication ordtr continued to oper"te in spite of the
reft sal of his discharge.
Held, also, that a suit field after such refusal without the leave of the Court
being barred at the commencement, the Court should not order a stay of the
proceedings pending the obtaining of the leave but should reject the plaint
under Order 2, Rule 11 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
In re Dwarkadas Tej{:and,ls,40 Born. 2>5, Jellu Muchi v. Eudhiram Much
32 Cal. 339 ; V. 111. AssalJ Mahomed Sail ib v. M. E. Rc:him Sahib, 43 l\lad. 579
-referred to..

Patel-for the Plaintiff.
Gregory-foT the Defendant•

J.-In this case the plaintiff sues the
defendant for Rs. 3,407-10-0 as the balance due in
respect of goods supplied to the defendant on: credit
to the Value of Rs. 4,681-15-0 in the months of
.LENTAIGNE,

* Ciyil

~eguJar

No. 326 of 1924.
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January, June, July and October 1<i22 after allowing
credit for Rs. l,274-5~O paid to account. In his.
V.
TAN THEAN vVritten . Statement" t!le defendant admits each and
TAlK.
every allegation iI?- the plaint, but alleges that he
LEN.TAlGNE, was adjudicated an insolvent on the 20th December
J.
1922 and that his discharge was refused on the 11 th
June 1924. He then pleads that the plaintiff should
in the first instance~ have applied for leave to sue
the defendant before filing the suit; and that as the
plaintiff had failed to apply for such leave, the suit
should be dismissed with costs.
The case came On for hearing on the 22ml
August 1924 and I framed the single issue :-Having
regard to the fact· that the defendant was adjudicated
an insolvent, was the leave of the Court necessary
under section 1. of Presidency-Towns Insolvency
Act, before the institution of the suit?
The suit \vaS instituted on the 16th June 1924,
five days after the defendant had been refused. his
discharge in the Insolvency Court ; and it is contended on behalf of the plaintiffs that this fact has
freed the plaintiff from the necessity of obtaining the
leave of the Insolvency Court under section 17 of
the Presidency-Towns. Irisolvency Act, "1909~ The
material provis\ons of that section are as foHows:
" On making an order of adjudication, the property
of the insolvent, wherever situate, shall vest in .the
Official Assignee, and become divisibI'e amoli.g. bis
creditors and thereafter, except as direCted by this
Act, no creditor to whom the insolvent is indebted
in respect of any debt provable in insolvency shall,

ROWE & CO.

during the j cndeJTcy of the insolvency proceedings,
h.ave any remedy against the property of the insolvent
in respect of the debt, or shall C01J111"ze1'lce any suit:
or other legal proceeding" except with the leave of'"
the Court and on such terms as. the Court may
1
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impose." It is unnecessary to set out the proviso
1924
which saves the rights of secured creditors.
ROWE & Co.
lt is urged on bellalf of the plaintiff that the TAN ;·~EAN.
restriction imposed by this section on the com·
TAlK
mencement of any suit or other legal proceeding is LEN~NE.
governed arid limited by the words 'I' during the
J.
pendency of the' insolven:y proceedings" and that
after the refusal of the dicharge, the insolvency
proceedings were no longer pending for the 'purposes
of this section. I think that both of these contentions are open to question.
As regards ·the first contention, I think that if
the section is construed in its plain literal meal~ing,
the words "during the pendency of the insolvency
proceeding," being placed after the word" shall"
and in immediate conjunction with the words II have
any remedy against the property' of the insolvent,"
appear to be limited in operation to that provision
and do not appear to govern the' subsequent provision beginning with th, words I I nr shall 'J and
relating to the commencing of a suit. However it
may be that the words in question can be treated
as also impliedly governing the subsequent provision;
but even on such suppo~ition the operation and
meaning must be similar to the operation of the
words in their primary application in the case of
the remedies against the property of the· insolvent
which I will discuss below:
I find that the double use 6f the word Ie shall "
was not discussed -and that the provision as to the
commencement of <J suit was treated as governed by
the words" dnring the pendency of the insolvency
proceeding in the judgment of the Bombay High Court
in the .case of In re Dwurkadas Tejbandas (1) ; but
1/

(l~

47

(1916) 40 Bom.

nS,
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the question as to when insolvency proceedings
ROWE & CQ· ceased· to be pending was not discussed in that case,
~.
and the point really decided was that a plaint filed .
.T -J\!'l'THE!\N
:$MK,
·without the previous leave of the Insolvency Court,
l;ENTAIGNE; even if filed within the period of limitation for such
J
suit, could not. be given retrospective effect as
suit commenced- within the period . of limitation by
an order of the Insolvency Court granting such leave
if made after the suit had become barred by limitation, and on. that ground the Insolvency Judge
refused the leave.
As regards the second' contention. that the
,insolvency' proceedings are no longer pending after
the refusal of the discharge, I think that' the. Court
cannot ignore the fact that the primary operation of
the \\'ords jl during the pendency of the insolvency
proceedings 1/ is to govern a provision barring the
existence .or contlntiance of remedies on the.part of
a creditor against the property of the insolvent.
Ohe of the main objects of every adjudication oran
insolvent is to make his estate divisible amongst the
creditors, and it must often occur that valuable
assets are stiHin the hands of 'the Official Assignee
and in pr9cess of realization for that purpose at the
date when' the insolvent applies for his final
discharge. That being so, it appears tobe inconceivable
that the Legislature could· have intended that any
individual unsecured cl'~c1ilor could have the
{mcontrolled right to.attach and in execution realize any
moneys or property of the insolvent in tbe,possession
of the Official' Assignee ; or that he should have the
unconfrolled right to' enforce such remedies against
property still: remaining in the possession of the
insolvent Of· ·in the possession. ot,. any other persori
in trust for the insolvent, having regard to'the fact
th~t <tll such property is expressly declared by th~

a
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section to vest in the Official Assignee. On· a
J?2'J
consideration of this aspect of the question I Call ~OWIi~S9
see no reason why the actions of the Official Assignee TAN ;~EA!'I
in realizing the estate and completing the realization
T4~K!:
. and paying- dividends; if any, and for that: purpose Lf-NTj~GN¥;
obtaining lhe sanction and direction$ of lhe Insolvency
Court should not be regarded as part of the insolvency proceedings even when such- actions and
proceedings continue after the refusal of the final
disch<lrge of the insolvent. For these reasons, I
think that I would not be just~fied in adopting a
construction limiting the operation of the provision
to the period prior to the order of the Insolvency
- Court granting or refusing the discharge of the
insolvent. I think it more probable thatl the
. reference to the pendency of the insolvency prQ~
ceedings was inserted in the provision in order to
emphasise the legal effect of a possible annulment of
-an adjudication. Such operation of the words may
;appear to be redumlant; but whatever may be tho
proper construction of the words in this provision.
I think that the Court is not justified in adopting
any conslruction which overlooks the primary
operation as a limitation of: the period during \-vhich
the remedies of an individual .creditor against the
property of an insolvent are barred; and I am
satisfied that in such operation the provision canno!
be construed as necessarily determined by the refusal
of the clisharge. If then the refusal· of the discharge
is not. neces~;arily a determination of the insolve-ncy
proceedings, the blr agaimt the commencemtnt of a
suit after the adjudication order would continue -to
operate, and I must hold that the plaintiff would
not thereafter be entitled to commence a suit for a debt
like that claimed in this case which was provable in
withovt tbe leav~ of; th~ Insolvency Court,
insolvency,
.
~'.
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The suit now before me will not become barred
limitation for some time to come
RO\\'E'S!;CO. under the law of
v;
and
it
is
still
possible
for the plaintiff to obtain the
TAN THEAN
TAlK,
leave of the Insolvency Court within the period Of
LENTAIGNE, limitation, and on such leave being given to legally
r
commence a like suit. It is therefore desirable that
no order should be passed in this case which would
have the effect of creating confusion by raising
unnecessary legai questions on the institution of a
proper suit after obtaining the requisite leave. "l'he
questions which will rise in that event will possibly
be analogous, to the questions arising under the
proviso to section 17 of the Provincial Small Cause
Courts Act, 18H7, as discuss.ed in the cases of] eun
Mudd v. Budhirmn Muchi (2) and V. M. Assan
Mohamed Sahib v. M. E. Rahim Sahib (3), bllt I
do not think that I would be justified in merely
passing an order staying proceedings, because the
section of the Insolvency Act expressly bars 'the
COl1unencement of this proceeding as a suit, and 1
must, therefore, hold' that this proceeding has not
been properly commenced.
Mr. Patel for the plaintiff has now, applied that
permission be granted to him to withdraw the suit
with liberty to institute a fresh suit for the same
claim and on the same cause of action under Order
23, Rule 1 ; and on the hypothetical assumption that
this proceeding could be regarded as a suit I have'
no doubt that the plaintiff must fail by reason of a
formal defect within that rule, and I therefore grant
the plaintiff such permission to withdraw with liberty
to' bring a fresh suit, subject to payment of the costs
,which I award below to defendant.
I have some doubt, however, as to whether a proceeding which the legislature has expressly prohibited
,1924

..

-----~

(2) (1905) 32 Cal, 3 3 9 , 0 1 (1920) 43 Mad. 579.
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the plaintiff [rom commencing can technically be
described as a suit. If the plaint had specifically
alleged that the defendant was an undischarged
insolvent, and that the suit related to a debt provable
in, the insolvency, I think that it would have been
the duty of the Court to reject the plaint under
Order II, l<ule 11 as a suit barred by the provisions
!Df the Insolvency law.
As the phiintiff has been g;-anted permission to
withdra\\;, I think that it will be sufficient if I pass
an order rejecting -the plaint. I direct that the
plaintir.ff shall pay the defendant a fee offive gold
mbhurs as the condition of the withdrawal.
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the plaintiff from commencing can technically be
described as a suit. If the 'plaint had specifically
alleged that the defendant was an undischarged
insolvent, and that the suit related to a debt provable
in the insolvency, I think that it would have been
the duty of the Court to reject the plaint under
Order II, Rule 11 (\s a suit barred by the provisions
of the Insolvency law.
A~ the plaintiff has been granted permission t6
witl1 draw, I think that it will be sufficient if I pass
an order rejecting the plaint. I direct that the
plaintiff shall pay the defenr'ant a fee of five gold
mohurs as the condition of the withdrawal. "

1924
ROWE &

Co.

V.

TAN THEAN
TAlK.
LENTAIGNE,

J.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
BejoreSir Sydney Robinsol~, Kt" Chief J~lstice; a'id M,'. Justice Baguley.
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MA HTAY

Aug. 11.

v.
U THA HLINE.*
Gift of iml110vearle proPerty-Tril11sfer of ProPertyAct (IT' of 1882), section
123, equitable 'relief from- Buddhist Law-Partition on re-ma:'riage of
fathtr'-Suit for declaratory decree-Fraudulent sllit-Discretion of
Couri -Specific Relief Act (1 of 18771, sectIOn 42.
Where immovable properly was transferred with ~o,session orally as
a gift and the donor had allowed the donees in possession to deal with it as
their absolute property such as mortagaging it, re-mortgaging it and pllrcha~ing other propf:(ties with the proceeds of the 1l10rtgagts. held that the donor
should not be allowed to take advantage of the provisions of the Transfer of
Property Ad, as to permit him to do so would be to permit the Act to be used
to prepetrate a fraud.
Held also. that on the re-marriage of a Bllrmese Buddhist father, it is open
to him to satisfy the claims of his children by the first marriage at once and
to effect a partition of his properties so that the children of the fi~st marriage
may have no claim to:inherit 011 his death.

* Civil First Appeal No. 166 of 1923 against the judgment and d~cre~ of
the District Court of Hanthawaddy passed in
Civil.Regular S.lit No. 49
of 1922.
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Held furt·lter. that the grant of a declaratory decree is discretionary and the
Court should exercise its discretion against a plaintiff whose intention is clearly
fra.Jdulent.
,M.P.L.M.P. Chetty firm v.1tla NgweSin, I Ran. 665-referred t~.

Dantra-for the Appellant..
E M aung for Kyaw Din-for the Respondent.

This was a first appeal against the judgment
and decree of the District Court of Hanthawaddy
(A. G. Mosely, Esq., I.C.S.) pass in the respondent
U Tha Hline's suit for relief under the provi$ions
. of section. 42 of the Specific Relief Act. The
learned District Judge held that the transfer by U
Tha Hline of certain lands by way of a gift to the
children of his 'first marriage was invalid il1a~much
as the provisions of section 123 of the Transfer of
Prop~rty Act had'I1ot been con~plied with and that
therefore U Tha Hline was entitled to take back the
lands. The learned District Judge holding that U
Tha I-Dine's object in instituting the suit was
clearly fraudulent, given him the decree prayed for
but without costs and at the same time ordered him
to pay the D'efendant-Appellant's costs. Both parties
therefore appealed to the High Court with the result
reported below.
ROBINSON, C.l., and BAGULEY, J.-The respond.
ent, U "Tha Hline, was twice. married. By his
first. wife, Mli Ein Gywc, who- died in 1270 B.E.,
he had two sons and three daughters. The .appel1ant is .the widow of his younger son by Ma
EinGywe. Byhis second marriage U Tha Hline
had four· children. After his second marriage he
.began to partition his property,· which consisted
of about 700 acres of paddy land, between the
childrel) of the twomar!iages. He began by making
over possession 9£ 201 acres to the five children of
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Ma Ein Gywe. No document was executed, but
they were put into possession, and he had mutation'
effected in their names. It is noted that the transfer,
was by way of inheritance. Later, he transferred
288 acres to these five children by registered deed,
and, finally, he transferred the balance of his londs
to the children of the second marriage.
It is not denied that the 201 acres were
mortgaged by the children to a Chetty with tbe
knowledge of U Tha Hline. The five children had
executed a power of attorney in favour of the eldest
SOll, Tha Dun E, and he managed these lands, which
were still held jointly, 011 behalf of aU"of them.
When the 288 acres were· transferred, two Chetties
were present, and, on the same day, mortgages of
both sets of lands were executed, the money being
used to redeem the prior mortgage on the 201 acres,
and the balance used in buying other lands. There
is no doubt that U Tha Hline was aware of these
facts.
Tha Dun E managed the lands for some time, and
then, after S.an Shwe's death, disputes" arose between
his widow, Ma Btay, and the other heirs. She
brought a suit for partition and for accounts. By
consent of all the parties, a de~ree for partition
and for accounts was passed, and a CommissioIJ.er
appointed to take the accounts.
During the course of "the proceedings before the
Commissioner, U Tha Hline gave evidence on behalf
of Tha DUll E. After the first day 'of his exa~ina
tion he says that he was advised that the gift" of the
201 acres being" invalid, because there" was no
registered deed, he could take back these lands, and
"ihat he decided to do so. Be says that Tha Dun
E gave him possession, and that he, therefore, brings
the present suit for a bare declaration that he is the
"
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sale owner against Ma Htay and does' not implead
the other four children.
11.U THA
There can be no question whatever that this action
HLI);E.
was taken for the benefit of his children again~t his
ROBINSON,
daughter-in-law, who had quarrelled with th(cm.
C].,
AND
The learned District Judge has granted him a
BAGULEY,
decree with a considerable amount of reluctance, and
J.
he has, in view at his conduct, deprived him of his
costs, and directed that he do pay Ma Htay's costs,
although she had lost t1~e suit. Ma Htay appeals,
and there is a cross-appeal on the question of costs.
It has Deen held that the transfer of the 201
acres was by way of a gift ; that it was invalid j that,
therefore, U Tha Hline was entitled to take back
the lands, and that he was t:ntitled to the declaration
be sought.
In our opimon, this view is wrong. There is no
doubt that, on a second, marriage, it is open to the
father to satisfy the claims of his children by the
first marriage at once, and that the transfer of these
lands was not byway of gift, but was, in part,
effecting a partition of his properties, .so that the
children of the first marriage should have no claim
to inherit on his death. It was done to avoid
dhputes and litigation hereafter; it was not a mere
gift,but was by way of partition.
If that be the· correct view to take, no registered
deed was required to transfer this property. U Tha.
Hline did all that was necessary; he gave possession ;he effected mutation ; and he recorded that
the transfer was by way of inheritance. Moreover,
he was fully aware that his children were dealing .
. with the property asifit was their absolute property.
He allowed them to mortgage it; he allowed them
to re-mortgage i.t ; he allowed them to purchase other
properties with the proceeds of the mortgages, and
MA HTAY
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to recognize that, aHer all this, he should be allowed
to take advantage of the provisions of the Transfer
{)f Property Act, admittedly to defeat the just claims
of Ma Htay, because she had fallen out with her
brothers and. sisters-in-law, would be to permit the
Act to be used to perpetrate' a fraud in a manner
which could not be recognized.
It was held by our brother May Oung in
M.P.L.M.P.Chetty v. Ma NglC'e Sin (1), that equity
would noLallow the provisions of the Act to be invoked
to enable fraud to be committed. But a further ques·
tion arises, namely, whether, as a matter of fact, U
Tha Hline was, at tile' time of suit,in possession of
these lands, so as to permit of his bringing a suit
for a bare declaration, without any prayer for' possestion. There is, as to this, but his own bare word,
coupled with a half-hearted admission to that effect
by Tha Dun E, his eldest son. U Tha Hline was
aware of the previous suit; . he' was aware that his
children had consented to a preliminary decree being
passed, and it was only when it was seen that the
taking of the accounts might be very much against
the children that he suddenly conceived the idea of
taking back these lands, putting forward his present
pleas, in order to save the necessity for paying Courtfees.
Tha Dun E is supposed to have given him
possession. It is clear that, if any such possession
was given, it was done without notice to Ma Htay
and in fraud of her rights by the person who was
her attorney to look after and manage these lands.
Tha Dun E in his evidence states that he has been
managing these lands for the last three years
including the present year, that is 1923, for his five
(I) (1923) Indian Law Repods 1 Rangoon 665.
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brothers and sisters. He states that he had engaged
coolies for the current year. He was examined in
May, and these coolies must have been engaged far
the year 1923·24. After saying this, he adds that
he ha\l engaged the coolies for the fouf' of them,
excluding Ma Htay. .
The statement that he had made over possession
to his father· comes .in at the very end of his
evidence. He says that he did sq in 1284 which is
certainly not-true; that he did so for himself and
his three brothers and'sisters; and that he did not
inform Ma Htayor obtain her consent.
On this evidence, it is dear that there is every
reason to Qelieve that 1)0 possession was given to U
Th~ Hline; that, therefore, his suit for a bare
declaration would not lie ; and that his suit should
have been. dismissed.
. The grant of a declaratory decree is. discretionary
and there is ample. reason in this Case for that
discretion having been exercised against U Tha Bline;.
The whole suitis clearly fraudulent.
The appeal will, theref()re, be accepted, and the
suit dismissed with costs throughout.
The order as to cpst made by the learned Dis.
trict Judge will stand, and we allow, (lS advocate's
fees in this Court, twenty gold mohufs.
The cross-appeal as to costs is dismissed.
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. Before Mr. Justice youllg.

MA NA \V NAW

AND ONE.

v.
V.E.S.S.M. SOMASUNDRAM CHETTY. *
Limitaticll Act (lX 'of 1908), srction 5-Applicatiol1 to set aside ex·p lrle'decree
-APPlication to set aside tile order .ofdismissal of a petition frndel' Order
9, Rule 13-Negligence of an agent not a ground for review.
Held, that the provisions of section '5 of the Limitation Act do not apply to
an application to set aside an c.~-parte decree.~norto an application to set aside
an order ofrlismissal for default.
Held also, that negligence on the.part of an agent of a party is no justifica
tion for·review of an order of dismissal of an application for ('efault

Kyaw Din-for the Applicant.

Barnabas-for the Respondent.
J.-This was a suit for redemption of
certain lands alleged to be mortgaged. The defendants were served but· failed to appear, and on the
30th May 1923 plaintiff obtained a decree ex·-parte·
On the 26th September 1923 the defendants applied
under Order 9, Rule 13, to have the ex-parte decree
set asile, and summons was issued to the plaintiff
to shew cause why this should not be done. After
several adJournmeuts the: maHer was SCI down for
argument on the 17th November 1923, when the
plail1.tiff appeared, and the defendant's advocate but
not the defendant. The defendant's advocate then
obtained leave to withdraw from 'the application which,
in the absence of the defendant, was dismissed.
On the 11th' January 1924, the defendant again
filed a fresh petition which was either to re-openthe
ex-parte decree or to set aside the dismissal order of
the 17th November 1923.
YOUNG,

• Civil Revision ,No. 75 of 1924 against the decree of Township Court of
NyaungJebin in Civil Regular No. 177 of 1923.
.
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Viewed as a second application to re-open the

ex-parte decree, the petition is barred under Article
· 164 of the Limitatio.n :Act, which provides tbat the
application must be made within thirty days of the date·
of the decree or when the summons was Qat served
within thirty days from the date when the applicant
obtained knowledge of the decree. Here the decree
was dated the 30th August 1923, and the respondent
·was served with substituted service and therefore is
presumed to hav,e hflP . knowl~dgH of it. It was
therefore hopelessly· barred. If he be assumed not
to have had knowledge of the decree tql the 17th
November 1923, his application is equally barred.
Viewed as an application to set aside the order
of dismissal passed on the 17th November 1923, it
was' equally barred by Article 164 which provides a
·similar period of limitation. In neither case could
relief· be had under section 5 of the Act, which
appljes only to' appeals or applications for a review
,of judgment or for leave to appeal.
·Defendant's learned cOlmsel asks me to treat this
applicatiol1 as one for review, but I cannot do so.
In the first place the-application was not one for review
but to set asiqe th.e ex-parte decree and re·open the
s.uit ; and in the· second it was .not stamped as an
application for review; and in the third 'place the
negligence of the former agent of the defendant
which is the ground put forward is no justification
for applying for thispart;cular remedy.
The order, re.opeIl;ing the suit, must be set asftle
and the decrye remai~ standing and the applicants
have their costs four gold ITlohursof the application.
.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before the Hon'ble Mr. Justice Baguley

APPAYA

AND EIGHT OTHERS

v.
KING-EMPERO R.·
Burma Exise Act (V of 1917), section 51--Joilltpossession.
The nine accused were found in a sampan in which were also found thirtysix quarts of kazawye in nine bundles of fOllr bottles each.
Held, that the accused ~ould not be said to be' in joint possession of all
1he thirty-six quarts of the katawye.
King-Elitperorv. Nga Pyu, 8L.B.R. 464; Queen-E1IIpressv. Rajia, P.I.L.B.
405-distinguislted.
'

BAGULEY, J.-In this case the accused have been
fined Rupees 10 each under the E){cise Act, in the
following circumstances.
They were all caught in one sam/an, -and in the
sampan were found thirty-six quarts of kazaywe in
nine bundles of four bottles each. The learned
magistrate has convicted ~httm all, holding that they
were in joint possession of thirty-six quarts. As
authority for this he quotes the case of King-Empe1'or
v. Nga Pyu (1). In that case two men were found
carrying a pot containing eight quarts of countryfermented liquor, and they were held to have been
in joint possession of the eight quarts. This ruling
fo!lowed the ruling of Queen-Empress v. Rajia (2) ;
where also there was a jar containing eleven quarts
of toddy said to have belongerl to different people.
, But the present case is not 011' all fours with the
case quoted by the learned magistrate., When the
liquor is placed in a jar, it> is'impossible to say that
* Criminal Revision"No. 634B of 1924 from the order of the Second Addi.
tional Magistrate of Rangoon passed in his Summary Trial No. 1089 of 192~. .
(I) (1915-16) VJII Lower Burma Rulings, p. 464.
(2) (1893.1900) Printed Judl'{ments. p. ",OS.
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one person is in separate possession of anyone part
of it. The liquor, as it is being carried, shakes
about in the jar, and it is clearly a fact that people,
\vho have' each put; say, four quarts into the jar,
are jointly in possession of the whole contents. of
the jar.
In the present case the liquor was in nine
separate bundles of four botttes each, and presumably
each man was in possession of his own four b.ottles.
To hold that everybody in the smnpan is 'in joint
possession of all .the .contents would lay down a
principle that all. the passengers all an Ocean Liner
are in joint possession of all· the boxes in the
passengers' baggage room-a finding which it would
obviously be quite impossible to support.
When the liquor of each person is kept separate,
as in the present instance, the owners of each portion
of it are not in joint possession of the whole.
r, therefore set aside the conviction and sentence
and acquit the accused. The fines \vhich have been
paid will be refunded to them.
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Before lhe 'Hon'ble Mr. l1tsticc Duckworth
1924

MAU~G

MA PHET PU

SAN TIN

AND FOUR OTHERS-h'

Pre·em!t ion, Rigllt of-Sale by a mother of property left by her deceased
husbant-Whether a YOllnget'"son has a right of pre-emption.
Held, that a younger son, not being with his mother .aoeo-heir Of his dece,lsed
father, has no right of. pre-emption in respect of property left by his father.
il10 Thi v. Tha Kwe, 4 L.B.R.128-referred to.
Ye Nan 0 'II. Aung Myat Satl, S L.B.R.466 ~followed.
May Ollng's Leading Cases on Buddhist L<lw, ISS-referred to.

The present was an application for reveiw .of the
judgment of Duckworth, J., passed in Special Civil
Second Appeal No. 227 of 1923' (at Mandalay) which
decided that a younger son had no right of pre-emption
in respect of lands left by his. deceased father and
sold by his mother. The jqdgment in question
has been already reported at pag~s '437, et seq.
Ganguli-'-for the Applicant.
Sanyal-for the Respondents.
DUCKWORTH, J.-It appears from the affidavits
filed by Messrs.. Ganguli and S. Mukcrjee, senior,'
that I passed orders, in this appeal, without hearing
Mr. G'anguli for the 1st respondent, Maung San Tin~
I do not question these aHidavits. I· was inyself
uncer the impression that the appeal 'had been
properly heard; and the Bench Clerk's order on the
diary seems to corroborate Ole. However, as stated,
I accept the facts, as set out in the affidavits, . and
nothing more need be said abou l the matter. . : .

* Civil Miscellaneolls l\pplicatioll No. 30 of ,1924 of the High Court of
Jndicatur<; at R,lDgoon (silting at Mandalay).
..
.
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The proper remedy of Mr. Ganguli's client would,
I think, have been to apply to have the judgment set
v.
aside, as having been passed ex-partt:.
P~~N~H:;UR
Instead of doing that, he applied for a review of
OTHERS.
judgment.
DUCKWORTH.
I am not at all sure that this was the proper
1.
remedy, but I admit the application, acting under the
Court's inherent power to remedy injustice, and this
~course has not been questioned by the other side'.
On the merits, Mr. GanguE argues that I \-vas in
error in my judgment, in holding that the case 0f
Mo Thi v. Tha Kwe (l) was no longer good law,
and that, though the widow has an absolute disposing
power, this is subject to a right of pre-emption, even
by a younger son. when the property is rot divided;
and that the widow's absolute po".... er of disposal is
not affected by the exercise of this special right of
. pre-emption.
I cannot a ree.
In effect. Mo Thi's case has been overruled by
¥e Nan O's case t2).
The real point is whether San Tiri, as a younger
son, was, after his father's death, a co-heir with his
-mother. The orasa son Po Nan probably 'Was a
co-heir, but I cannot agree that San Tin was' so.
Mr. May Oung, (now May Oung J.)' has dealt
with this matter at page 158 of his work on Buddhist
Law tAdoption, Pre-emptioD, Gift and Heligious
usage), and he' seems' to consider that there are
doubts as towhethex, in such a case as this, the
younger children can be considered as co-heirs. He
. neverthless,'appeRrs to think· that equitably they
should be a.llowed a right of pre-emption isince they
can claim partition on the widow'.s re-marriage.··
MAUNG
SAN TIN

(1) (1907-08) 4 L.B.R 128.

(2) (191~-16) 8-LB.R. 466.
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ThiS, with all respect, is riot a true criterion, a~d
1 cannot accept such a view. I think that it must
be held that the younger son is not a co-heir. This
really settles the question, for it is only amongst
co.heirs that therighl of pre-emption can exist, i.e.,
persons on whom an estate has devolved.
Further, the wi do,,\, could not be said to have an
'absolute' right of disposal, if it was subject to such a
qualification as that she must offer the property
first to her younger cbildern. Her right would then
no longer be absolute.
For these reasons, I see no grounds for interference
with my original judgment.
The application for revie\v is dismissed vi'itll costs,
advocate's fee three gold mohurs.
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Before the Hon'ble Mr. Justfce Lentoignc
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v.
MAUNG AUt\G PYO.'*'
Burmese Buddhist Law,.-Ap,lathitta child, Share of-Defence Of kittima
relatioltship-A.mCl1dment of defence on appeal to.a Plea of appathitta
adoption, whelher·Permissib.e- Suit fur share as kittima, fill/ether to be
decreed as on basis oj"appthitta adoption.
\\'hereJhere w<:s no natural or kitt"ima. child, held, that the. aPPthitta
child took half of the estate of the adoptive parenJ~ the ather half going to
the relatives of the adoptive parent.
.
Held also, that where the wri iten statemellt raised a defence of kittima
aodption, but the facts established app./tltitta adoptioll,the Court would,
under, suitable circumstances, pel mit the written stat~ment to be amended so
as to make the.defence· also into an alternative one of apPatllitta adoption.
Ma Sa Yi v. Ma M<l Gale, 7 H.L.R. 2j5 -dislmguislled.
Kinwun Millgyi's Digest, 198; Manugye, X 25; May Gung's Budd1,ist
Law, 122,123,129, 144-rc.ferred to.
.
.. Special Civl Second Appeal No. 317 of 1924 a~ainsl the decree of the
District Court of Prome passed in its Civil Appeal No. 340f 1923.
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This was a Special Civil Second Appeal to the
High Court in respect of the estate of a deceased
Burman Buddhist, one Ma Pu. The .plaintiff, Mating
Aung Pyo, who was a cousin and the nearest surviving
relation of Ma Pu, claimed to be her heir;
'., but the defendant Maung Gyi, a more .distant relation,
.contended that he was the kittima adopted son of . Ma
Pu, and" as such, her sole heir. The trial Court
(Township Court of Prome) held that the evidence
'proved the kittimaadoption and dismissed the SUlt.
On appeal, however, the District Court came to the conclusion that the evidence established only the fact
that Maung Gyi was an appathitta son and that since on
appeal he could not be allowed to amend his written
statement so as to make hig defence into an alternative
one, Maung Aung Pya's suit must be decreed on the
basis of his having the right to inherit MaPu's estate.
The point of interest in the High Court's judgment
lies in the fact that Maung Gyi was permitted, in the
special circumstances of the case) to so amet1c! his
written statement as to make his defence in the alterntive into that of an appath-itta son also. The facts
arising appear fully in ~he judgment reported below:

Kya Gain-for the Appellants.
Ba Thein-for the Respondent.
J.-The plaintiff-respondent instituted
the suit now under appeal in the Township Court of
Prome against the appellants for recovery of a house
and its site valued at Rs. 500 which constituted the
only property left by one Ma Pu, a Burmese Buddhist, who died on the 12th waning Paliza 1283.
Ma Pu left no children, and, according to the plaint,
the plaintiff was her first cousin and her nearest
relation, but it was admitted that there were also
two children' of another first cousin, and they 'were
LENTAIGNE,
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joined as third and fourth defendants, as they did
GYI
not wish to be joined as heirs. In' their written MAUNG
AND ONE
1/.
statements the third and fourth defendants admitted
MAUNG
the facts in the plaint, and th~y have been treated as AUNG PYo.
having no further intere.st in the estate.
LETANIGNF.,
J.
The case has been treated solely as a contest
between the nearest .collateraJ as heir of Ma Pu
and the appellants Maung Gyi and his wife i and
though Maung Gyi, the 1st appellant, was. a relation
of Ma Pti, it is admitted that he was a more
distant relation than plaintiff and that his only
claim to inherit Ma Pu's "estate must depend on
his claim to be a kittima adopted son of Ma Pu,
or ip the alternative, as an" appathitta adopted son
of Ma Pu, if that claim is admissible. It is clear
that Ma~ng Gyi has continued in occupation of
the property in suit since thedeath--of Ma Pu.
It is shown also that Maung Gyi, who is now twenty·
six years of age, had in recent years looked after
Ma Pu and had lived with her since he was a
child of about four or five years of. age. Originally
Maung Gyi and his brother Mallng Lat were
taken into Ma Pu's house because their father
was poor, and it is stated by a defence witness
that the house wl1ich had belonged to Aung Pe
the father of Maung Gyi, .was bought by Ma Pu
from Aung Pe. who also came and lived in that
house for three or four years with Ma Pu' and his
children, but eventually Aung Pe moved into another
remained with Ma Pu .
house and , the children
' . ' .
The plaintiff, however; alleges that the house was
inherited by Ma Pu from her mother. Aung Pe
died. when Mating Gyi was about twelve years of age.
A Pongyi, U Eindaka. who managed- a school, has
deposed that about h.'enty years ago Ma Pu placed
Maung G:yi and M.aung Lat at his school and told
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him that she had adopted them (Mweaze de) ; but
when he his registers were referred to, it was discovered
that he bad entered the name of the parent of the
children as Aung Pe the natural father, and not as
Ma Pu the alleged adoptive mother. Subsequently I
Maung Lat died. Plaintiff's fifth witness Maung Po
Ka admits that Ma Pu shinpyooed Maung Gyi , but
he says that he is unable to say whethet Maung Gyi
was her adopted son or not; that he used to call
her "aunt," and before his marriage he used to eat
out of the same dish as Ma Pu.
M aung Gyi also states that Ma Pu performed bis
marriage ceremony when he was,twenty years of age, and
as he is no\\' twenty·six that would be six years ago.
It is clear that Ma Pu was present at the marriage of
Maung Gyi, because Ma Yak So, a witness'for the
plaintiff, refers to a conversation which she had with
Ma Pu when Ma Pu came hack from the Ii Marriage
Feast of Maung Gyi ," in which she asked Ma Pu
what property she had given andMa Pu replied that
she had no property to give. A defence witness;
U Sa Nyein, states that at the marriage Ma Pu had
a conversation with him in which the question of
bringing property to the marriage was discussed and
that- Ma Pu said that though she had got a house,
she must sell the hOl)se and maintain herse1f before
her death; and that she also said-" They are
responsible if I have got no property and they
can enjoy if I have got property. "
Maung Gyi is a clerk according to his own account
but his wife describes herself as a cigar-maker and
in the plaint Maung Gyi is described as a Tobacco
seller. He claims to have had to feed Ma Pu since
he was twenty. that is for the six years since his
marriage. Be also states that he spent about Rs. 300
when Ma Pu was ill. He admits that plaintiff came
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and attencled Ma Pu for one month before her death
and brought in a physician about ten days before
her death. The plaintiff claims to have spent about
Rs. 60 for buying eatables and fees, but he also
admits that she had been ill for a year. That Maung
Gyi had previously employed a doctor, Saya Thin,
is corroborate,d by that witness who" states that he
attended Ma Pu four or five times and tIpt Maung
Gyi's wife paid his fees, but he did not know with
\vhose money she paid him j and he also states that
his wife told him that the sick woman was the
mother of Maung Gyi. I haye just set out the less
controversial f a c t s . _ ,
Theaddition"al evidence, as to whether Maung Gyi
was a kitthna adopted SOI1, consists of the evidence
of Maung Paw, a _ goldsmith, who states that he
saw Maung Gyi and Ma Pu living together when
Mating -Gyi was about three years old j and he told
her that she was all right, having children, and that
she replied that it was troublesome when they \\'ere
young, but that they would give help when" they
grew up, and that they were adopted sons to inherit.
He als0 says that it was known in the quarter that
IvICll1l1g Lat and Maung Gyi were adopted sons of
Ma Pu. Ma Mya Thi, a teacher, who is now aged
thirty-five, states that they were known in the quarter as
adopted sons of Ma Pu, and she describes a remark
'addressed to Ma Pu by the natural father when this
witness _was about twelve in which Aupg Pe said to
Ma Pu: "You may suffer if they become bad and you
may enjoy If they turn out good, " which is an indefinite
remark and one which might be applicable even to
an atpatlzitta adoption.
That, the relationship subsequently appeared to be
one either of kittima adoption or bordering en
that relationship -is apparent even on the evidence
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produced by the plaintiff. UTha Gywe, a coolie-gaung:
who is the seventh witness for the plaintiff, was present
when there was a dispute between Ma Pu and Maung
Gyi, and Ma Pu was reproving Maung Gyi as being
obstinate and speaking against her. He states that
being under the impression that Maung Gyi was
her adopted son, he asked her whether she had
adopted him to inherit her estate, and she replied,
"No, notto inherit but to grow up." That evidence
of a witness for the plaintiff would clearly establish
the fact that Maung Gyi \vas at least an appathitta
son. He then admitted that M a Pu was angry at
the time and later on he said that he did not know
whether Ma Pu was telling the truth or 'not, and he
also admitted that some people used to tell their children
that they would not inherit, when they Were angry.
If is also clear that Maung Gyi and his wife were
themselves in dOtlbt shortly before Ma Pu died as to
whether Maung Gyi \\'ould be able t9 establish his
claim to inbert Ma Pu's estate and that shortly after
the plaintiff had begun to come toMa Pu's house
during her last illness, Maung~ Gyi and his wife were
pressing Ma Pu to transfer the house into l\/faung
Gyi's name, the suggestion in Court being that she
had promised to do so at the time of the marriage.
Both sides give evidence about these conversations.
Maung Gyi's wife alicges this and Maung Hla Gyi,
a clerk ag~d twenty-five; deposes tbat Maung Gyi said
to Ma Pu~" Allnt, Aunt. It is said that Maung 'Pyo
comes frequently because he wants 'to get ·the
properties. Please make the matter clear ;" and iha t
. Ma Pu replied-" Don't speak about it, who will
inherit these properties besides you after my death."
The plaintiff's witnesses Ma yok·So,a Biza,ar-seller,
who claims to have sold goods together with Ma Pu,
and likc'xise Ma Kin, who claims to have lived,with
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Ma Pu for about eight years,~oth state that l\Ia Pu
told them about these requests and that Ma Pu said
she would not sell or transfer (0 Maung Gyi. The
latter witness Mci Kin adds that Ma Pu said the
house belonged to the deceased. This witness, how·
ever, admits that she went to engage a pleader for
the plaintiff. Plaintiff's witness Ma Sok also claims
to have Ii vecl with Ma Pu for two years and says
that Ma Pu told her that rvlanng Gyihad demanded
the title deeds and 1-Ia Pu bad also told her that
Maung Gyi was not adopted to inherit. The plaintiff Matlng Pyo makes a very significant
admission referring to the funeral expenses of iV' a
Pu j he says Ii l did not incur any expense. for Ma
Pu's funeral, because Mallng Gyi said that he would
mortgage the· house to get money to meet the funeral
expenses." I agree and told hi rn .110t to. spend more
than Rs. 150 i l\1aung Gyi did not mortgage the house.
I don't Imo.w Itvhether Mauug Gyi spent his own.
money or mortgaged the house to meet furneral
expenses." . Now' this is a complete contradiction of a
statement made by the plaintiff at the beginning of
his evidence where he alleged that the furnera l
expenses of Ma Pu were performed with her money~
Maung Gyi swears that he defrayed the furnera l
expenses and this statement is shown to be true by
the above admission. of .the plaintiff. I think also
that this admission by the plaintiff that he had
recognised the right of Maung Gyi to mortgage the
house for the funeral expenses is clear evidehce that
the plaintiff must have recognised that Maung Gyiwas an heir of Ma Pu, and it also shows that the
plaintiff is not accing honestly; when he claims to be
entit1~d,t6 recoveithe house from Nlaung Gyi without
any offer to recompense lVIallri.g Gyi for the expenses
which he had incurred.
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It is obvious that the witnesses in this case were
not examined as fully as they should have been and
. v.
that the case for Maung Gyi was not put before the
lYIAUNG
Court
in as clear a way as it should; because we do
AUNG PYO.
not find any examination of Maung Gyi about this
LENTAIGNE,
1.
conversation with plaintiff, etc., which was subse~
quently admitted by the plaintiff. The last witness
for the defendant, U San Nyein. was merely examined
about the conver~ations as to the house at the time
of Maung Gyi's· marriage and though he also had
lived in Ma Pu's house as a tenant for some years,
he was not asked any direct questions on the subject.
of adoption, but he. states that after Ma Pu's death
plaintiff asked him to go and consult a pleader as to
whether plaintiff could make a claim, because Maung
Gyi was Ma Pu's nephew and adopted son; and
that he told plaintiff that the adopted son had a
better claim than a nephevv.
'.
.
.'
On this evidence the Township Court held that
the defend:mt Maung Gyi was a kittima adopted son
and dismissed the suit with costs, On first appeal
the District Court reversed that decision holdillg that
the evidence was insufficient to prove a kittima
adoption. I have set out the effect of the evidence
above and I agree with the finding of the learned
District Judge that the evidence in this case is not
sufficient to establish a kittam.a adoption according
to the standard. required in the more recent
decisions.
The learned District Judge recognised the fact
that it \vas established that Maung Gyi was an appathitta
child, but he referred to a decision in an unofficial
report which was to the effect that where a plaintiff
has based his suit on a. claim to be a kittima
adopted child and without any claim in the alternative
for a declaration as an appathitta, it is not open to
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an Appellate Court to allow the plaintiff to amend
his plaint and insert the alternative claim for relief
as an appathitta child, and following this decision,
he has granted the plaintiff-respondent in this case
a decree as prayed ;with costs in both Courts.
The learned District Judge has, however, overlooked
the fact that Maung Gyi is a defendant and that in
that case it is not'a question of altering the cause of
action in the suit. The cause of action of the plaintiffrespondent remains the same whether the defence is.
based on a claim to a kittima adoption or to an appathitta adoption, and the question which the Court has
to decide is whether the plaintiff is entiled to rellef
against the defendant. Even on the admissions of
the plaintiff in his evidence in this case, it is apparent
thai the plain tiff had in effect recognised Maung GYi
as an heir of MaPu after her death and had consented·
to Maung Gyi incurring alt the funeral expenses
and mortgaging the house if necessary for that pur. pose. It is clear, therefore, that it would be· most
inequitable to allow the plaintiff to take the whole
estate and to deprive the defendant of his. .right as
heir which is ~hown to have been recognised even on.
the admissions of the plaintiff in addition to deprivlng
the defendant of all rights to reimbursement of the
funeral expenses, etc. Maung Gyi was also apparently
allowed to continue in possession of the house
and the suit is one for possession. Having regard to
this admission which shows that Maung Gyi must be
treated as an heir, it is in the interests of the plaintiff
th'\t the amendment should be allowed, because the
plaintiff cannot be allowed, to eject a person shown to
have been recognised as an heir by the plaintiff, unless
the plaintiff shows that he was mist,;=tken or takes the
equitable course of according to such heir the rights
as an heir. It is therefore in the interest of the
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plaintiff that the more limited rigbt of defendent as
an appathitta should be recognised in order that the
=GYI
plaintiff may be granted a decree for plaintiff's share,
AND ONE
V.
if
any.
MAUNG
AUNG PY~.
In the case of Ma Sa Yi v. Ma Ma Gale (1), the
LENT'AIGNE, plaintiff had siled asa kittinza child and when it was
J.
held that she had failed to establish her claim as a
kitli1na, it was pointed out by Birks, J., that she could
not succeed as an apPathitta, because she had lived
, apart from the adoptive parents for the last eleven
years; but Fox, J.(afterwards Sir Charles Fox),
held that she had made, no alternative claim as an
appathitta daughter and that consequently he did not
consider it necessary to . consider what her share of
inherit-ance possibly might be, if she bad made such
alternative claim. A doubt as tv the admissibility
of such an amendment on appeal had also previollsly
been expressed in an Upper 'Burma decision. Later'
on, it appears to have been held in Lower Burma
.that if the claim as appathitta has not been made as
an alternative claim in the plaint, it is not open to
the plaintiff to obtain 'the amendment on appeal. In
theory there can be no doubt that the hvo fOfffis of
adoption are distinct causes of action; but I suspect
that many cases of recognised kiltima adoption are
cases in which the' relationship had started as an
.appathitta adoption and had ripened into such affec_
tion that there was a subsequent notorious recognition
of a kittima adoption."!:,, If the development has not
been sufficiently notorious as to be capable of clear
proof, the adopted child. may honestly make the
claim as kittima and discover, when it is too .late,
that the failure to weaken the claim askittima child
by pleading in the alternative a claim as an appathitta
MAUNG

(1) (190l) i B,L.R. 295.
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has created a technical bar under the rule of
procedure restricting the cases in which a plaint
can be amended or. appeal, which in effect bars the
recovery of the smaller share as an appathitta.· The
question has occurred to me \vhether the theoretical
distinction betv\'een the two forms of adoption and
the two causes of action has not been relaxed in practice
in some cases or whether there may not be other
special circl! mstances which would justify an Appellate
Court to make allowance for bona fide mistakes, in
applying a mere rule -,of procedure. In the first
instance I had thought of referring this question to a
Bench, but, on reconsideration, I have come to the
conclusion that the case now before me should be
distinguished. from the previous decisions on the
ground that different consideration, may arise, as they
do arise in this case, for allowing a greater latitude
in favour .ofan amendment in the case of the written
statement of a defendant.
I have been unable to find any reported case in
which a decree has been passed in favour of an
appathiita child for a share of inheritance; but I
believe that this is, to a great extent, due to the ~aet
that the claim is, invariably made by the child on the
basis of kittinza adoption and with Gut any alternative plea based on a claim to be an appathitta ; and
that consequently the omission of the Courts to decide
the point is due to the rnle as to the amendment of a
plaint to which I have referred above. The alternative
claim could only be of importance in the cases
where there is no natural or other kitti111a adopted
child, and in such cases the greater affection existing
. between the adopled child and the· adoptive parents
would, in some cases, have resulted in the child being
able fa produce evidence of a notorious recognition as
a kittilna child.
.
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The rights of an appathitta in a case like the
present one where there is no natural or ldtti1na child
are summarised in section 198 of the Kinwun
Mingyi's Digest and there is also th e passage in
section 25 of Book X of the Mal1ugye ; and the rule is
laid down that in such a case the appathitta child is
allowed half the estate and the. other half goes to the
relatives of the deceased. The question is also
discussed in Mr. Justice May Gung's " Buddhist Law"
a~ page- 144. He' also discusses other questions
touching this form of adoption at pages 122, 123 and 129.
Following these authorities, I hold that the defendant
Maung Gyi is an appathitta adopted son of Ma Pll
and is entitled to have his written stdement amended
so as to make such defence in the alternatiYe; and
that he is entitled to half the estate and hOllStj now
in suit and that the. plaintiff as representing himself
and the other relatives, if any, is .only entitled to the
other half.
Before the division is made I think that an
enquiry should be made as to the funeral expenses
incurred by Maung .Gyi and that the amount of such
expenses should be reimbursed to Maung Gyi before
the shares are estimated.
.
For the above reasons, I setaside the decree of both
the lower Courts and instead I direct that the plaintiff
be granted a decree declaring t1)atl\1aungGyi is
entitled to half share in the estate in suit and that
the plaintiff as representing himself and any oth~r
person entitled as relative of Ma Pu, deceased, is
entitled to the other half share in the estate in suit;
but that before such partition is made, an enquiry be
held by the Township Court as to the amount
-contributed and spent by Maung Gyi on the funeral
expenses of Ma Pu,. and that such amount be
reimburshed to Maung Gyi out of the value of the house;

a
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:and that after such enquiry has been held and such
reimbursement made, the shares in the estate be
estimated and a final decree be passed by the
Township Court for the purpose of granting the
plaintiff possession of his share or recovery of its
,equivalent in money.
As regards costs I award the defendant half his
costs in thi~ Court and I think that each party should
bear his own costs in the lower Courts.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Sydney Robinsoli, Kt., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Baguley,

ALLAN BROTHERS & CO.

1924

v.

Sep.6.

SHAIK JOOMAN SONS & CO. (represented bytlze'
Official Assignee). *
PresidCJIcy·Towlls Insolvency Act (III oj 1909), sections 52, 53-E.:cewtiotl of•
decree~Ot'der, prior to adjudication of the judgment-debtor, for satisfaction oj decree by monthly imtalments and also for securit y in tlle form of a
mortgage on his imllloveable p,'oper/y, ullder Civil Pr<Jcedure Code', Order 20'
Rule 11 (2)-Urzsuccess!ul attempts by the j/fdgl/lud-creditor 10 disc!/a1'ge'
the order for' instalments and securit y and to proceed with the executionillortgage ul/exeeuted up to dafe ojadjtlflication-Civil Procedure Code'
section 36.
Where the Court, acting under the provisions of O:'der 20, Rule 11 (2), Of
the Civil Procedure C')de, crc!ererl that the jllc1grnent.debtor shall satisfy the
decree agaimt him by monthly instalments and shall, ta the meanwhile by way
Of security for such monthlv payments, execute in favour of the decree-holder
a mortgage on his immoveable property, held that the subseqC1ent adjLldication
of the judgment-debtor could not ~ffect the po,ition of the decree-holder.
Heldfudher, that so longas the order fGr security romained undischarged
the fact that up to the date of the jlldgment-c1ebtor's adjudication the mortgage
ordered had not been execLlted owing to the decree-holder's unsuccessful
attempts to have the order in question discharged so that he might forthwith be
able to proceed 10 execution, did not delive the decree-holder of his right
to obtain from the insolventj _ldgment-debtor the Jl10rtg'lge in accordance with
the Court's order.
Chandra .Kumar De v. KuslIJn Kumari Roy, 28 C."V.N. 187-I'eferred to.
• Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 94 cf 1')24 against the order of the High
Court in its Civil Regular Suit No. 609 of 1923.
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Patel-tor the Appellant.
Clifton-for the Respondent.
ROBINSON, C.J.-The facts that lead up to this·.
appeal are somewhat complicated, and must be. set out
in some detail. in order to appi·eciate. the matters
now in question:
The appellants obtained a decree against the
respondent, andapplied'~orattachment,in execution,
of the goods in his SJ10p. These, according to the
respondent, were worth. Rs. 1,25,000. Respondent
then applied that the decree be made payable by
instalments of Rs. 2,500 a month. The rnatter came
up before my brother Beasley, and an order was
passed under Order :10, Rule 11 (2) on the 6th of
February, 1924, that the decree shall be payable by
instalments of Rs. 10,000 per mensem, and that the
respondent should give as security a second mortgage,
on 23A, Phayre-street. The result of this order
was that the application for attachment remained in
abeyance.
" . '
A week later, respondent alienated eighteen
properties. Appellant then applied to have him
adjudicated an insolvent. My brother Rutledgeheld
that he should not pass an ex-paTte order of
adjudication; but he appointed a Heceiver of the'
goods in the shop, and issued notice to the
respondent. Respondent then applied to set aside
the order appointing a Receiver, alleging that he had
been compelled by his creditors to a,lienate the
properties. This was accepted, and the application
to adjudicate was rejected. But the learned Judge
in his order states that the previous orders in
execution as to payment by Instalments and the execution of a second mortgage as security should stand.
They, of course, could not be' effected. Respondent.
then, a.s. the goods in the shop h;td not been attached~
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instructed Messrs. Balthazar & Son to sell the
stock-in~trade. Appellant then applied to my brother
Beasley; urging that further security should be
given by instructing Balthazars to credit the proceeds of
the sale of the goods in stock to the appellant's decree.
The matter came on for hearing on the 3rd of March
and Counsel for the respondent applied for an adjourn~
ment, and gave an undertaking that -the sale-proceeds
would bevdeposited in Court. Thereupon, respondent
cancelled his instructions to Messrs. Balthazar & Son
to sell and advertised a great reduction sale. of his
stock-in-trade.
On the 24th of March may brother Beasley passed
an order, setting Qut that his previous order for payment
of the decree by instalmen.ts and for executing ·the
mortgage should stand, and appointed Mr. Joakim,
.Receiver, to take possession of the stock-in-trade, to sell
'it and pay the proceeds into Court.
The stock-in-trade was sold on the 17th of April,·
and, on the 28th of April, respondent applied to be
adjudicated an insolvent. The stock-in-trade realized
some Rs. 26,000, and, on the 14th of May, the I~eceiver
deposited Rs. 23,000 out of tbis sum in Court. Appellant then applied that this money be paid to him; and
the matter was placed before the Judge. He also
. applied that the second mortgage on 23A, Phayrestreet, should be executed.
Respondent having been adjudicated, the Official
Assignee objected. His Counsel urged that the
mattcr could .not be heard by the executing Court,
but should be transferi'ed to the insolvency division.
It was heard by my brother May Oung, who
thelJ -passed an order refusing appellant's application
that a mortgage be executed, and postponing decision
as to what was to be done with the Rs. 23,000. He
alsodireded that the balance, still with Mr. Joakim
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after deducting his commission, charges, etc., shol}ld
ALLAN
- be paid)o the Official
Assignee. Later, he passed
B~~~~RS an order directing that the Rs. 23,000 should be
SH~;IK - paid to the appellant.
JOOMAN
From that order the pres-ent appeal is filed in
SONS & CO.
. ' .
respect of the balance money, \-"hICh was ordered
ROB~J~N, to be paid to tht Official Assignee, and in respect
of the execution of a mortgage.
The Official Assignee has not appealed against
the order as to the payment of ~the 'Rs. 23,000 to
the appellanf; and it is very properly admitted that
the balance of the sum re C11ized by the sale of the
stock-in-trade should also be paid to the appellant.
The Official Assignee, will accordingly be directed
to pay this sum to appell~nt. .
As regards the mortgage, it is urged that, having
obtained an order for security in the form of a
second mortgage on 23A, Phayre-street the appellant
deliberately refrained from accepting the mortgage
and, instead, applied to adjudicate respondent.
The reason of that conduct i?, J think, clear·
The Insolvency Court could.not .pass any orders as
to the mortgage, for orders to that effect had already
. issued, and appellant feared that this question of
mortgage might ~affect his application in insolvency.
Appellants applied to review my brother Beasley's
order by, a petition, dated the 25th of February
1924. After setting out all the conduct of the
respondent, the applicatiqp \\'as to cancel the order
fOJ payment of the dec;etal amount by monthly
instalments, and to order execution as originally
prayed, or, in fhe alternative, -to order that the sale
proceeds of the stock-in-trade be deposited in Court
to the credit of the decretal amount. They were, no
doubt, at that time seeking to be relieved of _the
burden put upon them by the original order for
1924
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payment of the decree by instalments, and, if that
had ·been' granted, the order as to the execution of
a second m.ortgage by way of security -would also
have gone by the board. But that application was
not granted; the order was that the previous order
as to instalments and as to a mortgage should
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I t is urged that the original order, which would
convert the appellants into secured creditors, was
made with the respondent's consent, and that' they
could not have acquired the position of secured
creditors withopt that consent.
The order was, however, varied by directing that
the sale proceeds of the stock-in-trade should be
credited to the appeilants' decree. That was not
made with the respondent's consent; therefore the
appellants could not become secured creditors, and
their own remedy was to enforce their original
decree. I think the argument is mistakeJ.1~
The order 6£ the 6th of February, by which the
appellant, was granted the positi n ·of a secured
creditor, has not only not been set aside, but has
been confirmed, and, if the appellant' acquired the
position of a secured creditor by virtue of that order,
he has not lost it since. At the time the order was
passed, respondent was not adjudicated an insolvent;
and the fact that he has subsequently been adjudicated cannot affect the position of the appellant.
The order that is now sought, namely, that a
mortgage be executed as previO'uslY.directed, is an
order which inay be executed
if it were a decree
by reason of the provisions of section 36 of the
Civil Procedure Code. [C handra Kunwr De v.
Kusum Kumad Roy (1).]

as

(l) (1923·24) 128 C.W.N. clxxxvii.·
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The provisions of sections 52 and 53 of the
Presidency-To\vns Insolvency Act also apply In
favour of the appellant.
The mortgage wa~ ordered prior to the adjudication; the appellant has never lost the right to have
that order executed in his favour; and this appeal
must be accepted, and tl~e insolvent must execute
the mortgage as directed, and, on his failure to do
so, the Court will order the mortgage to be executed;
As to costs, the respondent must pay.. the
appellant's costs of this appeal. Advocate's fee will
be fixed at five gold mohurs..
BAGULEY, J....:.-I concur.
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. !-ustice Youug.

1024
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AND

TWp.*

Buddhist Law-Pre-emplion-Offer made 10 co·heirs before·offer loa Slra71 gel'
. whether sufficient.
Held, that in a c.ase of pre-emption, it was snflicien t for the vendor to offer
the property to his co-heirs and then on refusal to sell iHo a stranger; and that
he was not bound, h;wing offered it to a stranger, to offer itagain to his Co-htirs
2-t the same price.
Gobind Dayalv. May Mayatullah, 7 All. 775; Met Ng7rJe v. Lu B1I, S.J. 76;
Maung Shwe Nyunv. Ma So, (1897-01),2 V.n.R. 155; Nga JliYaillg v. 111i Baw,
S.J. 3<) ; Ye Nan 0 v. Atl1lg IJlyat San, 8 KL.T. 167-rejerred to.
May Oung's Leading Cases on Buddhist Law; Spafks' Code of Buddhist
Law-referred to.

M cDonnell.-for the Appellants.
Anklesaria-for the Respondents.
YOUNG, J.-The only question raised in this appeal
was whether, in a case of pre-emption, it was sufficient
• Special Civil Second Appeal No. 442 Of 1923 from the decree· of the
District Court of 1\iergui in Civil Appeal No. 54 of 1923.
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for the vendor to offer the property to his children
and then on refusal to sell it to' a stranger at the
:same price,. or whether' he was bound having offered
it
a stranger to offer if again to his children at
the same price.
In section 97 of Part 2 of what is kno'\'n as
Sparks' Code, the correct title of which is Civil Code
·of th'e Province of Pegu sanctioned by resolutions of
His Honour the Ptesident in Council recorded on
the 4th November 1859 and 17th 'January 1860 and
which Sir Char'les Fox, C.J., in the Full Bench case
d Ye Nan 0 v. Aung Myat San (1), laid down was
at the time equivalent to legislation and professed
to be Code of Burmese Law and the le~ loci, we
Tead that if a person wished to sell his share in an
undivided ancestral estate, he should first offer it to
.all the co-heirs.
In Nga Myail1g v. Mi Baw (2)' Sandford, J.e.,
held as fol1'ows: ." A sharer in' undivided ancestral
'P~operty, if. he whises to sell bis share must first
,offer his share to his co-heirs and consequently a sale
io strangers effected without such offer is invalid if
the co-heirs promptly assert their rights.
In Upper Burma the same view of the law was
·taken by Thirkell White, J.C., who held that if a
person wishes to sell ancestral property, whether it
had been divided or not, he must first offer it fo
his co-heirs before offering it to strangers (3).
May Oung, J., in his work on Buddhist Law at
·page 150, says, "If an heir wishes to sell, he
must first 'offer the property to his co-heirs: if he
:should sell it without ni.aking such offer, the co-heirs
may, if they claim ,vith reasonable promptitude, recover
.

to

(1) (1915) 8 B.L.T. 167, t71.
(2) (1874) S.J. 39; see also (1877)
(3) (1897-01) 2 D.B.R 155.

s.J. 76.
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it by paying the same price .as that paid by the
,purchaser."
. 'The learned author ho\~evcr goes on to say,'! One
ONE
lJ.
other possible .argument in favour of the preseI1t
MAuNG
SHWE GOE
Lower Burma view seems to have been missed. It
AND.TWO.
is only when all estate is undivided that the advent
YO'qNG, J.
of a stranger. into the group of -co-o\vners is really
. objectionable. For instance the estate may consist
. of a family dwelling house--"if a stranger were
. to acquire the right- of a co-owner, he might insist
on occupying at least.a .portion of it ; or if it were
cultivable land, the stranger might not agree to lease
it t9 a person chosen by the members of the family
or to 'accept a certain rental
These and
other difficulties might arise to the annoyance and dIScomfort of the heirs." Amongst the other difficulties
that might arise would be those arising from the
persortality of thepllrchaser. The heirs 'or one of
them might object to the particular' person to whom
it was proposed to sell the property and sooner than
see it pass into his hands might be willing to buy it
himself, though before unwilling. This would entail
a renewed offer when the personality of the offer
was ascertained.. The definition of pre-emption for
lVIahomedans as laid down by Mahmood, J., in
Gobind payal v. ]J;ldyatullah (4) seems to pro~ide
for this, for he says that pre-emptlOn is a right which
the owner of certain immoveable property possesses.
as such for the quite el;/joyment of that immoveable
property to obtain z1i substitution for the buyer,
propridarypossession of certain other immoveable
properties, not his own on such terms as those on
which such· later immoveable property is sold to
another person.

MAUNG
MAUNGAND

I

(4) (1895) 7 All. 775,799.
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But however desirable it may be to lay down the
law in similar terms, Sir Charles Fox in the Full
Bench case of Maung Ye Na·n 0 v. Aung Myat San(l)
laid .down that the right of pre-emption amongst
co-heirs must be recognised by our Conrts to the
extent laid down' in section 97 of Sparks' Code, Part
2, and to this extent only, and that if anyone claimed'
to have it further extended, he must prove in one or
more of the recognised ways of proving a ct:ostom
that the right is 'now greater than. it. was declared
to be in that.Code. Sparks' Code speaks only of one
offer made to the co-heirs first, and not of any offer
to be made to them after the land has been offered
to a stranger' and no attempt has been made
to prove a custom to the latter effect. I I1mst therefore
hold that unless and until a custom extending the
law as laid down in Sparks' Code iSl1fOved,my task
is merely to construe that section and I take the section
to mean that the offer to the co· heirs may precede
that to a stranger, but must all form 'part of one and
the sam'e transaction and be of the same or a smaller
price than that at which it is offered to the stranger,
and that, if these conditions are carried out, there is
no necessity for a second offer to the. heirs when
they have once refused to buy..
.In the present case the father offered the property
to the heirs in September and on their refusal sold
it to a stranger by a registered deed dated the 3rd
Oetober·1922. This all seem to me to be part of
one and the same transaction, and I hold that the
offer was sufficient and dismiss the appeal· \-vith
costs.

(1) (1915) 8 H.L.T. 167.

so
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Jllstice May Dung.
1924

BARAN SHANTA

Oct. 7.

v.
MA CHAN THA MAY.*
criminal Procedure Code (V of 1898), section 488-Rejerring Court t~ hear both
parties before "!lakin g any rcco1nmendationsfor reduction of?nailltmance" Unable to maintain itself, .. defil/ecl-Thc ability of a child to earn
somethingwhel1:el to be considered in fixing maintenance-Child labour not
countenanced bypubiic policy-" Child," Definition of.
Hrld, that the words II Unable to maintain itself .. in secUon 488, Criminal
Procedure Code, mean inability to earn a complete livelihood such as an adult
person might earn without .depending on any other person.
Hel.d, that a father being bound to mailltain his child who is under the age
of majO! it)', in fixing the SUIll payable the Court should pay no regard to the fact
thatlhe childis able to c.Jntribute towards its lo,upport by means of its own
labour or wOlk of an)'-kind.
Held further, that it wo .Id be contrary to public policy to encourage child
labour by hold;n~ that a boy of eleven years should contribute..towards his
own support when he shobid be in school.
Held also,' that it is de3ib'lble fOr a referring Court before recommending
any redr.ction of mai!ltenance to hear both the parties.
A. Krishnaswami Ayyar v. Clhlndrdvadana, 37 Mad. 565 ; Ma Hnin Byu
v. Maung My"t p,.i, 8 B.L.R. 96-followcd.
,"

MAYOUNG, J.-The petitioner was ordered by
the Subdivisional Magistrate of Buthidaung to pay a
monthly sum of I<s. 5 for the maintenance of his
son, aged eleven years. He applied in revision to the
Court of Session, which, without issuing notice to the
opposite party, submitted the pr.g.ceedings to this
Court with the recommendation that the allowance
be reduced from Rs. 5 to Hs. 3, the reason stated
being that th~ boy "is olel enough to make about
Rs. 2 a month by coolie labour." There was
* Criminal ReYision No. 806B ofl924 from the order Of the Subdivisional
Ma~ish'aty of Bllthidaull~ in Criminal Mis<;:ellapeous Tri;t~ No.1? 9f 1924.
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evidence to show that the boy had occasionally been
employed. to knd cattle, earning, once Rs. 5 for a
period of five months' work, and at another time,
Rs. 12 for a similar period. From this the coneIu.·
sian was dra\-vn that .his earning capacity is about
Rs. 2 a month.
I must first note that. the boy's mother, in whose
favour the order of maintenance was passed, should
have been heard in answer to the petition. In all
such cases it is desirable that the referring Court
should itself hear both parties . bcf9re making any
recomm~ndation. Otherwise, in 1110st cases, it would
be necessary for the High Court, if it proposed- to
act on such recommendation, to issue notice to the
opposite party, who, it is more than probable, would
not possess the means to <tppear, but who, ·if
summoned before a local Court, would find it much
easier to defend his or her cause. The procedure
indicated above is, I have noticed, very often- adopted
by Courts of Session, and I can see no reason why
it should not invariably be follov..'ed.
As to the recommendation in the present matter,
a principle of some importance seems to be involved.
It may be stated thus :-In fixing the sum payable
. as maintenance for a child, is it permissible. in law
to take into consideration the fact that the child is
able to earn something towards its own support?
In A. [(ri~,hnaswal'ni Ayyar v. Chandravadana (1)
wherein the "child" was a daughtersl};~d to be seventeen years' old, Sankaran Nair, I., said :_11 The word
, child J has not been defined in the the Criminal Procedure Code. In England it has got apparently
various·· statutory definitions. But in the absence of
any definition or anything to the contrary in an Act;
(1)(1914)I.L.R. 37 Mad. 565.
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I am of opinion that a I child' is a person who has
not reached full age. It is only then that she
becomes competent to enter into any contract or
V.
MA CHAN
enforce her claims j as this daugh ter has not attained
THA MAY.
the age of majority, i.e., eighteen, I think she is a
MAy-oUNG,
I
child' within the section."
J.
In that case, it was urged that the child was able
to ,maintain herself, inasmuch as she could exercise
the calling of her mother and (~ilcestors, viz" dancing
and prostitution, but it was held that it is against
public policy to treat prostitution as a profession.
Similarly, in my view, it would be contrary to
public policy to encourage child labour by holding
that a boy of eleven years should contribute towards
his own support by work as a coolie when he should
be in school. That lie belongs to the ]a bouring class
is no argument, since, in these days, every child
has a right to at least a prirpary ed'llcation,' especially ,
if his father has the means to give him one.
Apart from this, moreover, the vvords II unable to
maintain itself JI in section 483, seem to
to mean
"unable to earn a livelihood for itself,"-that is to
say, Cl.'compiete livelihood, such as an adult person
, might earn, without depending on ~ny other person.
In Ma Hnin Byu v. Mau1'lg 1I1yof Pu (2), it was
"laid down thaf section 48S of the Criminal Procedure
Code is based upon the proposition that there is a
continuing obligation upon a father who bas sufficient
means to maintain his child, that he cannot contract
himself out of that obligation, and that the faet that
the child is not in a starving condition cannot be
set up as an ans\\'erto an application.
.
The essential point is fllat a man is bound to
feed and clothe his minor - off-spring, and he ca~J.not
BARAN
SHANTA

me

(2) (1<;02) 8 BuT. L.R. 96.
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be heard to say that the latter should help him
to fulfil his ohligation. The sum he should be ordered
to pay is fixed according to his means, the status of
the parties and the age' of . the child. No other
consideration should come in. Were it otherwise,
the Courts would in most cases be obliged to enter
upon calculations of some nicety as to the proportion of the expeme which the child itself shouid
bear. Every able-bodied boy or girl over ten years
of age is a potential wage-earner. For instancr, a
town-bred boy of twelve or fourteen, even if attending
school, might easily, in his spare time, earn e!.ll anna
or two every day by hawking newspapers, but it
does 110t follow that this should be taken into
consideration in fixing the'slim which his father should
be ordered to pay for his maintenance.
My conclusion is that a father who has sufficient
means is bound to maintain his child \\Tho is under
the age of majority ; ~nd, in fixing the sum payable,
no regdrd should be paid to the fact that the child
is able to contribute' towards its own support by
means of labour or work of any kind.
I therefore see no reason to interfere.

1924
. BARAN
SHANTA
V.

MA CHA'I
THA MAY.
MAY OUNG,

J.
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Before Mr. Justice Carr and Mr. Iustice Godfcry.
1924

KING-EMPEROR

Nov. 7.

v.
PO

YIN.AND ONE.*

Criminal Procedure Code (V of 1.8(8), sccliolt 11 O-I?epule-Evidenccneed not be
. res/ricled to neighbours-Magistrates whet her bound to make local ellqlliryAbi/ityof tolice and village Q-lIt7lJrilies to ensure g.;od behavitJur, wllether to
be c01l'idered.
Held, that the rep·,te necessary to be proved under section 110, Criminal
Procedure Code,lleed not necessarily be proved by the e'iidcllCe of immediate
ne\ghb'JlIrs, but that the evidence of witnesses living SUrfll.:iently near to be in
a position to' know the accllsecl'cl real reputiltion was adll1is:;iblc in clidel1c~.
Held also, that it was 110tnecessary for the magistrate to make a local
enquiry.and examine witnesses oth<:r thall those sent up by the police.'
Held also, that it was not necessary for the m~.gistrate to consider whether
"Ie police arid village atithoTities could not en~'ii~e good behaviour on the part of
the accused if theY exerted themselves more in executing their duties.
CrowlI v. Ng<l Nyein, 1 L,B.~. 90; Ki:tg-Emperor v. Nga Sltwe U, 2 L.B.R.
166-referred to and exptained.
•

Gaunt, Assistant Government Advocate-for the

Crown.
This was a reference by". B.aguley, J., sitting as a
Judge in Revision from the order of the Snbdivisional
Magisfrate of Bassein in Crimimil Miscellaneous Trials
Nos. 55 and 56 of i924. The facts appearfrom the order
of reference made by Bagtiley, J., reported below.
"The respondent Po Yin was directed by the
SubdivisioI\al rVlagistrate;' Bassein, to enter into a
bond in the sum of Rs. 200 with two suries under
section 110, Criminal Procedure Code. Before passing the order, he recorded evidence in the usual
way. Po Yin lives at Taungbotaya. The headman of
Htandawgyi within whose jurisdiction Taungbotaya
• Criminal Reference Nos. 78an9 79 of 1924-arising out of criminal Revision
.
Nos. 551-B and 55-2-8 of 1924 of this Court.
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lies is one of the witnesses against him. It is
clear then that the accused lives withiil ." the villagetract of Htandawgyi. There is another witness in
Htandawgyi named Maung Kan Saing. There is also
the evidence of Maung Thu Daw, a carpenter, aged"
fifty-eight, of Htandawgyi. He says that Htandawgyi
is about two calls' distance from Taungbotaya. There
is also the evidence of Maung On Bu of Htandawgyi
who says he suspected theaccllsed 6f being concerned
in a theft of clothes from his house ; and there is.
also the evidence of Maung San Ya, headman of
A.nangon. Anangon is described. as being more than
a caIl from Taungbotaya fr0111 which· I deduce that
it is less than two calls.
I I The accused cited no
witnesses, and the Subdivisional Magistrate passed an order as I have stated.
"The accused appealed to the Sessions Judge,
Bassem; and in his order the learned" Sessions
Judge draws attention' to the cases of C"OW1l v.
Nga Nyein (1)" and Kmg-E1Jzperor Y. Nga Sh1U
U (2). He points out -that in these cases it is stated
that the magistrate should require more evidence
than that (,f policemen and local authorities, and
that he should, if possible, conduct the enquiry at
the place where the accused lived. He also points
out that in the first of the two cases cited, it is
laid down that a man's general reputation is the
reputation which- he . bears in the place in which
he lives amongst the inhabitants of that place.
He then goes on to point out that the Subdivisional
Magistrate made no attempt to call" a single witness
from the appellant's villag~, and for these reasons
he set aside the order passed by the magistrate.
Against this order of discharge, the Crown now
applies in revision.
(1)!1900-Q2l!L,B.R. 9(l,

!~J {l903-04P L.l3,R. l~~-
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"It appears to me that the Sessions Judge has
KINGgone out of the way to strain the rulings quoted
EMPEROR
'/l.
in favour of the accused.. It is stated in evidence
Po YIN A~D . that in Taungbotaya there are 'Oilly fOUf or five houses.
ONE.
If is scarcely worthy of the name of a village, and
the respectable persons, who live within the same
village-tract or as?near as one call's distance from
the accused's village, are perfectly capable of giving
evidence of the accused's general repute~ It appears
to me, however, th,it the two' rulings of, Sir Charles
Fox, to 'which reference bave been made, do go, or
can be made to go, too far.
.
In a recent General Letter No. 12 of 1924,
which, I take it, represents the considered opinion
'of the Hon'ble Judges of this Court, directions are
issued with regard to the evidence required in
cases under the Habitual Offenders' Restriction
Act; and these directions appear to me to be not
altogether in accord with the principles laid down
by'Sir Charles Fox in the two rulings quoted.
"I would, therefore, refer this case to a Bench
in .order . that an. authoritative ruling may be
obtained with regard to the evidence required in
these cases, for I take it that magistrates, when
:they find published rulings differing from a General
Letter issued from this High Court, will find th~m
selves in difficulties a$' to which of the two they
are' to follow. The Bench will qe an ordinary twoJudge Bench ora Full Bench as the ~on'ble the
.Chief Justice may direCt."
The n:iatter caine up for hearing in due course
before a Bench composed of Carr and Godfrey, JJ.,
. with the result reported below..
CARR, J.-The facts of these two cases are almostidentical and it is nQt necessary to di~cuss them.separately-
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The respondents were called upon by the' Sub·
divisional Magistrate' to furnisl~ security for one year
under section 110, Criminal Procedure Code, and in
default were committed. to prison. On appeal the
Sessions Judge set aside the orders. In the case of
Po Yin there were five \vitnesses who spoke to his
general reputation as an habitual thief. None of
those witnesses actually resided in the same hamlet
as Po Yin. The first witness was the village headman of the tract within \'vhich Po Yin resides. He
speaks of his village as being 1/ about half~n hour's
walk" from .. Po Yin's. The next witness resides in
the same village as the headman. He gives the
dist?nce as It over a call." The third and fourth also
live in this village. They say it is II about two calls 11
from accused's village... The last witness is the headman of a neighbouring village, which he says is
II over a call" from accused's.
There wer~ no witne.sses
who lived actually in the same hamlet as the accused,
which, it is stated, contains only four or five houses.
T he accused himself called no witnesses. In allowing
the appeal the Sessions Judge relied mainly on the
dicta of Fox, )., in Cmwn v. Nga Nyein(l) and
Kifig-Emperor v. Nga Shwe U (2).
In the first of these cases the learned Judge
following a Calcutta case, said that II A man's gener~l
reputation is the reputation which he bears in the
place in which he lives among the inhabitants of
that place." That definition may be aCcepted as
correct in the great majority of cases, but I can hardly
recognize it as conclusive.. It is. quite possible
for a cunning rogue to conceal his real character
from his immediate neighbours. That· questio,n,
however, hardly arises in. this case. Where. the

------------_._------_.--.(I) (1900-01) lL.B.R. 90.

51

(2) (1903-04) 2 L.B.R. 166.

1-924
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Sessions Judge has erred, I thin k, is~ in attaching a
too-restricted meaning to the worel ((place. " It is
:gMPEROR
.,
not possible to set any definite -_bounds to the meanPo Yi~ AND
ing of Jhis term. The meaning must necessarily vary
ONE-.
with the circumstances of the case. I tcertainly
CARR,
cannot rightly be restricted to the group of houses in
J.'
which the accused happens to reside, however small
that may be. :NOf is it right to discard the evidence
of witnesses who speak to - th~ . reputation of the
'accused merelybecause they are not his immediate
ri'eighbours. What the Court has to dais to satisfy
itself that theevideQce of the witnesses.is true"and
if it is satisfied ()n· this point,then it is-entitled
to accept the evidence. Where a ""itness lives at a
considerable distance from the person of whose
reputation he speaks, the Court should of course
enquire how he came by that knmvledg~ and should
. take the answers into consideration in framing its
estimate of the valu'e 6f the p.vidence.
In the present cases it is clear that all the
witnesses lived stlffi~iently near to the accused to be
in' a position to know his real ,reputation and their
evidence shQ1I1d -not have been rejected' mer.elyon
the ground that they were. not his _- _immediate
neighbours.
At the same time the fact that no such immediate
neighbours were cailed should have been explained
and the magistrate sllOuld have goi1e into this
question.
. In the second case quoted the learned Judge said,
"If it is proposed to prove by evidence of, general
repute that a person called on to give security is an
.:habitual offender of one of the types mentioned in
section' 110, the form which the chief question put to
the· witnesses should take should be 'V/hat, as far
as youknow l js the repute of the ,aQ:llSed _amongst
1924
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the body of villa.gers of the village in which he has
been Ii ving?' In order to satisfy himself that . an
accused's gene1-at repute is that of an habitual offender
of one of the types menJioned, a magistrate should
require more eviden .e than that of policemen and
village ;tuthorities.l nquiries under section 117, should,
if possible, be conducted in the place where the
. accused has lived', and the magistrate should himself
pick out at haphazard some of the villagers, and
examine them as to the accused's general repute.
He should not be contented with the evidence .of
merely. such witnesses as the police or village a,uthoritieschoose to .S'end up to him. He should also
consider in every case "whether the necessity for
putting the alleged habitual offender on security has
been proved, and whether the police. and village
authoriti~s' cou~d not ensure good behaviour on the
.. part of the accused if they exerted themselv'es more
in executing their duties."
With most of this I <,!-gree. But I do not think
that the learned Judge meant to lay down that in
every case. all these steps must necessarily be taken.
Nor can I hold that if they have not· all oeeh taken,
the proceedings are bad. If the evidence actually
taken is sufficient to prove that the accused is a fit
person to be placed on 'security, that is all that the
law requires.
From the learned judge's dictum· that the
magistrate II should also consider
• . whether
the police and village authorities could not ensure
good behaviour on the part of the accused if they
exerted themselves more in executing their duties,"
I must respectfully dissent. In seems to me to be
not jl1stifierl hy anything in the law. It is impossible
for the police or the village ,authorities to keep such
~; vigilant watch over aknowp criminal as to leav~
.'

.
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him no opportunity of committing crime, and it is
KIN:G. for just that reason 'that the preventive provisions
'ElrIPEROR
now in qu~stion have been enacted. Ido not think
tJ.
Po YIN AND
that it is necessary to interfere in the two cases
ONE,
.
novy befor6 us. Nearly ~ix months' have elapsed since
CARR,
J,
the original orders' were passed, and if the accused
persons have not mended their ways, it will be open
to the authorities concerned to in~titute fresh
proceedings.
I would therefore direetthat the proceedings be
returned with these remarks.
GODFREY, J.---I agree. -It is obvious that in cases
where the accused person lives in one of an~"outlying
collection of two or three houses, evidence as to
his general repute could not properly be confined
to the statements of their occupants, nor could
it be expected to be independent or reliable, if it were.
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"OI?AS \ .• ~ I~HF.RITAXCE- RUDDIIIST LAw-POSit ion and rightsof=-

Definiliol/ of-Family cOllsisting of sonS and daughters the eldest
of whom is {/ d.l7Igl.t, r.
In so f;lr as the dedsions of the Burma Courts whether expressly or

by implicati<.n are adVerse to the rights of t1'e eldest-born
daughter, they undoubtedlvprr.ceeded 0'1 an insutl.cient COnsideration of the statL;s assigned to the first-burn child by the Burmese
Bucldhist Law as embodied in the Dha11lllwtlwts and (xpre~sed
in the f xisting cl1stQms and usages.
'
The ddest-bcrn child occupies an extraordinary favonred position
as con;p,lred with the yl unger children, inaslnlJchas the p:!rents,
to use tLe quaint language of the IJ./a.'a ,I obtained lhe child
b) their eHnest prayers ilt the crmmencement of their wedded
liie, and acquired the property with his or her assislauce."
An ,. ora sa " child is the eldest b,)rn child capable of uilC!elbking
tilt' r, sponsibilities 01 a dece;lsed parel1t and the status of II orasa ,.
does not depend I pon the child, if a son, surviving Ihe fall;cr or,
if it daughter, s ;rviving lhe 11",0 htr. The three essential conditions fur ti.e existence of the ~tatlls of "oyasa .. are thai (a) the
child is the first-born; (b) the child: Hains mnjority: (e) the
child,. being a sm. helpsin the acq'lisition of the family properties
and the discharge of the father's re:;ponsibili ies. or being a
daughter. hc:lps the mother i'l the management and control of the
familvproperties aud household.
Held; that the appellant's father

\'0'110 was the eld(st son but the
sccond-bo: n child had not the status Of an .. orasa" child.

Kinwun Mingyi's Digest, Volume 1; RlChardso11's Edition of
M anll kye-rererred to.
To Zan v.Mallng Nyo, 7l.. B.R 27; Ma Mya T:m v. MaU11/f, Po Thill,
P.T.L.R. 585; Ma Nan Gyaw v. Maun,1!, SI.we Ket, 10 Bu'. L.R.
234; MaU"1! San D'ifla v. lila JIlill Tha, Chan Toon's L.C., Volume
11, page 207 ; [-'0 H11lan v. Mmmg Tin, 8 L.B.R. 113 ; Ma Saw
Ng'we v. Ma Theil' Yin, 1 L B.r<. 198 ; and Ma Thill v. Ma Nycin
E, 3 B L.T. 6-overruled.
Mt Min Dill v. lI1i Hie, (1'j04.96) D.B.R. Bud. Law; Inheritance,

p. Il-disscnted from.

TIm

P,h'aiJtl~ v. Ea 1'1111, 2 L.B R, 292 ; Ma Tlie 0 v. Mi Shwe,
(1914-16) 2 D.B.R p. 46; Nf!.a Lu Daw v. Mi Mo Yi, (1914-16)
1- D.B.R. p. 66 at p, 72 ; Mi Kin .[..fI! v. Nf.'a B(1 So~ (1904-06l

11

INDEX
PAGE

2 U.RR. Bud. Law: Divorce, p. 3 ; },fa Ba We v, Mi Sa U,
2 L.B R 174 at p. 182; 1I1a1l1!g Hme v. },fa Sein, 9 \-.B.R 191 ;
1I1a Lay v. T1I11Sltwe, 10 L.H.R 10; Ma Me v. Ma Myit, P.J.L.B.
411 ; 11l,llWg Selk Kaung v Maung Po Myi".1 L.B.R. 23 ; Ma Thin
v. Ma IVa Yon, 2 L.B.R. 255 F.B.; 1'1/" Tit V. MauIIg Bya,
4 L.B.R. 181 ; Ma Ein 1'1,." v. llfatlllR HILl D,ln, 5 RL.T, 3 ;
Ma Kyi Ky; v. ;vIa Thein, 3 L.B.R. p. 8 ; Mi Smmg v. Mi KlIn,
Chan Toon's L C. \ 01. I. p, 191< at p. 204. per Jardine, J,e. ; Ma
Mi v. Ma Myit, Chan Too.,'s L,C., Vol. I, p. 275 ; Ma Mya Tltu
v. Mmmg Po Tlihl; Chan Toon 's L.C. Vol. II, p. 61 ; Auleathall
v. Mi Tha Ta U, Chan TeOn's L.C., Vol. II. p. (,5 ; MClIl1lg S, ih·
J(aullg v. 1I1auu/!, Po Nyeill, Char. Toon's L C. \'01. II, p. 67 ;
Sarkar's Hindu Law of Adoption, 2nd ed'l., p. S7 ; Ma Saw
Nglt'e v. Ma Thei:1 Yill, Chan'J oon·sL.C., Vol. II, n. 210; Conflict
Of A "thority, \'01. II, p. 37; l'da GUll Bon v. MauIIg Po Kywe
(1897-1901) 2 U.BR. p. 66 ; Po Seill v. Po Mm, 3 L.B.H. 45; Ma
S,1 v. Ma Tin. 6 L.U.R..n ; Conflict of Authorilyon Buddhist
Law, Vol. II p. 51 ; TI,a Dun v. Waill/.' Gyi, Civil 2nd Appeal
No 302 of 1909 of the r.C.V.B's COll"t; Stok,'s' Hindu Law
Books,4 0 ; Mayne's Hindu La~v, p. 112 (7th edll.) ; i'agore Law
Lectu!'es, 18S0. p. 515, cf. Forchinnmer's Jardine forize Essay,
p. 49 : Stokes' Op CIt!t, p 498 ; Ma HllIit Bwil1 v. U SIm)c Gon,
II L. B.n. 1; lila Tlii v 1I1a Nil, S.l L.B. 70; 1I1i SaUlIgv. 1I1iKuII,
3.JL.B.Us ; Maung Fo Lat \'. Mi Po Le, S.J.L.B. 212; Ma On v.
J{o Shwe 0, S.J.L.B. 378; MmtJIg Sa So v 1I1i Han, (I 892-'J() 2
U.B.R. p. lil ; /lin. Min Tha v. Mu NIlW, (1892-')6) 2 U.B.I~. P 581 ;

lIlLlUlIg Pallv. Ma Hnyi, (1097-1902)2 U.B R. p.l01 ; AlIlea/han
v. Mi Th" Tn U. P.J.I..B.• p. 625 ; lt1mtllg Mi. v. Mal/til! Po Th;n.
1 L.B.R 50; 1I1a Hni·n Gaing v. !t1a Tha Li,l B. L.T. 74; MiSaw
Myin v. il;fiShwe Tllill, (19JO·13) 1.U.BU. 125: 1I1a TIllt v.
Milung TUll Tlta, 8 B.L.'!'. 138 ; Maung J(a Gu v. Mil Hnill Ngwe
x B.L.T. 196; Ngwe E v. Nga A1Wg Theill. (1914-16) 2 U.k.R
37; 1I1i Hlain.~ v. Mi Tlti, (1')14~1i» 2 U.B.R. 40; Shwe Po
v. lI1<1ttll{!, Bein. 8 L.B.R. 115 ; J(yi Hlllin~ v Ma Htu. 8 L.B.R.
189; Ma Seill Ton v. M'i SOil, 8 L B.R 501; Chan TI1a v, Mi Ma
pYIl, I) B.L.T. 95; and Tim Tha v: Ma TlJi/, 9 L.B.R. 56-
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KIRKWOOD alias MA THEIN

AND OTHERS

v.
MAUNG SIN

Aug.,7..

AND ANOTHER.*

Buddhist Law: I1lheritallce-Orasa,Positioll an;/ righti of-DCtwilion 0/Family cOllsist Ilg of sons alld daughters the eldest ofwhom is'a daughter.
In so far as the decisions of the Burma Courts whether expressly or by
implication are adverse to' the riJ:!hts ·of the ~ldest-borndaughler, they
undo~btedJy proceeded.on an insufficient consIderation of the status assigned
to) the,·first-bornchild by the Burmese Buddhist law as embodied in the
Dha111wathats and expressed in the existing customs and usages.
The eldest-born .child occupies. an extraordinary favoured positir.n as
compared with the younger children, inasmuch. as .the parents, to use the
quaint language' of t·lib l'ilasa: .. obtained the child by their earnest prayers
at the commencement of their wedded life, and acquired the prop.:r1y with
his or .\ler assistanc·e. . . '
.
An .. oraso" child is the eldest-born child cap,lble . of undertaking the
responsibilities of a decease'dparent and the status of '0' orasa .. does not depend
upon the child, if a son,sun'iving the father or, if a daughter. surviving the'
mother. There can be but one" orasa." The three ~ssential conditions for
Ilie existence Of the status of" orasa .. are that (a) the child is the first,born"~
(b) the chiid attains majority; (cj the child, being a son, helps in the acquisition
ofthe family properti::s and the discharge of lhe father's responsibililie~, or,
being a daughter. helps the mother in the management and control of the
family.properties and household.
Held. that the appellant's father who was the eldest son but the secondborn dl1i1d had not the status of '111 "or:lSI1."
KillWll" Mingyi's Digest, Vol. I; Richardson's Editioll of lJ1a1l1lgyereferred to.
Po Zall v, Maung Nyo, 7 L.B.R. 27 ; ;lIa Mya Tlru v. Ma/mg Po Thin
P.J,L.B. 585; Ma N(w GymQ v. /ola/tllg Shwe Ket, 10 Bur. L.R. 234 ;
Mailtl!! San Dwa v. Ma Min Tha. Chan Toon'$ L.9•• Vol. II, p. 207; Po
H11Ian v. Maung Tin, 8 L.B.R. 113 ; Ma Saw Ngwe v. Ma Thein Yin, 1
L.ll.R~ 198 and Ma thin'v. Ma Nyein E, 3 c.L,T. 6-overruled.
Mi Min Din v. Mi Hie, (1904.06) 2 If.R.R. Bud. Law': Inheritance,
p. ll-dissented from.

~ PTCsent :' LORD SHAW,' LORD
SIR JOHN EDGE AND MH. AMEim ALI.
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Tun Myaing v. Ba TU/I, 2 L.B.R. 292 j Mi The 0 v. Mi Shwe. (1914-16)
2 D.B.R, p. 46 ;Ng'lLu Daw v.Mi Mo Yi, (1914-16) 2 U.B.R., p. Mat p. 72; p.
3; Ma Mi v. Ma Myit, P.J.L.B. 48 j 1I1i1ung Seik Kaung v. Malll1g Po Nyet1h

1 L.B.R. 23; Ma Thin. v. Ma Wa YOfl, 2 L.ll.R. 255 F.B. ; Tha Tl' v. Mallng
Bya, 4 L.B.R.I81 ; Ma Ei/J Thll v.1I1au·/g Hla Dun, 5 B.L.T.73 ; Ma Kyi
MA.UNG SIN; Kyi v. Ma Thein, 3 L.B.R., p. 8 ; lIfi SaU'lg v. 1I1i Kun, Chan Toon's L.C"
. Yol.I, p.198atp. 2)4jJerJardine,J.C.. ; Ma Mi v. Ma Myit, Chan Toon's
L.C., \'01.1, p. 275; Ma Mya Til v. Malmg Po 'Fhin. Chan Toon's L.C.,
yol. II. p. 61; A?Jle.athan v. Mi Tha Ta U, Chan TOOI1'sL.C.., Vol. II, p'
6S; Maiwg Seik Kaung v. Ml>uIIg .Po Nyein, Chan TOOll'S L.C., Vol. II, p.
67; Sarkar's Hindu Law of Adoption, 2nd edn, p.57; Ma Saw Ngwe v.
Ma Tlleill Yin, Chan Toon's L.C., Vol. n, 210; Conflict of Authority, Vol.
II, p. 37 ; Ma GutJ Bon v. Milung Po Kywe, (l8}7·1901\ 2 D.B.R., p. 66 ;
Po Sein v. Po Min, 3 L.B.R. 45; Ma Su v. Ma Till, 6 L.B.R. 77; Conflict
of Authority O/J Bud. Law, Yol. Ii. p. 51 ; Tha DUll v.WailJg Gyi, Civ. 2nd'
Appeal No. 302 of 1909 of the J.C.U.B.'s Court; Stokes' Hindu Law Books,
410; MaYIJf.'s Hindu Law, p. 82 (7th edn.); Tilgore Law Lectures, 1880,
p. SIS, cf. ." Forchammer's Jardine Prize Essay, p. 49; Stokes' Op. Cit., p.
498; Ma Hili/J BilJi/J v. U Shwe GOIl, 8 L;B.R 1; Ma Tlli v. Ma Nil,
S.J.L.B. 70 ~ Mi Salmg v. Mi KIm, S.J.L.R. 115; Ma!ng Po Lat v. Mi Po
Le, S.J.L.B. 212; Ma On v•. Po Shwe 0, S.J.L.B. 378; Maung Sa So v.
lIfi HatJ, (1892-96) 2 U.B.R. p. 171; Ma MitJ Tha v. Ma Naw. (1892-96) 2
D.R.K, p. 581 ; Maung Pan v.Ma Huyi, (1897·1901) 2 U.B.R., p. 104;
Anltathan Y. Mi Tha Ta U. P.J.L.R, p. 625; Maltng Hmu v. M aUl1g Po
Thin, 1 L.B.R. 50; Ma Hnin Gaing 'V,'Ma Tlta U.B.L.T. 74 :Mi Saw
Myill ". Mi Shwe Thin. (I910·13) 1 U.B.R. 125 ; Ma Thit v. M<lUng Tun
Tha, 8 B.L.T. 138; lIiaung Ko Gil v:Ma Hnin Ngwe,.~ B.L.T. 196; Nge
E v. Nga AUllg TheilJ, (l914"lo) 2 D.B.R. 37; Mi Hlaing v. Mi Th{
(1914-16) 2 V.B.R. 40; Shwe Po v. Maung Be;n, 8 L.B.R. 115 ; K,yi Hlaing
VI Ma Hiu, 8 L.B.R 189, Ma Seil~ Ta.n v. Ma Son, 8 L.B.R. 501; Chan
Ti/ a v. Mi Ma pY1<, 9 B.L.T. 95; ami Tun Tlia v. Ma Thit, 9 L.I:l.R. 56THEIN.

v.

referred t o . -

-

Appeal .from a judgment and decree of the late
Chief Court of Lower Burma Whereby the judgment
and decree of the District Court of Hanthawadqy
were varied. The plaintiffs were the appellants to
His Majesty in Council.
The suit out of which this appeal' arose was
brought for the administration of tlle estate of U
Baw, deceased/.who was a Burmese Buddhist widower
and who died in 1907 leaving four ch,Hdren ~urviving,
viz.-Ma Nyein Anng, Maung Po Cho, Maung Sin
and ~ Nga Ma. The plaintiffs were the children
of the elder son Maung Po. Cbo who predeceased
U Baw by about a fortnight, and the defendants
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1924
were the younger son and daughter of . U Baw and
the 'legal representative of his eldest-born child Ma KIRKWOOD
alias
:Nyein Aung who had attained majority and survived MATHEIN
1,.
;her parents but died before the institution of the suit. MAUNGSIN.
For the plaintiffs it was contended that their father
·being the orasa son of U Baw· was entitled to
-the pri vileged share of a one-fourth in U Baw's estate
-and t~lat as their father's heirs they themselves were,
·entitled to succeed to his said one-fourth share.
'On the other hand, the defendants' contention
was that Ma Nyein Aung, who was the eldest
competent child and daughter of .U Baw, was the
<oyasa and that therefore the plaintiffs' share would
be only one-sixteenth. The real question theretfore was' which child of U Baw was theorasa.MaNyein Aung or Maung Po Cho. The. District
'Court w~th a _c~rtain amount of reluctance came to
,theconc1usion that Maung Po Cho was the orasa
:and that the plaintiffs as his childn~n were entitled
to a one-fourth share in their grand father's estate.
From this decree of the District Court the defend,mts
.appealed to the then Chief Court of Lower Burma
:and the appeal was heard· by a" Division Bench
.composed of Robinson, C.J~, and Duckworth, J., who,
,holding that the controversy involved questions of
,considerable complexity, referred the points at, issue
;in the form of seven questions to aFtill Bench.
'The refere~ce was heard by aFtill Bench consisting
'of Robinson, C.]., MaungKin, Pratt, Heald and
Duckworth, JJ. and the learned Judges, ~fter a close
examination of the authorities, came to the conclusion
rthat . in a family the eldest-born child, irrespective
of sex, on attaining majority and proving otherwise
,competent becomes the orasa, and that, therefore,
Ma Nyein Aung and not MaUi1g Ba Chowas the
.-orasa child of U Baw. The matters arising being

696
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of frequent occurence and of the greatest importance
to Burmese Buddhists, the conclusions of their Lordships forming the Full Bench are reported below
in full : -

J.-The

following questions have
been referred :.
1. In. a family consisting of both son$ and
d<lughters, can any child acquire the full status of
orasa prior to the death of either parent?
2. If so, in such a family where the eldest child.
is a daughte~, can any son become orasa until his.
father dies?
3. In sllch a family can the question which child
is the orasa be decided before the death of either
parent?
4. Can there be in sllch a family two orasas?
S. Are sons always to be preferred to daughters,
as orasas?
. . .
6.. In suSh a family can there. be
orasa son
who predeceasing his parents can .transmit to his
children a right to preferential treatment in the
,division of the estate?
7. If so, can the eldest child,being a daughter p
on her mother predeceasing her father, claim a quar;ter
share as orasa or transmit to her children a ri!!ht to
preferential treatment in the division of the estate?
The facts of the case are: ,
Daw Hmo predeceased her hpsband U Baw r
who died some years later, 'viz., on the 28th December
1907. Their eldest son (not their eldest ~hild}
Maung Po 'Cho died on the 13th December 1907, Or
some twelves days prior to his father. He 'was about 40
when he died. Their eldest child was a daughter,
Ma Nyein Aung, who died after both her parents.
The plaintifis care the issue of Malmg Po Cho and
MAUNG KIN,

,,0
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'the defendants are the younger son and daughter of
1924
Daw Hmo and U Baw.
KIRKWOOD
, alias
Thus U Baw and Daw Hmo had four children. MA THEIN
Had they all survived, both their parents, they IvIAUN~' SIN.
would all have shared equally in the estate of their MAUNG KIN.
parents in accordance with the ruling in Ma Kyi
J.
Kyi's case (16). In that case the rules of distribution of ,the parental estate between, the children of
the same parents on the death', of: both' the parents
were jettisoned as being sohopelt~$sly. c.onflicting as
to be difficult to reconcile and~ the rule' of equal
·distribution was' introduced as being equitable and
in accordance with the practice of the people.
The· plaintiffs claim a quarter share in the estate
.as representing Maung Po Cho whom they claim
to be the orasa son of U Baw and Daw Hmo.
As I understand it, the claim is to represent
their father who predeceased U Baw and survived
Daw Hme and, bearing in mind the ruling in Ma
Kyi Kyi's case,' 'they put· their cl~im as being for
what their father would have got' had he survived'
both his parents, because their uncle's share would
'be the same. The claim is really under section 15
of the Man.ugye, that is to say, a claim to a share
·equal to that of their youngest uncle. And if the
distribution was to be made according to the Dhanz1'Jzathats, their claim would have been less than onequarter. So it is clear that this is . not· a case of
devolution of the share which the orasa son or
daughter may be entitled to claim on death of one of
the parents. The right claimable would be the right
to represent the parent as fully as the Dhanln'zathats
allow.
I shall now proceed to consider the question
who is an orasachild.
(16) 3 L.B.R., p. 8.
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The word is a Pali word. In the Burmese form
KIRKWOOD
it is 01i1OJ auratha and in its Romanized form it is.
alias
orasa. It means legitimate, own son. See Childer's.
MATHEIN
v.
Pali Dictionary. The word is used. in this sense in.
. MAUNGSIN.
the Dhmmnathats as distinguished from other kinds.
:MAUNG .KIN,
of children entitled to inherit, stich as, keittima,
. 'J.
keittaja, kittama, pubbhaka and app·atittlza. &e
section 16 of U Gaung's Digest, Vol! I. The distinction between anauratha (a child born in bwful
wedlock), a kittima and an appalittha is clearly
drawn in sections 190, 191 and 192 of the same'
Digest. Reference may also be made in this connection to sections 198 and 199 of the same pigest.
And we have now been accustomed for'a considerable time to the use of the t.erm orasa as
meaning the legitimate child who is entitled to claim
a quarter share in the parental estate on the death
of one of the parents. There is no doubt some of
the Dhammathat writers use the term orasa baldly,.
e.g., II Let the orasa take a quarter of the estate"r
whereas some are careful to indicate which child
is meant by orasa while other do not call the
child by that term at all, but declare that the son or
daughter who planned and worked with the parents
and who continues the £'amily is the one entitled to
have preferential treatment in regard to inheritance.
In the texts collected in section .30 of the Digest.
which deals . with It Partition between mother and
son on the death of the father," the son who is
given a preferential right (whether to certain specified
property or: a quarter of the parental e'3tate either to
himself solely or to be divided with his brothers) is
called OJ':n§: or jetthaputta in the following Dhamma:...
thats :-. .
Pyu-jettho. OJ'J:§:OJt§1I puttosa, OJ'J:GOJ'Jo~p:C\)t§:@~~=
The eldest, if a son, or the first-born child, If a son.

VOL.
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to Childer's· jettho means chief,. best,

Vila·sa :xl')!§:GO)')o)':J: The eldesf child who IS a
son or first-born child who is.a son.
lVaru :xl')!~:e361:xl = . eldest or first-born orasa.
Dha1'nmathatkyaw }
.. Tr.t
.
. same. as vt asa.
.'.
R ag
S01'1da same as Pyu.
Kyetyo :xl'):§~:x>8!@:-First-born son or daught~r. .
He is termed OJ,)!ffi; Thagyi in the" following
Dharmna thats :-.. .
Manugye, A1J1Webonand Dhamma. Thagyi means
eldest son.
The term :xl')!~g§6IOJ Thagyi auratlza is used in
the following Dhanmlatlzats:Vanl1ana, Hlarulinga and Citara.
. OJ,)!~C§6IOJ II auratha among s·ons" occurs 1Il
TiVarulinga.
:xl'): or SSt:xl is used in the following :-.
Kunjalinga, Manuyin,Kunja.
Iolc!dl~!:£:xl")g "son known to the officials" is used
by Kyannet. This means a recognised son, such as
son born in lawful wedlock.
The expression OJ,)!OJt§oo::n036[Jo:>t§GO:xlt§@~~ if the
son takes the place of the father, is used in
Vicchedani.
00
~ o~· coS: GOJ,) OJ')! the son who bears the
father's burden or responsibilities IS used In the
following Dhgmmathats :Mano, Kainza, Myingun, Kandaw, Tejo, Vannadhalnma, Manuvanna.
. In the rest of the Dlzammathats, namely Viniccaya,
Pakasani, Rajabala, Manu, Pat/a1l}, Dayajja and,
Dhammasara the word :xl')! tha son is used.
The e.arliest of these Dhanz17lthats, are Pyu (89
B.E.), Vilasa (455- B.E.), War¥(643 B.E.). These
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\lse the term OJ')g~gTha-u. Then came Ma1'lugye
n:IRKWOOD
and Dhamnza (both 1114 B.E.) which use the term
M/~~sEIN OJ')g~g Thagyi. Then in 1126 B.E. came Vannana
~. s'
which uses the expression OJ')g~g§fi)OJ Thgayi aurallza.
M AUNG IN ••
Then came Manuyin \1129 B.E.) in which 86100)
MAUNG KIN,
J.
auratha or Oo)')g§fi)OJ Tha auratha is used. In 1129
B.E. Rasi was published and the term Oo)')g~gC:O)')d~pi
Tha-u-yaukya is used in it notwithstanding the fact
of the term Oo)')g~g Thagyi o:>')g~g§fi)Oo) Tltq,gyi auratha'
and 8fi)OJ fluratha having been used in the meantime
by some of the other Dhammathats. In 1143 B.E.
Sonda which uses the term' Oo):)g~g Tlia.u, o:>')g~g§61::)J
Thagyi auratha, appeared. In 1165 B.E. Kunjalinga
was published. It gives the rules of partition between
mother and son on the death of the father and says
that if the i:;on is aU1'atha, he shall get one-quarter
. and the mother three-fourths.
Of the above Dhanl1nathats in which the term
OJ,)g§: occurs, reasons· are given for the preferential
treatment in the following :--'
Pyu- The son continues the family.
Vilasa-Because the parents obtained at the com. mencement of their wedded life by their earnest
prayer . .
. he helps in the acquisition
of property.;.
he succeeds to the father's
office and co~tinues the family.
'"
Dhammathatkyaz,eJ }
Rasi .
same as Vila sa. .'
Kyetyo
.
..
..
.
All the Dhamnu:dhats mentioned in section '30 of
the Digest, when considered as a whole, lead to the
inferene,; that it is the eldest-boni legitimate son
who is entitled to claim a quarter of the parental
estate from his l1tother on the death -of the father,
provided he has helped the parents in the acquisition
of property and takes the deceased father's place and
1924

.0.

~

{;ontinues the family. It appears that the Dhatnnwthats take it for granted that the son, if competent
to do so, wiJI take his father's place and continue
1he family, but" whether this duty ,is a mere moral
obligation or can be enforced at law is at present
undetermined so far' as decisions go" (17). Al1d
this eldest-born SOI1, who is L'ntitled to a quarter share,
·is by later Dhammathats called an Orasa.
According to section 62 of the Digest this eldest"'born son may be superseded by, and the position
he might have enjoyed may go to a younger son
who fulfils the conditions, while he does not.
It may be argued that what is ma:terhll is' the
fulfilling of the conditions and not the order in
which the sons are born, so that even where the
eldest-born is a daughter, a son who fulfils the
conditions would be entitled to the quarter share
from the mother on the death of the father.
.
In my judgment· the argument is not sustainable.
It can only' be founded on Dhall111;athats noticed
above which do not call the son" entitled .to the
.share by any de~cription, such a Tha-u, t!lagyi,
thagyi auratha, or aU1'atha, but which describe him
only as the son who bears the father's burden or
responsibilities. It appears to me that these Dharmnathats put the matter in a comprehensive form, because
whether the' claim is 'made by the' eldest-born son
or by a younger son, the conditions mu~t be fulfilled.
These Dhci1'1l11latilats do not in my opinion, ,contradict the proposition that the eldest-born son if
competent, can claim the share from the mother and'
if nut competent, he will be superseded by another
son who is competent, but that if the eldest-born is
not a' son, the right to a quarter share. does not
'--

'

(17) Per Jardine, J.C. in Mi Saung v,
p 192

at p 204.
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exist in favour of a son, though he may be the eldest of
the sons. I have deduced this by a consideration of
alias
the Dlzarnmathats alone.
MA THEIN
11.
I get the following results :-In dealing ' 17 ith the
MAUNGSIN.
right of the child who is given a preferential rightrAtiNG KIN,
J,
(1) earlier Dha111111athats call him II Tha-u "..
and the right is given him because he
fulfils the conditions as to which the
leading Dhani1nathats are in substantial
agreement;
(2) later Dhammathats such as, Manug)~e and
Amwebon call him "Thagyi" ;
(3) other· Dhammat hats of later dates call him
" Thagyi auratha " ;
(4) still later Dhanunathats call him merely
aU1'atha ;
(5) there are some Dha11l11lathats -which do
. not call him by any description but Bpeak
of him merely as a son who bears the
father's burden, their authors probably
thinking that it is unnecessary to state
the rule in detail, because the fulfilment
6f the condition is the essential thing,
Read all these Dhammathats together and the
conclusion will. be reached that those which speak
of the son who bears the father's burden do not
appear to contradict the others. Because they were
not read in the way I suggest, did Sir George Shaw
go wrong inMi Min Din v. Mi HIe (18) whenhe
held that the eldest-born son means the eldest son"
. not necessarily the eldest child.
There is another ruling which appears tome to:
be contrary to my view: That is in Ma Ein Thu v..
JllJa RIa Dun (14) in which it had to be ascertained

KiRKWOOD

.

' . . '

(18) (1904-06) 2 U.B.R.B.L. Inheloitance, p. 11.
(14) 5 B.L. T. 73.

'.'
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.
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whether the second child a daughter was fhe orasa
for the purpose of section 163 of the Digest. It KIRKWOOD
alias
. was not certain whether the eldest child who pre-· MA THEIN
deceased its parents in its infancy was a son· or a MAU~G SIN~
daughter. - rwomey,
J., held that if it was a da~ghter, MAUNG KIN~
.
the eldest surviving daughter \vould be aural ha.
J.
This view is perfectly correct. But the learned Judge·
observed that the fact that the eldest child was a son
would make no difference. He appears to have
thought that the fact was a negligible ql1-;intity as he
stated :-At any rate I see no reason to think that
they (the texts in section 163) do not apply tq a
family where the only children arriving at maturity
were two daughters and the only other child a: son
who died in infancy. No texts are cited in support
of this second .vie'..v propounded by the lea.rned Juqge.
The next question for consideration is the right
of a daughter to a quarter share. Section 33 of the
Digest which deals with the partition hetween father
and daughter on the death of the mother has to be
considered. Although the number of Dhanzmathats
which gives the eldest'-born daughter the right to
claim a quarter share from the father.is smaller than
that of the Dhamamthats which give the son the
right to claim this share from the mother, yet the
important Dhanwmthats, viz., 111anugye, Vilaas, Dl:a11lmathatkya'w and A11'twebon declare the right in her
favour and it is well-known that the case Jaw on '
the subject is to the same effect.
. It is therefore correct to hold that eldest-bortt
leKitimate daughter is the orasa who has the right to
claim a· quarter share from the fat her on the dlat k
oj the mother;
It has, however, been contended that the eldestborn daughter will be ousted from her position as
an aurasa, if there is a son.
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In Mi Saung v. Mi Kltn (17) Mr. (afterwards Sir
John) Jardine, J.e., observed :alias
" Under certain circumstances the eldest daughter
MA THEIN
'11.
" at least when th~re is no son competent to
MAUNGS"!N.
assume the pa~ental duty, takes the paraphernalia
MAUNd" KIN,
of the deceased mother,
T.
These rights are addilional to the fractional share
of the inheritance, which on the deat11 of one
parent the eldest son or the eldest daughter is
entitled to demand from the surviving parent."
The learned Judge cited no authority for limiting
the eldest daughter's rights to the case where there
are no sons. This ruling was followed "by Mr.
Hosking, J.e.jin Ma Me v. Ma Myit (19) and again
there were no reasons forth-coming.
In Ma Mya TIm v. Maung Po Thin (20) it" was
laid dGwn by Mr. Birks, J.e., that where there are
both sons and daughters the" eldest son is preferred
to any daughter. Now in that case the father had
died, and the claim was ~ade by the youngest son
(who was also the youngest child) where the eldestborn was a daughter and third child, a boy, had
died in infancy. Ii: was taken for granted that bad
he not died in infancy the third child would, if
competent to take bis father's place, have been the
orasd entitled to claim the quarter' shar"e from the
mother; But the texts cited by the learned "Judge
show that it is the eldest-born son who was, under
certain cirumstances, entitled to the share and that,
if he does not fulfil the conditions, "a younger son,
being competent, will step into the position. If in
that case the" YOi.Inger son had stepped into the
position of the eldest-born son, then there 'vvouid
be no doubt the decision was correct. The case was
KIRKWOOD

(17) Chan Toon's L.C. Vol. I, p. J98. (99) Chan Toon's L.C~, Vol. I, p. 275~
(20) Chan Toon'sL,C. Vol. II, p 61.
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one where the father had died and the eldest daughter
could not have claimed to be the orasa for the
purpose of claiming a quarter share.
In Anirathan v. Mi Tha Til U (21) the eldest
daughter sued her mother and her brothers for a quarter
share.' It was held by Mr. Birks, J.C., that tile
plaintiff could 'not claim the share while there were
sons. It, was, however, unnecessary to take the
existen<:e of younger sons into consideration, because
the case was one in which the eldest daughter could
not represent her deceased' father. Section 156, 157
and 158, of the AttaSlinketa Vannana .Dhammathat
were cited as being in conformity with the principle
enunciated· in Ma' Mya TllU's case which was relied
on.
In Maung San Dwa v. Ma Min Tha (22) a sixth
child, a son, was held to be entitled to demand a
quarter share from the mother on the death ", of.th~,
father; though there were two sons older .than the
plaintiff. Fox, J., folIowedMa Mya Tim's case. It
was contended by Mr..Hla Baw' that the son entitled
to claim the share is the eldest-born son on the gro~nd
hat in section 63 of the Mamt Vannana Dhammalhat
and in the extracts fram the Vilasa and,Dhamn'uztlzatkya'leJ, given under sections 32 and 34 of thG
Digest the term used, when r.eferring to the son
who should get a larger share than the other
children is" Tha-u" or first-born son. The le~rned
Judge disposed of the contention thus: "These terms
are however not universally used; in section 5 of
Book X of the Manugye, which section directly bears
upon the present case the terms used are '.'. Tha-gyee "
which I take to mean the chief son who would
naturally be the eldest of them, unless afflicted
(21) Chan TOcn's L.C., Vol II. p.65.
(22) Chan Toon's L.C., Vol. II, p.207.
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with any of the diseases or defects· enumerated in
section 36 of the same book, Mr. Justice Birks'
judgment was based· upon a general view. of the text
bearing upon the question,· and see no sufficient
reason for doubting its correctnes~." In this· case
also the claimant was made against the mother and if
the claimant was enti tIed to supersede one of his two·
elder brothers, there would be nothing to say again~t
the decisIOn. But, with great respect the learned
Judge erred in thinking that there was any difference
in meaning between the terms" Tha-u " and Il Thagyz"
The veri fact that the DhammatJutfs spealc of the
possibility of the Thagyi being superseded by a
younger son shows that Thagyi is the same as Tha-u
"Thagyi" has been rendered as II big son" by
advocates .to suitt-heir own cases. Thagyi is the·
abbreviated form of Tha-allyi, which must mean the
eldest son.. I have not come across in any of the
Dhammathats any expression which is equivalent to the
.English expression , I I eldest surviving-son."
In Maung Seik Kaung v. Maungpo Nyein (23) a
Bench of two Judges of this Court, after referring
to sections 155; 1S7, 159 of the Altasankllepa VOJ'mana
Dhanmiathat, carne to the· conclusion that the Tules
in those sedions proceed on the principle of the son
getting a portion if his father dies, and the daugthers
if her mother dies; but that thecase of both daughters
and sons is not distinctly provided for. The learned
Judges do not appear to have referred to the original
texts. In section 155 the existence of younger:-sons
and daughters is clearly contemplated, because it says
that the kanitha younger sons and daughters o.:J,):o)~:
shall not demand inheritance until the mother dies.
In section 156 which gives the auratha share to the
. oj) Chan Toan's L.C ,Vol. II, p.

67
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daughteron the death of the -mother, it is declared
that the kanitha sons and daughters shall "not claim KIRKWOOD
inheritance until the father dies. _So that in both the MAalias
THEIN
11.
<cases of father and mother predeceasing his or her MAUNG:SIN.
,consort, the existence of younger sons and daughters
is not lost sight of and HIe law as regards them is MAUNGKIN.
J. ,declared. As Attasankepa is looked npon only as an
,exposition of ,expert opinion, we shall now turn to
the older Dhammathats and ascertain whether this
,expert opinion is justified. In section 30 of the
Digest:-Dhammathatkyaw speaks of GpoSo:>?:n f!auktlta in
'referring to the other children. No pouot 0:>':>:11 tha
there is used in the sense of ,children. The tenn in
this connection means later children.
Manugye gives three shares to the mother and
-;OJ?:OJB:coSn Tha thaminge, younger sons and daughters.
Sonda says that to the o:>'):co5o:>B:co5ll fhat1ge
lhanzinge, younger sons and daughters, however, suit•
.d;ble shares should be given. -

AmWebOn}-Dhamma say that the three parts should go to the

mother and the ~cC£~QcoS younger· brothers and
:sisters. _The other Dhammathats are silent on the point.
Of the Dham/'1'lathats collected in section 33 of the
Digest-Dhamnzathatkyaw mentions younger sons and
"daughters, and Rasi and Kyteyd'speak of those sons
,and daughters other than the eldest daughter. In the
·extracts given' in section 31 of the Digest-VlTllsa
contemplates the existence of other children as it
says 0:>?.:§:~0:>t§C\jj6'lGroO:>OJt§:N - It is only the eldest
'\-vho should 'get.'
These materials are suffici~nt as showing that
-sections 30 and 33 of the Digest contain rules as
regards the eldest child's quarter share -where there
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are sons as well as daughters and justify the expert
opinion contained in Altasankepa. The authof of
alias
MA THF.~N that work was also the' author of the Digest.
During
MAU:~ Se:IN. the regime of the l<l:st hvo Bllrmese Kings and for
many years after the Allnexation until his death.
MAUNG K I N , '
. '
•
J.
U Gaung was the greatest liV1l1g authonty on Burmese
L3W and literature and I think his opinion may be
accepted even without the materials pointed out
above.
~
To my mind from the very fact that the Dhmnmathats speak of the eldest as having the right to
claim the quarter share, it is implied that there must
.be other children.
TI1e contention that the case of both sons and
daughters is not provided for cannot therefore be
accepted.
.' It has hO\,,:ever been urged that,as the Dhallimathats lo'ok upon the son as being superior to the
daughter, the eldest-born daughter cannot be allowed
tf) claim the quarter: share, where
there" are
sons~
,.
,
Among others, sections 140 and 150 have been
referred to in support oi the contention. These
sections and the others contain fules of distribution
after both the parents are dead. These are the rules
which this Court has disregarded in, Ma Kyi [()ii's
case. They do certainly show that the son is regarded
as superior to the daughter. But they do . not give
him. unless he is the eldest-born, any greater share
than the eldest of the daughters. For If the eldest
is a daughter and there is a son younger than she is
that son instead of getting a smaller share, in accord_
ance with the order of tilt: births of .the children,
gets a share equal to 'the eldest daughter, and in my
judgment wherever, in these rules, the word aura/ha
is used,it is used to indicate the eldest child but
not with reference to the. right to claim a .quarter
1924
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share' from the sUf-vivlog parent. When both the
121'L
parents are dead the question is"not \-tho is the eldest- KIRKWOOD
altas .
bom butwho is eldest of the .surviving children and MA ·THEIN
P.
all the surviving children will get theirfractional shares, Mi\UNG
SIN.
larger ,or smrller, according to the prj'ority o{ birth.
MAUNG K:iN,
T
In section 140
the Digest : Myingun says ·that a women may not say, cloo'Jg/l
06):::0 I am the a~t1'atha. .
Vicchedani says-" Even if she is the eldest
sister, she is not the auratha."
. In section 150...:....
Rasi says :-" If a son is born after the daughter,
let them. both have equal shares:' A woman shall
not say II I am the allratha."
Cittara says thd although a son is the' youngest
among children of whom .the others are daughters,
he shall not be' called a younger child, let him take
the elder's place, the place.of the father.
Kvannet .say.sthat although a son is born after a
daughte~,· the son :is more excellent then the daughter..
I n my opiniol1 when it is stated that the woman
may nCot 5:1)'," I am the .aurafha," it only means
that she may not claim the largest share In the estate
or, in other words, she may not demand the eldest
child s share (OCl~~~U).
\tVhen Cittara says that the son will take the
father's' place, it does not mean that he is given a
superior status. It only means that he gets his
,father's personal belongings. His elder sister is also
allowed to take her mother's personal belongings.
And his share in the residue is equal to that of his
eldest or elder sister,as tfle case my be.
I am therefore of opinion that Hartnoll, J" in Po
Zan. v. Maung Nyo (1) and Birks, J.e., in lJ1a '1Vlya
Thu v. M aU1'ig Po Thin (20.) were . not j tlstifi ed in·

of

(1) 7 L,B.R 27.

53

(20) Cllan Tooll'$ L.C. Yol. II, p. 61.
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holding that the son is preferred to any daughter.
It appears to me that' though the eldest daughter is
. alids .
MA THEIN prevented from claiming the orasa share, i.e., the
V •.
largest share, there is nothing to indicate that the
M)\UNG SIN.
eldes.t son, her younger brother; becomes the orasa
MAUNG Km,
and
takes the largest share.
J.
There is an additional reason why these rules of.
distribution of inheritance after .both the parents 3t:e
dead do not apply to cas~s where the eldest daughter
claims a quarter share from her surviving parents, the
father. It is that the claim is allowed her under very
special circumstances and as a reward for her past
assistance in the acquisition of property and the
possibility (which the law-givers expected in the times
they lived) of her taking her mother's place and
continuing the family and controlling the younger
children as her mother had done in her lifetime. In
the' extract from Dhammathatkyaw '. which is given
in section 62 of th~ Digest we find the principle
8Cl~~:Go)S)8Cl:J.)OO6'(?1I OO\,l~:Go)S)8ClS8Cl6p1l "The eldest brother .
is in the position of the father, the eldest sister is in
the position of the mother .." This is in the mouth
of every Burman and it is clear from the fact of the
principle being recorded in that Dham111.athat word
. for word the same as it exists in the mouth of the
people that it is a well-recognised principle. And so
far aSIFlY experience goes the principle has never
been taken to mean that in the case of the eldest
daughter, only her young~r sisters give her the position
of their mother: The younger brothers also respect
her as they had their deceased mother. This happy
state of things exists to-day and long may it continue.
Another point is that even if those rules of
distribution among all the children q.re applicable to
the question of the eldest daughter's right to a quarter'
on the death of her mother,the younger son c3:nnot
~

K.IRKwoOD
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ta:ke her place, he can. only prevent her from claiming
.1924.
the right. Then in that case' fhere would be no KIRKWOOD
.orasa at all, a position whiGh the DJ,ammathats can MAa~:~IN
hardly be held to have contemplated.
MAU;~ SIN.
In my judgment it is really unecessary togo into
'the question of the applicability of these rules because MAUNJ~ K:N.
it is perfectly clear, as shown above, that the Dham:1nathats in giving a quarter to the eldest child have
in view the case of there being both sons and
·daughters in the family.
Arnong the Burmese Buddhists equality of the
:sexes is recognized in the Dham:mathats v..,'ith occasional
.aberrations to the effect that the male is superior to
the females. But when we come to consider what
:superior rights are given to the man, we find that
his rights are hardly superior to the woman's. Although
they borro\ved their laws from the Hindu Institutes
'Of Manu, the Burmese carefully refrained from
.adopting the sex inequalities of the Hindu Law.
For instance in Hindu Law the term aurasa was
applied originally only to the ligitimate son. Next
1he Rishis evolved him into a son of very superior
type,namely, the son begotten by a man on a wife
·of fhe same caste who was espoused in an approved
form of marriage with religious rites, was a virgin at
the time of her marriage and had not passed through
the marriage ceremony or a part of it with another
~an (24).
This was done on spiritual grounds.
in
Hindu Law a daughter is not called an aw'asa and
is not allowed to confer spiritual benefits on her
-father as the aurasa son is.
The Burmese borrow the word aurasa and
Burmanized it as auratha, but gave their own meaning
it suitable to the conditions of' family life which

a

'0

(241 Sarkar's Hindu Law of Adoption, 2nd edn., p. 57.
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they approved~ Thus they called a child (son or
KIRKWOOD
daughter) born in lawful wedlock an lluratha child,·
MAa~~~IN 'putting the son and daughter g~Ilerally on an equal
MAUN~ SIN. footing.
.
_.
I am therefore of opinion that it is ~rong to state
MAUNG. KIN,
J.. :
as in Po Zan v. iII a'ung Nyo (1) that the younger
child, a son, being competent to assume the duties·
bfan orasa must he preferred to his eldest sister"
even though she happened to be the eldest-born~
The case' of Po Hman v. M aung Tin (25) follo\ved.
the last· case •cited . herein without any discussion of
the texts and I ffiu5t respectfully dissent from it in
so far as it holds that the elde~t-born daughter is.
ousted from her position by her younger brother.
In the result I would hold that the eldest-born
legitimate daughter has the right to claim a quarter
share on the death of her 1'lwtherwhethel' she co-exists·
with. sons or not, and that the eltt~st-born child is the
orasa, although, as regalds the clabjt tp a quarter
.' share on the death of one 'of the pardl/s, it. 'l",ould
depend upon the circulllstances of each particular case:
whether the Glahn can be 'made or not, that is to say I
if the child isa son he can only l1wke the claimjron'l
the l1'lOther,. on the ground that he steps into his deceased:
fatlte1"s p,lace; similarly if a daughter, she can onlyclaim as one who takes lite place of her mother~ . It is .
clear also that there cannot be two 9ra~as) a male and'
a fenw le, in l he sa1j'zefamily, because an orasa is eit her
the eldest-born or the one who supersedes the eldest"
born.
If this view is correct! there will be no difficulty
in construing section 15 of the Manugye and sections
162 '. and 163 of the Digest.
The child who is the
orasa will be the child whose chIldren, being out·
ri24

(1)

7

L.B.R,. 27.

. ;(25),8 'L.B.R. 113.
":' .:~
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'of-time grand-children, will get a larger share in the
1924"
estate of their grand-parents than the issue of their KIRKWOOD
alias
uncle and aunts. They will under the present law MA THEIN
[Ma Kyi Kyi's case (16)J get the share which their MAU~GSIN.
deceased parent would have got, had he or she 1\''JAUNG
T -KIN
'survived his or her own parents. That deceased
J.
•
paren t will be the eldest-born son or daughter.
In section 15 of the Ma1'lugye and sections 162
'and 163 of the Digest words simIlar to 'those noticed
:above as oGcurring in '" the extracts given in section
30 of the Digest are found : Vilasa.-Thagyi auratha.
Myingun.- Thagyi.
M anugye.- Thagyi auratha.
Viniccaya.- Thagyi preceded by the Pali v.rord
jettho.
. Ma11U

Kyam1et

}

. ThagYi.

KUngya-}
Vicchedani
.
Cittara
Akogyl, eldest brother.
Kydyo
Vicchedani prefixes jettho to Akogyi.
The above are in section i62.
In section 163 we findViniccaya, 1I1anuvannana, Sanda prefixingjettha
to " Tlza11"zigyi " and" Hnamag;Yi" eldest sister.
So. that' with reference to the texts in the; sections
now under consideration, it must be held that the
eldest-born child is the one spoken of.
Section 15 contains three paragraphs, of which the
fil~St is for the" Thagyi a'w'atha" and the second for
the" Tlzanzigyi. " It has been contended, as counsel
for the respondent in 111a Saw Ngwe"'s case (26)
did that these two paragraphs are not mutually
(16) 3 L.B.R. 8.

(26) Chan Toon's L.C. Vol·. II, Ii . 210.
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exclusive and"that at least for the purpose of claiming
the larger share in favour of the out-of-time grandKIRKWOOD
children there can be two eldest children, eldest.son
alia>
MA THEIN
and
eldest daughter. I am unable to accept this
v.
MAUNv SIN. contention.
There are reasons why it should not
MAUNG KIN. be accepted, namely, (1) the official translation of
T.
section 212 of Attasankhepa is not correct. T'herefore
the texts -indicate alternativE; .cases. I am not in
favour of M1'. May Oung's,translation which i~ given
in his book at. page 248(2). Though the Dhanl-·
J'lwthatkyaw and Cittara in sections i62 and 16J
of the Digest m~p.tion both the eldest son and eldest
daughter in the same breath, as it were, it does not
indicate that the two cases are not mutually exclusive.
In support of the argument that the first two
clauses of section 15 of the M anugye are not altern-·
atives, the case of Mi Min Din v. Mi HIe (18) (an
Upper Burma case). has been. cited~ In that case
Sir George Shaw, J.e., decided that under section
15 of the Maungye there may be fwo orasa children,.
and dissented from 1I1a Saw Ngwe's case. Referring
to· that case, the learned Judicial Commissioner said"
" It was held that there cannot be two orasa children
(that is an orasa son and .an orasa daughter) in the
same family. This decision was apparently based on
s~ction 212 of the Attasankhepa. The published
English translation of that work seems to imply that
there. is either an orasa son or an orasa daughter~
but, not bothatthe same time. The Burmese is not
so uncompromising, and is perhaps open to another
construction, but, however this may .be I think there
can be no doubt that the numerous passages of the
Dharmnatlzats dealing with partition among several
sons and daughters refer to the special position
and privileges of the eldest or orasa son, and of the
'/J.

(18) (1904-06) 2U.B.R. Buddhist Law IIlherHance p. 11.
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eldest daughter as co-existing~ cf. sections 153 to 161
·1924
of Kinwun Mingyi's Digest. There is nothing in KIRKWOOD
sections 162 and 163 of thltt work which deals· MAa~~~IN
respectivdy with the case
of the eldest or orasa son M 'lJ. SIN.
.
and the eldest ~aughter dying before the parents-,
.
d'
I
'
·
.
.
th
t
MAUNG KIN
t1le t ext IS trect y In pomt. m
e presen case-to
J.
'
.show. that they are mutually exclusive." . If Sir George
Shaw's decision is· correct, then in the present case
both Ma Nyein Aung and Maung Po Cho would be
th~ eldest children whose own ~children will get
perferentialtreatrqent under section 15 of the Manugye
or under sections 162 .. and 163 of the Dig~st. I
have already expressed my view that the publisheq
translation of section 212 of the Attasankhepa ·is not
correct, and that it indicates that the first two clauses
are mutually exclusive..
As regards the other ground also of Sir George
Shaw's decision, I respectfully differ from him.
Sections 153-161 of the Digest do not show the
position and privileges of the eldest son and the eldest
daughter to be co-existing·under ~ll circumstances.
They are co-existing only in the case where the eldest
son is younger than the eldest daughter. Where the ..
eldest soh is older than the eldest daughler, the
son gets a larger share. In my opinion sections 153
-161 of the Digest do not help us on the question
whether there can be simultaneously an eldest son
and an eldest daughter t.hrough whom special
treatment may be claimed in regard to the inheritance
of,the grand-parents. I think the eidesl-b01'n childmale or fe1'llllle-is the child through whom his or her
children may clai1-n a preferential rzght in the estate Of
their grand-parents. 'It would be absurd to allow
female-for the purposes
two orasas-a male and
of the sections now under consideration, because
their children would then take away altogether one
AU~G

a
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half shar~ of .the estate. This, 1 think, is an absurd
and, illogical position, for the younger children 'will
alias
MATHEIN. then have only tl1e e~tate of their mother, namely oneMAU~~SIN. half, to inherit in. They would be deprived of their
i\L\U;;-l{IN,. inheritance in
estate of their f<tther. A child is
J.
entitled to inheritance in the estate of qDth its parents.
I have pointed out above that theeldesi-born
daughter's right to take her deceased mother-is place
,in the lifetime of her father is not ousted by a son
born aHer her. That vievv is again the proposition
that only where there are daughters 'the eldest claughte.r
hac). that right. I have also shown above that the
eldest sun or daughter withiri the first two paragraphs of section 15, and sections 162 and 163 of the
Digest is the same child who is entitled to preferential treatment on the death of one of the parents
as contemplated by the 'extracts in sections 30, 31,
.32 and 33 of the Digest. ,The view, taken .by Sir
George Shaw in Mi Min Din's case has been
dissented from by Mr. McColl,A.lC" in the
unreported case of Tha Dun v. TIVaing Gyi. Mr. Tha
Gywe refers to that case in his Conflict of Authority
in Buddist Law, Vol. II, at page 53. In that case the
eldest-born child was a daughter, the second and
third were Sons of U Tu ,md Ma Kin, Waing Gyi
was the son of the eldest daughter who had servived
her faiher but 'not her mother. The plaintiffs claimed
'a one-third share in the estate of the grand-parents
on the ground that he was the son of the oynsa
daughter. It was contended for. th~_defence that the
plaintiff's mother was' not the ora,sa, as she had
brothers, and that the eldest competent son shopld be
preferred to any daughter. Mr. McColl held' that
the' plaintiff's claim was good, and he said that
there was nothing to suggest that families consisting
of daughters only are referred to.
,1924
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In Ma Ein Th:"t's (14) case above cited, Tworiwy,
J., said that the texts stated in section '163:give the
issue of the eldest, daughter a share equal to that of
the youngest of its aunts, and thatthe(e seems to be
no authority for holding that these texts apply
exclusively to families consisting of daughters qnly, and,
as I said Qefore, he. treated the fact that there was an
eldest-born'son who died in infancy as being negligible.
\~/i th these observations I will, now proceed to
.answer the questions referred:
I answer"
Question 1.-ln the affirmative.
Question 2.-Where the eldest child' IS a
, daughter, no son can become orasa.
Qllestion.. 3.:-ln the affirmative.
Question 4.-ln the negative.
Question 5.~ln the negative, unless the son
is the e1desHJorn.
As regards Question 6, 1 may say that the word
./C transmit"
is not quite a happy term. The eldestborn son is the orasa. If he predeceased his parents
his children will have a right to preferential treatment as laid down in the first paragraph of section
is of the M amtgye, or section 162 of the Digest
If the eldest-born son died before he became ccm=
petent to take his father's place, a younger son, being
fully qualified, may become orasa, and, if that son
had predeceased his parents, his children will have
a right to the same preferential treatment. But, if
the
eldest-born child \:vas a daughter and predeceased
.
her parents after she had become competent to take
her mother's place, her children will have a right to
,the same preferential treatment. It is doubtful whethr
another daughter younger than a son can ever take
the place of the eldest-born daughter who is not

.

,

(14) 5 B.L.T. 73.
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competent, or died before she became able to take'
her mother's place.
As regards Question. 7, my answer is- the eldest
child being a daughter can claim on the death of her
mother a quarter share as orasa, and, if she then died
before her father without having got the share, her
children will have a right to preferential trecttment
contemplated by section 15 of the M anugye and
sections 162 and 163 of the Digest and if she then
died after her father but before she had claimed her
distributive share in Hie estate, her right of inherit.ance will devolve upon her children. The same
would be the case of the issue of any oth~r child
who died ·after its right of inheritance became vested
in it. Supposing the eldest-born child died after it
became entitled to claim a qnarter share under the
circumstances of the case, the question may arise
whether his childre.n will he entitled. to. claim .the
quarter share from their surviving grand-parents.
This question does not arise here and need not be
answered. 'But, if the eldest-born, though it might
have claimed the quarter share from the surviving
parent, did not and survived that par,ent, then the
child will no longer be entited to claim the quarter
'share but will have to share with the other children
and may in that case get more or less than the quarter
share it might have clairi.led.
PRATT, ].-It is, perhaps, a matter for regret that
the terms of this
. reference were drafted quite so
broadly and were not confined more closely to the
problems of the particular C2.se from which it ·arose.
. It appears necessary to summarise the facts briefly.
Plaintiffs were the children of Maung Po Cho, eldest
son of U Baw and Daw Hmo. Defendants were the
younger son and daughter of U Baw ~nd Daw Hmo.
~
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Daw Hmo died before her husband U Baw and
Maung Po Cho predeceased his father. Ma N yein Aupg,
the eldest child of the family, survived both her parents.
Plaintiffs claimed one-fourth of the estate of their
grand-parents, jure repr·esentationis, on the ground
that their- father, Po Cho, was the orosa child.
The District Court relying on Po Hman v; Maung
Tin (25), Po Zan v. Maung N)o (1) and Tun Myaing
v. Ba,Tull (2) held that Po ebo was the orasa child
of his parents', and' that his children were entitled
to share of a younger nnde, i.e. one-fourth in
this particUlar instance.
The specific problem therefore is whether, where
the eldest child of the family is a daughter, and
survives both her parents, the children of the eldest
son, who was competent to inherit and had attained
. his majority, are entitled to take the share of a
younger uncle on the ground that t.heir father was
the o1'asa son.
The term" orasa' originaqy meant nothing more
than born inlawftul wedlock, but was usuaJly applied
in the Dham111athats to the eldest legitimate child in
particular. In the Manugyt (quoted in section 16 of
the Kinwi1t Mingyi's. Digest) children born of a
union contracted by parental authority are designated
"o1'asa. '
The word has, however, frequently been used in
the rulings of the Courts, in a special sense., of the
child, who takes the place of a parent on his or her
death and is entiled to claim a one-fourth share of
the estate from the surviving paren t, and has been more
particularly ~pplied to the son in this connection.
I do not think there is any doubt that it is this
specialised use of the term o1'asa and· the double
sense, in which it has been applied, that has
---(25) 8 L.B.R. 113.

OJ 7 L.B R. 27.

(2) 2 L.B.R. 292.
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inadvertently been ,the cause· of some conflict in the
rulings of the Courts.
His necessary to distinguish carefully between
MA THEIN
V.
the
right of the child or children of the eldest child
(MAUNGSIN.
to take jure rej/Yesentalionis a sbare equal to that of
P.RATT, J.
the younger uncle or aunt on division of the parental
estate and the rigbt of the eldest son' or. daugbter
to take the place of th e paren t of the same sex on
his .or her decease and fo claim one-fourth of the
"joint estate from the surviving parent.
Had U Baw predeceased his wife and his son,
Po Cho, survived him, it seems clear that Po Cho
would' have been considered the onlsa son ",nd have
been held entitled to claim a one-fourth share of the
estate from his mother on his father's death; but it
does not necessanly follow that where he predeceaf'ed
his father, his children can claim a larger share than
other grand-children on the ground that their father
was the orasa son.
The term orasa, when applied to the ~ldest- child,
. whose child or children are entiled to aflarger sbare
of the inheritance by right of representation, is to
my mind ordinarily being used in a different sense
to that in which· it is applied to the son or daughter
entitled to .claim a' one-fourth share of the estate
from the survivor on the 'death of one of the
parents.
The law on'the question is laid do\yn in Book X, .
section 15 of the, Manugye, which, follovving the
accepted translation, runs as follows ;_..
III(lhe eldest son (tha~gyi) dies before his father
and mother, the law of inheritance bet.ween his son
and his son's uncle and aunts is this: Because in
case of the death of the father and mother, the
eldest son, being the auratha is called father, let his
son and .his (i.e., the eldest son's). younger brother
1924
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alike. If the eldest daughter (lhamigyi) di.e
1924
before the father and mother, this is the Jaw for the KmKWOOD'
alias
partition of the inheritance between her daughter, MA THEIN
and her. daughter's.uncle and aunts. Let the da~ghter' MAU;~·SIN.
of the eldest daughter and her (the eldest daughter's) PRATT, J
younger sister share alike, because, the eldest daughter,
when grown up, stands in the place of her mother."
. It will be noticed that the term attratha or 'ara.sa'
is ~pplied here only to the elcle.st son and not to the
eldest daughter and appears to be used in the Sense
of the legitimate SOil competent to inherit. In the
p;;lssage as translated above it will bes'een that .it is
quite possible that both the eldest son and the eldest·
daughter might predecease their parents, in which case
it might be inferred that the children of both would'
be entitled to the advantage of the right of represent.. ation and to a share equal to that of the surv.iving
_uncles and aunts. A reference to (he other authorities
on the subject leaves, however, little doubt that it
was not intended that this should be so.
The solution propounded by my learned brother
Maung Kin obviates this difficulty. After an exhaust. ive examination of the Dlzm'11111.athatsand. .r ulings he
comes to the conclusion that it is only the child of
the eldest child, \vhether son or daughter, who is
entitled to share with the YO~il1ger uncle or aunt.
If'thagyi' in section 15 is taken to mean the
eldest son being the eldest-born child, and 'lha11ligyi;'
the eldest-slaughter being the eldest child, then the
passage is clear and decisive and there can be no·
doubt that where the eldest child is a daughter, the
children oUhe e1destson, not being the eldestchild,
who predeceases his parents,' are not more favoured
than other grand.children.,
.
This is in accordance with the view taken by
Tha GY\~'e in his Conflict of Authority in Buddhist
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Law, where the question is very fully discussed and
the reaso,ns for the conclusion reached stated clearly
and convincingly. He used the term orasa in the.
sense Qf the eldest c'hild simply in this connection (27).
As, however, the rulings on the point are not
unanimous, it is desirable to iefer to some of the
leading cases.
In the Upper Burma case Ma Gun Bon v. Maung
Po Kywe (28), Burgess, J.e., laid down in 1897 after
an exhaustive examination of the. authorities, that if
the eldest· son or daughter die befqre the parents,
the children 'ar given the share of a younger brother'
or sister, on account of the superior claims of the
4uratha heir.
It is important to pate that it is only the children
of the eldest child, whether son or daughter, who are
here held to be entitled to the right of representation.
Auratha appears to be used in the sense of the
~eld est legitimate' child.
The principle involved was laid down very clearly
by a Bench of this Court in Ma Saw Ngwe v. Ma
Thein Yin (29) in these words :. "Among grand-children whose parents have
predeceased their grand-parents the only one who
ranks with the surviving uncles and aunts is the
eldest representative of the eldest child."
In the present reference. we are not, however,
concerned with the question as to whether it is the
eldest child only of the eldest child, or the children
collectively, who rank with the surviving uncles and
:aunts.
The case of Tun Myaing v. Ba Tun (2) qoes not
:assist materially as the question therefor consideration
was the position of the orasa son only and the

-'---- ----'------.....,-----------

(27) Conflict of Authority, Vol. II, p. 37.
(28)(1897-01) 2 V.B.R., p. 66.
(29) 1 L.~.R. 198.
(2) 2 L.B.R. 292.
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.devolution of his status. The principles involved
were again enullciated by Sir Herbert White, C.}., KIRKWOOD
in Po Sein v. Po Min (30). Ie If the 01'asa son or MAalias
THEIN'
,daughter predeceases his or her parents, his or her MAUNGV. SIN.
·ddest son, or his or her children togetller.:.receive
PRAT·T. J.
"the same share as their youngest uncle or aunt. But
:this is strictly confined, in all the texts, to the
·children of the orasa or eldest son or daughter. In
my opinion, the rule relates to the orasa son or
.daughter, strictly so called. There is no indication
that it has any reference to the eldest surviving son
or daughter, unless he or she is techni.cally the
.·orasa."
The cases of Ma Ein Thu v. Maung Hla Dun (14)
and Ma Su v. Ma Tin (31) extend the rule as to the
·orasa somewhat further, and lay down that if the
eldest cpild die before attaining majority, he or she
never become the orasa, and the next child if
,competent becomes the orasa, but they do npt materially
vary the established rule that the eldest child or
·children of the eldest child rank with the younger
'uncles and aunts. It will be observed that in their
,cases as in m~ny others there is a tendency to read'
..a special meaning into the word orasa, which is not
ipart of its striCt connotation.
Up to this point there' had been .n, practical
. comensus of authorities that the children of the
,eldest legitimate child only,' usually termed the orasa
were entitled to the right of representation, but in
. Po Zan v. M aUl1g Nyo (1) the son of' the eldest
daughter was held not to be entitled to share equally
with the sole surviving son on the ground that the
:son was the orasa and that the texts set out in

(14)5 B.L.T. 73.

(30) 3 L.B.R.45.
(31)6 L.B.R. 77.

(1)7 L,B.R.27.
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sections 162and :163 of the . Digest giving the child
or children of the eldest daughter special treatment
alias.
do not apply where there is ah orasason.
MA THEIN
v,
After careful consideration of the Dhm1l11Zl.j thats
MAUNG SIN,
and prev;ious rulings ont11is subject, I feel no doubt
P.RATT, J.
that here Hartnoll, J., Vias confusing the orasa or
eldest child,' whether son or daughter whose childrer.
are entitleg to rank with the youngerunc1es and
aunts on the. death of both parents by right or
representation as laid dow.n in Chapter XV, Book X,.
of the 111 anugye with the orasa son, who is entitled
to claim a one-fourth share on the death of his mother.
The point is well brought out in Tha Gywe's.
'Conflict of A,uthority' 32 and I agree with bis
opinion that plaintiff's mother in the case under
comment \-vas the orasa or eldest daughter and her
son was entitled to a share equal to that of his uncle.
The rule laid down in Po Zan's case (1) was
followed in Po Hnum v. Maung Tin (25) under similar
circumstances and here .again I think the learned
Jlldges were led to 8,' mistaken conclusion, through
confusing the claim of the orasa child to a one. fourth share of the inheritance from the surviving
parent with the Tights of the children of the eldest
legitimate or orasa child to rank with the younger
uncles or aunts on the death of both parents.
I am in entire accord with the view taken by
McColl, A.J.e., ofthe.Judicial Commissioner's Court
in. the Upper Burma case of Tha Dun v. TVaing Gyi:
(33).
.
My experience of the actvalpractice among the
Burmese is that it is the children of the eldest child,
irrespective of sex, who are considered to be entitled
KIRKWOOD

(25) 8 L.U.R. 113.
(31) Conflict of Authority on Buc1dl:ist Law, Vol. II, p. 51.
(33) qvil SJc\md Appeal No. 302 of 1909 of the J.C.V.B,'s Court.
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to preferential treatment and that so' far' as the right
of representation is concerned,' the c~lildren of,the
eldest child are never ousted bya son; who ,is not
the eldest-born, ,merely because' the eldest child
happened to predecease the parent ofthe same sex~
The rule laid down in Gun Bonv. Po Kyaw (28)
and Po Sein,v. Po. Min (30),thafit is only the
'children of the eldest
child, whether son or daughter,
.'
who are entitled to rank with the surviving uncles
.or aunts, is in' accordance with the weight of the
. Dha7hrnathats.
My conclusion therefore is that in section 15,
Book X of the Manugye the words". Thagyi" and
'« Tha11'li-gyi" mean the eldest so~ or daughter, being
the eldest chilCl, and the two paragraphs relate to the
alternative cases in which a san Or a daughtc:r
respectively is the eldest-born legitimate child.
The Manugye being clear and unambiguous, its
authority is incontrovertible.
.
I do not see my way toanswerthe reference \<vithout
regard to the facts of the case from which it arose.
My answer would he:- ,
.
(1) In ,a family consistingofboih sons'- and
daughters 'a :Child can attain the full status of Ol'asa
-prior to the death of its par~nts, in so far that, if lIe
or she predeceases his parents, his or her children
maybe' entitled to the: preferential treatment
prescribed inseetion .15, Book X 6f the Manugye.
(2) In such a family where the eldest child
is a daughter. no son can become Ol'asa until his
father dies, subject to -the proviso that ,the eldest
daughter attained her majority before:'her death.
(3) The question as to which is the orasa can
be decided~ 'so far only as- the right of representation
is concerned.
.
,

(28) (1897-01) ~ U.E R, 'p. 66.

54

(30)3 L.B.R., p. 45.
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.~(4) In such a family there cannot he two
OraS(l children in the sense of children Whose
.. (!lias~,1
~~ THEIN offspring would, in the event of their parents' death
MAU~~ SIN. be entitled to claim aI) equ.al share with their
KIRKWOOD

-

PRATT,

J.

younger uncles and ;umts.
But it is con~ei.V4:lble that where the orasa
eldest child was a daughter. and the .eldest son
attained his maj.ority before his father's death, he
would, on his fath~r's death he entitled to rank as
orasa for the PlJrpQ~eof claiming one-fourth of the
estate from his mother. It is to be noted that orasa
is here used in two distinct senSes.
(5) It follows from my answers to the previous
questions that sons are not· always pr~ferred to
daughters as ( oyasa. '
(6) In such a family when theddest .child is
a daughter ,th!=recannot ' be .an oraSlt son, who
predec~asing his p.arentscan transmit to, his children
a right to preferential treahnent in the division
of the estate, assuming that the eldest <:hild kUained
majority and .did not forfeit her status as OJ'Qsa.
(7) The eldest child, being a daughter, can
transmit to her children a. right to pryfer~ntial treatment in the <jivision of the estate J ,3J)d there is
authority fOr .balding that on h~f mother predeceasing her fat.ber she can claim a quarter share as
Q1'(Jsa. I do not, however, consider th~determination
. of th~ )a,t!er point is nec~ssary for the purposes of
the presenttreferenc~.
'.

-

,

.'

~

'

j,-Maung Baw and ¥a Hmo had' four
childre.n, namelyM.<t Nyein Aung, PoCho, Maung
Sin <l,I}d Ma ijga Ma. Ma Hmo die<i first, then Po.
Cho, then Maung B<tW and then Nyein Aung. After
the death of. Ma Nyein Aung,Po Cho"s children
sue,d the, other survivlng heirs, inc1uping Maun~ Sin
HEALD,
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.and Ma Nga Ma, to recover.one-fourth share of the
-estate of Mautig Saw and Ma . Hmo on the ground
·,that Po Cho was (luratha and that therefore they, as
his children, would be entitled to one-fourth of the
·es.tate..
The trial ;Court found that po Cho was auraiha
:and that his children were entitled to, a quarter
:share of the estate.
Maung .sin and M'a Nga Ma appealed and the
.Appellate Bench of this Court has referred toa Full
Bench the following questions :-.
.
(1) In a family consisting of both sons and
,daughters, can any child acquire the status of auratha
.prior to the death of either parent?
(2 If so, in suchtl family where the eldest
·child .is a daughter,canany ·son become auratha
before his :father dies?
(3) In ·such a fafilily, .can the question which
.cihld is auraiha ·be decided b.efore the death of
>either parent?
(4) Can there be in such a family two
·aurathas :?
(5) Are sons io be preferred to daughters as
a:urathas?
(6) In such a family can there be an auratha

son who, predeceasing his .par.ents, can transmit to
. his childre.n a right to pre.fer,entail treatment in the
<1ivision of the estate ?
;(7) 1£ so;' cal!lth~ eldest chi14, being a
daughter,o.n ;hermother predec.easirigher father,
'Claim a quarter shar.e a$ auraiha, or transmit tohe.r
children a right to preferentail' treatment in the
·division of the estate?
In considering these questions th~first~te.p is
to make certain what is meant by -the word auratha.
It is of course in common use throughout the b00ks
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on Hiildu law in the' forin of au rasa 'and, 'so far 'as,
I kno\v, is there always used ~n; the Sense of a son born
alias
MATHElN to a, man by his married Wife as distinct, from 'the
MAU:~ SIN, various oth~r classes of sons recognized in Hindlllaw,
many of whom are not begotten by the father at alL "
',The' ,Mitakshara derives the worclfrom "uras '1'
(the' breast) and says, "-'The issue of the breast (UJ'Qs)
is the legitimate son I aurasa). He is 'one born of a
legalwife,and a son-begotten by her husband on her is;
a true and legitimate son j ~atJd is Chitf'in j'ank (34).
The word is common iri this sense. in the
Burmese law books also,ancl '1 need not do more
thanrMer to the definition given in the 81st section
of the X Book of Malliigye which gives a list
of "twelve classes of children the first 'of the
iwelveclasses being" children born' to a young
couple given in marriage by' their parents 'and
called iiuratha~11 This list seems' to be based either
on sotne Hincli.,i law book or on some source on '
which the .Hindu books also drew, since most of
the: Hindu books also divide ,sons 'into ," twelve
classes of whom aurasa is always ficst (35),and the
subsequei'it, passage in lvl (JJiitgye; "Of. thes-e twelve
the ~turafha 'only' has the full right, toinherit·the
ptopel'ty,6f the patents," also' Seetns· to' have been
take!1 ,'either ,from' Hindu la\.v·or: from 'SOme common
sOllr'eb,::since we findpl"~ctically the same words.
following the mention of the twelVe: classes of saris
in Vivada Chinfarnan((36), \vhiCh says l(,MCiJ;i::u " and
other legislators have said that,rfot\vithstandingother
kinds ofsonsi the-legitiniatesolF alone-,receives the~
''''hole eshtte6f his father•
KiRKWOOD
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------'----(34) Stokes:':Hindu Law Books, p; 410.
(3-5) Se,eM!lyne's HinduLaw,p. 82 (7th:EdWon),
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" (36) Tagore Law Lectures, 1880,p', SIS, cj.F'orchamlner's Jardine Pri2;~
Essay;p.49, C " , '
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It was natural that when the writers of the
Burmese law .. books carr.e to translate II auratha "
they should· render . the word as II tha-gyi 11 or
41 tha-u" that is (. big son" or "first son" and that
when they adapted the rules of the ancient law to
the conditions of the Burmese family, they should
regard the auratha as the "eldest" as distinct from
the younger children. I say "children" rather than
·11 sons" because ev~n in Hindu law the use of the
word aurasa' was not confined to sons. It was used
{a mean "legitimate issue" whether sons or daughters
;(37), and in the Burmese law books it is clearly used
to include daughters as well as SOIlS. In fact in section
73 of the f,JTagaru the phrase "auratlta daughter"
is actually used iIi the Pali, the parallel words in the
Burmese text being" thmni-akyi" (the eldest d~lUghter).
I think therefore th.at "auratha" as used in those
passages in the Dhanzmatltats which it will be necessary
to consider for the purposes of the present reference
may be taken as meaning the" eldest child;" that the~'
parallel Burmese words (( tha-u "or" tha-kyi " may also
be taken as meaning the "eldest child 11 except where
. the. context shows that. they mean the "eldest· chi!dbeing a son," and that aUI~atha dita (that is auratha
daughter") and" thanzi-u" or "thami-akyi" must be
taken to me~n the" eldest child' being a daughter:"
It is now necessary. to review the· passages in the
principal Dhmmnathats which deal with the rights of
the auratha in the sense of " eldest child," and not in
the original sense of (( legitimate son" as distinguished
from the various in'ferior classes of sons, and as it \vill
be convenient to consider them, so far as. possible, in
order of date, I shall take them in the order in which
they are placed by Dr. Forchammer, because he gives
reas'ons for that order and because in certain cases there
(t

.t37/ Stokes' op. cit.., p. 498.
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is reason to believe that the dates and order given in'
section 4 of the Digest are doubtful. Complete copies.
alias
of many of the Dha11'lmathats have not yet been printed.
MA THEIN
7J •
so that in many cases all that is available is- the extract~
.\ fAUNG SIN.
given in the Digest.
HEALD, J.
The earliest Dhammathat' is the Vilasa which is:
sai·d to have been written in Talaing abotl't the end of
the 12th Century. A commentary on it was vvritten.
about; the m,iddle.of the 17th Century' and it was·
translated into Burmese in the latter haH of the 18th
Century.
.
The rule given::in this Dhammathat 1 as I read it,.
is that if the el destchild is a son and has helped
the parents .in their business, then, when the father
dies he gets his father's personal and official belong•.
ings and the mother gets her personal belongings..
The rest of the estate is divided into four shares of
which the mother and younger· children get three and.
the eldest son one. The ~ldest son gets one.fourth,.
however many other sons there may be (" even if there
be ten sons they geE one share out of-the three ").
If the eldest child is a daughter and the mother
dies; the eldest' daughter gets- the' mother'sp.ersonal
belongings' and 0ne'·fourth of the rest of the estate..
It is to be~ n'oted however nlat the d'es'Crrption of
what I have called the rest Of tne estate does not:
mention inHnov~able·property..
If the eldest is a son ~md the mother dies or the;
eldest is a daughter and the father dies, the' same
rule is said to apply. Apparently therefore according
to this Dhammanzat the eldest ehild, whether a son or
daughter, gets one"fourth of the- estate, excluding,
personal belongings, whichever parent dies, but one'
istempfed to think that in cases where the compiler
of a Dha1'11mathat does not state the rule expressly
in extenso, but contends himself with saying that the
CIRKWOOD
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same rule applies, he may have; been misled by a
certain fondness for analogies which appears through.
out the Dhammathats and may have been led into
generalisations which, if the rules had been expressly
stated, would have been seen to be unwarranted.
As for 'the rights of grand-children, the Vilasa
says, fl If the eldest brother dies before his parent,
his son, if the son' isauratha, shall receive as his
shar'e of his father's infieritance as much as his father's
younger brothers, ~, and again" if the eldest grand-child
is auratha, among the deceased's children let him share
equally with the younger brothers (of his father).
The grand-children lower than .the eldest auratha
. grand-child shaH receive only ont-fourth of the share
of their father's younger brothers." "If the eldest
sister dies before her parents, the rule is the same.
.n the eldest sister's child is aura/ha, let him have
as his mother's share of' the inheritance the same'
share as his atmts."
I am inclined to think that the auratha grandchildren referred to in these passages' are the children
of the aurattza child, and thi'S, as: will be seen later,
is tne interpretation which has been put on the rule
by the Courts, but it must be admitted that that is
not what the Dham11'lathat act'U'ally says.
is
just possible however that in tnese passages the
word autalha was used in its earlier sense of
H legitimate."
'the next important D!lammatllat is HTagaru which
was wriHert in TaIaing about A.D~ 1300 and was
translated into Pali and Burmese by Buddhaghosa
the Less about A.D. 1473. Of this we have a copy
written in A.D. 1707. This Dhanunatliat is called
Manusara in Dhrwmuzthatk;-aw (see below) and it is
admittedly the basis of many of the subsequent compilations. It is important for our present purpose
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as showing that as early. as the' 15th Century
the Burmese law writers regarded (( tha-u" or
alias
or "big son") and "thanziMA THEIN " tha-kyi " ((, first son"
v.
akyi
("
big
daughter
")
as representing .the Pali
MAUNG SIN.
aura/ita.
HEALD, J.
Sections 71to 74 contain the following rules : " On the' death of the father the' cmra/ha first son 1
. shall get the 'personal belongings of his father and of
the remaining property the mother shall receiv~ threefourths, .the other one-fourth share being divided
between the oti1er children and the eldest .son
(' tha-kyi').
" On the death of the mother the auratha daughter
(' thmni-akyi ') 'shall get the personal belongings of
her mother and of the remaining property the father
shall receive three-fourths and the remaining onefourth shall be divided between the eldest daughter
and the rest of the family."
On the subject of the rights of grand.children, the
Wagaru lays down no rules,.
'
The next important Dhmnmathat seems to be the
Dlzal1'l1nathatkyawor Kosungchok which is in Burmese
and was compiled about A.D. 1580. It' contains
;references to: Vtlasa and. !'Vagaru (wh~ch it calls
.Manusara) and also to an older DlzanunathatkyQ'W.
It gives the' following rules.
"If the father dies first, the rule for division
behveen the' mother and the auratha first son is as
follows: If the son has been dutiful he shall get
his father's pers0!1al and official belongings. The
mother shall get (her, own) female slaves. The rest
of the estate shall be divided into four shares. The
. mother shall get three shares and the son one ·share.
On the father's death' the eldest ~'on gets a share of
the estate, because he is the person who will sari"y
on the fathyr's. duties. On the death of the mother
KIR'KWOOD
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the eldest daughter shall get her .mother's personal
belongings and one-quarter of the rest of the estate.
The father· shall get the remaining three-quarters.
On the death of the father the eldest daughter, if
nothing has been given to her and there is property
to be divided, shall get a pair of buffaloes, ten cows,
three bullocks, and one slave woman who can cook..
The mother shall ~et the rest of the' estate.
" On the death of the mother the eldest '(first)
son, if he has not already ~ received anything shall
get a pgir of .buffaloes, a pair of bullocks, ten
cows and three bulls. The father shall get· the
rest. "
As for the share of grand-children the Dhanunafhatkvaw says:.......
"If the eldest brother or eldest sister dies before
the parents, then if there is a first grand-child by them
those grand-children shall receive half· as much
as their. father's or mother's younger brothers and
sisters," but this rule is alm-ost .certainly the reslilt
of a mere mistake, the writer having misunder:stood
the provision in. the· earlier books that the .granc1children should II share equally" with their uncles and
aunts.
The next important Dham1'l'wthat is known as
Kail'1gsa or Maharajadha1111l1athat and is referred to in
M anusaraShwemyi1t as the fourth revision of the
A{Mzusara, the third being the vVagal'u. It is in Pali
and Burmese and was compiled by Kaingsa, otherwise
calleel Manuraja, apout A.D. 1630. It contains references to the Dharnmai hakyaw an d .the" Talaing
Dhatll1nathats ,) but rests its authority not on Manu, as
the older law books did, but on the of the ipse dixit of
the author himself who is called Manuraja. According
to Dr. Forchammer it is the first DhaHzmthat which is
distinctively Buddhistic.
.
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It ~ives the following rules :"On the death of the fatheT the son who is,
competent to bear the father's btlrden shall get his.
personal and official belongings, also' his lands and
house, of the livestock, and deadstock sUGlir as metals
and grain, he shall get one share and the mother three:".
The reference to lands in this rule is un'(~xpected,.
but it probably refers to land' held by the father as an
appanage of his office, which are mentioned in tbis.
connection in Vilasa" particularly as liands are not
mentioned in the' following passage, ""hich also
describes the property received by the son~ on his.
father's death, btit are apparently covered by the
reference to the father's "office." It win be noted that
all the property of 'which the eldest son gets a quarter
share is moveable.
H On
the death of the 11lother the mode of
partition behveen the daughters, and father is as,
follows; The daughters is to get her mother's
personal belongings, a pai:r of bullocks,
pair
of buffaloes, ten cows, twenty goats, and oue sTave. , '
woman who can cook. The father is to get the rest.
of the property.
, "On the death of the father the daughter is to
get a married: c'ouple' of slaves" a pair of; bullocks.
and a hir portion' of grain. Th:c' nIethet' gets the:
rest of tl~'e property. Tl~e\ .fute fOF' pa::1'tiitiofli l&efween
the father arid sons Ofl the deafhof
., toe mother is,
that the son is; to get a pair of. buffaloes, a- pair of
bullocks, a pair of cows', a bull, twertt'y mfkh goats:"
and three he-goats. The fafher' gets the rest of the"
property'."
From this Dhammathat it would appear that.
only the eldest son is to get one-fourth of the estateon the death of the father, and that the daughter is
only .to get certain specified property, So far as the: .
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Digest shows, it gives norures as to the inheritance
1924
of grand-children.
KIRK\\OOoal'ias
. The next important Dham111athal is Manuyifl MA THEIN
which is said to be practically a rendering of MAU:~ SIN".
lItagaru in verse' with some slight additions. It HEALD, J.
refers to TtVagaru and: DhamlIlathatkyaw and
follows the older Dhamma"thals and' not Kaingsa. It
was compiled about A.b. 1750 and was translated
into prose a few years' later.
It gives' the rule for partition between the
auratha son and fhe mother / on the death of the
f
father as follows :-"'"I The
son' is to get his father's personal and
official belongings including lands attached to his
. office. Of the rest of the property he gets
one' fourth and his mother three-fourths.
1/ On the death of the mother the daughter is to
get· her mother's personal belongings and· one pair
of buffaloes and bullocks, ten cows, twenty goats
and one slave woman. The f£l,ther gets the rest.
(('Ou" the death of the father the daughter is to
get a married couple of slaves, a pair of bullocks and
buffaloes and some grain. The mother gets the
rest.
"On the death of the mother the son ~ets two
patl"s of· buffaloes and bullocks, one cO\\', twenty
she-goats and three he"go.ats. The other sons shall
receive small' shares even if there are ten' of them."
As for grand-children fhe M a'tluyin says: .......
I~ The' son of fhe auralha shall receive as much
as the youn'gest of his undes."
The next Dha111:mathat is Manugye which was
compiled in A.D. 1756. Of it Dr. Forchammer says
that it is not really a Code or Digest of Jaw,' but
rather an encyclopredic record of existing laws and
customs and of the rulings preserved in former
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Dharnrnathats, and that it does not attempt to
arrange the subject matter or to explain or reconcile
alias
contradictory passages. I~ike the Hindu Manu what
MA THEIN
. V.
the writer did It was simply to gather tile fossil iaws
MAUNG SIN.
of a former generation and mix them indiscriminately
H.I'.ALD, J.
with the laws whiGh were current in his age.
They do·. not harmonise with ~ each other. 'but
present the' appearance of a mechankal mixture, in
which the materials bear no affinity to each other."
:Mam,tgye has nevertheless acquired a pre-eminent
position among the Dharnmathats; largely bec£j,llse,
until the publication of Jardine's Notes on Buddhist
Law in 1882-83, it was the only Dhammathat which
had been: translated into English. In 1859 Major
Sparks said of it II The only Burmese Code of Law
which the Courts have had for the:r guidance is the
Dha1'I'lnwthat or Burmese version of. the Laws of
Menoo. This book is in a great measure obsolete,
. and is no more applicable to. the decision of suits
of t,he present day in the Courts of Pegu than are
the law of Alfred in the rnodernCourts of
England. It contains moreover a vast .number of
.con~radictory statements on matters of grave importance, mingled in almost inextricable confusior1\vith
the most puerile absurdities." He admitted however
that in. spite of "the utter want of sequence in, its
c(~mponent parts".'.' some points of this Code have
retained their vitality, and are as, familiar in the
mouthsqf thep~opl~. as household v;ord's" and he
undoubtedly based his Code on. it. In 1914 in the
case of Ma Hnin' Bwin v. U Shwe Gon (38), the
Privy Council referring to Cl Manu K'Vay whicq. for
so long had been recognised as: the leading guide
in the Administration of Justice" said, '1.It is not
KIRKWOOD
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seriollsly disputed that the authority of this text-book,
1924
where it isc1ear, as among the Dhl11nrnathats, is OIle KIRKWOOD
of the highest rank" . and: held· that were there is M:~'::EIN
no;ambiguity' in the ruleo£. Burmese Buddhist lavv,. ~'. .
.
.."
•
']\fAUKG SIN.
as :recorded In Manugye, the other Dha'lmnathab
- ..
do not require to be appealed, to. It is therefore HEALD. J.
clear that M Q1'lugye . must now be regarded as the
Dlzammathatof pre-eminent 'importance.
Manugye gives the following rules : "On the·' death of the father the eldest' ·son
(tlut-kyi) .. gets the father'spersomd belongings::' Of
tile rest of the property he gets one-quarter. and· the
mother and the rest of thec~lildren three-quarters.
On the' death of the il10ther,1he datlghter gets her
mother's personal belongings and the slave woman
who cooks. Of the rest of ,lhe prop~rty the
daughter gets one-quarter and the father three.
" On the death of the father the eldest daughter
gets one feinaleslave" two cows, two goats, a pair of
bu:ff~l.lbes, a 'plot of paddy land and the seed grairt~
The mother and the younger 'daughters get the
rest.
" Oil the death of the mother the eldest son gets
one slave, one pair of buffaloes, one pair of oxen,
two goats and: one plot of paddy land, and" the
father and younger children (arsons) get the rest.
This rule and, the last. apply only when there is
plenty of-,property. "
~,As fOf the rights of grand-children the Mallugye
gives the following rules :IIIf the eldest son (tha-kyi) dies before ,both his
parents, the rule for partition bet\ireenhis son and
the uncles and aunts is as follows: If the auratha
eldest soh (tha-kyi auratha) dies before his parehts
then because the eldest brother is regarded as~<tlle
father, the eldest brother's son shall share equaU·y
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with the yOl,.lnger brothers. If the eldest daughter
(ihami-kyi) dies hefore both her panmts, the rule of
.alias
partiiiio:nbetween the eldest daughter'sda1,.1ghterand
l\1A TH,EIN
'V.
her aUrU:B .is as foUows :~The ;elqest sister's daughter
·"MAUNGSIN.
sba.J!l
:sfiareequally withtheyotmg,ers:ist~rs, because
.HEALD. J.
the ~ld.ests:ister is :r:.e.gardedas th.e mother'."
The next ~three D hammathals· in o:r.der of date
are three compiled by Vannana Kyaw Din, na'mely
Manusara Shwe.niyin, Ma1.1U Vannavaciteo as
V.annano, and Jlinicchayapakasanicited as Vi1licchay.a. 'These were all compiled between A.D. 1770
and 1775.
.
Ma1'J.usara Shwemyin professes:to ~be a fifth
recension of Manusara, the TiVagaruand Kaingsa
being the third and fourth :recensions. It is based
on vVaga'1'u and Kaingsa, but takes materials from
M anugyealso. .It gives the fonowing rules :-.
. 'lOa the father's death t;hesO:ll gets the father's
personal belongingsal.ad one~ql,la,.rter :0£ ;the r.esidue
p,eca,use h.e takes ,bis :father's place. The rest goes
to the mother. DnJhe mother's death the son is
to get certain cattle and the father the rcst,and
the {ather is to make suitable p.rfovision for his
1924
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(IOn the father's death the daughter is to get a
manri~d conple of slaves, ,~edain cattle and a suitable
:,portion of grain,andthe mother i,s to get the rest.
The daughter is not to get a quart~r ,of the residUe
liket.h~ .:son."
..
I have been unable to;'find any ,definite rule in
this Dhaml1lafhal as to the .share cif grand~chiJdren.
:Section 60 mentions grand-children after children
:as he.~rsand section :61 says. that the nearer hei,rs
shall get ,hvo 'share,s ito the more· (iistant heirs one.
This ;::o-ropilatio.n ,doe:s . not seem to benmntioned in
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The J(annana which professes to be based on all
the earlier Dhammathafs, and not only on rVagaru,
Kaings.aand M anugye giv.es the following rules :II On1:h~ bth.er's deaththeaurathaeldest
son
getsh:is .ft,tiher'spers9nal hel<mgings, his office and
his official lands, and the mother gets her 'personal
belong-ln:gs. Of the residue, animate and ina,nimate,
the son gets a quarter and the mother three-quarters.
liOn the ,mother's death the daughter gets the
mother's personalbdongiogs and also one-fourth of
the resJ of the property, but lands are notexpres~ly
mentio:ned.
/( ,on the mother's death the .eldest son gets certain
cattle and the father gets the rest, but the father
must makesllita:ble~ro'Yisionfor the youngeTsons.
/( On the
father's. death the daughter gets a married
.
couple 'Of slaves,.pertai;1;l ;<;:atUe, a fair portion of
grain, and the mother g~ts the r.est."
As for grand-children the Vannana, as I read it,
says that On th:ecldest hrother'$ death hisaurafha
son (child ?.)gets the same 'shareas his father's
younger brothers, and that the eldest-,sister's childr,en
get an equalshar.e with the :mother'syo.U'ngersiSiters.
The Vinicchaya is .said by Dr. Forchammer to
omit many of' the contradictory, equivocal and
superfluous passagf,:S in Ma1'l,ugye,Manusara Shwemyin. al\ld Vanuana. Its .date is suppos.ed to be about
A.D. 1775.
It givesth~f<ollowingrules-:/I Partiti041 between mother .and sons after the
de.athof the father,: The son gets the father's horse,
offic;al equipment. and sword. The mother gets
the female slaves. Of the rest of the property the
son gets one-fou:rthandthe mother fhree-fourths.
PartHion b.etw,een fafher and daughters after the
death ' 'of the mother: The daughter gets the
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'mother's personal ornaments alld clothes. The father
,gets the male slayes. Of the rest of the property the
MAa~~~IN' daughter gets one-fourth and the father, three-fourths.
MAU~G;SlN.
PartitIon between mother and daughters after
the
death of the father: The mother takes all the
HEALD, J.
property, animate and inanimate, but if the estate
he large, the mother should give to the dau~hter
a 'suitable share.
, , Partition between father' and sons after the death
'of the mother: "The· father takes all the, propertYt
but if the estate be large the father should give
to the sons a fair share of the grain, one buffalo,
one yoke of oxen, ten cows, ten little goats and
three he-goats.
As for the shares of grand-(;hildren it contains
the following rules :"If the eldest sari tha~kyi dies" his sons and
daughtersshou~d .share ,equally 'with his younger
brothers.
If, the eldest daughter (thami-akyl) dies, her sons
and daughters should share equally with;her younger,
sisters. " ,
" The: .vicchedal'li (A.D. 1782) belongs to thc5ame
period during \vhich there was evidel1tly a -revival of
legal learning.
It contains the following,ruies :(( If the 'father dies before the mother and t.he.
son lakes the father's position, the songefs the
father's' elephant, pony, clothes his 'official ,lands,
and his arms. The mother. gets the slave \Vomen. Of
the rest of the property, the son gets one-fourth
and the mother 'three-fourths. Even if there are
ten sons, the rule is the same.
As, for the partitjon"between the father and the
daughter on the death of the: mother, the daughter
is to get her mother's cIothesand ornaments" and
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also two pairs of bullocks, two pairs of buffaloes,
ten cows, twenty she.goats, and one slave woman. KIRKWOOD
alias
The father. gets the rest of the estate.
,MA THEI1'l
As between mother and daughter on the death M:AUN~' SIN.
of the father the daughter gets a £<tir portion of
HEALD, J.
grain, a slave, and a pair of bullocks and buffaloes.
The mother gets the residue.
As between father and· son on the death of
the mother, the son gets two ,pairs of bullocks and
buffaloes, three he-goats, twenty she-goats, and one
cow. The father gets all the rest. The rule applies
even if there be ten sons."
As for grand-children the Vicchedani says:
I, If the eldest brother dies before re.ceiving the
parents'inheritance, the children of that eldest brother
shall share equally with the younger brothers."
No passage referring to the eldest daughter's
'children is cited from this Dhanunathat in the Digest.
The only other Dham1'1wthat among. those cited in
the Digest w'hich seems to be regarded as important
is that known as Amwebon or" Partition of Inheritance."
Its date seems to be unknown, but it evidently
rep rodaces the rules of Manugye with immaterial
differences in some cases as to the number of
animals to be given.
No extracts from it as to the rights of grandchildren are ci ted in the Digest.
The only other_ text to. which it is necessary to
refer' is what is 'known as Attasal1khepa Vamzana
generally cited as Attasal1khepa. It was compiled by
the "Kinwnn Mingyi," U Gaung, who snbsequently.
compiled the Digest,and it 'was first printed at the
Burmese Royal Press in Mandalay in A.D. 1882,
that is only some four years before the .British
Annexation of Upper Burma. It is said to be not,
strictly speaking, a Dhanzmathat, that is a cOillpili.ttion
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glvmg the law as it was according to the· texts,
but to give instead the law as in the author's
opinion it ought to be. I do not regard this criticism
as entirely fair, since the author gives the original
texts and then explains their meaning as he understands it, but even if it were true, it is obvious
that the work is of the greatest value as representing
Burmese Buddhist law as it was interpreted and, I
have no doubt, administered under the last of the
Burmese Kings. The author, whom I knew personally,
was an und.oubted authority on Burmese Buddhist
law and its interpretation, and it cannot .be denied
that his work carries great weight. Jt is interesting
for the purposes of the present reference because
hath when it gives the old list of the twelve classes
of sons and where it gives another list of sixteen
c1assesof sons, it puts the aU1'atha first and in the
latter case it defines the auratka as< (( a son born
-of a marriage where the parents on both sides consent
and where the young couple co-habit by reason of
like desires," and concludes the definition exactly
as the Hindu law books do, with the words" such
an Gw'atha son is entitled to take fhe inheritance of
his parents." But immediately aftenv:t:rds it uses
the same word a.uratha ,to distinguish between the
II eldest" and the "younger" children, and it actually
mentions the cases of families where there' is no
auratha son but only an auratha daughter, arid where
there is n0 auratha at all.
As for the shares of the aurafha child on the
-·death of one of the parents, it explains the law as
follows:-·-·
.
"As for. the partition between mother and son
when the father has died, let. the ·songet the father's
personal and official belongings, and let the mother
retain her personal belongings, the slave women
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acquired during the marriage anq the dwelling house.
On the rest of the property, animate and inanimate,
including male slaves, let the son have one-fourth
and the mother three-fourths, but if there are
inherited slave women, let the mother have half
and the son half. This is' the rule for partition
between the auratha son and the mother. If there
are younger sons and daughters, ~they shall have no
claim to inherit while their mother is alive. They
shall inherit only when the mother dies.
II As for the partition between father and daughter
on the death of the moth~r) the daughter is to get
the mother's personal and official belongings, and the
father shall retain his personal and official belongings,
the male slaves acquired during the marriage,
and the dwelling house. Of the remaining property,
including female slaves, the daughter· shall get onefourth and the father three-fourths, but'if there are
inherited slave ·men, the father shall ha'!e half arid
the daughter half. This is the rule of partition
between the aUl'atha d.aughters and the father. If
there are younger sons and daughters, they shall
inherit only on the father's death.
" As for the partition between father and son on
the death of the mother, the father gets the whole
of lthe property, but if there is a large estate, then let
the son get a fair share of the grain, a pair of bullocks,
a pair of buffaloes,;'a bull, two cows, twenty she-goats,
three he~go'ats and other suitable property.
On -the death· of the father the rule of partition
between mother and daughter is similar· to that
between father and son on the deatli of the mother.
As for the rights of grand-children the Attasa1Zkhepa explains the law as follows ;.1 If the
auratha eldest son .or eldest daughter
dies, leaving'children, while the parents are still alive,
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those children are ., out of time' grand-children
MA THEIN and cannot get their parent's full share.
Let them
M-AUN~' . SIN. get· the same share as their youngest uncles and
(or) aunts." .
HEALD, J.
There is one another authority to \\rhich it may
be well to refer shortly as it is sometimes referred
to as an authority on Burmese Buddhist law, and
it has already been mentioned.
.
In 1859 a (I Civil Code of the Province of Pegu"(generally cited as II Sparks" Code" was published
by Major Sparks under the authority of the Local
Government. The second part of that Code deals
with· H Burmese Law" and it is mainly based on
Dr. Richardson's translation of Manugye which had
been published in A.D. 1847.
This Code omits any reference to the rights of the
atJ,ra~ha the rule which iLgives being as follows : In the division of an estate between the surviving
husband or wife and children, the widow or widower
shall take the dwelling house and three-fourths of
the estate and the children divide the remaining one.fourth equally between them."
As authority for that rule it cites sections 2 to 5
6f the Xth Book of Manugye, but the rules' there
given, which have been quoted above, clearly do not
support the rule.
Tt makes no .reference to the rights of grand_
children..
. From the above survey of the Dhammathats
I think that it is fairly dear that the word auratha is
commonly .used to· mean the eldest child, whether
son or daughter, and· that it the eldest child, being
a son ,is competent on the fathers' death to take the
father's place in the family, or, being a daughter .is
competent on the mother's death to take the
.mother's place then he or she is aurq,tha, and· on
KU<KWOOD

alias
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~he

father's or mother's death is according to the
Dhanunathals entitled to the father's or mother's
personal property and to one-fourth of the rest of
the estate, and further that if the eldest child, whether
son or daughter, dies without having become entitled
to that interest in the estate, his or her children are
entitled to share equally in the' estate with the
younger brothers and sisters of the deceased.
It may be well to justify each of these propositions
separately~

It must be admitted that in Hindu law the early
legislators ignored the rights ofworrien and excluded
them altogether' from inheritance. The .original
sources on which the ,Burmese Dhammatnats were
based, if not actually Hindu law books, had passed
through Hindu hands and taken a Hindu tinge, and
undoubtedly traces of an' inferior status accorded
to women can be detected in almost all of them
The Vicchedani, when dealing with the partition
between brothers and sisters after the death of both
parents, actually says, ~'Though the eldest child be a
daughter she, does not reach the status of, auratha
and she must share equally. with ,her younger
brother" and one or two of the minor Dhammallzats
contain similar passages; \, hich . I have no doubt
were taken from some old book. and. reproduced
Hindu, or possibly pre-Hindu, ideas. ' But just as the
Dhal1unathats \vhen' translating passages which are
evidently taken direct from what may be-called the
Hindu law books use auratha in it~:: original sense
of II legitimate" and nevertheless when they come to
apply it to Burmese Buddhist law use it iIi the
special sens"e of II an eldest-born child who is
competent," so although they reproduce passages
which f91Iow the Hindu. law in saying' that 'a
daughter can never be auratJza nevertheless. when
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they come to the actual division of the property of the
KIRKWOOIJ
estate of a Burmese family they put the daughter
alias
practically,
and in some cases entirely, in the same
MATHEIN
v.
position as the son. Written law is eminently
MAUNGSIN.
~onservative and tends to lag far behind custum and
HEALD, J.
if the law as given in the authorities on which the
Burmese law books are based has been altered· in
those \lbooks, it 1Jlay be taken as certain that the
alteration is due to very firmly established custom
and that the tendency suggested by the alteration
'has probably gone considerably further in custom
than· it has in law. The Burmese Buddhist law
books leaye no room for doubt that from the first
there was a strong tendency towards equality between
the sexes in matters of inheritance, and I think that
the fact that this tendency appears so strongly eve I)
in the earliest of the the Dhammathals, warrants my
opinion that if the eldest child· is a daughter she is
in Burmese Buddhist law to be regarded asauratha
just as a SOIl is, if he is the eldest child.
The question then arises whether if the eldest
child dies in infancy the next child succeeds as auraHta.
The Dhmnmathats, so far as 1 know, give no answer
to this' question, though as I have said the Attasankhepa considers the possibility of a case in which
there is. no auratfla but only younger children. I
think from my experience of cases under Burmese
Buddhist law· for more than twenty years, that there
can be no doubt that children who do n01 grow up are
always disregarded and that the eldest child who
rtaches an age at which he or she would be able
to take the place of the father or mother in case of
death would always be regarded as aura! ha.
There can, I think, be no doubt that the Dha171111athatswhich. give a special share to· the ~ldest child
who is competent to take· the . place of father or
i
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mother contemplate a. family in which the aura/Ita
is living in the family house and does actually
take the place oUhe parent. Indeed I doubt whether
the Dhammathats contemplated the aura/ha's takin,g
away the special share ullless he or she was· ousted
from the position of head· of the family by the
surviving parent's marrying again. Some· of the
Dhammathats would deprive a son or daughter, who
does not live with the family and take the father's
or· mother's place of the auratha child's share, vide
the texts cited in sections 36, 37,40, 41 and 62 of
the Digest, but I think that in this case, as in
certF"in other cases, e g., the cas~s of adopted and
step-children, the nect:ssi!y for joint living may now
be considered as archaic and obsolete and may be
disregarded.
I have already said that in my opinion the eldest
child who grows up is aura/Ita by· right of birth
and that it makes no difference to· the status of
"ailratha which parent dies first. It is arguable, as
indeed it is argued in this case, that .on the death
of the father the eldest son, though he be not the
eldest child, succeeds, to the father's place and thflt
on the death of the mother the eldest d;lUghter, though
she be not the eldest child, succeeds to the motber's
place, but I do not think that. this view is in
accordance with the meaning of the Dhammatha/s
or with the facts. of human nature. If, as I think
established, auratlza means the eldest child, then the
question would seem to be settled by a reference to
Wag'aru, one of the earliest of the Dhatnmathats,
which in this connection uses the words" auratha
.first son" of the son in the Burmese text and
"auratha daughter " of the daughter in thePali
text, translating the Pali words into Burmese as
""eldest daughter,'!- a~d. to Attasankhepa which
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'actually uses the word auraiha in this connection i,n
the case of both son and daughter. As for the facts
alias
of humap nature it seems to me unlikely that, in a
MA THEIN
V;'
primitive 'family, and the Burmese farhilyis still
MAUNG SIN.
primitive, the eldest child if a son would tolerate a
HEALD, J.
younger sister's taking the mother's place, or if a
d~ughter would, suhmit to' her younger brother's
taking the father's place, and in each case taking a
1<lrge share of the family .property.
. T.he rights 9f;\ grand-children m~lstnow' be
considered.
If the eldest child, whether son or daughter,
actually became entitled by the death of the father
or mother, to the aurafha. share, his.. . or her children
would naturally succeed to that share, and the rule
that, if the eldest child dies before becoming entitled,
the grand-children by that child should succeed to
a similar, though somewhat reduced. share, is intelligible; But if there is no auratha till} one or other
of the parents has· died, then the rule about the
rights of grand-children seems to me
be unintelligible, and 1 think that it is'clear that that, rule
must involve. the assumption that a son or daughter
can, as the text of AttasQYlkhepa itself, suggests, .be
aurailla while both parents are alive, and supports
h'iy conclusion that the eldest child is aurafha from
the time {vhen he or she becomes competent to take
the place of the ,father or mother in case of death.
The law as 'expounded in the chief, Dhammathats~ having' thus been considered, it is now necessary to consider the case law.
.
The earliest case seems to' be that of M a Tlzi v.
Ma Nu' (39) where in answer' to an, argument that it
is the eldest grand-child who gets the special'share
it was said that I, the p'assages quoted from the
KIRKWOOD

to

,39) S.J;L.B. 70..
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different lJJu't1'111'nathats do not appear
...
to lay down any rule as to inequality of shares
:among
grand-children'
sprung
frorn the same father." The rule of equal division
has since become well established and it may now
be taken as settled lav,l thClt in spite of the references
in 'some of the Dhal111nathats, e.g. Vilasa and Van.
nana, to the II auratha'grand-child, " the cllildren of
the auratlta divide the special share between them
equally;, ,',
The next case \\'as that of Mi Saung v. Mi Kun
(40) where the tollowingpassage occurs: I' The position
of the eldest son, the auratha or II thagyi" as he is
-called; is superior to fhat of the others" .
In the division under section SO (of Manugye X) the
auratha has first choice. At sections 15, 22, and else_
where it is said he takes the father's place: this may be
when the father is dead or \vhen both parents are dead.
He is superseded if deaf or blind by a younger brother
under section 36 ; and P9ssibly section 35 imposes on
the auratha the burden of maintaining a brother
helpless from disease. He has a duty to perform;
~ • • • . . The Manuwunllana section 10 and
Manu Shwe Myin section 12 describe this duty as the
taking up of the. father's burden or responsibility; <lnd
1t is when this burden is assume'd that the eldest son is
to get the elephant, horse, sword, goblet, betd-box} and
other articles used by his father. Under certain.
circumstances the eldest daughter, at least when there
is no son competent to assume the parental duty,
take,dhe varaphernalia of the deceased mother, as at
sedion 30f Book X of theManugye, where she takbS
her m::>ther's ornaments, Clothes, and thesla\'es who
-cooked her rice. These rights to paraphernaiia
though expressly ~tated in the three Dhammathats
(40) s.],LJ3, us,
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above quoted are not even mentioned in Sparks'
Code. They are rights additional to the fractional
alias
share of the inheritance. which on the death' of one
MA THEIN
V.
MAUNG SIN. parent the eldest son or eldest daughter is entiLled
to demand from the surviving parent."
HEALD, J.
After citing the section of Sparks' Code which I
have already cited above, the learned Judge went on
to say, "The two assessors are distinctly of opinion
that this i·s bad law i they say they never heatdof
the younger children sharing in the one-quarter share
given to the eldest son or of this share being chargeable with the ~maintenance of the younger children.
They say that where the ·Dhammathats award an
eldest son a quarter share, he takes it absolutely."
I have quoted these pa~sages at length because
they express the views of Sir John Jardine who was
the pioneer among Judges in the field of Burmese
Buddhist Law, and his opinions are entitled to great
weight.
In Maung Po Lat v. Mi Po Le l41) thesame
learned judge held that an .only daughter has not
after her father's death and before partition with her
mother, an interest in the estate capable of alieqation.
The following passage in the judgment is relevant
to the present enquiry: "while ~ am of opinion
on the authority of many texts, my general impression
of the equality sought by Buddhist law, and what I
believe to be the notion of the people, that an eldest
daughter has certain rights to share in the joint
property of the family .
I believe that these
rights of eldest children -are seldom exacted". If
that opinion is true, the fact might explain the
omission of any reference to those right in Sparks'
Code. The leanjed Judge ~!as of course right in
~o]~ing that the eldest child if a daughter cannot, on
KIRKWOOD
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the death of her father, claim partition of· the estate
J<).t4
from her mother. According to some of the KIRKWOOD
alias
Dhammathats she might, if there was a large estate, MA THEIN
get certain property, but that right has, I think; MAU;~ SIN.
become obsolete, and I doubt whether any Court
HEALD, J.
would now enforce it.
In Ma On v. Ko Shwe 0 (42) it was held that on
the death of one of the parents the eldest son or
daughter may claim his or her share. This ,statement
of the law is clearly too broad, and the judgment
has si.nce been overruled on other grounds.
In Maung Sa So v. Mi Han (43) the iearned
Judicial Commissioner of Upper Bqrma held that an
only son on his father's death has a right as against
his mother to one-quarter of the estate. That is of
course correct according to the Dhanl11'z!1thats.
In Ma Me v. Ma Myit (10) the learned ]udi<;ial
Commissioner of Lower Burma held thaf\\There.there
is a son by a first wife competent to assume the
parental duty, an eldest daughter by a second wife
cannot claim a share in her deceased father's estate
during the lifetime of her mother, and· said, "There
2re authorities for holding that the eldest son or the
eldest daughter may claim one-fourth of the property
during the lifetime of the surviving parent, but this
rule in my opinion means the eldest son, or the
eldest daughter where there are no sons." I do
- not think that there is any passage in the lJhamma/hats which warrants the words" where there are
no sons," and I Jllink that the statement as it stands
is incorrect. The eldest child if a competent son
can claim on the death of the father, and the
eldest child if a cOl11petent daughter can claim on
the death of the mother. In the case under reference
(42) S.J.L.B. 378.

(43) (1892-96) 2 U.B.R. p. ]71,

(10 P,].L;B.48.
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the claimant was not the eldest child, so her claim
was bad.
alias
In the case of llJaMi1'l Tlza v. iVla Maw (44) a
MA THEIN
71.
younger
daugbter sued, while her mother was alive,
MAUXG SIN.
to redeem property mortgage@ by her mother and·
HEALD, J.
it \-vas said that under Buddhist law children have
no vested interests in parental property during the
life time of either parent. The learned Judge
apparently overlooked the special right of the auratha
and to that extent {hoe statement \:ras too wide.
In the case of iVia Mya (Thu/v. Maung Po Thin
Tluin(3), it \VaS said that the, eldest son, if
competent, is the, representative of his deceased
father and in that capacity is entitled to one-fourth
of the inheritance, that w!lere there are both sons
and daughters the eldest son is preferred to any
daughter, and that thf' rights of thee1dest son or
daughter pass to the n~xL eldest as 'f,epresentative
of the father or mother. In that particular case the
eldest-born son. had died young and the only
surviving child who was a younger son sued· bis
mother on his father'~ death for the auratha son's
quarter share. The proposition that the eldest son
js preferred to any daugeter was therefore merely an
obiter dictU1'Jl and the reasons given for it were
not convincing. The proposition that the rights of
the eldest son or ctaughter pass to the next elclest
would, in my opinion, be conest if confined to the
case where the eldest-born died young, that is
before becoming competent, or could never }?ecompetent.
In M a . Gun Bon v. M aung Po Kywe (28) the
dispute was behveen a niece and children of a. stepchild, but the following remarks of the iearned
KmKWOOD
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Jl1dicial Commissioner of Upper Burma are relevant
to the matter now under consideration. "Full KIRKWOOD
aUllS
representation is not allowed to grand-children, and !\fA TUEIN
fl.
.
partial representation is granted grudgingly. If the l'IfAUNG SIN.
eldest son or· daughter die before the parents, the HEALD, J.
children are given the share of a younger brother
or sister on account of the superior claims Of the
{luratha heir. But the share of the children of a
deceased brother or, sister otlierthan the aurathit
is reduced to a quarter of '.l brother or sister's share. 71
In JItlaung Pan v. Ma Hnyi (45) it was assl1nied
that where the eldest child was <:t son he was auratha
although apparently it \\'as the mother \\;ho died first
and it is to be noted that the daughter who succeeded
him in the management of the family property on
his adoption into another family did~' not claim the
auratha share.
. In Anleathan v. Mi Tha Ta U (46) the learned
Judge who decided MaMya Thu's case said, again
obiter, that on the death of tile father an eldest
daughter cannot claim a one-fourth share if there
are sons, and referrf:d to his judgment in Ma
1I1ya Thu's case. It is of course true that an eldest
daughter cannot claim a quarter share from her
mother on the death of her father, but it would be
equally true whether there were younger sons or not.
Maung Se-ik Kaullg v. Maung Po Nyei11 (11) is
the first reported case on the Buddhist Law of
Inheritance decided by this Court and the first·decided after the Digest was published. The texts
and the earlier cases were considered and with
reference to the' dictum in Ma Mya Thu. v. PQ
Thein that. where there are both sons and .duaghters
the eldest competent son is preferred to any
(45) (1897-01) 2 D.B.R., p. 104.
(11) 1 L,B.R. 23.

~(46)·P.J~L.B" p. 625.
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daughter it was said that the rules in the Dham1'J1athats
"seem to proceed on the principle of a
alias
MA THEIN
son getting a portion if his father dies and the
v.
lVIAUNG SIN. daughter if her mother dies, but the case of both
daughters and sons is not distinctly provided for."
BALD, J.
The C:lse then under consideration was a claim by
the eldest son' against the father on the death of
the mother and the conclusion reached was
couched in the following terms: "In, the present
case the eldest son was the eldest child, and
having regard to the points just noted that it is
not shown that a daughter must get a share
because the deceased parent is the mother and
that there is a tendency to prefer the eldest child,
we are brought to the following conclusion that
the son should not fail in' this su"it on the ground
that it is a daughter who can claim and not a son.
lt may not be very clear from the Dhm-mnathats
navY available that. a son can c1aim a one-fourth
share from his father \vhen he lives separately and
when the father does not marry again,' though this
has been held but we do not think it 0P<:,:}1 to
reasonable doubt that when the father does marry
again the eldest son, especially if he be the. eldest
child, can claim a one-fourth share of the general
joint estate of the parents." It is not necessary for
the purposes of the present reference to consider
whether or not 'the actual decision in that case is
correct, but it has been doubted. I have' sugge~ted
above that one might expect the law to be that the
eldest child, who being a son who has taken .the
place of a deceased father, or being a daughter has
taken the place of a' deceased mother, and \vho is
ousted from that place by the re-marriage of the
surviving parent should beenti~led to claim the
special share allotted to such a son or daughter,
KIRKWOOD
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but Burmese Buddhist law is not always logical and
the law possibly may by other than what one would KIRKWOOD
alias
expect.
MA THEIN
V.
The case of Mawng limit v. Maung Po Thein. M~UNG
SIN.
(47) is only interesting, because it was one in which
an _eldest son had previously on the death of his
father sueclhis mother for a one-fourth share of the
estate and had obtained it.
In Maung San Dwa v. Ma Min Tha(22) an
eldest surviving son, who was not either th~ eldest
son, there having been two eldest brothers, or the
eldest child since there were five children before·
him, sued the mother after the death of the father
for one-fourth of the estate and it was held on the
authority of M a Mya Thu v. Po Thein (3) that he
was entitled to succeed. The learned Judge seems
to have overlooked the fact that the correctness of
the ruling in :AI a Mya Tim's cas~ had already been
doubted in the judgment in Siek Kaung v. Po Nycin
(11) and, as his "ruling was never 6fficially published,
it was probably regarded at the time as bad law,
and in my opinion it may still be so regarded.
In Ma Saw Ngn;e v. Ma Thein Yin (29) t11e
position of grand-children was considered at some
length, and it was. held that" among grand-children
whose parents have predeceased their grand-parents
the only one who ranks with the surviving uncles'
and aunts is the eldest representative of the eldest
~hild." That judgment is· contrary to the law as
stated in Ma Gun Bon v. Po Kywe (28) and was written
by the same learned Judge whose decisions in
M a Mya Thu's v. Anleathan's cases have already
been questioned. It was based on a rule \vhich occurs

(47) 1 L.B.R. 50.
(3) P.J.L.B. 585.
(2') 1 L.ll.R. 198.

(22) Chan Toon's L.C. Vol. II, p. 202.
, (11) 1 L.B.R. 23.
(28) (1897-01) 2 l.i.R.R. p •. 66..
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with some ambiguity. in one or two Dhammatlzats
only and I have already suggested that that rule, if it
alias
MA THEIN
ever existed,· has long been obsolete. I think
MAU~~ SIN. therefore that tbis ruling is bad law.
-'-'
In Ma Nan Gyaw v. Maung Shwe Kef (15) a
HEALD, ].
single Judge of tbis Court, followi~g Ma 11Iya TIm's
and A111eatlum's cases, held that a daughter is
postponed to sons, but the ruling in that case "Vas
not officially reported and, for reasons which I have
already given, was in my opinion mistaken.
The next case in order of time is the Full Bench
Case of Ma Thein v. Ma JiVa Yon (12). It deals
\vith the Claim of an only daughter to one-fourth of
the estate as against her· mother on her re-1'narriage,
and it decided that the claim was good· It does
not of course decided that the eldest child being
a daughter is entitled to get. the quarter share if her
mother does not re-marry, and as I have said, I do
no think that it is necessary for the purposes of
the present reference to consider the law as to the
effect of the re-marriage of the surviving parent.
TunMyaitl.~ v. Ba Tun. (2) deals with
the
converse case of th~ re-marriage of the father, but
the claimant was the auraiha son's SOI1, and it was
decided that as there were surviving sons the grandchild could' not sue. .'the ruling is relevant to the
present enquiry because it stated that" the eldestborn son' (meaning possibly the eldest-born child
being a son, since in that case there were no
daughters) is the auratha'iby right, but be does not
attain the complete status as such till he attains his
majority becomes fit to assume his father's dutie's
and responsibilities.· If he dies before he attains his
majority or if he is incompetent to fulfil the prescribed
conditions,. his next: younger brother, subject to the
1924
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(12) 2 L.B.R. 255.

t2) 2 L.n.R., 29.2.
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same conditions, succeeds to his position as auratha.
If tne eldest son attains his majority: and fulfils the
prescribed conditions and then dies before his parents,
hie; position as auratha remains unfilled and the -next
brother does not succeed to it." If this statement of
the law be read. as including daught~rs and sisters
equally with sons and brothers; then I believe it to
be correct·
The case of Ma Kyi 'Kyi v. Ma Thein ~16) is
relevant only as e~Jablishing the principal of equal
division among children after the death of both
parents, that is as abolishing as obsolete the special
shares allotted by some of' Dharn111athats to the
auratha and other elder children on s~lch partition.
That principle has, in my opinion·· rightly, been
applied to padition among grand-children \~'ho get
a special share as children of the auratlza.
In Po Sein v. Pp 1f{in (30), it .. was held by this
Court that, tl If the auratlza son or daughter predeceases
his or her parents, his' or her son, or his or her
children together, :-eceive the same share as their
youngest uncle or aunt" and the learned Judge who
wrote the judg~entwent 9n to say: "This is strictly
confined in all the texts ;to the children of the
au,ratha or eldest son or daughter. In my opinion.
the ruk relates to the auratha son or daughter, ~trjctly
89 called. There is no indication that it has any
re.ference to the eldest surviving sonor daughter
u,nless hear she is techniCally the auratha." With
that statement of the law, I entirely agree.
In the case of Mi Min Din v. Mi Hie (18) in
Upper Burma, it was held according to the headnote
that" eldest-born so~ means the eldest son and nOt
necessarily the eldest child, but1t is difficult to extract

.

(16d L.n.R. 8.
. i30) L.B.R. 45.
(18) (1904·06) 2 U.B.R. Buddhist Law: Inheritance, p. 11.
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to that effect from the judgment.
vVhat was decided was that a daughter of an eldest
son, who was not the eldest child but whose elder
sister had become a nUll,'was' entitled to an equal
share with her uncles and aunts in her grand-parents'
estate on the ground that her' father was auratlza,
and it was suggested that in the same fari1ilyboth
the eldest son and the eldest dallghter can claim
the spe~ialshare, usually called the au atlzashare,
allO\,\red by the Dhammathats. With all respect for
so learned an ,authority on Buddhist law as Sir
George Shaw, I am of opinion that that suggestion
was mistaken, and that the true rule is that it is the
.eldest competent child, whether son or daughter,
who is auratha and as such is, on the death of the
father or mother, .as the case may be, entitled to the
auratha share of the family property.
...
. In Tha Tu v. Maung Bya (13) it was held that
on the death of the mother the eldest daughter in a
tamily'of five daughters and no sons was entitled as
against her father and sisters to one-fourth of the
estate. That ruling was doubtless correct.
In ilIa Thein v. Ma NyeinE (481 a single Judge
of this Court, following the mistaken ruling in M a Saw
Ngwe v. 1l1a Thein Yin, held that is .only the eldest
representative of the eldest child who ranks with
surviving uncles· and aunts. That ruling' was not
officially reported and may, I think,be disregarded.
In Ma HJq,in Gaing v. MllTha Li (49) a single
Judge of this Court held, following the earlier rulings,
that .( if the first-bam sou dies in infancy the s·tatus
of 'auratha is capable of devolving on the next eldest
competent son and does so devolve when he (the
next eldest competent son) attains his majority provided .
.

.

(J3\ 4L.C.R.lIH.
. (49) 4<B;J;..T'T7~.

(48).3 KL.T. 6.
.
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1924
that he is affected by none of the disabilities or
disqualifications mentioned in the texts on the subject KIRKWOOD
and further that such an auratha son can transmit MAalias
THEIN
71.
the superior fights to his issue. The ruling was not MAUNG.
SIN.
officially reported, but if it be read \vith the addition
HEALD, J,.
that disqualification hy reasori· of living, separately is
absolett, I think that it is probably good law.
In Mi Saw lllyitt v. Mi Shw'e Thin (50) it was held
.in Upper Burma that the auratha son's quarter share
allotted on the death of his father is not subject to
any rights of the mother, but is his own absolutely
and that ruling is in my opinion undoubtedly correct '
but the judgment ~oes not seem to distinguish very
clearly between the rights of the auratha son or
daughter on the death of the father or mother
respectively and their moral claims or aLsoleterights
on the death of the mother or father respectively.
The case of Ma Ein Thu v. Maung RIa Dun
(14) was one in which the question of ·the rights of
gr.and.children :1rose-and it W:1S held that where the
eldest child was a son \Vhf) died in infancy, the son
of the nexteIdest child, who was a daughter and
who grew up, was entitled to share equally with his
mother's younger sister. That decision was in my
opinion correct, but the judgment seems to suggest
that if there had been a son 'surviving instead of
two daughters, the son might possibly have been
auratha to the exclusion of the elder sister, and
that view, L think, . would be mistaken. The ruling
was not, however, officially reported.
The fights of grand-children were again considered
in the case ,of Ma Su v:']"fa Tin {31) where it was
held that the children of a' second child who was
.a son (the eldest child who was also a son having
(50) \191<H3)i U:B.R. 125.
(31) 6 L.B.R. 77.

(14) 5 B.L.T. 73.
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died in infancy) were entitled to 'the auratha grandchildren's special share. This ruling interpreted the
alias
decision in the case of Po Sein v. Po Min as meaning
MA THEIN
11.
all the auratha grand-children are jointly
MAUNG SIN. Jhat
entitled
to the special share and applied the principle
HEALD, J.
of equal divisiop to them. It therefore in effect
overruled Ma Thin v. Ma Nyeirt E and Ma Saw
Ngwe v. Ma Thein Yin. It is to be noted that it
accepts the principle that, 'In applying the rules of
the Burmese Buddhist Law of Inheritance, children
who die young may: be disregarded.
.
In' Po Zanv. Maung Nyo (1) the rights of grand.
children were again in issue. The eldest-born child
in that case was a d~lL1ghter who died after her father
but before her mother, the next child was a son who
died in infancy, and the only other child a son who
survived both parents. The eldest-born child's son
sued his unGle for a half share of' the estate, and it
was held that because there was a son the eldest.
born child being a daughter, could, not be auratha
and that therefore the son of the eldest daughter
though she was the eldest-born child was not entitled
to the special sbare allotted to auralha grand-children..
If my view tha: the eldest-born child who grows up
. and is competent is auratha is correct, that ruling
was mist.aken and it certainly does not follow the law
as set forth in Po Sein v. Po Min, but it is interesting
because it rejects as untenable the view that there
can be two children in the same family whose
children would be entitled to the special share as
grand-children.
In Ma Thit v. lvlaung Tun Tha(51) it was held
that II the right given to the eldest son of claiming
a one-fourth share of the joint estate on his father's
KIRKWOOD

(I) 7 L B.R. 27.

(St.} 8 B.L.T. 138.
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death must be exercised as soon as possible .after
that event and that if the option is not exercised
without unreaso.nable delay, it lapses aItogethes."
That decision, as will appear later, was overruled by
the Privy Council which held that the Quratha son's
share vest all the father's death and may be daimed
at any tiille within the period of limitation. .
. In Maung"Ka Gu v. Ma Hnin. Ngwe (52) a second
;00, whose elder brother, the eldest-born child; had
lived to the age of 25 but had died before his
father, sued his mother on his father's death to
recover the auratha son's qua:rter share of the estate,
and it was held that because the eldest sonaUaioed
the status of Guratha before' he died, the .second
son did not succeed b the position -of auratha and
that position remained unfilled. With that decision
I entirely agree.
In Nga E v. Nga Aung Thein (53) the learned
Judicial Commissioner of Upper Burma said " I think
it is dear on a perusal of the texts contained in
section 30 of the Kinwul1 Mingyi's Digest, Vol. I, that
where the Dhamtlwthatsgive the eldest son ,right to
one-fourth. ;as against the mother on the death of the
father, they refer to the a/watha son or in other
w0rds the eldest capabie son. It - follows that where
all the sons are l\Fl'inors, there is no auratha son and
the right in question does not accrue."·
The case of Mi Hlaing v. Mi Thi (54) was orie
in which an eldest child -who was a daughter sued
her mother fora one-fourth share of the estate on
the deathoi her father, and it was h~eld that on the
death of the father the .eldest child being a daughter
is not entitled in claim the one-fourth share. The
reamed Judical Commissioner in thal cas~ -said

a

($2) 8 B,L.T.196.
(53) 11914-16) 2 U.B.R.37.
(54).(19M-16) 2 U.B.R. 40.
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again that "the rules relating to the eldest son's. or
eldest daughter's right to one-fourth H1ttst be clearly
understood in both cases to refer to the auratha
son, i.e., the eldest capable' son and the aurntha
daughter. i.e, the eldest capable daughter:'
In Mi The 0 'v'. Mi S7.fJe (4) the Upper Burma
Court held that on the death of the father the eldest
child being a daughter carinot claim the one-fourth
share from her mother even though the mother
marries again. That is what one 'yould expect the
fl;lle to be ifi as I have suggested, the right to claim
on the remarriage of the surviving parent is merely
the right of the auratha who has been ousted from
the deceased parent's place to leave the family and
take away the auratha share which vested in him or
her on the death of the parent; but the question,
whether or not that suggestion represents the law as
it is, does not arise for decision on this referenc~.
The foHowing pasS<1.g,e .in the case of N ga Lu Daw
v. Mi Mo Yi (5) is pertinent to the present enquiry.
"The eldest son is generally but not necessarilycthe
Eturatha'son. The son who in' caSe his father dies or
becomes incapacitated is competellt to take his place"
in the family is theauratha son. If the eldest son
be blind or otherwise incapacitated; his younger
brother, if cOinpetent, is the anratha son
Consequently until' the eldest son reaches the age of
discretion there can 'be no iluratha son in the family.
Again though the eldest son cannot claim one-fourth
<y~, the estate from his father "On the death of his
mother, he can claim that share from his mothe'r on
the .death of his' father, because he then takes his
father's place in th_e family .
If competent
to replace his father in case of the latter's death, he
becomes the attrathd sun as soon as. he becomes so
(4) (1914-16) Z U.B;R 46.

(5) (1'914-16) 2 U .B.R. 66.

7-&31924
competent and does not have to wait till his father's
death to attain that position." With all this··1 entirely KIRKwoorr
alias
agree, and I 'would add that in my opinion similar' MA THEIN
principles apply also in the case of a daughter if she MAUNG SIN.
and not a son is the eldest-born.
HEALD;.}
In Po H1'nan v. Maung Tin {25) the first-born
child was·a daughter and there was one younger
child~ a son. An adoptive sdI1 of 'the d ugh.ter
claimed ,to, share equally with the son on the
ground that the daughh:r being the elrlest';born
child was auratha. This Court, following Po Zan
v. Mating Nyo, held that, because there was a SOil,
no daughter could be auratha. In my opinion that
decision, like: the one,oIl which if was based, was
mistaken in so far as it held that younger 'sons oust
elder daughters, but I agree with the statement that
"there is no authority Jar tr~ating,one son as the
auratha entjtled to claim a fourth share on the death
of the falher and in the same family allowing the
children of an eldest son or daughter who predeceased
theparents special treatment at, the time of liltimate
partition, alldthat it cannot be held "that the
children of, ~h eldest son or daughter who predeceased
theparents are entitled to a preferential share except
when such eldest son or daughter at the ,time of his
or her death was the aUTalha child, i.e., had attained
the complete status of auratha."
, The Full Bench case of Sh'we Po v. lI1aung Rein
(55) is, interysting for the purpose d tne present
refereI)ce only, becaus~ its ~uggestiqnthat th:e auratha
has an option and can either claim the one-fourth
share or wait till the death of both parents and
come in with the other children seems to have
since been overruled 'by the Privy Council in th-e
case of Tun Tha v. lI1a Thit (59).
~'.

(25) 8 L, B.R. 113.

(55) 8 L.B.R. 115.

(59) 9 L.B.R. 56 ..
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In Ky,t Hlaing v. Ma Btu (56) where the claim
of . an aurathn son to a quarter share on the death
of his father was contested on the ground that
the quarter share could only be claimed when the
mother married ,again, it was held that the aurathd
son can get the quarter share whether the mother
marries again or not. That view is cIaerly in
accordance with the Dhanmathats.
In the full Bench rdefellCe, Ma Sein Ton v.
Ma Son (57) the right of an eldest daughter to get
certain property on the death of her father, which
right, as I have said, I believe to be Dbsolete, \vas
restlrrected, and it was said, that ,( subject to any
cla'im by the eldest sOP to cerlain specified property
and to a quarter share of the joint property, and any
claim by the eldest dallghtcr to certain specified
property a Burmese Buddhist widow has an absolute
nght of disposal over the whole of the joint property
of herself and her late husband as against the
childreil of the _, mart'iage," or . a's it was put by
another of the r~arned Judges, "On the death of one
parent the surviving parent inherits all their joint
property; if however the eldest son or daughter)s
gro\\{n up, he or she is entitled -to eel tain specified
property of the deceased and in . the case of the
eldest son to a one-foutlh share of the bulk of the
estate. l ' The first of thes'estatements, which accordm'g ,to the headnote \vas the ruling bf the Full
Bench, clearly has a basis in the Dha1i1Q,t~at:; and
rt'l'ay, I think, be taken as correc~ sllbjett to the
qualification that in my opinion to the rights of both
the son and the daughter to certain specified property
are obsolete, but the secom;I statement of the law is
obviously too geherally expressed and is in my
opi_ni()n mistaken if it means that on the death of
(56) 8 L.B.R. 189,

(57') 8 L.B.R. 501.
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the mother an auratha daughter is not entitled to
one-fourth of the join:t estate.
The righ ts of grand-children again arose for
<:onsideration inCli.an -Tha v. J.l;fi Ma Pyu (58) in
which my learned brother ~hung Khin,.]., foilowed
Po Sein v. Po Min (30) and Ma Kyi Kyi v. Ma
Thein (16) and held that the son of .an eldest child,
a son who predeceased both his parents, was entitled
to share eq\lally whith his father's younger brother.
The case of TUn Thav. llrla Thit (59) is important,
because in it the Privy Council overruled the decision
of this Court ill tile same case Ma 'Thif v. Tun
TIta, and held that what the auratha son becomes
·entitled to on the death of his. father is a definite
one-fourth part of the estate and that he is entitled
to claim that one-fourth part within any per io d
that is not outside the period fixed by Article 123
·ofthe Jndi:tn LimiJation Act.
Accorciin.g ~o these rulings the present state of the
.ca~e-Iaw would seem to be as follows : (l)\iVhen the eldest-born child is a competent
son, he is on the death of his father entitled
to ~-\. one-fourth share in the parents' estate
and that one-fourth share vests in him from
the date of his father's death. For the
purposes of th.e pres~nt reference it is
unnecessary to '.enquire whether Burmese
Buddhist law in, this connection makes
the distinction between" jointly acquired"
and "separate" property which has been
recognized in other connections and if so
whether the eldest-born chi\ld, if a compet.
ent lion, has' any right to daim a specific
share in the father',s or morther's 'separate
property, but it .may be noted that the
(58) 9 B.L.T.95.
(16) 3 B.L.R. 8.

. (301 3 B.L.R.-4S.
(5l?) 9 L.13.R. 56,
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rulings tend to confine the share to' the(, joinlly-acquired property." while theDha1nmthats generally seem [0 make no
distinction between joint and &eparateproperty.
(2) \Vhen the eldest-born child is a co~petent
daughter and there are no sons, that
daughter is on the death of her· mc)ther
entitled to a similar one-fourth share in the
estate.
(3) When theeldest-b.orn child is a competent
daughter and there are sons, as in the
~)resent case, this Court has hitherto held
(hat the daughter is not entitled to . theune-fomth share. Th~t decision· ot tather
course of decisions I belive to be wrong
and I would overrule it. It is in my
t)pmion contrary·to the Dhal11-11utfhats. from
Vilasaand TTagaru to Manugye and
Attasankhepa, and it is based on what I
consider to be' an unwarrantable assumption that in the passages where the Dham1riathats award the quarter .share to a.
daughter they must be considering a. case
where there are no sons. That (.l.ssumption
seems to be founded on certain passages in
a few Dha1mn.thats ,,~hich record archaic
rules taken from pre-Buddhistic law books
and is contrary to the strong tendency'
words equaltreatmcnt of the sexes which
is so marked a feature of the same Dhammalhatswhere they disregard the ancient
rules and are· therefore almost certainly'
influenced by Buamese Buddhist customs..
The rules in Ma1'lugye on this point seem.
de'cur and theie is nothing in- them to-
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suggest that in the rule giving to the eldest19~4
born chIld if a competent daughter the KIRKWOOD
alias
quarter share only the case of a family in idA TFEIN
which there are no sons is considered. .lVLAUN~· SIN,
The I1ttasal1khepo in my opmion makes the HEA,LD, J.
contrary perfectly clear, since in the pas~
sage dealing with the eldest danghter's claim
it refers to younger tl sons ~md daughters."
I would therefore overntl'e the decisions
'to the effect that SOilS are preferred to
daughters and\vould bold that where the
eldest-horn child cis a competent daugl~ter
she isauratha .and is on the death of her
mother entitled tv the quarter share
whether there are younger sons or not.
(4) When the eldest-born child is a competent
son .and the mother dies or when the eldestborn child is a competent daughter and the
father dies, such son or daughtei' cannot
claim the quarter share. So far as Upper
Burma is concerned the first part of this
proposition is supported by Lu Dow v. L11i
1110 Yi and the second bv' Mi The Ov.
lin Swe and Mi Hlaing v. Mi Thi. So
far as Lower Burma is concerned the cases
of lltfa Mln Tha v. Ma Maw and Po Lat v.
Mi Po Le may be taken as supporting the
rule in respect of tIle daugther, but I do
not think that either as' regards the son or
the daughter the law on his point can
be regarded as having yet been definitely
settled.
(5) As for the rights of grand-children it was
held in lIfa SU v. Ma Tin that the auratha
son's' children are entitled to the special
share aI1otted.to them in the Dhammaihats
o

.
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and in Ma Ein Thu v. Ria DUll that the
aura/ha daughter's children were similarly
alias
MA THEIN
entitled while in Po H1nin v. Mallng Tin
'IJ.
it was said that it is the children of the
MAUNG SIN.
auratha as such whether son or daughter,
HEALD, J,
who get the special share. I think therefore that it may now be taken as settled
law that it is the children of the auratha
as such who are entitled to preferential
treatment.
In the light of the conclusions to which the above
cO'osideration of the Dhammathats and' the case-law
has led, I would answer the questions referred as
follows :-(1 The eldest-born child who is competent to
take the place of the father or Inother
acquires the status of auratha on becoming so competent and can acquire:: that
status before the death of either parent.
(2) If the eldest-born child is a daughter al)d
reaches an age at which she is competent
to take her mother's <place, "no son can
become auratha either before or after his
father's death.
( ;) The status of auraiha, in no way depends on
the death of either parent. The eldest-born
competent child isauratha, in any case·
(4) There can ne~er be t",,'o aurathas in a family.
If a son or daughter dies after 'acquiring
the status of auratha, there is''"no auj'atha
in the family .
(5) Sons are not as such prefelTedto daughters
as auratha. If the eldest-bOItI child is a
son and is 'compC<t.ent, he isaw"atha. If
the eldest-born child is a daughter and is
,compeitent, she is "auratha.
KIRKWOOD
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(6) In a family \~lhere the eldest-born child is a
daughter and is competent, there can be
no auratha son and there can be no son
whose children have a right to preferential
treat~ent in the division of the, parents'
estate.
(7) If the the eldest~bornchild is a daughter and is
competent, she is aura/ha and as auratlta
can, on her mother's death claim from
her father a quarter share of the estate.
'If she dies before becoming entitled to that
,share, her- children have a right to
preferential treatment in the division of the
estate.
DUCKWORTH, J.-I agree \-vith the judgments of my
learned brqthers Maung Kin and Heald, JJ.
Since they ,vary largely, though on better considered
and more ample grourJds, arrive at the same opiI)ion
as I did in my separate Order of Reference. I need
write very little more.
After weighing the Dham11lathats quoted, and the
use of the words' therein, my conclusion is that
'I auratha" (a very loosely..:used term), means
nothing more than "eldest legitimate issue, male or
female." The, term has been much misused, since it
does not necessarily followed that thechilc1 who is
auratha whilst both parents are alive 'will be the
child, who can obtain a one-fourth share on the death'
of OtiC parent. This depends on the sex of the
parent who dies first. At the same time I consider
that I fell into an error in my Order of Reference,
when L stated that, until, one parent died, there was
te~hnically no auratha. ' There is, and the aruatha
then. is the eldest child. irrespective of sex, legally
begotten, who is of age and competent.
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I wUl take, as an example, the followinig family :1. Daughter,
alias
2. Son,
MA THEIN
. v.
3. Daughter,
MAUNG SIN.
4. Son, all l,egally begotten.
DUKCWORTH,
The eldest issue is female. Then, whilst both
J•.
parents are alive, she is, if of age and competent to
takel-ier mother's plate, the auratha. If the mother
dies,,-first of the two parents this eldest daughter is
~entitied to the· one·fourth" share, and no question
then arises· of a right of representation for· her family
if any. If, on the other hand, the father dies first
of the two parents r' then the eldest daughter, though
auratha cannot claim the one·fourth share, ""hich
lapses, neither can the eldest son sueeted as auratha.
If the eldest daughter, 'after attaining majority and
competency, predeceases.her parents, then her issue'
1.10ne is entitled to preferential treatment, in comparison
with the other grand-children, when both uf the
parents have died. On the other hand j if the family
.
consisted of :(1) Son,
(2) Daughter,
(3) Son,
.
(4) Daughter, all legally begotten, then, w11ilst
both parents <tre alive, the eldest SOIl, if of age and
competent, would be the aU1'atha, and if the father
died first of the two parents, he would be entitled
to the one-fourth share. If the mother died first,
then· this eldest son could not claim that one-fourth
share, which lapses. Again, if this eldest son, after
hehadattained majoJ:ity and competency, predeceased
both parents, his issue alone would be entitled to
preferential treatment.
,
. This, I think, renders the position clear.·
The point is that, if a son is' not the first-born
1924
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child, be can never be auratha, unless the eldest
1924
child dies before reaching majority or competency, KIRKWOOD
alias
and then only when the eldest child is a male. It IvlA THEIN
is very doubtful whether) according to the Dhl£'lnmathats, MAUNG
~'.
SIN.
another can become aurlltha
in
place
oJ
the
deceased
DUCKWORTH
eluesr daughter. There is some authority for a
J.
'
brother succeeding a brother, but not for the converse
'case,-and then only in relation to theone-fourth
share. Here I -: must point out that I can- -find
nothing in -the Dhanunatlzats n::garding. Ii the eldest
surviving children" being recognised as auratha,
as to claim. the one-fourth
share.
Amongst the Bur!J1ese people generally, tbere is
no doubt that the eldest legitimate child, whether it
be a son or daughter, is regarded as taken the place
of the parent of the same sex, when that parent dies.
The
saying - II ooSo~~CSlc-oa::n-OOEipIl 84Q~C'3\8-ooS.00Eip"1I
" Itko gyi hlyin apa aya: Al'na gyi. It/yin ami aya"
is, to. my knowledge, a common usc, especially in
the Old Royalist Districts of Upper BurmA, such as
Mandalay, Shwebo, Kyaukse, and Meiktila, and this
is a very strong indication, as pointed out by Mr.
May Oung on page 223 of his work on Buddhist
Law., of what general popular opinion is. Moreover
this opinion was nO doubt that of the late Kinwun
Min Gyi U Gaung, When he compiled the Attasan:.
khepa Dha-,.m-nathai, and therefore this expression
of his opinicm on the su bject should carry due
weight, inasmuch as he was a great scholar in regard
to the Dhammathats, _and was pO::isessed of the widest
knoweledge of his fellow countrymen.
It must be borne in mind that, in dealing with
Buddhist Law, which was an effort to purge and
improve Hinduism} we must disabuse OUf minds of
such ideas of the "aurasa II son as emanafe hom
that Religion and Law. The position of women, as

so
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such, is entirely different 'under Buddhist Law, and
shows a great advance on Hindusim. This alone
should be sufficient to place us on our guard. It is
to be noted, too, that in BUi"mese households, the
eldest daughter, w'hen the
eldest cl)ild, holds a parfi.
cularly infll1~'ntial pos.ition.
In regard to the former op~nion that the Dhmnmathats regarded the son as being superior to the
daugh~er, it is dear' that the sections referred to,
more especially seetioris 140 and 150, "deal with
distributions of estate, after both parents have passed
away, and such rules have been disregarded by this
Court when it held that the estate should be distributed
in equal shares. Moreover, these and other sections
do not, so far as I can find, give the son a large
share than the daughter, unless he is actually the
eldest-born child of, the fa 1.11 ily. In this respect, I
am_ in agreement with MCl,ung Kin, }.,'s opinion, and
consider that, inasmuch as it is clear that the Dham~
mathats contemplate the eldest 'child, when a daughter'
and' c.ompetent, even ina family consisting of sons
and daughters, being entitled to a one-fourth share
on the deatll of the mother, the matter is concluded.
In this connection, too, I think that Mr. May Oung
is right, when he suggests that sections 2 and 3 and
,sections ~ and -5 of the M anugye- must respectively
b~ read together. The first pair of sections then
deal with what is to happen on the death of the
mother and the second pair of sections with what
is to take place upo'~ the de~th of the father,in each
case of course before the other parent Further the
History of the Law on the subject (dealt with
admirably by Mr. May Dung on pages 221, 222 and
223 of his work), is clearly in favour of a feI11ale
auratha, when the -feihal~ parent dies first, and the
eldest issue of the marri~ge is a daughter.
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In regard to the children Of the eldest child, who
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and competency, it seems that, according to the MA THEiN
Dham111athats, only the eldest grand.child (Mye-U or MAUN~; SIN.
Aura/ka Mye) can, strictly speaking, obtain a prefer- DUCKW6~TH.
ential share. but Uiis· question is not now before us,
J.
and the cases of Ma Kyi Kyi v.Ma Them. (16) and Ma
Su v. Ma Tin (31}.require no discussion in this
connection.
It is perfectly clear that sectioll 163 of the Disgest
applies to families consisting of both sons and
daughters, and Twomey, J" fully recognised this in
Ma Ein Thu's case (14) when he remarked :-IlThe
texts cited in section 163 give t~e issue of the eldest·
daughter, a share equal to that of the youngest of
his aunts, and theri seems io be 110 authority for
holding that these texts apply exclusi1~ely to families
consisting of daughters only."
It is to be regretted, .
perhaps that he overlooked this, when dealing with
the case of Po Hman v. Maung Tin (25).
As a
matter of fact, these texts, when read in the Burmese,
make it clear that they do not apply solely to families
consisting of daughters~.
1 would reply to the questions referred in
the same manner as my learned brother Maung
Kin, J.
ROBINSON, C.} .--1 concur in the repiies proposed by
my brother Maung Kin.
It is no doubt true that the question referred
were too widely stated, but this arOSe from several
causes. The appeal was based on and argued as
involving thepositioIi and rights.of an Oro'sa. Plaintiffs

.

(16) 3 L.B.R. 8.
(14) 5 B.L.T. 73.

57

(3J) 6 L;B.R. 77.
(25) 8 L.B.R. 113.
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could not. claim a preferential share as being the
children of the eldest child· and thus the appeal
centered round the question of the Orasa ; whether
a son always was preferred as Orasa to a daughter
even when the latter was the eldest child and whether
the question as to which would ultimately. becGme
the Orasa. would depend -on which parent died first.
The authorities also were confused and the tni\e.·
meaning of Orasa had not been clearly understood the
term being loosely used iIi more than one sense.
The result of. this reference will, it .is hoped, clear·
up many points that were in doubt.
Therefore, in acC'.ordarice with the conclusions
arrived at by the Full Bench, the Division Bench
allowed the defendants' appeal and held that Ma
Nyein Aung was the orasa child· of U Baw and
that the plaintiffs ar the heirs of Maung po Cho
··were only entitled to a one-sixteenth share in the
estate of U Baw.
.
On this appeal- .
De GrUytlzer, K.C., with Hon. Geoffrey Lawrence-·
for. the Appellants.
Dunne, K.C.,
Respondents.

with

E.

B.

Raikes-for

the

The judgment of their Lordships was delivered
by~

MR. AMEER ALI.-This appeal arises out of a
suit for the admin\stration of the estate of one
U Baw, a native of Burma, subject to the BurmeseBuddhist Law. U Baw died on the 28th December
1907 ; his wife, Daw Hmo, is said to have died
some years before. U Baw had by her our ~hiJdren.
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The following table will explain the relationship of
the parties:-

I

I
.

Mg Kwet Oh.

J.

Ma Eo

I

I

I

Ma Thein,

.

.

I

<1st

Mg. Aung,
2nd.

Appellant.

APpe~lant.

aiias
THEIN
V.
MAUNG'SIN.

I

i\Ig Po Cho-;\Ia
Mg Sin-Ma Mil Ma Nga Ma
Ma Nyein Aung-Ko
(daughter)
Poung
(son)
Shw~ Yu. (son)
Lay. (daughter).
died
1st
2nd
died after
13-12-07.
Hespondent.
Respondent.
her parents.

I

KIRKWOOD

MA

Daw Hmo-U Baw-Ma Ngwe. dece.1sed.
died
died
1896
28-12-07.

\

1924

.

I

Mg. Byallng.

3rd .
Appellant.

U Baw had a second or junior wife, but she
does not enter into the present corttroversy.
'. Po Cho. the elder son of U Baw and Daw
Hmo, died a fortnight or so before the death of
his father, leaving several children, who are. the
plaintiffs in this action. They clairii a'one-fourth
sh~r~ of the estate of U Baw on the ground that
their father, Po Cho, was the orasa son of his father,
and was consequently, under the Burme!';e-Buddhist
law, entitled to-a preferential share of one-fourth in U
Baw's estate. The claim-is 5et out thus in the plaint :-

.1

That the said Ko Po Cho was the eldest SOn of the said
U Baw and attained his majority and assisted the said U Baw in
his business and kept up filial relations with the said U Baw up to
his death, and the said Ko Po Cho attained the complete stat~ls of
an orast/ son of the said U Baw.

In paragraph 6 the plaintiffs set out the basis
of their own rights. They say that-I· As children and representatives of the said orasa son, ihey
are entitled to an equal share in the estate of U Baw with each of
their uncles and annts, the said Ma Nyein Aung, Manng Sin and
Ma Nga Ma, and that as the second or lesser wife Ma Ngwe has
since died tl,ey daini a Olle-quarter share of the whole of the said
estate of U Baw.',

The defendants deny the plaintiffs" claim and
the allegation that Po Clio wa~ the orasa son,
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In order to understand the controversy and
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follow exactly the decisions of the Courts in Burma
al~as
..
h
. .
MA, THEIN; 10 t is case, It IS neces.sary. to expla~n that the
MAUN'l~SIN. Burmese-Buddhist law is contained in a series of
. books entitled Dha111mathats which have been composed from time to time by the expounders of
that law ever since the thirteenth century, if not
from before. This· is fucidly set out in the Digest
of U Gaung, printed tmder the auspices of the British
Government. The a~thor of.this work, a ciistinguisbed
Burmese jurist, . describes, a Dhammathat to be a
"collectiou of rules which are in accordance with
custom and usage" of the Burmese people. In
his remarks on the -treatment in these treatises of
the' subject of inheritance. U Gaung observes that
"the seven divisions of the Law of Inheritance
are treated in the Dhammathafs in such a very
unsystematic and unmethodical way that it becomes.
a tedious. task for anyone who .attempts to study
the subject."
In order to ,arrive at a. definite
conclusion on the points in controversy, their Lordships have to embark on a survey of the Law:
which, apart from its tediousness; is not free from
in consistencies.
In the Digest of U Gaung six classes of sons,
,are said to be entitled to inherit the property of
their parents. In the first c~tegory stands the son
born of a union contracted with parental sanction,
and is known as orasa. As religious formalities do
not appear essential to lawful wedlock, this 'form
of marriage is evidently regarded -to constitute a
valid marriage.
The term orasa is admittedly
borrowed from the Sanscrit aurasa useci in workson Hindu 'Law and has been corr,upt
9. d into
"
auratha or orasa _i Mr. Richardson, the translator of
mc Manugye Dhammathat uses the word _aur,q,fha}
1°24
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and Mr. Justice Heald, of the.chief Court, adopts
the same spelling. Whether the word is spelt
aUYlltha br oyasa it undoubtedly denotes a son born of
a union' contracted with parental sanction j in other
words, a legitimate son. In cQurse of time, judging
from a comparison of· the enunciations in the.
Dhal1'ltnathats, it acquired a special meaning; it came
to signify a son who, by virtue of his position in
the family and his competency to assume the duties
of the father, was vested with a defined right in the
parental estate. Similarly, irt the course of time, as
.the Dhamnzathats show, the word was extended to
include a daughter' standing in. the same position
and vested with the same right.
.
The plaintiffs' case is that. although Ma Nyein
.Aung was the eldest-born d::mghter of U Baw and
Daw Hmo, the appellant's father, 'Po Cho, as' the
eldest SOil, possessed the qualifications necessary for
being vested with the status of an orasa son. They
contend, and their contention have been urged with
great force before the Board, that, in the first place
a woman is inferior toa man, and, secondly, that
the Dhammathats do not lay down the rule that the
son who is vested with the status of an orasa son
and acquires a preferential right to a fourth share
of the family estate should be the eldest born, or
to speak more correctly, the first-born child. In
support of their contention they rely on the provi-.
sians in the Vhammaflwts that in certain cases the
. younger sontnay be vested with the rights of the
orasa or privil~ged son.
The suit .was instituted in the Court of the
District Judge of Hanthawaddy..
The substantial issue before him was whether Po
Cho, who ptedeceasedhisfather, acquired before his
death the status of a privileged or orasa son and
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became thereby entitled to the preferential share of
one-fourth in the parental est~te, which he passed
on to his children, the plaintiffs.
In using the terms" privileged 17 their Lordships
do not wish to introduce another element of
. complexity to a sufficiently perplexing question: '
They use it simply as a synonym for auratha or

orasa.
Admittedly the entire property in dispute was
acquired as stated in the plaint "during the marriage
of the said U Baw and Daw Hmo, " and thus husband
and wife under the Burmese-Buddhist Law \'vere
entitled to equal shares in the property. If this fact
is borne in mind, much of the difficulty in the case
would disappear.
The District Judge felt himself constrained by
previous decisions in the. Burma Courts to hold
that the plaintiffs had' made out. therr. claim and
were entitlt::d to a One-fourth share 1ll the
estate.
From the District Judge's decree the defendants
~ppealed to the Chief Court. The appeal was in the
first instance heard by, a Division Bench consisting
of Robinson, C.}., and 1)uckworth, J. In view
of ·the fact that the decisions in previous cases wen~
by no means consistent. and having regard to the
complexity and importance of the controversy in the
present litigation, the learned Judges felt it advisable
t~ refer the' points at issue to a Full Bench of their
Court j'and considering tliat the reference should be
based on specific questions, they submitted to the
Full Bench six questions, which appear to cover a
far larger ground than perhaps was actually necessary,
for the decision of this case.
It is interesting, however, to note the questions
as they furnish the key to the major part of

RANGOON SERIES.
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the decisions of the Full Court. They· are as
follows:-

KIRKWOOD

.1. In a family consisting of both sons and daughters, can any

MA THEIN

child acquire the full status of orasa prior to the death of either
. parent?
2. If so, in such a ·family where the eldest child is a daughter
can any son become OYaU u~til his father dies'?
In such a family, can the qu~stion which child is the orasa
be decided before the death of either parent?
4. Can there be in such a family two Orasas ?
5. Are sons always to be preferred to daughters as orasa ?
6.. In such a family, can there be an orasa sun who, pre.
deceasing his parents. can transmit to his children a right. to
preferential treatment in the division of the estate?

3:

The matter· thus came before a Full Bench of
five Judges. Although some of them considered the
questions rather wide in view. of the actual fads of
the case, all concurred substantially in the answers
His answers are
which Mr. Justice Maung Kin gave.
as follows :II Question I-in the affirm~tive.
"Question 2-Where the eldest child is a daughter, no son
can become oraSl1
II Question 3-in the affirmative.
" Question 4-in tbe negative.
II Question 5-in the negative, unless the son is the eldestborn.
II As regards Question 6, I may say that the word ' transmit'
is not quite a happy term. The eldest-born sOn is the oYasa. If
he predeceased his parents, his children will have a right to
preferential treatment as laid down in the first paragrl1ph of secti.on
15 of the M antigye, or section 162 of the Digest. If the eldesL
born son died ·before he became- competent to take his father's
place, a younger son, beilig fully qnalifiec1,may bebome orasa, and
if that son had predeceased his rarents, his children ,,'ill have a
right to·the same preferential treatment, But if the eldest-born
child was a daughter al1d predeceased her parents after she, had
become competent to take htr mother's place, her children win
have a: ril!htto the same preferentbl treatment. It is doubtful
whether another daughter, younger than a SOil. can ever take the
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place of the eldest-born daughter who is n at competent or died
before she became able to take her mathf:r's place. "

On receiving the answers to the questions sLibmitted, the Division Bench reversed the decree of
the District Judge and awarded a decree to the.
plaintiffs in respect ofa one-sixteenth share of the'
estate, in lieu of the one-fourth that had been given
to them by the Court of first instance. From this
. decree the present appeal has been preferred, and
the arguments whi~h were pressed in the Chief Court
have been forcibly addressed to their Lordships.
Three principal grounds have been· urged in
support of the plaintiffs' claim, and on these
grounds the correctness of the judgments of the Full
Bench is challenged. First, that the Dhammathats
do not, when speaking of an orasa son, lay down
any rule that he should be. the eldest or firstborn of the children. Secondly, that a daughter,
by the" rule in the Dhamnwthats relating to the
inferiority of the female sex in relition to the
male, can never be the orasa child j and; thirdly,
that when there is a son, a daughter·~ cannot be
an orasa child, which appears to be only a branch
of the second argument.
Befure referring to the jndgrnents of the Full
Bench, their Lordships desire to state . the result
of their own examination of the Dhammathats.
In respect of the first proposition advanced on
behalf of the plaintiffs, 'l'iz.~ that i,n the Dhammalhats
the status of orasa is hot confined to the eldest
or first-born, it appears to their Lordships that
the. argument is based upon a misconception of
the' rules laid down in the BurIi1ese-Buddhist Law.
Chapter 6 of the Digest deals wi tl1 the subject
of partition between parents and their own children
i.e., 'descendants of the first degree. Section 30
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relates to partition between mother and son on the
death of the father. AU the Dha'mmathats agree
that on the death of the father the eldest son
should' be entitled to a one-fourth share of the
estate, and that the mother should be entitled to
the remaining three-fourths for herself and her
younger children. The Vilasa states as' follows:" On the death of the father the rule of partition between
mother and son is as follo\\"s : e' If the sop is the eldest·born and if he helps the parents
in the lcquisition of the family property, he shall get his father's
elephant anclpony, togethl':r with their keepers; the cup, spear,
tray and plates usee1 by his father; the clothes, ornaments
and belt worn by him i the lands held as an appanage ef his
,office; the town or village, the usufruct of which he enjoyed,
and the office held by him. The mether shall get her belt,
finger-rings, bracelets, ear-rings, necklaces, combs, betel-box,
stool, and personal ornaments given, her during the ,father's
lifetime. The remainder, such as gold, sllver,buIJocks, hu'fhioes,
goats, pigs, ,fowls, ducks, clothes, 'paddy, rice,' Indian-com, peas,
millets, barleY, sessamum, cotton, and household furniture shall
b~ divided into four shares; the mother silall get three shares
,and the son one share. E,ren if there are ten sons, only onefourth shall be given them."

The Kairnza states the rule thus :" The reason why the mother gets tlll'ee shares is that when
the property was being acquired, the son was not yet born, and
after he W3S born he could not (during his minority) do anything towards the retention of what was already acquired ; e\'en
the" father can merely acquire, but cannot prevent\\"aste. I t is
the mother alone \\ho takes care of the plopelty."

In the Myingull
following terms:-

the rule is stated in ,the

" If the SOn is one who is competent to assume the father's
responsibilities, and is known to the local :lUthorities, he ~hall
get his father's pony, drinkiug-cup, betel-bex, sword, lands held
as emoluments of oflice, lands worked by him, personal ornaments
and \vearing :>pparel, cups, trays, spoons and plates, spear",
large and small, armour, and such other al·tides worn by men
Dnly. Stored-up grain, bl1Iloc~s, bhff~loes, slaves, fowls, pil4s,
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The Manugyc states the principle in identical
tenus. * It declares that on the father predeceasing
the mother, the estate, after the apportionment of
the specific articles as la-id down in the Dha111rnathats, should be divided into four shares out of
which the II eldest son" sh~uld be entitled to one
share and the ll10ther and· It younger c.hildren "to·
three shares.
In section 12 it declares that
when the mother dies in the lifetime of the
father, the same rule should apply to the" daughter's "
claim to share in the estate.
It is unnecessary to refer to the passages in
the other Dha11l111athats as set out in the Digest
relating to the right of the I' eldest son" to a
one-fourth share on the death of the father, as
they state the rule substantially in tb-e same termsOn these rule~; the question arises; who is the
son who beco~es entitled to this right? The
respondents' contention is that this special right is
given to .the eldest-bo1'n son, while the ~ppel1ants
urge that the words II eldest son I ' are not restricted
to II the eldest-born," ·but applies equally to a son
who, in a family consisting of a number of children
of both sexes, stands in relation to them as the
eldest son.. And on this ground they contend that
Po Cho was the "eldest son" and entitled to the
one-fourth share as orasa son.
The answer to the question, however, is furnished
by the Dhammatllats themselves. The reason why
the mother becomes entitled to a three-fourth's
share in the estate in which she and the:·deceased
father held equal shares explains also who II the
• Richardson's Tral-slalion;Eook X, sec. 6, p. 273.
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eldest son" is who becomes entitled to the onefourth share.
The Manu Dhammathat explains the reason why
the mother gets the three-Fourth's share in these
terms ;" Tbe mothe-:' gets three shares because while. the property
was being acquil'ed the son was not ytt born, and. when
. acquired the mothet· is tIte only person to bke care of it
ane! prevent if from being \yasted."

The Dham111athat-pyu gives it

thus:~

On the death .of the father the partiti~n between mother
anp !ion shall be as follows:If

It . states the question first: "Why should the
mother get three shares ?" . and then gives the
reply:-ie Bfcau:e during
the early d;lys of' her wedded life;
while" family property was being acquired the son was not
yet born anCi whatever was acquired by his father the mother
took care of anel laid hy,' Hence the mother shall get three
shares, she, being the principal agent in the acqui~ition of
the family property."
.'
,

The Vilasa declares that on the death of the
father. rule. of partition ' between mother; and
son is as follows~ It specifically, states: "If the
son is the eldest-born," and "if he helped the,
parents in the acquisition of the family property, he
shall get his father's e!ephant, etc. The remainder
of the, estate s:,hall be divided into fOllr shares---the
mother shall get three shares and the son one' share ,.
and, "the question, -" Why should the 'eldest-born
child; get a fourth share?" the answer is :-" the
parents obtained the child ~t he commencement of
their wedded life by their earnest prayer and acquired
the. properly with his or her assistance."
What can all this mean, except that "the eldest
Son J' referred to in all the Dha'mrnathats is the eldestborn child of the wedded pair.
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I,n section 33 of U Gaung's Digest the rules of the
II eldest
alias
daughter" in the family estate on the death of the
MA THEIN
'V.
mother are set out at length. These rules require
Mi.u:-IG SiN.
careful analysis and consideration in conjuncti~n
with the rules relating to the rights of the son on
the death of the father, leaving, the· mother surviving
him.
A companson between these rules regarding the
son's rights and the daughter's' rights will elucidate
still more clearly what is meant by the" eldest son"
or tile II eldest daughter" in the Dhall1mathats.
Section 33 deals with the' subject of partition
bet v"een father and the eldest daughter on the death
of the mother, as happened in the present case.
Daw Hmo died before her husband, leaving Ma Nyein
Aung, the. eldest-born child of the marri1lge. Her
status and her rights <lre clearly stated, in the
Dhammathats. The Manugye, the authority of which
has been recognized by the Board, after setting out
the specific articles belonging to her mother or in her
s~le l'lse in her lifetime, such as ear-rings; bracelets,
belt, ClIPS' for eating and drinking, clothes and
,ornaments worn by woman to which the eldest
daughter became entitled, states t11(' rule as to the
partition of .the' residue of the family property
between the surviving parent, the father, and the
eldest daughter thus.*-1924

KIRKWOOD

Dhammathats referring to the rights of the

Partition between father and daughter

0'1

the' death

,I Let the' father have his riding <C1ephant

of the mother.

~l}d horse, his

goblet, the slave who carries his water a nd betel, his sword, betel
apparatus, clothes, and ornaments. Let the daughter have her
mother's ornaments, clothes, and the slave who cooked her rice i
and having divided the resicIue into £0111 shares. let the daughter
have one and the fa ther three"
* Richardson's Trar.slation of Manul;,ye-Book X, sec. 3, p. 27J.
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In the [{ungyali"nga the rule is stated m the
following terms : "The mode of partition between the orasa daughter and
father on the death of the mother i~, mutatis mutandis, the same
as that between mother and son;on the death of the father."Tlte Dig{s~, p. 88.
.t!

In the J:Varulinga it is as follows ;"The mo~le of partitio.n b.etween father and daughter on the
death of the mother is. 11m fa tis fnuta l1dis, the sameas that between
mother and son on the death of the father. The d.aughter shall
get in addition her clothes, ornamellt~ and gold flo'sers, one
female slave, and bel' mother's personal belongings, just as
the son gets bis bthers personal belongings."

The Cittara states the rule thus:Cl The m~)de of plrtition b~t\Ve.en father"and arasa d:.mghter
on the death of the mother is, mutatis flltltandts, the same ;IS that
be(ween mother and son on the death of the father. "

The Kyefyo gives the rule more fully:
"The mode of partition between father and/orasa daughter
the deatb of the motheris'asfollows:'-: .
(, The daugher shall get her anklets, bracelets, ear-rings
belt, necklaces, etc., given her during the mother's lifetime, and by both parents, th~se having. become her
separate property. She shall also get her mother's
belt, necklaces, combs, finger-ring,>, ear-rings, bracelets, betel-box, cllshions,and other personal ornaments.
The ornaments worn by the daughte:- during the
mother's lifetime shall go to her. The Fest of the pro.
perty such as gold, silver, copper, iron, slaves, buffaloes,
bullocks, goats, pigs, fowls, ducks, paddy, rice, Indian
corn, millet!', barley, sessamum, cotton and household
furnihire shall be divided into four shares; the father
shaH get three shares and the daughter one share."
"The above l'ule applie~ when the daughter i5 the eldestborn.' The younger daughters 'shall get their shares only on the
death of both parents. "
011

And then comes this important question *:" \Vhy should the mother get three shares and the eldest
child only one share? Because the mothel' saves the. property

* K:>'ct:vo, ~ ec.
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acquired by the father and therebyaccumuJates it at the early
period of her wedded life, before the eldest child was born; and
during the minority of the eldest child before he or she conld
assist the parents; the mother accumulates the property acquired
bytl~e father. The eldest child gets one share because he cr she
upholds the parent's position and rank ana continues the, family.
Having to bear the chHdren, the mother has not the heart
to make them work, nor can she see them suffer privation ;Sl,e
cherishes them and brings them up.Childrim lie under greater
oqligation to the mother than to 'the father. Hence the mother
gets three shares and the son one share. Should the property
enumerated above be exhausted by the mothedor her sustenance
or in performing works of merit, let it be so. The sons shall
not also claim the residue of the property to which the mother
alorie is entitled."

It is to be speciaJly noted that the words here
used are" eldest child," clearly indicating that the
expression includes children of both sexes.
This passage from the Kyetyo shows not only that
on the 'death of the mother the eldest-born daughter is
entitled to a one-fourth share, but it also e~plains why
she becomes so entitled. The eldest-born daughter
steps into the shoes of the mother, assumes her
respohsiblities, manages the household and takes care
of the younger children like the mother, and is confirmed in the status of the orasa child. The status
ooes not depend on the decease of the father, where
the chil(l is a son j or of thf mother, where it is a
daughter j it comes into existence on the fulfilment ot
three conditions, viz. : (l) that he or she is the firstborn child j t~) that it attains majqrity ; and (3) helps
either in the acquisition of the family property and
the discharge of the father's reponsibilities j or! if a
daughter, helps the mother in the care of the property
and the control and management of the household,
which lie particularly within the mother's duties.
In their Lordships' judgment, although it is not
easy always to reconcile the inconsistencies with which
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together in the Digest, the following propositions Ma THEIN
clearly emerge from the rules propounded in the, MAU~~ SIN.
Dhaln1'nathals, viz. . that the designation orasa is not
limited to a son and that it connotes the eldest or
. Grst-born child who is competent to undertake the
Ttsponsibilities of the deceased parent.
The grounds all which" the eldesi child" may be
(( superseded n or displaced from bis or her status
are collected in section 62 (p. 117) of the Digest.
When as son is incompetent to assume the duties
and responsibilities .of the father, either fromphysica}
defects or otherwise, it is declared that the next
-brother should step into his shoes. Supposing there
is a daughter intervening between the tw.o sons, viz,
the first born and the next born son, she could' not
possibly be the orasa .child. The law does not say
that on the mother's death a daughter who was not·
the eldest or first born should become the orasa
.child and become entitled to a preferential share.
As already observed, the provision is for the first
born, whether male or female, if COn'lpetent.
In the present case the mother died several years
before the father; it is not disputed that the eldest
daughter, the first-born child, Ma Nyein Aung,
assumed all her responsibilities. Nor is it disptlted
that she was quite competent to do so. It may be
taken· for granted that she looked after thecollservation of the property as her mother did duri~g her
lif elime and took care of the younger children. She
was thus the orasa child of the marriage of U Baw
:and Daw Hmo. The second son, Po Cho, could
never become the orasa child and could never
.acquire the status in his own right. There was no
eldest-born son whom he had superseded for
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" incompetency" or into whose shoes he had stepped
on his death before attaining majority.
,
It is contended, however, that the sections dealing
with partihon between an cIder sister and a younger
brother on the death of the p:lrents (Digest, section
140) places the son on the same level as the elder
daughter. The Kyetyo says :-" If the eldest-bol'n is a daughter and the second child a son,.
let them share the estate e'qually between them."

The Ifyannet makes the following statement : .. If, after the establishment of a daughter as an ort/sa, a SOIl
is born; they shall share the estate equally between them.
" If the elder daughter arid the younger son are both childless, the estate shall not be divided equally bet'\veen them, because
the son is deemed the orasa."

Similar statement occur in other Dhammathats.
Their Lordships do not propse to undertake the task
of trying to reconcile tfansRarerit inconsistencies.'
Whether the prescriptions to \.vhich the plaintiffs have
referred as showing the superior right of a younger
son to that of the elder daughter were actuated by a
desire for a fair and equal division, it is difficult to
say. It was certainly so ill the case of one younger
brother co-existing with the eldest-born sister even
afteI she was installed as orasa. Whatever may be
the reason of these inconsistencies, it is clear that
these arbitrary rules of distribution cannot over ride or
control the previous express provisions relative to
substantive right.
Sections 162 and 163 of the Digest deal with the
rights of the children of the eldest son or eldest
daughter dying before the parents. Section 162 is
headed thus :--,. The eldest son dies before the parents j the son of the
deceased is entitled to the same share as his father' s YOllI~gest
brother."
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And section 163 has the following heading, clearly
indicating the subject dealt with in the section : ".The elde3t daughter dies before the p :rcnts ; the deceased's
child is entitled to the same share as the decelsed's youngest
sister."

The MaunJ!.Yc, in section 15, Book X, states the
rule as to the devolution of the share of the cldestborn son or eldest-1;Jorn daughter on his or her
predeceasing the paren ts :" If the eldest son di"es befOl'e his father and mother, the law of
inheritance between his son and his son's uncles and aunts is
this: because in case of the delth of father and mother the eldest
son is called father, let his son, and his (the eldest son's) younger
brothers, share alike.
"Should the eldest daughter die hefore the father and
mother, this IS the law for the partition of the inheritance between
her daughter and her da"u~hter's llncles and allnt: that the
d:wghter of the eldest daughter and her (the eldest daughter's)
younger ~islers shall sll.lre alike, because the eldest daughter,
when grown up, stands in the place of a mother.
"Iil case of the death of the y~)llnger chilch'en occu,'ring
before the parents the Itw foJ' partition of the inheritance between
their childJ'en and the (co-heirs) relations of their parents is this:
the children of the deceased have one-fourth of the share which
wouiel have come La their parents."

The Vilasa declares that 'c the eldest son of a
deceased Ol'asa shall receive as much of the inheritance
as the youngest of his uncles. But the youngest sons
should receive only a quarter as much. Because a
son is a nearer kin than a grandson, the latter shall
not receive out of the estate of his grandfather as
much as the co-heir,:; of bis deceased father."
The prescriptions in most of the other Dhanlmathats are substantially the same.
These sections clearly refer to the rights of the
;hildren of the eldest-born son or eldest-born
laughter. Po Cho did not belong to this category,
md he had no right to the one-foqrth of the e~t!lte
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to pass lo the plaintiffs. Sedioi1 164 refers to the
shares of the child;'en of one of the ~oullger children
predeceasing the parents.
'
. 'I The child of a (deceased) younger son shall receive onefourth of tile share. to which the deceased W,IS entitled. He or
she shall not receive an equal share with the aunts and uncles:
"The child of a (deceased) co-heir \\"ho was nc t the Cl(lcst
of the share to which the deceased was
shall receive a quarter
.
entitled. The remaining three-fourlhs shall revert to the
estate."
~

This is the conclusion at which their Lordships
havc'arri\'ed upon an 'independent review of [he
Dlzarmnathats and the, view of the law that' bas
forced itself upon them is supported and conhrmed
by the detailed and 'scrupulously card ul examination
to which the provisions of the Burmese-Buddhist
La'w bave been subjected by the learned] udges of
the Chief Court. MatIng Kin, J., who is himself a
Burmese, conversant v\:ith the Burmese language and
clistoms, and well vp.rscd in the Burmese-Buddhist
Law, has fully discussed the rules of the different
VltamlJwthnts concerning, the question..; with which
the Court had to deal, In the course of his
judgment he says : ,. All the Dha1Jl 1 J1athats mentioned ill section 30 of the
Digest, when considered as a whole, lead to the inference that
it is the elelest-born legitimate son who is entitled to claim a
quarter of the parental estate from his mother Cd) the death of
the father, provided'he has helped the parents in Hie acquisition
of prorerty and takes the d,e.ceast:Cllatl.er's place and t:onlinups
the family. It· appears that the Dham1llathats take it for
gr;1nted tint the son. if ccmpetent to do 50. \dll take his
father's r·lacc and cor. tinl1e the family; hut 1 ~\'hether this·
duty is a mere mOl'al obligation or can be enforced at law is
at present undetermined so far as deci~ions go.' And this
elekst~born son, who is entitled to aCJuarter share, is by bter
Dhamil:athals calleel an orasa."

and

he then

makes the

following comment on
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.. It may be argued that what is nnterial is the fulfilling
of the conditions and not the order in which the sons are
born, so that even \\here the eldest-born i"s a daughter a son
who fulfils the conditions would be entitled to the qU<1rter
share from the mother on the death of the father.
" in my judgment the argument is not sustainable. It c.an
only be founded on the Dlta1lJIlIatIJats notice.!' above which chi)
not call the son entitled t6 the share by any ckscription,
such as" Tha-ll, thagyi, thagyiauratha' or auratha, but which
describe him only as the son who bears the father's burden or
responsibilities. It appears to me that these Dhammathats put
the matter in a comprehensive form, because whether the claim
is made by t·he eldest-born son or by a younger son, the
conditions must be fulfilled. These DhallII/JatIJats do not, in my
opinion, contradict the proposition that the eldesl-born son, if
competent, can claim the share from the mother, and if not
competent, he wiil be ~uperseded by another son who is
competent; but that if the eldest-born' is not a son, the right
to a quarter share does not exist in favour of a son though he
may be the eldest of the SOIlS. I have deduced this by a
consideration of the Dha1llll!athats alone.

And his conclusion is as follows : ,c It has, however, been urged that, as tbe Dha1ll/liatlzats
look upon the son as being superior to the daugtter, the eldestborn daughter canuct be allowed to claim the quarter share
where there arc sons. Among olhers, sections 140 ,mel 150
have been referred to in support of the contention. These
sections and tbe others contain rules of distribution after hoth
the parents are dead. These are the rules which this Court
has disrt~garded in Ala Kyi K:yi's case. They cia certainly
show that the son is regarded as superior .to the daughter.
But they do not give him, Ul1less he is the eldest-born, any
greater share than the eldest of the daugh tel's. For if the
eldest is a d 1ughter and there is a son younger than she is,
that SOll, instead of getting a smaller share in accordance with
the order of the births of the childree, gets a share equal to
the eldest daugbier, and in my judgment wherever, in these
rules, the word auralha is used, it is used to indicate the
eldest child, but 110t with reference to the right to claim a
quarter share from the surviving parent. When b?th tbe
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parents are dead the question is not who is the eldest-born
hut who is eldest of the <.mrviving children, and all~ the
surviving children get their fractiollal shares, larger or slIfflller,
according to the priority of birth."

Maung Kin, J., refer~ to his O,V)) experience of
the meaning attached by the Burmese people to the
position of eldest daughter. His remarks deserve
attention :"There is an additional reason \-vhy these} Illes of distribution .of inheritance a£t~r both the. p;>.,rents are (l eild do not
apply to cases where the eldest daughter claims a quarter share
from her surviving parent, the faH:er. It is that the claim is
allowed her under very special circumstances, and as a reward
foi- her past a.ssistance in the acquisition cf prop( rty and the
possibility (which th~ law-givers expected in the times they
lived) of her hldng her mother's phlce and continuing the
family. and controlling the younger chilcll en as her motbel' had
done in her lifetime. In tbe extract from Dltall11/1atltatkyaw
which is given in section 62 of the Digest we find the
principle.
• . The eldest brother is in the position of
the father, the eldest sister in the position of the mother.
This is in the mouth of every Burm:Jn, and it is clear from
the fact of the principle being recoi-dec1 in that Dha1l11ntlzal
word for word the same as it exists in the mouth of the people
that it is a well-recognised principle. And so far as my
experience goes the principle has I;ever been taken to mean
that in the case of the eldest danghter, only her ~-o:lI1ger
sisters give bel' the position of their mother. The younger
brothers also respect her as they had their c1ecfasecl mother.
This happy state of things exists to-day and long may it
continue.
It Another
point is that even if these rules of distribution
among all the children are applicable to the question of t~4e
eldest daughter's right to a quarter on the death of her mother,
the younger san cannot take her place, he can only prevent
her frOI11 claiming the right. Then in that case there would
be no oraSfJ at all, a position which the Dha1ll1flathats can
hardly be held to h<l.ve contemplated .
• 1 In my judgment it is really unnecessary to go into
the
question o(the applicability of these rules because it is perfectly
clear, as shown above, that the Dhall/tllalhats, in giving a
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quarter to the eldest chik', ha\'e in vicw the case of there hei .."g
both sons and daughters in the f ~mil\, II

The Burme~e adopicd the Buddhist religion,
which was imported from Indi;l, and with the religion
they also Sj;em to have received the Indo-Aryan
concepti0n of the superior rights of men. And
Me. Justice l\hung Kin thinks that the Hindu notion
of sex superiority found its \ray among some of 1h<;
text·writers. There appears to be considerable force
in his observations, as will be seen from the use ill
the Dhammathats of various leg"l terms borrowed
from the Sanscrit.Gtac'ually, as the comrilers Cf'
the Dhamnzathats absorbed the national Cilstoms and
usages, the sex equalisation, which is the dominant
feature of the Burmese law} prevailed, and the' later
Dhammathats show that the eldest-born son and
the eldest-born daughter stand on the same footing.
With reference to this s\lbjeet the learned Judge
makes the following remarks :-"a~ong the Burmese Buddhists equ:llity of the sex~s is
recognized in the Dhalllmalha{s with 00casional aberralions to
the effect that the male is superior to the female. But when
we come to consider what superior rights are given to the
man, we find that his rights are hardly" supcricr to the
woman's. Althc.ugh they borrowed their laws {rem the Hindu
Institutes of Manu, the Burmese cal'efully refrained from
adopting (he sex inequalities uf the Hindu law. For in~,tance,
in Hindu hw, the krm aurasa was apr-lied criginally only to
the legitimate son. Next the Rishis evolved him into
sQn of
a very superior type', namdy the son begotten by a man of a
wife of tbe same Laste who was espoused in an approved form
of marriag~ with relig;ous rites, was a virgin at the time of her
marrjag,~ and had not passed through the marriage ceremony
or a part of it with another man. This was done on spiritual
grounds. In Hindu law a daughter is not called an aurasa
and is not allowed to confer sriritllaI benefifs on her father as
the aurasa son is."
" The Burmese borrowed the word aurasa and BurmanizecI it
auralha, but gave their own meaning to it suitable to the
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conditions of family life which they approved. Thus they called
a- cQild- (son or daughter) born in lawful wedlock an' auratlw
chile.l. puttiug the son and daughter gcncrally on an eq·'1.t
..,.
footu;g."
,

and he winds up by saying :-" J il. the result I ,,-auld hole! that the e1lest..bom legitimate
daughter has tile right to cbi:l1 a quadel' share on the death of
her mother whether she cc-exists with sons or not, and that the
ddest-born child is tbe orasa., altbough, as regards the claim to
a quarter share on the cle~ih of one of the parents, it wotlld
depend npon the circumstances of each paliicular case -whether
the claim can be n~ade or not, that is_to say, . if the child
is a son I
.
he can only make tile claim from the motber, on the ground that
he sler;s into his deceased fatber's place; similarly, if _a daughter,
- sh~ can only rlaim as one who takes the place of her mother. It
is clea,' also that thcl'e canuot be b·o orasas, a male and a female.
in th e ~all1e family, because an Orasa is either the eldest-born or
the one who supersedes the eldest-born."

His decision is practically embodied in his ans\,'er
to Question 6, already quoted.

PraH, J., who followed him il1, delivering judgment,
substantially agreed with his Burmese colleague.
Heald,J.! deals with the facts and the law of the
case with equal care and minuteness. _ He reviews
in great detail the Dhammathats and the decided
cases of tile Burma Chief Court. He expresses his
dissent from those which accorded the superior
position to the younger son in preference to the eldestborn daughter) and gives his reasons therefor. His
experience
the country and of the people extends
over twenty years. In his general conc1usio.n l~e is
in, aJ2,reemE;nt with Maung Kin, J. He holds that
aura/Ita or orasa is applied to both eldest-born sari
and eldest-born daughter; and states that this view
is clear from the enunciations of most of' the
Dhammathats. He reviews the Dhammathats according te>_ their antiquity. He refers to th~. -Vilasa' .
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which \vas compiled in the twelfth century, and to the·
~...
,~aru in the thirteenth ccntur;, where the(ermKli~~~:~OD
'Sratha or orasa Cire applied to both eldest son and 1\1A THEIN
eldest daughter. He states that in the Dhammathats MAUNV~ SIN
Kyaloand the K)'angsa, written in 1630, th~ same
expression occurs, so also in the Vaicchava of 1775.
He refers to U Gaun~'s authority, who is, as
alreaclystated, tl:e author of the Digest. Heald, J.'s
conclusion is :.--:
,

" From the above survey of the IJha1ll1JltlLhats I think that it is
fairly Clear that the word auraLha is commonly used to mean the
elc1e:;t chiIJ, whether SOil or danghtcr, ilnd that if the eldest
child,. ,being a son, is comprtent on the father's death to
take the father's place in the famil:', or heing a daughter,
is competent on the 1110thiT'S death to bke the mother's place,
then he or she is attYa'ha, and on the father':; or mother's
death is, according to the Dhalllllla t !tals, entitlfd to the father's
or mother's personal pl~operty and to one-foudh of the rest of the
estate, ancl, further, that if the eldest child, whether son or
daughter. dies without having·become eniitledto that interest in
the e<;tate, hi;; 0\' her children are entitled tGl ~hare equally in
the esbte \\Tith the YOllnger brdhers an.1 sisters of the
deccasrd~
.

l),2aling with the inconsistent statements in some
of the: Dhammathats showing a certall1 preference
for sons in relatioil to the e Idl:st daughter, he says
as follows :"The Vtcchedtllii, when dealing with the p:lrlition belween
brolhe.rs and sisters after the death of bot:l pan~llts, actually say\>:
'Though, the eldest child he.1 c1augi,ter she does not reach the
statu!l of auraLha and ~he must ~hare equally with her younger
broth'-er',i and one or t\\"o of the minor DhaJl/l/:atltats, contain
similar p1S~<lges, which I have no doubt were taken from some
old book and reproduced Hindu or possIbly pre-Hindu ideas.
But jus't.as the Dha1l!1IIath'rts, when ran,i ting ras3ageswhich ,ir~'
evidentljr taken direct from wJ:at may be called the Hindu law
boo~s, use aurnllta in il~ origin:ll sense of' legitimate' anq, .
nevertheless, when they come to apply it to Burmese Buddhist
la\v use it in the special sense of.' an eldest-born child who 'is
~ompeteni,' so, ~I~hou~h they rerrocl~!ce r~~sages which follow
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the Hindu law in saying that a daughter can never be aura/ha,
nevertheless \yhen they come to the actual division of the property
of the estale of a Burmese family tllf'y Pllt the daughter practically,
and in some eases entirely, in the !'ame pcsition as the son."

SIN

Duckworth, J., and the Chief Justice adopted the
views of Maun g Kin, J. Duckworth, J., says :.:.-.
II It is perfectly clear tbat section 163 of Ihe Digest applied to
families consisting of both sons ane! daughters. Among' the
Burmese people genel ally, there is no doubt that the eldest
legitimate child, whether it be a SOil or daughter, is' regarded as
taking the p1:lce of lhe parent of the same sex \yhen that parent
dies."

Their. Lordships do not. fed called upon to
discuss in detail the decisions of the Burma Courts
cited at the Bar, as they agree generally with the
observalions of the Judges of the Full Bench.
In so far as those decisions expressly or by
implication are. adverse to the rights of the eldest·
born daughter, their Lordships' have no doubt they
proceeded on an insuffici<::nt consideration of the status
assigned to the first-born child by the Buddhists
Burmese Law as embodied in the Dhalll11lathats, ~nd
expressed in the existing customs and uS<lges to which
Mr. Justice Maung Kin so fOJ cibly refers.
The eldest-born child occupies an extr<lordinarily
favoured position as compared with the younger
children, inasmuch as the parents, to use the quaint
language. of the VJlasa, "obtained the child by their
earnest prayers at the commencement of their
wedded life, and acquired the property with his or
her assistance."
:Tbese considerations have led their Lordships
to the conclusion that ill the prF;sent case Po Cho,
being a younger child, although the eldest son, did
not acquire tbe stah~s of orasa and did not hecome
~ntitled 10 the privileged position ~l1ott~d to the
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eldest or first-born son. In these circumstances tti:&.~>· 1924
j· d.gments of the Full Bench and the decree of th~ KIRKWOOD
'ef Court appear to their Lordships to be perfectly MA~'~~:IN
'".. t, and they are of opinion that this.appeal fails
v.
MAUNG Sit),
and should be dismissed. In view, however, of the
importance of the case and the difference of opinion
prevailing until the decision of the Full Bench on
the questjons at issue, their Lordships think that
the costs of both parties should cdme out of the
estate. And they will humbly advise His Majesty
accordingly.
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ABANDONMENT OF ·RIGHT-OF-WAY WHEN ESTABLISHED:
OF-WAY

See

\

RIGHT-

534

APPEAL':"":'Death of one of the plaintlfj-aNtHelllt s ill a
re4e11lption slt/t-Civil Procedure Code (IT of ]1)08). Order XXII.
Rule 2, <lnd Order XLI, Rlile 4. The plajntiff-appeJJant~,a Burmese RuddhistcOllple, filed a redemption suit in respect of a ccrl:Jin
piece of land of which thp.y were joint-owners and mortgagors.
·On their suit being dismissed they preferred ;111 appeal; bd aftcr
the appeal was filc::d the husband died and his legal representatives
were not brought on the record within the period of limitation.
Held, that the appeal did not abate as (ar as the surv·iving spouse
was concerned and that she could carryon the appeal by hersdf.

ABATEMENT OF

MAUl\G BYAUNG AND ONE .'. MA:UNG SHWE BAW AND TWO

486

ABATE~~ENT OF APPEAL-Efject

of abatement of an apptal 011 costs
tncilrred by tlte appellant in Ilis original suit. Held. that if an
action fails whalis illcidentallo it fai Is also and that if an appe..!
abates as reg; rds the relief s·,uj(ht for. it .1bales also as regards the
costs incUl red by an appellant ~s a cGnseqt:ence of the dismis~alof
his sdt. 10sia11l TiruHlIgadac1lariar t. Saw11Ii Iyengar alias
Venkatachariar, (1911) 34 Mad., 76-followed.
D. R SAKLAT AND TWO v. RELLA AI'D ONE

91

APPEAL-Surviving plailllifjs respoud£1lfs, tire sole
Iqtall'cpreselltutit'es of tlie deceased pin ill I Ifj-rcspoJ/ldel,f-Suif for
possess. all of lal/d. \Vhtre in an appeal arising out of a suit for
possession of land. on(: plaintiff-respondent dies leaving Sllniving
her o:herplainliffs-;'espcndents, wllO are also her sole legal
representatives, the appe<!1 cloes not abate against the surviving
plaintiffs-respondents, although they Illay not have been specifically joined as the lega! represent a tives of the clfcea~ed plaintiffrespondent. M" Zall Nycilt v. Mml1lg Kyaw Zail, 1 Ran., 187 ;
.Sardari Lal v. Ram Lal, 1 Lahore 225-distinguis1led.

AEATEMENT OF

MAUl\G Po AND O~E V. MA SHWE M A AND FOUR

445

ABILITY OF A CHILD TO E;\T{~ NOT A FACT TO BE CONSIDERED IN
PROCEEDINGS U~DEU SECTION 488, CRlMlN.~L PHOCEDURE CODE:
Sce CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTIO~ 488

682

ABILITY OF VILLAGE AUTHORITIES AND POLlCE TO ENSi'RE GOOD
BEHAVIOUR ON THE PART OF AN ACCUSED, \\"HETHEH TO BE
CO!'lSlDERED IN CASES UNDER SEcTJO;, 110, CRIMl:-lAL PIWCEDURE
CODE; See CRIMINAL PHOCEDURE CODE, SECTION 110

.686
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11

PAGE
ABSOLUTE PRiVILEGE. STATEMENTS IN THE COURSE OF JUDICIAL
PROCEEDI~GS, WHETHER PROTECTED BY : See DEFAMATION .

333

ACCOUNT. SUIT'FOli AN-Estimated value within the jurisdiction of the
Subdil-'i~iollalCourt-Decree

for an amount within ae j-urisdiction of illat,Court-APPeal cla !/Ilillg an amoullt without tile jurisdiction 'of that Court-Forum of aPPcal. whether the District
Court or the High Court-Burma Couds Act, 1923, section 9 (1)
(b)-Lon'er Burma Court5 Act, 1900-Burnw Courts Act, 1923,
5ection 7 Ib), provisos 1 and 2~Suits Valuation Act (VII of 1887),
section 8. A suit for an account, t1:e plaintiff m~king an approximate valuatfon of the relief C\;jmed;.t Rs 3,100, was decreed by
the SubdivisionaLCourt in the :l''''.Ol:nt of Rs, 2,128-2-9. The
plaintiff appealed claiming th: t he w •. s editIedJo an amount.
exceeding Rs. 11,000. The Dj~trict COUl t to which the apreal
was filed relurned it to be:'presented to the High :Court under
proviso 2 to section 7 (b) .of the Burma COllrls Ad, 1923. Held,
that the appeal bein~ from a SubcliYisional Conrt, which has not
been specially empowered under section j (bl, prodso (I) of the
Burma COUl ts Act, lies to the District Court. Held' also, that the
appellant by incr'e"sinl! the valuation Oll appeal, cannot change the
venue of appeal. Heldfm' tlier, that where, in a suitlor accounts,
the Court entertaining it on tbe preliminary yaillaticn finds' that the
final valuation would be outside its juri~dieti(ln,the proper proce.dl1re WOI Jd be to return the plaint for pres"ntalion in tbe proper
·'Court. BI'u.pel:dl'a Kmllat' Clrakl'ar'a1';i v. PUl'l;a Cllat:dra Bose,
43 Cal., 650; Gola11l Sillgh v.lndl'a Covmar [[a'ra, 13 C.W.N.,

493; fJil'Jibl:ai Nat'l:oj, Anktesaria v. ] a'l'llsliedji Nassarwall,ii
Gil1lmlla, 15 Bam., 1021; Ma Ma v. Ma H11IOll. 4 L.B.H, 297 ;
SarodaSltIldri Bosu. v. Ak,'a11lalieSSa Kl:atu!l, 28 C.\;\'.N, 710 ;
Tl.em. Yiu. v. FOltearBrotliers,& Co., Ltd., 4 L.B.R., 1.20~followed.
HARDAYAL A~D ONE

v: RAMDoo

ACT XL\' OF 18fO : See PEl':AL COoDE.
ACT X OF 1865: See SUCCESSION ACT.
ACT VII OF 1870: Sct COVRT FEES ACT.
ACT I' of.1872 : See EVlDEN'CE ACT.
Se~

Ac:r lX.OF.1872.:

CONTRACT ACT.

ACT X OF:1872: See GENERAL C'LAl:SES ACT.
ACT I OF 18n : Sec SPECIFIC RELIEF ACT.
ACT IV OF 13?2 : See TRANSFER OF PROP ER1 Y ACT

ACTXII.OF1887:See SC1TS\'ALUATION ACT.
ACT V OF 189ft: See CRIMI~AL PROCEDURE CODE,

.see ARBITRATIOl< ACT.

ACT IX OF 1899. :.

ACT III OF 1907: See PROVINCIAL INSOLVENCY ACT.
ACT V OF 1908 : See CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE.
ACT IX 0F 1908 : See LIMITATION ACT.
ACT III OF 1909: See PRESIDENCY Tow NS INSOLVENCY ACT.
ACT

~I

OF 1912·: See CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES ACT.

ACT VI OF 1913 : See 'WAKF VALIDATION ACT.
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ACT V of

1920 : Sec

ACT

XI

ACT

XVIII

OF

PROVINCIAL INSOLVENCY ACT.

1922 : See
OF

INCOME-TAX ACT.

1923 : See

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE AMENDMENT ACT.

ADJOINING OWNER ON A LOWER LEVEL NOT COMPETENT TO RAISE
HIGH BUNDS TO KEEP OUT FLOOD WATER FLOWING FROM, THE
,HIGHER LAND: Sec RIGHT TO CiET HID OF NATURAL DRAINAGE BY
GRAVITATION

450

ADMINISTRATOR APPOI:-:TED UNDER THE INDIAN SUCCESSION ACT
(X OF 1865)-Tlied:ee.eased subsequently found to have been a

Buddhist-Sale' by the administrtltor of in/mOt'eable proterty
zt'illlout pcrmi~sion oJ the COllrl-Pendencyo!tl suitforille estale at
the time ofthe Sale-Lis pendens-Tmmfer of Property Acl (IV of
1882), sLclion 52, Where letters of administration were applied
for and granted und~r the l!ldiall Succession Act, to, the estate of a
deceased who was subsequ·:nlly found to ce a Buddhist, held, that
the snle of immoveable property bv the administrator without
permis,ion r fthe COllrt was not thereby rendered im·alid. Held,
iurther, that when: a creditor or one 01 the next-of-kin institutes an
admini~trationsuit against an executor or administrator appointed
undt:r the Indian Su<.:eession Act, the mere institution cf the action
or the obtaininj!; of a mere adminislratitJn decree will not bring
the doctrine of 'I is pendens into operation and does not ordinarily
deprh'e the executor or administrator of the general power to
dispc,se of a,sets, un:tss;m'd Until the plaintiff has obtained an
order appointing a .receiver of the estate or at least an injunction
T~titraining the ex'. cutor or administrator from exercising the
powers vested in lJim. [(yin I,Vd v. },fa Gj'oke alia othe1's, 9
L.k,R., 179-,'ef<'rred to. Bary Y, Gibson, L.R. 8 Ch. App.,
847 ; N':;{ves v. Burridge. 14 Q.B.; 507 : Pl'icev. Price, (1887) 35
Ch. D.• 297- follo1V:'ll. Hili. v, Si11lPS011, 32 Eng." Her., 63;
Rickelts v, Leu'is. (J1l82) 20 Ch. D., 745 ; Scott v. 1'yle,'. 2 Bro.
c.e., 431 ;WalJ:el' v, Fla11lstead. 3 Keny" S6; Wvcdhead v.
Fallows, 1 L.J Ex, 177- distill[!,uislled.
LEE LI~f MA HOCK V. 8AW MAH HONE AND THREE

4

ADMINISfRA'fORT0 SELL IMMOVEABLE PROPERTY, WHEN lEAVE SHOUI,D
BE GRANTED: See PIo'ACTICE

117

ADMISSION IN EVIDENCE OF CERTIFIED CuPIES OF DOCUMENTS MADE
CO;.:FlDENTIALBY LAW: SeeDocuMENTSNoToPENTO,I:\SPECTlON

391

ADVANCE, PAYMENT OF, 0:-1 A co"TRACT 'Tn SELL, WHE'IHEH CREATING ANY TITLE t:-1 THE PURCHASER: See ESTOPPEL ...

459

APVANCEM~:NT, PRFSU}! PTJO~

OF-Gifl of i11l11l0valle protedy by,all
AlIglo, Indian Ill/sballd mfmour oj Ius AIIf!,lo-lndiall 'UJlfe-SlIbseqllwt ,'epal1'S and il1lpr<l1'e'lIellts on tilt property--,Prest/11IptiJll
as to dowme"ls in solemn fOI'I/I-Rehv,wcy of SltbSCqU~l1t 'letS to
prove lIature of Pl'101' transaction. Vlhere an AI1glo-lndian
husband made a gift nf ill1moveabl(' prope. ty in fayour of his wife,
also an Anglo-Indian, by a rtgistered deed. lleld, that the
presumJ:tiO!l is that it was made, by way of advan~ement.
He!d also, that where the hesband and wife continued to
live on tile prr pel tl the hI sband incurring' expenditure in the
making of impro\'emeds to the propel ty, the pnsumption of
advance1'l1c-nt applies also to the expenditure so incurred. Held.
also, that a dOcun'ent executed in sokmn form shotlld be
pTl:sumed primarily to expnss the intention of the executant

GENERAL INDEX.
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according to the tenor thereof and that strong evidence is
necessary to prove a differenlintentio:l. Held lUi,ther, that
evidence of tile sabsequ<:nt candad anc! acts of the p:ulies
is admissible to prove that the tran~activn enter< d ir:to is
not what it purports to be. 101eyappa CIJetty lind olle v. JJ1azmg
Ba Bu, (1910) 3 R.L.T. 62-referred to. KemJick v. Nerwick, 11920)
48 Cal., 260-followed. G~peekrist Gosain v. Gung,,), rsad Gosahz,
(185416 VOO. I.A., 53 ; ldoz/kie SaYYI'd UzllUr Ali v. Mussamat
Beebee Vita! Fatima, (1869) 13 Moo. LA., 23l-distillguished.
LECUN

v.

253-

LECUN

AGENT, NEGLIGENCE OF, NO GROUND FOR HEVISION :
ACT, SECTION 5

See

LIMITATION

655

AGE~lT TO INTRODUCE BUSINESS TO INSURANCE COMPANY, AUTllORITY

of: See I:-ISURANCE

15-

AMEKDMENT OF PLEA1)JXGS WHFN TO }JE ALLUWED
PROCEDUHE CODE, ORDlm XXIII, RULE 1

See;

CIVIL

6-

AMENDMENT OF THE PLAINT OK APPEAL, . WHERE FRESH SUIT TJMEBARRED: See ILLEGAL CONTRACT, MONEY PAID UNDER

414

AMENDMENT ON APPEAL OF A DEFENCE OF KlT'II~IA ADOP11ON INTO
ON" OF ,\PPATHHTA ADOPTION: See BURMESE BUDDHIST L.HV

66t

ANGLO-I!'DIAN Hl'SBAND. GIFT BY, TO HIS ANGLO-INDIAN \Vll'E :
ADVANCEMENT, PRf:SlIMPTION OF
ApPATHITTA CHILD, SHARE OF:

See

See

BURMESE BUDDHIST LAW

253661

ApPEA', CLAIMING AN AMOUN1 WITHIN THE JURISDICTION OF T~E
DISTRICT C')URT IN A SUIT INSTITUTED IS THE SUBDIVIS,ONAL
COURT: See ACCOUNT, SUIT FOR AN

40S

ApPEAL FILED AGAI~ST SOMI': ONLY OF THE SUCCESSFUL PARTIES.
WHEN COURT WILL JOIN THE REMAINDER; See CIVIL PROCEDURE
COVE, ORDER XLI, RULES 20 AXD 23

541

ApPEAL FRO)I AN ORDER FOR ARREST OR ATTACHMENT lJEFOR'E JUDGlIiENT ; See ' IVloL PROCEDOHE CODE, SECTION 10-l

36Z

ApPEAL FIWM A:< ORDER GRANTING PERMISSION TO ADMINISTRATOR TO
SELL IMMOVEABLE PROPERTY ;·-See PRACTICE

117

ApPEAL FROM A SE1o:TENCE EXCEEDING FOUR YEARS' PASSED BY A
MAGISTRATE SPECIALLY EMPOWERED ENTEln'AINED BY THE
SESSIONS LOURT, EFF;;:CT OF ; See CRllIU,\'AL PIWCEDURE CODE
(V OF Ill')!!), SECTION 401; (b)

386

ApPEAL FROM ORDER of A SINGLE JUDGE OF THE CHIEF COURT: See
AWARD FII.ED IN COURT
... . '
.
•••

587

\:~

ApPLICATION MADE WITHIN THREE YEARS OF THE PAYMENT. A PREVIOUS
APPLICATION MADE THREE YEARS·AFTEH DECREE HAVI:01G BREN
DISMISSED: See ApPtICATION TO CERTIFY PAYMENT, WHETHER A
STEP IN AID OF EXECUTION
APPLICATION TO CERTIFY PAYMENT, WHEUIER A STF.P IN AID OF
EXJ<;CUTIO'1. Lin/ltatiOfIACt IX of 1908), Article 1 81-APP'icatioJ/.

made within /litre years of tlze parme' t-'-Civil Proceriu;'c Code (V
of 1908), Order XXi, Rule 2-A previous aPPlication for execution
after three yearsfrom date. Of decree, whet1!e:' a bar to subsqll,nt

393

'

v
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application after certi5calion of ta)'l1:ent within ti:ue. Held, that
an applic_tioll to certify payment was a step in aid of execution and
tlJat all ap,llh:alion by a decree holder to certify payments made
within three y<:ars irom the date:: of decree, may b~ In:1de at any
time within three years from such date of payment and will afford
the decree-holder a fresh starting point for limitation within the
meaning of Anich: 182 15) of the Limitation A'·t. Held. alsl). that
the rejectio:~ of a pr"vi ·us application of execation as Ii me-barred,
no certification therein having been made of part-p"yment, did not
bar a subseq:lent ap;Jlication for execution provided it \\,;lS madt
within three years from the dale of parl.pavment. Jatiudra
Kumar Dass V. Gagan Chandra Pal, 46 Ca1., 22 ;' Lakhi Narailt v.
Felamaui Dasi ; 20 C.L.J., ) 131-followed.
:\IAUNG

LAW

SAN V. MAUNG

Po

393

THEIN

ApPROPRIATION OF PAYJIENT BY A DEBTOR ON BEHALF 01' HnlSELF AND
OTHER DEBTORs-Effect of (redi or hold'n.!! tile p Iyme'i/ ill a
sU5p~nse account withollt appropriation to the debt speci.fied-Irzdialz

COlllr,.ct Ad (IX ofl8i2), section.59-,SlIbseq )eut reapproprintiolz
of thesame payment by the debtor, 1101 joined by'ot ;el" deb/,I/s.
Held. that where one of several debtor,; lr<tkes on behalf of
himsdf and other debb's, payment til the crl:ditor:o be appropriated to a specife.l debt, and tile credibr a'~ce?ts tl,e payment,
the creditor m'lst?t once app:y the payment acclrdinglyand not
hold it in a suspense account on behalf of the debtor who made
the payment. Held, furtlit', that a subsequent arr...ngen·.ent
with the d<:.btor, for applying the payment S" hdd in a suspense
account to another debt, :s inv<tlid, and that the debt, which, if
the credit07 had complied with his legal duties would have been
satisfied, cannot be ft:vived without the consent o~ all theobiigors.
Davenport v. TlzeQuew, 11~77) 3 A.C. 115; Croft v. Lz,mley,
(185:-) 6 H.L.C~, 672-followed.
T.O. FosTim

AND FOUR'll. R.M.A

ARBITR.'TJON ACT, SECTION

15 : See

ARREST Oil ATT"CHMENT BEFOR)o;
FOR Oil[)ERING : See PRAcncE

L.

204

CHET1Y FIRM

587

AWAI<D FILED IN COURT
JUDmIKNT,

REQUISITE GROUNDS

362

ARREST AliiD ATTAcHMENT BFFoRE JUDGMEI'T, POWER OF THE COURT
TO ORDER SIMULTANEOUSLY: See PRACTICE

362

ARREST OR ATTACHMENT HEFORR JUDGMENT, ORDER OF,
APPEALABLE: See PRACTICE

362

WHETHU'

ASSESSMENT TO REVENUE NOT COXCLUHIVF. 'TO DETERMINE RIGHT OF
POSSESSION TO WASTE LA"Il : See WASTE LAND

488

ATTACHMENT BEFORE JUIlG~IENT IN A ~JORTGAGE
PER~IISSlBI.E : See PRACTICE

362

ATTACH~lENT 0F (;ooI)S OF A THIRD

SUIT,

WHFTHEI~

PAllTY-Reaso/lable and probable
cause to believe them to I>t'long to tlte party slIed-Sud/or damages
a/ the instal/ce of the owuer for wro/l.!iful altach"1,eIJt-Malice 1/ut a
tlecessary l1lgrediel/.l of tlte tOI t. A haYing brought a suitagainst B
and ohtained an ordel' for the attachment before judgmen t of goods
belon.ginl[ to C, lteld, tl',at this was a case in which a tresp<tss to
the goods of C ha~'ing been committed by A, Chad :l c<tme of
action against A and was entitled to recover from him damages

GENERAL INDEX.
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without proving either an absence of reasonable and probable
cause or malice in fact. Da1l10ahar TI/-ljaram v. Lallu Khusaldas,
(1871) 8 Bom. H.C.H. 177 ; J{issorimohun Roy alld others v. lIarsliM Das, (1889) 17 CaL. 436; Mt~ssa11lat Subjan Bibi v. Sheik
SariaI1111a, (1869) 3 Ben. L.R, 414-fol/owed. Joseph Nicholas v.
Sivaram Ayyar, (1'122) 45 Mad. 527; Nanj£lppa Chettiar v. Gtl1I<~
polhi GOUl/aW, 119121 35 Mad. 598; Porani Kilmarasamitl Pilla,
ana olhers v. Udaya Nadan M~d others, (1919) 32 Mad., 170-distinguished.

K. A.

ASSAN MAHOMED V.

ATTEMPT AND PREPARATION:
AURATHA:

See

ORASA

See

S.

181

M. KADERSA ROWTHER

PENAL. CODE, SECTIONS

420,511 ..

53

693

...

AUTREFOIS ACQUIT. PRINCIPLE OF, APpLICABLE TO PROCEEDINGS
.
UNDER LEGAL PRACTITIONERS ACT: See LEGAL PRACTITIONERS
ACT, SECTION 13

491.

COURT-Powers of the Court in execution-Iudian
Arbitralion Act (IX of 1899), sectiolllS-Finality of an order.ofthe
Court if unappealedfrom; exception to-Order made wilhout jurisdiel ion-Leiters Palent, Clause 34-·APPeal /1'0111 i he decree of a
Illdge of thc High Courlort he Cltief COllrt. Herd. that in executing
an award filed in Court the Court has no jurisdiction to add
to the award or to extend ils scope. Where an award filed in
Court did not decree any specified sum and did not decide that the
respondent 0wed any sum whatever to the appellant. held, thatlhe
Comt had no jur:sdiclion to treatthe award as awarding a certain
specific sum to the appellant. Held, also. that if a Court withdut .
having jc\rsicliction, granted execution such an order even if not
appealed from being a mere nullity. was not final. Held,jllrfher,
that the. fact that the Court had granted execution did not neCESsarily imply that on a construction oHhe award the Comt had
come to a decision that it was executable. lJ1zmgal Pershad Vichit
alld allathel' v Grijll Kant Lahiri, 8 Cal., 51 ; Rant Kirpal. v. RuP
Klll'ri, 6 AlL, 269-distiu.gllished. Kalka Singh and anot/lel' v.
Paras- l'om, 22 LA .• 68-jollo'lt'ed.

AWARD FILED IN

ILK.N.l{.
CHCKALIl\GAM
CHHTY

CHETTY

v.

S.P.S.T.R.M.

RA~BN

587

BAIL-Grant oj ball ill nou-bailable cases'-Effat ~ftlze Ametldnzeul
Act of J 923 (XViII of 1923)0/l section 497, Cr inz iI/a I Procedure Code
(V of J H98J, whel'e offe1lce Puu'ishable with dealh or Irilllspor/r.tion
for life-High Court wit/not nep(,rt fro,;/ the generai rule unless
ullder eTcep/ional circuJl/douces. Held. that the Amendment Act
of 1923 lends to limi, rath<:r than to eebrge the power of Magistrates in grantin~ bail in non-bailable cases, where the offence is
punishahle with de<lth. or transportatioli for life. HelliJllrtlter.
that although a High Court is not limited within the bounds of
section 497 of the Code (If Criminal Procedure bnt has absolnte
discretion in lhe matter, it must nevertheless follow the gene. al1aw
as a rule and not depart from it except under very special cin:u'TIstances. G. W. Henderson v. Kiug-Emperor, 6 L.B.H., 172
- follolt·ed.
H. M. BOUDVILLE V. KING-EMPEROR

546

BEN.~MI TRANSACTION, PRESUMPTION OF, WHETHEII AHISING WHERE
PARTIES AIm ANGLO-INDIANS:

OF

See

ADVAl\CEMENT, PRESUMPTION

253
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BONA FIDE DEFENCE TO CHEDlTOR'S CLAIM A G}(OUNll FOR HEJECTIKG
APPLICATIO~ FOR LIQUIDATION: See COMPANIES ACT, SI'CTJO~

162 (5) •••

575

BOND TO ,IPPEAR BEFORE ONE COURT DISCHARGED WHEN CASE
TRANSn:RRED TO ANOTHER COURT: See CRBIlI'AL PROCEDUHE
CODE, SECTION 514 ...

581

BONUS SHARES. DISTRIBUTION OF PROFITS IN THE FORM OF, WHETHER
LIABLE TOSUPER-TA.X : See SUPER-TAX

211

BOYCOTT OF A COURT, AN UNPROFESSIONAL CONDUCT: See LEGAL
PRACTITIONER

265

BRIEF, THROWING UP A, BY AN ADVOCATE wITHOUT FIRST OBTAINING
CONSENT OF CLIENT: See LEG.'I.L PRACTITIONER

265

BUDDHIST LAw-AppathiUa child, Share of-Defelice of kittim.1
relatimship --Amendment of defence (>n appeal /0 a tlea
of appathil ta adoption, 1C'hetlrer pe rmissible- -Suit for share tl s
kittima, wlrether to be decreed as on basis of ,!ppathitta adoption.
\~rhere there was no natural or killima cfiild, held, that the
a PP.1 tlr itt a child took half of the estate of the adoplil"e parent,
the other half going to the relatives of the adoptivt parent. Held,
also, that where the written statement raised a defC'nce of kiltima
adoption, but the facts established aPPathitfa <Idoption, the Court
would. under snitable.circumstanct~rermit the written statement
to be amended so as fo make the defence also into an alternative
0ne of aPPafhi/fa adoption. Ma Sa Yi v. Ma Ma Gaue, 7
B.L.R., 295-rf1stiug1.tislted R'inwun Mingyi's Digest, 198;
M<lnugye, X, 25; May ()i:ng'S Buddhist Law 122, 123, 129,
144--rcfe1'1'ed to.
l\'!AUl'G GYI AND ONE v. MAUNG AUNG PYO
BUDDHiST ECCLESIASTICAL LAw-Poggalika o1Cmership Of a m01/astery
-Gift inter vivos of a monastcry by tl 1/ionk, 71J1helliCr validDelivery of possession 1/ot 1lCCessa1'y-Relafion of/he provisi'J1I s of
sections 123, 129, Trausf(r of Property Act, to rules of B1irldltist
Law. I-leld,thatin BuddhistE.cclesiastical Law, a monk n~ay own
a monastery as his togga1vkd property and in his life· lime v<llidly
transfer it as a gift. Held also, that where the rule of Buddhist
Laws requires delivery of possession (0 perfect a gift of immo\ eable prorerty, such rule is abrogated by the provisiuns of sections
123 and 129 of the Transfer of Property Act. Per LENTAIGNE,
J.-" I am satisfied that, if sections 123 <Ind 129 of the Transfer of
Property Act, 1882, are read together, section 123 must be construed as enumerating the for1llarities requisite for [he making of
valid gifts by Hindlls and Buddhists, pro';idec1 that the gifts are
otherwise valid under the personall;J.w applic<lble to the donor.
The authorities in Lallu Singh v. Gur Naraill support the proposition·th<lt section 1i3, in effect, does away with the necessity of
delivery of possession as an extra formality in the case of a gift
made hy a re"istered deed executed by a Hindn donor. That
orce ·of the s~ction ·is clearlv necessary in the case of a gift of
moveable property if the registered deed is not to be treated as an
unnecessary redundantfonnaIity ; and a similar uniform construction shonld be adopted for the ~amc requisite in the sanJe section
in its more extended application to gifts of immoveable property.
This construction should he equally applicahle to gifts made by

661
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Hindu an!i Buddhist donorE" U Te:a v. U Pyinnya, 2 U .B.R.
(1892-96) 59; Shwe Tvn v. Ttm Lill, 9 L.13.R., 220-l'eferrerl. 10.
Lallu Sillgh v. Gur Naraill, ,1-}22) -15 All. 115; l.j Z,'yal,!a v. U
Naga,9 L.B.R., 258-joltowed. N~a Po Thill V. U TId HIli, 1
u.n.R., 11910-13) 183; U Meda v. U Sandima, 1 Rail. 494dissented fr01ll. May Oung's LeacliugCases on Buddhist Law,
179-referred 10 ...

11

PANDAWUN V.

U

131

5ANDIMA AND ONE

by children of Second manZ:r ge
0/ Iht' deceased agaillst tlleir molher en t!Ie/ather's death. Held,
that where a Burman Buddhist leaves him surviving his children by
a former marriage and also his second wife and his children by her,
the children of the second rna, riage do not upon hi~ death become
his heirs. !l1rr. Leik v. Mflllng N~va, 4 L.B.R., 11 0; Mi Chit lot. lIfa
v.Mi Wi" Ma [T, Chi! Second Appeal 136 of 1915-l efe r red to.
Ma Chan Mya v. lJii Ngwe Yon, 2 U.RR. 0914-16) 74-foliewed
iJoIa Ein Hlaing v.Ma SI,we Kiti, 3 U.B.I(., 272 ; Mil Loyv. Tmf
Shwe. 10 L.B.R., 10-disselltellfrvnJ. Kinwl1l1 Mingyi's Digest,
sectinn "229-I'efened to.

BUDDHIST LA W-INHERITA1\CE-Claim

o

o

MA E

HMYIN AND THREE V. ~AUNG BA MAUNG

123

LAW~INHERITANC.E-Dlt'is;otz bt:fween children .alld
grandchildren by different marriages-Joint. lidng not
esselllial for fhe grandchildrento irzhcri.t. Held, that on a competition between children by ont: marriage and grandchildren
by another marriagf' (their parents having predeceased the
commnn ancestor), til'.: rule of division was the ~a'TJe as obtaining
between children of different marriage~. Held also, that by
separate living the grandchildren were not bal red from inherit"nee. Ma lvIin Sin v. Ma [;:yaw Thin, p.r.L.B., 361 ; Ma P/l Y. Ma
Le.1 L.B.R., 93 ; Scin Ton v. Mi On Kra Zan, 3 L.B R., 7.19-·
referrfd 10. Aitasankhepa,225; Manukye, X, J S, 20. 21 ; May
Ollng's Leading Cases on Buddhist Law-rc:fcrr,d 10.

BUDDHIST

MA NAN SHWE AND OTHERS V. MA SEIN AXD O:-:E

514

4AW-INHERITANCE-Properly illherilerl by mother during
second c lv,-rflll'e-Div;<ion belween secoud ilmbfllId, issne of fil'st
marriage Ilwl issue of secolltl 11/arnnge. Held, that the rule of
division, between the second husbancl, the i~slle of lJle first marriage, and the issue oHhe second marriage, in the propertyinherited
by the mother during l1er second coverture is that the husband
obtains nne half and the issue of the first lilarri:'l!e the other half.
Ma E /{mJin·Y.Malmg.?1l ;l1a/ln~, 2 Ran .. 123 ; l1fn Ein Hlaillg
v. Ma Shwe Kin, 3 U.B:R. 2i2 ; Ma Lay v. T1I.II Sh.wc, 10 L. B.R.,
10; J1fallug Gale v. Mal/ng Byrr, 4 L.B.R., 189 ; Mi ChanMya v.
Mi Ng'u'e Yon, :2 U.B.R.. 74 ; Tun Gyaw v. Ma Ba 100, U.B R.,
(1897-01) II, 6G-refo'red to. May Ol1ug's L??cling CaEes on'
Buddhis' Law-ref,rred 10.

BUDDHIST

MAUNG PAW THIT AND TWO V. MA E YIN

LAw-Inheritance to the estate of a deaf-mule-Contest
between younger and eldel' brothers~Thc deceased suPP01'Ied by
the elder brother-Right of a pothudaw to :inlieril froin a relation.
Held, that. 'It Buddhist Law, on the death of a deaf-mute, his
estate devolves on the co-heir who supported him during his life-

BUDDlllST

521
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time. Held f1wther, thai under ferS(l11.d Lw a polh/!rfow is
not pred Led f:'om inheriting property. !Iii Kan yon v. Np,a
Fwe, S B.L.T., 61-followed. ·Kinwun Mingyi'$ Digest, 1,111;
Manukye, X,36-referred to.
MA

SAW "VIN

1J.

MAUNG

Gyi

328

AND FOUR

EUimA COVlns ACT, 1923, SECTION 7 (b),
SECTION 9: See AC;;OUNT, SUIT FOR

PIIOVISOS

1

AND

2,

AND

3:3

BURMESE BUDDHIST LAw: PAR'rrrrON ON RE-MARRIA~E OF
FATHEH : See GIFT OF IMMOVEABLE PROPEHTY

THE

649

LAw-Pl·e·elllption-Offer made to co-heirs before offer
to a stranger, whether slIfficienl. Held, Iha! in a caSe of preemption it was sufficient for the venetor to offer the prore'!y to his
co-heirs and then 011 refus.d to sell it to a stranger; and Ih ,t he
was riot bound, having offe~ed it to a str,nger, to offer it; gain to
his co-heirs at the ,an'e price. Gobllld Daj'al \. Mayatlll/ah, 7
All. i7S; Ma Ngwev. LuBlI, S.J., 76; Ma1fn[!. Sliwe NYIlIl v. 1I1a
So, (1897-01)2 C.B.l~ .. 155 ; Nga ltfymngv. Mi Ba1o, S.].,39; Yc Nan
o v. Aung Myat SOll, 8 B.L.T. 167-referred to. May Oung's
Leading CAses on ILddl.ist Law; Sparks' Code of Bt:dohLt Law
-referred to.
.

BUDDHIST

MAUNG MAUNG AND ONE V. MAUNG SHWE GOE

AND

TWO

678

LAW-PIIE-EMPTIOl\-RIGHT
of-Ptoterly purchased
by motlzer and sfep-jalhcr--Step-fatl,er rC-11I"rrying tlfler
,Irath of lnothel'-Sale of the prJperty after sudl r::-mtlrJingeCall slep-cllildren alld hnapazollt: childrcn claim fTc-cmptioll . ?
A who was already a Burmall Buddhist wiaow with IwO SOilS
marrie(i E, by whom al~Q she had two SOIl~. During their coverture A and B acquired the land in suit. On A;s death. B married
again :\nd thereafter sold the land. Held, that tilt· fcur suns of A
han a right of pre-emption ill respect of tile land and wer~ entitled
t.o exercise the S1iTle. },fo TId v. Tha "K1tJC, 4 L.B.R., 128 ; Ye Nan
o v. Au!,g Myal Sail, l! L.B.R. ~66-1·::fel·rcdto. Maung Po Gyi v.
Mallllg Po Sa-l1lg, 3 B.L 1.,2 :-ref<"rred 10. May Oung's Leading Cases on Buddhist Law,.-l·c!erl'fd to.

BUDDHIsr

MAUNG

Po THOUNG

A~D OKE V.

MAUNG

E

PE AND OTHEHS

LAw--Superior alld illferiol' wivcs-Riglrt of inferiur
wives 10 inherit in the estate of Ille husba-nd-Inferior wife
hi/;/rcr than a 11listl·ess. In Buddhist Law, a man might marry two
or more women ;tt the same time who might all have the status of a
wife. SJch ,dves, whether they live together with the hu,balld l:r
nJt. inherit his estate on a" tq"a1foo[jIl~. The Bt!ddllisl Law also
contemr-Iates the existence of other w"men of hll'rbler st:l.1ldir.g
who arc difft:rcdiated from wi'. es prop, r vr .. suptr;o·· wi"es ,-,
who inherit 011 an equal footinl! by beinl! described as" inferior"
or (; lesser wives... Such an "inferior" ·or "lesser wife," if
living together with the hLsband, is entitled to two-fifths and
the "superior wife" to three-fifths of the hl.sband's (stde ; but
where such inferior wife is living ap,u t from the hlsband and is
only occasionally visited by him, she is entitled to noUling more
than the property which had p"ssed to bel' p'Os~ession during the
life-time of thelll.sband. 111i Kin Gale \'. Mi Kill (,j>i, U.B.R.,
11910-13) 42-re(erred to. lila Gy.vc v. Ma 1'hi Da, U.B.lo1.. ,
(1892-96) II, 194; lIfa Hmon v. ~1aung Paw DUll, U.B.R.,

BUDDHIST

526
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(1897 1 00l) 11,138; ala U Ryu v. Ma H11lyin, U U.R., (18971901)
11,160 ; Mi Shwe Ma. v. 1I1i He, U.B.R., (1910-13) 114-followed.
Kinwun Mingyi's Digest, Vol. I-referred 10.
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MA THEIN YIN V. MAUNG TIJA DUN AND TEN
BUDDHIST LAW:
I:-lHERITAliCE-OJ/ASA,
W:~OUM

PCSITION

AND

RIGHT
e~

BUDDHIST L\w, ORASA'S SHA~m WHETHER MERGED IN THE ESTATE
OF THE SURVIVING PARENT ON THAT PARENT'S DEATH: See PRACTICE

1M

~\URDEN OF PIWOF :

202

See

SALE. WHETHER ON C:IlEDIT OR FOR CASU

·.BuRDEN OF PROOF OF MALICE ON OCCASION OF QUALlFJ ED PRIVILEGE:

. See

DEFA~lATION.

333

BURMA COURTS ACT. 1923, SECTION 9 (1) (b), SECT!O:>l
1 AND % ; See Accoul('l', SUIT FORAN

7' W,

P.ROVISOS

'108

·1917), SECTION· 51-Joilll p.Jsscssion. The
nine accused where found in a sam pall in which were :11;0 found
thirty-six quarts 0f kartl1vye in nine bundle, of four bollles e:1ch.
Held, that the accused could not be said to be in ioint possession of
all the thirty-six q:Ia,·ts of the kazawye. Killg-E11lpe:or v. Nga
Pyu, 8 L.B.R. 464; Quem·Empress v. Rdjia, P.J.L.B. 406distinguished.

EUJIMA EXCISE ACT (V OF

ApPAYA AND EIGHT OTHERS V. KING-EMPEROR

657

BURMA HABITUAL ·OFFENDERS' RESTRICTION ACT (ACT II OF 1<)19),
SECTION 7-APPlieatilily to offenders tinder Burma Opium Law

A 11lCndnZCIII Act iAct VIl of 1919), sectio); 3. Held, that the efftct
01 section 3, Opium Law Amendment Act, is to introduce an additional grollnd on which s~ctiun 110 ofthc Criminal Procedure Cod::
can oe applied, and that cons~quently an (Hder of restriction under
the Burma Habitual Offenders, Restriction Ad, Cjm be passed
against persous dealt with ander tile Opium L1W Amendment Act.
KiNG-EMPEROl~ v. NGA KYAUNG

61

BURMA HABnUAL OFFENDERS' RESTRICTION ACT (ACT II of 1919),
SI!:CllOl' 7-Code:of Criminal Proeedul'e (Tf ~f191 S), Chapter VlllCOllrts 110t competent to ~o outside the record-EvidCJiee oj general

repute hOle' far ad11lissible·-Possessiou Df a revolver 110t provable by
general repule-SectiQll 117 (4), Code ojCrilllillal Proeedure-.
JudJi,ucnt should disclose 1'eas01is for the finding arri1'edatSec/ions 367 and 424, Code of Crlmi1tal Procedure. Held, that
under sections 367 and 424 of the Code of Criminal Procedure a
jndgment should disclose the reasons for arril'iJ'g at the finding.
Held,also, that in p~oceedings rnder the B:lTma Habitu?l OffenderS'
Hestriction Act as well as. under Chapter VIII of the Code of
Criminal Procedure, the CO·.irts must not act on anything extraneous
tothe evidence on the record. Held al,o, that evidence of general
repute was admissible only to the e~tent pro·deled for in section
117 (4) of the Code of Criminal Procedure and that the possession
of a re-,-olver by the aC';l,sed coulel not be held proved by the
evidence that he was reputed to possess a revolver.

641

SAN DUN V. KEIG-EMPEROR
BURMA OPIUM LAW AMENDMENT ACT, SECTIO~ 3:
TUAL OFFE~IJERS RESTRICTION ACT, SEcTION 7

See

BURMA HABI-

61
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Xl
PAGE

BURMAN BUDDHIST COUPLE, ADJUDICATION OF : See FETiTION IN
INSOLVENCY AGAI~ST BURMAN BUDDHIST COUPLE

309

BUInIESE BUDD!lJST WOMAN, wREN CHINES'E LAW BECOMES APPLICAllI E TO : See CRINESE BUDDHIST L A w . . . '

94

CANCiLLA'noN, DEFENCE OF, WHETHER ADMISSIBLE WITH AN ALTERNATIVE TECHI'ICAL DEFENCE BASED ON TH)i TERMS OF THE
POLICY: Soe Film INSURAt'CE

144

CERTIFICATE OF PAYMENT, ApPLICATION FOR, WHETHER STEP IN Am
, OF EXECU1'ION : See ApPLICATION TO CERTIFY PAY1<,ENT

393

LAND-Trailsfer of Property Act (IV of 18~2), section 10CStay of execution Ott security. Ord$r oj the Appdlale Court for- .
Failuro of the trir,j COllrtttl tak~ security as the lands alr. ady
1m:ter alt ilJj'rllctiOJI, crroneoudy cOllsidercd to be under at/achment and jurther sewr:ly ihetfCl'e dUl1/(d tmncce.sary~Aului
escenee in Ihis arrangement bv the jud/!,11Ient-creddor-·lneonlplcte
transaclion inte1lried to be d mortgage, wh, ther good as clurrgeCivil Procedure Code, Appelldix G, form 0f.saurity/or stay: In a
previous suit againt tA, the respondents h~<l obtained an injunctior:!
order before j~dglllellt on eel tain lands telonging to A, The suit
was decided in favour of the respondents and tbat decision was
confirmed on a?peal. During the pendency of A's appeal, however.
th.:: AppeJJate Court h:ld ordered stay of execution on sufficient
security beillg fnrnished to the triall'ourt by A. The trial Comt
on receipt of the·Appellale Court's order made tllefolJuwing entry
in the diary ;-" Judgment-deblor's properly is already attached
and therefore nl) further security is necessary. Decree-holder
agrees." It furtber appeared from the record that the respondents
(the then decree· holders! regarded the property in question. as
merely offered as p,rrt-securit y and ttoat at that <:late they did. not
consider that S':Cl1l ity had actually been given. Some time after
the appellants instituted their snit, the subject of the present
appeal against the respe·ndents,for a declaration that the lands in
question wereli'lh!e to be attached ;;i execution cf [heir own
decree against A. The res~ondents contended that they had a
charge on the lands for the ~lmoullt of t11eir decree', nnder' section
100 of. the Transfer of Property Act, Hlld, that under the
circumstances the ]'espondenls did not have a charge on lands for
their jud~lIIent·debt... Held, a 1so, that the Code of Ci\'iJ Procedure' .
provides that security of lands should be given in the form of ;'!
mortgage and that therefore a tr<1nsaction intended to be a
mortgage but not reduced to writing or registered cc uld not be
considered to create a charge.
.

CHARGE ON

P. R. P. R. SOMASUNDRAM' CHETTIAR

V.

Y. P. N. NACHIAPPA

429

. CHETTIAR
CHILD, ABILITY OF, TO EARN BY LAEOUR, WHETHER TO BE CONSIDERED IN PROCEEDINGS UNDER MA1NTENANCE SECTIONS: See
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODF, SECTION 4811
II

CHILD." DEFINITION OF :
, TION 488

CHILD, FIRST BOlIN:

682

See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, :EC-

682
693

See ORASA

CHILD LABOUR KOT COUNTENANCED BY
CODE, SECTION 488

LA\V:See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

CHILDREN AND GRANDCHILDREN BY DlFFEREI'T MA'RRIAGES, DIVISION
BETWEEN: See BURMESE BUDDHIST LAW, INHERITAKCE

682
514

xii
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CHILDI;EN AND STEP-CHILDREN, RI(:HT OF PRE-EMPTION OF, IN PROPERTY PURCHASED DUml\G MOTHER'S SECOND COVERTURE, AFTER
H!;;R DEATH :Seel3uRMEsE BUDDHIST LAW, PRE-EMPTION
•••

5:9

CHILDREN OFSECOND MARRIAGE, ,CLABl OF, AGAINST THEIR MOTHER;
See mJDDHIST L.\w

123

LAW-Application of, to a Burmese wife of a
C!linese Buddhist lmsf,and-Tliesta!lIs of a C/linese Budd'/isl, how
acquired: Held, tllat wher~ the evidence shows bat' a Burm(s~
woman ma;ried to a Chinese Buddhist regarded herstlf thr'lllghout
life as a Chinese Buddhist and attached herself to the Chinese
Community"adopting her h'.lsband's form of religion, s'lccession
,to her estate ,~as to be governed bv the Chinese BUddhist Law.
Po Ma:tng v, liia Pyi! 1'a, (923) 1 Rm., 16l-referred to.

CIIINESE BUDDHIST

MA SEIN

7'. MA PAN NYUN Al\D TWO

See

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTIONll :

.~

CROSS-SUITS

94
633

(V OF 1908),SECTJON 11, EXPLANATION 4Order II, Rule 2-SlIil for 1'Cdemplion of a 1mlfrt~et1Wl'y 11/Vrtga ge
alld suit fOI' mesne Pt'ofits from date ofrefusal to pennif redemp.
tioll-Trallsfei' of Pl'operly Act (II' of 1882), seetiOlt 76 (I). Held,
that a suit for redemption of a usufructuary mortgage and a s~lit for
mesne profits from the date of refusal to permit redemption arise
oulof the same cause of action; and that after a suit for redemption
of a usufructuary mortgage, a suit for mesne profits is not maintainable. PoTtllt v, E Klta, 9 L.B.R., 18-referred to. RuUlminiba1
v. Vellkales!1, 3\ Born., 527; Salyabadi Beltara v. H(lrabati, 34
Cal. 223-foll;wed. Doraiswa11li \. Subram l1Iia. 4 Mad" 188;
(la'1l Yll v; TaIJ", 3 U B.R., 141 ; Mi Sa U v. Nga Metk, 2 O.B.R.,
81-distinguisfred.
,.

CIVIL PROCIiDURE CODE

MA NYO AND ONE
CIVIL PRO,CEDURE

CODE,

Bu AND ONE

V. MAUNG HLA

sF.Cl'ION

36 : See

673

IN30LVENCY ACT, sEc1IONS 52, 53
CIVIL PROC1WURE CODE, SECTION
se'quitcI' : See PRACTICE

382

PRESIDENCy-ToWNS

47 AND ORDER XXI, RULES 58 et

CIVIL PROCEDlJRE CODE, SECTION 104 :
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION 105 :

See

See

PRACTICE ...

PRACTICE

168
362

117

145-E:l'ecu!ion against
judgment·deb/or's surety-Necessity for issue of notice before
taking actiou agaillst surely's Property-SubstantIal c011l/Jliallce
with the duties Of a surety. a grow·d for uemption fr0111
liabilzly. Held, thaI in execution of a ,decree against a judementdebtor, before issuing an attachmcnton the property of his surety,
the Court must issuc notice to the surety ..ailing upon him to show
<:ause and that an attachment issued without such notic:e is ultra
1Jires. Held, also, that the sureties having substantially compliEd
with their liabilities and having, though somewhat iate, produced
the judgment-debtor, the present case was not one in which the
extreme COUIse of executing the decree against their property
should be allowed. A. Subramonian lyer v. Abdul Raha111an,
11 L.B.R., 441 i Cha7ldi Charall Sen v. Ram Coomar Chakravarti,
7 B.L.T., 5--refcned to, Lakshmishallkarv. Raghumal, 29 Born.,
29-follow cd.
'

-C1VIL PIlOCEnURE CODE (V OF 1908), SECTION

TAN KIN SHAN AND OTHERS 'V.

U CHE SI AND TWO OTHERS

567-

·GENERAL INDEX.

X111
PAGE

'CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, ORDER' YIII, RULE
TION

6; See

'CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, ORDER VIII, RULE
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, ORDER
FRO)I AN

SET-OFF, VALUA-

462
6 (1) ; Sec SET-OFF...

349

IX : See EX-PARTE DECREE, ApPEAL

108

,CIVIL PHOCEDURE" CODE, ORDER IX, RULE 13, ApPLICATION TO SET
ASIDE AN EX-PARTE DECREE OR TO SET ASIDE AN ORDER of
DISMISSAL FOR DEFAULT; See LUlITATJON ACT, sECTION 5
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION
TOWNS INSOLVENCY ACT

XX,

RULE

655

11 : See PRESIDE:\,CY-

67 3

,CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE. ORDER XXI, RULE 2 ; See ApPLlC~TION TO
CERTIFY PAYMENT, WHETHER A STEP IN AID OF F,XECUnON

392

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, ORDER XXII,' RULE
RULE 4 : See A.BATEMEt;T OF APPEAL

486

2, AND ORDER XLI,

1908), ORDER XIII, RULE I-Order II, RIlle 2Applicaliol1 to Ulithdraw with lea'/)e to file a fresh sllit-What is
. a .. formal defect "-Reason(lble apprehension that tlt.~ suit tIll/st
fail sufficient-Where amendment admissible, Flailltiff may be
permitted to wit hdraw with leave to file ,1 fresh suit. Held, til"t
the expression" formal defect .. m,-st be given a \'ery wide and
liberal meaning and JS eonnetin~ defects of various kinds which
are not ddeets affecting the me.-itsof the case un substan ial questions (including equities and estoppels) reasonably ariEingbetwee".
the parties. Held, that it is sufficient for the Court to be satisfied
that there isa reasonable aPPrehwsion that· the suit mtst fail if
the permission to withdraw is not granted. Where tWi suits,
instead of one we. e b"ought by the pl~ inliff <>g"inst the defendar.t
for the recovery of rrice of goods alleged to have been sold and
delivered, one being for gouds alleged to ha\'e been supplied
dming the period between the 9th December ~lld2Qth Dc.:ember
1921, and theotI-.e: for those aHeged to havebeensJpplieddilring
the period bet.ween the 11th Tanuary and 2nd May 1922, held,
that the e.i'for being due to a !:ollCi fide mistake, the I-laintifi
should be permitted tu withdraw the sits with liberty to ins'itde
a fresh single suit co'ering both clailps. Held. also, tll',t
amendments of pleadings shollld be allowed in suitable casts in
order to O\'ercome the effe:'s of bo",1 {ide mistr.kes wh~ther of law
or of fact, and that it is immateri:! whether the assertions (If
omissions caused by slIch mistakes were deliberately made or.;,()!.
Hold, alSO, that where a plaintiff might be allowed to amenCl his
plaint in!;is first suit so as to include the claim in his second suit,
he should be permitted to withdraw the two suils with leal e to
bring a fresh sllit. Hcld,j-lIrtiler, that ,!ecisions to the effect that
an Appellate l o,lrt had \Jot legally granted the permission On a
particdar ground would not amounl to <.n authorit); to the effect
that such ground wOlld not haye been a proper ground for the
granting of such reHef if it had been <:pplied for at an early stage
of the suit in the trial Court. "[f.E. A.K. Ahmed Sahib & Co. v.
M.E. Fa kir Mahomcd Rowther, (1923\ 1 Ran., 694 ; Kali Prasalllla
Sil v. PallChal1all Nandi, (1916) 44 Cal, 367; !I1(/hipaii Valad
Shamla Y. Vat/Itt Naiad T'ithobq, (1909) 33 Born., 722 ; Ihllll;;11 Lal
v. Bisilesher Das, (1918) 40 All.) 612-refeyt·ed to. Behari Lal
Pal v. Srimaii Baran !I1ai Dasi (1894) 17 All. 53; Ilahi Baksh
v. Imal~ Baksh (18761 1 All., 324 ; Mulcllal1d v.Bhikari Das,(l885)

CIVIL PROCEDURE (V OF

XIV

GENERAL INDEX.
PAGE
7 All., 625 ; Venkata Shetti~. Ra1~ga Nayak,(l887)10 Mad., 160followed. Pardu11/an Chand v. Ganga Ram, (1921) 66 I.C., 285distinguished.
K. E. A. K. SAHIB & Co, iJ. K· Ml ArAMsA

66

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, OI-mER XLI, RULES 20 AND 23-Pel'son
.ioil/ed. by COUl't under Rule '20 "IIlust be person in/crested 111 the
appeal-Suit dis11lissed as qgail1st several defwda!lts-APPeal
agaillsl ollly SC11l~ of tltem-Res judicata; ~ohcrc the respondents
derit'e their title thro/lgh tile defendants not appealed agal1lst.
Where in an action against several defendant~, Ihe trial Court
di,missed the plaintiff's· suit and the plaintiff preferred an appeal
against some of the defendants but omitted to join in the appeal
the defendants from whom the &:fendants joined deriYed their
litle, Iteld, the title of the defendants joine.t being derived through
the defendants omitted, could nut be attacked in the appeal. Held,
f/lrther, that under such circumstances, the Court cannot join the
defendants left out by the ;:;ppellant, as they were not parties
interested in the re3u!t oUhe apPeal then before the Court. Held,
Iurtlier. thallhe power of the Court to add parties under On'er
XLI, Rule 20, is discretionary and that the Court will not exercise
the same in favour of an appellimt who has failed to be vigilant.
Amlook Chand Parrack v. Sam! Cltandcr Mukerjec, 38 Cal., 913 ;
(;irislt Chandra [altiri v. Sasi Sekltareswar Roy, 33 Cal., 329 ;
SlIbramania1l Chctty v. Vee,-"badrc:m Chelty, 31 I\Ind., ~42_
distinguished..
.

V. P. R. V. CnOKALlNGAM CHeTTY v. SEETHAI ACHA
CLIENT, DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS OF A PLEADER TO : See LEGAL
PRACTITIONER
CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE (V of 1898), SECTION 476-Complail1!,
whether to be confined against" parties to tile proceedings before
Court-Relatioll of section 476 to section 195 (b) <HId (c). Held,
that it is not ope,i to a Court to make a complaint under section
476 of the C:>de of Criminal Procedure in.respect of any person
oth"r than persons who are parties to the proceeding before it..
Per ROBINSON, C J. :-" by the recent amendment of the Code of
Criminal Procedure. .'. . . . it was not intended tllat the
complainant should not be examined except in the ease where the
accused had.appeared before the Court as a party to the proceeding. Furlher, lam of opinjon Ihat the words 'the offence referred
to in section 195, sub· section (l),clause (b) or clause Ie)' in section
476 must be read in conjunction with the wording of sectiun 195
(1) (c). The only offence that section 195 (1) (c) bars from the
cognizance of the Magistrate without a complaint by the COl1rt is
an offence which is alleged to have been committed by a party
to any proceeding before that Court, and it is not right to divorce
these words or take only a part'of the section in endeavouring to
discover what the offence referred to in ~ection 195 is." Abdul
Kader and others v, 11!eera Saheb.15 Mad., 224 ; In re De~IJi Vala.d
Bhm'a'nial1d another, 18 Born. 581; AkltilChandm De and another
v .. The Quee-n-Emp,-ess, 22 Cal. 1004 ; In re Keshav Narayan
Ma1l()lkar, 14 Bam. L.R. 968 ; Kallaru Ra1tlalingam and anothe,v. Tll1lpiliSubramayya and anotlter', 18 Mad. L.T. 48B-t efen'ed
to.
C. T. GURUSIVAMI AND TWO V. D. K. S. EBRAHIM

541
265

o

CO-HEIRS, WHETHER IN A CASE OF PRE-EMPTION, ENTITLE!? TO A
FURTHER OFFER AFTER· 0 FFER To STRANGERS: See BUDDHIST
LAW, PRE-EMPTION

374

678

xv
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PAGE
(;Ol.nIlTTAL PROCEEDINGS, WHEHE COMMITMENT ORDEllED BY THE
BIGH COURT IN REVISION 'AFTER SETTING ASIDE CONVICTION ON
A MI;>;oH CHARGE, WHAT SHOULD.BE DONE IN ; See PRACTICE

447

iVII of 1913), SECTION 162 (5)-Petltion for willdinguP-Bona fide defellce to tIle creditor's ciaim, slIfficiwt reasoll for
rejectioll of aPPltcatiou-Evidence Act (lof J 872), section 92Where dowlllwi 1/0t contailling all the terms of Ihe contract,
whether oral evidence admissible. Held, that whe.e a Company
I,as a b01za fide defence to a creditor's claim. the creditor's appli::ation for its wind, g-up must be rejected. Held, also, that. whej"e
alI the te.ms of a contract have not bp.en reduced to writing, the
terms left unembodied can be proved by oral evidenc~. In re
Lo'i1don and Paris Ballkillg Corporation.L.R 19 Eq. 444fOllowed,

.cOMPANIES ACT

COALFIELDS OF BURMA, LTD.

v.

575

H. H. JOHNSON

COMPLAINT WHETHER TO BE CONFINED AGAI1\ST PARTIES CEFORE
COURT; See CODE OF CRIMINAL PIWCEDUHE, SECTWN 746
C:0NFESSJON TO A VILLAGE HEADMAN:
HF.AD~IAN IS A POLlCE-OFFICER

See

31

.cONSTRUCTION OF GENERAL WORDS FOLLOWING SPECIFIC WORDS:
MERCANTJI.E DOCU~IENT
·CONTRACT ACT, SECTION
DEBTOR' .
.

54: See

374

\VHETHER A VILLAGE

See

27

APPROPRIATION OF PAYMENT BY A
.

CONTRACT FOR SALE AND POSSESSION UNDER IT, DEFENCE OF,
WHETHER VALID AGAINST LEGAL OWNER: See SUIT FOR POSSESS!ON BY LEGAL OWNER
FOR SALE OF LAND, PROOF OF WHETHER BARRED BY
EVJDE~CE ACT, SECTION 91, WHERE TRANSACTIO;, AMOUNTED TO
A SALE iNVALID FOR WANT OF REGISTRATION: See SUIT FOR
POSSESSION BY LEGAL OWNER

204

J.S5

CONTRACT

,CONTRADICTORi STATE

OF

AFFAElS

IN

CROSS-S,UTTS

WHEN

285

"C:;

633

judicata: See CRoss-suns
'CONVERSION OF A CHRISTIAN' HUSBAND, WIlETHER A GROUND FOR
DIVORCE, wUEl'; COUPLED WITH ADULTERY: Sec MATRIMONIAL
LAW

199

,CONVICTiON BY A MAGISTRATE FOR MIi\:OR OFFE:\CES, WHETHER LEGAL,
\VHE!~E ~1,\JOl~ OFFElo:CE OF WHICH '~HE MIXOR OFFENCES FORM
CO~IPONE:-;TS : See CRIMISAL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION 530

455

(Co)-FoYlI/ent
by !iljUldator of o/le 11Ie{llber's monies in scttlp.11lenl of a debt by
anot!teJ'11lel1lbe1,-Sllit between tI;e lIIe111&e1'S for tlte repayment of
the amortllt. \~7here the Iiquidator of a Co-operati ve C:edit Society utilized a sum of m'mey standing to tbe credit of A, a member
oi the society, in payment of a debt to the society o\ving by E, /;e1 d,
that :ection 42 (o) d the Co-operative Scieties Act, 1'.112, did not
bar 0 suit by A ,.gains t B for th.: ':c lvery of t:1"t ;11!:ount. Held,
also, that section 4216: w,.s inte.:ded to prevent litigation in the
Civil COUrl3 in regard to the v,llidity of the adions and decisions
of a liq"ida'OT under the Act, except in res[eet of certain specified
ordei's which are appealable to a .Dist: ict Court or which may be
enforced as decrees of courts.

CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES ACT (II o'F 1912) SECTION 42

MAUNG Po MAUNG

v.

MAUNG AUNG PAW

325

xvi
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t:OSTS WHERE ApPEAL ABATES; See ABATEMENT OF ApPEAL

91

COUNTERCLAIM, WHETHER ADMISSIBLE UNDER THE CIVIL PROCEDURE
CODE: See PnACTICE

276·

COURT FEES ACT, SCHEDULE'I, ARTICLE I, AK·!) SCHEDCLE II,
ARTICl.E • ; See CROSS-OBJECTION RELATING SOLELY TO COSTS

637

COURT!:' NoT cOMPETEi~T TO GO OUTSiDE THE RECORI)IN PROCEEDINGS
CNDER CHA'PTER VIII, CRrMINAL PIWCEDUHE CODE: See BURMA
HABITUAL OFFENDERS HESTRICTION ACT, SECTION 7

641

CRIMINAL COURT, FINDING OF, NOT EVIDENCE IN CIVIL ACTION
BETWEEN DIFFERENT PARTIES: &e EVIDENCE ACT, SEC'7ION 106

549>'

CRIMI~AL

PROCEDURE CODE, CHAPTER VIII-Persons against whom

proceedings Ituder tile Chapter are takell, 1/ot per;;olls accused of all
offence-section 436 -Power to direct jurtherellQuiry. Held, that
section 436 of the Criminal Procedure Code applies to " person
accused Of an offence" and not·" any accl-sed person" and
ther"fore does not include persons against whom proceedings are
taken under Chapter VIII of this Code. Evrah1-nl \'. Killg-

Emperor, L.B.R., 'dO-superseded.
MAUNG THAN

tI.

30,

KIXG-EMPEROR
SECTIO~I

110-ReputeEvidence need 1Wt be l'estricled to neighb01Irs..,....,,/l1:a~islrahs whdlzer
bound to mak~ local mquiry-Abilify of police alld village
authordies to ensure good behaviour, whether to be cOl/sidered.
Held, that the repute necessary to be proved under sectiOn liD,

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE (V OF 1898),

Criminal Pr.-ocedure Code, need not necessarily be .proved by the
evidence of immediate neighbours, but that the evidence of
witnesses living sufficiently near to be in a position to know the
accused's real r~Dutation was admissible in evidence. Held also,
that it \Vas not necessary for the Magistrdte to make a local enquiry
and examinp. witnesses other than those sent up by the police.
Held also, that it was not neccs;ary for the Magistrate to consider
whether the police and vil\age aathorities could not ensure good
behaviour on the part of the acc'Ised if they exerted themselves
more in exec.lting their{luties. Crown v. NgaNyein, 1 L.B.R.,90;

King-Emperor v. Nga Shwe U. 2 L.B.R., 166-iejerred to ami
explained.
KING·EMPF.ROR

V.

Po YIN AND O:-<E .. ,

68&

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTIONS 110, 112, 117, 118 : See HABITUAL OFFENDERS' HESTRICTION ACT

5.24-

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, CHAPTER VIII, SECTION 117 (4);
SECTJO~S 367 A~l) 424: See BURMA HABITCAL OFFENDERS
RE!:'TRICTION ACT, SECTION 7 ...

641;

CRIMINAL PROt:EDURE CODE (V OF 1898), SECTION 408 (bl-Appeal

from a se1itence exceeding four years passed by a Magistrate
spe.cially empowered-Sessions Judge entertaining sitch apPeal,
effect of section 530 (r). The appeIl.ant was st:ntenced by a
Magistrate speciaIly empowered under section 30, Code of Criminal Procedure, to a term of imprisonment exceeding four year
and his petition of appeal was sent from the jail to the Sessions
Court instead of the High Court. The Sessions overlooked
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the providons of section 408 (b) of the Criminal Procedure Code
and summarily dismissed the appeal on the merits. Held that
under the provisions of section 530 (r), Code of Criminal Procedllre. the proceedings in the Sesgions'CollTl were void; and that
the accused still had a right of appeal to the High Ceurl. KwgEmperor v. Yel/o. 4 L.B,R., 49- dlstin.l!uisfJerl. Kil/g-Emperor v.
Nga Sit Cho, 4·B.L.T. 271-refrrred to.

In re

386

AllDULJ A, ACCUSE.D ...

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE (V OF 11l9l», SECTION 488-·Refm'ing
Coud to /lCar botl: p./r/les before l/.. ak·11~ a'llyrecol'/!111cndaliol/sjor
redue/ion of mainlwan::e- "U'lable tv mail/ta in it ~elf" dcfineri-

The abilit Y of a child (oJarn somet"i IIg, 7c·het her to be col/sideyed
1.'11 fixil/g 1/Uli"tWatICe-Cltild labour 110t countenal/ced by Pllblic

polICY. Held, that the words II Unable to maintain i:self," in
section 488, Crimin.l Prccedure Code, mean inability 10 earn a
complete livtlihcod such as an rod. It rei son m'ght earn wi'hout
depending on any other perwn. He/d, that a fath"r bdng bound
to maintain his child who is under the al!e <Of majority, in fixing
the sum payablt-, the Court sho: ld pay no r':i-:ard to the fact that
the child is able to contribute tow:trc1s its support by means of its
own labour on \York of anykind. Held .furtlier. that it would be
contrary to public pO,Hcy to encourage ch'ld labonr by holding
that a boy of cleven years should l:cntribute,lowards his own,
surport as a coaly wh<:n he Should be in schoel. Belel also,that
it is deSirable for a referring Court befo:'e recommending any
reduction of maintenance to hear both the parties. A.Krishnaswami A:,:yar v.CltQ'ldrav,adana, 37,M' d., 565; MaHninBytt
v. Maung MY:Jt Pu, 8 B.L.R., 96-'-foIl0~lJed.
BAR AN SHANTA

v. MA C~A'N THA MAY

...•
-."

682

1898), SECTION 514-B071d tp
apPear before one,Crurt diu/larged 1t·ItW rasc trausferred.t.o
anothor t f!!;rt-1'l!e.f0Tmer C{'urt not, elltit/en to forfeit tlte.bo,lld
fvr failure 10 attend eitlter before the o/(Ier Court 01' befoi'e i!se"!.
after tile tra1lsfer. Where a bail-bond W;lS eXC't:\l,ieo for d,ue
appearance of 3n ae,'used before a ccr(:lin Cnud and no provision
was made therein for his appearance befcre any othtr Court, to
which the c<l~e m;ght p.e thereal,fer tr"n~lcTJed, held, tl~at t\:1e '
bond had effecled ils purpose when the case was transferrcp,'
bec;:use it contiljned no clam e providing for such an e\ tlltualiiy.
Held, also. that afler such transfer. the former COl rt had no power
to forfei, the bond on the ground of the uon-appearance' (f the
accrsed either before the Court to which the case was tranfferred
or before itself. Nga Po Tin v. King-Emperor, 4 U.B.R.,.71
Shamsuddin Sirkar v. Emperor, 30 Cal., 107-fdlou'ed.
'

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, CODE (V OF

MAUNG NGE

V.

KING·E~IPEROR

...

S?O-Collviction by
a MagiMrate for minor offcnce triable by hi111, 7IJhe1etls the feels
disclose a mOJoroffence tri,: b'e e.-rclllsively by a Court oj Sessl011 sThe minor offence COllstituting a comfol:ellt of the niajor offellfe,
The evidence on which the ac;;used were con victed by tne
Western Subdivisional Magi~trate, Rargocn, was:o lhe effect-that
they had caused; hurt to the complainant for the purpose ,of
extorting a confession, an offence pnder sc< liun 330 cf the Indian
Penal Code and thereJorl' one triaLle (n:y by a Courl of S(s~ions.

CRIMIl\AL PrwcEDuRE COIJE (V OF 1898\ SECTlO:<

581
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The Magistrate, however, convicted the accllsed, for offences under
section> 323. 312 ,mel 343 ()f tile Indian Penal C')rle, all of which
he was empowered.to try. Held, that the proceedings of the
Magistrate were not void under section 530 of lhe Code of
Criminal Procedure there being no clear rule of law which had
been disregarded by th~ M'lgistrate. Lekraj v. The CrowlI, 1191-0)
P.R., Ctiminal No. 31 ; Mil' More Ali tlnd another v. King-Emperor,
23 C.vV.N.,1031-refcl·l·ed to. J.:illg·E11Ipcror v. Ayyall alld
Valillyappa Uddan, 24 Mad., 67'5; Qucetl-Emj-ress v, Gu IIdya, 13
Bom., SOl-followed. Su~mltmonia Ayyar v. Killg-Emperor, 25
Mad., 61-disti I Jltuished.·
DAWSON AND ONE V. KING-E~IPJ(l!OII

4SS

562-1'al/UI'C ta furtlish seCllrity
by an accltsed p;rs:m ordcred /0 be relcased-Correct pn;cedur,'Before passing ol'dcr Mag/str"te sho:/ld satisfY himself that
seCllri/y can be given. Held, that before passing an order under
section S62 of the Coele of Criminal Procedure directing an
accused to be rel~as('d on his enter1aining into a bond with
'sllretie~, the l\'!agistrale must satisfy himself that the accused is in
a POSitiO.l to furnish secnity.

CRIMINAL PROCEDUHE CODE, SliCTiPN

NA~U ME,\H

.

.

v.

KrNr).E~[PER<jR

.

CROPS GRd\VN 0>1 ANOTHER'S LAt\D, VVHETHER TRESPASgrm ENTITLED
TO : See ·W ASTE LAND
.

360
488

CROSS-OBlECTION' RELATING SOLELY TO CosTs-Whether to be treated
as one~'eqllirng C01-frt-jee tllIder Article I oj Schedule Ior as a

petition ullder clause (d). Al't icle I, Schedule n,oj the Court Fees
Act (VI! (If 1870)-Court-jcp.s whethcl' payable ad valoremValuatlol~ofcross-objection On costs. Held, that.pross-objections,
,:>y the resp'mdent relating soldy to cost> must be stamped ad
~Jalorem on th;: am'mnt or value of the sum claimed as costs.
Babaji Hari v. Raja Ram, 1 Bom., 7S ; Sharar/a Svvnduree Debi
v. Gobind Mance, 24 W.R., 179~followed, DOO1'ga Dass. Chowdry
v. Ral11a!lath Chowdl'y,·S.Moo. LA" 262·-distingui;hed. Ke1Jlai
Kumari Debi v. Rung/mr North Bengal Bank, Ltd., 25 C.W.N.,
934-dissentedfl·oJ1l ..
MA SHIN V, MAUNG S!HVE HNIT AND ONE

CROSS--SU!Ts:<:..Fil/aldecision i1/ OnJ sllif, wl/cil'er operatillgas reo juchcala
to the oUzer-Inconsistc:It and cOntl'adic/ol y' state of affa1J's-:Civil Proc'edUl'e Code (V of 1908), u:c/!ion 1 t. A who had executed
certain.mQrtgages in favour of B in respect of three cargn boals,
brO::Jght a suit for·a dcd aralion t h<\t the mortga~es \Ve] e made
benami in' order to save the boats {rdTI all~.chnief1t. B instituted·
a cross-suit a.gainst A all the sa,l:e deed for the recovery of the
:. amount 'alleged to be due ull the mortgage. The two suits were
triedtogeth.er, A'ssnil was c1ismi,sed and B's was dec:reed. A filed
two i'>,eparale appeals ag-ainsl both the decrees, but his appeal ie th e
s~lit brought by B was dismissed h:' default. Held, in the appeal
against the decree in A's suit lhal " final decision of the maUerin
q;;estion between the same p:\rties exisled and that th~ dismissaloi
A's appeal in the suit brought agaimt him by B had the effe:t of
making .final the trial C,)urt's mortgage decree which declared
that tne mortgages were not bet/allli or me're colourable tra'1sactions. Ram Kirpal v. Ram Kuari, L.R. 13 LA., 37-·refen·ed to.
. Anant Das v. UdaiBhanPargas, 35A!I., 187; DakhniD nv.Syed
Ali Asghm', 38 All., 151; Gallgadhar J(alw"r v.Seka-li Telini, 34
C.L.J., 281; /sup Ali v. Gour Clul11dm Deb, 37 C.L.J., 185;
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1Iluhammad Jan v. DI/li Chand, 3 Lali. L.J., 473; Raman Chetty,
v. MuthuI"eerappa Clldty, 6 L.B.H., 93; Zallllria v. Debi", 33 All.,
51-fel/owed. A/;dul Majid \'. Jew N"I'ainMa!ito, 16 Cal., 233 ;
MarianJni~su, Bibi v. JOYl/ab Bibi, 33 Cal. 1101; Pallclianada
Vclan v. Vaithillulha Saslriar, 29.:IJ;:d., 333-dissmted[ro11l.
ANWEll ALL! SOWDAGER

v.

633

AMEER ALL! SOWDAGER

~RUELTY : See MATRIMONIAL LAW

199,
See BUDDHIST LAW...

328

,!DEcLARATION, SUIT FOR VALIDJrY OF A WILL WHETHER TO BE
DECIDED IN : See SPECIFIC RELIEF ACT, SECTION 42 ."

572

DEAF-MUTE, INHERITANCE TO THE F.STATE OF:

DECREE FOR AN AMOUl'T WITHIN THE JURJ>DICTIOl\ OF THE SUI3UVISIONAL COURT, I3UT APPEAL CLAIMU\G AN AMOUNT WITHOUT 'I HE
]\JRISDICTION OF THE DISTRICT COURT :See ACCOUNT, SUIT I;OR

.

~

4~

DEFAMATI01\-Tlie CrimiualLaw and the CIVil Law of Dcfa11latiollSialement made by parties ill the course of ajudicial proccerlillgAbsoillte prillilege-B/i1'rlcn Of proof all occasions of q',alifi(d
priL'llegc-Evidw(e Act (I of lS72j, satiOIl 105. The defendants,
.in a petition filed by them in the cou:se of a criminal prosecution
in which they were the accuse,d, applied for a transfer oHhe ca~e
to another Magistrate, and made in the petition certam defamatory
st:1tements agaimt the plaintiff. who was the Magistrate of the trial
Court. Held, that atlCivil Law the defendants were entitled to an
absolute pri vilege for such statements.' lIeld. that in a civil suit
for damages, the question of the burden to prove exp!'ess malice
for defarr,ation on occasions of absolute privilege would not
arise, because such an action would fail in any event under the
rule of absolute pri vi lege. Semble: In cases of qualified prj vilege
the preroncler;]nce of opinion in India appears to be in f;\\'cur of
the English rule that the burden of proof lies on the defendant in
a civil action to prol'e that the,occasion was a privileged occasion
and that then tile burden d proof would lie qn the piain!ir; in the
civil action to prove express lTwlicc. Held, nlSO, tlHt the pro\'isions of section 105 f f the Indian EvidcnC"e Act applY onlv to cri,
minal prosecutions fOr dcf<.mation. SemN" : 'In criminal
prosecutions lOr clef;:malion, whether a statement was niaL'e on an
occasion of privi'ege or not is to be dtcided with r( f~rerce to the
prOvisions cf seetioll 105 cf the Indian Evidence Act an section
499 of the Indian Penal Code. Golap Jan v, Bliolanalh [{Ju,'try,
3tl Cal., 880; Salis Chandra Cflakl'at'al'ti v. Ram Dayal De, 47
Cal., 338 ; Woolf1m Bibi v. Jesrat Shaik, 27 Cal., 262-l'eferred to.
BabooGanesh Dutl Singh v.li1ugneet'al11, 11 Hen. L.R., 321; Clmnni
Lall v. Nnrsingh Das, 40 All., 341 ; Daw,~illS v. LOl'd Ro,~eby, L.R.
7 H.L., 7'iI:t-foflowed. Abdul Ha.'1im v. Tej Clland,,' 1I1l1kel'H, 3
.All., 81 ~ ; Augada Ram Shal1a v. Nemai Chand SlIalia, 23 CaL,
807; Crowd:yv. O'Reilly, 17 C.W.N., 554-.disselltcd from.

333

MA MYA SHWE AND TWO t'. MAUNG MAUNG
..uELIVERY OF POSSESSION, RULE OF BUDDHiST LAW REQUIRIlW,
ABROGATED BY TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT: See BUDDHIST
. ECCLESIASTICAL LAW
DF.SERTION :

DISCHARGE, REFUSAL OF, EFFECT'ON I{>;SOLVECY PROCEEDIKG :
PRESIDENcY-TOWKS Il'SOLVENCY ACT, SECTION 17

131
199

See MATRIMONIAL LAW
See

643
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DISTRICT MAGISTRATES, POWER OF, UNDER SECTION 13 OF THE HAll!TFAL OFFENDERS' RESTIRICTION ACT, WHEN TO BE EXERCISED:
See HABITUAL OFFENDERS' RESTRICTION .ACT
DIVORCg:

See

524
400

SUNNI MAHOMEDAN LAW

DIVORCE BY DOCUMENT SENT TO THE WIFE, ~ECONDARY EViDEl"CE 010'·
DOCUMENT: See Sum/i MAHOMEDAN LAW
DIVORCE, GROUNDS OF :

See

DOCUMENT, WHETHER STATEMENTS Or' WITNESSES \\1HO HEARD DOCUMENT READ OVER, AD1IISSIBLE: See SUNNI MAHOMi:DAN LAW...
DOCUMENTS IN SOLEMN FORM, PRESUMPTION AS'TO :

400
1.99

MATRIMONIAL LAW

See

400

ADV.~NCEMENT

253

INSPECTION-Inco,."e-fa:r: ReluT!ls-lllcal1leta.1: Act (Xl of 1922), .'seclio71 54-Admission ill et'idence of
certified copies ofdocu11Ients made cOl/fidential by l<lw-Evidel!cc
Act ,1 of H!72), s[cliOIlS 65,74,76,77,' Held, that Incoille-tax'
Heturns being made confidential by section 54 of the Income· tax
Act and the disclOSure of their cor. tents being an offtnce,
certified' copies cf such returns do not come within the meaning
of sections 65, 74, 76, 77 of the Evidence Act and are therefore
not admissible in evidence.

DOCUMENTS l"OT OPEN TO

391

ANWAil ALI V. TAFOZAL AHMED
DUTY OF THE ASSURED TO ACQUAINT THEMSELVES WITH THE CONDITIONS IN THE POLICY: See FIRE INSURANCE

144

EJUS'DE~f GENERIS, DOCTRINE OF :

272

See

MERCANTIU; DOCUMENT

ENDORSEMENT'BY THE REGISTRATION OFFICER NOT AFFECTED BY
THE PRESENCE ON THE DOCUMENT OF A SIGNATURE NOT AUTHORISED
BY LAW: Sec UPPER BUR~[A REGULATION II OF 1897_...

99

ENTRIES ALLEGED TO Bil COPIES FROM THE ORIGINAL IN THE HANDS
OF THE MORTGAGEE: See PARABAIK ENTRIES IN EVIDENCIl\G A
MORTGAGE

397

EQUITABLE DOCTRINE OF PART P ERFOR~fANCE:
BY LEGAL OWNER

See SUIT FOR POSSESSION
•••

285, 333

ESTIMATED VALUE WITHIN THE JURISDICTION OF THE SUBDIVISJONAL
COURT BUT APPEAL THEREFRoM TO j)ISTRICT COURT CLAIMIKG
RELIEF WITHOUT THE JURISDICTIO.'l OF THAT COURT: See
ACCOUNT, SUIT FOR AN

40

ESTOPPEL-Sale of tm11l0veaUef'1'0f'erly -whether barredfrom del/inl of,
where flO rC/!,/stered deed executed-Contract to ~'ell immot'eable
property-Acceptame of aq.vauce, whdher creating allY title in the
p!lrclltlSer. Held, that where no registered deed of salehad been
executed. a statement made by a pelson,.prior to the institution
of the suit 'under appeal ",hich was'>-for pcsfession: that
immoveable property exceeding 1<8. 100 in value had been sold
by him to a certain person, did not operate to estop denial of the.
sale by the person m;lkini?: the statemer:t Dharnm Chand v.
Mauji Sahu, 16 C.L.} , 436; Mathura Mollan Saba v. Ram
Kumar Saha, 20 C.W.N'., 3iO-followed.
MATING Po YIN V MAUNG TET Tu AND ONE

1872), SECTIONS 23 AND 91...., Oral et'idellce how
far admissible where mortgage. "'ade without registered deedPresu11lpUollfr011l possession for mallY ~'ear s-Probative ,:alue of
authorised maps a1ld elltrie~ ill ret-e1lue registers. In a sdt for

EVIDENCE ACT (I OF

459

xxi
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PAS!:,

dec}arati on of ownershi pof certain 1aud ,the plaintiff was proved to
be 111 possession for about 10 years. He clail11ed to be in possession in virtue of an alleged sale in 1912-13. The defendant
pl~aded that 'the plaintiff was a mortgagee in possession, t1:e' e
being no registered instrnment of mortgage although the mortgage
was alleged to have been effected in April 1915 after the rrovisions
of section 59 Of the Tfansfer of Propert'y Act were extended to
Upper ILnna. It was contended on the defendant's behalf that
section 91 of the Evidence Act only excludes extraneo:'s evidence
of the terms of a ccmtraet, which ought to have been reduced
tu writing but was not, and that tllerefore, the factof the mortgage
could be proved by oral evidence. Held, thatin the absence of any
re~uttjng evidence, long possession is sufiicient to prove owner-...
shIp. HeldJurt/ler, that as the word" mortgage" conveys all the
terms of a contract for disposition of a specific illllllovl:acle
property for the purpose of securing the payment of money
advanced by way of loan, sectiun 91, Evidence Act in the present
case bars the proof oj any part ofthe tran~actiun. Hdd, alSO, that
entries in authoris('d maps ana revenue registers evidencing
mortg~ge can be acted upon by the Courts only when evidence
other than these do:uments is admissible in ev·dence. Mi Zil
U a-ut otllers v, Nga Pyan. 2 U.B.R E~'iden(e, p. 3; Nrl1lllhi Jail
v. Bll1lri, 30 All .. 321-rcferred to. ldatmg Hlllillg alld others
v.1I1allllg Chit Su, 1 Ran., 13S-dlssellted from ill part.
MAUNG Tu~ v. MAUlo1G KHAN AND ONE
EVIDEl'CE ACT. SE:CHON
A POLICE-OFFICER

25 : See

EVIDEl(CE ACT, SECTIONS
MEDAN LAW
EVIDENCE ACT, SECTIONS
TO INSPECTION

31
60

AND

63

(5):

See

SUNNI

MAllO-

400,

65, 74,76, 77 : See

DOCUMENTS NOT OPEN

391

.0.

66 : See PARABAIK
SECTION 91 : See SUIT F,OH

EVIDENCE ACT, SECTION
EVIDENCE ACT,
OWNU

44,

WHETHER A VILLAGE HEAD?>tAN IS

397'
POSSESSION BY LEGAL

92 : See CO~IPANIES ACT, SECTION 162 (Si
EVIDENCE ACT; SECTION 92, PROVISO 1 AND SECTION 93, HELATION
OF , Su SALE WITH AN OPTION TO REPURCHASE WITHIN A CERTAIN

EVIDENCE ACT, SECTION

PERIOD

~~

575

113-

92, PROVISO 3-·Sl£it 011 pro!1lissol"j··
note-Oral el.'idellce tOS/IOW tlzat the trallsactiOll was ~11e of sun t yshiP for amount outstalldillg-Question whether tlte Plol1;1ssory1I0te lllas part of tile cOli/ract. The plaintiff brought a suit un a
promissury-note executed by the defendant in his favour. The
defence was that the transaction evidenced by the promissorynote was ~lle of suretyship and'that the deft:ndant was not
therefore liable to be S~led till the liabilities of his principal had
been ,lscertained' Held, that oral evidence to pfove th.. t it was
not intended that liability should attach to the defendant except
on failure of his principal was admissible, under proviso 3 to section
92 of the Evidence Act. Held, also, that under the circumstances,
it was not open to the plaintiff, an original party to the promis.
sory-note, to' treat the promissory-note as a separate contract in
itself and to seek to enforce it without taking the entire contract
into aCl;olln!. Ba Shein v. Killg-E1IIperor, 10 L.B .R., 366 ; Si11l0n
V. HakIm Malto11ted Sheriff, 19 Mad., 368-follou·cd.

EVII:lI;.NCE ACT, (I OF 1872) SECTION

J.

M. MANECKJEE v. l'vIAUNG Po HAN

482
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105 ; See DEFAMATION
SECTIO~ 105 : See PEN,"L CODE, SEcTION 307

EVIDENCE ACT, SECTION

333

EVIDENCE ACT,

558

(I OF 18721, SECTIO)< 106-Tenallcy or nlaliollslliP of
master ami servant. tlte burdell of t:roJfOf-Filldingof a Crimiiwl
Court bet1<.'een' different p',lrlies not evidence l'n a chil act iVlILiability for damage by fire, when startet/by a servant, The
plaintiff's rubber plantation was damaged by a fire which was
darted by the 2nd defendant on the 1st defendant's paddy land,
during the 1st, defendant's absence by belming the undergrowtb.
0\1 the land ill question. There was some evidence that the
2nd defendant was a servant of the 1st defend;uit, though it was
alleged (hut not proved) by the 1st defendant that the relationship
between them was one of landlord and tenant and not that of
m aster and servant. Held, that the relationship between the 1st
and the 2nd defendants bting especially within the knowledge of
the 1st defendant, an unfavonrable presumption may be drawn
against the 1st defendant under the provisions of section 106 of
the Evidence Act as he had failed to give the'fn]Jest information
as regarils their relationship. lIeld, also, that lighting of a fire
0n open bush land being an operation necessarily attended with
great danger, a person authorising another to execute for him such
an operati(,n is bonnd not only to stipulate that all reasonable
precautions shall be taken to prevent the fire extending 10 his
neighbour's property, but also to see that slich precautions arc
observed, otherwise he will be responsible for the consequences.
Held, aZ:~o, that (he 2nd defendant and the lSt'defendant's sori
having been sent up for trial under section 435 of the Indian Penal
Code and both having been acquitted on the ground that I he lire
was accidental, the finding of the Criminar' Court conld not be
tre,ated as,e\'idence in the present civ.il action which was
between a different set of partiES. Biac!< v, The ChristchltJ'ch
FiniC1ice CompallY, Limited, (1894) A.C.,48 ; Hughes v. Percival,
IH'S3) 8 A.C., 443-!ollo7rJed.

EVIDENCE ACT

M,\lJ1'G FEll'

549

7,.1\1.'> THE NGiVE

E"IDENCE ACT, SECTICN~ 106, 114:
EV!IJENCE, SEco:,n:Al'Y :

See

:.E~CLUSIVE USER IN INDIA,

See

PENAL CODE, SECTW"

SU'''''I

MA HOI\J'EDAN LAW

OF

TR.-\DE-:YIAHK,

408

476
400

\V'fIETHFR IvlAlNTAINABLE BY ANY oHmR THAN THE r,.rANUFACTVRER : Sec
TRADE MA:lK

278

EXECUTIOX AGAiNSl JUDG"'IENT-DEBTOR'S SURETY, NECESSlTY FOli
ISSUE CF NOTICE: See Cn II. PROCEDUfm CODE. SECTIO" 145

567

EX.PARTE DECREE, OR D:SMISSAL ORDER FOR DEFAULT, ApPI.ICATION
TO SET ASIDE: Sec LIMITATION ACT, SECTWX 5
'

655

,

tEX'-PARTE

Ii

•
DECREF, ApPEAL FROM A?\-Rele;'ancy 01' otl!e1"wise of the

question of due se1'11ice of summons-P,'ope,' COUl'se to (fllesiion
due service or propl'iety of p,'oceedillg ex-parte- Ciril fl'ocedure
Code(Vof 1908), Ol'der IX-W, h'el' of service, Held, tl';,ltan appeal
from an ex-parte dec~ee the uply question with wh'ch the Appellate COllrt is ordinarily concei'ned is whether the evi(~ence on
the record is sufJident to support thc decree and that the qrestion
of ch;e senice of the Sl;mmons is the sul'ject-matter not of an
appeal from the decree b"t of a ~pedal p"oceeding under 0 dtrlX
of the Ci\ il Procedure Code Held,jUl'lhe'r, tbal where a defendant
:,puts in appearance, he must be taken to have waived the 110nsen ice of summonson him, Jonardhan Dobey v· Ra11ldone Singh

,.~
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23 Cal•. 738; HUII/mi v. A:i:-lId-Din, 39 All., 143-follo:f'cd. Sadlm
Krisll1la Ayy.lh I'. Kapall Ayyagllr, 30 Mad., 54-dissentedfrom.

108

RAJ CHANDHA DHAR.V. MESSRS. K. D. O. C. RAY
l'AILUR.E TO APPLY THE LAW, GROUND FoR
WHETHER ON CREDIT OR }<'OR CASH

REVISION;

Sec

SALE

202

FAILURE TO' FUI1NISH SECURITY BY AN ACCUSED PERSON ORDERED TO
BE RELEASED; See CRIMIXAL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION 562 ...

360

F,\LSE ACCOUNT OF LOSS OF GOODS ENTRUSJED. PRESUMPTION FROM:
See PENAL CODE, SECl'ION' 408

476

FEES PAYABLE ON APPLICATION TO REFER TO HIGH COURT, WHERE
SEVERAL QUESTIONS ARF. RAISED IN A SINGLE CASE: Sec INCOMIiTAX ACT, SECTION 66

579

FINALTY OF ORDER IF U:\APPEALED FROM, EXCEPTIO~!S TO ;
FILED IN COURT

587

See

AWARlJ

FIRE INSURANCE-Defwccof Clwcellationof policYlllith

<

an alterllath'e
tedl1lical defwee based on the conditions of the policy-Policy of
insurance remai/i.ing witlt the' llsHtrers-Dllly of tIle assured to
acquaint tllemselveswith tlteconditlOns in the polte},. Held, that a
plea that the policy of fire insurance was not in existence at the time
of the fire and that there W:lS no contract of insurance at ?Il, coupled
\vith an alternative plea that. if there was a contract then by reason
of certain conditions prf'cedent to the attaching of the Iiabilil\', the
defendants \Vo::ld not be liable, is not contrary to the law of Iodia.
Held fMt her. that the plaintiffs having had a protection. note issued
to them by the clefendants which set out the fact that the protection
note was issued snbject to the conditions attached to the policy of
insurance, it was the bounden dl1ty of the plaintiffs to get into their
hands llJe policy from the defendants and make themselves acquainted with the conditions in que~tjon. 1ft re Colemllll'sDepositories,Limited, (1907) 2 ICB., 798-followed. Hill{!. Nam HiP Kee
v. The Batavia Se,l ami Fire Insurance Co., 6 L.B.R., 123referred to.
S. S. HAMEED & Co. v. THE UNIVERSAL FIRE I;-:SURA!\CE
COMPANY

FORMAL DEl"ECT, 'IVHAT IS A ;
XXIII, HULE 1
FORUM OF ApPEAL ;

See

See

144

CII'IL PROCEDURE CODE, ORDEl{

•

66

408
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ACCOUNT, SUIT FOR

FRAUDULEl\T PREl"EREKCE, INTENTION OF THE DEBTOH TO BENEFIT
HIMSELF NOT: See INSOLVENCY

193

GENERAL CLAUSES ACT, SECTION 13 ; See PETITION IN INSOLVENCY
AGAINST BURMAN BUDDHIST COUPLE

309

GIFT BY AKGLo-INDJAN HUSBAND TO HIS ANGLO-INDIAN WIFE:
ADVANCEMENT, PRESmlPTION OF
GIFT OF A MONASTERY. wHETHER VALID;
LAW
.

See

See
253

BUDDHIST ECCLESIASTICAL

GRANDCHIJ.DREN AND ClliLDREN BY DIFFERENT 1oIARRI,IGES, DIVISIOX
BETWEEN : SeeBuR~IESE .13qDDHIST LAW,.INHERITANCE

II OF 1919)N ecessit y of a preliminary order ill writing spccifyillg the S1l bs ta1lce
of illformation aud the period ojr<:strict-ioll--Section 4 (n) oJ the
Act-Section 13 of the Act-Rille 12 of l'ults framed ul/der the
Act-Order of rest rict io 11 11lade 'I1!ithout rccordil1g the prelimillary
order-Correel procedure-Code ofCrimillal Procedu.re, sections 110

HABITUAL OFFENDERS RESTRICTION ACT ( BUImA AcT

131

514

xxiv
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(fl, 112, 117. 118-Powers of the Districl Magistrate tHida £ect iOIl
13. H dd, that proviso (tl) to section 4 of the Burma' Habitual
Offenders Hesb iction Act, 1919, makes it essentiallhat the preliminary order .required under section 112 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure shall set forth the substance of the information received
and Shall state the term during which the order of restriction shall
be in force, am! where these provisions are not complied with, the
entire procee;ling must be tre.,ted as irregular, and the orders
passed therein, must be set aside. lIeld alSO. that where it is
l)rOposed to take action under section 110 (f; ()f the Criminal
Proce-dllre Code, the preliminary order required under the
provisions of section t 12 of the Criminal Procedure Code, I111'St
state the amount of the bond to be executed and the term for
which the bond is to be in force. Htld,fl/l"ther, th3t where it is
intended to take preventive action under section 7 of the Burma
Habitual Offender~ Restriction Act, 1919, the same procedl're,
with nccessarvmodification and addition, m.ust be followed as is
prescribed un-der section 117 of the Criminal Procedure Code.
Held, also, that the power of converting an order, under section .
. 118 of the Criminal Procedure Code, reqllirinl!" security for !!ood
behavio·.Jr into an order of restrictiollullc'er the Habitual Offenders
Restriction Act can be exercised by the District Magistrate alolle
and that too only where there has been a proper preliminary
order and the District Magistrate has good reason for the change.
P·\RSODAN

v.

524

KING-I<:MPEROR

HIGH COURT. POWEl~S OF, TO GRANT BAIL, NoT BOUND BY THE RULES
OF THE CODE OF ClIIMINAf. PROCEDURE: See BAIL •••

546

HIGH COURT, REVISIONARY POWERS OF UNDER UPPER BURMA' RUBY
REGULATIONS

321

HUSBAND AND ISSUE OF FIRST MARRIAGE, DIVISION OF PROl'ERTY
INHERITED BY THE DECEASED WIFE DURING SECOND COVERTURE:
See BUDDHIST LAW...

521

UNDER-Rtcovery Of tlte m01ley paid
,ohen pe r11lissible-I;; a suitfor mere el1jorcell/cnt or/er dal1lage~for
breach oj illegal contract, rcpLlyl11ent cannot be decrecd-P!aillt
be amendedt" Pleadiliegal1ty al1dclai,;/ rdnnl ofdepasii-A IIIM/dwetd ojthe Plaintonappeal,whel'efresh suit time-t-arred? Held,
that where an executorycontract is made for iIIe!<al sale of goods
and tbeillepl contract has not been carried out but remains totally
unperformed, His open to a party to repudiate the illegal contract
and on the avoidance of the sam.: to recover any monies d~posiled
thereunder. Held, also, that where the suit was framed for
enforcement of the contract and for damages for breacl;. a decree
for repayment of the money paid could not be passed, unless tbe
plaint was amended. Semble i-Where leave to amend the plaint
'was appli.ed for on appeal, at a tin:e when a fresh s,lit.Oll the
:lmended· aJleg'ations would be barrp.d by limitation, leave would be
refused. Hampden v. Walsh. (1876) 1 Q.B., 189 ; Hermann v.
Charles1Cl~dh, (190S1 2 K.B., 125 ; In re C,'eat Bcdin Steambout
Co.. (11'84) 26 eh.D., 616; Kearley v. Thomson, (l8901 24
Q.B.D., 742; Mearing v. Hellings, (1845) l5L.J., 158 ; $at'age v.
1I1adder, L.J. Ex., 178; Symes v. Hughes; (1k70) 9 Eq., 1475 ;
T .P. Petherpermal Chetty v. R. Mmtia1idy Servai, (901) 4 L.B.R.,
266; Tappenden v. Randal, (1801) 5 R.R., 602-referrcd to,
Jal1adrall Kishori Lal v.Shib Persliad Ram, (1915) 43 CaL, 95 ;
Taylor v. Bowen, (l876) 1 Q.B.D.• 291-followed;

ILLEGAL CONTRACT, MONEY PAID

HlRJEE DEVIlAJ & CO. V. MAUNG

Ny UN

SHEIN

...

414
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'hBIATERIAL WHfTHER PAYMENTS TO ACCOUNr TOWAImS PRIXCIPAL
OR IN1ERESl' : Sce nES JUIJICATA

367

IN HIS TRADE OJ{ BUSINESS. MEANING OF: See PRESIDENcy-TOWl\S
INSOLVENCY ACT. SECTION 52, CI.4 USF: 2 (cl

154

INCO~fE-TAX

211

ACT, SECTIONS 2 (15), 12, 16 AND 55 : Sec SUPER-TAX

INcmIE-TAX Returns, INCOME-TAX ACT, SECTION 54 : See DOCUMENTS
NOT OPEN TO INSPECT,ON

391

INCOME-TAX ACT, (XI OF 1921), SECTION f;J6-App/icn!iu1J. to COlJlmis-

si,mer 0/ 1Ilcome-Ta:r to re./er questio1J.S Of fa'lf.! to tile l-Itglz Com'tQuestioll wl/ctl/cr fa payablc 1I11dcr sectioll r.6 (21 is paraUe itl
respect of the apPlicatiol/ or if/ respect of e,zelz poillt raised ill the
applicatioll. In an application to thc Cr'Il1missioner of bcorne-

Tax to reter certain q"est'ons of law to the High Court, lll,1J1t'rous
points having been specified, held, that only one fee was to bp.
paid, the points raised being all part'of one appli,ation.
A.RA.R.S M. CHOKALlNGA~(CHETTIARv. THE COMMISSIOXER
OFINCO~IE-TAX, BURMA

579

INCOME-TAX RETtiRKS : See DOCUMENTS NOT OPEN TO INSPECTION

391

INCOMPLl'.TE sALEFOH WANT OF REGlSTRATION,'RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES
Ulo.'DER : See StilT FOR POSSESSION BY LEGAL OWNER .• ,

285

INCOMPLETE 1HANSACTION OF MORTGAGE DOES NOT CREATE A CHARGE:
See CHARGE ON LAND
INDIAN AI:BITRATIOl'" AcT, SECTIO:-l 15: See A}VARD l"ILED IN
COURT ",

587

INFERIOR WIFE, HIGHER RIGHTS OF, IN THE HUSBANDIS ES1ATE ; See
BURMESE BUDDHIST LAW

62

!NHERIT.ED PROPERTY OF WIFE, METHOD OF DIVISION OF, BETWEEN
HUSBANU AND ATET CHILDREN \VHF-HE PHOPERTY INHERITED
DURING SECOND COVERTURE: See BUDDHIST LAW

521

429

INSOLVENCY-. Fl'audulent preferellc~ ofa creddvr·,vomillalli'ill/ention in

the milld o/thcinsJlvellt-.'t1otive ojthe insolvent to b;llefit him,ielf.
Held, that an act done by the insolvent, not asa free agent but undcr
pressure, or as purely voluntary act in order either to protect the
insolvent from legal prnceedings or to gain for him some immediate advant"ge, would not be a fraudulent preference, aJ:hough it
might have the resnlt of preferring one creditor at the expense of the
others. H cld az'o, that what the Comt has to ascertain is what was
the dominant intention in the mind of the insolvent at the time the
act was done and that it is for the other creditor to establish that the
principal ubject of the transaction was intended to be fraudulent
preference. Butcher v. Stead, (1875) L J. 44 C. & B., 129; Silarp
v. Jackson, (:899) L.RA.C., 419 ; In re lL'zke, (1901) L.R. 1

K.B.D., 710 jNl'ipenamN{lth Sa!l1l v, Ashutosh fjhosc, (1916) 43
Cal,640'-follo1C'ed.
M.!\. RAEBUHN & CO. AND FIVE V' ZOLLIKOFFER & Co,

193

INSOLVENT, SUIT AGAINST, WI1'HOUT LEAVE OF THE COURT, TO BE
REJECTED: See PRESIDENCY-TOWNS INSOLVENCY ACT, SEcnON 17

235

INSURANcE-Principal and agent-Authol'ity of an agent emPloyed to
illtroduce bnsilless to the illS1U'ers-Rcceipt by the priwip,1l of the
premium prdd through lhe a gent-Necessity to settlejlze premium.
Held, that 'an agent employed merely to introduce business to

xxvi

GENERAL INDEX.
PAGE:

insurer" had no authority by accepting the: proposal form for insurance and the premium, to bind the insurers and that the gran ling
to hi~ by the insurers of a bundle of proposal forms did liot in <Jny
way ll1~ply the grant of any particular authority to him. Held
further, that the acceptauce of the premiUIn by the insurers did not
of it;elf show that they h:we accepted the offer. H cld furtizer, that
one es:'ential condition for due acceptance of the offer to insure is
thattlic: premi'um payable should have been settled and agreed upon
between the parties. Held also, that in the absence of proof of
special authority to the agent, acceptance by him of a wrong ?remiurn did not bincrthe insurers. Christie v. North Britis" Insurtl1!ce Company, (1825) '3 Shaw (Ct. of Se~s.), 519; Lindfol'd v. !hl'
Provincial Horse a.nd Cnllle Insurallce Compau)', (1905) 55 English
Reports, 647- fol/owed.
I{WA HAl V. THE NORTH~;RN ASSURANCE Co., LTD.

158:

INTENTIO:-r oro BREAK TH!': TIE OF MARRIAGE BY THE WOHDS USED IN
NO OTHEH WAY, NECESSITY OF; See SUN~I lVrAHm'IEDAN LAW

400'

INTf.RESTAT COXTR.~CT RATE, CLAIM of SECURED CREDITOR TO, AFTER
ADJUDICATION: See PRESIDENCY TOWNS INSOLVENCY ACT

197

JOINT LIVING N(,1" ESSENTIAL FOR GRANDCHILDREN TO IJ':Hfl<IT :
BURMESE BUl>DHIST LAW, bHEtHTANCE

See

514

JOINT MORTGAGOR-PLAINTIFF-AP!'EI.LAl'T, DEATH Ol" : See ABATEMENT
OF APPEAL
JUDGMENT TO DISCLOSE REASONS FOR FINDINGS, ARRIVED AT:
BURMA HABITUAL OFFENDERS, REST!i:ICTlON ACT, SECTION 7

641

JUDGMENT WITHIN THE MEANING OF CLAUSE 13, LETTERS PAT,ENT:
See LETTERS PATENT, CLAUSE 1 3 '
JUDIClolL

PROCEEDINGS,

STATEMENT

MADE BY

PARTY

IN;'

469

Sec

DEhMATI~

JUDICIAL

486

See

~J

SEPARATION

AND

PETiMAMENT ALHJONY,

DEC flEE

FOR-

Effed of subsequent co!Jabill1lio1/,. Helll, t:;:;t a decree for judicial'
separation and for permanent alimony granted to a wife is
annulled by subsequent cohabitation of the parties and does f10t
revive on subsequent separation. Haddon v. Haddon, {1SS;') 18
Q.B.D.778-followed. Ralligan's Law of Divorce in Indiareferred to.,
ELLEN MA

Nco

V. \VILLIAM

Po THET

163

JURISOJCTION, ORDER :'IADE WITHOUT, IF LEFT UNAPPEALED, EFFECT
OF : See AWARD FILED IN COH,RT

581

JUiSDICTION
ON APPEEAL, WHERE AMOUNT CLABlED, EXCEEDS
,
JURISDICTION OF ORIGINAL COURT: See ACCOUNT, SUl1VFOR AN;..

333

LEAVE OF THE COURT, SUlT "FILED WITHOUT, AGAINST INSOLVENT WHO
WAS REFUSED HIS DISHARGE : See PRESlDENCY- TOWNS INSOLVENCY
ACT, SECTION 17 '

235'

LEGAL OWNEI~; SUIT FOR POSSESSION BY :
BY LEGAL OWNER ...

28 5

See

SUIT FOR POSSESSION,

PRACTITIONER-Boycott of a Court-Throwing !~p a brief
without obtaining consent. \Vhere in. pursl1ance of a resolution
of the local Bar, to boycott a Magistrate's Court, a pleader threw
up his brief without first obtaining his client's COnsent and left

LEGAL

xxvii
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PAGE

h's client undefended; lteld, that the pleader was gdlly of
unprof.essional conduct He/d, furth,r, that an arranglment
arrived at with. his client w hl ther 011 terms and conci ions or
otherwise for a consent su bsequ"lIt to th~ pleadu's failurt to
appear and defend, wOuld n')[ aff.ect his liahility under the a<'min-.
istr<ltiv~ jurisdidion of the High Sourt. Obite,.--A pleader has
duti~s 'and oblig- lions to his eli"" t in respect of.the suit or matter
which is entnsted to him .md is spt.nding in l·ourt. There is a
fu: ther and equ"lIy i ll1plll taut duty and ot ligation I'POIl hill', t'iz.,
toce-operate with t)le COUi tin th\: ('I'de: ly and pu. e a<'mit,istralion of justice. Iii Ihe matter of Tari/ll' Mohan Barad m!d
others, L6 C.vV.N., 50S-referred to.
INTHE MATTER

265

OF A PLEADER

H.97), SF.CTlON' J 3-Plel1der
standi11g Stlrety for a perS011 at r~~terl ell il char!;c U1l"er sedion
42(1, India·n Pel/al Cocle..:..Takiug from tlte accused c11.1rge. of
jroperty subsequently foul/d to be prcperly ill respect o/which
offellce had been commitlcd-Pnvio/ls £lequ.!tfll ill 0 crimil/al. tr.ial'
11JI!ether a bar to aclion 011 the same facts u/lder the Leli."l Proctitiollers Act-Autrefois aeqnit. 'At the request oi N. who was
arrtsh.d Oil a '_harge under :;edilin 42\, of thl: Indian' Peuil Code,
T, a legal p"acli1ioner, took charge of certain propel ty which H
had deposited with R. Eubsequcntly N was released on bail, T
standing surely for him; after $taying f(JT a len, days in T's !·o.:Sf>,
N thereafter disar.pe~.j-ed. It then tran~pirerl that the prorerly
Which T had taken charge of was prupc::rly iil respect 'of w.hich H
had committed. an offence under section 421, Ir'dian Penal.Code.
Late", H was arrested and eonvick.! in respect of the said properly.
T was then prosecuted and after a trial on ?lternative char~es '
under ~eclions 420, 411 and 414, lndi:111 P.·nal Code, \vas acquitted.
On the District Magistrate's recommendation thzt on the._ faels
narrated, the High Court should take actien against T under the
Legal Fractiti.lners Act. Held, that in standillg: surety for N,. T
was not guiltY of unprofessional condl:cl and did not act as 'a
pleader. IIdd,further, thal H was not ::ding in hi,,. p"ofes~ion,al
capacity in taking charge of the property and keeping it for N, nor
was he guilty o{any criminal offence in s., doing Held, further,
that prQi.:eedings lInder the Legal Practitioners Act are quasicr:mir.ai. and where the faels have already formed the subject of a
criminal trial which has resulted in an acquittal, the pri<>ciple of
.. Autrefois acquit" must al'ply.

LEGAL l'ltAC1'ITIO:\ERS ACT {XVIII OF

IN THE MATTEn OF MAUNG Po

'1'01{.

LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE IN EXECUTION PROCEEDINGS:
LETTERS PATENT, CLAUSE '13~Order giviug

491

A PLEADER

See PRACTICE

directions'to 'the CommisS101ler appuillicd to take a:cotmls, all order reglllatin.g PI'ocedure
anelllot ~ivil1g a fiitol decisioll (7S to the rights of parties whetlIer
appealable-" ]udgnIC1lt" witlIill the meallillg of clause 13,Let:ers
Patent. In a suit for a partnership account, the Commission'er
appointed to take the accounts mad,~ an application; to the Judge
on the Original Side of the High Court. for diredions, as to whether
he should only go into the acconnts filed by the 4th defendant,the
accounting party, or shonld also g,) into the accounts,.,~ certain
transactions that had taken plac-e btlween the 1st and 4th defendants. The Court thereupon passed an order giving the directions
asked for and against this order the 1st defendant appealed. He/d ..
that the order of the Court, giving direcfons being merely an

4

168

xxvlii
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-order regulating procedure and not being one giving a final adjudi'cation oi the rights of the parties, was not a" Judgment" within
the provision of clause 13 of tile Burma Letters Patent and. there- '
:fore. was not appealable. 11 adjee [smail Had;ec Habeeb v. Hadjee
JfIollarncriHadjee laos-lib, 13 Berigal L.R ,91; Rnlllwtlra Natll Roy
v. Brojendra Natll Das, 45 Cal.', III ; T.V. Tuljal'am Row v.
M.K.R.V. Alagappa Chettiar, 35 Mad., 1 ; The ht,lices of the
Peace/or Calcutta v. The Oriental Gas COl/lpany, Limiled, 8 Bengal

L:R., 483-followed.
YEO ENG llYAN

BENG SENG & CO. AND 01'HERS

466

34 ; See AWATW FILED IN COURT

235

'V.

LEtTERS PATENT. CI AUSE

IIXOF 1908), slOCTION 5-Application to set aside
ex-parle decree-;-ApPlication 10 set aside the order of dismissal Of

.LIMITATION ACT

.a petition under Order IX, RUleH-Negligmce oj an agent nol. a
,ground for reviL?II. Held, that the provisions of section 5 of the
'Limitation Aet do not apply to an application to set aside: an
..ex-pal·le de~ree. nor to an appIlcaHon to set a~ide an order of dis.missal lor default. Held also, that hegligmee 0n the part of an
ag-enl of a party is no jll&lilic~lion for review of an order of dismissal of an allplkalion for default.
MA NAW NAw AND ONE 11 • V .E.S.S.M. SOMASUNDARAM CH!'..TTY
LIMITATION ACT (IX OF

655

1908), ARTICLE 49-0riginal possession per-

missive- Posse.'sioll setting up <l claim to o",Jncrship, time when
limitation begins to run. Where the original posse~sion 'of
property had been permissive, held. that a bare. allegaticm ,on" the
part of the possessor, of her o\vn ownership of the property did not
change the character of her possession into an unlawful one but
that her possession became unlawful only on her refusal to comply
with a formal demand for the relurn of the property and that,
therefore. under Article 49 of th;; Limitation Act, limitation would
begin 10 run only from the date of such refusal.
MA MARY 'IJ. MA HLA WIN
LIMITATION ACT (IX OF

555

1908), ARTICLE 134-Sub-l1lortgogee ill pC'sses-

sion-Article ) 48, the appropriate at/icle-Right of wb-mol'lgagee
to remain ill possession till the sub-mortgage is redeemed. Held,
that as against sub-mortgagees as such, the proper article of the
Limitation Act toapply was Article 148 and not Article 134. Held,
also, that a sub-mortgagee in possession was entitled to retain
possession till his sub-mortgage had been itself redeemed and that
:a payment to the mortgagee, with notice of ,t,he sub-mortgage,
,eculdnot affect the sub-mortgagee. Drigpal Singh Y. Kallu, 37
AlL, 660 ;Nga Kye v . .I'iRa Po Min, 2 U.B.R. (1904-06), sub'mortgage, 1 ; Tairal1laya v. Shibelizaheb, 44 Bom., 614-followea ;
Narain Das V.I Kad Abdur Rahim. 24 C.W.N., 690 ;SeetiKutti
v. Klmhi Palhumma, 40 Mad., 1040-distinguished.
MA MA NYAN AND FOUR
18:: See ApPLICATION TO SATISFY

MA MYAT GYI AND ONE '/I.
'LIMITATION ACT,
PAYMENT

ARTICLE

393

.LIQUIDATOR OF A CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY, ACTION OF,' WHETHER
QUESTIONABLE IN A CI\'IL COURT: See CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES
ACT
LI(PENDENS:

See

561

325

ADMINISTRATOR APPOINTEDI' UNDER THE INDIAN

SUCCES~ION A C T '

LOWER BURMA COURTS ACT,

1900: See ACCOUNTS SUIT FOR. ON

4

408
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. PAGI!

MAHOMEDAN WILL, PROBATE NOT ~ECESSARY TO MAKE IT AI)MlSSIBLE
IN EVIDENCE: See SPECIFIC· RELIEF ACT, SEcTIO:-l 42

572

MAGISTRATE NOT BOUND TO MAKE LOCAL ENQUIRY IN PROCEEDINGS
UNDER PREVENTIVE SECTiONS OF THE CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
CODE: See CRIMINAL PROl:EI)URE CODE, sECTION 110

686

MAINTENANCE OF CHILD, MEANING OF "UNABLE TO MAINTAIN
ITSELF" : See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, sECTION 488

632

MALICR, BURDEN of PROOF OF, ON OCCASION OF QUALIFIED PRIVILEGE:
See DEFAMATION

333

MALICE, PROOF OF, WHETHER NECESSARY IN SUITS FOR WRONGFUL
ATTACHMENT OF PROPERTY O~' THIRD PARTY.: See ATrACHMENT
OF GOODS OF A ·THIRD PARTY

181

T

MAPS AND REVENUE REGISTERS, PROBATIVE VALUE OF:
.
AyT, SECTIONS ~3 A'ID 91
MANUFACTURER, PRIOR USER OF TRADE-MARK BY:

.

See

EVIDENCE

See TRADE-MARK •••
.

441

278

MATRIMONIALLAw~PartiesChristia1/s at the time ofmarriage-Sllbse-

q~ent reversion of the husba·nrito Animism-Cmelly-Refusal by
. the hmbandto allow'ililife to live with !lim except ulzder the olders of
a wife taken after hIs reversion toallimism-WlJether sllch refusal
amoimts to desertion. Held, that·where the parties were Christians at the time of marriage. the subsequent reversion of the
husband to anunism is not sufficient cat:se lOr QIyorce.. Fur.ther,
a mere change of religion coupled with adultery is not sufficient
cause f()r divorce. Held also. that to constitut" aground for
divorce .the husband mus t h:>.' e changed his religIOn and gone
through a for:n of marriage with some other WOman. Held
further, that where a wife lives apart owing to a ·relusal by the'
husband to alIow her to ]iye with him except t;nder the orders of
a mistress or a wife taken sutse4uently, the husband has
desntedthe \\ ife within the meaning of the Divorce Act. Held
also, that such a refusal amounts in law· to cruelty. Swatll/an v.
Swat11lail, 4 S. & T., J35-followed···

MAUNG MUN II. LABYA NA\V

199

DOCUMENT-Construction of generai ~rJIJ1'ds following
specific'words-Doctrine of ejusdem generis; aPPlication of-.
Held, that where·in a mercantile document in which there is
spedfic mention of a distinc~ category followed by general words,
the doctrine of ejitsdemgeneris applies. Rex. v; Ed11lttndsOl1, 28
L.J.M.C., 213: .Tillmall1ls &Co. v. S.S. Kmttsfo1'dLimited" :908)
L.R., 2 K.ll.D.·, 402; Official Assignee v. lIf. E. Neikwara, J Ran.,
IS8-referred to. Jur111an all Wills, 6th Edition-referred 10.

MKRCANTILE

IN RE

A. V. JOSEPH, INSOLVENT

272

MINOR, PROMISSORY.NoTE IN FAVOUR OF~Suif

by the minor for the
obligatiollon t'le 1I01e. Held, that a promissory note,in favour of a
minoris not void and can be enforced. lIfoltoriBeebeev. Dhnnlladas Ghose, 30 Cal.·, 539-distinguished. Rungarazu S''1thmrazu
& Co. v. Maddura· B(!saPPa, 74 Mad. L.J., 363-followed.
Tret·elyalls's TlIe Law Relatiltg 10 Minors, 5th Edition-refcITed 10.
SHAHF.HH ALI

v.

NOOR MAHOMED

MORTGAGE BY CONDITIO!'AL SALE, WHEN A SALE WITH AN OPTJ,)N TO
REPURCHASE IS A : See SALE WITH AN OPION TO REPUHCHASE
WITHIN A CERTAIN PERIOD

1

131

xxx

GENERAL INDEX.
PAG!!-

MORTGAGE WITHOUT PEGISTERED DEED. ORAL EVIDEl'CE HOW FAR
AD~I1SS!IlLE : Sec EVIJ)ENCE ACT, SECTIONS 23 AND 91

441

MOTHER, IN CASE OF SALE OF LAND BY _WHETHER YOUNGER SON HAS
THE RIGHT OF PRE-l£MPTJON : See PRE-EM1"l'ION. RIGHT OF

659'

lVluTUAL INFLICTION OF INJURY_WHEN NOT SUFFICIENT TO C_ONSTITUTE
ATTEMPTED MURDER: See PEJ\'AL CODE, SECTIO:,,/ 307

558-

MunVALLJ, EFF.ECT OF NOX-APPOINTME:-<T OF A, IN niE W AKr-'NAMAH
See SUNNI MAHOMET:AN LAW

495-

Surf-Prior mortgagec-Persol,
cl,liming by a titl. p,lramounfto that of the mortgagor-Cin'l
l-rocedu?;e Code (V of 1908),Order XXXIV, rille 1. Held, that in
a suit to enforce a n~ortaage, a prior mortgagee or a persof!
cl:liming to retain possession of the-land by a title p:lramount 10
that of the mortgagor, is not a necessary party and that the
at e,tion of his par~monnt title cannot be - liti~ated in that sl_,i t.
Jaggeswar Dutt _v. 'Bhuba-,~ Mohan Mitra, (1906) 33 CaL, 425followed. Nga Pa1CJ E v. Nga Sin, U-B.R., (1910-13) 92dislingui~hcd. GOllr's Transfer of Property Act- referred to.

::"ECESSARY PARTIES TO A MORTGAGE

106

MAUNG SAN MYAING V. L' FON GYAW
NFCESSITY FOR ISSUE -OF NOTICE TO SURETY FOR JUDGMENT-nESTOR,
IF ACTION PROPO~EJ) TO BE TAKEN: See CIVIL PnOCEDURE CODE,

SEcTIO'I 145

567

NEGLIGENCE OF' AGENT NOT A GROUND FOR REVIEW:
ACT, SI!CTJON 5

See

:LIMITATION

655-

NEW ARRANGEMENTS- BET\~TEEN 1HE PRINCIPAL AN~ PURCHAsER
INTRODU<.;ED BY THE BROKER: See PRINCIPAL AND BROKER
NOMI:\A'fICN

OF A BENEFICIARY

UNDER

A PROVIDENT

4

FUND-

Suvscriber a Burm"i~ Buddhist-Effect of the 1I0mination and
subsequent payment to 1tOm1tlee after death of stlbscriber-HelcJ,
thafthe nomination of a person faT payment byan association or a
provident fund on til'" death cf a subscriber, was a testamentary
disposition and therefore invalid where the subscriber was a
Burman Buddhist. Held, also, that where the association or fund
made payment to the nominee, the nominee held the money
a
trusiee for the heirs cf the deceased subscriber. Daw Kllin and
One v.!f1a Tha IXyooll ana One, Civil Regular 441 of 1920 of the
Chief Court of Lower Burma; In re Williams, TVilliam, 'Y_ Ball,
L.R (1917) r Ch. 1; Nana Ta1lJkar V. Bha1lJl1i Boyee, 43 Mad.,
i28-followt:d- Florina Martiesv. M. L._ Pinio, 33 Mad. L.J., 416-

as

disti1l~uisfted.

MA Nu

388

v. MA GUN

NON-BAILABLE CASES;'-(;RANT OF BAIL IN :

See

~46

-BAIL

NON-USER OF RIGWI'-OF-\vAY WH~;TH:::R 5UFHCIENT TO ESTABLISH
ABANDONMENT: See RIGHT-OF-WAY

534

OBJECT OF THE VvAKF WHETHER NECESSARY TO BE D~CL_~RED :
SUN:<l1 MAHOMEDAN LAW

495

Sec

OMIS,ION BY THE REGI~TRING OFFICER TO NOTE ON THE DOCUMENT
WilY A" EXECUTANT WAS ABSEN r, A FORMAL DEFE CT IN PROCEDURE ONLY: See UPPER BURMA REGULATION II OF 1897

99

ORAL EVIDENCE TO PROVE UNRFGISTERED MORTGAGE HOW .FAR ADMIS~IfILE : See EVIDENCE ACT, SECTIONS 23 AND 91'

4411
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ORAL EVIDENCE TO SHOW TWAT PROMISSORY NOTE WAS TAKEN AS
SECURITY, WI/ETHER ADMISSIBI.p; : See EvmE~CE ACT, SECTION
92,' PHOVISO 3

482

'ORAL EVIDENCE TO SUPPLEMENT A PATE:';T DEFECT IN A DOCUMENT,
WIiEX ADMISSIBLE: See SALE WITH AN OPTION -TO REPURCHASE
WITHIN A CEIlTAIN PERIOD

113

·OI~AL EXPLANATION BY THE HUSBAND. CONTENTS OF DOCUMENTS
WHETHER CONSTITUTING A VALID ORAL DIVORCEi : See SUNNI
MAHO~IEDAN LAw...

400

ORASA, DEFINITION OF : See ORASA

693

·ORASA'S SHARE, WHE'l'HERDIVESTED IF LEFT UNCLAIMED TILL THE
SURVIVING PARENT'S DEATH: See PRACTICE

LAw-Position and nghtsofDefinition of-Fa1Jti1yconsistinR of sonS and daughters It!e fidest
of whom is ,I d.lltght"r. In so far as Ihe decisIOns of the Burma
Courts whether expressly or by impJicativn are adverse 10 the
rights of tl>.e eldest-born daqghter, they undoubtedly proceee'ed
011 an'insluficiellt consideration of the status assigned to the'first
b'lfO child by t~le Burmese Huc!c!hist Law as 'embodH;d in tile
DIta1111I1atha:tsand expressed in. !jle existing customs anc! usages.
The eldest-born child occllpiesan extraordillaryfavolJred position
...as c0mp.lrcJ with the Yvunger children, in;\sm'Jch as the p:freds,
to use t/:e qll:tint language of the !J tlMa I ' obtai!led the child
.by their ean:est prayers at the commencement of their wedGe1
liie, and aC-lllired the property with his or her assistance."
An "orasa " child is the eldest b)rn child capable of ullde(takiqg
,th" ft'sponsitilities o{ a deceased parent and the status of "orasl1 ,.
does not depend "pon the cbild, if'a son. surviving lh~ fal!;er or,
if a ehughter,'s lrviving the mother, The three e,:sential conditions fe,r the existence of the stat", of "orflsa" :lre th~t (a) tl;e
,child is the lirst-born ;'(b) the child ,-ttains majority; (e) [he
child.,being a son, hel ps in the acquisition of the family properties
and the cliscila,'g.: of the father's respon~ibili.ies. or beiilg a
daughter. htlps t.;e mother h the management auc! control of the
falml:.' properties and household. Held, that the arpeIlad's
. father who was the eldest son but the Second-horn child had
n,)t the status of an ,. ora.sa" child. [(imliun Minl!.Yi's Digest,
Volume 1; R:elIa1'dsoll's Edition of Manllkye-,eferred to.
Po Zan v. Mallng Nyo, 7 L.B.R., 27; Ma Mya 1':11£ v.lllanllg Po
Thin, P.J.L.B., 585; Ma Nan Gyaw v.MaungShweKeI,10 Bur. L.R.,
234; Mau.. gSan Dwa y. Ma Min Tha, Chan Toon's L.C.• Volume
11, page 207 ; 1-0 Hlllan v. Maung Tin. 8 L.B.R., 113 ; Ma Saw
Ng'we v. Ma r!leill Yilt, 1 L.B.I<., 198 : and Mil Thin v. Ma NYein
E,3 B.L.T., 6-overruled. li1t Milt Din v. Mi Hie, (1904·06)
U.B.R. Bud. Law: Inheribmce. p, J 1-:-disscnted from. 1'UTL
Myaillg v.' Be Tun, 2 L.B.R., 292 :. Ma The 0 v. Mi Slzwe,
·(1914-16) 2 U.B R.. p. 46; Nga Lu Daw v. Mi Mo Yi, (1914-16)
2 V.S.R., p. 66 at p. 72 , Mi Kin Lat v. Nga Sa So, 1l904·0b)
2 U.B.R. Bud. Law, Divorce, P. 3 ; Ma. Ba We v, 1I1i Sa U,
.2 L.B. R., ! 74 at p. 182 ; Maung }fmc v. M£1 Sein, 9 L.B.R 191 :
.Ma Lay v. TlmShwe, 10 L.B.R., 10; lila Me v. M£1 Myit, P.l.L.B"
48 ; Maullg Se1k Kaung v, Maung Po H>'ill.1 L.B.R. 23 : Ma Thzn
·v. Ma rV{1 Yon, 2 L.B.R., 255 F.B".; 1'lz£1 TtL v. MaUll?, B>'a
4 L.B.R., 181 ; Ma Eill TIL'I v, 1I1alt11f!. Hit! D1L11, 5' Ii.L.T., 3;
.1l1a [{yi K i v. Ma Thein, 3 L.B.R.. p. 8 ; 1I1i SaiL/If, v. Mi KILn,
·Chan Too:.; L.C. \'01. I, p, 198 at p. 204, per Jardine, J.e.; lJ1a

'''ORASA " - INHERITANCE-BtiDDIiiST

.

161:1
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Mi v. M<lMyit, Chan Toon's L,C., Vol. I, p. 275 ; Ma Mya Thu
v. Mau1lg Po Thin, Chan Toon's L.C., Vol. II, p. 61; AlIleathan
v . .Jlli.1'ha Ta U, Chan Toon's L.C., Vol. II. p. 65 ; Matmg Seik
Kaung v. Mallng Po Nyein, Char. Toon's L.C., Vol. II, p. 67 ;
Sarkar's Hindu Law of Adoption, 2'nd Edn., p. 57 ; j}!Ia Saw
Ng7~'e v. Ma Theill Yill, Ch<ln Tooll'sL.e., Vol. II, P. 210; Conflict
of authority, Vol. :::I, p. 37; Ua Gmt Bon v. Ma.ung Po Kywe,
(1897-1901) 2 U.B.R., p. 66 ; Po Seilt v. Po Mitt, 3 L.B,R. 45 ; Ma
Su v. lola Tin, 6 L.B-R., 77 ,Conflict of Authority on Buddhist
,Law. Vol. II, p. 51; TI,a Dun v. Wain? Gyi. Civil Second Appeal

No. 302 of 1909 of the I.C.V.B's Court; Stokes' Hindu L;l.\T
Books, 410 ; M ayne'g Hindu Law, p. RZ (7th Edn.) ; Tagore Law
Lectures, 1880, p, 515; Forchammel's Jardine Prize I!:ssay,
p. 49 : Stokes' Op, Chit. p. ~98 ; Ma Hntn Bwin v. U Sh'we Gon,
8 L.H.R, 1; MaThi v Ma Nil, S.T.L.B., 70; MiSaungv. MiKun,
S,J.L.B., 115 ; Maung Po Lat v. Mi Po Le, S.J.L.B., Zl'2 ; Ma On v.
Ko Shwe O. S.J.L.B., 378 ; Maullg Sa So v Mi H I11t ,,(l892-96) 2
U.B.R.,p. 171 ; Ma Min Tha v. Ma Naw,(189Z-96) 2 u.n.R., p. 581 ;
Matwg
Patt v. Ma Huyi. (1897-1902) 2 U.B.R.,p. 104;
,Matmg M11,V. Maun,i Po Thin. I'L.B.R. 50; Ma Hni'li
,Gnillg v. 1I1a Tlta Li, 4 B. L.T., 74; 1I1i Saw M;}'ilt v. 1I1i
Sltwe
Thilt,
(1910-13)
1 'V.B.R.. 125: 101a Thit v.
M au Ill! Tun Tha, 8 B.L.T., 138 ; 1I1aulll! Ka Gn v. Ma H1tin Ngwe
8 B.L.T., 196 ; Ngwe E v. Ngtl, Atl1lg Thein. (1914-16) 2 U .B.R.,
37 ; 101i Hlaing v Mi Tlti, (ll)14-16) Z V. B.Ro, 40 ; Shwe Po
v. Mtl1HIg Bein, R L.B.R., 115 ; Kyi Hlaing v Ma Htu, 8 L.B;R.,
189; lola Sein Ton v. lola Son, 8 L.B.R., 501 : Chan Iha v. MiMa
Pyu. 9 B.L.T., 95; and Tun Tha v. 101a Thit, 9 L.B.R., 56referred to.
KIRKWOOD AND ONE

'lI.

MAUNG, SIN

ORDER GIVIKC DIRECTIOKS :1'0 COMMISSIONER TO TAKE ACCOUNT,
WHETHER A JUDGMENT; See LETTERS PATEIIT,CLAUSE 13

693
46

ORDER AIADE 'WITHoUT JURISDICTION; EFFECT OF : See AWARD FILED
IN' COURT

7

ORDER II, RULE 2: See CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (V OF 1908), SECTION
11, EXPLANATION 4... '

Z

ORDER XXI, RULE 21 AND ORDER XXXVIII: See PRACTICE
I

ORDER XLIII ; See PRACTICE

362

'ORDER OF ARREST AND ATTACHMEI'!T DEFORE JUDGMENT, wHETHER
APPEALABI.,E ; See PRACTICE

<..

PARABAIK, ENTRIES IN EVIDENCING A MORTGAGE-The entries aUer:.ed
to /;e cop1esfrom the original. in the hands oj the mortgagee-Evidence Act (I oj 1872). section 66-Presu1IIpttOnjromloltg and p!ace.
juI possessim as owner. The plaintiffs sued for redemption based
on a mortgag'e said to be evidence by a,parabaik deed dated in
1216 B.E;, and on a subsequentfurther advance,made in 1229 B.E.
(i.e, about 56 years prior to suit). The plaintiffs' parabaik was
produced but it was admitted by the plaintiffs that the entries
therein were not the origilial entries, but copies made from the
origYlal parabaik in the possession 01 the mortgagee. Held, that
as no notice to produce the orginal was ghen to the defendants,
the plaintiffs' parabaik was not admissible in evidence. Held,
urther, that, even if notice to produce has been given, the plaintiffs' parabaik to be admissible in evidence must be proved to be a
J

362

362

GENERAL INDEX.

xxxiii
PAGE

true copy of the absent original parabaik. Held, also, that in the
circumstances, and in the face of long and peaceful possession as
owners by the defendants, the b:lrden of proving the mortgage lay
very heavily on the plaintiffs. 1I1i LeByu v. MiShwe Mya, (190708),,2 V.B.R., Evidence 13~followed.
MAUNG

Po

NI AND O~E. V. MA SHWE l{YI AND THREE

PART PER FORMA~CE,'EQUITA:BLE DOCTRINE OF : See SUIT FOR posSEsSIoN-BY LEGAL OWNEI/
. :" .. :. .
~ •• '.
"PAYMENT, DEFEK'CE OF AND SET-OFF;

See

SET-OFF

PECUNIARY JURISDICTION OF A lOUlrr TO ENTERTAIN A SET-OFF, HOW
DETERMINED; See SET-OFF

(XLV OF 1860), SECTION 307-Mutual i1/jliction, ill tile
absetlce of eye-witnesses, of mJIlY)' ill a ftght--l-len of self-defellce
or provocatioll-Et'ide'lce Act (lof 1872), sectio11 10;-COnr;iction
under section 326. Indian Penal Code. the appropri:l'e one. The
two appellants in the course of a fight inflicted on each othe
injuries· so se:ious that !lleir dying depositions had to be taken
in both ca~es. There was no eye-witne~s to til e occurrence ; and
tne evidence in each trial consisted of that of the complainant,
th" corroborative evidence of the wounds ofthe complainant and
the admission of the accused that he was hirr.self wounded in
the occurrence. In separate trials, each was convic'ed of an
oifence tinder section 307 of the Indian Penal Code. Held, that as
either of the appellants would be entitled, in th~ eventof the other
dyinj! of the wounds, to the benefit of a reas')nable doubt and to
plead that llie case callie within exception 4 to section 300 of the
Penal Code, neither appellimt could be legally convicted under
section 307 of the Penal Code. Held, also, that under section 105
Of the Indian Evidence Act, the burden of proof of self-defence or
provocation being in each instance on the acc:;sed, neither appellant could under the circumstances claim these defences and that'
section 326 of the Penal Code was the proper section for the convictionof each of the appellants.
l'!GA Po THAIK II. KliIIG-EltIPEROR
PENAL CeDE IXLV OF 1860) : SECTION 403-Stolui property foiwd
with tlte accused-.4bsf./lce of proof of tlte dat·e wlteil accused
obta:lIed. Possessioll-Seetion 4 t1 t Ite r.-let'ant section·- Guilt y
knowledge-Inference from tile accusCll's silence as to the
person from whom I.e receil,ed tile property-stole11 articles
forming the contents of a single parcel-Conviction on
several charges, III respecl of llie 'i.'arious i1rlicl:s -Pe/lal
Code, s~ction 411. Held, that where valuable jewelIery
which was stolen or otherwise lost to the owner is found
under circumstances of prave s:l£nicion in the Dossession of
the accused about two years alter the thefl or loss and the accused
refuses to disclose the name Of the pe:Son from whoin 'he
received tile same or to give the particula~s :1S to the origin of
his possession, the Court is e:ltitled to draw an inference of
guilty knowledge on tile part of the .,ccused.. Held, also, that
where it is proved·that nearly two years after the owner's loss
of his property the accused is found to be retaining possession of
llit: same knowing it to be stolen p 'operty, but there is no
evidenoe as to when he first acquired such possession, the
section Of the Penal Code applicable to the case is section 411.
Held, further, that where prope .. ty stole, formed
the
contents Of a single parcel, a single offence in respect of
all articles contained in theparce' and not separate offence~ in
respect Of llie different articles should be treated as tile bilsr:.

39i

···';;:iS5 ....
356·
634

PENAL CODE

558.
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· of the conviction, Kdshna Shahaji, (IR97) Untep. Crim.
Cases, 1927; Shalk Monealt, (1867, II W.R.38; [{ar Dial,
(1905) P.L.R. No.IH of 1905-fcllole'ed.
80

RAM PERSHAD 'II. KING:EMPE;ROR

18(0), SECT!O~ 468·-Serpant giving a false
account of tllli loss of gO:Jds ent rusted!o ltim-Presmi,ptio71 of fllisap·propriation-.F.vidclIce Act (l of Hl72) , s~cl1Ons 106, 1l4. Where
property is entrusted to;l serv,l11t and such servant Jails to return
it or to account for it orgives an account which is shown to be false
and incredi ble, jt is ordinal i1y a reasonable inference .th:!t he has
· criminally misappropriated the property so entrusted to him and
dishcnestly converted it to his own ;".(; bsudl cases the Courts
are entitled to draw hostile inferences and presumptions from the
actionand statements oUhe servant.

PENAL CODE (XYL OF

476

SONA MEAH 'Ii. KING-EMPEROR

1860). SECTIONS 420.. Sll-Attempt to cheatSending 1Iolice of <I fire to an I1IsuTtl1lce Compally-Clail1lS made
for d{lffl:lge by fire accompanied by declarations deliberately false
-Attempt a71d prepa ration. The first accused ins:lred his paddy in .
certain godowns witl. three I"ire Ins"rance Compani~s and, on the
godowns b~inl{ burnt .down, he first sent tile Ins:lral:ce C0l1lp.mies
nOiices informing them of the fire and sub~equently presenled his
claims in which he .de,liberately made false statements as to the
quantity of pa~ldy stored in the godowns <Iud destroyed b,' the fire.
Ii eld, that the sending of the notices was in act of preparation but
when the accused folio'.vcd up these notices with the actlJal claim
papers, he commitled himself Lo a rep're~enlation of f~ct. which
being false to his acknowledge 111l,St be regarded as an overt-act
towards the COmmission of the offence of chealing-an; ct which
had gone beyond the. stage of preparation. In the matter of
R. Mac Crea. 15 All., 273-refel·red.

PENAL CO·DE (XLV OF

MAUNG Po HMYIN AND ONE V. KING-EMPER·OR

53

PERMIESIVE. POS.;ES·SION wHEN CONVERTED INTO ADVERSE POSSE5SION:

See

LI~nTATION ACT, ARTCLE

49

555

PERSONS· J;OINED BY COURT UNDER ORDE~ X~I, RULE 20, MUST BE
INTERESTED IN THE ·.<\PPEAL : See CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE

541

BE

J'ETI'llONBY A CREDITOR FOR WINDI)(G GF TO
REJECTED WHERE THE
· COMPANY HAS A bOlla fi:!e DEFEl'CE TO IIIS CLAIM :See COMPANIES
ACT
PETITION IN INSOLVENCY

A{;A1NST

BURMAN

575

BUDDHIST COUPLE-·

Joinder in orle petition by cl'editor-P1'pvincial lusoh'enc,' Act
(V of 1920), sections 15, 18, 79 (2), 61 (4) (Acl 111 of 190-7)
Provinciali/tsolvency Act, section 47 -Gweral Clauses Act (X of
1897), seetion13. Held, that a single petitiJn in in~olvency may
be filed under t:le Provincial Insolvency Act, 1920, against a
Hurmes e Buddhist hus'J<!nd and hi s wi fe,wher.e they were alleged
to be jointly indebted to the petitioning creditor and to have
committed ajoint act of ins·olvency. B"l selti Mamma"a v. Kalla
Kottaya and others, 44 Mad., SIO-followed. !taliCltaran Saha. v.
Hari MoftonBasak and ot/len, 58 I C., 531 ; Sarada Pras'ld UMI
v. Ram Sukh Chandra, 2 C.L.J., 318 - dissented from .
.MAUNG KYI Ho AND ONE V., S.M.A.L. ARUNCHALLAM CHETTY

309

PLEADER STANDING SURETY FOR AN ACCUSED PERSON NoT·PROFESSIONAL· MISCONDUCT: See LEGAL PRACTITIOl'ERS ACT, SECTION

13

491

xxxv
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PAGE
POGGALIKA .GIFT OF A MONASTERY:
LAW

Sec

BUDDHIST ECCLESiASTICAL

131

POSSESSION AS JI RESULT OF A USUFRUCTUARY MORTGAGE, INCO~IPLETE
FOR WANT OF REGISTRATION, RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES UNDER :See
SUIT FOR POSSESsIO~ BY· LEGAL OWNER

_313

POSSESSIO:" AS A RESULT OF SALE, INCOMPLETE FOR WANT OF REGISTRATION, RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES UNDER: See SUIT FOR POSSESSION BY LEGAL OWNER

285

POSSESSOR BY PEf(~IISS!ON OF O\VNER, . WHETHER HE CAN MAKE HIS
POSSESSION ADVJ,J~SE BY SETTIKG UP CLAIM TO OWNERSHIP: See
LIMITATION ACT" •••

555

POTHUDAW, RIGUT OF A, TO INHERIT:

See

325

HUDDHIS1' LAW

POWER OF COURT TO ORDER SIMULTANEOUSLY BOTH
ATTACHMENT BEFORE JUDGMENT: See PRAcnCE

ARREST AND

POWER OF COURT. IN EXECUTION OF ARBITRATOR'S AWARD:
FILED IN COURT

362

See AWARD

587

POWER OF, DISTRICT MAGISTRATE TO DIRECT FURTHER ENQUIRY
UNDER CHAPTER VIII, CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE :See CRIMINAL
PROCEDURE CODE, CHAPTER VIII

30

Procedttre Code (IT of 1908), section 10~ - Order XLII
-Order ofarrest and attaCh11leilt before hidg11lent, whct her appealable-Order XXI, Rule21 audOrder XXXT'III- Powcr Of Cottrt to
o~der simttltaneously both arrest and atlacltmwl before judgme1lt
--Attach'ment before judgment in mortgage suit, whether permissible-What al'C tke l'cqulsitegroll11dsfororderi:Tgarrest oratfach'111311t before judgJlient. Held, that an appeal lies from an ord~r r,f
arrest or <.lltachment b~J(jre j.ldgll",t:llt. Held, also, that the Court
. has pClwer in its discTdion, limited by the provisions of Order
XXXVIlI of the Cidl Proce;luni Code, to order before jaclgment
simultaneously the arrest of a defendant and the altachment of his
prJptrty. Held,fIlrther, that where it is p,oved that t!:e deftndants hate a\'oid~d a conditional order cf arrest before jJdgmt:nt,
have c m,iderably re<bced [he stock witbout attempting to
n:pleni;h it,ln .. efailed 10- fllrGish either secllrityor pro,ed that the
goode attJched we'e sdn:ient in value to' lover the pl<)inliff's
claim, th" Co .• rt exercised a proper di$ r~tio;J ill 111: king ab$olute
the co.lcJitional ordt:rs of arrest and attachment. Semblc:~
Under special (i~c~mstances. even in a mortgage s,-it the
prorerlymortgaged Inay become 1iable to 'l.t!ach-nenl before judgment. Cltwl1a·Pemaji \'. Ghelabt Naralldas, (1883)'7 Bom., 301 ;
]oi!.elllaya Daser \. l}aidy.math Pl'emanicli, (1919) 46 Cal., 245 -.
rCfened to_
K. O. M. SYED H00sslm" v. S.R.M.M.C.T. CHETTIAF FrRM

362

PRACTICE-Civil

PRACTICE-CouNter-claim. W/;.Ct!ICI' admissible-Civil P,'ocedUl'c Code
IV oj 1908) silmt-Specific pei'forl11allc~. ,m equitable alld dt"scI'etiollary relief. Held. til"t though the Ci\il P.ocedure Code does
not provide for counter-rlain;s, ther.e is nothing to prevent a
Judge treating the cO:'ill.:r-claim as plaint in cross suit and hearing
the two tcgetlls:', if tht: c(\::nle~·claim is propedy sta!"!1ped.
SAYA BYA AND

oim :'.

MAUNG KYAW-SHUN

PRACTICE-Order granting pc?'mission tei administratrix to sell
immol'eable property. wl/etfler aPPfal lies from-Probate alld
Administrat10ll Act (V of 1881), section 86 -Civil Procedure
Code Wof 1<,08). section IDS-Considerations 'which should
guide the COllrt in granting Pe1'luission to sell immoveable

276

XXXVi
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properly. lIeld, that an appeal lies from an order of the District
Judge granting permission to an administr"tor to sell immoveable
property and that section 105. Civil Procedure Code, did not
appear to affect the provision of :;ection 86, Probate and Administration Act. Per PRATT, l_" It was not desirable that permission
should be given to sell immoveable properties not in the po!>session of the achpinistratrix, to some of which third parties claimed
an absolute title and other-, of which were snbject to ostensible
. encumbrances,.unle9s it wasprovect that otheLprope:rties. not the
subject of contention,· w~re unavailable for sale. The Court ongh t
also to have satisfied itself that the sales were necessary. and in
the interest of the estate as a whole." Abira11l Doss v. Gopal
Dass, 17 Cal., 48 ; Brojo Nath Pal v. Das11l0ny Dassee, 2 C.L.R,
589- refcrred to. Uma Charan Dass v. Muklakeshi Das"i, 28
Cal., H9-followed. Kalimuddin v. lIfalzarui, 39 Cal., 566dissented from.
RAJ! Pu AND THREE v. TIN TIN

11'

PRACTlcE--Second a ppcal--Lega 1represelltatile,1/I e.'I:ec,Jt,olt proceedings

of jlldgtllent-debfor, claiming attached propel"ty as IllS own-CIVil
. Pr."l(~l'.dure Code tV of 19081 Sft: iOIt 47, Order XXI; RlIle 5:l et. seq.- .
Necessityfor tlll! Couds fa exerCise care alul tlttI'I1tio II ill mquiries
tt1lder sccfiu·n47, Code oJ Civil Procedure-Buddhist Law-:Orasa's
share left llllclaln/ed till the dell liz ofthe 5lIYl!it'ingparenl-Clai17l
after Slt1'1livillg paretlt's death for orasa's sltare. Where a persoll
who is a partv to execution proceedings as the legal repres~lltative
of a deceased judgment-debtor, takes objection to the attachment
Of certain property as being his own 'Property and not that of the
deceased judgment. debtor, held, that this is a. que,tion arising
between the parties to the suit \vithin the mea·ning of section 47 01
the Civil Procedure Code and that therefore a second appeal lies.
Held also, that in inquiries under section 47 of the Civil Procedure
Code, especially those involving the determination of the rights of
parties, where the legal representatives of the de,:eased judgmentdebtor have been brought in the Courls shrltl-Id exercise due care
and alt. ntion in the taking of evidence and in th~ p, o::edure
adopted. Held Im'lher, that the death of the surviving parent
withia 12 yeaTS from the death of the other parent, dOtS not deprive
.the o.'aSa of hi~ right to the quarter share; and that nvlwithstanding such death. he could ~till claim, within the pe·i"d Of limitation,
his vested quarter share. Cho"1J.'dhry Walrid A.i .J. ilfllssalllat
lUlllace. (1872) 11 B.L.R.,14\i ; MaSei'1 TOn Y. M'T Son, (191$)
8 L.B.R, SOl ; Ma~l1I-g Pall On v. Mmlllg Tll1i Tha, (1921) 11 L.B.R,
292 ; Ma,Min Tha v.lIfa Naw, 2 U.RH., \1 892-g61 581 ; Mi SaW
lv/itt v'- I1fi Saw Thin, 1 U.B.R. (1910-13) 125 ; Slm'e Po v. Mallng
Bein, (1914) 8 L.B.R 11.5 ; lull Tha'. Ma Tllil, (1915, 9 L.B.H.,
56-referred to. Ajo Korr v. Gorak Nalh. (19141 19 C. W.;-./., 517 ;
Arulldadhi v. Natesha. (1882) S·Mad. 458 ; Dulla v. Shib Lal,
(1916) 39 AI1., 47; Gokztl Singh v. Kisallsinglt, (1910) 34 Bom.,
546; Kuril'ali v.NaYalT. (1883) 7 Mad., 255 ; Madhusudhan Das v.
Govinda Peria,(IS89) 27 Cal•. 34; Nimb I v. Sitllra11l,(I885) 9 Bom.,
458 ; PunC',al1un Bundopadhya \'. Rabia Bibi, (1890) 17 C, 1,,711 ;
Rajntp v. Rangolu111, (1888) 16 Cal, 1 ; Seth Chal1d Mul v. Durga
Dei (1872) 11 B.L:R, 149-followed.
V. T.ARUNACHELLAM CHETTY

v. MAl'NG SAN NGWE

PRACTlcE-Smtence on accused under section 379, Indian Penal Code.

set aside and committal of accused to Sessions under sec/ioa 397
ordered by the H(l!lt Court -Committal proceedings. what should be
done in. Where the appellant was trit:d and convict~d under
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section 379 of the Indian Penal Code and his conviction was set
aside and commit"tal to the Sessions IInder section 397 was
ordered by the High Court. held, that the committing Magistrate
should have merely re-opened the original proceedings, frame.' a
fresh charge, explained it to the accused, required him to give in
his list of witnesses for Sessiplls, and after examining (if he thought
fit), any of those witnesses who had not already been examined,
commit the accused by a short formal order
NGA MVAING v~ K I N G - E M P E R O R . . .

447

PRE-EMPTION, RIGHT PF, WHETHER EXERCISABLE BY STEp·CHILDREN
IN PROPERTY PURCHASED BY DECEASED MOTHER AX}) HER SECOlo:"D
HUSBAND: See BURMESE BUDDHIST LAW, Pr,E-E~lPTIOI';'

529-

PRE-EMPlION, HIGH~

of-Sale by a mother oj land left by her
deceased husband-Right oj a younger son-Pre-emption b" one
of the several perSOliS. Held, that on the sale by a mother to a
stranger of land, left by a deceased father, the children can have
no right of pre-emption as they are not cc-heirs with the mother
and as tpe right of pre-empti'Jn exists only amongst co-heirs and
is eniorceable onlv a~ainsi the person or persons who .inherited
jointly with Ihe claimant. Semble :-A co-heir may individually
bring a suit f'lr pre-emption if he jo~ns the other co-heirs as
defendants. Ma Sein TOil v. Ma Lon, 8 L.B.K, 501 ; Ye Nail Ov.
Atmg Myat San, II L.B.R., 466-"':'followe({. Mo Thi v. Tha Kwe,
4 L.B.R., 128-disselltedjrol1l.
MAUNG BA CHO AND TWO V. MAUNG SAN TIN AND TWO

PRE-EMPTION BY ONE ONLY OF .THE SEVERAL PERSONS ENTITLED:
PRE-EhfPTION, RIGHT OF

•

437

Ste
437

of-Sale by a niother of property left by her
deCtased lwsbatld-Whether a younger SOIl has a right oJ preemptioll. Held, that.ayounger son. not being with hi.s mother a
co-heir of his deceased filther, has no right (If pre-emption in
respect of property left by his father. Mo Tili v, Tha Kwe, 4
L.B.R., I28-referred to. Ye Nan 0 v. AUI~glMyat Sail, 8 L.B.H.,
466- folf.owed.

PRE-EMPTION, RIGHT

MAUNG SAN TIN V. MA PHET Pu AND FOUR OTHFRS
PRELIMINARY ORDER IN WRITING SPECIFYIJl:G SUBSTANC/<; OF I,;FORMATzoN AND PERIOD OF RESTRiCTION. NECESSITY OF
See
HABITUAL OFFENDERS RESTRICTIOl\ ACT

See IN!>URANCE
TO· SETTLE: See ·INSURANCE
INSOLVENCY ACT ( III OF 1909),

PREMIUM, EFFECT OF RECEIPT OF :
PREMIUM, NECESSITY

PRESIDENCY TOWNS
PIWVISOAND PARAGRAPH

23

6S9-

52'!'
ISS·
158·

SECTION 17,
SECOND SCHEDULE--Secrlred credito,'s

claim to interest at colltracl rate. Held, that a secured creditor of
an insolvent is entitled to interest on his debt at the contract rale
up to the time of realisation.
IN THE MATTER OF BULABAT SAGERMULL, AN INSOLVEST
PRESIDENCY TOWNS I~SOLVEl\CV ACT (ill OF 1909), SECTION ·52.
CLAUSE 2 (c) -Goods in the possessIon, or dispo6dio.oz, oj tlte insolvent

in his trade or business-Constructloll oj the "Words" in his trade
or business." Held, that the words" goods. ill the po.ssession,
order or disposition Of the insolvent in his trade or business" in
section 52 of the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act, should not be
used in their narrow sense but should be taken to mean goods in
the insolvent's poss~ssion, order, or disposition for the purpose of,
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or purposes connected with, his trade or business, that is to scy
goods 1I0t mert:ly visibly employed in his trade or business but
acquired lor the purposes of the business, and used for those purposes. 'The Colollial Bank v. Wllinlley, 30,Ch. D.;,261 ; Sherman
v. Mason, L,R. (l899) 2 Q.B.D. 679~followed.
Ix THE MATTER OF L. \V. NASSE, AN INSOLVENT

....

154

(III OF 1(09), SECTIONSS2, 53E.'l:eClllioll of decree-Order, prior toadjudica/ion of the judgmentdebtor,for satisfactIOn of decree by mOllthl:>' il/stalments aud also
for security in t heform of a 11l01'lgage on. hts im:uoveable property,
under Civil Procedure Code, Order 20, Rule hI (21- Unsuccessful
attempts by the jUdgment·creditor to discharge the order for
trlstalnte1lts and securtty aud tv proceed with the executionMortgngeimexewtedup to date oj a.djudicaWm-Civil Procedure
Code, section 36. \Vhere the Court acting under the provisions of
O;'der XX, Rule 11 (2) of the Civil Procedure Code, ordered that the
juagment-debtor shall satisfy the decree against him by monthly
instalments and shall. in the meanwhile by w.ay of secnrity for such
monthly payments, execute in fa\'our of the decree-holder a mortgage on his immuve:tble property, held, that the subsequent
adjudication of the judgment-debtor could not affect the position
oj the decree-holder. Held further, that ~o long as the order for
security remained undischarged, the fad that up to the date Of the
jadgment-debtor's adjLldication, the mortgage ordered had not
'been executed owing to the decree-holder's Ullsl1c,cessful attempts
to ha\'e the order in questio'J discharged so·tliat he might forthwith
be abie to proce~d to execution, did not depri\'e the clecree-holder
Of his right to ob tain from tbe insolvent judgment-debtor the mortgage in a:co':dance with the Courl's order. CIlfl11dra Ku.mar Dey
v, Kttsum KUI1J11ri Roy, 28 C. \V.N. 187~refe.rred·to.

PRESlDEl\Cy-TOWNS INSOLVENCY ACT

ALLAN BROTHEHS

& Co.

v.

SHAIK IOOMAN SONS

& 'Co.

673

of 19091, SECTION 17--Suil
filed without leave of COttrt, against an insolvent, who was l'efused'
Ilis discharge--Applicalio1i fOl' sucll suit to be stayed pendiil[!. tile
obta~lliJlg of such lea'vewhether twable. Held, that the refusal of his
dischar>?:e to an ius) I ven t did not determine the in sol veney proceedings andthatthe bar against the commencement of a suit a~ainst
him dter the adjudication order continued h operate in spite of
the refusal of his discharge. Held also, that a suit filed 'after such
refusal wilho"t the leave of the C"url being barr<:d at the commencen-,e:1t, the Comt should not order :lstay 0'£ the .plo;;eeding
pending the obtainil~g of 'the leave, but should feject the nlaint
under Order VII. Rule 11, of the Code of Civil Procedure. In re
Dwarkadlls Tejbandas, 40 Bom., 235 ; lett1Z Mudd v. Budhiralll
MI/chi, 32 Cal. 339: V. 1\1. Assan Mahamed Sahib v. M.A. Rahim
Saliib, 43 Mad., 579-1'efened to.

PRESJDE:"CY TOWNS INSOLVENCY ACT (Ill

643

!{OWE & Cll., LTD. 1'. TAN THEAK TAlK
PRESUMPTION AS TO THE CORRECTNE~SOF AN ENDORSEME:-IT ON THE
nOCUME:"T BY lHE REGISTERING OFFICER: See UPPER BURMA
REGULATIO>, II OF 1897
PRESUMPT10:" FRC~{ LONG A~D PEACEFUL POSSESSION ,\S OWNER:
PARABA1K

99

See

PRESUMPTION OF MISAPPROPRIATION MAY BE DRAWN FROM A FALSE
ACCOUNT OF HOW GOODS ENTRUSTED TO A SERVANT WERE LOST:
See PENAL CODE, SECTION 408
•
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476
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PREsmlPTION OF DUE PRESENTATION
OF A ·DOCUMENT DULY
I1EGISTERED: See UPPER BURMA REGULATIONS, II OF 1897

99

PRESUMPTION OF GUILTY KNOWLEDGE OF STOLEN PROPERTY, WHEN
TO BE DRAW:': FROM THE ACCUSED'S CONDUCT: See PE"AL CODE,
SECTION 403

80

PREVIOUS APPLICATION FOR EXECUTIO:>I AFTER THREE YEAI,S FROM
DA'FE OF .DECREE, WHETHER A BARTO A SUllSEQU~:NT APPLICATIO:-i
AFT~:R CF.RTIF:CA'!'IO~ O~' 'PAYMl:NT WITHI:-I TIlliE: See ApPLICATION TO CERTIFY PAYME);T WH"TIlER A STEP 1:>1 AI'D OF EXF.CUTIO~

393

PREVIOUS SUIT BETWEEN TliE PARTHS ADJUDlC\TlNG UPON THE
EXISTENCE OF A PARTNERSfIIP : See Res Judicata

367

P~EVIOUS ACQUITTAL IN

A CRIMINAL

TRIAL BARS PROCEEDINGS UNDER
LEGAL PRACTiTIO~;ERS ACT: See LEGAL PIiACTITlONEI<S ACT,
SEC'f10K 13

491

PRINC'IPAL AND BROKER-Brokerage Ofl
the pUi'dza~cY intrrduced bytbe broker

sale of land-c-bzaLility of
to complete-New arr(l1Ige·
ments between tbe prrJlcipal <Iud the purchaser after the period
fixed for the completion vjtbe first cOlltract-Tbe positio:: of the
brokeroll tlli; s:"cQn1.lIrrrl1lgem£nt bein~ 1'escillded by the Pri1JcJpal.
vVhere a broker Was commissioned to obtain a purchaser for a
piece of land and as purchaser was found by him, who, however,
haying failed to complete n:e sale v;,ithin a tlxed reriod owing to
his inability to pay ready money, and the principal enkl ed into a
new arrangement direct with the lJurchast:r, and such new arraugc·
ment was suhsequently rescinded by the IJrin'cipal, htld, that (he
broker wa~ not entilkd to claim his commis,ion Held, that the
brokel a~e was payable 0,11\' for an actual sale. it bdng th" brokel's
duty to introduce. a person \Vcllin~ atld able to complete the
p~lrch~se, Held, further, that the second arrangement between
the principal and the purchaser having been e:Jtered into bv them
only after perIod fixed for the completion of the saJefor which the
brcker was commissioned, the principal was not liable to pay
brokerage on ;lccount 'of the new ·transaction. l'assmJiIam v.
Killg, (1898) 14 Times L,K,392--tlistillguisiIed.
FOUCAR & Co.

v, M.e,T.

45

MUDALIAR •••

PROBATE AND' ADMINISTRATION ACT, SECTION

86 : See

PRACTICE

PROBATr. OF MAHO)tEDi\~ \VILL NOT NECESSARY TO MAKE IT
SIBLE IN EVIDENCE: Sec5PECIFIC RELIEF ACT

117

Amus·
S72

PIW)I!SSOHY KOTE, WHETHER ORAL E\'IDEl\CE :ArnpSSIBLE To PHOVE
THAT IT W.lS GIVEN .~s SECURITY: See EVIDENCE ACT,.SECTION
92, PROVISO 3

482

PROPERTY PURCHASED BY ~IOTIlER AND HER SECOND ,HUSBAND,
WHETHER STEP-CHILDREN CAN CLAD! P!~E-F.MPTlO:'\ AGAIKST STEPF'ATHER : See BURMESE BUDDHIST LAW, PRE-E~ipTION

529

PROOF RFQUIRED'TO ESTABLISH AUTHORITY TO EXECUT PROMISSORY,
NOTES: Sec Res Judicata
,

367

PROVINCIAL I:-ISOLVENCY ACT, 1907, SECTION 47 : See PETITION IN
INSOLVENCY AGAINST BURMAN BUDDI-iIST COUPLE ...

309

PROVINCIAL INSOLVENCY ACT, 1920, SECTIONS IS, lS, 79 (2),61 (4) :. See
PETITION IN INSOLVENCY AGAINST BURMAN BUDDHIST COUPLE

309

PROVOCATION, DEFENCE OF :

See P~NAL CODE, SECTION 307

558
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QUALIFIED PRIVILEGE:

See

DEFA;IATION

333

RECEIPT IN FORM OF PROMISSORY-NOTE, BURDEN OF
PAYMENT OF CONSIDERATION: See SET-OFF

PROOF

uF
349

POSSESSION·-Dcfence of a sale,
subsequent to the mortgage-Sale il1'/}alid for ward of registration.
In suit for redemption, the defend'mts pleaded that subsequent
to being put into possession as mortgagees in 1910, in consicleril- .
tion of a further payment made by them to the plaintiff in 1917,
the laud was sold to them outrfght hut that they had no registered
conveyance. It was found that the further payment had been
made and that an invalid sale had taken place. Held, that the
plaintiff could not be allowed to take advantage of his omi~sion
to give a registered conyeyance and that the defendants were
entitled to retain possession. Ma Pyone and one v. M a U and two,
2 B.L.J.,233 ;MaShweOn v. MaungKy~c'et, 9 B.L.T., 45; Maung
Shwe IImon v. Maung Tha Byaw, 11 L.B.R., 462 ; Venkatesh
Damodar V Mallappa Bhimappa, 46 Born., 722-followed.

REDEMPTIO:-< OF A MORTGAGE WITH

MA MA E AND TWO 'II. MAUNG Tus

479

REDEMPTION OF A USUFRUCTUARY MORTGAGE AND A s·UIT FOR MESNE
.
PROFITS FROM DATE OF REFUSAL TO PERMIT REDEMPTION, SUIT
FOR: Sec CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (V OF 1908). SECTION 11,
EXPLANATIO:-< 4

312

REFERENCE TO HIGH COURT IN MAINTENANCE CASES, DUTY OF THE
REFERRIl\G COURT TO HEAR BOTH SJDES BEFORE MAKING
REFERENCE: See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION 488

682

REFUSAL TO ALLOW WIFE TO LIVE WITH HUSBAND EXCEPT UNDER
THE ORDERS OF A WIFE SUBSEQUENTLY TAKEN ·AMOUNTS TO
CRUELTY: See MATRIMONIAL L A W '

199

REGISTERING OFFICER, OMISSION BY, TO NOTE ON THE DOCUMENT WHY
AN .EXEcUTANT WAS ABSENT, AMOUNTS ONLY TO A FORMAL DEFECT
IN PROCEDUR'E : See UPPER BURMA REGUl.ATION II OF 1897

99

REJECTION OF PLAINT, WHEN SUIT FILED AGAINST .~N UNDISCHARGED
INSOLVENT; See PRESII:ENCY TOWNS INSOLVENCY ACT, SECTION 17

643

REPAYMENT OF Mo;o;rEY PAID UNDER AlJ ILLEGAL CONTRACT, WHEN
ENFORCED: See ILLEGAL CO:!o1TRACT, MONEY PAID UNDER

41 4

REPUTE. EVIDENCE OF, HOW FAR ADMISSIBLE:
01?FENDERS' RESTRICTION ACT, SECTION 7

See

BURMA HABITUAL

REPUTE, EVIDENCE OF, NEED NOT BE RESTRICTED TO NEIGHBOUHS:
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION 110
RES JUDICATA;

Ser.

641

See

CROSS SUIT

REVENUE, ASSESSMENT TO, NOT cO;o;rCLusIVE PROOF. OF RIGHT TO
POSSESSION; See \VASTE LAND
RES

JUDICATA--Pre'lliolts suit between the parties adjudicating upon the
existence of a partnership-Pl'011l1SS0r y notes-A ut horit y toone to
sign and endone on behalf of the other-Natun; of proof required
to estallish adh07t!,y-II1l11laterial whether paY11lentsio· account
towards prmcipalor interest. In a previous suit the plaintiffsresp:mdents had sued the defendants-appellants upon a promissorynote executed by one of the defendants-appellants alleging that it
was executed by the said defendant for and on behalf of all the
defendants as partners; at the hearing only one defendant had
denied the existence of partnership but the others had not raised
this defence and the Court had decided that a partnership existed

686
633
488
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between all the ddendant~. Subsequently, the pl;lintiffs filed two
similar sl.its on a promissory-nole which were the subject of the
present appeal and Civil Second Appeal No. 628 of 1922. in which
among other defences was the denial of the cxisklJ(:e of the
partne. ship. Held, that the qnestion of ~xi:;te:nce of the partnership
was res judiCata. Held. also,. that \vht::re the plaintiffs' case was.
that the promissory-notes wp.re executed by Ont: of the defendants
<>n behalf of the others, it was. not necessary for the plaintiffs to
establish any specifi(~ authority in oreer to su-:ceed ;;.')d that it ,:as
sufficient if such 3uthoritv could be inferred from the surroundinl!
circ:lmstances. Held, also,thal the person having author;ty to pa'y
a claim had necessarily authority also to make a part-payment
in order to save the debt from becoming time-barred. Held,
further, that where there was a part-payment recorderl in the handwriting of the debtor, such payment was good to save limitation,
whether the payment was m<lde towards interest or to.\'aros
principal. Held, furl he r, that where there is a trading part ucrship,
there is an implied authority for one partner to bind the others bv
signing promisson-notes. Mallng Po Lin v. V.E S. Vellayappa
ClIetly, (l'!l9-20) 10 L.B.R., 321; Ma ,'11I g Po MytZ V.
A. H. Dawood & Ct!. (1921-22\ 11 L.lJ.R .• 137; Pat/did
Vera1l11a \". Grandi Veerabhadraswami, (1918) 4t Mao., 434 ;
Kaja Braja Sundra Deb v. Bola Nallra,' (1917) 24 C W.N., 153
IP.C.I-followed. Hem Chandra Biswas· v. Fllrna Chandra
Mukerh, (1916) 44 CaJ., 567-rcferred tv.
RAI,A SI~GH AND THREE V. BABU DAGWAN SINGH &
REVERSION OF 0\ CHRISTJAN HUSBAND TO ANIMISM:
LAW
.

Se!'.

SONS

367

MATRnioNIAL

199

REVIEW, NEGLIGENCE OF AGENT NO GROUND FOR, OF AN ORDER OF
DISMISSAL OF APPLICATION FOR DEFAULT UNDEll ORDER IX,
RULE 13, OF THE CIVIL PROC'E,vURE CODE: See LIMITATION ACT,
SECTION 5
REVISION, FAILURE TO APPJ.Y THE LAW, A GROUND FOR:
WHETHER ON CREon OR FOR CASH

See

655

SALE

COuRT.-Orael' under Upper
BllrnzaRuby Regulation, !887-Crimillal rrvcp.dureCode, making
110 specific provision ft!r appeals 1lnder the Rp.gulatioll. Held, that
lhe Hi.,!h Court has power on appeal or revision under the
Criminal Procedure Code to question the jndgments or orders of
Magistrates a::ting under the Urper Burma Regulation, 1887, even
thoagh under the Regulation in question no specific provision
appears to have been made for either appeal or revision.
MAUl"G Po LONE v. KING-EMPEROR

202

REVISIONARY IURISDlC'l'IO:ol OJo'THE HIGH

3"1

to be la~en
into cOtlsiderai1011. Held, that while mere non-user 'is not sufficient
to amount to abandonment of a right-of-way, it is a fact to be taken
into consideration with the other facts and circumstances of the
case, and it is from all such facts that the Court h<Js to decide
whether or nota clear intention to ab:lndon can be inferred or is
indicated. Held, that where the plaintiff and his predecess(,rsin
title had failed to exercise a right-of-way, had fenced off their
land so as to shut-off the right-of-way and had omitted any specific
mention of right in various conveyances, and abandonment was
established. Crossley v. Lightowler, 36 L.J. eh., 584; Re.'"C. v.
Chorley, 12 Q.B., 515; Ward v. Ward, 21 L.J. Ex., 334-followed.

RIGHT-OF- WAY-Ab<1l1donmetlt-Non-user- CirClI111slal1ces

S. A. CHRISTOPHER

v.

T.A. COHEN Al"D TWo

534
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GRAVITATiON-Flood
'Water tll/eto tile fa II lt of th~ oCCI.tPZ~Y o·rt lhe higher levd-Adioi', iug
occupier on Lower lel!el not competent to r"ise high blJ.'lds to keep
out 11/(11er from his lmld. The p;J] ties were occupien; of adjoining
lanes bvrdering on the Udo stream. Each of the own", s of all the
severa! lands bordering on the stream had maintained bunds along
the ba k Ofthc stream to prevent it from 0\ erflo\\ in~ on to his
·own land; the plaintiffs-appellants had such a bUild but had neglected it with the Ttsult that it was breached. ·The responden t ""hose
land was adjoinin/! but was on a low(:r-evel raised high bunrls to
keep out the water coming through the:. breach in the ~)lailltiffs'
Qund with the result lhat damage was caused to Ihe pbhWls··
crors. If lhe defendant's bund were removed, the conseq·:ence
would bethat the water from the plaintiffs' land would tlow on to
the defendant's land and canse damage to his own crops. The
plaintiffs ""td for an injunction directing the defendant to reduce
their bund to its former hei~ht. Held, that the pJ2in!jffs not
having caused by their neglect more than the nahd al flow of water
on to the defendant's land, were entitled to all illjl1nction directing the defcndant to reduce his boundary ~<lzip (bund) to·its forme:r ..
he:ij!ht. Held, howe\er, that on. thefad5 it was equitable to grant
the:injuncti"l\ upon lhe expr(;Ss condition that the pJailltiffrepairs
his own bund along tlie bank of the slream and maintains it at ils
former height and in its. former condition. Balloo J11ahomed
HoosiJin v. Mawookial Dawillt Chand,3 B.L.T., 77-followcd.
R'l/l15awNly Naicker v. R.tsi Naiker, 38 Mad., 149-distingllislted.
MoksodqJiv.Ma IJliand one, 1 Ran:, 427-11I0dijied.

RIGHT

TO ·GET RID OF NATURAL DRAINAGE IlY

·MA

HLA AND ONE

V. MOKSODALI

.450

SALE, INCOMPLETE FOR WANT OF REGISTRATION, RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES UNDER; See SUIT FOR· POSSESSION BY· LE~AL. m:i!NER

:2 85

SALE IN'vALID F01~ WANT OF REGISTRATION, A GOOD DEFENCE AGAINST
A SUiT FoR REDEMPTION OF A VALID MORTG,\GE P~IOR TO THI:
SALE: See REOE~IPTI6N OF A MORTGAGE WITH POSSESSION

479

SALE OF IMMOVEABLE PROPERTY, WHETHER cARRED FROM DE1\IAL 01':,
WHERE NO l<EGISTERED DEED EXECUTED; See ESTOPPEL
".

459

CAsB-Bunleu of Proof-Revision
-Failure to aPPly the law. ':>".here· the question at issue is
whether the sale Of certain goods was on cr~dit or for caSh, lleld,
that the part\· alleging that it w~s a cash trans~ction must..
discharge the bmden of. r,r00f. 'Where the lower Comt has
. disregarded some pmvision of law and failed to apply its mind
to that provision;there is ground for revision. Zeya v. Mi On Kra
San awl one, 2 L.B R., 333-follo'Wed.

SALE, WHETHER ON CREDIT OR FOR

RASU

v.

KATTARA

SALE WITH AN OPTION TO REPURCHASE WITH!\ A CERTAIN .PERIOD-

Amount of repurchase money left blank in the document-Oral
evidence to fill in tite blank-E..:idellCt: Act (I of ]872), section 93
and proviso 1 to section 92~Specific Relief A cf (1 of 1887),
section 31-The document, a deed of mortgage by conditional
sale-Transfer of Pmperty Act IllT of 1882), section 5d (c)Presumption as.to tlte amount pf repurchase money wIlen not
specified. . Where a d.eed of sale of land contained a clause by.
which the purchaser undertoqk "fo re,sell tl,e land to the vendor.
at his request within three years for Rs.-".held, that the
omissio!1 to insert the amount of the price for repurchase was
attributable to. either an oversight of both parties and was
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tantamount to a common or mutual mistake or to an intentional
emission by the purchaser (In whuse instructions the deed was
prepared for sllb£eq~clJt1y takillg advantage of the omission as
against his \'endor a,'ld would 31110l1l't to 'frand on hi3 part and
oral evidence under the circnmsla'lCes ru jill in the blank was
admissible, IJeld fllyther, lhat sli'ch a doc,lInent W<lS dearly a
mortgage by condition:tl sale as defined in sec!i91l 58 (e) of the
Transfer of Property Act aJ1(l lhat, in the absence of any specifi~ '
agreement as to the payment of a different slim for redemption,
the niilrtgagor, was entitled to redeem [,n payment of, the
"morlage-money" which in sllch circull1st:lllce can' only mean
the amount actually due under the deed,
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SECOND APPEALS: See PRACTICE

168

SECTION 476 TO SECTION 19,:; (b) :\NO (c), RELATION OF : See CODE OF
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE (V OF 18')8), SECTION 476

374

SF-C"fIOl'! 530 (r), CRIMINAL PRoclmURE CODE : See, CRIMINAL,
'PROCEDURR COD 1', SECTIO~ 40~ (b)

386

SECURITY BEFORE PASSING ORDER: MAGISTIIATE SHOULD SATISFY
HIMSELF THAT SECUIUTY CAN BE UlVEN: See CIUMINAL PRO'
CEDUllE CODE, SECTIOl'! 562
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SECURITY FOR STAY TO liE II' FORM OF MORTGAGE

Sec CHARGE ON

U~D

4~

SELF-DEFENCE: See !'ENAL CODE, SECTION 307

558

SESSIONS JUDGE ENTERTAINll\GAPI'EAL FIIOM .SENTENCE EXCEEDING
FOUR YEARS, EFFECT OF : See CRl~jIl'AL PrWCEDURE CODE,
SECTION 408 (b)
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SET·OFF, VALUATION of-ScI·off tI,,,1 Plea of paymml-Pewlliary

jurisdictioll,-Ral1,goon Small Calise Cau"i-Suds VIlIllation Act
(VII of 1887). section 1'-- Rat!gool/ S;!iall Cause Cow't Act, 19Zo,
sedilllt 13-Ci<ilProcedureCode (Vof )1.)081, Order VllI,RlIlc6(1)ProlllissorY-llole and ,'cceipt, /'Ilrde'!, Of proof of paymel,1 ojconsideration. The plailliiff sl,ed the defendant in tlle Hangonn Sma))
Ceuse Court for work done and m:\te, j"l.; supplied to the def::ndant's house for which Rs, 3,567-1-0 had be~o,llle due to him and
towardswhich}le had recf;[yed p;l'lInents a!-,~reg"tingto Rs, 1,600,
Thedefendautadmittedthat 1~,;.3,567-1-0h~dbeen clue, but pleaded
that he had m"rl" lonr paYll1en:stotalJing Rs, 3,000 and also that
he had lent plaintiff Rs, 1.300 under a promissory-note bearing
interest, and that the'l'laintiff had a~reed to credit the amount of
the prombso 'y-nnte to his bills and to pay the amountthat mav be
fOllncIdlle in excess, He claimed,9v wayof set-off of Rs,l,OOS-IS as
balance dOle to him and paid COUJ'Hecs on that a!l:ot:nt. It further
::Iooeared that [he receiots orodllced bv the defelldal1twe"ein the
form of prol11issoT\'-nntes, Held, that the fad that the def,'ndant
claimed only Rs. f,005-15 was not the lest to beapplicdin [hisl'ase
in o-der to ascertain whether the set-off 'is within t'he pel:uniary
Jimits of the jnrisdiclion of the COld and tint the proper tes't'
must be whether the ascedained Slim or lhe a~gregate of the
ascertaiiJed S'Ill1S, which the defendant seeks to set-off does not
'exceed the pecuniary Ii mi tsof the j ',risdicti!lll of the Coilrt. Held,
also, that wJlere d.)cumen ts admitte~1 by hoth parties to bt:: mere
receipts for ll1nney paid w~re taJ<en on pa" tially fillec1up forms of a
kind ordinarily used for promj,'sory-notes, tile b'Tden of prod Of
the amount of each payment lay on the party alleginl! that he had
made such pavments. Per LENTAIG~E. J.-"It is also necessary to
distinguish between a plea of payment and :l defendanl'5 pIe,! of
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set-off. In the case of a plea of payment, the a!legation in effect
means that the debt or amount of the demand alleged to be due to
the plaintiff (or, in the case of a putial pavment, the amnunt of
the debt or demand pro tanto paid off) had 'ceas:d to be due by
reason of the aJleged payment, and that consequently, it was ilOt a
just demand validly in existence at the time of the institution of
the suit, or at the time of the written statement, as the case lr.ay
be; This plea is quite different in its nature from a plea of set-off
rilised by the defendant under the Code, which is in effect a
request, that the debt or amount to be found due to the p1:l;ntiff
shaH thereafter be treated as extinguished or satisfied in whole
or pro-tanto by being set-off against the debt or ascertained sum
due to the defendant. " Brojendl'a Nath Das v. Budge Budge
Jute Mill Co., (1893) 20 CaL, 527-1'eferred to.
HOE MOE V. I. M. SEEDAT
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JURISDICTION-Suits
'ValuationAct (VllofI887), section 8-Portion of the al/lfnmt
claimed to be set.off, admitted and defendant g'wen credit for, in'
the plaint-Civil Procedure Code (Vof 1')08), Order VIII, Rule 6.
Held, that the valuation of a set-off for the purpose of jllrisdiction
must be taken. as' relating to the whole f. f the ascertained sum ~o
pleaded, and without reference to any POI tion of the plaintiff's
claim wh:ch the defendant admits. Held, also,lhat where the
plaintiff in h:s plaint admits and gives credit 10 the defendantfor a .
certain sum, such sum being a portion of the amount which the
defenelant 'seeks to sel-off, the valuation of the set-off, ·for purposes
of jurisdiction must be taken to be the amount of the ascertained
sum ple2ded, exclusive of the amount given creditfoT. Brojendra
Nath Das V. Budge Budge hte Mill Co., 20 Cal. 527-followed.

SET-OFF, VALUATION OF FOR THE PURPOSE OF

D.

S.A-BRAHAM &

Co. v.

EBRAHIM GORABHOY

462

SET-OFF, VALUATION OF WHERE PORTION OF, AMOUNT CLAIMED ADM!1'TED AND (,IVEN CREDIT OF IN THE PLAINT: See S.'T-OFF

462

SERVANT, LIABI'UTY FOR DAMAGES CAUSED BY : See EVIDENCE ACT ....

54

SEVERANCE OF EQUITY OF REDEhfPTfON, vVHERE THE PERSON IN
POSSFSSION WAS MORTGAGEE LIlT IN UNDER A MORTGAGE INCOMPLETE FOR WANT OF REGISTRATION: See SUIT OF POSSESSIO:ol BY
.LEGALOWNER

313

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE, AN EQUITABLE AND DISCRETIONARY RELIEF:
See PRACTICE

273

SPECIFIC RELIEF ACT, SECTION 36 : See SAI.E WITH AN OPTION TO REPURCHASE WITHIN A CERTAIN PERIOD

]

SPF.CIFIC RELIEF ACT, SECTION 42, FRAl'DULENT INTEIo:TION IN I1o:S'TITUTING SUIT UNDEII : See GIFT OF IMMOVEABLE PROPERTY

649

1887), SECTION 42-S1Iit for declaration. Validity or othenIJ1Se of a Will whether to be decided in such
suil-Mahomedan Wills-Probate not necessary to be takcnbefore
Will can be proved. The plaintiH, widow of a Maholl1~dan and in
nossessiol' of the property in s lit, brought a suit for a declaration
that the said property was not liable to bl" Sold ill' execution of a
mortgage decree obtained bv the 'defenc1Jants against certain other
persons. The defence was that the dece:.sedhusband of the
plaintiff had in his lifetime by Wi'l de\Thed the property to the
. mortgagors. The trial Court holding that in a snit for a mere
ge~laratiorh the v<iljdity of th~ a!1eged Willi\!1d it 7 ex!st7Ilc~ at th~

SPECIFIC RELIEF ACT'OOF
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deatli of tile testator could not be determined, decided te proceed
further and dismissed the plaintiff's suit. Held, that the 'plaintiff
was not bound to sue for any further relief than the declaration
prayed for and that it was 'incumber,t upon the Court to decide
in the suit the questions as to the existence of the will and its
validity. Held, also, that, thou~h probate of the will had not
been taken out, the testator being a Mahomedan, the will could
be proved in the ~uit. neefholts v. Fetcl', 14 CaL, 631 ; Kanhaiya
Lal v. Munni. 18 All., 260; Iirislma Kil!kllr Roy v. Pallchuram
Mundul, 17 Cal., 273 ; Sakina Bibee v. Nahomed Ishak, 37 Ca}.,
839 ; Sir li1alzomed Jusuf v. Hargovandas Jivan, 47 Born" 231followed.
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MA NYUN V. CHiTHAMilRAM CHETTIAR
STATEMENTS MADE IN COURSE OF JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS WHETHER
AESOLUTELY PRIVILIlGE IN TORTS: See DEFAMATION •• ,

333

STATEMENTS OF PERSON WHO ;IERELY HEARD A DOCUMEN"l' READ
WHETHER ADMISSIBLE: See SUNNI MAHOMEDAN LAW, DIVORCE

400

S:rOLEN PROPERTY FORMING CONTE~TS OF ONE PARCEL, A SINGLE
CHARGE FOR: See PENAL CODE, SECTION 483

80

SUBSCRIBER A BURMAN 13UDDHIST, EFFECT OF THE NOMINA'IlON' AND
SUBSEQUENT PAYMENT AFTER DEATH OF SUBSCRIIlER:' See
NOMINATION OF A BENEFICIARY UNCER A PROVIDENT FUND

388

0.0

SUB-MORTGAGEE IN POSSESSION, LIMITATION IN FAVOUR OF :
LIMITATION ACT

See

SUB-MORTGAGEE '10 RETAIN HIs POSSESSION TILL
LIMl"l'ATION ACT •••

See

REDEEMED:

561
561

SUBSEQUENT ACT, RELEVANCY OF, TO PROVE NATURE OF PRIOR TRANSACTION: See ADVANCEMENT, PRESUMPTION OF

253

SUBsrANTIAL COMPLJANCE WITH THE DUTIES OF A SURETY, GOOD
GROUND FOR HIS DISCHARGE: See CrVIL PROCEDURE CODE,
SEcno,", 145

567

SUITS BETWEEN MEMBERS OF A CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY IN LIQUIDATION
FOJ( HEPAYMENT OF MONEY PAID BY LlQUIVATION, OUT 01' ONE
MEMBER'S ACCOUNT IN SATISFACTION OF ANOTHER'S DEilT : See
CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES ACT

325

SUIT BY MINOR ON APROMISSORY-NOTE: See MINOR, PROMISSCRY-NOTE
IN FAVOUR of
Sur~ FILED AGAINST AN INSOLVENT WITHOUT LEAVE TO BE REJECTED

UNDFR ORDER V,
ACT, SECTION 17

RUJ:E 11 : Sec

PRESIDENCY TOWNS INSOLVENCY

...

OWNER-Defence of be't/!g Placed in
possessioT/ uT/der a contract of sale-Plea of possessio/~ as a result
of a Imrcl1ase incomplete for want of registration-Evidence Act
(I of I872}, section 91, whether constituting a bar to such a suit.
Held, that to a sui t by t1:e legal owner for possession of immoveable
property of the value of Rs. 100 or lIpwardsj'it is a valid defence
that,the defendant was given possession of the property by the
legal owner under a contract for sale as defined in section 54 of
the Transfer of Property Act. Held,jUl-/her, tbat to such a suit it
is a valid defence that the defendant was giWt:::n possession of the
property by the legal owner in a transaction which purported to
be a sale and which would be a sale but. for the fact that rio
registered i nstrumCII t was executed as required by section 54 Of the

SUIT FOR POSSESSION BY LEGAL
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TranSfer of Property Act. Per ROIJINSON, C.J.-" Section 54 of
the Transfer 01 Property Act may render the transfer illegal if
llot c:viden::ed by a dOt;ument in writing fl·gistered ; but the sectioll
clearly contemplates the cOntract for sale and the possibility of
cases existing in whit;h there is nd a dnlv registered conveyance.
In thes~ cas"s the COUl ts alwa)s have to deal with the contracts
Jor silt: ; and all the section 5 4 1a)'s down with reference. to them is
U.<ll tile! do not of themselves create any interest inar charge Oil.
sneh properly. 'Jhe wntraet in the present ca,e dues not of itsdl
create any inleresl in the prorerty; but in add,tion to the contract.
we ha ie tile .actions of the parties and t he p6s~ession following the
paymeil t of the purch"se price and themLltation of natTles which
.,:ol'pled with thecontrad. do create an interest in the prorerty. '
Held. also, (Carr J.. dissenling) that on the faet~ that the aliegcd
abortive sale in the pni$ent case being in effect an oral agreement
to s :1.1 coupled wilh the sllb;;equer•.t payment ofihe. price and
,Ieli'very ot posse;sion. sectionlJl of the Evidence Act dt;es net
p'ohibit the proof of the COlOtract of sale: . Held by t:ARR,
J., (Robinson, C.J.. Heald, May Oung. and Lent,ligne. TJ.
di:.sel1tillg1 that where a trallsaction has gone l;eyond a mere
agreement of s~le and amounts to an abOl five sale as in the
prtsent C<1S<", secfi"ll 91 prohibits oral evidence d such a trallsaclion. 1l1l'11/'lulipatlal1l riliru.!JlIllna J{Ol1dama Naik v. ]Jedy.'1
Dor" sami, 'H Mad., 37?; ft1c:ddisolt V. Aldc1'Soll, II A .C.. 467 ;
M"llalilcd Mus£! v. At;!tore [(um,lr Guolguli, 42 Cal. 801 ; ,valll1/!
Mo Hllt11wg v. IlIa Silwe MY'I, 4 U.B.R., 30; Ma1t1,g Shwe Colt v.
.Maul1g I1in, 44 LA., IS; Sl/la11l"t ni-tiI/11Ih, Beglll1l\'.il:lasha Allah
Klllln, 40 All., IS7-referred/o. Ahbilr FI/lurv. 111/a/15ay"1.29 I.C.,
;07; B:rbl' Apoji v. KazlJillollr, 4,1 Born.,43S; l:3<'gI/11lv.li1aliom£cl
Yalmh. 16 AI!., 344; Karamath Khall v. S.PJ.. La/clJmi Acid, 10
L.B.R., 241 ; P'lIc1{11. v. KUr) Bolla/Ii,' 17 C \V.N., 445 ; SlJafiklll
lfuq Crowd/fUry v. Krishlla Gobil1da l:utl, 23 C. \,\T.N. 2~4 ;
Ttf1dln/csh v ,1{l/liaPtiJ., 24 Bom. L.R., 242 ; Vizagapatl/l1: Sugar
Developmeut Compllnyv. Muthur(111lLlr,ddi, 46Mad .919-1, llowed.
Kurri Veerared(il v. Kuni Bapireddi;2lJ Mad, 336-dissel1tedfrom.
MAUNG lIIYAT
AND ONE

THA

ZAN

AND

TWO ~'. MAU,l\'G AU~G DUN

POSSI,SS!O)'! BY LEG II. OW~lm-Pieaof beillg Pili in p~sscssioll
as Ihe result of" u . · lltruetuary mor(gage, inr:alTd I,;r wad of
r:gisirntio/l-Eq"itabJe doctrine oJ part per!orma1Tce--Pl1rcITast'r
of II p,wl Iru11I t he legi~l OWI/&r-Scverance of Ihe cq"ilY of redCluplioll. [-feld. that where the defendant had been put in .possession
of land as tbe result of a dsufructuary mortgage, invalid for w~nt
of registration, lie was in equity entitled to retain l?os:;;ession of the
land ul1til his debt has been repaid. Held,further, that.where the
plaintiff under the above circumstances, relied solely on his title
and had not offered to repay the moiley, his suit should not be
dismissed but a decree for posse~sipn on repaym~llt should be
pas . . ed. Held, also, that the purchaser of a portion of the land so
put in possession of the d~fendant can <ib~ain the area bought .by
him on repayment of a proportionate amount of the (~ebt, and that
the technical ruks of ~everan('e of the equity of redemption do not
appIl- to !lim. M a Htwe v. Mmi1lg Lti.1Z, S 'L.B.R., 334 ; Rliyzuddi, .
Sheik v. [{ali Nath Mukerjee. 33 CaL, 985-referred to. Appo1l" v.
ChwllaVllrlu, 36 M.\ov.N., 825; Ashton
Corrigan, (1871) 13 Eq.,
76; Hen11ann v. Hodges, (l873) 16 Eq., 18; Holknr v. DildabITo)', 14
Bom ,353 ; M·.P. Currie v. M. Chatty, 11 \V.R., 520 ; Mallllg Myat
Tha Zan v . Ma Dun. 2 Ran" 785 '; 'Sreel1ath Roy v. J{allv Dass
Ghose,5 Cal., 82 ; Taylor v. Eekel51ey, (J876) Ch., 302 - fOllvwed,
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Bon Lryll v. ru LII, 8 L. n ,J?" 553; Collator of Mirza /'/11', v, IJhag,(I,l1l
Prasad, 35 AIL, 1(4 ; Dcbem/ra ClWldtl" Roy Y Bchal i Lal
f,Jukcrjcc, 16 C:W.N , \(75 ; Nab)a CI/(/1/d Nfls/,cr v. Raj eoolllar
SClrkll' 9C.W.N., 1001 ; [>(IIa'l1l, flaus,v. RlIllduirSIIIJ!h, 38 All.,
461 ; Sal1/oo Pallei' v. Abdul Sl!'I1Imad Sahib, 31 Mad., 337,distillf!,uished.
MAUKG Tu~ YA

v.

MAUNG AUNG DUN A~D 0.,1:

5uJTS VALUA'IION ACT, S~:C11C'!'1 tl

313

: Sce SET-OFF

SUITS VALUATION ACT, SECTION

8 : See ACCOUKT,

SUITS VALUATION ACT, SECTION

8 : See SET-OFF

462
~UIT FOR

AN

SUMMOKS, DUE SERVICE OF, KOT RELEVAN'r IN AN APPEAL FROM AN
EX-PARTE DECREE: See EX-PARTE DECRE-E, ApPEAL FROM Alol
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LAV,'.-Dit·orce-DiL'orec ly d(lwmcllt Setlt tothi!
wife- Dowmellt read over to tI/e wit1lcsses-Suo1ldary l"i'idcllce Evide1lce ;Jct (1 of 1872), sections 60and 6., IS,-Statclllelits of.
persons who merely heard a documcut read whdher adl1iissibleOral e:rpla1lat iO!l by tlie husband of cOlilents of doCt/mellt, whetller
cOllslituting a t'alid oral divvrcr.-Neccssity of intcuUo1/. to b,'eak
tile tie by the words tl.<ed a'lId innoolherway. Held, tllata Sllnni
Mahollledan hl'sband may di-'orce his wife by .any \\'ords,
~llsceptible of being interpreted as a pronoullcemtnl' of divorce if
the words areutt,ered with a clear inlention on his part to diswlve
the contract of marriage.' Held, tllat where a Sun' i Mahomcdan
husband sent his wife a -d(KUment divorcing hcr, and thaI dl'cument
was not pl'oduced in evidcnce though it notice t.. produce was
sen-ed on the wife. oral evidence of tllose who merely heard the
contents of the document read was nlit admissible to wove the
document. He/d,further, that under the circulllstancfs Illentioned,
the words l.ttered by the husband when t'xplaiuing Ihe contents of
such a, document to the witnc,'scs did nr,t constitute an oral
divorce, :'s theintenlion flf tLe husb,md was hi di\'orce his wife not
by word of mouth at the time bl\t by a written document sent her.
Kallayalat v. l'yarabai, 7 Hom., 13.J-refcrred to. Asha Hi Hi
v, Kadir Ibrahim Rowtlier, 33 Mad., 22; Mazl11g Chit U v. ],{allllg
T/:a Ku, 4 U.H.R, 135- followed. Tyabji 011 ],{,lhomedan Law:
A11leer Ali 0/1. Maho,11ledal/ Law-referred 10.

SUI'NI M.\HOMEDAN

KALENTHER AMMAL t': MA MI AND ONE

LA w- W,rkfJlama!l-Re suvalion 10 tllt! wa I:il, as
Miliwalli, of the occupa!iou' of Ihe property dttri1t~ his tifetime,
anti the usufruct OJ Ihe profits-The riglrt to aller tile rules of the
grant ullder the wakf, whether rcserva-ble to the wl1kif-Wakf,
when duly created-lllV£llid clallses i/£ the wakflla1ntlh, effcct
of-Verbalwakf- Natl/re of evitteuce to establish all oral wakr~
Non-appoilltmeJlt of a Muh!J'llli-Object of the trust, wlte/her
llecessary tJ be deciared-W,lkf Validatiol/. Act IV of 1913).
Hetd. that at Sunni Mahomedan Law the reservation to the wakif,
as Mutwallt, of the occupation of the property during his'lifetime
and the USUfruct thereof, did not vitiate, wakf, provided that the
corpus of the property was definitely and fi.-:ally appropriated to
th~ intended purpose. Held, also, that the wakif may legally
reserve to himself the right to alter the rules of the grant U11der,
the wakf, if such alteration did,nol 2nlOunt to a revocation cf the
·Wakf. Held. also, that a wakf is completed by the wakif's
dedication; and that provisions in the wakfnamah that Mutwallis,
who were to succeed tbe donor, should 110t enter upon the
'property lJefore a certain period after his death, did not constitute

SUN!'I MAHO~fED.\N
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it a testamentary disposition. H dd, further, that if there were
invalid clauses in a wakfnawah, the wakf was not vitiated there• by but only. the off(:·nding clauses weTc void. lleld, also, that a
verbal declaration of the intention' to cre.. te a wakf was sufficien I
if made in the . presence of witnesses .lIld where that the·
witnesses deposed that the Dwner declared either that he then
dedicated his property or had already e\< dic,lted it, it was enOllgh
to c'ivt:st him of his proprietary righis therein. Held, also·, that
the wakil need not appoint a M utwalli, and that he need not
declare the object of the trllst ; the presumption then being that
the wakif appointed himself Mutwalli and that he dedicated the
property to the service of God. Held, finally, that delivery of
possession to MutwalJis was· not necess.lry to constitrle a valid
wak£. Bibi lil:lJira Khaturl v. Fakirulla. 34 C.L.]., 444; Bzkari
Mia v. Sheill Lal Poddar, 20 Cal., 116; DOe d. Jazlll Beebee v.
Abrloolah, (18331 Fulton, 345; ]oyp,unnes'·a Bibi v. Majilulla
Mamed ProJ111allik, 28 C.W.N., 781 ; Kulsom Bibi v. Golam Hosscin
Cassim Ariff, 10 C.\V.N., 449 ; Maung Po Thwev. Maung ShaBin,
2 D.B.R (1897·01), 480 ; Maho'>ied k:i,uddilt v. Le.eal Remembrancer, ISIAII., 231-rcfened to. Cassamally v. CZltrl1tlbhai, 36
Born., 214; Ramiian Mistriv. Had Zakllr Hosseill, 18 I.e., 241followed.
495

MA E KHIN AND OTHEHS V. MAUNG SEIN AND OTHF.llS
SUPERIOR AND INFEIUOR WIVES DEFINED:

See BUDDHIST LAW

62

SUPER-TAx-I1Zdian Income-tax Act (X I of 1922', section 2, subsection (15), sections 12,16, 55-D1stribzetiOll of profits accumulat(d by a Company 1m tile form of bOll'ils sllares-Sl1areholdcrs
with 1%0 optiJn to take profits hI any other for11l--"]nc011le, profits
or gaills" to the shareholder do '/U·t include such issue of shares.
Where a limited liability Company capitalized the sum standing
in its books as undivided profits and directed t·h:tt the sum be
distributed to the holders of the ordinary shares in the form of'
fully· paid bonus shares, the shareholders' being given n0 ·option
tn take the profits in any other fo,m, held, that shch a transaction
does not r(sult in any income, profits or gains to· the shareholders,
within the me~ning of section 2, sub-section (IS), and sections 16
and 12 (If the Indian Income-tax Act, 1C)22. BOZIch v. Sp,'o-ude•
. L.R. (1887) A.C.; 385 ; Commissioners oj ]lIland:Reve1"lue v Blott,
L.R., 1K.B.D. (1920), 114-followed. Swan Brewery, Limited v.
The King, (914) L.R.,A.C:, 231-1listinguishe,i
STEEL BHOTHERS &

Co., LIMITED v. GOVERNMENT

211

SURVIVING PLAINTIFFS-RESPONDENTS BEING THE LEGAL I<EPRESENTATIVES OF THI'; DllCI' ASED PLAINTIFF-RESPONDENT, 'WHETHEll THEY
SHOULD BE PLACED OK THE RRCORDS AS LEGAL HEPRESENTATIVES:
See ABATE~lENT OF APPEAL

445

TAKING. CHARGE OF PROPERTY OF AN ACCUSED PERSON IN CUSTODY
AT HIS REQUEST IS NOT. PROFESSION AL MISCONDUCT: See LEGAL
PRACTITIONERS ACT, SECTION 13

491

TENANCY OR SERVICE, BURDEN OF PROOF OF:

See

EViDENCE ACT...

THROWING UP A BRIEF WITHOUT OBTAINING CONSENT OF CLIENT:
LEGAL PRACTITIONER

·549

See

TITLE PARAMOUNT, PERSONS CLAIMI1i:G BY, NOT NECESSARY PARTIES
TO A MORTGAGE SUIT: See NECESSARY PARTIES TO MORTGAGE SUIT

265
106
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TRADE-MARK-APPlicationjor a commissi01l to prove prior mer by
manufacturer 'in SCl'tland-Effed on exclllsi7'e user in British
Illdta by a pers01l otlter tltarl tile OW1Jer-lnfringelllcnl. Held.
that pi ior user of a tr,:de mark by the manufacturer in Scolland
does not bar another peison in British India from acquiring an
exclusive uSt'r in British India and that to a suit by a l'erson in
British 'India, for infringemcpt of his trade-mark, the question of
tne prior user in S:otland by the manufacturcr is irrelevant.
Ebrallim Currim v.' Essa Abba Suit, (901) '2~ Mad., 163; J.
Ullman & Company v. Cesar Lenba. l1(08) 13 C.W N., 82;
Lavergne v. Hooper, (1884) 8 Mad., 194; Wesl E1id Watch
Compa1zy v. Bema Watch CompallY, (190) 35 Bom. 425followed.
C. R. COWIE & CO:lfPANY V. r~. M. H. PATEL BROTHERS

278

TRANSFER OF CASE, EFFECT ON A BOND }<'OR APPEARANCE O}<' ACCUSED:
See CRIMINAL PUOCEDURE CODE, SECT.ION 514

581

TRANSFER OF' PROPERTY ACT, SECTION 58 Ic!: Sec SALE WITH AN
OP'JION TO REPURCHASE WIT.I:lIN A c:;ERTAlN PERIOD

113

TRANSFER OF PROPEHTY ACT, SECTION'
CODE, SECTION II, EXPLAI\"ATION 4

76 (i): See

CIVIL PROCEDURE

100: See CHARGE ON LAND
TRANSFER OE PROPERTY ACT, SECTIO:iI 12J, EQUITABLE RELIEF FROM:
TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT, SECTION

See GIFT OF

649

IMMOVEABLE PIWPERTY

TRAXSFER OF PROPERTY ACT, SECTIONS
ECCLESIASTICAL LAW

123, 129 : See

UNAnr.E TO MAINTAIN' iTSELF .'
CODE, SECTION 488

DE~'INED : Sec

BUDDHIST

131

TRESPASSER ENTERING AND PLANTING ON ANOTHER'S
ENTITLED TO TilE PRODUCE: See \VASTli LAND
.
.1

LAND

See

NOT

488

CIUMINAL PROCEDUHE

'

UNDISCIJARGED INSOLVENT; REJECTION OF PI AIN'T AGAINST:
PRESIDENCY·ToWNs lli:SOLVENCY ACT. SECTION J·i
UNPROFESSIONAL CONDUCt' :

681

See,

LEGAL 'PRACTITIONER

1897-Pres'll111j>tion of due P",'scntation Of a document for l'egistration-Rule 7 of the Regis/l'ation Rflles framed ul1der t he Regula! iOfl-Presu11l ption as to the
correctfless of an C/ldorsemel1t on the dowlI,en! by the Re{!,7stC1'ing Officcr-]>I'esel1ce at the foot of tlie aocur.lCnl of the
signature of an unauthorised tenon Call1lOt operate to
contradict presumption of correctness-Omission on the part of
tile Registering Officer /0 110te t he failure or refusal of a party to
the docl~111ent to appear before hi11l, a defect in procedure -Such
011Vissio?Z cannot 711tiate registration made on proper presentation. Held, that the cor:ectn, ss of an''cffi~jal cndorsemcnt on a
document as to the rei son presenlja~ i1lor registration was to b;:
pres limed, and fhat thc p esencc at the foot of thc document of
the si~nature of a person other than one duly authorised to
,present il. tor SUch si!!nature tbere I'dug no kg,) sanction,
cOllld not operate to contradict thc correctncfS of the (fficial
endorsement, Held f'llrtlier, that wnere a deed was admittedly
,executed by two per~o"s b. I it was objected that execution was
not admitted before the Registering Offiler by one executant, it
was a fair presumpiion'in the circumstances that the officer had,
acted under Rule 5 when he re!(istci ed the chlcument. Held, also,
that the omission on the rart of a registering officer to m~ke a
note on ,the docl,ment as 10 the circumstance that onc of the
parties to i~ ~ither wa~ ~~ablc or !Jag refused to appear b~fore hhiJ)

UPPER BURMA REGULATION II OF

382
429

643'
265

1

'GENERAL 'INDEX.
PAGE
was. an omiSSIOn for which the person' presenting the elo;;ument for registration coulel not be helel responsible anel woulel at
the most be only a elefect in procedl1re whicli did not \itiate
registration that was made on a proper presentation. Jambu
Prasad v. Muhammed Aftab Ali [Ollll'l, 42 LA., 22-referred to.
BAIJNATH SINGH AND OTHERS V, JAMAL BROTHERS & COMPANY,
LIMITED, AND ANOTHER

9S'

UPPER BURMA RUBY HEGULATIONS, 1887, WHETHER OT<DERS UNDER'
'SUBJECT TO INTERFEHENCE BY HHiH COUl;T ; See REVISIONARY
JURISDICTION OF THE HIGH COUHT

321

USUFI1'uC·r.UARY MORTGAGE, INCOMPLETE F(lR WANT OF REGISTRATION, RIGH'IS AND LlABlLITES UNDER: See SUIT 'FOR POSSESSION
BY LEGAL OWNER

313

VALUATION 01<' A CROSS OBJ ECTION OF COSTS: See CROSS OBJECTION
RELATum SOLELY TO COS1S

637

VILLAGE HEADMAN, WHETHER A POI.ICE OFFICER; See WHETHER
VILLAGE HEADMAN IS A POLICE OFFICER
'

31

\VAKF, CONDITI01\S OF GRANT OF WI·JETHER WAInI' CAN HESERVE TO
.
HIMSELF TO ALTER: Sec SU,\lNI MAHO~IlWAN LA IV .. ,
\VAKF VALIDATION ACT: See SUN~I MAHOl\IEDA'I LAw ...
WAI{F, VERBAL, NATURE OF I<VIDENCE SUI'FICIE1\T TO ES'IABLISfl:
See SUNNI MAHOMEDAN LAW
WAKF; wlIEN DULY CREATED: See SUNNI MAFIOMEDAN LAW
WAKF, WHETHER VALID WITHOUT TRANSFER OF POSSESSION: See
SUNNI MAHOMEDAN LAW
.
WAKFNAMAII, EFFECT of
MAHOMEDAN LAW

SOME

INVALID

CLAUSES:

See

49$
495
495
495
495

SUNNI

495

WASi'EL-\ND- Suit for declaration of "i~hl to pussession-Assessrnent

to revenue not conclusive -1','espassel' cuterin.f!. and planlmg on
anothcr'slandnut entitledt" llie produce. Ileld,thal the fact that
one of the two contestants to possession of;: piece of Government
wade land had been assessed to land revenue, thollgh a relevant
fact, would not in itself be conclusive rraof of right to possession;
neither would such assessmtnt ,l1nount to Hcognition by t.he
Government of ,> trcspassL'r's poosession. Held, also, that a trespasser who enters on another pel son's land and cultivates ther.eon
dots not thereby become e"ti1!ed to the produce. Maung Tun
Alwg v; Ma Hlee, 12 B.L.T., 263-dissenled f"om.
MAUNG KYE

V.

MAUl'\G THA HAN

A~D

TBI/EE

WHETHER A VILLAGE HEADMAN IS A POLICE-OFFICER-Confession to
a village headman, ad112iss,Mlity of-Elc'ideZlee Act (l of 1872).
section 25. Held. that a villa,:e headman is not <l pnlicc'officer, and
section 25, Evidence Act, dvcs nnt excl i,de a conf essionmade 10 hiI~
by an aCCl sed person. Per YOUNG, OFFG. C.J.-" The mere'
bestowal of the same powers of arrest as are dveri to a police-officer
does not make the village hcadm~n apoiice-offIcer•. ail\' more than
it makes a magistrate a police-officer" Fer HE.ILD, J....:..." There
c'l:n be no doub t that the LegisLtme when it enacted the Village
Act did not regard the headman ~s a p )Iice-oflicersince it provided
separately in the same sedion of the Act for the appointment of
villa?eheadman andthe apl)ointment of one or more rural policemen for a village-tract." 'pel' MAY OUNG, J.-" Where' a village
readman is shown to have. taken an acti \'e part in the investigation
Qf ~p off/(nce jn conjunction with the police, a confes~ion aIle~ecl

4~8

GENERAL INDEX.

Ii
PAGE

to have been made to him in the course of such investigation
should ~e received with the utmost caution." Crown v. Nga Po
HIDing, 1 L.B.R., 65-reaffirmed.
31

NGA MYIN 'II. KING-EMPEROR
WIFE LIVING"APART AS THE RESULT OF HUSBAND'S REFUSAL TO ALLOW
HER TO LIVE WITH HIM EXCEPT UNDER THE ORDERS OF A MISTRESS
OR A WIFE SUBSEQUENTLY TAKEN; See MATRIMONIAL LAW

199

~70RDS: .. INCOME, PRoFITS OR GAI);S ,. :

211

See SUPER-TAX

YOUNGER SON, WHETHER ENTITLED TO PRF.-EMPT LAND SOLD BY
MOTHER AFfER FATHER'S DEATH: See PRE-EMPTION, RIGHT OF
YOUNGER SO;o,;'8 cr AlA, TO PRE-EMPT, WHETHER TENABLE IN RESPECT OF
LAND SOLD BY THE WIDOWED MOTHER: See PRE-EMPTION, RIGHT OF

G.U.B.C.P.O.-No. 120, Min. of Infmn., 27-10-S6-6CO-IX.
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159

